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 1                       P R O C E E D I N G S
 2  A-16: CONSIDERATION OF STATE BOARD RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING


 3  APRIL AS THE MONTH OF THE MILITARY CHILD
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: We have a resolution for


 5            recognizing April as the Month of the Military Child.
 6            We have a lot of guests with us this morning for
 7            that, so we're going to move that to the first item
 8            on the action agenda.  Mr. Lasiter, you're recognized
 9            to present item A-16.
10                 MR. LASITER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
11            Commissioner Key, and Members of the State Board.
12            I'm Jeremy Lasiter, General Counsel here with the
13            Department of Education.  I also serve as Arkansas'
14            Compact Commissioner for the Arkansas State Council
15            on the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity
16            for Military Children.  And I am joined today by Ms.
17            Brittany Kincaid, who is our ADE Policy Development
18            Coordinator; she has been instrument in carrying out
19            the duties of the Arkansas State Council.
20                 We come to you today on behalf of the State
21            Council to request that you approve a resolution
22            recognizing April as the Month of the Military Child.
23            As stated in the draft resolution that's in your
24            materials, over 9,000 Arkansans serve in our Armed
25            Forces and more than 3,700 children in military
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 1            families attend our public schools across the state.
 2                 I would like to introduce a few of those
 3            military members and their families who have joined
 4            us today from the Little Rock Air Force Base.  First,
 5            from the 19th Airlift Wing we have Lieutenant Amanda
 6            Farr; also from the 19th Airlift Wing we have
 7            Technical Sergeant Celina Schilling and her daughter
 8            Auria; from the 314th Airlift Wing we have Staff
 9            Sergeant Michael Guerra, and his spouse Alissa and
10            their daughters Cassie and Cora.  We also want to
11            recognize several of our Arkansas families who serve
12            in all branches of the Armed Forces, including the
13            Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard,
14            including members of the National Guard and Reserves.
15            And I also want to thank Stephanie Koonst from the
16            19th Mission Support Group for coming to join us.  I
17            didn't see any of our members of our State Council in
18            attendance -- Dr. Guess was here earlier -- but we
19            want to thank them for their help.  And then I also
20            want to recognize Mr. Ken Griffin, who is Governor
21            Hutchinson's Military Veteran's Affairs liaison.
22            He's been on the job, as you all know, since January,
23            but he's already been an extremely valuable source of
24            assistance and support for our efforts.
25                 With that, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Commissioner, we
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 1            respectfully request that the State Board grant its
 2            approval for this resolution and for you to sign it,
 3            if you grant that approval, signifying this board's
 4            recognition of the sacrifices made by military
 5            families and its support for recognition of the month
 6            of April as the Month of the Military Child.
 7                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you, Colonel Lasiter.


 9            And I want to thank our guests for being here and
10            thank you for your service.  We're honored to have
11            you.
12                 Members, are there any questions?  All right.
13                 MR. LASITER: If you'll vote first, we can do
14            the signing after that.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
16                 MS. SAVIERS: I move to approve.
17                 MR. DAVIS: Second.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Ms. Saviers has moved to


19            approve the item and to declare April the Month of
20            the Military Child, and Mr. Davis has seconded that
21            motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none, all
22            in favor say "aye."
23                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Thank you.


25                 MR. LASITER: And, Mr. Chairman and Mr.
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 1            Commissioner, if you could come down we'll take a
 2            photo as you sign the resolution.
 3                 (COURT REPORTER'S NOTE: Commissioner Key and


 4            Chairman Ledbetter go to the podium and sign the
 5            resolution.)
 6                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank y'all very much.


 8                 MS. MAHONY: Mr. Chair, I think Ms. Saviers and
 9            I volunteered to write a school excuse for Ms.
10            Shilling's daughter, so we'll help you out.  It's so
11            nice to see some of the faces of our military
12            children too.  Thank you all for coming.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  So we've got some


14            seats now down at the front.  What I need to ask
15            everyone to do is to try to find a seat in the
16            auditorium; the Fire Marshall does not like for us to
17            have people standing around.  So if you can't find a
18            seat, what we're going to do is ask you to go out
19            into the lobby area and we -- the meeting is
20            broadcast; it's on the television out there; the
21            audio and video is out there.  And then when your
22            item that you're here on comes up on the agenda,
23            you'll have an opportunity to come in for the item
24            that you're here for.  So I would respectfully ask
25            folks if you can't find a seat to move outside.
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 1                 Members, what I would like to do this morning is
 2            to take the next two items on the agenda, which is A-
 3            1 and A-2 -- that's the funding for the ABC programs
 4            -- and get those done.  And then I would like to move
 5            up the Little Rock School District report because we
 6            have some folks here for that that I would like to
 7            not keep too long.  And then we'll go down the normal
 8            list that we have on our agenda.  Does anybody have
 9            an objection to that procedure?
10  A-1: CONSIDERATION FOR AR BETTER CHANCE ONE-TIME FUNDING


11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Then if everyone is


12            okay with it, then we will move next to item A-1,
13            which is Consideration for one-time funding for the
14            Better Chance program.  Ms. McKinney, thank you;
15            you're recognized.
16                 MS. McKINNEY: Thank you.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Move that microphone -- it


18            got moved.  There you go.  All right.
19                 MS. McKINNEY: Can you hear me?
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes, ma'am.
21                 MS. McKINNEY: Okay.  Thank you, Commissioner
22            Key and Members of the Board, Mr. Chairman.  I wanted
23            to go back -- I did have the numbers on what we had
24            projected for the high-quality preschool programs.
25            We had projected that we would serve approximately
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 1            1,666 to improve those children that are four years
 2            of age that are part of ABC.  And then the other
 3            expansion, we're looking at expanding classrooms for
 4            about 2,230 children.  That's what we projected in
 5            the grant.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
 7                 MS. McKINNEY: Moving on to item A-1, we have
 8            the list of the Arkansas State University Childhood
 9            Services and the other items listed are -- you have
10            already approved these grants previously at the
11            beginning of the fiscal year, and this is an
12            amendment to those particular grants.  They help us
13            with providing staff development, assessments of the
14            classroom, maintaining the data for our children as
15            they are assessed, and tracking them through the
16            system.  And then also they provide information on
17            working with families and primarily mental health
18            services.  And so these are just an addendum to the
19            existing contracts.  For the Southeast Arkansas
20            Education Service Cooperative, in the past, at the
21            very end of our fiscal year, when we see we're going
22            to have any funding remaining, we have been funding
23            the AmeriCorp.  Last year, it was $285,000.  This
24            year will depend on how much we have remaining in the
25            budget.  For the infant/toddler care, it's the same
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 1            thing; we have about 500 children that we're serving
 2            with infant/toddler care and they receive the same
 3            amount of money for the three- to five-year olds in
 4            the amount of $4,860 per child.  And if you -- for
 5            infant/toddler care, that requires much more funding
 6            and so we are requesting the calculations based again
 7            on the amount that we have remaining to pass through
 8            to the infant/toddler care services because it takes
 9            more funding for that group.  And then anything else
10            that we have remaining then we would pass through to
11            the current ABC programs for any type of quality
12            enhancements to improve their programmatic situation.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Members, you've


14            heard the explanation from Ms. McKinney.  Are there
15            questions?  Ms. Zook.
16                 MS. ZOOK: Yes.  Who supervises and monitors the
17            day-to-day of the ABC programs?
18                 MS. McKINNEY: We have -- well, it is -- we have
19            individuals that go out and provide monitoring.  They
20            look at the environmental -- we use the Environmental
21            Rating Scale to look at all the programs across the
22            state.  We have scores on all of those programs and
23            can give you any kind of information that you might
24            want.  The other thing is that we also track the
25            children and we go and provide services on assessment
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 1            using the Work Sampling System, and we also track the
 2            children with that system.  In turn, we have
 3            individuals at the Department of Human Services under
 4            the division that have program specialists.  Each one
 5            of those program specialists goes out and visits
 6            every single program and all the different classrooms
 7            every year.  In turn, we also have the program
 8            coordinators at the district level or at the
 9            different program levels that also have the
10            responsibility and oversight of monitoring and making
11            sure that the services are being provided.  We also
12            have the licensure folks that go in to make sure that
13            the health and safety and wellbeing of the children
14            are being maintained.  And then we also have the
15            Better Quality, Arkansas Better Chance Quality
16            Services that go in and look at and assess the
17            programs to determine if they can in fact be a
18            recipient of the quality funding.
19                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  I have several people who
20            speak to me and particularly on the children who have
21            learning disabilities or other handicaps.  So do I
22            need to refer them to you and then you get them where
23            they need to be?  There seems to be some concern
24            about those programs who use -- and the children who
25            qualify for Medicaid, that these children are being
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 1            pulled out of the instructional time a great deal of
 2            the time and, therefore, they are not coming into
 3            kindergarten with the skills that they might
 4            otherwise, were they not being pulled out for their
 5            OT/PT and whatever, they qualify as under Medicaid
 6            that's separate and apart from ADE.  So do I need to
 7            refer those people to you and then you get them to
 8            the people that need to be, or --
 9                 MS. McKINNEY: You certainly can.
10                 MS. ZOOK: -- how would you like -- okay.
11                 MS. McKINNEY: That would be fine.
12                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Any other questions?  Mr.


14            Davis.
15                 MR. DAVIS: Yes, quickly.  Is there a -- do you
16            have a total amount of anticipated remaining funds at
17            the end of the year?  Do you know what that looks
18            like?
19                 MS. McKINNEY: Ballpark, about two million.
20                 MR. DAVIS: Okay.
21                 MS. McKINNEY: Right now, we're serving about
22            25,000 children and I have a breakdown of how many
23            children are in center-based and then also how many
24            children are in home-based.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Ms. Mahony, anyone
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 1            else?
 2                 MS. MAHONY: Ms. McKinney, one-time funding, is


 3            this -- this is the grant that you all received in
 4            this program?
 5                 MS. McKINNEY: Yes.  Yes, ma'am.
 6                 MS. MAHONY: Is it renewable?  Will you be able
 7            to reapply for it this next year or is it -- it is
 8            one-time and that's it?
 9                 MS. McKINNEY: Well, so far, at the end of each
10            year we've been able to sustain this over several
11            years because throughout the year we have programs
12            that, for whatever reason, decide to surrender the
13            slots.  So we have funding that is remaining at the
14            end of the fiscal year.
15                 MS. MAHONY: Thank you.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Ms. Zook, did you have


17            another question?
18                 MS. ZOOK: Yes.  The number that is being used
19            at -- with the legislature is $4,000 and something
20            per child.  Is that just state money or does that
21            include the federal money?
22                 MS. McKINNEY: No.  That is just state.
23                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  So there actually is a larger
24            number per child than the $4,000 that is state money?
25                 MS. McKINNEY: Not for ABC.
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 1                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  What is the other money for?
 2                 MS. McKINNEY: The other money is -- was --
 3            you're talking about the high-quality preschool
 4            program, the $15 million?
 5                 MS. ZOOK: Yes.
 6                 MS. McKINNEY: That was a federal grant we
 7            received in December.  I think we received notice of
 8            it in December, and then we were ready to move out
 9            with it in -- we got it in January.  And so the plan
10            is for looking at expanding those services beyond
11            ABC.  It is a different kind of program with
12            different types of requirements and criterion.  And
13            so any program that we select to do the high-quality
14            preschool program has a higher level of a standard
15            that has to -- they have to abide by.  They will
16            receive more money per child.  So it is separate from
17            the ABC program.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other
19            questions?
20                 MS. MAHONY: Mr. Chair, I move approval.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
22                 MR. BLACK: Second.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Mahony


24            moved approval, Mr. Black seconded that motion.  Is
25            there any discussion?  Hearing none, those in favor
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 1            say "aye."
 2                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Motion


 4            carries.
 5  A-2: CONSIDERATION OF ONE-TIME FUNDING FOR ABC PROGRAMS


 6  AFFECTED BY NATURAL DISASTERS
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Ms. McKinney, you're


 8            recognized for item A-2.
 9                 MS. McKINNEY: Okay.  Thank you.  This is --
10            this has to do with, again, one-time emergency
11            funding.  It is -- there were three districts that
12            contacted me after the storm last year in April
13            because it created a tremendous amount of flooding
14            and then, of course, there were some that were
15            destroyed through a tornadic situation.
16                 Vilonia, I have been waiting for them to follow-
17            up and get me the information based on what their
18            insurance was going to pay and any difference that we
19            needed to assist them with.
20                 At this point, you can remove Blytheville from
21            the list because they contacted me yesterday and said
22            that funding was not needed, that insurance had
23            totally one-hundred percent taken care of their
24            needs.
25                 As far as Batesville, the amount was right at
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 1            $1200.  I know it has zero, but it should have been
 2            $1200.
 3                 And then Vilonia was $10,634, and that is to
 4            refurbish their playground, to buy the handicap ramps
 5            for accessibility into the playground and also the
 6            groundcover.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Thank you.  You've


 8            heard an explanation on this item.  Are there any
 9            questions?  Hearing none --
10                 MS. REITH: I move for approval.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
12                 MR. BLACK: Second.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Reith has


14            moved approval on item A-2, and Mr. Black has
15            seconded her motion.  Is there any discussion?  All
16            right.  Hearing none, those in favor say "aye."
17                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Okay.  Thank


19            you, Ms. McKinney.
20                 MS. McKINNEY: Thank you.
21  A-5: CONSIDERATION OF THE LITTLE ROCK SCHOOL DISTRICT PROGRESS


22  UPDATE
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay, Members.  So now what


24            we'll do is we'll skip forward to item A-5, which is
25            the progress update on the Little Rock School
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 1            District.  Mr. Key, are you going to start this?
 2                 COMMISSIONER KEY: (Nodding head up and down.)


 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  You're recognized.


 4                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.


 5            And, yes, I'll start the Little Rock report and just
 6            say upfront that Dr. Suggs could not be with us but
 7            he is available online there or on the phone should
 8            questions come up.  He has a written report that
 9            should be in front of you that he will be glad to
10            answer questions on as we proceed.
11                 Mr. Chairman, my remarks as far as the update, I
12            wanted to give this board kind of a background of
13            what drives my position and my efforts in this and
14            the efforts of the Department.  As you'll recall in
15            the Alma versus Dupree case, in that case the court
16            found that "ultimately" -- and this is quoting from
17            the ruling -- "ultimately, the responsibility for
18            maintaining a general, suitable and efficient school
19            system falls upon the state."  They further
20            concluded, "whether the State acts directly or
21            imposes the role upon the local government, the end
22            product" -- and I quote or stress -- "the end product
23            must be what the constitution commands, and when a
24            district falls short of the constitutional
25            requirements" the obligation is the state's to
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 1            rectify.  If local government fails, the state
 2            government must compel it to act; and if the local
 3            government cannot carry the burden, the state must
 4            itself meet its continuing obligation.  Dupree
 5            focused on equity in school finances.
 6                 The Lakeview case expanded that and it applied
 7            that same standard to the adequacy of funding,
 8            facilities, as well as delivery of education.  And I
 9            quote from that ruling, "We conclude that the clear
10            language of Article 14 poses upon the state an
11            absolute duty to educate our children.  In response
12            to the series of Lakeview rulings, the General
13            Assembly has vested certain authority to the State
14            Board of Education to insure this constitutional duty
15            is being met."  And as we all know, that authority
16            includes the takeover of districts.
17                 I offer that very brief legal history to provide
18            the background for this statement, that as your new
19            Commissioner I want to have in the record of these
20            proceedings the action taken by this body in regards
21            to the Little Rock School District was in direct
22            fulfillment of its constitutional duty to the
23            students of the district.  In no way should this be
24            interpreted as being a lack of effort by the previous
25            boards and leaders of the Little Rock School
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 1            District, because there has indeed been a great deal
 2            of effort through the years.  However, this board
 3            determined that these well-intentioned efforts have
 4            fallen short of meeting the constitutional standard
 5            of education.
 6                 Now there has been much discussion about the
 7            plan for Little Rock School District.  It is my
 8            belief that in order to meet that standard of
 9            education that we desire and expect Little Rock
10            School District needs more than just a plan; it needs
11            to embark on a comprehensive improvement process that
12            looks not only at the six school districts in
13            academic distress, but takes a more holistic view of
14            the district, its finances, its operations, and its
15            academics, with the overarching concept of how to
16            best educate students.  The Department has been
17            working and will continue to work with Dr. Suggs and
18            his team of education professionals across the
19            district to develop and implement strategies that
20            will put Little Rock School District on the path of
21            meeting two primary goals: a better educational
22            opportunity for all students and the ultimate return
23            of Little Rock School District to local governance.
24                 Now this was begun before I -- this effort began
25            before I arrived and my predecessor, Mr. Wood, as
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 1            Commissioner, asked Mr. Baker Kurrus to assist in
 2            looking at the finances.  Mr. Kurrus is here today
 3            and he will also have some statements regarding the
 4            work of his committee.  In the Department I have
 5            asked Deborah Coffman, Chief of Staff, to be the
 6            liaison between Dr. Suggs and the Department.  Her
 7            role is not to develop the strategies, but to help
 8            Dr. Suggs and his team in refining the strategies and
 9            then bringing them back to us to help the Department
10            understand and determine how we can best support
11            those strategies.  One thing we have specifically
12            asked, that I asked Dr. Suggs to take a look at, is
13            the expansion of pre-k in Little Rock School
14            District.  And we've begun to identify the ability of
15            the district to do that and the numbers that we would
16            need to bring about to help drive some improvement so
17            that the students in the pipeline of the Little Rock
18            School District have a better foundation when they
19            start kindergarten.
20                 And with that, Mr. Chairman, I'll conclude my
21            remarks and offer Dr. Suggs, on the phone, and Mr.
22            Kurrus to make any remarks that they would have and
23            answer any questions.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you, Commissioner


25            Key.  Before I go to Dr. Suggs and Mr. Kurrus, are
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 1            there any questions for Commissioner Key?  All right.
 2            Ms. Coffman, thank you for your efforts in this
 3            regard.  Dr. Suggs, are you there?
 4                 DR. SUGGS: Yes, sir.  I am.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Did you want to


 6            add anything to what Commissioner Key has stated this
 7            morning?  We do have your memo in front of us and we
 8            appreciate you preparing that.
 9                 DR. SUGGS: No, sir.  I think the memo is pretty
10            detailed and provides a detailed update regarding
11            (inaudible).  I would like to echo something that the
12            Commissioner said, that it's going to be important to
13            understand that this must be a holistic approach to
14            the district instead of an isolated case approach.
15            And it is a process and it will be an ongoing process
16            in which we will implement phases of improvement
17            throughout this journey in which we're going to be
18            traveling.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Thank you for that.


20            Are there any questions for Dr. Suggs from the Board?
21            Ms. Saviers.
22                 MS. SAVIERS: Dr. Suggs, this is Vicki Saviers,
23            and thank you for the report.  A couple of questions
24            concerning communication.  I don't see anything
25            specific in the report about a communications plan.
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 1            I keep -- I feel like that there -- patrons in the
 2            district, teachers, staff are lacking in their
 3            understanding of your vision and the goals going
 4            forward and probably need a little more -- a better
 5            -- the district needs to do a better job of
 6            communicating with those folks.  Do you have a plan
 7            for that?
 8                 DR. SUGGS: Yes, ma'am.  We actually have a two-
 9            phase communication plan, one which is designed to
10            address the internal communication within our
11            district and also one to address the stakeholders'
12            component of it.  And that is something I can provide
13            to the Commissioner and we can share with you.  And
14            if you look at the last bullet point on the update
15            sheet, you will see mention of the State of the
16            District Address.  At that particular time we will
17            provide all stakeholders a platform to listen to the
18            status of the district in preparation for the
19            upcoming school year.
20                 MS. SAVIERS: I might suggest to you that June
21            might be too late.  That's, you know, basically the
22            end of school and I'm thinking this needs to -- this
23            is just my opinion, and I'd love to hear what the
24            rest of the Board has to say, and Mr. Kurrus as well
25            -- but my sense is that there needs to be a much
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 1            stronger effort towards communicating with the
 2            community.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Thank you, Ms.


 4            Saviers.  Anyone else?  Ms. Mahony.
 5                 MS. MAHONY: Dr. Suggs, Alice Mahony.  On your
 6            transition to APSCN, you have over a two-year
 7            timeline on that.  Can you tell us why such an
 8            extensive period of time?
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Dr. Suggs, are you still


10            with us?
11                 DR. SUGGS: I'm sorry, you broke up.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Ms. Mahony, you want


13            to ask again?
14                 MS. MAHONY: The transition to APSCN that is
15            noted in your report at over two years to complete,
16            can you tell us why that length of time?
17                 DR. SUGGS: I still can't hear you, ma'am.  I'm
18            sorry.
19                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  Doug, ask the question for
20            me.
21                 MR. BRADBERRY: Ms. Mahony wants to know why


22            it's taking two years to transfer over to APSCN.
23                 DR. SUGGS: Okay.  The transformation of data
24            isn't a timely process now, especially when you're
25            dealing with a school district as large as Little
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 1            Rock School District.  Just the -- and I'm speaking
 2            from the position of a CIO -- just the transformation
 3            process -- because you also have to make sure that
 4            all the information will transfer accurately; that in
 5            itself takes a year.  So the migration of data along
 6            is normally a year process.  When we go to that
 7            particular part of it, which is actually eSchool,
 8            it's a timely process.  And then also you have to get
 9            folks trained on that particular platform also, so
10            that's another time-consuming process.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Thank you, Dr.
12            Suggs.  Also, Dr. Saunders, did you have anything to
13            add on the timeframe for this transition?
14                 DR. SAUNDER: Yes, sir.  I agree with what Dr.
15            Suggs said; there's lots of variables within that.
16            And one of the variables in particular going into the
17            APSCN process is it's -- there's two different parts
18            to it: the student side and the financial side.  And
19            both of those parts would need to come online at once
20            because of cycle pulls, data pulls, and merging that
21            data so everything runs seamlessly.  And that was the
22            earliest date that we looked at that we could do that
23            and be successful.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Does that give


25            you the information?
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 1                 MS. MAHONY: Thank you, Dr. Saunders.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Dr. Barth, did


 3            you have a question?
 4                 DR. BARTH: Yes.  I did want to reiterate Ms.
 5            Saviers' remarks regarding communication, that I
 6            think you simply cannot communicate enough.  I mean,
 7            I think that if there were any lessons learned from
 8            the Common Core debate is that if there's not good
 9            communication, you know, misinformation,
10            misinterpretation, you know, it goes into that
11            bullet.  And so I think that's crucially important.
12            I also agree with her that the State of the District
13            address, which is a good idea, does feel a little
14            late considering that that would put it, you know --
15            I mean, it's five months after the State Board's
16            decision.  So I think that's (inaudible).
17                 I do have a question.  I really do, you know,
18            love the emphasis on early childhood education in
19            this plan and look forward to hearing more about
20            that.  Related to that, or connected to that, I'm
21            wondering if there has been any thought given to
22            afterschool and summer program enhancement, possibly
23            in coordination with some of the afterschool and
24            summer programming that the City of Little Rock
25            carries out.  Has there been any thought on that?
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 1            I'm a proponent of wraparound services.
 2                 DR. SUGGS: Yes, sir.  We've had discussion,
 3            focusing more so on reading in the early ages and
 4            also a math component.  That's something that we will
 5            hopefully next month be bringing to you all for an
 6            update, as far as those additional services.  We're
 7            looking at small group services -- small group
 8            instruction as far as the reading component is.
 9                 DR. BARTH: Okay.  Thank you.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Before we go to


11            other questions, Commissioner Key has some additional
12            information on the communications component.
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Yeah.  Thank you, Mr.
14            Chairman.  If you look on Dr. Suggs' update, on page
15            3, he addresses the Civic Advisory Committee and
16            Little Rock School District as part of the
17            communication plan.  And that -- the first meeting of
18            that Civic Advisory Committee is scheduled for April
19            21st, from 5:00 to 6:00, at the administration
20            building.  And so I know that that is an important
21            part of Dr. Suggs' communication plan, as well as
22            community involvement.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Reith.  And


24            then, Ms. Zook, you next.
25                 MS. REITH: Thank you, Commissioner Key, for
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 1            that information, as well -- Dr. Suggs, as well --
 2            although I would like to expound further on this
 3            piece of communication.  And I apologize if this was
 4            reported on last month; I know I missed some of that
 5            meeting as well.  Do we have a report back from the
 6            town halls that did happen immediately after
 7            takeover, what kind of participation there was from
 8            families and teachers?  I'm just wondering if that
 9            kind of lends itself a little bit to the success of
10            the strategy or whether we may need to think more
11            broadly about communication.  Did Dr. Suggs speak on
12            that in the last meeting by chance, the town halls
13            that were scheduled to happen?
14                 MS. NEWTON: (Shaking head from side to side.)
15                 MS. REITH: Dr. Suggs, would you be so gracious
16            as to speak a little bit about the town halls that
17            you did have planned, that you announced immediately
18            after takeover and that were to have taken place in
19            various of the schools across the district
20            immediately after the takeover?
21                 DR. SUGGS: Yes, ma'am.  We held the town halls.
22            And traditionally, just to give you all a historical
23            perspective, our town halls have been held for the
24            past 18 months.  We intended that the town hall would
25            be held, based on our conversation, at the University
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 1            Center.  We probably had a turnout maybe max 25
 2            folks.  It was televised; I mean, well, the news and
 3            media was there.  But I think we're really going to
 4            have to rethink the way in which we go about that
 5            because the turnout -- I think the max we've ever had
 6            was maybe 40 folks, and we've had as small a number
 7            as one or two folks that turned out.  So although
 8            that was a meaningful platform, I think we're really
 9            going to have to look at other ways to actively
10            engage the community as far as the communication
11            process is concerned.
12                 MS. REITH: Thank you.  And I'm grateful to hear
13            that because I think we've all seen that definitely
14            more than 40 families are interested in these
15            activities and events.  And so maybe it's partly how
16            these are being communicated out and the platforms by
17            which they're done.
18                 I know I brought this up in the first meeting in
19            regards to those town halls.  Were any of these
20            offered in Spanish or was there a translator or
21            interpreter made available to do this, and whether
22            that might be something that could be considered for
23            the State of the District?
24                 DR. SUGGS: Yes, ma'am.  We do provide an
25            interpreter there in all of the meetings that we've
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 1            had.  We've also had -- we've held the meeting at the
 2            -- prior to the takeover, at the Mexican consulate.
 3            But in all of our meetings we have an interpreter.
 4            We also have devices there for any of our parents
 5            that will basically translate the message from
 6            English to Spanish.
 7                 MS. REITH: Thank you.  And I know I'm focusing
 8            on this subpopulation.  But, again, the schools
 9            specifically that were in distress obviously have a
10            very high English Language Learner population; hence,
11            my reason for probing in regards to specific
12            accommodations for this community.  On that note, it
13            was brought to my attention by one of my colleagues
14            on the board that no Latinos or individuals of
15            Hispanic descent are involved in the Civic Advisory
16            Committee.  Can you confirm that, Dr. Suggs?  Are
17            there no Hispanics on that Civic Advisory Committee?
18                 DR. SUGGS: Yes, ma'am, you are absolutely
19            correct, and that is one of the issues that myself
20            and some others on my staff brought up.  However, we
21            cannot -- we were not in a position where we could
22            actually go out and recruit members of our
23            Latino/Hispanic community.  So we did not have a
24            single person representing that ethnicity even apply
25            for it.
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 1                 MS. REITH: I thank you for that, sir.  And
 2            later, when my colleague made me aware of that --
 3            that was Ms. Zook, and I appreciate her bringing that
 4            to my attention -- I guess some legislators as well
 5            had revealed that and so, hence, passed along that
 6            information.  When I did my inquiries, Dr. Suggs --
 7            and this may lend itself to communication -- the
 8            reason I found out that members of the Hispanic
 9            community did not apply, a lot of the parents, was
10            because the information about this committee wasn't
11            advertised in any of the ethnic media that they tend
12            to use and draw on and where they get their
13            information about resources.  And information wasn't
14            disseminated through the ESL teachers that many times
15            are sort of that connector between community
16            opportunities and the parents.  And so, again, kind
17            of just really -- I know we're all in the learning
18            process and, please, I hope this isn't seen as a
19            criticism but more maybe a growing opportunity in
20            that we see ourselves in this with you and, again,
21            wanting to see the district and the students be
22            successful.  But there are different ways that need
23            to be communicated and I think that just lends
24            itself, you know, to, again, the importance of really
25            a broad-based communication plan that a lot of
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 1            different stakeholders are put into.
 2                 And with that as well, you know, beyond the
 3            Hispanic community, also wanting to emphasize the
 4            teachers.  I know there was a lot of conversation in
 5            the lead-up to the cuts that were announced last week
 6            and a lot of teachers, you know, making, I think,
 7            some logical leaps and assumptions about what that
 8            might mean about their positions or jobs.  And I
 9            think our teachers are our strongest allies in making
10            this successful.  And so, again, I can't emphasize
11            enough, as my other colleagues have, about how
12            important a really robust, well-founded, and as much
13            attention going into the communication in this early
14            age to be able to lift up stakeholders.  And I hope
15            where maybe there's no Hispanics on the Civic
16            Advisory Committee that there's opportunities for
17            family members to attend and to at least, maybe if
18            not in a formal capacity as Civic Advisory Committee
19            members, to at least offer testimony or have voice in
20            terms of the process so that they too can contribute
21            to turning around these schools and the district.
22                 DR. SUGGS: Yes, ma'am.  Internally, our
23            communication is pretty good.  We've communicated
24            regarding the process that we're going through as far
25            as revamping, realigning work.  We are insuring that
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 1            all of our staff members are aware of what's going on
 2            and how -- what impact it may or will not -- the
 3            affect it will have on our schools.  And going
 4            forward, you're absolutely right, I think we're going
 5            to have to be intentional in showing that we have a
 6            very diverse population on all of our committees.  If
 7            you look on the update document that I provided to
 8            you all, you all see something regarding our Baseline
 9            Elementary School.  And I think the question came up
10            regarding that particular academic distress school
11            because of the high population of Latino/Hispanic
12            students that we have.  We are in the process of
13            discussions about doing something very meaningful and
14            innovative that will serve not only our
15            Latino/Hispanic population but our African American
16            population and our population of poverty on that
17            particular side of town that will ultimately enhance
18            the educational opportunities for them.  And we are
19            being intentional as far as insuring that we have a
20            very diverse representation as far as our
21            stakeholders are concerned on that committee.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you, Ms. Reith.  Ms.


23            Zook, did you have anything?
24                 MS. ZOOK: No.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Anyone else for
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 1            Dr. Suggs?  Mr. Davis.
 2                 MR. DAVIS: And I'm not sure if this question is
 3            for Dr. Suggs or Commissioner Key.  Commissioner Key,
 4            you talked about the idea of strategies.  Is there a
 5            timeline or is there -- have we developed what those
 6            strategies might look like?  And if we have not, when
 7            can we expect to get those?
 8                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Well, and Dr. Suggs can speak


 9            to this as well, Mr. Davis.  Many of those are
10            outlined here in this document as far as school
11            level, and there's still a lot of work to do.
12            There's still discussion on what can we do at the
13            middle schools, and those are ongoing.  We, Dr. Suggs
14            and I, have discussed introducing some of these
15            concepts here today and in the May meeting coming
16            back with a more concrete timeline.  Some of these
17            timelines are obviously going to be implemented in
18            the 15-16 school year.  There may be others that we
19            can do between now and then.  But as far as direct
20            in-school changes, I think Dr. Suggs envisions many
21            of these things happening beginning with the 15-16
22            school year, in August.
23                 And, Dr. Suggs, please add anything to that that
24            you might offer.
25                 DR. SUGGS: No, sir, I didn't.
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 1                 MR. DAVIS: Dr. Suggs, you also mentioned the
 2            idea of things happening in phases.  Is there a
 3            timeline around phases?  How many phases do you
 4            expect to take place?  Is this a two-phase approach,
 5            a three-phase approach?  And, once again, what is --
 6            do you have an idea on the timeline regarding -- you
 7            know -- are you considering yourself involved in
 8            phase one at this point?  If so, when does it
 9            transfer over to phase two, if there's an additional
10            phase?  Can I get some clarification on that, please?
11                 DR. SUGGS: Yes, sir.  We're in the beginning of
12            our phase one process.  Well, let me clarify that and
13            go back.  I'm sorry.  To answer your question, we're
14            looking at a three-phase process.  We are at the
15            beginning of phase one, which is basically --
16            basically consists of the reallocation of staff, the
17            reorganizing and reapplication of staff; the
18            reconfiguration -- or possible reconfiguration, I
19            should say, of Baseline, and implementation of the
20            early childhood center; also, providing leadership
21            training at our academic distress schools; the
22            reorganization as far as the structure in which the
23            -- the academic distress schools will report directly
24            to the superintendent; the communication piece where
25            we need to insure that we have a very robust
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 1            communication process so that all stakeholders are
 2            informed of what's going on, internally and
 3            externally.  That particular phase will be ongoing
 4            throughout probably mid-year of the next school year.
 5            And then we will transition into phase two; however,
 6            although we're working actively in phase one, we will
 7            also be doing some small segments within phase two in
 8            order to better -- so that we have a smooth
 9            transition with that particular time period comes.
10                 MR. DAVIS: Thank you for that.  Would it be
11            possible to get a report broken down by phases and
12            specifically those things that you expect to happen
13            in phase one and in phase two, along with some
14            timelines?  I think that's something we might want to
15            be able to communicate to the community.  Because I'm
16            assuming that when you speak of phases, these are the
17            items that you hope to put in place in order to move
18            the district forward.  Is that a fair assessment?
19                 DR. SUGGS: Yes, sir.
20                 MR. DAVIS: Okay.  Thank you.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you, Mr.


22            Davis.  Anything else for Dr. Suggs?  Mr. Crossley.
23                 MR. CROSSLEY: Dr. Suggs, this is Jonathan
24            Crossley, Teacher of the Year.  I have two quick
25            questions for you.  The first one, I see the Hall
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 1            High School redesign and the reconstitution of
 2            Baseline Elementary, and both of those have
 3            professional development listed.  I was curious your
 4            perspective of how you view adult learning and how
 5            adult learning will be imbedded in the culture of the
 6            school.  In conversations we've had in the past,
 7            you've talked about how essential culture shifts are
 8            to really improving a school.  So how are you
 9            insuring that adult learning is a part of that
10            culture shift?
11                 DR. SUGGS: Well, we're going to insure that --
12            and that's an excellent question.  And we have to --
13            not only for Hall, but we have to do that for all of
14            our schools.  We implemented some -- we touched on it
15            a little bit this year; we had an opportunity with
16            Dunbar and Pulaski Heights.  We're looking at
17            everything from -- when we talk about adult learning,
18            everything from team building to leadership within
19            the classroom, because we try to create those
20            internal leadership folks within our school building;
21            also, moving more so from a central office driven
22            top-down approach to leadership to more of a bottom-
23            up, so that all folks within a school understand that
24            they have -- that they are valued in our school
25            district.  Professional development, we're looking at
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 1            ongoing professional -- meaningful ongoing
 2            professional development, not one-time isolated
 3            professional development geared more to the teachers
 4            and addressing their needs, as far as professional
 5            development is concerned.  That's something that
 6            we're going to be doing throughout our school
 7            district.  And, again, like I said, not only for Hall
 8            but for all of our schools.  I think that's just the
 9            direction in which we need to move, because we're
10            looking for true sustainability change.
11                 MR. CROSSLEY: And then the second one -- thank
12            you for that.  The second one, really quickly, I see
13            on the seven-period day schedule students will have
14            more continuous opportunity for teacher feedback and
15            support.  That sounds wonderful, but I want to know
16            how exactly -- how exactly will moving to a seven-
17            period day allow students to have more continuous
18            support with teacher feedback?
19                 DR. SUGGS: Well, if you look at the
20            documentation that was provided, currently our
21            teachers are teaching like, at the middle school, 65%
22            of the time.  This will help in essence for moving to
23            (inaudible) which will increase the interaction time
24            to 1800 minutes, which is a significant amount of
25            time.  If you look at any research, it will clearly
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 1            state that teacher/student interaction is critical as
 2            far as the learning process is concerned.  Now, you
 3            will not find any data, qualitative or quantitative,
 4            that basically supports one particular schedule
 5            platform better than the other platform.  But we can
 6            say that if a child is taking a math class, an
 7            Algebra 1 class, and they meet on Tuesday and
 8            Thursday, and if that child misses class on Thursday,
 9            he or she will not have the opportunity to go back
10            into a math class until the following Tuesday.  So
11            the possibility -- or I should say, the consequences
12            are very -- are many, if you think about the fact of
13            retention, if the child did not quite understand the
14            assignments, follow-up, getting behind.  It's just --
15            it's a number of things as far as academic
16            improvement is concerned for being on a block
17            schedule.  Now, again, on the flipside, for some
18            classes it's beneficial, like your labs, your science
19            classes; having that 90-minute block in a science
20            lab, that's critical, or having a 90-minute block in
21            a theater class, that's beneficial.  But when we look
22            at core area classes and maybe some science classes,
23            students need the opportunity to have that ongoing
24            interaction with students -- I'm sorry -- with the
25            teacher in order to have a clear understanding of the
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 1            assignments and what's going on.  And we have --
 2            again, we have 18 schools that are in -- that have
 3            already been listed as focus schools, priority
 4            schools, or they're academic distress schools.
 5                 MR. CROSSLEY: Thank you for that articulation;
 6            I thank you for your leadership.  I appreciate it.
 7                 DR. SUGGS: You're welcome, sir.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  I don't see any


 9            other questions for Dr. Suggs.  Dr. Suggs, thank you
10            for taking time to join us this morning.  So I think
11            now we're going to hear from Baker Kurrus, who is
12            working on the efficiency -- budget efficiency
13            committee.  Mr. Kurrus, thank you for your
14            volunteering to lead this group and for all the time
15            that you've put into this effort, and you're
16            recognized.
17                 MR. KURRUS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  It's
18            actually a privilege to volunteer and I have
19            assembled a good, strong committee; it's a seven-
20            person committee, all of whom have managerial
21            experience and organizational experience, which I
22            think is critical.  Because our task, although on one
23            hand is difficult, is not complex.  We know in 26
24            months Little Rock is no longer going to receive
25            approximately $37,000,400 in operational revenue from
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 1            the State of Arkansas.  There is no question about
 2            that.  And although that's a difficult challenge, on
 3            the other hand it affords an opportunity.  In no
 4            other organization that I can think of would you ever
 5            have a clear vision that far out and be able to
 6            predict what your revenues are going to be,
 7            especially in a declining environment.  So we have a
 8            runway to land this airplane, but we have got to get
 9            to work.  It is urgent business and the committee is
10            meeting frequently and energetically and working
11            offline too to come up with strategies that will
12            allow this district to have financial sustainability,
13            but also to be a better district when we come out of
14            this picture.  Because it's possible to do just that.
15            It's possible to be nimble, lean, agile, efficient,
16            and energized in a small organization with dedicated
17            people, and that's the object of the game.  We can't
18            simply say we're going to cut a bunch of people and
19            expect this organization not to be different.  It's
20            going to be much, much different.  And I can tell you
21            what we're doing, I can tell you what we're not
22            doing, and then I'm going to be very brief because I
23            know if you have questions I'd like to have time for
24            that.
25                 What we are not doing is making educational
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 1            decisions.  I'm not an educator.  Contrary to what a
 2            lot of people think, at least they did when I was on
 3            the school board, they thought that they'd gone to
 4            school so they could run the school.  Well, I went to
 5            school but I know I'm not an educator; that's
 6            somebody else's job.  But yet, in a financial sense
 7            everything that goes on in the school has a financial
 8            impact.  So what we are doing is we are testing any
 9            budget cuts against an elemental threshold of
10            reasonableness that a layperson could understand.  So
11            if Dr. Suggs brings forward a recommendation for a
12            cut, we don't challenge the educational efficacy of
13            what he's trying to do.  But we do try to test from a
14            business standpoint the impact on the organization
15            and we spend a lot of time talking about
16            organizational impact because that's critical in this
17            analysis and in this work.  So realizing that what
18            we're not doing, what we are doing is taking a very
19            hard look at the organization as a whole.  And what
20            you see, without going too much into history, is that
21            a lot of money is being spent in areas where it's
22            inefficient; too many people doing too many things,
23            too many people having too much interlocking
24            responsibility, and a lack of accountability.  That
25            is essential in any operating organization, that you
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 1            have clear lines of authority, you have clear goals
 2            and objectives, you have buy-in from your key people,
 3            you give them the resources and the things that they
 4            need and the support that they need and the authority
 5            that they need, and then you hold those people
 6            accountable.  So that's part of our reorganization
 7            thinking is that we're going to have a more
 8            accountable organization, not just a leaner
 9            organization; it's going to be a different
10            organization, and that's a process.  It's not a plan;
11            it's a process.  You have to train people every day
12            to take responsibility and to be accountable for what
13            they do, and that's essential in everything that
14            we're doing, and we're not going to lose sight of
15            that.  We're clearly going to have some substantial
16            administrative cuts, about $3.5 to $3.6 million,
17            immediately, before this next fiscal year starts.  We
18            have a contract with our certified and classified
19            personnel that doesn't expire until October of 2015,
20            well into the next fiscal year, so -- and we'll abide
21            by that contract, of course, and we value -- I
22            certainly value -- and I know I speak for the
23            committee -- we value instructional personnel.
24            That's where the learning takes place.  As I've said
25            in several meetings before, those teachers are the
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 1            jet pilots in our Air Force.  No matter what else we
 2            do, no matter how clean the building, no matter how
 3            well we do things at 800 West Broadway, if the
 4            experience in the classroom is not first rate then we
 5            will fail.  So we keep that in the front of our mind.
 6            But we do know this: we have to become much more
 7            efficient from an instructional standpoint in order
 8            to balance this budget.  We simply have to become
 9            more efficient.  We have to have better utilization
10            of the people we have; we have to have energized
11            teachers, teaching more.  And then we are going
12            through another process where we're going to look
13            into transportation costs.  We've already developed
14            and have the numbers on bond refinancing, things like
15            that.  We're doing a facilities study.  We have 12
16            buildings in Little Rock where we have administrative
17            functions -- believe that or not, 12 different sites
18            where we have administrative functions.  It's very
19            difficult to supervise people in 10 different
20            building sites.  We're going to look at all those
21            sites; we're going to do building studies and try to
22            figure out how can we consolidate our administrators.
23            We'll have fewer of them to start with, so let's try
24            to get people in the same place where they can team
25            up and become more efficient and eliminate cost as
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 1            well.  I mean, every time you have a building you've
 2            got a phone system and a computer system and a
 3            receptionist and a roof, and everything that goes
 4            along with maintaining a building costs money.  So
 5            that's another area where we're working.  We're well
 6            on our way.  And although I say it's not a complex
 7            task, it's not easy.  And the other thing I told the
 8            committee is that we have to build confidence in our
 9            community; that's essential.  If our enrollment goes
10            down, if we lose the confidence of the public through
11            this process, if we can't do this in a way that
12            builds confidence from both the business community,
13            our patrons, we will fail, no matter whether the
14            budget is balanced or not.  And I'd be happy to try
15            to answer any questions that you have.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Thank you.  Are


17            there questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Mr. Davis.
18                 MR. DAVIS: First of all, I want to thank you
19            for doing -- you and your committee for all the work
20            that you've put into this and I'm sure the continued
21            work that will continue to happen.  I really can't
22            thank you enough.  Just a couple of quick questions.
23            You mentioned the administrative costs -- cuts that
24            have taken place.  Were the cuts driven by the budget
25            or were the cuts looked at and that was taken into
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 1            account for the loss that is expected in years to
 2            come?  How was that decision made?
 3                 MR. KURRUS: Well, it's a complex decision.  I
 4            mean, it involves both factors.  I mean, what we
 5            tested with respect to budget cuts was an
 6            administration that's leaner, more direct, fewer
 7            middle managers, a flatter organization.  In my
 8            experience -- and I'm a lawyer by training and a
 9            business consultant and a pretty good wood-splitter.
10            I mean, I've got a broad background in a lot of
11            different areas.  But the one thing I always see is
12            that a flatter administration in almost any business
13            is more effective.  If you remove -- and not that you
14            don't need middle management; of course, you do.  But
15            in key educational institutions you have very little
16            middle management, whether that's Notre' Dam or
17            Harvard.  Derek Bok used to have a meeting with the
18            faculty.  He didn't send in a bunch of people; he
19            would go in and tell them what they wanted to do, and
20            everybody else in the whole school was supporting the
21            faculty.  It's a complete different mindset.  It's to
22            say, "You are the valued person; you are the one
23            that's delivering the product."  So when we looked at
24            administration, we had to worry about the money, but
25            we also want to focus on delivering the product, and
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 1            that occurs in the classroom.  It doesn't occur in a
 2            committee meeting; it doesn't occur when we all get
 3            in a circle and look at one another and talk about
 4            what we might think is best.  It's just simpler than
 5            that.  And Little Rock got away from that, as you
 6            well know; it became a programmatic school district,
 7            not a systematic school district.  So these budget
 8            cuts are based on an improved system of
 9            administration, rather than a programmatic approach
10            where people fail, they're pulled from classrooms and
11            exposed to programs, which are probably good -- most
12            of them have some positive impact, but there's not
13            enough money to do that anymore.  When you receive
14            your money under a Picus and Odden study that funds
15            certain categories, they don't include extensive
16            special programs.  There's money there, but not
17            enough to do what Little Rock has always done.  So
18            that's the way we looked at it.
19                 MR. DAVIS: Thank you.  My final question is
20            along the same lines that I asked Commissioner Key
21            and Dr. Suggs, as well.  You mentioned the facilities
22            study and the transportation study or looking at
23            transportation costs -- and, obviously, those things
24            are always ongoing.  But is there an expectation on
25            which the first report around that will be conducted
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 1            or completed or shared with the Board?
 2                 MR. KURRUS: I don't have a time table for you
 3            yet.  I can tell you what our first recommendation
 4            was -- it was so interesting to listen to your
 5            meeting -- was a better communications plan.  That
 6            was our single first recommendation.  And so we'll be
 7            in communication with you about how that goes.  We're
 8            just starting that study.  I'm going to do something
 9            that sounds elementary but it works; I want to know
10            how many cubicles are in a building with nobody in
11            them, how many empty chairs are there, and then you
12            begin to develop that.  That's how big trucking
13            companies decide whether to expand or not.  They
14            don't sit around a conference table and convene lots
15            of meetings; they send a person around -- because I
16            was involved in a big trucking company that just did
17            this.  The simple thing they did was how many empty
18            chairs do we have here.  We need to hire some more
19            people; do we have a place for them to sit.  And
20            that's sort of a different mindset, and that's what
21            we're trying to develop is a systematic approach but
22            that's a nimble administration.  So we'll get this
23            done quickly.  Steve Strickland -- my committee
24            should be named because they're working so hard:
25            Roger Ball, Steve Strickland, Bobby Roberts, Bruce
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 1            Moore, Verna Simmons, and Peggy Neighbors.  I picked
 2            those people.  We had 28 applicants; I eliminated all
 3            the school district employees, and we did not have a
 4            Hispanic applicant that wasn't a school district
 5            employee, but we do have a Hispanic resource.  So
 6            that's where we are.  We'll get back to you; we will
 7            communicate.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other
 9            questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Dr. Barth, are you with
10            us?  We may have --
11                 DR. BARTH: Oh, here I am.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
13                 MR. KURRUS: I put him to sleep, I guess.
14                 DR. BARTH: Mr. Ledbetter, you know, I was
15            having some trouble hearing Mr. Kurrus, so I hope I
16            didn't miss it, but I actually had a question about
17            the millage plan that has kind of begun under the
18            school board, kind of where that plan was in terms of
19            thinking of additional avenues for the future.  Is
20            that just kind of on hold until there's some clarity
21            about where things are now or -- you know -- could
22            you walk us through that just a little bit?
23                 MR. KURRUS: Let me speak to that and very
24            clearly articulate that I'm speaking strictly for
25            myself, but I've talked to my committee about this
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 1            and I think there's strong support for what I've told
 2            them.  I want to choose my words carefully because
 3            facilities are critically important.  But I think
 4            before we go to the community with a plan to ask for
 5            more money the first thing we have to prove is that
 6            we're spending every single dime that we get in a
 7            responsible way, and we hope to be able to
 8            demonstrate that.  And I think that's going to --
 9            Little Rock has got -- is a very good school
10            district, as you well know.  We have 46.4 mills
11            applied to a $3.2 billion tax base.  There's a lot of
12            money in Little Rock.  Little Rock's failing schools
13            are its highest cost schools.  They have per pupil
14            costs that are out the roof.  Oddly enough, the
15            schools that are efficient have the best results on a
16            per pupil basis, if you measure efficiency that way.
17            So we haven't tackled yet the question of a millage.
18            It's clear that we have to apply more money to our
19            facilities, and actually we're developing a baseline
20            budget for next fiscal year and the first item on the
21            budget is maintenance and repair of facilities.  That
22            was always an afterthought in Little Rock and one of
23            the reasons why things are in the shape they're in
24            right now, is that whatever was left over to spend to
25            maintain buildings.  We're taking the opposite view.
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 1            The first number we're plugging in in the fiscal year
 2            budget that begins next July 1st is the maintenance
 3            of the buildings, and it will be a number twice as
 4            big as the number that was in there last year,
 5            roughly $3 million; it will be $6 million or so this
 6            year.  But then we're going to tackle that.  I've
 7            said -- I worked on the last millage campaign.  If I
 8            think it's necessary, we're going to do it -- or I'm
 9            going to help personally.  But the committee hasn't
10            really tackled that one yet, and I think it's
11            premature.  We've got other -- if I had any hair, I'd
12            say my hair was on fire, but I don't; but if I did,
13            it would be.  And we've got to get our house in
14            order; we have no choice.
15                 DR. BARTH: Great.  That makes great sense.  And
16            I thank -- along with everybody else, I'm thanking
17            you and thanking that good list of people that you
18            just listed for your work.
19                 MR. KURRUS: It's my pleasure, truly.  Thank you
20            very much for the opportunity.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other
22            questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Thank you for being here
23            this morning and taking time out of your schedule,
24            and thank you again for everything you're doing.  We
25            support you, we support your committee, and we
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 1            support this school district.  And, you know, we
 2            really do want this to be the best school district in
 3            the state of Arkansas, and I think we can do that.
 4                 MR. KURRUS: Well, it's a pleasure working with
 5            Mr. Key and Commissioner Tony; he's still helping.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.
 7                 MR. KURRUS: So it's been a real pleasure.
 8            Thank you.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well, we're not going to


10            let Tony off the hook.  Tony, did you want to add
11            anything to what's been said?
12                 MR. WOOD: (Shaking head from side to side.)
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Okay.  Anything


14            else on the report for the Little Rock School
15            District, Mr. Key?
16                 COMMISSIONER KEY: That's all.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Is there a
18            motion to approve the report?
19                 MS. SAVIERS: I move to approve the report.
20                 MS. ZOOK: Second.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Saviers has


22            moved to approve the report and Ms. Zook has seconded
23            that motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none,
24            all in favor say "aye."
25                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Any opposed?  All right.


 2            The report is approved.
 3                 And so do we want to take a break before we
 4            start back on our regular agenda of A-3?  Is
 5            everybody good to go?  Speak now.  All right.  We're
 6            going to take a break and we're going to come back at
 7            11:35 -- 11:35 sharp.  Thank you.
 8                     (BREAK: 11:25-11:37 A.M.)
 9  A-3: CONSIDERATION OF THE INVOLUNTARY ADMINISTRATIVE


10  CONSOLIDATION OF THE HUGHES SCHOOL DISTRICT INTO ONE (1) OR


11  MORE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Come to order.  Okay.
13            Thanks, everyone.  We're going to start back.  By the
14            way, I didn't tell everyone this; they need to
15            silence their portable communication devices -- what
16            do you call those things -- PDA's.  All right.  It
17            used to be cell phones.  So we're going to go back to
18            item A-3 on the agenda.  Right?  That is the
19            Consideration of the Involuntary Administrative
20            Consolidation of the Hughes School District into One
21            (1) or More School Districts.  Mr. Lasiter, you're
22            going to get this started and tell us our procedures
23            and everything, right?
24                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  You're
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 1            recognized.
 2                 MR. LASITER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I'll
 3            begin with talking about the procedures that apply to
 4            this hearing and then I will give a brief background
 5            as to the facts that got us to this point today.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Speak up a little.


 7            I don't know if it's me or if that mic is turned down
 8            a little bit.  Yeah.
 9                 MR. LASITER: The procedures for this hearing
10            are set forth in Section 28 of your Annexation and
11            Consolidation Rules, and I'll briefly cover them.
12            Mr. Chairman, they set out at 20-20-10-10 the format
13            and I'll explain that more in just a moment.  To
14            begin, all attorneys -- all persons -- excuse me --
15            other than attorneys wishing to testify before the
16            State Board shall first be placed under oath by the
17            Chair of the State Board.  Spokespersons for the
18            Department of Education shall have a total of 20
19            minutes to present the Department's remarks, and I'll
20            handle that for you this morning.  And you may allow
21            additional time if that's necessary, but I don't
22            think that my time will be 20 minutes this morning.
23            Then, the spokespersons for any individual or group
24            of citizens that opposes the annexation or
25            consolidation shall have 20 minutes to present their
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 1            remarks.  Again, you can allow more time than 20
 2            minutes, if you choose.  It returns back to the
 3            Department for 10 minutes on that same procedure, and
 4            after the Department's 10 minutes it goes back to any
 5            party or group of citizens that opposes the
 6            annexation.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: What's that now?  After the


 8            10 minutes, then what?
 9                 MR. LASTIER: The Department can have 10 minutes


10            and then it returns back to the parties that oppose
11            the consolidation or annexation for 10 minutes.  I
12            also want to mention at this point that we invited
13            all of the superintendents from the surrounding
14            school districts to be here to be able to answer any
15            questions, as well.
16                 After the presentation of the information, you
17            can then discuss, deliberate and vote on the matter.
18            You can take the matter under advisement and announce
19            your decision at a later date, provided that all of
20            your discussions, deliberations and votes take place
21            at a public hearing.  At the culmination of this
22            hearing will be a written order, one way or the
23            other, concerning the consolidation, proposed
24            consolidation.
25                 Are there any questions about the procedures?
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Does anyone


 2            have any questions for Mr. Lasiter about the
 3            procedures?  All right.  Dr. Barth, are you with us
 4            still?
 5                 DR. BARTH: I am.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Good.  All right.


 7            So should I swear in the witnesses at this point?
 8                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Anybody who is going


10            to give testimony as opposed to lawyers who are here
11            to represent parties needs to stand up and raise your
12            right hand so I can administer the oath.
13                 All right.  Do you solemnly swear or affirm that
14            the testimony you'll give will be the truth, the
15            whole truth and nothing but the truth?
16               (ALL SPEAKERS ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you.  You


18            may be seated.
19                 And, Mr. Lasiter, you will present -- you will
20            make the presentation on behalf of the ADE, of the
21            Department?
22                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  And you're
24            recognized for 20 -- up to 20 minutes.
25                 MR. LASITER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  This
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 1            agenda item has to do with what you all have come to
 2            know as an Act 60 consolidation.  By way of
 3            background, Act 60 applies to any school district
 4            that falls below 350 students, an average daily
 5            membership, for two consecutive years.  And I'll walk
 6            you through the statutory process and explain to you
 7            how we got to this point.  Arkansas Code Annotated 6-
 8            13-1602(1) requires the Department of Education to
 9            publish a list of all school districts with fewer
10            than 350 students, according to the school district
11            average daily membership in the school year
12            immediately preceding the current school year.  So
13            for our purposes, that was the 2012-2013 school year.
14            And as noted in your board materials, the Hughes
15            School District had an average daily membership of
16            348 students during the 2012-2013 school year.  And
17            so on August 7, 2013, the ADE notified the Hughes
18            School District of its placement on that year-one
19            list, in accordance with the law.  And on August 9,
20            2013, the ADE included the Hughes School District on
21            a list published by way of Commissioner's Memo 14-
22            005.
23                 Moving on to the next requirement under the
24            statute, moving to year-two, Arkansas Code Annotated
25            6-13-1602(2) requires the ADE to publish this time a
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 1            consolidation list of all school districts with fewer
 2            than 350 students, according to the school district
 3            average daily membership of the two school years
 4            preceding the current school year.  And so as noted
 5            in your materials for the 2013-2014 school year, the
 6            Hughes School District had an average daily
 7            membership of 344 students.  On July 18, 2014, the
 8            Department of Education notified the Hughes School
 9            District of its placement on the consolidation list,
10            in accordance with the law.  And on July 22, 2014,
11            the ADE included the Hughes School District on a list
12            published by way of Commissioner's Memo 15-010.
13                 And so under the law, the first year below 350
14            students was 2012-2013; the second year was 2013-
15            2014; and then this school year was to be the
16            transition school year.  And so at that point the
17            Hughes School District had the opportunity to find a
18            partner school district to bring a petition before
19            the Board for consolidation or annexation.  You may
20            recall last month there initially was a petition that
21            was filed by both the Forrest City and the Hughes
22            School District that was going to be for your
23            consideration during last month's meeting, but the
24            Forrest City School District, before that meeting,
25            withdrew from its participation in that agreement.
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 1            And so the law, under that circumstance where there's
 2            not an agreement, requires you as the State Board to
 3            order consolidation prior to May 1, to be effective
 4            by July 1 of this school year.
 5                 According to the information maintained by the
 6            Department of Education, the Hughes School District
 7            is not subject to a desegregation order.  We sought,
 8            in accordance with the law, an advisory opinion from
 9            the office of the Attorney General.  That opinion is
10            in your materials.  Some of the surrounding school
11            districts are subject to a desegregation order and
12            some are not, and we can answer questions going
13            forward on that front.
14                 Your agenda materials include fiscal and
15            academic information about the Hughes School District
16            and surrounding school districts, and you've also
17            been given I think additional materials by the Hughes
18            School District that was at your desk this morning.
19            And we ask that you make all of those things a part
20            of your record for the proceedings today.
21                 (WHEREUPON, ADE Exhibits One (1) through Seven
22            (7) were marked for identification and entered into
23            evidence.)
24                 (WHEREUPON, Hughes School District Exhibits One
25            (1) and Two (2) were marked for identification and
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 1            entered into evidence.)
 2                 MR. LASITER: I noted that representatives from
 3            the Hughes School District and surrounding districts
 4            are here to answer any questions that you may have.
 5            Before I turn it over to them, are there any
 6            questions for me?
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Members, are


 8            there any questions for Mr. Lasiter with regard to
 9            the presentation of the Department?  Okay.  Thank
10            you.
11                 So now we have 20 minutes for any individual or
12            group opposed to the involuntary administrative
13            consolidation of the Hughes School District.  I know
14            -- that thing may fall out of there; just push it
15            down and then just pull down on the lower -- yeah --
16            on the base.  There you go.  Okay.  A little tricky.
17            All right.  Ma'am, what's your name?
18                 SUPT. OWENS: My name is Sheryl Owens.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: And you're the
20            superintendent?
21                 SUPT. OWENS: Yes, I am, sir.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
23                 SUPT. OWENS: The interim superintendent.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Before you
25            begin, Ms. Owens, do you have -- I know Mr. Valley is
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 1            here; I guess he's representing the district?
 2                 SUPT. OWENS: Yes, sir.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Have you guys


 4            kind of decided on your time?  Do you have a -- do I
 5            need to do anything in particular or do you have it
 6            kind of --
 7                 SUPT. OWENS: Well, we have nine speakers; five
 8            speakers will speak within the 20-minute timeframe
 9            that we have.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes, ma'am.
11                 SUPT. OWENS: And then we have four other
12            speakers who are friends and supporters who would
13            like to speak.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
15                 SUPT. OWENS: I don't know if they will come in
16            in the 20 minutes or they'll come after this.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Well, let's see what


18            we can do.  If we need a little extra time, we'll
19            give it.  We might break during this and have a lunch
20            break and then come back and finish up after lunch,
21            because this could go awhile and we're approaching
22            the noon-hour.  But we'll go ahead and recognize you
23            and your other witnesses or counsel for the initial
24            20 minutes in opposition to any involuntary
25            administrative consolidation of Hughes School
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 1            District.  Okay?  Does that sound all right?
 2                 SUPT. OWENS: That sounds good.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  You're recognized.


 4                 SUPT. OWENS: Okay.  Thank you to Chair
 5            Ledbudder -- Ledbetter, I'm sorry -- to our
 6            Commissioner Key and to the Board Members.  It's a --
 7            I can't say it's a pleasure to be here today, but I'm
 8            happy to be here today.  I would like to acknowledge
 9            some board members who are here with me today.  I
10            have parents, I have students, and I have several
11            friends and supporters.  I have five team members who
12            will speak within the 20-minute timeframe that you've
13            given us, and four additional speakers who will speak
14            in opposition of the consolidation.  I would like to
15            thank you for allowing me this opportunity to speak
16            to you.  I hope that you will listen with your heart
17            to all the words that are said and make the best
18            decision that you can make in the best interest of
19            the children who live in an isolated district in St.
20            Francis County.
21                 I'm here today requesting a waiver, a one-year
22            waiver that will keep our school district in
23            operation for the next year.  During this time we
24            believe that we will be able to prove to ourselves
25            and to the State of Arkansas that small districts can
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 1            be effective.  And we believe that we could be
 2            further effective if we were given one more year to
 3            prove ourselves.  I believe that we're worthy of this
 4            waiver in that we have made significant progress, and
 5            this progress has been consistent.  We have
 6            consistently made progress in our finances; we've
 7            consistently made progress in our academics; we've
 8            consistently made progress environmentally.  Our
 9            principal is here with us today, along with two
10            students, and they will speak to you about the
11            academic progress that we've made.  Mr. Norman Hill
12            is here with us today; he's our financial consultant,
13            and he will speak to you about the financial progress
14            that we have made.
15                 I would like to add to that that when we were
16            placed on fiscal distress a year-and-a-half, two
17            years back, we have been in compliance with our
18            fiscal improvement plan, as evidenced by the six-
19            month reviews that have come to you each -- every six
20            months from ADE.  And the feedback that we have
21            received from ADE has been positive.  So we believe
22            that we've made the necessary progress in that
23            regard.
24                 The next area of progress is we started with a
25            $400,000 ending balance two years ago.  Our projected
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 1            ending balance for this year is $1.5 million.  We
 2            have been effective in redistributing our resources,
 3            our human resources and our financial resources.  We
 4            have reduced our audit findings, which was the reason
 5            we were placed in fiscal distress to begin with.  We
 6            have reduced those findings from many to very few.
 7            These findings were passed on to us from years ago
 8            and since then we've taken measures to turn this
 9            around.  We've hired a financial consultant, as I
10            mentioned before, Mr. Hill, and he will talk to you
11            about all of the progress that we have made.  But
12            more importantly, I want to say that we have changed
13            the culture and the climate of our school.  Our
14            children look forward to coming to school now.  Our
15            teachers look forward to teaching our students now.
16            All of this is evident and in the records.  Mr.
17            Valley, our attorney, will speak to you last; he's
18            going to kind of cap this off for us.
19                 So now I'm going to yield the floor and ask our
20            principal, followed by two students, to come and talk
21            to you about the academic plan.  And then Mr. Hill,
22            our financial consultant, will speak to you about our
23            finances.  And, finally, Mr. Valley will plug in the
24            legal elements.  Thank you.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you, Ms. Owens.
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 1                 MR. SPALETTA: Good morning, Chairman Ledbetter,


 2            State Board Members, and Commissioner Key.  My name
 3            is Jeff Spaletta.  I was hired two years ago as the
 4            principal, K through 12 principal at the Hughes
 5            School District.  I just want to take a few minutes
 6            and talk about some of the challenges when I came and
 7            where we're at today.  There was a lot of challenges
 8            that I inherited when I came to the job: low
 9            expectations for both adults and students; high
10            student absences; high staff absences; a lot of
11            accountability issues; as low as 5% parent
12            participation when I started; limited technology use;
13            unsafe, disorderly school environment -- and this was
14            indicated in our scholastic audit that was done prior
15            to me coming to the school; little or no evidence of
16            effective instruction; and fluctuating academic
17            performance over the last five to eight years.  On
18            our way to turning around the school district we did
19            the following things: we set some clear and
20            compelling direction for the school district, with a
21            clear vision that everyone knew; we developed a plan
22            and set our goals; we collaborated with all the
23            stakeholders; we improved our accountability system;
24            we reshaped the whole school culture, like Ms. Owens
25            said; we transformed teaching and learning in all the
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 1            classrooms, K through 12.  As a result -- and we
 2            still -- one more year would make a big difference.
 3            As a result, we've met the majority of our IMO's that
 4            we had as a priority school.  We met the majority of
 5            those IMO's.  Ninety-seven percent of our seniors
 6            graduated last year; 100% of our seniors will
 7            graduate this year.  Our parent involvement has
 8            increased from 5% to nearly 50%; we have increased
 9            the effectiveness of our parent involvement.  Eighty
10            percent or more of our classrooms are now using
11            technology daily.  Our high school math scores
12            improved -- number of proficient advanced students
13            improved last year by 16%, 10% in geometry.  Our high
14            school Algebra 1 scores were 88% proficient advanced
15            last year.  We met our AMO in high school literacy
16            last year.  Our high school 11th grade literacy
17            improved their proficient advanced students by 19%
18            last year, and we have the best scoring proficient
19            advanced students in eight years in 11th grade
20            literacy.  The University of Arkansas Office of
21            Education Policy gave Hughes four awards for most
22            improved test scores last year.  We're expecting in
23            our module tests to show that our scores are going to
24            be improved for this year tremendously.  We feel that
25            we've made tremendous progress in our academics.
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 1            Thanks for your time today.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you, sir, and thank


 3            you for your efforts.
 4                 MR. HILL: Chairman Ledbetter -- I'm sorry.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: That's okay.
 6                 MR. HILL: I apologize.  I'm out of order.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I was starting to wonder


 8            too.
 9                 MR. SMITH: Hello.  My name is Adrick Smith.
10            I'm a junior at Hughes High School.  My mother and
11            father and all my brothers and sisters have already
12            graduated from Hughes, and I want to graduate from
13            Hughes just like the rest of my family.  The school
14            is the heart of our city and our families.  Our
15            school has rising test scores (inaudible) and the
16            teachers motivate us daily to strive to succeed.
17            Many of us want to further our education and come
18            back to our town, but if the school closes we might
19            not have a town to come back to.  Our parents are so
20            afraid of having to bus us to another school for an
21            hour or more.  Many of our families do not have
22            reliable transportation and being in a small
23            community they are able to take care of their
24            children's needs.  Once again, I'm a junior at Hughes
25            High School.  My dream has always been to finish high
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 1            school as a Blue Devil.  Moving us on another campus
 2            makes me feel that my dreams are crushed; I feel that
 3            in the next senior class none of my ideas will
 4            matter.  So I ask you please to keep our school open
 5            and make me -- help me make my dreams come true.
 6            Thank you all very much.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you, sir.  Well done.


 8                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
 9                 MS. GLASPER: Okay.  I'm Kendra Glasper; I'm
10            also a part of the junior class.  At a smaller school
11            like Hughes we get more individual time with our
12            teachers.  Our classes, they max at about 15 students
13            in a class, which is a big difference from 25 at a
14            big school.  That means we get more one-on-one time
15            with our teachers, which means we understand the
16            lesson better.  I'm number one in my class with my
17            grades and education at Hughes High School.  I
18            received a 23 on my first ACT and 78 on my first
19            ASVAB, which means I'm a top prospect in numerous
20            colleges.  I'm a cheerleader and a basketball player
21            and in track.  Our coaches at our school help our
22            education also.  By us being a smaller school, we
23            have smaller teams, which means everyone has to be on
24            track with their grades and behavior.  Losing the
25            Hughes School District would affect our town very
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 1            negatively because people in the town will lose their
 2            jobs and we will have to go to a new school, which
 3            means we'll have to move to a new town, and then the
 4            town will have less citizens.  I've been in Hughes
 5            School District all my life, so please keep our
 6            school open so I can continue to be number one and
 7            further my education and go to college and come back
 8            to help our school.  Thank you.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you.
10                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Congratulations on your


12            achievement.  So, thank you.  All right, Mr. Hill.
13                 MR. HILL: We'll try this again.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
15                 MR. HILL: Chairman Ledbetter, Commissioner Key,
16            and Board Members, I'm Norman Hill, the financial
17            consultant, and I own a financial consulting firm
18            that works with schools, on-call or private, when
19            they get into financial distress.  My primary job
20            working with them is going in and developing a
21            financial plan for whatever the needs of the
22            district.  I was contacted in August of 2013 by
23            Hughes School District because they were placed in
24            fiscal distress on April 8, 2013 by this board, and I
25            went in and started working with them.  At the time
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 1            when I started working with them they had a fiscal
 2            distress balance of $441,105.45.  And during that
 3            they had an audit -- and I will try to not get a
 4            little bit long; they had audit findings of lack of
 5            segregation, which is standard for that type of
 6            school district.  Then they had miscodings or
 7            internal control misstatements to the tune of about
 8            $1.2 million that had to be corrected in different
 9            areas of the budget, and I won't go into those
10            because it gets drawn out and detailed in that.  They
11            also had miscodings in their federal programs and
12            their Title 1 programs, their other federal programs
13            in doing that.  Then they had a finding in the
14            lunchroom program in their reports.  In other words,
15            they had a lot of audit issues and those were
16            primarily the reason they were placed into fiscal
17            distress.  In working with them through the next year
18            and doing that, we raised that balance from $441,000
19            up to $1,115,223.35, plus a set-aside that's not in
20            that balance of $622,623.40 for court findings that
21            they had some litigation; they had appealed it and
22            the courts asked them to set that aside, and we've
23            moved it aside, took it out of the balances that we
24            have.  And also during the ending of the '13 school
25            year, which was an audit which ended before I started
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 1            working with them, we still come back and we had
 2            about $800,000 of miscodings and issues.  In the
 3            lunchroom report we had almost $200,000 of that, and
 4            still miscodings in all your federal programs to end
 5            that.  This year, we're projected to end right now
 6            with actual $1,482,680.37, and that's taking into
 7            consideration some extra costs.  We've done some
 8            things with transportation, done some things in the
 9            buildings that they needed to do.  Then our '14 audit
10            showed we still had the segregation of duties which
11            you saw.  Those are standard for small schools.  We
12            get that almost in every school in the state that's
13            as small as Hughes because they cannot afford a lot
14            of staff members to do that, so it's not a major
15            issue.  Then we came back and we had in the lunchroom
16            -- instead of that $200,000, we got that down to
17            $1,135 error over that year.  Then in the federal
18            programs we had one error left in them and I will
19            take the fall for that.  I had a budget that did not
20            match the state budget.  I thought I had the state
21            budget but somewhere my budget wasn't the same as the
22            state.  We had one line item where I exceeded the
23            budget by 10% because that's where I had the money
24            budgeted; we spent it there.  It did not exceed the
25            budget at all in any areas or anything of that
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 1            nature.  Then the district also had a miscoding of
 2            one expenditure for software for the elementary
 3            school that should've been coded in fund 6501; it was
 4            coded in 6504.  But it was an audit finding because
 5            it was in the wrong fund.
 6                 So if you really look at the audit issues,
 7            you'll see the tremendous improvement made in the
 8            audits from 2012 which put them in there.  If you
 9            look at the actual dollar amounts that they have,
10            even after their litigation and everything, you'll
11            find that they have improved over three times that.
12            And I'll be happy to try to answer any questions
13            concerning the Hughes School District financials or
14            whatever.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  We'll -- thank you,


16            Mr. Hill.  We'll save the questions for the end so we
17            can get through the time.  Mr. Valley, we've got four
18            minutes remaining but, you know, we'll be generous
19            with the time.  Yes, ma'am, you're going to go before
20            Mr. Valley?
21                 MS. SINGLETON: Yes.  I'm sorry.  I was supposed
22            to come before Mr. Hill but --
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Oh, all right.
24                 MS. SINGLETON: My name is Dorothy Singleton and


25            I am a community organizer with Rural Community
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 1            Alliance, and we've been working with small rural
 2            schools for the past -- since 2003.  And one of the
 3            things that I have noticed about the Hughes School
 4            District is that they set the example of a school
 5            district that can overcome.  One of the things that
 6            -- when you go into a community, we look at the area
 7            of community involvement, home and parent
 8            involvement, and all of those things that make a
 9            school district strong.  And Hughes has been one of
10            those school districts that have really set a
11            precedent on what community involvement and parent
12            involvement can be.  I believe that they are just on
13            the brink of moving forward.  They have some very
14            unusual things as far as rural schools are concerned
15            -- a young white male and an older African American
16            female working together and really pulling together
17            some things out of the community.  Their children,
18            their students are involved, their parents are
19            involved, their city leaderships are involved, and
20            the school means a lot to everybody in that
21            community.  So Hughes can really set a precedent in
22            the state of Arkansas on what rural schools can do
23            and how they can move forward in every area.  They
24            have good leadership.  They're doing a very good job
25            of academic improvement.  For them to be a 100% free-
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 1            and-reduced lunch school district, they are not
 2            letting that get in the way of their accomplishments.
 3            They are still moving forward.  And so I'm asking as
 4            a representative of other small rural communities to
 5            allow Hughes to continue to exist because that would
 6            give other small communities hope and it would give
 7            them also an example on what progress looks like.
 8            Thank you very much.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you.  So


10            we've got a minute and 45 seconds, Mr. Valley.
11                 MR. VALLEY: I actually don't want to stand
12            between you and lunch.  But I certainly appreciate
13            the opportunity to stand before you to reinforce a
14            few of the points that the speakers have already
15            made.  I'm grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, and to
16            Commissioner Key and to each of the Board Members for
17            this opportunity.  I stand here kind of uniquely.  I
18            ask for something specific, and that is that the
19            Board take no action on consolidating the Hughes
20            School District.  And I ask that because the school
21            district is undergoing a waiver application under Act
22            377 of 2015, and we've presented that waiver; I
23            believe it's on your desk, and you may have gotten it
24            in your email.  But the essence of that is that there
25            was an emergency clause on the law that said that
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 1            we're no longer, in Arkansas, going to consolidate
 2            small schools simply because they fall below the 350
 3            average daily membership.  That law includes an
 4            emergency clause and there's only one school district
 5            that's subject to being consolidated at this time.
 6            And so my understanding as a lawyer is that if there
 7            was only one school district intending to be
 8            consolidated at this time the law was intended to
 9            capture that district.  That's just my reading of
10            what the Supreme Court has done over the years as we
11            look at statutory construction, as well as what
12            emergency clauses mean.  And so because I only have a
13            minute, I want to emphasize that particular point,
14            that this law captures the Hughes School District and
15            you should at this time delay any consideration on
16            consolidation to first consider the petition for
17            waiver, which you have 45 days to do.  And all of
18            this would have to be accomplished in another meeting
19            before May 1st, such that you can meet the other
20            requirements that the law requires.  With that, I'd
21            like to talk more about it but that's basically what
22            I wanted to present in the time that I have left.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Well, I have the


24            discretion of allowing additional time.  So would you
25            like two more minutes to -- or some additional time?
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 1            I mean --
 2                 MR. VALLEY: Well, what I would do --
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Let me interrupt you.  I'm


 4            sorry.  There's going to be another 10 minutes for
 5            the school district when ADE responds or replies,
 6            whatever it is.  And then I guess you get a sur-reply
 7            for 10 more minutes, and then there will be
 8            questions.  So, you know -- but I want to be fair and
 9            I don't want you to feel like we did not afford you
10            time to make all of the points that you're here to
11            make.  So you just tell me what you request and if
12            it's reasonable, then, you know, I'll be --
13                 MR. VALLEY: Well, at this point --
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes, sir.
15                 MR. VALLEY: -- because we have it in writing --
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes, sir.
17                 MR. VALLEY: -- I'm asking you to consider the
18            writing.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
20                 MR. VALLEY: I'm mindful that lunch is next, so
21            we'll defer.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well, don't worry too much


23            about lunch.  We're going to eat lunch one way or the
24            other.
25                 MR. VALLEY: Yes, sir.  But I'll defer to the
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 1            surreply after to bring out a few other points.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.  Thank


 3            you.  Thank you then, sir.
 4                 MR. VALLEY: The superintendent is asking me if
 5            another speaker could have the two minutes.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah, yeah, yeah.  We'll do


 7            that and then we'll go to the ADE, and then we'll
 8            come back to Hughes for 10 more minutes, unless my
 9            Board revolts and then we'll deal with that.
10                 MR. VALLEY: All right.
11                 MR. ALEXANDER: Good morning.  My name is Randy


12            Alexander and I chaired a study committee, interim
13            study committee for Act 60.  We presented our
14            findings to the Joint Education Committee last fall.
15            I've given you a one-page, on both sides, handout
16            that covers some of the highlights but I want to
17            emphasize just a few of those, some of which I think
18            apply directly to a district like the Hughes School
19            District.
20                 I want to remind us, why did we do Act 60 in the
21            first place?  What was the benefit that we
22            anticipated we would get out of this?  And it's very
23            clear in House Bill 1109, that became Act 60, the
24            State Board found that consolidation would result in
25            two benefits.  One, quote, "Result in the overall
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 1            improvement in the educational benefit to students in
 2            all of the school districts involved;" two, "provide
 3            a significant advantage in transportation costs or
 4            service to all of the school districts involved."  So
 5            that's what we hope to get out of it.  Our study
 6            committee looked at a report by the National
 7            Education Policy Center that was published in 2011.
 8            It was an extremely comprehensive report.  It looked
 9            at 75 different studies on school consolidation
10            around the nation over a 95-year period, from 1915 to
11            2010.  And I've listed the findings there, but I want
12            to highlight three of them, one of which I think
13            applies particularly to Hughes.  Quote, "Financial
14            claims about widespread benefits of consolidation are
15            unsubstantiated by contemporary research about cost
16            savings; the assumptions behind such claims are most
17            often dangerous oversimplifications," end-quote.  And
18            I should say that the NAEP also found that the
19            underlying arguments for consolidation were exactly
20            the same as what we had in Arkansas: we're going to
21            save money, we're going to improve educational
22            quality.  The second one, quote, "Claims for
23            educational benefits from systematic statewide school
24            and district consolidations are vastly overestimated
25            and have already been maximized," end-quote.  And by
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 1            "maximized," if you look at those two short
 2            paragraphs at the bottom of that page, that will
 3            indicate what that's about.  But the one that I think
 4            specifically applies to Hughes, quote, "Impoverished
 5            places, in particular, often benefit from smaller
 6            schools and districts; and can suffer irreversible
 7            damage if consolidation occurs," end-quote.  I think
 8            we're all familiar with a lot of research that
 9            demonstrates that small schools work better for some
10            kids and that a couple of populations where that is
11            true to an even higher degree are low-income kids and
12            minority kids.  That describes Hughes perfectly.  The
13            cost of living index is 78% in Hughes -- that's low;
14            100% of the students are on free-and-reduced lunch;
15            over 70% of the citizens are black.  This is exactly
16            the kind of school district that is likely to have
17            irreversible damage if consolidation occurs.  On the
18            other side, there were some recommendations from the
19            NEPC report.  I want to emphasize one of them.  In
20            the report, they talked about different approaches
21            places had taken to school consolidation and they
22            determined that one of them was the absolute worst
23            approach; quote, "Avoid statewide mandates for
24            consolidation and steer clear of minimum sizes for
25            schools and districts; these always prove arbitrary
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 1            and often prove unworkable."  That's what we're
 2            doing.
 3                 Since Act 60 has happened, we have closed --
 4            eliminated 75 school districts, closed 44 elementary
 5            schools and 53 high schools.  But the impact of this
 6            has fallen disproportionately on low-income students.
 7            Two-thirds of the students in consolidated districts
 8            qualified for free-and-reduced lunch, compared to
 9            half overall.  Transportation time -- you remember
10            one of the things that we were going to do was save
11            transportation money.  In 2005, when the
12            consolidations began with 46 schools consolidated,
13            74% of those had increased transportation costs the
14            year following consolidation.  And every year since
15            that, every consolidation that's occurred, all of
16            them, have had increased transportation costs.
17            Obviously, bus travel time has increased.  There was
18            a report presented to the Joint Education Committee
19            last fall and for rural students their travel time is
20            as high as two hours and 47 minutes one-way.  This,
21            again, is going to apply to Hughes directly because
22            they're about -- almost 30 miles from the nearest
23            district and a very large percentage of the roads in
24            their county are gravel roads.
25                 Other costs: schools who were receiving
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 1            consolidated schools received a financial incentive,
 2            from 2005 to 2012, a combined total of $77.2 million.
 3            That, of course, was a new cost.
 4                 And then, in closing, on that part, the interim
 5            study committee found no record -- no record of any
 6            documented savings from Act 60, none.
 7                 As far as academic performance, I won't go
 8            through all this but you can see at the bottom of the
 9            page most of the schools that have been consolidated
10            were not in academic distress.  A study by the
11            University of Arkansas Education Policy looked at 21
12            at-risk schools, some of which have been consolidated
13            since then.  And they found that about 25% of them
14            scored higher than the state average in the three
15            benchmark exams and the four end-of-course exams.
16                 So, in closing, I would just say we made a
17            decision several years ago as we looked at population
18            decline in rural areas; we essentially decided to
19            manage that decline.  That has resulted in an
20            acceleration of decline.  I would suggest we need to
21            come up with creative ways -- with the inherent
22            strengths that exist in a rural community, with the
23            new technology and ideas that are available, we need
24            to try to reverse that decline and not simply manage
25            it.  Thank you very much.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you, Mr. Alexander.


 2                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So we'll go
 4            back to ADE for 10 minutes.
 5                 MR. LASITER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  And
 6            during this 10 minutes I may call on other department
 7            staff to make some points to you.  But as you all
 8            know, particularly many of you who've been on the
 9            Board for several years, the discussion around Act 60
10            -- well, Act 60 itself always yields to a great deal
11            of debate and individuals on all sides of that issue
12            make good articulate points to support their
13            positions, and you've heard some of that today.  But
14            I want to bring the focus back around to what the law
15            requires of you; I think that's my role as your
16            general counsel.  The General Assembly requires you
17            to do certain things under these circumstances,
18            namely to order a consolidation by May 1st, to be
19            effective by July 1st.  Now since your last hearing
20            on an Act 60 type consolidation, the General Assembly
21            enacted Act 377 of 2015.  And what that act -- and
22            it's in effect now as an emergency clause, as Mr.
23            Valley mentioned to you -- what that act states is
24            that if you are a school district and you are not in
25            academic distress, fiscal distress, or in violation
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 1            of the Standards for Accreditation you are allowed to
 2            petition the State Board of Education for a waiver.
 3            And I think that they have so petitioned you for that
 4            waiver.  The problem is -- the primary problem is, as
 5            you've heard today, the Hughes School District
 6            doesn't -- the act doesn't apply to Hughes School
 7            District because they've been in fiscal distress now
 8            for two years, and so they're not able to get that
 9            waiver.
10                 So I want to talk to you briefly about -- since
11            this is maybe the last time we get to address you, I
12            was to talk to you briefly about some of the points
13            that Mr. Valley mentioned in his petition to you.
14            I'll cover them very briefly.
15                 I want to talk first about the argument that the
16            Hughes School District alleges that they weren't --
17            were not, in fact, under 350 students for those two
18            years.  The difference there is that under Act 60 you
19            have to look at the average daily membership of the
20            enrollment of the district, and that looks at the
21            third-quarter average.  So your enrollment over a
22            three-quarter average is what you look at.  The
23            numbers that are referred to by the Hughes School
24            District in its petition are from the October 1
25            count.  So there's an October 1 count at the
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 1            beginning of the school year that's provided to the
 2            Department of Education on what your enrollment is,
 3            and then there's an average daily membership that's
 4            calculated after three quarters of that school year.
 5            It's the three-quarter number that you take into
 6            account for the purposes of consolidation.  And so,
 7            as you know in your materials, for the 2013-2014
 8            school year the average daily membership was 344
 9            students, and for the 2012-2013 school year the
10            average daily membership was 348 students.  So those
11            are your two consecutive years for which the Hughes
12            School District fell below 350 students for average
13            daily membership.
14                 As I mentioned earlier, the focus of the
15            petition is Act 377 of 2015.  I mentioned to you that
16            it doesn't apply to the Hughes School District
17            because they are under fiscal distress.  And we'll
18            talk more about the fiscal distress in just a moment.
19            But Mr. Valley mentioned the emergency clause in Act
20            377 of 2015, and I'll mention at this point that you
21            have a copy of that act in your materials so that you
22            can read the emergency clause for yourself.  But in
23            my reading of that emergency clause, it does not
24            address this situation for a couple of reasons.
25            Number one, in reviewing the substantive provisions
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 1            of Act 377, the actual law itself, they're not
 2            eligible for a waiver because they fall under fiscal
 3            distress.  Secondly, if you look at the emergency
 4            clause itself, the clause has a caveat that the
 5            intent of legislature was to protect schools no in
 6            academic or fiscal distress; so even the emergency
 7            clause recognizes that.  It specifically says that
 8            small school districts that are successful in
 9            educating their students, and no in academic or
10            fiscal distress, should not be consolidated or
11            reorganized.  And so, again, because the Hughes
12            School District has now been in fiscal distress for
13            two years, the act does not apply to them.
14                 Finally, I'll address the arguments about fiscal
15            distress.  I think the district would like,
16            certainly, for obvious reasons, under Act 377, for
17            you to find that they're not in fiscal distress.  But
18            also in your materials you have proof that since
19            April of 2013 the district has been in fiscal
20            distress.  And so by way of background, on February
21            19, 2013, the Department of Education identified the
22            Hughes School District as a school district in fiscal
23            distress, and Arkansas Code Annotated 6-20-1904
24            includes many possible indicators of fiscal distress.
25            It goes beyond just the balances that you have, the
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 1            fund balances.  One of those criteria for fiscal
 2            distress in the materials is state or federal audit
 3            exceptions and violations, and that's why the Hughes
 4            School District was placed in fiscal distress.  And
 5            so you'll recall that after the Department of
 6            Education identifies a school district as being in
 7            fiscal distress there's a time period for the
 8            district to appeal that finding to you, and the
 9            Hughes School District did not appeal the finding of
10            fiscal distress to you.  And so, on April 8, 2013,
11            the State Board of Education classified the district
12            as being in fiscal distress.  The brief that Hughes
13            School District provided to you attempts to make the
14            argument that there is a difference between fiscal
15            distress and fiscal distress status, but in my
16            reading of the law that's simply not the case.  Those
17            terms are used interchangeably throughout the code,
18            and so fiscal distress status is the status of being
19            in fiscal distress after you have been identified and
20            then classified by the State Board.
21                 Now there was legislation before the General
22            Assembly during the 2015 session that would have
23            changed the definition of "fiscal distress" to
24            essentially mean state takeover.  But that
25            legislation did not pass and so it's not relevant for
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 1            the purposes of our discussion today.  The Hughes
 2            School District argues that it should be removed from
 3            fiscal distress.  But as you are aware, there is a
 4            statutory process that has to be followed for that
 5            and it's outlined in Arkansas Code Annotated 6-20-
 6            1908.  And it states that "a school district in
 7            fiscal distress may only petition the State Board for
 8            removal from fiscal distress status after the
 9            Department has certified in writing that the school
10            district has corrected all criteria for being
11            classified as in fiscal distress, and has complied
12            with all Department recommendations and requirements
13            for removal from fiscal distress status."
14                 You've already heard testimony that audit
15            findings continue to exist in the Hughes School
16            District.  And it's for that purpose the Department
17            cannot certify at this point in writing to the Hughes
18            School District that they are no longer in fiscal
19            distress.
20                 In your packet you have some materials from Ms.
21            Hazel Burnett, who was formerly with the Fiscal
22            Distress Unit, and those materials state that, based
23            on Ms. Burnett's review of the district's 2014 audit,
24            the district has not corrected its fiscal distress
25            status to be able to meet the criteria for removal
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 1            from fiscal distress.
 2                 Finally, before I turn it over to our Fiscal
 3            Distress Unit, the Hughes School District asserts
 4            that there is no definition of fiscal distress or
 5            what fiscal distress entails, how you get on fiscal
 6            distress, how you get off; but those provisions are
 7            clearly set forth in the law.  6-20-1903 defines
 8            fiscal distress status and what that means; 6-20-1904
 9            lists the statutory indicators of fiscal distress; 6-
10            20-1905 and 1906 provide the statutory process for
11            how a school district is placed in fiscal distress;
12            and then 6-20-1908 sets forth the process for how a
13            school district gets out of fiscal distress.
14                 And so, in conclusion, what we have is a
15            situation where a district has been under 350 for two
16            consecutive school years in terms of their average
17            daily membership.  And that district cannot apply for
18            a waiver under Act 377 because they continue to be in
19            fiscal distress.  And I'll turn it over to Dr.
20            Saunders, if he has anything to add with regard to
21            that.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Thank you, Mr.


23            Lasiter.  Dr. Saunders, there's just over a minute
24            left in the State's time, so -- or the Department's
25            time.  Of course, I'm not going to cut you off, but
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 1            just be mindful.
 2                 DR. SAUNDERS: Yes, sir.  In response to what
 3            Mr. Lasiter was discussing, we did meet upon request
 4            with the Hughes School District and their attorney on
 5            March 11th of this year concerning their fiscal
 6            distress status and their request to be removed from
 7            that status.  And upon review of their plan, the
 8            objectives 9, 10, 11 and 12 were not met.  One of
 9            those, for example, was a half-time person assigned
10            to the financial, working within the district.  That
11            was identified as a plan that they submitted to the
12            Department that they were aware of, and they did not
13            have that person, that fulltime -- or, I'm sorry --
14            half person in place, as well as repeated audit
15            findings which did not allow completion of the plan.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you.  All


17            right.  So that gets the time, the 10 minutes.  And
18            so now to conclude our presentation we have -- Hughes
19            has 10 more minutes -- right -- to complete?  Is that
20            right, Mr. Lasiter?
21                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  So, Mr. Valley, how


23            do you wish to proceed?
24                 MR. VALLEY: Well, I'll take just a few minutes
25            to respond --
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
 2                 MR. VALLEY: -- from the legal perspective.  And
 3            I believe the superintendent has another person or
 4            two that she wanted to speak.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
 6                 MR. VALLEY: And, certainly, I don't want to get
 7            the Board bogged down in legalese, but in our brief
 8            we set out specifically that the Arkansas Supreme
 9            Court has said that you have to take each word of the
10            legislature's statutes that they pass in the law to
11            give meaning so that you don't reach an absurd
12            conclusion.  And if there's only one school district
13            that is subject to closure on March 11th, which is
14            the day that Act 377 became law, then that one school
15            district will be the school district to which this
16            law applied on March 11, 2015.  The other school
17            districts would be able to apply for the waiver
18            beginning in January of 2016.  There would be no need
19            whatsoever for an emergency clause; there would be no
20            emergency.  So what the Hughes School District wants
21            you to understand is this emergency clause basically
22            puts you in the position of a firefighter called to a
23            fire to save a child who's on the third floor; and
24            you raise your fire wagon ladder to the third floor
25            and you get to look in; and today you decide do you
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 1            reach in and save that child that you went to save or
 2            do you say, "No, we don't want to save you?"  That's
 3            the position that you're in, based on the law that
 4            was passed; the legislature passed this law.  And I
 5            don't think that this law gives you a choice in that
 6            particular realm.  It's what they did.  And they had
 7            lawyers; the state -- the Department of Education had
 8            lawyers; the Attorney General had lawyers; I believe
 9            the Speaker of the House, president pro-tem, had a
10            set of lawyers.  They knew what they were doing.  All
11            this information was available to the legislature at
12            the time they passed this act.  And particularly
13            important, aside from anything else we might say, is
14            that they passed an emergency clause which is a
15            special step, special standard, in order to do it
16            when they didn't have to.  It took more votes than
17            all those things that are taped together in the
18            emergency clause.  There was no emergency to save a
19            school district, other than the one that was in
20            jeopardy.  So you've been called to a fire and your
21            ladder is lifted.  The question is:  what do you do
22            when you look in on the child that's in the fire?
23            Now fiscal distress is not defined in Arkansas law;
24            fiscal distress status is defined in Arkansas law.
25            But what the Supreme Court says is that you take
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 1            words and give them their normal, ordinary meaning,
 2            and "fiscal" and "distress" taken alone, without
 3            grouping it into what we've done in the State of
 4            Arkansas Department of Education means money trouble.
 5            That's the fiscal and distress.  Now if the state
 6            General Assembly wanted fiscal distress to mean
 7            something else then it would need a definition in the
 8            code that says fiscal distress means something else.
 9            What they've done is they've defined fiscal distress
10            status to mean that something else, and they have not
11            defined fiscal distress -- and I've looked, I've
12            looked hard; I've tried to find an instance where the
13            Supreme Court has said it's okay to use these words
14            interchangeably.  I've not been successful in that.
15            That doesn't tell you that I'm the greatest searcher,
16            but I think I do -- I've done a pretty good job of
17            looking for where you can use these phrases that
18            don't mean what they mean to the average Joe on the
19            street, where you can just take this phrase and use
20            it interchangeably with a phrase that means something
21            different than that.  And so that's what the issue
22            is.  That's why the district asked the General
23            Assembly to change the definition of fiscal distress
24            to state takeover, because that's what the district
25            believes and means, and certainly that district --
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 1            that definition would in fact be self-serving to the
 2            district because they're not in state takeover.  And
 3            what's important about not being in state takeover --
 4            Helena is in state takeover; whatever the reason is,
 5            for fiscal distress, with Helena -- you went down and
 6            took over.  There's another district in state
 7            takeover; I believe it's Pulaski County.  Whatever
 8            the reason, you went and took them over.  But with
 9            Hughes in fiscal distress you let them keep
10            operating.  There's a difference there that these
11            definitions don't tell us.  And as the brief lays
12            out, how do you get out of fiscal distress?  Well,
13            we've asked and been told no.  We don't have a right
14            to appeal being told no.  We don't have a right to
15            come down here and say, "Well, they told us no, we
16            can't get out."  They said, "You've got to meet all
17            these standards."  And the standard that I understand
18            -- that's just the lawyer in me -- is that you've got
19            to have a clean audit.  I would accept that, except
20            that the research says that there were several other
21            districts -- I believe it was five of them -- who
22            were in fiscal distress since April 8, 2013, the same
23            window as Hughes, who got out and their audits are
24            not clean as far as I can read.  Now maybe I'm
25            reading them wrong, I'm understanding them wrong or
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 1            something.  There's some material weaknesses
 2            identified with Brinkley, Alpena, Hermitage, I
 3            believe it's Western Yell County.  Now Drew Central,
 4            I commend them; they had a clean audit, no material
 5            weaknesses whatsoever.  But those others, they had
 6            material weaknesses and they are in this application.
 7            So we're asking you to consider all of those things
 8            together and that gets you to the point to where the
 9            Hughes School District should not be closed based on
10            the current status of the law.  Arkansas has changed
11            its public policy.  We no longer shutter the doors on
12            small schools just because we can.
13                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Let's see.
15            We've got about three minutes, almost four minutes
16            left.  Does anybody else want to try to follow that?
17            All right.  State your name and you're recognized.
18                 MR. JACKSON: Hello.  My name is Hester Jackson.
19            I'm a graduate of Hughes High School.  All of my nine
20            brothers and my sister graduated there.  My mother
21            worked in the Hughes School District and then
22            graduated and went back to college and went to teach
23            at Hughes.  I give honor today to you, Mr. Chairman,
24            Mr. Commissioner, to all the Board Members.  I give
25            honor to the superintendent of the Hughes School
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 1            District, the principal, the school board, the
 2            parents, and the students, and the team of educators
 3            there in Hughes.  I came today to ask that you would
 4            give Hughes the opportunity to continue the progress
 5            that they've started.  I'm asking the Board to listen
 6            to them with an open mind.  I know sometimes how we
 7            can make decisions without really hearing, and if
 8            you've already made your decision -- the old
 9            expression is trite, but it's certainly true that "a
10            person convinced against their will is of the same
11            opinion still."  So we're asking you to not formulate
12            until you investigate.  Hughes school has made
13            considerable progress in fixing the fiscal problems,
14            and I'm not going to get in the midst of the argument
15            between the lawyers because -- you know -- but I
16            would see lawyers historically who would strain at a
17            gnat and swallow the camel, but it was all made to be
18            for the benefit of all the citizens.  And, of course,
19            there are citizens in the Hughes School District who
20            -- and the reason I say "strain at a gnat," on the
21            one year they had 344 average daily and it was six
22            students short; on another year it was two students
23            short, they had 348.  It seems like to me with that
24            -- and, of course, the financial things are in order;
25            the other elements of fiscal distress have been
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 1            fixed.  Why not take them out and give the caretakers
 2            of education in Hughes an opportunity to dig around
 3            the fig tree of education so that it can flourish and
 4            blossom, is what I ask now.
 5                 I want to mention real quickly five reasons that
 6            I think they should be granted a waiver.
 7                 Number one, the impact of ignorance is my first
 8            reason.  If there's no education going on in Hughes,
 9            it becomes an idle (inaudible) and ignorance is the
10            most expensive thing in the world.  If you don't
11            know, it costs you a whole lot more.  So give them a
12            chance to continue for the children, for the
13            community, for the city, for the county to continue
14            the process of education that they have started.  One
15            of the things that I want to point out is that if the
16            school district is consolidated some of the negative
17            probabilities that exist -- one of those negative
18            probabilities is the increase of dropouts because of
19            the proximity of -- the parents are not close-by.  My
20            mother and dad were close-by when I was in school; I
21            couldn't sneak away and do something that wasn't
22            right because they were right there in the city.
23                 The second probability of negative actions is
24            the increase in skipping school and engaging in
25            illegitimate activities.
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 1                 The third one is the increase in teenage
 2            pregnancy.
 3                 The fourth is the increase of drug use and drug
 4            sales, which then leads to a culture of greater
 5            violence.
 6                 Then, fifth is the psychological impact upon a
 7            displaced child who would be persecuted by other
 8            children because they're the new student, and that
 9            leads to depression, which is -- in students -- the
10            number one source of suicide for 100,000 people in
11            America who do that every year because of depression.
12            Then that depression leads to, number seven, an
13            atmosphere of rejection and retaliation that leads to
14            incidents that Columbine and Jonesboro, because
15            students feel isolated.
16                 I'm saying that it's in the best interest and
17            benefit of the city, the state, the country, the
18            citizens, and the community to leave Hughes School
19            District in Hughes, and allow the gardeners of
20            education to continue to do what they're doing for
21            the benefit of the students.  And I'm saying let's
22            not strain at a gnat and swallow a camel.
23                 Real quickly I'm going to mention these --
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Sir, if I -- your -- the 10


25            minutes has expired a couple of minutes ago.
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 1                 MR. JACKSON: Thank you.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: If I could ask you just to


 3            --
 4                 MR. JACKSON: I'll wind this up; I'll helicopter
 5            it.  I won't make an airplane out of it; I'll
 6            helicopter it.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I'm not sure I follow that


 8            but --
 9                 MR. JACKSON: A helicopter comes down but an
10            airplane takes a little more time.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  I'm with you.  I'm


12            sorry.
13                 MR. JACKSON: Well, the influence of violence,
14            the injury of isolation, the inspiration of
15            inclusion, including, and then the instruction of the
16            individual -- as the students said, they have more
17            time now with the teacher because of the school
18            district.  I want to land it by saying this: if the
19            district is taken away it will be a loss, and that
20            loss will be an immeasurable loss.  That loss will be
21            an irreplaceable loss.  That loss would be an
22            irreversible loss.  But from my perspective that loss
23            would be an inexcusable loss.  And so I'm asking on
24            the basis of the citizens and students of the Hughes
25            schools that let's not create a debt now that we'll
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 1            be years later paying for.  Remember the words of
 2            Paul Laurence Dunbar, in his poem "The Debt."  He
 3            said, "This is the debt I pay for one riotous day,
 4            years of regret and grief, and sorrow without relief.
 5            Pay it I will till the end, until the grave, my
 6            friend, gives me true release in the clasp of peace.
 7            Slight was the thing I bought, small was the thing I
 8            thought, poor was the loan at best, but -- oh God --
 9            the interest."
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you.
11                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
12                 MR. JACKSON: You wanted a follow-up.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  All right.  Well, so


14            that concludes the formal presentations, I believe.
15            Mr. Valley, do you agree?
16                 MR. VALLEY: Yes, sir.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So the next
18            thing would be questions.  Do we want to break and
19            have lunch?  I see some yes -- is there any objection
20            if we take a -- what, how long do we want to go?  We
21            can eat pretty quickly because they bring our lunch
22            upstairs, but I want to give everyone else time so if
23            they want to go over to the Capitol or somewhere and
24            get a bite to eat.  So we want to say -- I don't
25            know, that's up to you guys -- do you want to keep
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 1            going?  You want to keep going?  All right.  Okay.
 2            We're going to keep going.  Everybody wants to keep
 3            going?  All right.  We're going to keep going.
 4            That's what we're going to do.  All right.  For
 5            continuities sake and for the sake of all of us who
 6            are on a diet, we're going to continue.
 7                 So we're going to have questions, and so what I
 8            will do -- is Dr. Barth still with us?  Dr. Barth,
 9            are you still there?
10                 DR. BARTH: I am.
11                 MR. BRADBERRY: He's here.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  We're going to


13            start with you and we'll come around the table.  By
14            the way, you're on the side closest -- on my left;
15            you're at the far end of the table, of course, where
16            the phone is, so we're going to start with you and
17            come around to Ms. Reith, Mr. Black, in that
18            direction.  So you're recognized.
19                 DR. BARTH: Okay.  I think I'm actually all
20            right for now.  I may have questions in a bit.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Reith, do


22            you have a question?
23                 MS. REITH: I guess my principal question -- I'm
24            not sure who at the ADE can respond to this for me.
25            But with which district are we proposing that it be
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 1            consolidated since Forrest City did pull out of the
 2            agreement?  I guess I'm -- I'm sorry if I'm confused
 3            there about what this might look like.
 4                 MR. LASITER: Well, at this point we notified
 5            all of the surrounding geographically contiguous
 6            school districts to come, and the reason why we do
 7            that is because it's summarily in your purview now as
 8            far as which district to consolidate them with.  And
 9            Mr. Key might have something to add to that.
10                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Yes.  Thank you.  Mr.
11            Chairman, Ms. Reith, we at the Department have
12            reviewed the available options, looking at all the
13            districts and which would be the most appropriate
14            partner.  Unfortunately, with the withdrawal of
15            Forrest City as, you know, a voluntary merger, it
16            left us with a relatively short timeframe.  But with
17            all the information that we had available, looking at
18            the maps, looking at the academics, looking at all
19            the other logistics, finance information, it's our
20            recommendation that you focus the review on either
21            the Forrest City School District or the West Memphis
22            School District.
23                 MS. REITH: Thank you.  And, again, I apologize
24            if this was referenced and this was an agenda item
25            last month.  Why did Forrest City pull out of that
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 1            original agreement?  Has that been shared?
 2                 MR. LASITER: I'm going to need to defer to
 3            representatives of Forrest City.  I know they're
 4            here.  We'll give them a second and have them talk
 5            about that.  They're in the best position.
 6                 MS. REITH: Thank you.  I appreciate that.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Okay.  Is
 8            someone from Forrest City here?
 9                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Yes.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Come on up.  I


11            probably need -- did you get sworn in earlier?
12                 SUPT. HARDRICK: I did not.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Come on up here


14            and raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm
15            that the testimony you're about to give will be the
16            truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
17                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Yes.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  You're
19            recognized.  State your name.
20                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Tiffany Hardrick,
21            superintendent of the Forrest City School District.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  You're
23            recognized.  Did you hear the question?
24                 SUPT. HARDRICK: No, I did not.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  The question was --
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 1            there was an agreement, you know, for I guess a
 2            voluntary annexation or consolidation between Forrest
 3            City and Hughes, and then before our last meeting
 4            Forrest City withdrew from that agreement.  And I
 5            think the question, Ms. Reith, was the reasons for
 6            that and if anything has happened since then to
 7            resolve those concerns.
 8                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Sure.  We were given an
 9            opportunity to do some additional research, some
10            additional due diligence and fact-finding, and we,
11            you know, discovered some additional information
12            regarding some legal issues, some lawsuits, et
13            cetera.  And we did not have the ample time or the
14            answer that we felt that we needed at that time for
15            me to be able to make a solid recommendation to the
16            board, with them having all the information that they
17            needed.  There was also some additional concerns in
18            terms of whether or not we had reached a hundred-
19            percent agreement, and I think that it's in
20            everyone's best interest that when you enter an
21            agreement you are a hundred-percent in agreement,
22            without doubt.  And so since that time, we have had
23            an opportunity to do some additional exploration.  We
24            have had an opportunity to get some answers -- some
25            questions answered in regards to those legal issues
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 1            and I think that we are more comfortable with the
 2            answers that we've had an opportunity to receive.
 3                 MS. REITH: And if I could just ask you to
 4            expound, so by "more comfortable" you would be more
 5            comfortable with the consolidation of your districts?
 6                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Yes, that's correct.  The
 7            Forrest City School District is absolutely open and
 8            willing to serve students of Hughes.  We will do
 9            whatever is in the best interest of kids, and so we
10            would accept any recommendation of the Board and work
11            to insure their kids receive the same quality
12            education that we can offer any kids.
13                 MS. REITH: Thank you.
14                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Sure.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you, Ms. Hardrick.


16            Does that answer your question?
17                 MS. REITH: Yes, that does.  And I'll defer
18            additional questions till later.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Mr. Black?
20                 MR. BLACK: Three hundred and forty, whatever,
21            students, what is the solution for next year, the
22            year after, to not --
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I don't know that that's


24            for you, Ms. Hardrick.  It may be for someone from
25            the Hughes School District.  Mr. Black, is that --
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 1                 MR. BLACK: Yes.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Mr. Valley or --


 3                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Oh.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah, thank you, ma'am.  We


 5            may call on you again, yeah, so don't leave us if you
 6            -- okay.  Mr. Black wanted to ask a question for
 7            someone from Hughes, I think.
 8                 SUPT. OWENS: Yes.
 9                 MR. BLACK: Basically, you're at the 340-
10            something mark.  Next year, how would you get to 350,
11            or the year after?  What are your solutions, long-
12            term solutions?
13                 SUPT. OWENS: Well, one thing is having your
14            name placed on a consolidation list presents problems
15            in that people all around feel that this is not a
16            stable place to be.  That's even when you're talking
17            about teacher retention, that's when you're talking
18            about families moving in, families moving out; you
19            know, there's a constant transition and things are
20            happening.  Now our name was placed on the list two,
21            three years ago, but it was rumored even five, six
22            years ago the Hughes School District was going to
23            close.  And that rumor came from a projection that
24            came from, I guess, ADE or maybe -- I don't know
25            where the projection came from, but it was projected
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 1            that Hughes School District would close in 2012-2013
 2            school term.  So with that being said, then people
 3            started moving out.  I believe if there is some
 4            stability, if people understand that we're going to
 5            be around for awhile, then I believe that the
 6            enrollment will increase.  Also, being in fiscal --
 7            fiscal distress -- I'm sorry -- presents another set
 8            of problems.  That's because when you're in fiscal
 9            distress you're unable to have new programs.  We were
10            unable to offer football last year.  We believe that
11            if we'd been able to offer football we would've been
12            able to pull about 15 to 20 students, who have gone
13            to neighboring districts, back to our district, which
14            would then -- which would have improved our
15            enrollment.  So with those things being said,
16            stability is the one thing -- if we could ever get to
17            that point, and if we could ever get off fiscal
18            distress so that we could offer programs, that would
19            invite students, I believe, that the future looks
20            promising for Hughes.
21                 MR. BLACK: Thank you.
22                 SUPT. OWENS: And, also -- and school choice has
23            also been something that hurt us a lot.  We have
24            worked diligently to turn that around, to remove that
25            option from our surrounding areas.  So we believe
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 1            that once our scores improve -- and we're moving in
 2            that direction -- then we will eliminate school
 3            choice and our students will come back to our
 4            district.  It's not that we don't have the children
 5            in our district; it's just they are -- they have
 6            chosen to go to other districts under School Choice
 7            because of our academic situation.
 8                 MR. BLACK: So you have students who live in the
 9            district --
10                 SUPT. OWENS: Yes, sir.  We have the students in
11            our district.  We can account for 30, 40 students who
12            live in the Hughes School District, proper and in the
13            rural areas, who are using School Choice at this
14            time.  And we still have children coming up who
15            belong to those families who would go to a
16            neighboring district under School Choice.
17                 MR. BLACK: Just curious, what was the
18            population of Hughes last year and the year before?
19                 SUPT. OWENS: Our population last year I believe
20            was 1400, and the year before I would say maybe 1500,
21            1600.  I'm not sure.  I'm not sure about that.  I
22            just know that the recent census shows.
23                 MR. BLACK: Thank you very much.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you, Ms.


25            Owens.  Before you leave, do you know the current
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 1            year ADM for Hughes School District?
 2                 SUPT. OWENS: No, sir, I do not.  I just know
 3            that at this point we have 320 or 25 students
 4            enrolled.  I don't know what the current ADM is at
 5            this time.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Do we have


 7            that?  Does the Department have that?
 8                 MS. MAHONY: 344.52.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well, I think that was last


10            year.
11                 MR. BRADBERRY: It's 299.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  Last year -- this


13            year, has that been established?
14                 DR. SAUNDERS: Yes.  Well, at this point we have
15            298.4.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.  All
17            right.  Thank you, Dr. Saunders.  Ms. Mahony, do you
18            have -- and I know that Dr. Barth has a question.  Do
19            you want me to go back to him?  Okay.  Dr. Barth, do
20            you want to ask your question?
21                 DR. BARTH: Sure.  And this may -- one's a
22            procedural question.  So we're first deciding on
23            whether there is any consolidation at all, and then
24            the follow-up issue will be what that consolidation
25            looks like?
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: So are you asking if we


 2            need to act on the waiver petition first?
 3                 DR. BARTH: Yeah.  Is it a two-stage -- are we
 4            going to have two separate votes here I guess?  If
 5            the first vote was that the law does not apply in
 6            this case that the second stage vote on what that
 7            consolidation looks like -- is that where we're
 8            headed procedurally?
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  I think that's a
10            good question.  Mr. Lasiter, you know, I've kind of
11            got the same question.  I don't even know that the
12            waiver petition is properly before us because the
13            statute says it has to be filed within 30 days of the
14            consolidation list coming out.  So, you know, I've
15            studied Mr. Valley's argument carefully and I've
16            tried to listen carefully, Mr. Valley, because I
17            certainly respect, you know, you as an attorney and
18            your clients' request.  But I'm having a little bit
19            of difficulty with that, as well, because if you read
20            all of that statute it makes me question whether it
21            is truly applicable to this, and not just because of
22            the fiscal distress status -- and I know there's an
23            argument that fiscal distress is different than
24            fiscal distress status.  There were some bills filed
25            but they weren't passed, and so -- what is -- do we
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 1            need to take two votes?  Do we need to vote on the
 2            waiver request or do we just move forward with the
 3            issue that's on the agenda?
 4                 MR. LASITER: First of all, I think you probably
 5            should do two votes since there is a petition that's
 6            been filed before you.  Now the law -- the new law
 7            gives you 45 days to hear that petition, but there's
 8            nothing in the law that says you can't hear it two
 9            days after.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: And the old law, the Act 60


11            that's still in existence, if we deny the request it
12            says that we have to take action because they're on
13            the year-two on the consolidation list; we have to
14            take action by May 1st.
15                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: That's a must.  Right?
17                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
19                 MR. LASITER: And I think, you know, what you
20            mentioned was correct.  I didn't mention it because I
21            was running out of time, but Section 2 of that Act
22            does require the school district on a consolidation
23            list to file a petition for a waiver within 30 days
24            of what is being placed on the list.  And as we
25            explained before, the list came out in July of 2014.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Right.  Which would
 2            somewhat, I think, under -- and, Mr. Valley, I tried
 3            to follow your argument about statutory
 4            interpretation and everything, and I just haven't
 5            quite gotten there with you.  But when I get my
 6            chance to ask a question, we can talk about that.
 7            Dr. Barth, did that answer the first part of your
 8            question?
 9                 DR. BARTH: Yeah, I think it does.  The second
10            part of my question -- it may be premature but it
11            follows up with my last question about, you know,
12            what the recommendation from the Department might be,
13            and so I don't know if we want to save that issue
14            until we get there.  But I wanted to ask -- and
15            whether now is the appropriate time or later is fine.
16            My question is whether the Department did look at the
17            possibility of -- because in looking at the
18            scatterplot of where students live in the Hughes
19            district, whether there was an examination of the
20            Hughes district being split in different directions
21            to limit the travel time for some of those students
22            to whatever school they end up in.  So that was the
23            question.  Whether now is the appropriate time or
24            later, that would be -- I'll leave it to the Chair's
25            judgment on that.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Well, maybe we'll --


 2            I hate it when you leave it to the Chair's judgment.
 3            You know, I mean, I think when we get -- if we get to
 4            the point that there's going to be some discussion
 5            about where to consolidate the district, we can
 6            entertain that at that point.
 7                 DR. BARTH: Yeah.  I'll just put it out there.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
 9                 DR. BARTH: If the Department can speak to that
10            one if we get to that point, that would be great.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Okay.  All
12            right.  So we're back to you, Ms. Mahony.
13                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  So back to the waiver, since
14            they would've had no knowledge of Act 377 -- is that
15            the correct number? -- being filed, would it still be
16            applicable to them when the consolidation list came
17            out?
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well, we'll let legal
19            counsel respond to that.
20                 MR. LASITER: I think part of what you have to
21            look at is that generally when statutes are passed
22            they're not given retroactive affect and so they're
23            only prospective.  So from that standpoint, I think
24            you look at the point in time in which the bill was
25            enacted and see what your facts are at that point.
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 1            And I think, you know, that Mr. Ledbetter was hitting
 2            on it; there wouldn't have been a way for Hughes to
 3            -- for this act to be applicable to them because they
 4            were already on the consolidation list.  Keep in mind
 5            that this last year, the year that we're in now, is
 6            basically what's used as a transition year.  You've
 7            already reached the point where you have to be
 8            consolidated because you've fallen under 350 for two
 9            consecutive years, but the law gives you one final
10            year as a transition so that you can either find a
11            partner district or partner districts to consolidate
12            with, or at the end of the process, like we have now,
13            where it's going to have to be up to the State Board
14            because there's not a petition for a voluntary
15            consolidation.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I mean, it may even be if


17            the thing with Forrest City hadn't fallen apart that
18            we would've done that before Act 377 even passed.  In
19            other words, Hughes was on the consolidation list and
20            it was kind of a given that this was going to happen
21            under Act 60.  And then Act 377 got passed, which I
22            think kind of gave hope.  And, of course, there was a
23            lot of discussion about the 350 number in Act 60, in
24            the legislature, and a lot of bills filed.  I'll be
25            the first to tell you that filing a bill doesn't mean
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 1            anything, because I filed a whole bunch of bills that
 2            never got anywhere, never even got heard in committee
 3            -- unlike Senator Key, all of his stuff always got
 4            passed.  But so, you know, it's a little bit of an
 5            awkward situation.  I understand I think pretty well
 6            Mr. Valley's argument about it and the desire to kind
 7            of make it retrospective.  But I'm just -- as I said,
 8            I'm having a little bit of trouble getting there.
 9            And Mr. Lasiter, I think, you know, has stated -- I'm
10            going to get to you, Mr. Valley, don't give up on us.
11            So does that help at all with your question?
12                 MS. MAHONY: It does.  And my other concern is
13            in the past we've looked at particularly student
14            transfers, that the student didn't actually get to
15            transfer to a lower performing school and we were
16            putting them into a high performing school.  So when
17            we have a district such as Hughes, and we're looking
18            at a transfer into surrounding districts that aren't
19            performing as well as Hughes, doesn't that make a big
20            impact on where we can look at the Hughes district
21            going?
22                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
23                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Mahony, that's an
24            excellent point.  In the short timeline that we --
25            because the Department, up until I guess early March,
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 1            thought we were headed down the road of a voluntary
 2            merger.  And so when that came off the table, that's
 3            when we started looking more closely at the options
 4            for any voluntary, and that's why we present West
 5            Memphis as the -- as one of the options.  Forrest
 6            City, as Ms. Hardrick testified, is now open again.
 7            But because of the timeframe had gone by and expired
 8            for the possibility of a voluntary merger, you know,
 9            they present now that, "Well, we're open and
10            willing," but that changes to a different portion of
11            the law.  So we've got the Forrest City question; you
12            can include them in your recommendation because of
13            the prior discussion of a voluntary, and now they
14            have stated they're willing to accept these students.
15            The West Memphis component, the recommendation goes
16            -- to address your concern that you voiced that in
17            looking at the academics of those districts, whereas
18            Forrest City is working hard -- and we think and have
19            a lot of confidence that that leadership is going to
20            improve the academic performance and get that
21            district on the right track -- West Memphis has a
22            track record currently that is demonstrated in the
23            materials that is in your packet.
24                 MS. MAHONY: Yes.  And I looked at their scores
25            as well.  But when you're also looking at
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 1            transportation time between those districts, West
 2            Memphis is at 28.4 miles, and so that makes a lot of
 3            bus time.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KEY: The distance is about the
 5            same, if you looked at both Forrest City --
 6                 MS. MAHONY: Forrest City is 23.5.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Yeah, relatively the same.
 8            Yes.
 9                 MS. MAHONY: I have some questions on finances,
10            but since we're on the waiver --
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Ms. Saviers.
12                 MS. SAVIERS: So have we decided that the waiver
13            is not applicable?
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: No.  We have to vote that


15            issue, whether or not the waiver -- whether to grant
16            the waiver or not.  We could deny it because we don't
17            think that the law applies to this, or we could just
18            deny it because we decide that they're not in -- or
19            they are in fiscal distress and, therefore, they're
20            not eligible under the law.  Or I guess we could
21            decide that they're not in fiscal distress, which
22            would be -- I'm not sure how we'd get there.  Because
23            the whole time I've been on the Board we've removed
24            districts -- we've got -- I don't know if we have one
25            today to remove from fiscal distress, but the Board
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 1            has always removed districts from fiscal distress.
 2                 MS. SAVIERS: Right.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: That's how they got out of


 4            fiscal -- they met their fiscal distress plan, they
 5            came before the Board, and we took formal action to
 6            remove them from the fiscal distress list.  And so
 7            it's almost like that we have to sort of do two
 8            things to grant the waiver: remove them from fiscal
 9            distress or decide they're not in fiscal distress,
10            and then decide that they're eligible for the waiver
11            under the law because they're not in fiscal distress.
12                 MS. SAVIERS: Well, I suggest that we focus on
13            those questions first.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
15                 MS. SAVIERS: And I also would ask my fellow
16            state board members to be careful about setting a
17            precedent here in removing someone from fiscal
18            distress.  So those are my comments.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  Okay.  All right.  I


20            hear you.  All right.  Ms. Newton.
21                 MS. NEWTON: I think I echo what Ms. Saviers
22            said.  But one question I think I have for Ms.
23            Burnett or somebody from her staff is, I've heard the
24            superintendent speak and Mr. Hill, who we all respect
25            for his history, his firm's history in moving
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 1            districts forward.  What is the trajectory with them
 2            coming out of -- based on their progress so far, is
 3            there a timeline that we might expect -- like it's
 4            imminent or it's going to be another year or two, or
 5            something along those lines?
 6                 DR. SAUNDERS: If I can just try to clarify your
 7            question on the timeline and what you'd expect for
 8            removal from fiscal distress --
 9                 MS. NEWTON: Realizing that you can't set an
10            absolute date, but you could say, you know, based on
11            history and based on progress, or lack of progress,
12            this is where we find -- you know -- if I had to make
13            an intelligent guess, then we would -- you know --
14            yeah, so that's it.
15                 DR. SAUNDERS: Yeah.  And, you know, without
16            avoiding your question, it would be very difficult to
17            say specifically any timeframe.  And let me just
18            explain a little bit on that.  If you were to look at
19            the most recent audit, the audit from 2014, repeated
20            findings have come into their -- in particular with
21            child nutrition funds and from previous years.  They
22            continue to have the same problems over and over
23            again.  Whatever those dollar amounts are in a sense
24            is almost irrelevant because it's the same findings
25            over and over again, over-spending budgets, things of
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 1            that nature.  And so until those are eliminated, you
 2            know, you could have single events that really push
 3            -- audits are once a year.
 4                 MS. NEWTON: So they had -- that's in direct
 5            correlation to what Mr. Hill mentioned about non-
 6            segregation of duties, which lends itself to the lack
 7            of ability to hire more staff.  And that's something
 8            that's ever present, or is present right now.  So if
 9            we assume that they can't segregate duties and that
10            leads to audit exceptions, and then we then assume
11            too that that's based on the financial situation,
12            then it's like a treadmill situation in the sense
13            that you can't correct it because you didn't have the
14            folks to do it.  So is that where the district is?
15                 DR. SAUNDERS: Yes, I understand your concern
16            with that.  I don't think the district is necessarily
17            at that point.  As Mr. Hill pointed out, the amount
18            of cash in the bank is not really a particular issue
19            with the district.  That is not why they were on
20            fiscal distress, or the concerns with that, which is
21            why in their plan one of their items that I discussed
22            earlier, such as hiring a halftime person to work
23            with the financials -- and, yes, the segregation of
24            duties is an important thing, but it's not the main
25            concern within the plan.  The main concerns within
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 1            the plan are the exceptions that they continue to
 2            have.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you, Dr.


 4            Saunders.  Ms. Zook.
 5                 MS. ZOOK: I had a three-part question and that
 6            answered one of them.  First of all, did -- and this
 7            is for Jeremy -- did we get the AG's opinion that we
 8            requested?
 9                 MR. LASITER: Yes, ma'am.  It's in the folder at
10            your desk.
11                 MS. ZOOK: The one that we got this morning?
12                 MR. LASITER: Yes, ma'am.
13                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  I'm sorry, I did not see that.
14            Can you tell me what it says so I don't have to take
15            the Board's time to read it?
16                 MR. LASITER: Sure.  Let me find it.
17                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  In the meantime, I'll ask my
18            third part question while he's looking for that,
19            which is for Senator Key and former Representative
20            Ledbetter.  The point that they made about the one
21            district intent for the legislation, is that in fact
22            -- I don't want to say true, because I know this man
23            would not tell me something that's not true -- but is
24            that in fact a fact?
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: So --
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 1                 MS. ZOOK: Isn't that the same thing?  Sorry.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: So I've tried to maintain


 3            for seven years that I'm not legal counsel for the
 4            Board, but Mr. Lasiter is and I think he's got a few
 5            on that argument.  That's a legal argument that legal
 6            counsel can -- I have my own view about it, but I'm
 7            going to let Mr. Lasiter tell us what he thinks.
 8                 MR. LASITER: Okay.  On that point, the reason
 9            -- there are a couple of reasons why it can't be
10            applicable for the Hughes School District.  One is
11            the requirement that the district not be in fiscal
12            distress, and they've been in fiscal distress since
13            2013.  And as I mentioned before, the second part of
14            this is if you look at the emergency clause, the
15            emergency clause says that the act was intended to
16            keep districts open that are not in academic or
17            fiscal distress.  So that's my reading on the
18            statute.
19                 And in terms of the Attorney General's opinion
20            -- it looks like this -- it's in your folder -- what
21            they did, and this is what they typically do, is they
22            look at the district involvement -- in this case, the
23            Hughes School District -- and all the surrounding
24            school districts to determine whether they have
25            desegregation orders.  The Hughes School District
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 1            does not; Forrest City does; I believe that the
 2            Attorney General's opinion states that the West
 3            Memphis School District operates under a
 4            desegregation order.  But on further review -- and I
 5            think that there are also representatives here from
 6            the West Memphis School District who can further
 7            expound on this -- that they are in fact not under a
 8            desegregation order any longer and that they were
 9            dismissed from that order in the mid-70's.  But I
10            don't want you to take my word for it; I'll let them
11            address you all on that.  So does that answer your
12            questions up to this point?
13                 MS. ZOOK: Yes, it does.  So if we choose to
14            have them consolidate and we -- the only way these
15            children would have choice as an option is if we
16            consolidate them with West Memphis, who has no court
17            order, because Forrest City -- not only do they have
18            the academic distress problems, but they closed off
19            because of the desegregation order any choice for
20            these children to go anywhere else?
21                 MR. LASITER: Well, I'll need to leave that to
22            Forrest City as well because under the new School
23            Choice law they are to provide proof to the
24            Department of Education that they have an order that
25            conflicts with desegregation.  And so I don't want to
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 1            speak for them on that.  I think they could probably
 2            address whether they would be able to allow School
 3            Choice under that circumstance since we have a new
 4            law there.
 5                 MS. ZOOK: Thank you.
 6                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: If you would like for


 7            me to speak to the legislative intent -- I was one of
 8            the authors of the Act 60 bill.
 9                 MS. ZOOK: I didn't see you.  I didn't know you
10            were still here.  Sorry.  I would have asked you
11            directly.
12                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: And the way -- if you'd


13            like --
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Representative Douglas, if


15            you would come up, because these are live-streamed
16            and, plus, I'm hard of hearing.  All right.  If
17            you'll raise your right hand -- do you solemnly swear
18            or affirm the testimony you're about to give will be
19            the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
20            truth?
21                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: I do.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you.  You're
23            recognized.
24                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: Good question about the


25            legislative intent.  The timeline on the bill was the
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 1            -- we were in negotiations, getting things into this
 2            waiver bill, and the bill went forward.  And then we
 3            had the discussion with having one school district
 4            that this would not capture as it was.  So we went
 5            back and had an emergency clause put onto the bill in
 6            hopes that it would capture Hughes.  Now the other
 7            factor that went into that was the legislation that
 8            we were trying to pull forward to redefine what
 9            fiscal distress was because we saw an untruth in that
10            definition that we are using.  Being on legislative
11            audit I saw that, you know, just because you have
12            personnel that cannot or is not coding things
13            properly, you know, that to me is not fiscal
14            distress.  And so we had another bill that we were
15            trying to redefine fiscal distress and we felt like
16            if we'd had both of those come forward then we would
17            have been able to capture Hughes completely.  And
18            because we could not redefine fiscal distress, then
19            we're left with the emergency clause.  So that was
20            specifically intended for Hughes.
21                 MS. ZOOK: Thank you.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: And let me just say this is


23            no disrespect --
24                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: -- to you, Representative
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 1            Douglas, because I served in the legislature and
 2            Senator Key was in the legislature, but there's
 3            really not legislative history for legislative intent
 4            in Arkansas; 135 folks can state 135 different
 5            reasons that they voted or didn't vote or, you know,
 6            on a particular bill.  And, of course, your state of
 7            mind --
 8                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: Right.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: -- is certainly important


10            and it's respected and appreciated.  But it's a
11            little bit of a --
12                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: Yes.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  So --
14                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: It was my emergency


15            clause; I put it on.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Sure.
17                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: So that's why I'm


18            speaking to --
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.
20                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: -- my state of mind in


21            putting that on there.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Gotcha.
23                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS: Otherwise, it would not


24            have been necessary if we had not, you know, had that
25            one school.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Gotcha.  Yes, ma'am.  Okay.


 2            Thank you.  Thank you for being here.  All right.
 3            Ms. Owens, you want to say something too?
 4                 SUPT. OWENS: Yes.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
 6                 SUPT. OWENS: I would.  I would like to speak to
 7            the question about the fiscal improvement plan.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Pull that down.  There you


 9            go.
10                 SUPT. OWENS: I would like to speak to the
11            question regarding the fiscal improvement plan where
12            it's been reported that we did not meet the plan.  I
13            am not of that same opinion.  We met our fiscal
14            improvement plan, as I said earlier, and evidenced by
15            the six-month reviews that you all received from ADE.
16            The one item that's mentioned that we did not reach
17            was the one where we did not -- I think we were -- it
18            was stated that we did not have that halftime
19            financial person in our office.  I want to say that
20            we went beyond that, because the hiring of Mr. Hill
21            was not a part of your initial plan.  I hired Mr.
22            Norman Hill to come in and help us to straighten out
23            our difficulties.  And then after that we hired a
24            halftime person this year to work with the bookkeeper
25            to help us with the desegregation of duties piece.
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 1            And the other -- the child nutrition was the only
 2            repeated finding that we had.  Of course, we did have
 3            the bit about the budget.  But we had the child
 4            nutrition piece and that personnel -- that employee
 5            has been removed.  I just wanted you to know.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you.
 7            Okay.  Now we're to you, Mr. Davis, if you have any
 8            questions.
 9                 MR. DAVIS: Yeah.  Just a quick question, and I
10            guess it's for counsel.  And so if I can -- sorry --
11            just a quick question with regards to the waiver.  If
12            the waiver is denied -- because it's my understanding
13            we will be taking a vote on the waiver -- what
14            options are we left with?  If the waiver is denied,
15            then does consolidation then have to happen?
16                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.  By May 1.
17                 MR. DAVIS: Thank you.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Good question.


19            Mr. Crossley?
20                 MR. CROSSLEY: (Shaking head from side to side.)
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  We're back
22            around to you, Dr. Barth.
23                 DR. BARTH: No, I'm ready to go.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Reith?
25                 MS. REITH: I do have a follow-up question,
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 1            actually one for Dr. Owens and then one for the
 2            superintendent of Forrest City.  I guess again here
 3            I'm torn, as many of us are, in terms of wanting to
 4            preserve, you know, a high performing school and then
 5            also following the law.  And I guess I'm just wanting
 6            to understand a little bit more because as we've
 7            noticed, West Memphis generally is a higher
 8            performing district than Forrest City.  So why was
 9            the original agreement -- and I guess this is my
10            question for Dr. Owens.  Why did you all originally
11            approach Forrest City about doing a voluntary
12            annexation or consolidation?
13                 SUPT. OWENS: That was based on results from a
14            survey of our parents, and Forrest City is in St.
15            Francis County and we're in St. Francis County.
16                 MS. REITH: So in terms of academics and such,
17            did you all feel confident enough about the
18            improvement opportunities -- and I guess was there
19            any arrangements made about keeping a campus open at
20            Hughes in that conversation?  I know sometimes in
21            those agreements --
22                 SUPT. OWENS: Well --
23                 MS. REITH: -- actions like that are brought up.
24                 SUPT. OWENS: Well, that was some of the reason,
25            I guess, that the decision was tilted toward Forrest
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 1            City, as we had discussions with that board.  Forrest
 2            City was willing to allow our K through 8 to stay in
 3            Hughes and they would absorb 9 through 12.  Yes, that
 4            weighed heavily on the decision.
 5                 MS. REITH: Thank you for that.  And now for I
 6            guess the superintendent of Forrest City as kind of a
 7            follow-on question, if I might ask.  You had
 8            referenced in your comments that you all weren't in
 9            100% agreement.  And I don't know if that was at all
10            alluding to some of what was just stated about
11            keeping a campus open or at least K through 8 open in
12            Hughes or was this related maybe to some other
13            matters?
14                 SUPT. HARDRICK: I think it was probably more
15            related to some other matters.  And when I say 100%
16            agreement, I'm saying that we inked an agreement, so-
17            to-speak, but there was still some conversation and
18            dialogue and concerns within the agreement, some
19            things that we were still working out.  I do want to
20            say that we recognize in Forrest City that we have
21            work to do, that there's a continued amount of
22            progress that needs to be made.  But we're very
23            comfortable in the academic progress that we've made
24            thus far.  We have adopted new curriculum, et cetera,
25            and I'm really excited about the opportunity -- and
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 1            I'll share some of those things with the distress
 2            subcommittee next month.  But Forrest City does
 3            provide students with a quality education.  Every
 4            year we have a valedictorian with 32-plus ACT score
 5            and students attending Harvard and Yale and Princeton
 6            every year.  And so Forrest City does offer students
 7            a quality education and we're very comfortable that
 8            we can give that to the students of Hughes.  The
 9            conversation around the K-8 program was more geared
10            around -- you're talking about the -- as well as the
11            academic needs of kids, the social and emotional
12            needs of kids, and you're talking about 5- and 6-year
13            olds and those wanting to take a year to really
14            analyze what's in the best interest of those
15            students, do we want to put those students on the bus
16            for 45 minutes, as opposed to if they were getting a
17            quality education there could we maintain that for a
18            year.  And then we were going to assess the situation
19            and determine what was in the best interest of the
20            kids and then kind of go forward from there.  So that
21            was kind of the thinking around the K-8 program
22            remaining.
23                 MS. REITH: Thank you so much.  And then just
24            one final question for Dr. Owens.  I'd like to
25            actually get your reaction.  Sorry for all the up-
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 1            down -- but just get your reactions to what -- and I
 2            apologize, the superintendent from Forrest City, your
 3            name again, ma'am?
 4                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Dr. Hardrick.
 5                 MS. REITH: Doctor.  Okay.
 6                 SUPT. OWENS: She's the doctor; I'm not the
 7            doctor.
 8                 MS. REITH: Okay.  Well, superintendent, ma'am.
 9            So if you could react a little bit to what Forrest
10            City has said now.  I know that we've passed the
11            period of a voluntary consolidation.  But what are
12            your reactions or your thoughts around, one, their
13            willingness now to come back to the table on this,
14            and then, two, this year-long assessment of the K
15            through 8 campus or just general reaction to the
16            thought of merging with them at this stage?
17                 SUPT. OWENS: I am interested in us doing what's
18            in the best interest of the children of Hughes.  And
19            since we've had our conversations and since we've had
20            to do further research, then that forced me to go and
21            look at -- take a closer look at our district.  In
22            taking a closer look, I discovered that we're really
23            an isolated district and we have a lot of problems,
24            and one being more than 100 miles of gravel road.
25            We're 247 square miles.  It would be difficult to
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 1            transport our children to any location.  Yes, I
 2            welcome going to Forrest City if they would allow --
 3            I embrace Forrest City, I have respect for its
 4            leadership, I think they're going places and doing
 5            wonderful things.  But at the same time, I believe
 6            that the children of Hughes would be better served if
 7            they were to remain in the Hughes School District
 8            because there are too many barriers to think about.
 9            Transportation would be major.  Even if you split us
10            in four -- if we went in four different directions,
11            when you're talking about gravel roads, when you're
12            talking about the distance from Point A to Point B,
13            you're talking about putting students on a school bus
14            for at least an hour-and-a-half one way, I don't care
15            where we go, because we're so far from everyone else.
16            We're definitely isolated.  So I embrace whoever will
17            accept our children.  I hope that they'll be treated
18            fairly.  But I don't believe that any of the
19            surrounding districts will offer to our children what
20            we can offer them.
21                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I want to ask everyone,


23            let's hold the applause.  This really isn't -- I
24            mean, we're trying to get -- I know you agree with
25            what's being said.  Ms. Hardrick -- Dr. Hardrick, can
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 1            I ask you a question?
 2                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Sure.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I know there was some talk


 4            earlier about children that have -- or parents and
 5            children who've gone to other districts.  Are there
 6            children from the Hughes School District that are
 7            attending Forrest City right now?
 8                 SUPT. HARDRICK: Not that I'm aware of.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.  Ms.
10            Owens, can you -- I'm going to get you and your
11            principal to switch seats.  We're going to wear you
12            both out getting up and down.  The children that are
13            leaving -- come on up, if you don't mind -- the
14            children that are leaving -- I mean, we've heard 344
15            and then we heard that the ADM now is down another --
16            I don't know -- yeah.  But do you know where those
17            children are moving to or where they're attending
18            school?
19                 SUPT. OWENS: West Memphis and Marion.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  So they're going to


21            those two?
22                 SUPT. OWENS: Yes.
23                 CHIARMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Okay.
24                 SUPT. OWENS: And it is the School Choice and
25            they're going to West Memphis and Marion.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Okay.  Thank


 2            you.  All right.  Where were we?  I kind of jumped
 3            in, and I apologize.  Okay.  Mr. Black, did you have
 4            any more questions?
 5                 MR. BLACK: No.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Ms. Mahony?
 7                 MS. MAHONY: I do have a motion.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  You do?  All right.


 9            And is this on the --
10                 MS. MAHONY: This is on the waiver.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: On the waiver.  Okay.
12                 MR. VALLEY: You didn't give me the opportunity
13            to speak on behalf of the district.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well, there's not a
15            question pending.  Yeah.  So did someone have a
16            question for Mr. Valley?
17                 MR. VALLEY: Each time the attorney spoke you
18            spoke about --
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Come up to the --
20                 MR. VALLEY: Each time Mr. Lasiter spoke about
21            the legalities that are contained in our petition, I
22            kind of indicated I wanted to respond, and you said
23            it would be later at your session or question.  So --
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  Okay.  All right.


25            Well, if you want to respond to one of my questions
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 1            briefly -- I don't want us to rehash anything that
 2            we've already been over --
 3                 MR. VALLEY: No.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: -- or that's in your
 5            petition.
 6                 MR. VALLEY: No.  The reason I asked this body
 7            to delay a decision today is because I believe that
 8            the body needs to go through the petition fairly
 9            thoroughly.  Page 4, for example, addresses the issue
10            of whether this law applies to Hughes in the sense of
11            it didn't exist at the time the consolidation list
12            came out.  So Hughes could not comply at that time,
13            so it created a new right, and then they had 30 days
14            in order to comply within that 30-day window.  That
15            was --
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Well, we're --


17            I think we're getting ready to take action one way or
18            the other -- I don't know what -- on your waiver
19            request.  So, yeah, okay.  Mr. Davis, do you have a
20            question?
21                 MR. DAVIS: Another question in regards to the
22            waiver, and I don't know if Commissioner or counsel
23            can answer this.  In regards to the waiver request,
24            is it -- is the understanding that a school will be
25            granted a waiver as long as it's not in fiscal or
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 1            academic distress?  I'm assuming there's no time
 2            limit on that waiver?
 3                 MS. MAHONY: One year.
 4                 MR. DAVIS: There's a one-year.  Okay.  And is
 5            there -- well, I guess that answers that question.
 6            And I was going to ask if there's a numerical ADM in
 7            regards to that waiver, as well.
 8                 MS. MAHONY: I'm sorry, Mr. Davis, but according
 9            to the act, it says they will still remain on the
10            consolidated list and they get the waiver for one
11            year.
12                 MR. DAVIS: Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So any other


14            questions before we take action on the waiver
15            request?  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, you're recognized for a
16            motion.
17                 MS. MAHONY: I move that we accept the waiver
18            request and the Hughes district will stay on the
19            consolidated list and we accept it under Section D,
20            which is the best interest of the students and
21            transportation/travel.  If we merge them with
22            Memphis, West Memphis, they will be 30 miles away
23            from that district.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  You've heard


25            the motion.  Is there a second?
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 1                 MR. DAVIS: Second.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Mr. Davis
 3            seconds the motion.  So is there any discussion?
 4                 DR. BARTH: This is Jay.  I'm going to vote
 5            against the motion.  You know, I do think that the
 6            fact that the district is in fiscal distress -- and
 7            this goes back to something Ms. Saviers said earlier
 8            -- it's very real and, therefore, I think that really
 9            preempts any acceptance of the waiver in this case.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other
11            discussion?  Ms. Saviers.
12                 MS. SAVIERS: Yes.  And I'm so empathetic,
13            sympathetic to the desires of the Hughes community.
14            I am wondering though what one more year, if in fact
15            consolidation is a foregone conclusion, can do for
16            the community, other than one more year.  I mean, let
17            me know what you think.
18                 MR. DAVIS: Yeah.  And I guess I would respond
19            to that by saying that it is clear that there were
20            some time constraints in regards to the consolidation
21            with certain districts and there were some unanswered
22            questions there.  It appears that those conversations
23            are still taking place to the point that we have a
24            state board member almost negotiating what's going to
25            happen in front of us.  So I think what the year does
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 1            provide, it provides the opportunity for the
 2            community to continue to work on their fiscal
 3            situation, hopefully moving them in the right
 4            direction on the removal -- but obviously there's no
 5            guarantee there.  If nothing else, it provides the
 6            opportunity for the community to have some additional
 7            conversation about what districts work best with
 8            their students.  And it was clear at one point they
 9            were interested in having -- they were volunteering
10            to consolidate.  I would prefer that -- I think it
11            makes sense that if we can allow them to come back to
12            us, with the understanding that after a year the
13            decision would quite possibly be different, that they
14            can then come back to us in a more receptive manner
15            based upon the plan that they put together with
16            neighboring districts so that the transition is far
17            less of a disruption than I think what might occur
18            now.
19                 MS. SAVIERS: And I agree with you.  I still
20            just really struggle with the whole fiscal distress
21            issue.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other
23            discussion?  Ms. Newton, do you have --
24                 MS. NEWTON: And that was my question with your
25            second and maybe Ms. Mahony's motion.  So do we
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 1            disregard the designation of fiscal distress, whether
 2            or not we agree on it completely?  Maybe this is a
 3            rhetorical question.  So, you know, to me that's the
 4            elephant in the room as it relates to what we're
 5            charged to do as the State Board of Education.  So
 6            that's the elephant as far as I'm concerned.  Because
 7            clearly if there was not a stipulation or a
 8            regulation it would not be a question, you know, for
 9            me.  But that still is lingering large or looming
10            large in terms of what we should do just for --
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  What you're saying


12            is the law says they're not entitled to a waiver if
13            they're in fiscal distress.
14                 MS. NEWTON: That's what the law says.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: That's what the law says.


16            You know, whether we agree with it or disagree, I
17            mean, that is the law as I read it.  And, you know,
18            with all due respect, that just -- sort of the law is
19            the law.  And that was the other thing too.  Ms.
20            Zook.
21                 MS. ZOOK: And I think to your point, Mr. Davis,
22            I understand that we can go against what the law says
23            and do that and they can go into negotiation.  But I
24            am concerned that their primary negotiation has been
25            with Forrest City, which, although they're improving
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 1            -- and I have every confidence in the superintendent
 2            and her leadership -- that they do have schools in
 3            academic distress and they opt out of Choice.  So if
 4            we consolidate Hughes with Forrest City, those
 5            families that are now choosing to go to Marion and
 6            West Memphis and other places they would be
 7            eliminated from doing that, unless Forrest City
 8            decides not to opt out of choice.  But we have no
 9            guarantee of that because that's a decision that
10            their board may or may not make.  And I would hate to
11            take a district that has offered opportunities for
12            their children and their families to make decisions
13            and then eliminate them from that opportunity, even
14            though on the one hand were looking out, as she -- as
15            Ms. Mahony pointed out, for the best interest of
16            children.  But at the same time if these parents have
17            already decided what is in their opinion the best
18            interest for their children, a year from now, if they
19            consolidated with Forrest City, and Forrest City
20            still doesn't allow choice, then we are bringing them
21            back out of the schools they chose to go to.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Is there any
23            other discussion before we vote on the pending
24            motion?  All right.  Hearing none, I will ask
25            Commissioner Key to roll-call the vote on the motion.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.  Ms. Mahony.
 2                 MS. MAHONY: Yes.
 3                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Newton.
 4                 MS. NEWTON: No.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Saviers.
 6                 MS. SAVIERS: No.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Mr. Black.
 8                 MR. BLACK: No.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Reith.
10                 MS. REITH: Yes.
11                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Zook.
12                 MS. ZOOK: No.
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY: And somehow Dr. Barth, you


14            got left off the list.  My apologies.  Dr. Barth.
15                 DR. BARTH: No.
16                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Mr. Davis.
17                 MR. DAVIS: Yes.
18                 COMMISSIONER KEY: A vote of 3 yeses and 5 no's.


19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.  So the


20            motion fails.
21                 So then that gets us back to the item that's on
22            the agenda, which is the consideration of the
23            involuntary administrative consolidation of the
24            Hughes School District into one or more school
25            districts.  So are there any additional questions on
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 1            this matter?
 2                 DR. BARTH: Could I get an answer on the -- if
 3            there was consideration of a break of distance in
 4            sending students to the closest school?
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.  So I
 6            think, Jeremy or Mr. Wood, if you want to -- I don't
 7            know if you heard Dr. Barth's question.  I think it
 8            was he's looking for some information if we were to
 9            divide the district boundaries between adjoining
10            districts to try to align children with the nearest
11            campus.  Is that correct, Dr. Barth?
12                 DR. BARTH: Yes.  When I look at the map of
13            students currently at Hughes, they do seem to be some
14            of them closer to Earle, some of them closer to
15            Forrest City.  And so there is geography (inaudible).
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Mr. Hill, I
17            know you're dying to say something but this is
18            question-and-answer period, so maybe there will be a
19            question.  Mr. Lasiter, you're recognized.
20                 MR. LASITER: Dr. Barth, the answer to that
21            question is yes, we look at all possible outcomes
22            when we're examining these recommendations that we're
23            going to make to the Board.  Mr. Wood could probably
24            talk about this a little bit better than I can, but I
25            think if you look at where these students are --
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 1            where -- the overwhelming majority of students are
 2            found in Hughes; they're centered in I guess the town
 3            area around Hughes.  And so at that point, when you
 4            have that degree of concentration of students, it
 5            makes more sense to have a one-district partner
 6            rather than a multiple-district partner.
 7                 DR. BARTH: Do we know -- I know -- I don't know
 8            if the Earle district is there.  But does Earle
 9            participate in School Choice?
10                 MR. LASITER: I'll ask them to come up.  The
11            superintendent of Earle is here.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Do you solemnly swear the


13            testimony you're about to give will be the truth, the
14            whole truth and nothing but the truth?
15                 SUPT. NICKS: I do.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  State your name


17            and you're recognized.
18                 SUPT. NICKS: Rickey Nicks, the Superintendent
19            of Schools of Earle.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Did you hear the question?


21                 SUPT. NICKS: Yes.  And we do participate in
22            Choice.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
24                 DR. BARTH: Okay.  Thanks.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you.  All right.  Dr.
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 1            Barth, did that answer your question?
 2                 DR. BARTH: Yes.  Yeah, that helps me.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  So we'll come back


 4            around.  Ms. Reith, do you have a question?
 5                 MS. REITH: No.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Mr. Black?
 7                 MR. BLACK: No.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Anyone?  Okay.  Ms. Zook.


 9                 MS. ZOOK: Do any of the superintendents that we
10            will be considering your district have anything they
11            would like to present, pro or con, relative to --
12            that might influence our decision?
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: So this would be a time, I


14            think, Mr. Hill or Ms. Owens, if you would like to
15            say something before we take up the action item.
16                 MR. HILL: I'd like to say I'm probably not
17            either for or against anything.  But in answering the
18            question on dividing the school district on county
19            lines, on information for the State Board to
20            consider, Crittenden County has about 65% of the
21            wealth; St. Francis County has about 35%, give or
22            take a little bit.  St. Francis County has about 95%
23            of the students and Crittenden County has about 5%.
24            So if you divide it on county lines you're showing a
25            great discrepancy in financial support for the
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 1            students that's in Crittenden County versus the
 2            students in St. Francis County.  It's a big swing
 3            there and that's just information.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Very important, and I
 5            appreciate you bringing that to our attention.  I had
 6            -- I think someone else had pointed that out,
 7            probably Mr. Wood, that -- you know -- you school
 8            finance guys think in terms of that kind of thing.
 9            But that's an important consideration.
10                 All right.  Any other questions?  Any other
11            response from Hughes on the questions that have been
12            asked?  Ms. Owens, I don't want to cut you short here
13            because, you know, we're -- look, if you think this
14            is easy -- you know -- you know, that everyone on
15            this board is sympathetic to the citizens of and the
16            patrons of Hughes School District.  I hope you
17            understand that.  And we're just trying to do our
18            best and follow the law.  But if you want to say
19            anything at this point, it might be, you know, a good
20            time to speak to us.
21                 SUPT. OWENS: Well, briefly.  In doing what's in
22            the best interest of the students, when we're
23            considering the transportation component of all of
24            the bills and all the laws, in --
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Speak up just a little.
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 1                 SUPT. OWENS: -- all the discussions that we've
 2            had the majority of the students who live in Hughes
 3            live in town.  So if you split our district in four
 4            different directions -- if they went in four
 5            different directions, you're going to send four
 6            school buses into Hughes and they'll be picking up
 7            the kids from there.  Our area is spread out.  The
 8            majority -- a lot of our children live in the rural
 9            areas, but most of them are in town.  So I think that
10            we're going to have a real transportation problem
11            when we start talking about moving the children of
12            Hughes to anywhere else because we're an isolated
13            district.  The children who live in the rural areas
14            live down those long gravel roads.  This past winter,
15            when we had bad weather, we missed about eight days
16            out of school.  West Memphis missed four.  What's
17            going to happen on those days?  What's going to
18            happen when it snows and we can't get to our kids who
19            live in the rural?  Will West Memphis not have school
20            or will West Memphis and Marion and other districts
21            have school without us?  We have to think about
22            what's best for the children who live in Hughes.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other
24            questions?  Okay.  Well, Members, the item under
25            consideration is the involuntary administrative
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 1            consolidation of the Hughes School District into one
 2            or more school districts.  Does anybody have a
 3            motion?
 4                     (A FEW MOMENTS OF SILENCE)
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Mr. Lasiter,
 6            what happens if we don't have a motion?
 7                 MR. LASITER: If you don't have a motion, you'll
 8            have to make some kind of decision before May 1st.
 9            That's just what the law requires you to do.  And as
10            your attorney, I couldn't advise you to do anything
11            other than that.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: So as you said earlier, we


13            can take this under advisement but we have to decide
14            something with regard to this under the law before
15            May 1st.  Correct?
16                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: So we'd have to come back?


18                 MR. LASITER: That's correct.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Okay.  All
20            right.  Ms. Zook has a motion.  Ms. Zook.
21                 MS. ZOOK: I move that we consolidate Hughes
22            School District with West Memphis; West Memphis
23            offers Choice.  If Forrest City will open their doors
24            to Choice, Hughes kids can -- that choose to, could
25            go to Forrest City; the others can go to West Memphis
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 1            or Earle, or wherever they are, and perhaps West
 2            Memphis will work with them on the K-8 or whatever
 3            configuration seems to make sense.  And then, if
 4            there is something different or better for kids, they
 5            can come back in a year with that recommendation.
 6                 MS. NEWTON: I second that motion.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  There has been


 8            a motion and a second.  Is there any discussion?  Mr.
 9            Lasiter has something.
10                 MR. LASITER: This actually applies to whether
11            you adopt this motion or another motion.  But there
12            are certain things you would need to include in an
13            order, Mr. Chair, that I want to make you aware of
14            before you vote.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
16                 MR. LASITER: So it's up to you.  I can mention
17            these now or I could mention them after you vote on
18            whatever --
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Get a little closer 'cause


20            we're having -- I don't know, the mic's not turned up
21            today for some reason, or else -- would the Board
22            like to hear these elements that are required by law
23            to be in the order?  It's required by law to be in
24            the order.  Correct?
25                 MR. LASITER: There are things that need to be
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 1            in the order.  Some of them are at your discretion.
 2            But, again, it doesn't necessarily apply whether it's
 3            West Memphis or some other motion that you might want
 4            to make; it would apply to any of them.
 5                 First of all, it wouldn't apply to West Memphis
 6            because, as we've learned, they're not under a
 7            desegregation order.  But if you decide to put the
 8            district with someone who's under a desegregation
 9            order you would need to direct us, as your counsel,
10            to enter an appearance for you in that federal case
11            to try to get approval for that to happen.
12                 Secondly, the understanding would be that if you
13            put the Hughes district with another district the
14            territory would, of course, go into that district
15            territory.
16                 The proposed consolidation should be effective
17            on July 1, 2015, in accordance with the law.
18                 The resulting school district can have no more
19            than one superintendent under the law.
20                 The tax rate is determined by Arkansas Code
21            Annotated 6-13-1409, so you would still have two
22            different tax rates until an election could be held
23            to equalize them.
24                 In terms of the assets and liabilities, the
25            assets and liabilities of the Hughes School District
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 1            would be assigned as set forth under Arkansas Code 6-
 2            14-1407, and they would be assigned to whatever
 3            district you decide to put them with.  The other
 4            options that you have has to do with interim school
 5            district boards of directors and permanent school
 6            boards of directors.  You have different options
 7            under the law.  What you've done in the past, I'll
 8            mention to you, is to allow the existing board of
 9            directors of the receiving school or the resulting
10            school district to serve as the interim board of
11            directors until there could be a rezoning and an
12            election done in following years.  And so you have an
13            interim board that would be comprised of the
14            resulting board, and then the resulting board would
15            take care of the process of doing a zoning and an
16            election going forward.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So does any of


18            that need to be a part of Ms. Zook's motion?
19                 MR. LASITER: Specifically with regard to the
20            interim board of directors and a permanent board of
21            directors, that would need to be a part of the
22            motion.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Zook, do


24            you want to make that a part of your motion?
25                 MS. ZOOK: Sure.
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 1                 MR. LASITER: And so just to clarify for the
 2            purposes of your motion, Ms. Zook, what that would
 3            mean is that the interim board would be the West
 4            Memphis School District board, serving on an interim
 5            basis, and then they would rezone based upon the new
 6            territory they would be getting and have a new
 7            election for the board to include the new territory.
 8                 MS. ZOOK: Will that take place this September
 9            or November, whichever they choose?
10                 MR. LASITER: It won't take place this -- I
11            mean, if they could possibly get the zoning done, it
12            could.  But usually what that means is it would be
13            the following September before the permanent board
14            with the entirely new zones can be elected.
15                 MS. ZOOK: Is there any timeframe in which -- I
16            mean, being a school person, I'm telling you that
17            everything has already been planned for next year
18            right now.
19                 MR. LASITER: Right.
20                 MS. ZOOK: So do they have a certain amount of
21            time -- like can West Memphis and Hughes decide "we
22            want to take a year for this all to take place," or
23            does it have to take place for the children as of
24            August?
25                 MR. LASITER: The consolidation itself has to be
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 1            effective as of July 1st.  That's why there was this
 2            transition period of a year to enable all of this to
 3            happen.  It just so happens that we've gotten to the
 4            point where we didn't have a voluntary agreement and
 5            that's why we're pushed up at the end of this school
 6            year.  But the law requires that the consolidation
 7            actually be effective July 1st of this year.
 8                 MS. ZOOK: Is that including the closing of
 9            campuses, and what about teacher notification by May
10            1 and all of those things?
11                 MR. LASITER: There's nothing in the law that
12            requires closure of campuses, so I usually recommend
13            to you all that your order and your decision does not
14            address that.  And, I'm sorry, I forgot the other
15            part of your question.
16                 MS. ZOOK: Teacher notification.  Thank you,
17            Commissioner.
18                 MR. LASITER: There are several ways that could
19            be handled.  That does not have to be addressed in
20            your order either.
21                 MS. ZOOK: So moved.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  So is that -- all
23            right.  So, Ms. Coffman, Ms. Zook made the motion
24            that included the configuration of the board until
25            the next school board election can be held and Ms.
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 1            Newton seconded the motion.  Is there any discussion?
 2                 MR. DAVIS: Is the superintendent of West
 3            Memphis here?
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes.
 5                 MR. DAVIS: And can we just get you to comment,
 6            please, on the discussion that's currently taking
 7            place?  Thank you.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Do you feel like the groom


 9            at a shotgun wedding?
10                 SUPT. COLLINS: Do I need to be sworn in?
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Do you solemnly swear or


12            affirm the testimony you're about to give will be the
13            truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth?
14                 SUPT. COLLINS: Yes, I do.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  State your name


16            and you're recognized.
17                 SUPT. COLLINS: John Collins, Superintendent of
18            Schools, West Memphis School District.
19                 MR. DAVIS: And I guess my question is just I'd
20            love to hear your feedback on the conversation that
21            is taking place and the motion that has been put
22            forth?
23                 SUPT. COLLINS: West Memphis School District
24            will respectfully comply with this Board and this
25            Commissioner's direction for the school district and
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 1            the kids of the Hughes School District to serve them
 2            with the best of our ability, with the highest
 3            integrity that we can.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: How many children from


 5            Hughes do you currently have attending West Memphis,
 6            do you think?
 7                 SUPT. COLLINS: I don't have an accurate
 8            accounting.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  Well, just an
10            estimate is fine.
11                 SUPT. COLLINS: Oh, gosh.  We've got a crazy
12            dynamic.  My administrative assistant is actually on
13            the Hughes school board.  She can probably speak to
14            this better than I can.  And I'm not trying to throw
15            everybody else under the bus, but Bill Kessinger is
16            here and so he's probably -- some of this dates back
17            to School Choice --
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Oh, yeah.
19                 SUPT. COLLINS: -- when School Choice was first
20            enacted, so we've got several.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
22                 SUPT. COLLINS: 150.  150 K-12 kids.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: 150.  Okay.  All right.
24            Okay.  Thank you, and we appreciate what you guys do
25            in West Memphis.
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 1                 SUPT. COLLINS: Thank you.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I know you do a lot of good


 3            work over there, and I know Mr. Kessinger had a lot
 4            to do with that.
 5                 All right.  Any other discussion before we vote
 6            on Ms. Zook's motion?  All right.  Commissioner Key,
 7            I will ask if you will roll-call this motion as well.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.  Ms. Mahony.
 9                 MS. MAHONY: No.
10                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Newton.
11                 MS. NEWTON: Yes.
12                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Saviers.
13                 MS. SAVIERS: Yes.
14                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Mr. Black.
15                 MR. BLACK: Yes.
16                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Reith.
17                 MS. REITH: Yes.
18                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Dr. Barth.
19                 DR. BARTH: Yes.
20                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Zook.
21                 MS. ZOOK: Yes.
22                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Mr. Davis.
23                 MR. DAVIS: Yes.
24                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Seven votes yes, and one vote


25            in the negative.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So the motion


 2            passes.  I want to again reiterate to the folks from
 3            Hughes who are here today, I know this is difficult;
 4            it's difficult on us.  We're constrained to call the
 5            law as we understand it, and so we've had to do it in
 6            a lot of difficult situations.  Believe me, yours
 7            isn't the only one.  This reminded me a lot of the
 8            hearing we had on Weiner School District when it was
 9            consolidated with Harrisburg.  It is difficult and we
10            know that you've done everything in your power to
11            make your school district excellent.  And so, again,
12            we're -- I just want to say that for what it's worth.
13            I know it's probably not very consoling at this point
14            but, again, thank you for being here.
15                 We are going to recess for our mid-afternoon
16            snack.  We will be back in 30 minutes.  That's
17            roughly 2:20.  Thank you.
18                   (LUNCH BREAK: 1:47-2:30 P.M.)
19  A-4: CLASSIFICATION OF DISTRICT IN FISCAL DISTRESS


20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So the next
21            item on our agenda is item A-4.  It's the
22            Classification of District in Fiscal Distress,
23            Yellville-Summit School District.  Dr. Saunders, you
24            are recognized to present item A-4.
25                 DR. SAUNDERS: Good afternoon, Board.  I just
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 1            want to make you aware -- I'm not sure if you are
 2            aware, but Hazel Burnett is no longer with us.  Even
 3            though she sits right here, she has moved on and
 4            April 1st was her last day here at the State
 5            Department, and we really appreciate her time and
 6            service and just wanted to --
 7                 MS. ZOOK: Can we give her a round of applause?
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes.
 9                             [APPLAUSE]
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Hazel, are you here?  Okay.


11            There you are.  Did you get permission to leave?
12                 MS. BURNETT: My new boss said yes, I could
13            come.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
15                 MS. MAHONY: Who's your new boss?
16                 MS. BURNETT: I'm working at APSRC, Scott Smith


17            and Bobbie Davis.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well --
19                 MS. BURNETT: Helping schools.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Right.  Our loss is their


21            gain.  So, thank you for everything that you've done
22            over the years.  You've just been tremendous.
23                 MS. BURNETT: Thank you.  I don't look at it as
24            a loss; we're going to continue --
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  You know, everybody
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 1            that's come before us on fiscal -- all the districts
 2            that have had issues and challenges have always been
 3            so complimentary of working with you.  It's really a
 4            reflection of not just your knowledge, but the way
 5            that you dealt with these schools.  So we do
 6            appreciate it.
 7                 MS. BURNETT: I appreciate you guys.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.  Dr.
 9            Saunders.
10                 DR. SAUNDERS: Yeah.  She's done a great job,
11            really going to miss her, and her unit has done a
12            great job.  Scott McRae is here today; he's filling
13            in for the time being until other arrangements are
14            made.
15                 Concerning the Yellville-Summit School District,
16            you have the information in your packet.  I would
17            just draw your attention specifically -- I do not
18            know the number, but the page that concerns the legal
19            balances.  It looks like this.  And so if you were to
20            look down the legal balances of the district, you can
21            see that they closed out, starting with fiscal year
22            '13, $900,000, just over that.  This will be year
23            '14, $550,000.  And then the projected balance, what
24            they are projecting for this year, and this was
25            submitted by the district in February, would be
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 1            $81,000.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  And the
 3            district was notified of the recommendation to place
 4            them in fiscal distress.  The appeal deadline has
 5            passed.  Is that correct?
 6                 DR. SAUNDERS: That is correct.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: That was March 20, 2015,


 8            and no appeal was filed.  And is there anyone here
 9            from the school district?
10                 SUPT. WYATT: Yes.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Sir, if you
12            would like to address us, just state your name, and
13            appreciate you being here.
14                 SUPT. WYATT: My name is David Wyatt.  I'm the
15            interim superintendent; I've been the interim
16            superintendent since January.  I am just here to
17            acknowledge we do understand where we're at.  We know
18            how we got there and we're going to do what needs to
19            be done to get out of that situation.  We have a
20            preliminary plan that will be sent to the State
21            moving forward, and we feel confident -- and Mr. Hill
22            has been contracted with our school and we feel very
23            good moving forward in doing what needs to be done,
24            and we intend to get that done.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Well, I'm sure
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 1            that Dr. Saunders and his staff and everyone at ADE
 2            -- Mr. Key, you know, he lived right down the road
 3            from you guys there for awhile.  But we'll do
 4            everything we can to help you get on top of this.
 5            And, you know, Yellville, in my opinion, ought to be
 6            a great district, and so we want to do everything we
 7            can to help.  So, thank you for being here.
 8                 SUPT. WYATT: Thank you.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any questions?


10            All right.  Ms. Newton has a motion.
11                 MS. NEWTON: I move that the Board places
12            Yellville-Summit School District in fiscal distress.
13                 MS. SAVIERS: Second.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Newton made


15            the motion to classify the Yellville-Summit School
16            District in fiscal distress, and Ms. Saviers seconded
17            that motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none,
18            those in favor say "aye."
19                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no."  Motion


21            carries.  Thank you.  Good luck to you.
22  A-6: CONSIDERATION OF THIRD QUARTER REPORT FOR HELENA-WEST


23  HELENA SCHOOL DISTRICT
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So we've
25            already done A-5.  So then that brings us to A-6, the
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 1            Third Quarter Report for Helena-West Helena.  Mr.
 2            Tolbert had a family emergency, so he had to leave.
 3            So you'll go ahead and present that.  Okay.
 4                 MS. STREETER: Good afternoon.  Janice Streeter,
 5            director of Learning Services for the Office of
 6            Intensive Support.  Our third-quarter report contains
 7            information on our activities for leadership and
 8            academic follow-thru.  You have the reports.  Do you
 9            have any questions for me?
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Does everybody have


11            the report in their materials?  All right.  Do we
12            have any questions of Ms. Streeter?  Ms. Saviers.
13                 MS. SAVIERS: Yeah.  I'm looking at my notes and
14            not at the report.  But I had a question about the
15            principal not having hiring responsibilities in
16            Helena.
17                 MS. STREETER: Right.  That was written
18            reflecting the past.  But Mr. Hoy is here and I'm
19            sure he can clear that up for you, but I think that
20            all those practices have been corrected.  I'm sure
21            that they have been.
22                 MS. SAVIERS: Okay.  And do you think an
23            external provider has been hired for the last year?
24                 MS. STREETER: Fetterman and Associates have
25            been there since December, last of November or first
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 1            of December.
 2                 MS. SAVIERS: Okay.  Thank you.
 3                 MS. STREETER: Yes.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other
 5            questions on this item?  Ms. Zook.
 6                 MS. ZOOK: It says in the report the things that
 7            are not being implemented or not implementing all
 8            practices and procedures with fidelity; then you go
 9            into the different areas.  Some of these were to be
10            accomplished in July and August, and all it said was
11            you're in the process.  So, Mr. Hoy, can you answer
12            the question as to why?
13                 SUPT. HOY: I can give you my best answer in
14            terms of why everything isn't working the way I would
15            love for it to work --
16                 MS. ZOOK: Right.
17                 SUPT. HOY: -- is because it takes time for
18            systems to be fixed.  In Helena, we have had some
19            systemic problems.  I don't think we've got people
20            problems per se, but we do have systems problems in
21            terms of the way things have been done and the way
22            things need to be done.  And we have given a lot of
23            focus to a lot of things.  Now I will tell you there
24            are a lot of things to focus on.  One of the things
25            that I've been most prevalent in focusing on is the
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 1            fiscal end of it, but I've got one team that's been
 2            working also on the academic end of it and I've kind
 3            of been working with them.  And we're now all doing
 4            academic audits, going in different schools, doing
 5            different classrooms, making findings known to --
 6            sitting down with the building principals.  So it's a
 7            process and we are working through the process.
 8                 MS. ZOOK: I have a follow-up question.  Is your
 9            advisory board -- do they understand that they are to
10            be on personnel and student issues and not to be
11            constantly second-guessing and acting like a school
12            board or trying to get into other matters for which
13            they're not appointed?
14                 SUPT. HOY: Ms. Zook, with all due respect, I
15            can't speak for what they understand or they don't
16            understand.  I will simply say this to you: they are
17            concerned citizens of the Helena-West Helena School
18            District, just like others in the community have
19            concerns, and from time to time they will voice their
20            concerns.
21                 MS. ZOOK: Are y'all going to have summer
22            school?
23                 SUPT. HOY: Yes, ma'am.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Does that get your


25            questions?
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 1                 MS. ZOOK: Yes.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Mahony.


 3                 MS. MAHONY: Mr. Hoy, did you ever fill your
 4            last seat -- or you had two seats open on your
 5            committee?
 6                 SUPT. HOY: I filled one.  I've talked to
 7            additional people, haven't finished that process, but
 8            that process takes a little bit longer.  The first
 9            person in terms of it being filled, we'd already gone
10            through the entire process so it was a matter of just
11            moving forward with it.  But it is a process and that
12            process has begun with two others.
13                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  Thank you.
14                 SUPT. HOY: You're welcome.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Newton.


16                 MS. NEWTON: Mr. Hoy, congratulations on
17            continued improvement work and congratulations to Ms.
18            Streeter and Mr. Tolbert also.  But could you
19            identify your greatest need at this point, not to say
20            necessarily it's something that -- what would you put
21            on your Christmas list as the number one need or
22            priority for the district?
23                 SUPT. HOY: The honest answer is no, I couldn't
24            identify our greatest need.  I will tell you where I
25            saw the greatest concern when I entered the district
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 1            and that was the lack of direction in terms of a
 2            clear mission for the district and a clear direction
 3            for the district.  I find it difficult to work in an
 4            environment where you don't have the clarity.  I have
 5            worked through the advisory board and with members of
 6            the community to help them to develop one.  I did not
 7            want to create one for that particular community;
 8            they need to create one that they can get behind and
 9            push.  And the one that we have created is a whole
10            child approach.  It's bigger than just college; it's
11            about preparing our kids to be great citizens.  So I
12            think that now we're at the beginning of that
13            particular push we've got a couple of other things we
14            need to line out.  The reality is that I've always
15            been a mission-driven type person, I just have.  I
16            need to know where I'm going before I start trying to
17            get there.  I think we are there at that particular
18            point, and now I think we're beginning to push some
19            other things.  And also I'm smarter than I was.  I'm
20            not as smart as I'm going to be, but I'm smarter than
21            I was when I started this journey.  So I hope that I
22            also improve as a superintendent as we move through
23            it.
24                 MS. NEWTON: Well, one of the things I think
25            might be beneficial to consider is I think the use of
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 1            an outside provider -- and also intensive support
 2            might be able to help -- in guiding a strategic plan
 3            and process that takes you out of the circle and, you
 4            know, even though it may be your desire and need,
 5            accept that there's a vision.  But, you know, how
 6            important it is for you maybe not to necessarily be
 7            driving the bus on that particular issue.  But I
 8            think it's important that somehow that happens in the
 9            process and then success or failure then falls on the
10            shoulders of everybody and not just the leader of the
11            district.
12                 SUPT. HOY: Yes, ma'am.  And I understand the
13            concern.  However, I will tell you the work on the
14            strategic plan has already been done and I am
15            intimately involved with it and intend to continue to
16            be involved in it.  I think as superintendent of the
17            school it's up to me to try to set the tone and the
18            direction and to make certain we follow it.  So I
19            cannot afford, I don't think, to back out of that
20            process.
21                 MS. NEWTON: And I agree.  But it can't be
22            defined as your friend.  It might have your handprint
23            all over it, but in order for folks to accept
24            ownership and responsibility for the kudos for
25            success or responsibility for any shortcomings it has
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 1            to be independent of you to a degree.
 2                 SUPT. HOY: I absolutely agree.  And therefore I
 3            have driven it that way from the initial beginning,
 4            even down to the mission.  It is not a John Hoy
 5            mission, never was intended to be, and I made that
 6            clear from the beginning.  And so it will not be a
 7            John Hoy plan.
 8                 MS. NEWTON: I trust you, but --
 9                 SUPT. HOY: I trust me too.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other --


11            Mr. Crossley.
12                 MR. CROSSLEY: What is your plan for increased
13            teacher retention?  I saw that as an evidence piece.
14                 SUPT. HOY: Yes, sir.  And I will tell you this.
15            In my nine months there, or thereabouts, what I've
16            seen is frustration being a part of the issue with
17            teacher retention.  However, that was not something
18            that was a new revelation to me.  I have noticed that
19            that has been an issue even in state surveys.  But
20            I've done some surveys of that nature myself and
21            generally the frustration is leadership.  And I will
22            tell you, it's difficult to not be frustrated with
23            leadership when you change superintendents and
24            leadership as many times as it's happened in Helena-
25            West Helena School District.  We all have some things
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 1            that we have our own preferences about, ways things
 2            should be done.  I think if we can get the systems I
 3            place, then the systems will run a lot of the
 4            decisions rather than the particulars of leadership.
 5            And I think designing those systems so that the
 6            people have a voice in those systems -- we've been
 7            creating policies, but all of those have been going
 8            to the personnel policy committee.  And the thing is,
 9            I was working on some while I was waiting to get my
10            turn today.  It's just important for the people in
11            the building to have a voice to help to create the
12            culture and climate that you're trying to create in a
13            district, and it's up to a leader to try to drive
14            that climate in a positive direction.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Good question.  Ms. Zook.


16                 MS. ZOOK: Your graduation coaches, are they
17            coordinating with the career education coaches to
18            work with those students and then analyzing where the
19            gaps are as far as the kids who are choosing to go
20            career or choosing to go to college, or a combination
21            of both, while they earn money to go to college?
22                 SUPT. HOY: To be honest with you, I would say
23            yes to that and I would hesitate on my answer.  The
24            reason why is because I brought my building principal
25            with me today to go into more of the specifics of the
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 1            high school.  However, she did have another meeting
 2            to go to, and so she's over in a meeting, I believe,
 3            at Maumelle High School right now.
 4                 MS. ZOOK: Sure.
 5                 SUPT. HOY: But they're working on some things.
 6            But I will tell you we've been working in
 7            collaboration with career coaches, not just at our
 8            school but also from KIPP Delta Academy; they've been
 9            working at our school as well with their career and
10            graduation coaches.  So we've been pushing that.
11            However, it's more than just graduation-to-college;
12            we're looking at trying to -- based on what I've
13            perceived from our mission, we're trying to create
14            great citizens as well.
15                 MS. ZOOK: Right.
16                 SUPT. HOY: It's not just the academics, but
17            it's also the morals of our kids that we need to work
18            on, and we understand that.
19                 MS. ZOOK: Unfortunately, in certain districts
20            more than others it falls on the school to do the job
21            that really the community and parents and churches
22            should do.  But if they don't, then we see the kids
23            -- we love the kids and we try to be all things to
24            the kids.  And it's unfortunate it solely relies on
25            the school for the kids.
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 1                 SUPT. HOY: I understand what you're saying.
 2            But in my short time there I have tried to make
 3            certain that I position myself to be a part of the
 4            community, the school, and the church.
 5                 MS. ZOOK: Right.
 6                 SUPT. HOY: So I think that in moving in that
 7            direction it helps me with the push that we're trying
 8            to make.
 9                 MS. ZOOK: I have no doubt.
10                 SUPT. HOY: Thank you.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.  Well,


12            Mr. Hoy, thank you for being here and, again, thank
13            you for the work that you do for the school district
14            of Helena-West Helena.  You took on quite a task and
15            we appreciate your willingness to serve.
16                 SUPT. HOY: Appreciate the opportunity, sir.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes, sir.
18                 MS. ZOOK: I have a motion.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes, ma'am.
20                 MS. ZOOK: I move that we accept the third-
21            quarter report for Helena-West Helena.  Is that
22            better, Ms. Coffman?
23                 MS. NEWTON: Second.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Newton made


25            the second; Ms. Zook made the motion to accept the
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 1            report.  Is there any discussion?  All right.
 2            Hearing none, those in favor say "aye."
 3                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Motion


 5            carries, the report is accepted.  Thank you, Ms.
 6            Streeter.  Give our best to Mr. Tolbert.
 7                 MS. STREETER: Thank you.
 8  A-7: REVIEW OF CHARTER AUTHORIZING PANEL ACTION ON OPEN-


 9  ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL RENEWAL: ARKANSAS VIRTUAL
10  ACADEMY
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  So that brings us to


12            action item A-7, which is the Review of the Charter
13            Authorizing Panel Action on the Renewal of the
14            Arkansas Virtual Academy Charter.  Okay.  So, Ms.
15            Hogue, you're going to get us started and tell us how
16            we're going to conduct this hearing.  Right?
17                 MS. HOGUE: I'll introduce it and then Ms. Clay
18            will tell you how you're going to conduct it, so --
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Oh, okay.  All right.
20                 MS. HOGUE: Good afternoon.  I'm Cindy Hogue,
21            director of the Office of Educational Options.  In
22            2003, the State Board of Education approved the
23            charter for the Arkansas Virtual Academy; at that
24            time they had a maximum enrollment of 500.  And then,
25            in 2013, with Act 1309, that maximum enrollment was
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 1            increased to 3,000 students for K-12.  Well, in
 2            February of this year, the academy appeared before
 3            the Authorizing -- the Charter Authorizing Panel to
 4            request a renewal for five years.  At that time they
 5            also requested to change their maximum enrollment cap
 6            to 2,000.  And in March of this year, y'all voted
 7            that y'all wanted to review the Authorizing Panel's
 8            decision, so that's why we're here today.  And Mr.
 9            Scott Sides from the -- or Dr. Scott Sides from the
10            academy will be the one to present.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you, Ms.


12            Hogue.  And now Ms. Clay is going to kind of give us
13            the procedural background of this and how this works.
14                 MS. CLAY: Yes.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I always forget what we're


16            supposed to do.  I'm going to write it down.
17                 MS. CLAY: Okay.  Your hearing procedures are
18            found at Section 6.23 of the charter school rules.
19            All persons, with the exception of attorneys, need to
20            be sworn in.  The charter school will then have 20
21            minutes to present its case for renewal of its
22            application, and then any parties opposed to their
23            renewal will have 20 minutes.  After that, the
24            charter school gets 5 minutes for rebuttal and
25            closing, and that will follow with your discussion
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 1            and questions.  You have the option to make a final
 2            decision today, take the matter under advisement, and
 3            if you take the matter under advisement you can allow
 4            the charter school to get technical assistance from
 5            the Department if you deem that necessary.  Do you
 6            have any questions about your procedures?
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Are there questions?  All


 8            right.  I think we know what we're going to do.
 9            Thank you, Ms. Clay.  All right.  Anybody that's
10            going to testify on this matter stand, raise your
11            right hand.  Do you swear or affirm the testimony
12            you're about to give will be the truth, the whole
13            truth, and nothing but the truth?
14               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Is it Dr.
16            Sides?
17                 DR. SIDES: Yes, sir.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Dr. Sides, you


19            are recognized.  You have up to 20 minutes, but let
20            me make it clear that you're not required to take the
21            entire 20 minutes.
22                 DR. SIDES: Yes, sir.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Take as much of that as you


24            feel like you need.
25                 DR. SIDES: Very good.  Thank you.  Good
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 1            afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Board,
 2            Commissioner Key.  My name is Scott Sides.  I was not
 3            here for your meeting in March when you reviewed the
 4            Department of Education's decision.  I was in the
 5            field supporting our PARCC effort, and I apologize to
 6            you for not being here to answer your questions.  You
 7            can be assured that in every instance moving forward
 8            that I will be here, or someone like me, to answer
 9            any questions that you have.
10                 All right.  If I could just start from the
11            questions in the March hearing -- and the first
12            question that came up was the waiver for instrumental
13            and choral music.  And I would like to share that
14            that waiver was requested due to the performance
15            criteria associated with those two courses.  The
16            academic content itself was not the issue, but rather
17            the performance criteria.  And when you think about a
18            school without a physical structure, and you think
19            about a band room, a choir room, and being spread out
20            statewide, it presents itself differently, that
21            requirement.  So the waiver was for the performance
22            requirement.  The legal department -- Department of
23            Education's legal staff had said that that could not
24            be granted.  So then we began a path to find how we
25            would then deliver this, and here are our proposed
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 1            solutions:
 2                 One is Doug Bradberry, on staff at the
 3            Department of Education, I know is creating regional
 4            opportunity for students to be in performance
 5            ensemble.  So there's on path, but it's localized,
 6            especially in central Arkansas, potentially in
 7            northwestern Arkansas, and building out to other
 8            places.  So we need additional methods.
 9                 The second would be that we could work with a
10            family to create an opportunity where they would be
11            participating in a performance ensemble locally,
12            while that won't meet the requirement for all
13            students based on their locality.  If they live in a
14            very rural area, they might not have that same
15            opportunity.
16                 So then the third potential resolution then is
17            that we would work to partner with the local school
18            district where a student who was interested in vocal
19            music or instrumental music would potentially
20            participate there at the local school district.
21                 I would like to bring to the Board's attention,
22            if I could, this is a part of the 38 required
23            courses.  We don't know how many students to whom
24            this may apply, based on what they choose.  It's the
25            38 course requirement that these two courses rest
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 1            within.
 2                 So there's the first piece that came up for
 3            discussion.  The next was our rate of withdrawal.
 4            And if I could start with the fact that so much of
 5            where a student attends school is based on where they
 6            live.  If they want to move to another place, then
 7            they have to sell their house, buy a new house, go to
 8            another place, et cetera.  There's opportunity for
 9            School Choice and there may be an open-enrollment
10            charter that would make this an opportunity for them.
11            However, we're completely unique in this regard, by
12            virtue of the simplicity within which a family or
13            student may select-in to be enrolled in the school --
14            it's what they believe is the right choice for their
15            family at the time -- and then may also select-out.
16            It's a far easier process to do than it is to
17            relocate where you live physically based on a school
18            district enrollment.  So that's, I think, point one.
19                 I think alongside that it's important to note
20            that there are important efficiencies offered through
21            this same piece.  Where you heard earlier about two
22            -- a potential of a two-hour bus ride and four hours
23            roundtrip, you multiply it by 185 days, yielding
24            about 92 eight-hour days per student riding a long
25            bus route.  So while we have to improve on our rate
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 1            of withdrawal -- and I absolutely concede that --
 2            there are efficiencies through this model that we
 3            should also look to that may be very helpful.
 4                 Next, this has not been the story of this school
 5            historically.  This is a recent story where we have
 6            been honored to have a chance to serve and to serve
 7            more students and to invite students in who have sat
 8            on an extensive wait list.  There was one point when
 9            we were capped at 500 where about 3% of students who
10            would have completed an application would have been
11            selected based on a departure of students and the
12            number of applications and the number of seats within
13            the context of 500.  So it was different then; it was
14            a small percentage of students that were allowed in.
15            But a function of this additional opportunity for
16            what was an expansive wait list has yielded a
17            difference in the total in-and-out.  And I want to
18            also say to you that part of this is a function of
19            our overall readiness.  I don't know what
20            organization can ever be ready to grow by 200%.  I
21            would say that in service to these students we are
22            honored to have that opportunity and we believed it
23            was right because there was a long waiting list and
24            how students were randomly chosen, while fair, seemed
25            a little also unfair.  So we celebrated that
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 1            opportunity but I say -- I pose to the Board that any
 2            organization growing by 200% would see some things
 3            that they were unaccustomed to having seen outside of
 4            that volume of growth.
 5                 And from there, what will we do?  So the all
 6            important next step from here, we definitely have to
 7            have stability within our student population.  We
 8            need stability for our students, for our families.
 9            We need stability within our teaching population.
10            When we grew by 200%, you'll find in the renewal
11            itself four of 29 of our teachers in 2013-14 had
12            experienced teaching virtually.  Now, they may have
13            been nationally board certified; they may have been
14            incredibly reputable in their local district; but
15            there's still a learning curve for everyone involved
16            when they come to learn virtually, teachers included.
17            So from 2013-14, where we had four out of a total of
18            29 teachers, we then retained 25 of 29.  So we began
19            to gather -- we began to gain the traction that we
20            needed to move forward to excellence, you know,
21            within our faculty to be excellent for our students.
22            For the coming year, we have sent out a notification
23            of intent, "Will you -- do you intend to return?"
24            And it was above 90% of our current teachers who have
25            indicated their intent to return.  So we have a
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 1            foothold as we move forward and we work to bring
 2            remedy to the withdrawal percentage, and what is a
 3            high percentage.  Our administrative structure is now
 4            in place.  We are -- direct reports function within
 5            the academic portion of the school, through
 6            operations, through all the parts of the school that
 7            are important.  Those have now been set in order.  We
 8            have a K-4 school level leader, looking now to 2015-
 9            16 -- excuse me -- a K-5 school level leader, a 6-8
10            school level leader, a 9-11 school level leader,
11            reporting up to what will be an assistant head for
12            academics, if you will.  So we have a very good plan
13            for how we will address academics within the school,
14            how we will have a clear reporting structure, and how
15            we've adapted organizationally for not only a shorter
16            term but also the longer term at what we would hope
17            would be the number of 2,000 which was presented to
18            the Department of Education as part of the renewal.
19                 I would like to tell you also that we're doing
20            more now than we've ever done to help families know
21            what it means to learn virtually before they enroll.
22            And this is an encounter that we offer Tuesdays,
23            Thursdays, and Saturdays, so that any person who is
24            interested in enrolling their child can hear the
25            roles and responsibilities associated with learning
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 1            virtually.  What does it mean for me as a learning
 2            coach?  What are my commitments?  What does it mean
 3            for my student?  What is the commitment that we share
 4            as a household to this mode of learning?  What do our
 5            teachers do?  How often do they do it?  Where do they
 6            do it?  What does it look like?  What curricular
 7            items will I receive?  How much, when?  All these
 8            sorts of questions that need -- really must be
 9            answered in advance of any enrollment, we make
10            provision to answer and to provide that information
11            in advance.  And I think that's key.  Further, we
12            have a team of basically a fast response where we ask
13            the question, through survey, and they will report,
14            "Things are great here;" "things are going pretty
15            well;" "things" -- I don't know the exact language --
16            "we're struggling" -- where we will immediately
17            deploy support for that family to work through
18            whatever the issue may -- what may be taking place,
19            assuming that the teacher may be in the class
20            teaching and that they may need -- they may be in
21            between class.  And then we deploy to support that
22            immediately.  Further, during summer we will be
23            helping our families prepare for the year.  Where I
24            mentioned the information sessions, it's a larger
25            information session, "Here's what virtual learning
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 1            looks like; now that we're breaking into K-5, 6, 8,
 2            9, 11, how are they different?  How does the
 3            structure requirement change by age, by requirement,
 4            on the course for graduation, whatever the case may
 5            be, 9-11 versus 6-8," and so-on.  So we have that in
 6            place.  And then we have a team that will be working
 7            with families during the summer, as much as they will
 8            have us and allow us to work with them, to prepare
 9            them to be successful fast when the school year
10            starts, to bring this learning curve down, where
11            there's not a delay with their learning.  But rather,
12            we're working with them during the summer months as
13            much as they will allow us to do.  So these are
14            important pieces, I believe, to our withdrawal
15            remedy.  But, ultimately, it's how -- immediacy
16            matters, our immediate response to what they may
17            need.  And during the summer we will have a person
18            ready in a room for newly enrolling families to come
19            in and ask whatever they need.  We will man that.
20            We'll find out whether or not there are takers, how
21            many, what's the frequency over time, and those sorts
22            of things; we'll learn from it.  But we will be
23            available and it will be immediate and everything
24            that is within our power to control, given the in-
25            and-out sequences I described, we may always have a
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 1            bit of a high rate of withdrawal, just by simplicity
 2            of in-and-out.  But we absolutely will not lie down.
 3            We will fight to train, to help them understand, and
 4            to serve in order that there would be less
 5            transition.  And it's interdependent really our
 6            transition to the academic conversation.  This is
 7            interdependent to our academic outcomes.  You
 8            wouldn't -- you won't have strong academic outcomes
 9            in this model until you will also have a more static
10            population.  We're interdependent.
11                 So the question of our Needs Improvement status
12            was raised and discussed.  We were -- I'd like to
13            start on a positive note, if I could.  We were
14            achieving in 2012 and 2013 in literacy, completely;
15            completely achieving in 2012-2013.  It was '14 where
16            we observed the decline in our literacy scores and
17            became Needs Improvement, and that was an achieving
18            district elementary and middle prior to having those
19            scores.  Math -- math has been a bigger struggle for
20            us.  In 2012, we were short of the AMO, having a bit
21            above 70% proficiency, proficient or advanced
22            students at about 70% or greater.  And so that's
23            2012.  In 2013, we observed a slight decrease in our
24            total efficiency from 12-13, but then 13-14 was the
25            difference where you see basically a 10% change
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 1            overall from what we've observed historically within
 2            the school to what we then observed in 2014.
 3                 So what then will we do about that?  Well,
 4            first, we began a subject specific model where by 5th
 5            grade we have teachers teaching math.  When we were
 6            smaller, at 500, and the ratios were 60-to-1, and you
 7            had one teacher basically for a class, you now have a
 8            teacher teaching math.  So where the teacher was
 9            supporting, guiding and assisting in the middle
10            grades, now we are picking up where we find that a
11            parent may or may not be as ready to teach certain
12            concepts, you know, far in advance of Algebra 1,
13            quadratic equations.  So our provision for teacher-
14            led intervention begins earlier now through a
15            subject-specific model in the middle school.  And
16            this is our first year to have implemented this and
17            scale helped us to do that.  So that is grades 5 to
18            11 where we're subject-specific.  There's point one.
19                 Our students take assessment at entry where we
20            understand on the skill-set their readiness and we
21            build an individualized plan for every student and we
22            track it to 100%.  It's a minimum expectation that
23            Arkansas Virtual Academy have an ILP -- I'm not
24            talking about accommodations; I'm talking about an
25            individualized plan for every student.  And before --
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 1            I've spoken with the Board before about this piece,
 2            but it's 100% of all students.  And it's informed by
 3            information as they come in or, if they've been our
 4            student the prior year, we'll take that information
 5            and apply it to this individualized learning plan.
 6            We have the capacity to do small group remediation,
 7            and we do, and we will continue to do, where we look
 8            at skill outcomes, skills demonstrated by students,
 9            at mastery or not, and then we bring them in to
10            remediate.  And so it's not the teacher moving
11            forward in the path and the curriculum itself but
12            rather, what does this student need in terms of how I
13            might remediate them.  Now we'll get better and
14            better at this because we'll now have, moving into
15            15-16, if you would allow, we'll now have teachers
16            who would've done this for two years in a virtual
17            setting, one year for, you know, any change from that
18            25 to 29, as I described, and then the additional
19            teachers hired.  And then high school, this was our
20            first year to have high school grades 9 and 10.  So
21            our high school teachers will be returning now with a
22            year of understanding how to be effective as a high
23            school teacher teaching virtually, and then our role
24            and responsibility of continuing to grow them to
25            excellence, and that we would also continue to grow.
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 1            So I will do that.  We require -- we, as part of our
 2            instructional program, will make sure that we have a
 3            rotating data meeting with every teacher on at least
 4            a three-week basis -- at least a three-week basis --
 5            where we are exploring the data that is pertinent to
 6            their student, pertinent to their students, and then
 7            helping them build their instruction related to that
 8            as instructional leaders and as we're responsible to
 9            do.  On a three-week basis, at a minimum, every
10            teacher will receive observation and follow-up
11            feedback.  For teachers who need more, we'll do more.
12            We will align that more completely into BloomBoard
13            and into the test platform, in accordance with TESS.
14                 I would want the Board -- just to offer as a --
15            I should add one more thing.  Math on Demand, just
16            the way I'd said that we'll have a person ready to
17            assist any family who comes in with questions in a
18            room waiting, we have that for math.  So beyond the
19            classroom itself, beyond the direct instruction of
20            the teacher, students from 8:00 to 4:00 have an
21            opportunity to go in to have individual tutoring.
22            There may be another student in there already, so
23            maybe it's not then individual; but there is a
24            tutoring opportunity that is different than I think
25            most could say.  And that's something that we'll
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 1            continue to staff, and it's 8:00 to 4:00, Monday
 2            through Thursday, 8:00 to noon on Friday, where that
 3            tutoring is constantly available.  So these really
 4            are the most fundamental things that we should be
 5            doing to improve for the students on their behalf and
 6            in our service to them.
 7                 I would like for the Board to note, if I could
 8            add, 38% of our new high school students came to us
 9            credit deficient -- 38%.  So I think we have to see,
10            if I could suggest, it's important to note that how
11            the school is serving is not -- in a lot of cases is
12            serving students who are looking for potentially even
13            a final possibility when you see 38% of students who
14            come in credit deficient.  I would note also we're
15            now at 15% special education, so that number
16            continues to rise.  And, finally, in one grade in our
17            high school we were as high as 20% of students
18            qualifying for services within special education this
19            year in our first year of high school, so it will be
20            a challenge.  But I can tell you that we have a team
21            that will not lie down and that with all their hearts
22            will fight for these students and will fight for how
23            we will be effective in our service.
24                 There is a larger presentation that I could move
25            into if the Board -- I would really defer to the
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 1            Board, if the Board would wish to see the larger
 2            presentation or take up these pieces that were issues
 3            of discussion in the March meeting.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well, that pretty much used


 5            up 20 minutes already, so I don't know if we want to
 6            go beyond that.  Let me ask at this point, Dr. Sides,
 7            is there anyone here that is wanting to speak in
 8            opposition?
 9                 MS. HOGUE: No.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: No one signed up.  No one


11            has indicated any opposition.  All right.  So under
12            the procedural rules, you would have 5 additional
13            minutes.  Of course, no one has spoken in opposition,
14            but if you want to take a few more minutes to wrap
15            up, you may, or you may just want to answer questions
16            from the Board.
17                 DR. SIDES: Certainly.  I defer to the Board --
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
19                 DR. SIDES: -- and we'll take questions at this
20            time.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So are there


22            any questions from any of the board members about
23            this item?  Okay.  Ms. Zook, do you want to go ahead
24            and start?
25                 MS. ZOOK: I guess my question is for Ms. Clay.
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 1            I have some questions about the special education
 2            piece, but I did not alert anybody to that ahead of
 3            time.  So it has dawned on me now that I probably
 4            cannot ask those questions, because it's outside of
 5            what we asked him to be prepared for.
 6                 MS. CLAY: I think you can ask any question that
 7            you want.  The hearing today is meant to be -- it's a
 8            legal term, but a de novo hearing, so you're starting
 9            from scratch.  So anything is fair game that you need
10            to get -- to clarify and help you with your decision.
11                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  Then I have a question.  Okay.
12            I see that it says that you're in substantial
13            compliance with special ed., which I'm assuming
14            that's the instructional piece.  But if a teacher
15            thinks that a child needs to be referred for service,
16            or if a parent of one of your students does, how do
17            you go about having that referral conference?  And
18            then, subsequent to that, if the referral conference
19            committee decides the child needs to have
20            evaluations, how do you make sure that happens?  And
21            then, if the evaluations determine the placement
22            conference, who all is involved?  How does that
23            process work in a virtual academy type situation?
24                 DR. SIDES: Sure.  We follow the regulatory
25            authority, the legal authority of IDEA, and every
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 1            protocol set forth there.  If there were a
 2            recommendation, then we would follow the normal
 3            sequence and process there, following timelines.
 4            Related services is probably something that may
 5            interest you in terms of how we provide related
 6            service to these students.  And so we find locally
 7            providers for related services for therapies that may
 8            be needed in accordance with the IEP.  An IEP team
 9            meets just the same way that you would in any bricks-
10            and-mortar.  Our special programs manager is here.
11            She may want to add to anything and would need to be
12            sworn in for this.  But depending on, you know,
13            whether or not the school level leader would be
14            involved in the IEP meeting, special programs manager
15            is involved, the special education teacher, the
16            general education teacher, the parent, basically the
17            IEP team.  And the IEP's are just the way that they
18            would be in bricks-and-mortar, but also considering
19            the setting itself.
20                 MS. ZOOK: Do you contract for your evaluations
21            to others?
22                 DR. SIDES: Yes, ma'am.
23                 MS. ZOOK: And how do you work with the
24            manipulative part, the gross development, the fine
25            motor development?  How are those incorporated into
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 1            the classroom and the instruction for the child?  And
 2            I see she's standing, so -- we get these two special
 3            ed. people talking -- if you want to defer to her,
 4            it's fine.
 5                 DR. SIDES: Okay.
 6                 MS. BRANCH: And I actually was not sworn in, so
 7            I need to do that first.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Come on up here and


 9            I'll be happy to.  Get on up.  All right.  Raise your
10            right hand.  Do you swear or affirm the testimony
11            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
12            and nothing but the truth?
13                 MS. BRANCH: Yes, sir.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  State your
15            name.  Grab that mic by the base; don't grab it up --
16            there you go.
17                 MS. BRANCH: Okay.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: State your name and you're


19            recognized.
20                 MS. BRANCH: I'm Alison Branch.  I'm the special
21            programs manager here at the school.  And to walk you
22            through the steps, we do exactly what a brick-and-
23            mortar school does.  If a parent comes to us or if
24            data is showing a referral may be needed, then a
25            special ed. teacher is assigned to that student and
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 1            we start the process.  We complete all paperwork and
 2            all the timelines that are in place.  And then when
 3            we get to that point of having the meeting we have
 4            all the appropriate team members in place, a gen. ed.
 5            teacher, an LEA supervisor sits in on it, as well as
 6            the special ed. teacher and the parent.  And since we
 7            have moved into high school, if the child is
 8            available and is older, we encourage the parent and
 9            the child attend is well.  So then we distribute all
10            the data that's brought to us.  And if it looks like
11            an evaluation is truly needed, then, yes, ma'am, we
12            do contract out for an evaluation.  We have school
13            psychologists across the state that we work with and
14            they meet the child in a convenient location, a
15            library or somewhere in their area, and they complete
16            all the necessary evaluations.  If it was for speech
17            or OT or PT, we would have that type evaluation
18            completed as well.  And then once we come back and
19            review the data in that primary conference, if it
20            looks like services are needed and the child is
21            eligible, then we go through that process.  We go
22            ahead and place them with the appropriate minutes or
23            we place them with a provider.  As Dr. Sides is
24            saying, we do contract with all of our providers
25            across the state, so we just set up an initial
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 1            meeting for that provider to reach back out to the
 2            family, and they set up a convenient time for
 3            services to begin.  Once all of that is in place,
 4            then we just begin teaching the child.  And if it is
 5            a student that can attend all of their general ed.
 6            classes and get that additional support from our
 7            special ed., then we highly encourage that.  Or, if
 8            it's a student who is just severely deficient then
 9            they have a lot more time with our special ed.
10            teachers.
11                 I know you were asking about how do we insure
12            some of the skills are being met that they're
13            deficient in.  I can give one example, is I have a
14            teacher who has a child that is hearing impaired, and
15            so in their home they have all the necessary
16            equipment to be able to hear the teacher.  And she
17            uses her webcam every time so he's able to read her
18            lips.  And the parent sits right there with her and
19            so if there's any miscommunication the parent is able
20            to help us with that relationship as well.  But he's
21            on the peck system and so as you're in our lightboard
22            room, our virtual classroom, that's what she loads on
23            her PowerPoint and then she has the tools to point or
24            she can talk to him face-to-face through a webcam.
25            So all of our services are delivered that way, except
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 1            for those students who need extreme PT or OT or
 2            speech, and then we have face-to-face providers we
 3            work with as well.
 4                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  I know the law requires free
 5            and appropriate and the least restrictive
 6            environment.  So have y'all been challenged on the
 7            lease restrictive environment part?
 8                 DR. SIDES: No, ma'am.
 9                 MS. ZOOK: I pray that you don't.
10                 DR. SIDES: Yes, ma'am.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Ms. Mahony.
12                 MS. MAHONY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Just to
13            follow-up on Ms. Zook's question, I noted that you
14            are supposed to have a special ed. -- oh, excuse me
15            here -- the special ed., you're going to be monitored
16            on December -- between December 1 and January 9.  Has
17            that taken place?
18                 MS. BRANCH: Yes, ma'am.  It has been in place.
19            We've been working very closely with Kristin Hughes
20            through it, and actually we have until April 20th to
21            upload all of our final documents or make any
22            corrections to their findings that have been found at
23            this point.  And I believe April 24th is when we'll
24            get our final notification wrapping up the
25            monitoring.
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 1                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  Thank you.
 2                 MS. BRANCH: Yes, ma'am.
 3                 MS. MAHONY: And, Dr. Sides, I thought this was
 4            really interesting that you're hiring a truancy
 5            coordinator and it says your attendance rate is
 6            98.2%.  So a lot of schools out there would like to
 7            have that attendance level.  Can you kind of follow-
 8            through on that?  Why would you be bringing in a --
 9                 DR. SIDES: Well, we just want to make sure that
10            there's no disconnect between -- when we have
11            discussed the withdrawals, as we did.
12                 MS. MAHONY: Uh-huh.
13                 DR. SIDES: How students transition between our
14            school and then, you know, potentially back to the
15            local bricks-and-mortar, they would serve in that
16            regard to smooth that transition to serve as our
17            point of communication.  But further, if we were to
18            find that, you know, a student were enrolled in the
19            school but not attending, then they would immediately
20            be deployed.  And so it's different 9-11.  Now that
21            we have our first high school grades, 9, 10, now that
22            we have our first high school grades, and the role of
23            that truancy coordinator is very much focused on
24            making sure that the students are in class; if
25            they're not, that we're quickly right there to deal
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 1            with that.
 2                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  And just a couple more
 3            questions.  Your withdrawal rate at some point in two
 4            or three of those areas was 62% to 67%, which is very
 5            worrisome.  And then when I'm looking at your
 6            enrollment, your African American was at 144 and
 7            white students were at 1,337.  So have you made any
 8            efforts to recruit more African American or are they
 9            not applying or can you enlarge --
10                 DR. SIDES: I can say that the marketing effort
11            that has been done for the school has been robust.
12            It's been something that I think many of us may have
13            all seen on television and ads.  So, you know,
14            television reaches any population and all
15            populations; the marketing effort there, you know, is
16            present.  And so then it's just a question of
17            choosing this path, yes or no, in terms of enrollment
18            and such.  With regard to withdrawals -- let me just
19            stop there.  Did I answer your question in terms of
20            how we -- in terms of our outreach?  Because it --
21            have you seen the K-12 ad?
22                 MS. MAHONY: I haven't seen your ads.
23                 DR. SIDES: Okay.  I think that in many cases,
24            you know, many would have seen them, but that's our
25            greatest outreach.  And I think that many would argue
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 1            that television is -- you know -- it's great; it has
 2            as great of access as anything that might otherwise
 3            be done.  It's done equally by network.  I'm not a
 4            marketing person, but I can tell you that I have
 5            observed widespread marketing; so therefore, I would
 6            believe that the word is out via television ads.
 7                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  And then can you tell me
 8            about the withdrawal?  Now, usually you see that at
 9            the high school level where kids start to withdraw to
10            participate in sports and activities in high school.
11            But that number was up as well.
12                 DR. SIDES: I think that the withdrawals are all
13            related to the list of things that I discussed.  I
14            think that our readiness to execute our -- you know
15            -- just our overall provision in terms of how we
16            would provide support, the things that we now have
17            deployed in terms of training, in terms of the
18            immediacy of our response.  I think all these things
19            are inputs.  But further, it was a completely new
20            thing for many families that they just simply didn't
21            know what the school -- what it really meant in terms
22            of their time commitment, where -- how much
23            flexibility really is here and, you know, how static
24            really is the schedule; and the answer is it's
25            static.  We can be flexible, and we have the
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 1            opportunity to accommodate therapies and those sorts
 2            of things.  But at the end of the day, there is, you
 3            know, a somewhat rigid schedule, if I might say, that
 4            a student must follow, just as any student would, and
 5            that is our responsibility.  So I think
 6            misunderstanding, not knowing really what this is
 7            going to mean, in terms of my commitment also as the
 8            learning coach, because it's hard work.  And so all
 9            those things -- I'm not saying that they're not up to
10            the challenge; I know that they are.  But I think all
11            these things, the newness, made a tremendous
12            difference, our readiness, and our message, how we
13            share that message in advance with every applicant --
14            to every applicant, so that we tell our very best
15            truth of what it means to learn virtually, in
16            advance.
17                 MS. MAHONY: Thank you.
18                 DR. SIDES: Yes, ma'am.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Mr. Crossley.
20                 MR. CROSSLEY: You mentioned that you conduct
21            observations using the TESS model.  Is that correct?
22                 DR. SIDES: Yes, sir.
23                 MR. CROSSLEY: So a quick question.  How does
24            Domain 2 and Domain 3, engaging in instruction, look
25            differently than maybe a brick-and-mortar school
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 1            would look?  I understand -- I think I understand
 2            Domain 1 and 4, how that could be very similar, but
 3            Domain 2 and 3 seem like they might have differences,
 4            very striking differences.  How do you view that and
 5            how does that play into the observation piece?
 6                 DR. SIDES: Okay.  I myself am not doing those
 7            observations in the classroom.  So what I want to do
 8            is I want to get someone who can give you the very
 9            most complete answer to your question.
10                 MS. BINGAMAN: I'm Mitzi Bingaman.  I'm
11            assistant academic administrator, grades 7 to 10.
12            And we look a lot at student engagement and
13            questioning, lots of different questioning
14            techniques; there are different things within the
15            technology that we can bring inside the online
16            platform; we can have students go out to a secondary
17            site where they can answer questions a different way.
18            Teachers, obviously, put together their presentation
19            and seeing how much that really engages the student,
20            seeing what the teachers do to reach out to those
21            kids to make a connection since they are virtual
22            plays into that model as well.  So, you know, they
23            know them by name; they know them by family; they
24            know their family circumstances in a way that we
25            often don't do in brick-and-mortar, and that plays
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 1            into those pieces as well.
 2                 MR. CROSSLEY: A very real part of classroom
 3            expertise in the brick-and-mortar system is the
 4            monitoring and adjusting that you have to do
 5            constantly.  I'm not sure that's the same thing
 6            virtually.  Can you speak to that?
 7                 MS. BINGAMAN: Sure.  Whenever they present
 8            their slides, they can choose what slide to go to
 9            next.  So if they see that a student has come in and
10            maybe they've mastered something ahead of time, they
11            can then go around that.  They can also do breakout
12            rooms where they take kids in and they can
13            differentiate based on where those students are.  And
14            so I may have three different groups inside of a
15            class, and so I can have things set-up inside those
16            breakout rooms and they can differentiate it based
17            upon what I know the needs of those students are.
18                 MR. CROSSLEY: So in a traditional classroom
19            where I may do breakout sessions on the fly, you can
20            do the same thing virtually?
21                 MS. BINGAMAN: Yes, absolutely.
22                 MR. CROSSLEY: All right.  Okay.  Thank you.
23                 MS. BINGAMAN: Uh-huh.
24                 MR. CROSSLEY: Appreciate it.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other --
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 1            are you okay, Sharon?
 2                 COURT REPORTER: Yes.  She wasn't sworn in.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes, she was.
 4                 COURT REPORTER: Mitzy Bingaman was?
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  She stood up.
 6                 COURT REPORTER: Okay.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah, she was one of the


 8            originals.
 9                 COURT REPORTER: My apologies.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: That's all right.  I need


11            you to keep an eye on me.
12                 COURT REPORTER: I didn't see her.  I'm sorry.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: The other woman wasn't.  We


14            got her.
15                 COURT REPORTER: Okay.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Anything -- any


17            other questions?  Okay.  Ms. Zook, you're recognized
18            for a motion.
19                 MS. ZOOK: I move that we accept Virtual Academy
20            and -- for the five-year renewal with the waiver.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Is that the
22            motion, Ms. Clay or Ms. Hogue?  Is that the proper
23            motion on this?  Does that do what we're trying to do
24            as far as --
25                 MS. CLAY: Yes.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: -- essentially affirm what


 2            the Charter Authorizing Panel did?
 3                 MS. CLAY: Yes.  I wasn't entirely clear on what
 4            "with the waiver meant," but essentially affirming
 5            the decision of the Charter Panel.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Five-year renewal; I guess


 7            the cap was 2,000; and whatever waivers were granted
 8            with the application, to the extent there were
 9            waivers?
10                 MS. CLAY: Yes.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.
12                 MS. SAVIERS: Second.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  And Ms. Saviers


14            seconds Ms. Zook's motion.  Jeremy, you've got a
15            puzzled look.
16                 MR. LASITER: I always have a puzzled look, Mr.
17            Chairman.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Nothing to do with this,


19            right?
20                 MR. LASITER: No, sir.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.  We have


22            a motion and a second.  Is there any discussion?  All
23            right.  Hearing none, all those in favor say "aye."
24                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Any opposed?  All right.
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 1            Dr. Sides, congratulations.
 2                 DR. SIDES: Thank you, sir.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Go forth and do good work.


 4                 DR. SIDES: Thank you to the Board.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Thank you for being here.


 6  A-8: CONSIDERATION OF ARKANSAS GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL 2016-2018


 7  PROPOSALS
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  That brings us


 9            to item A-8, which is the Governor's School proposal.
10            Correct?
11                 DR. STEIN: Yes, sir.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Oh, Ms. Stein, finally.
13                 DR. STEIN: Finally.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  You're before us.


15                 DR. STEIN: It's been a long day.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.
17                 DR. STEIN: Good afternoon to the Board.  Every
18            three years it's necessary to do site selection for
19            Arkansas Governor's School, and we are going into our
20            36th year now.  In November, our request for
21            proposals was sent out to all presidents of our four-
22            year colleges within the state and there was a
23            deadline in February, and we received only one
24            proposal and that was from Hendrix College.  And so
25            that proposal has been reviewed and we are now asking
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 1            for you to confirm Hendrix as the host for Arkansas
 2            Governor's School for 2016 through 2018.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you.
 4                 MS. NEWTON: Mr. Chair, I have a motion.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Thank you, Dr.


 6            Stein.  Apparently, there are no questions.  Let the
 7            record reflect that Dr. Barth is not participating in
 8            this vote.  I'm pretty sure he would recuse if he
 9            were here.  And so Ms. Newton has moved that we
10            approve the proposal for Hendrix College to host the
11            Arkansas Governor's School for 2016-2018.  Is there a
12            second?
13                 MS. MAHONY: Second.
14                 MS. SAVIERS: Second.
15                 MS. REITH: Second.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Ms. -- I think Ms. -- all


17            right.  Ms. Mahony made the second.  We had a tussle
18            for it, but we're giving it to Ms. Mahony.  Is there
19            any discussion?  Hearing none, all in favor say
20            "aye."
21                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Thank you,


23            Dr. Stein.  And by the way, I do know your son.  He's
24            --
25                 DR. STEIN: I know that.  We just try not to
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 1            talk about anything about education with him.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well, I'm not sure how to


 3            take that.
 4                 DR. STEIN: No conflicts of interest.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: No, there's no conflicts.


 6            Her son is an attorney in our firm, and a very fine
 7            one.
 8  A-9: CONSIDERATION OF RECOMMENDATION OF NEW PRAXIS TEST OF


 9  ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE (TOEFL) LICENSURE TEST


10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So that brings


11            us to item A-9, which is the Recommendation for the
12            New Praxis Test of English as a Foreign Language
13            Licensure Test.  Mr. Rowland.
14                 MR. ROWLAND: Yes, sir.  Good afternoon, all.
15            This is the TOEFL test.  In addition to current
16            licensure requirements, the Department and the PLSB
17            have recommended that teachers from other countries
18            -- excuse me -- teachers from other countries seeking
19            an Arkansas educator license be required to pass the
20            TOEFL.  It is a widely accepted English language
21            proficiency test from the Educational Testing
22            Service.  Department personnel recommends TOEFL cut
23            scores of 17, Arkansas institutions of higher
24            education.  We eliminated the high and low scores,
25            and the average passing score of 76.  So we recommend
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 1            that 76 is the cut score for the TOEFL.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Are there any


 3            questions?  Mr. Davis.
 4                 MR. DAVIS: Yes.  Just a quick question in
 5            regards to that cut score in surrounding states.  Do
 6            you have an understanding of what their cut scores
 7            look like?
 8                 MR. ROWLAND: There was no multistate standard
 9            setting study for the TOEFL.  So what we did was went
10            to each university and saw what their cut score was,
11            consulted with Educational Testing and they agreed
12            that 76 was a good place to start.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Other questions?  Ms.
14            Reith.
15                 MS. REITH: Just quickly, piggy-backing off
16            that.  So we didn't previously have a cut score or --
17                 MR. ROWLAND: Correct.
18                 MS. REITH: Okay.
19                 MR. ROWLAND: Correct.
20                 MS. REITH: So this --
21                 MR. ROWLAND: This is a new test.
22                 MS. REITH: -- is the first time.  Okay.
23                 MR. ROWLAND: Yes, ma'am.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Any other
25            question?  Okay.  So, Ms. Newton, did you make a
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 1            motion?
 2                 MS. NEWTON: I did.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
 4                 MS. NEWTON: I move to accept it.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: She moves to accept it.


 6                 MS. REITH: Second.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: And Ms. Saviers seconded


 8            Ms. Newton's motion.  Is there any discussion?
 9                 MS. NEWTON: Actually, Ms. Reith seconded.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Oh.  Ms. Reith seconded it?


11            All right.  Let the record reflect that it wasn't Ms.
12            Saviers; it was Ms. Reith that made the second.  Is
13            there any discussion?  All those in favor say "aye."
14                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  All right.


16  A-10: CONSIDER RECOMMENDATION OF THE NEW PRAXIS ASSESSMENT OF


17  SIGNED COMMUNICATION-AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE (0632)


18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Do you have another one, A-


19            10?
20                 MR. ROWLAND: I do.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  This is the
22            Communication-American Sign Language Praxis
23            Assessment.
24                 MR. ROWLAND: Yes, sir.  Act 328 provides
25            authority for Arkansas public schools to offer
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 1            American Sign Language as a credit-bearing modern
 2            foreign language.  The new educator license requires
 3            a content assessment, so ETS has a test available,
 4            the Praxis Assessment of Signed Communication-
 5            American Sign Language (0632).  Department personnel
 6            reviewed the national test data (inaudible) possible
 7            cut score of 2.5 from a 5.0 scale.  So the Department
 8            is recommending adopting the Praxis Assessment of
 9            Signed Communication-American Sign Language with a
10            cut score of 2.5, effective immediately.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Are there any


12            questions for Mr. Rowland?
13                 MS. NEWTON: I move approval.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Ms. Newton moves approval.


15                 MR. DAVIS: Second.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: And Mr. Davis seconds that


17            motion.  Is there any discussion?  All in favor say
18            "aye."
19                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Thank you,


21            Mr. Rowland.
22                 MR. ROWLAND: Thank you.
23  A-11: CONSIDERATION FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: PROPOSED REVISION OF


24  THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION STANDARDS FOR EDUCATIONAL


25  INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLITERATORS
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  That brings us


 2            to A-11, which is the Consideration for Public
 3            Comment, the Revision to the Standards for
 4            Educational Interpreters and Transliterators,
 5            whatever that is.
 6                 MS. SALAS-FORD: Yes, sir.  Good afternoon,
 7            Chairman Ledbetter, Members of the Board,
 8            Commissioner Key.  The Department is asking approval
 9            to put out for public comment our proposed revisions.
10            In 2013, a law was passed issuing new licensure
11            requirements for the Department of Health.  And so we
12            wanted to amend our standards for school districts to
13            employ interpreters to align with those new
14            requirements of licensure.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Any questions?  These are


16            rules for public comment, of course.  So anybody want
17            to move these out for public comment, Ms. Mahony?
18                 MS. MAHONY: I will.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
20                 MS. MAHONY: So moved.
21                 MS. NEWTON: And I second.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Newton


23            seconded Ms. Mahony's motion.  Is there any
24            discussion?  Hearing none, all in favor say "aye."
25                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Thank you,


 2            ma'am.
 3                 MS. SALAS-FORD: Thank you.
 4  A-12: CONSIDERATION FOR FINAL APPROVAL: ADE RULES GOVERNING


 5  STANDARDS FOR ACCREDITATION OF ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND


 6  SCHOOL DISTRICTS
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: A-12, Final Approval, the


 8            Rules for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools
 9            and School Districts.  Ms. Freno.  Good afternoon.
10                 MS. FRENO: Thank you, Mr. Ledbetter.  Lori
11            Freno with the Department of Education.  These are
12            the -- we're seeking consideration for final approval
13            on the rules for standards of accreditation.  And if
14            anyone has any questions, I'd be more than happy to
15            answer those.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Mahony,


17            you're recognized.
18                 MS. MAHONY: You know, I started reading all the
19            comments in the back before I started at the front of
20            this bill, and they kept talking about the 38 units,
21            38 units.  When you add these units up, there are 39-
22            1/2 units, which is the reason why I keep going back
23            to 38 units.
24                 MS. FRENO: I'm going to have to ask one of my
25            colleagues to help me with this.  But it's my
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 1            understanding the 38 units hasn't changed.  The
 2            situation is one math or one science course can be --
 3            the computer science course can be substituted for
 4            either the math or the science.  But the 38, that's
 5            not a change.
 6                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  But when you add these up,
 7            there's 39-1/2 units there, not 38.  And I understand
 8            where we're going with the computer science --
 9            because I have a question on that as well.  But I
10            didn't -- you know -- Junction City, I do know my
11            math, but when you go back through all these numbers
12            there are 39-1/2, not 38.
13                 MS. FRENO: And I will happily yield the floor
14            to Dr. Jones.
15                 DR. JONES: I would have to review that.  We did
16            not increase credits, and I'm not sure -- are you
17            looking at a half-credit there, for example --
18                 MS. MAHONY: I'm looking at the 6, that's
19            Language Arts.  Okay.  And we start on Section 903.4.
20            Then, oral communications -- when you add all these
21            up, five units, science -- you're at 11 then; 6 units
22            of math, we're at 17; a unit of computer science,
23            you're at 18; foreign language, 2 units, you're at
24            20; fine arts, you're at 23-1/2; and computer apps,
25            you're at 24-1/2; social studies are four more,
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 1            that's 28-1/2 -- and Ms. Barnes is going to correct
 2            me back there, but economics is a half, so you're at
 3            29; you add another half unit on your health and
 4            safety education, physical -- whatever, career and
 5            technical, it's 39-1/2.
 6                 MS. BARNES: Okay.  Annette Barnes, of course.
 7            Good afternoon --
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Good afternoon.
 9                 MS. BARNES: -- Chair and Commissioner and Board


10            Members.  I was listening to you as you were
11            counting.
12                 MS. MAHONY: Uh-huh.
13                 MS. BARNES: But I was also trying to take into
14            consideration some of those that have to be offered
15            now.
16                 MS. MAHONY: Right.
17                 MS. BARNES: And so because of that, that does
18            not mean they have to be taught.  The 38 units are
19            what has to be taught.
20                 MS. MAHONY: Uh-huh.
21                 MS. BARNES: Some of these can count for -- so
22            when you have six math's, within those six math's we
23            now have the option to count computer science as a
24            math, depending on whether or not the student -- I
25            mean, the teacher is a math certified teacher for the
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 1            students for required math credits.  So you will see
 2            some padding in there, but it's not adding to the
 3            actual required number that a district has to teach,
 4            the 38.
 5                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.
 6                 MS. BARNES: So I will -- I mean, I'll go back
 7            and take a look at it to see how it -- how it stacks
 8            up to be 39-1/2.  But those halves can be situations
 9            where it could count for that half, if you teach it,
10            and if a social studies person was trying to teach
11            with respect to the economics.  So it could count
12            that way and that's what I'm trying to reconcile as
13            I'm thinking through what you just read off.
14                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  And at 903.44, computer
15            science, one unit, it doesn't say that this is
16            mandatory.  But computer programming is what it
17            describes; it doesn't describe computer science.  So
18            the definition is wrong, and it's not a computer
19            programming -- it is not a natural science.  So then
20            you've knocked yourself down to two natural sciences
21            in the high school.
22                 DR. JONES: That's correct.  Maybe -- you
23            haven't knocked all kids down to that because it is a
24            choice.
25                 MS. MAHONY: It's a choice; it's not mandatory?
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 1                 DR. JONES: And the computer science is not
 2            mandatory.  According to the new law, students may
 3            elect to take one of four computer science courses.
 4            And I can name them:  AP computer science; Essentials
 5            of Computer Science, which is the coding; the
 6            Computer Science in Mathematics; or IB Computer
 7            Science.  And students who elect to take that may
 8            elect to take that in place of one of the four
 9            required math's or in place of one of the three
10            required science's.
11                 MS. MAHONY: But when you actually do that, Dr.
12            Jones, you really are knocking off -- and several of
13            the comments in the back were about the fact that for
14            students to be prepared at college level they needed
15            those three natural science classes.  And this --
16            computer programming is not a natural science.
17                 DR. JONES: We -- I don't know that this was
18            shared with you, but we studied what other states are
19            doing with computer science across the nation.
20                 MS. MAHONY: Uh-huh.
21                 DR. JONES: And many other states use it in
22            place of math, they're using it in place --
23                 MS. MAHONY: Right.
24                 DR. JONES: -- of science, or both.  So there is
25            other interpretation across the states.
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 1                 MS. MAHONY: So maybe we might need to go back


 2            and re-do the definition of exactly what you're
 3            expecting under computer science, because it does say
 4            coding under there.
 5                 DR. JONES: It is coding.
 6                 MS. MAHONY: Well --
 7                 DR. JONES: One of the classes is coding.
 8                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  So coding -- coding is not
 9            -- I mean, it's not a natural science class, so --
10            but the other thing that's in here too is under
11            weighted classes for AP.  And if you'll remember, we
12            started looking particularly at KIPP schools; they're
13            not trained; their teachers are not AP certified, and
14            all the other -- the rest of those teachers -- but
15            this says you can't offer weighted credit in AP if
16            you don't have AP certified teachers.  So does that
17            waiver need to be listed under here, as well?
18                 DR. JONES: That's a charter issue.  I'm not
19            sure about that.  But in order for them to offer AP,
20            they do have to be certified teachers.  And so --
21                 MS. BARNES: We want the students to get a
22            weight there.
23                 MS. MAHONY: Well, but we let them say that they
24            had enough training not to have to take that AP
25            certification.  I don't know why you wouldn't do it
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 1            for the benefit of your students, but that's been --
 2            anybody remember that besides me -- Ms. Zook -- that
 3            they did not.  And it was particularly the KIPP
 4            school did not want to have their teachers AP
 5            certified, but they were going to let them teach AP.
 6                 MS. ZOOK: I think they were going to be
 7            certified by a different --
 8                 MS. MAHONY: They were using TFA's.
 9                 MS. ZOOK: They were certified by different
10            routes, so they wanted that to be considered AP
11            certification.
12                 DR. JONES: I would have to go back and study
13            the specifics of that.  But it is required that -- in
14            public schools that they be certified with AP
15            training --
16                 MS. MAHONY: Right.
17                 DR. JONES: -- in order to get the weighted
18            credit.  And if there is a waiver to the contrary on
19            that with a charter, I'll have to go back and review
20            that.
21                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  Could you also re-do the
22            definition of computer science?
23                 DR. JONES: Let's speak a little bit further
24            about that --
25                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.
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 1                 DR. JONES: -- so I can clearly understand what
 2            you're looking for there.
 3                 MS. MAHONY: Thank you.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: So does that mean we're


 5            going to pull this down?  Is that what we just
 6            decided, or did I miss something?
 7                 MS. MAHONY: Can we table it?
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well --
 9                 DR. JONES: Well, really, we do need to take
10            action on this.  It was the intention of the bill
11            writers that this -- and we had lots of discussion
12            about this, shall it just be counted as math, shall
13            it be counted as a science, and the bill writers were
14            pretty insistent that it be counted as either.  It is
15            not a natural science; it is not saying that it is a
16            natural science.  It's saying that it serves as a
17            replacement for one of the three sciences.  And the
18            same is the case with the mathematics.  It's not
19            saying it's a fourth math; it's saying it's a
20            replacement for one of the four math's, which is not
21            uncommon in some of the other states.
22                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  But with Smart Core you have


23            to have three units of natural science.
24                 DR. JONES: Well, no.  We met as a group with
25            Higher Ed. and had that discussion, and we talked
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 1            about that as far as it met its requirements.  We
 2            looked at NCAA requirements.  And Higher Ed. said,
 3            "You set the definition of Smart Core."  And this
 4            does change the definition.  It says, "All students
 5            will either have four maths or they'll have three
 6            maths with this computer science.  All students will
 7            have three sciences or they'll have two sciences plus
 8            this computer science."  Is that clear?  It's not a
 9            replacement; it's not intended to be the same
10            content.  It is a recognition of the job market and
11            preparing students for the job market.
12                 MS. REITH: Well --
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Hang on.
14                 MS. REITH: Sorry.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Are you done, Ms. Mahony?


16                 MS. MAHONY: Yeah.  I'm pondering now.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Ms. Reith, now you


18            can --
19                 MS. REITH: As Ms. Mahony ponders, just as sort
20            of a follow-up on the college piece, just because I
21            do have the privilege of having a member of my family
22            that is part of the engineering school here at the U
23            of A and responsible for seeing a lot of these
24            applicants.  Does this affect their ability to apply
25            and get accepted into colleges?  Because so many
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 1            colleges do require three natural sciences.  What
 2            does your research, I guess, show there?
 3                 DR. JONES: And it was at the table with the
 4            Higher Ed., U of A and many others, and that was my
 5            question specifically.  This affects the application
 6            for Smart Core.  I just did this with my son and they
 7            said, "No, you decide as a State Board what we
 8            require as our entry requirement."  And so when we
 9            make this change they will make that accommodation on
10            their application process.  And we talked about out-
11            of-state and students have -- some out-of-state
12            institutions require the same thing, the three
13            sciences.  However, many other states are using
14            computer science as a replacement too.  And so a
15            student just has to be educated; know about the
16            schools you're going to apply to, and make sure that
17            you're receiving those.  This does not eliminate the
18            possibility for a student to still take three
19            sciences.  They may choose to take three sciences
20            plus computer science.  What it does is offer
21            students a choice.  If that is their field of study,
22            computer science, and they don't -- they want to take
23            other things -- athletics, for example -- then it
24            offers them the opportunity to pursue computer
25            science and still be a Smart Core completer.
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 1                 MS. MAHONY: Without the three units of science,
 2            natural science?
 3                 DR. JONES: Maybe two.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Let me just
 5            remind everyone we have a court reporter and she can
 6            only take down one person speaking at a time.  I
 7            don't know if y'all remembered Judge Griffin's rule,
 8            the basis for that rule.  All right.  Sharon, do you
 9            agree?
10                 COURT REPORTER: I appreciate that.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Are there any


12            other questions?  Mr. Davis.
13                 MR. DAVIS: And I guess just a point of
14            clarification about what you just said.  So in
15            regards to certain out-of-state colleges and
16            universities, it would be the students -- it would be
17            the expectation that the student is fully aware of
18            their admission criteria before they decide on which
19            course of action to take in regards to scheduling?
20                 DR. JONES: That's correct.  And out-of-state
21            institutions vary by their requirements anyway.  And
22            so generally students are pursuing that; they're
23            knowledgeable about what the school in which they're
24            interested in is requiring for admissions.
25                 MR. DAVIS: Under the three natural sciences,
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 1            was there ever a situation -- and you may not be able
 2            to answer this, but I'm just not aware of any college
 3            or university that would not -- that has a standard
 4            that would not accept the three natural sciences.  It
 5            appears that the way we had the system set up, the
 6            students were then prepared to gain admission to
 7            almost any college or university.  But now, we're
 8            putting them in a situation of having to gain
 9            additional information before the application takes
10            place.  I know I'm kind of speaking around the issue.
11            I can't clearly articulate it, but hopefully you
12            understand what I'm getting at.
13                 DR. JONES: Yes.  And that would be for out-of-
14            state colleges.  For in-state public colleges, they
15            will make these changes as we make them with Smart
16            Core.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Ms. Reith.  Yeah.
18                 MS. REITH: Just to piggyback -- sorry -- I
19            looked to you to make sure I was okay to speak.  No,
20            but I -- that assumption that the students know
21            already, I guess maybe it's because I am somebody
22            that went to the public schools here in Arkansas, and
23            did end up going out-of-state, and I didn't know
24            where I was going or heading or that I had those
25            options until it was my junior year.  And so I just
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 1            would hate for some of our students to be in a place
 2            of finding out they're not eligible for certain
 3            programs because they didn't have that information.
 4            And I guess, again, you know, it's nothing against
 5            computer science or these opportunities.  And I can
 6            appreciate the spirit of the law here, but I do get
 7            concerned.  Yes, I realize that that's going to fix
 8            itself here locally, but aren't we trying to help
 9            each of our students, you know, pursue the best
10            possible opportunities, whatever that looks like for
11            that individual, whether it's here or abroad?  And I
12            guess if there is a way -- and it's probably not
13            within these rules; maybe it's just maybe a point of
14            public record, but I'd like to say this here, whether
15            it's with professional development with these
16            computer science teachers, whether it's with the
17            counselors, but I do think there needs to be some
18            education here about that for our students so that
19            we're not all of a sudden hearing from parents that,
20            "Oh, wait," you know, "Here I thought I was providing
21            my child the best opportunity possible, now I find
22            out they can't even apply to certain schools."  It's
23            sort of the scenario I could envision happening if
24            this isn't accompanied with the right sort of PD and
25            informational support to counselors.
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 1                 DR. JONES: I agree completely and we will make
 2            every effort through Commissioner's Memo, when this
 3            passes and changes.  Tomorrow, we'll put it in a
 4            Commissioner's Memo.  But through all the PD we have
 5            basically weekly with the co-ops, and through Suzanne
 6            Knowles, through our counseling unit we will make
 7            that very clear.  Because some may know but we can
 8            never communicate that enough, so we will do that.
 9            We'll make every effort to do that.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Hold on just a


11            second.  Commissioner Key, did you want to add
12            something?
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Well, this is one of those
14            areas where I had the unique opportunity of actually
15            being on the Higher Ed. side when these conversations
16            were taking place.  What we found was I believe three
17            institutions that actually required Smart Core, but
18            they referenced it specifically as Smart Core.  Now
19            what they did then was follow below that with
20            outlining what Smart Core was.  The University of
21            Arkansas/Fayetteville and UALR and ASU were the
22            three.  All the rest of those -- all the rest of our
23            state institutions did not have that requirement.
24            And Higher Education at that time confirmed what Dr.
25            Jones said; said if the State Board changes what
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 1            Smart Core is and how that's defined, we will --
 2            we're going to adopt Smart Core, whatever falls under
 3            that.  The discussion about out-of-state
 4            institutions, we realized that out-of-state
 5            institutions can change their admissions criteria and
 6            they're not going to consult with Arkansas anyway.
 7            So whether it's this or whether it's some other
 8            subject matter, there's always that potential of
 9            students who may go through their high school career
10            thinking along the lines that they're going to get
11            everything and then have something -- some hiccup in
12            that.  And we determined that -- through those
13            conversations that although it could happen, the
14            likelihood of those students being shut out of any
15            out-of-state institution was unlikely because you're
16            talking about higher achieving students anyway.  And
17            so that -- hopefully, that adds some context from the
18            university side of things to the conversation that
19            Dr. Jones -- and I recognize, Mr. Chairman,
20            Representative Bill Gossage who's here, who was the
21            lead author of that legislation, and the
22            conversations that we all add together during the
23            time this bill was being debated.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: And I was going to
25            recognize you, Representative Gossage.  I saw you
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 1            here earlier and I appreciate you for coming back.
 2            We've been getting into legislative intent today, so
 3            we might call on you.
 4                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE: I heard what you said


 5            about it too.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: No disrespect.
 7                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE: None taken.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Some of us didn't know what


 9            we intended when we voted.
10                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE: That's exactly right.


11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I let Senator Key talk me


12            into voting on Act 60, and I wish I hadn't have done
13            that.  All right.
14                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE: He'll lead you astray.


15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  Any other -- Ms.


16            Mahony.
17                 MS. MAHONY: You're back to me.  Dr. Jones, are
18            we going to change the curriculum for Smart Core
19            within this field?  What are we going to do with it?
20                 DR. JONES: Change the curriculum?
21                 MS. MAHONY: Uh-huh.  Well, what we have listed
22            under Smart Core and Core, and our debate on the
23            computer science, are you going to change that within
24            the Smart Core and bring it back for the Board to
25            look at?
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 1                 DR. JONES: No.  If you remember, last month,
 2            when we introduced the rules and I gave you a very
 3            rough draft of the changes that would take place with
 4            Smart Core, we would make those changes if you
 5            approve the rules changes today.  And basically it
 6            says on that form replacement for either -- you take
 7            three of the sciences or you take two of the sciences
 8            plus this computer science.  Does that answer your
 9            question?
10                 MS. MAHONY: So you're changing the form that
11            goes out to all the schools?
12                 DR. JONES: And the rules.
13                 MS. MAHONY: And the rules.  But they're not
14            exactly written in the rules.  You've got me confused
15            -- or I have you confused.  What I would like to see
16            is a better definition of what the computer science
17            is because the way it's listed in here it's just the
18            two items.  So that needs to be defined a little
19            better.  And then I think you need to go back with
20            the Smart Core and say "it's this, this, this, and
21            this; this is what your student is signing off on."
22                 DR. JONES: We do that, not necessarily through
23            the rules but we have immediate follow-up.  The forms
24            are ready to go for distribution, which will be
25            attached to the Commissioner's Memo, all of the Smart
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 1            Core forms.  And it was that table-looking thing
 2            which is a little bit easier to understand.  If you
 3            change the wording in the rules, do they have to go
 4            back out?  Is that --
 5                 MS. FRENO: They'd have to go back out; the
 6            rules would have to go back out if the changes are
 7            substantive.  But in this also what the Board can do
 8            today -- you want a different definition, is what I'm
 9            hearing, than what Dr. Jones has already written in
10            9.03.4.4, just to expand upon the current language of
11            one unit of Essentials of Computer Programming or
12            other options as approved by the Department.  We
13            could just include -- instead of the "options
14            approved by the Department," instead of that
15            language.
16                 MS. MAHONY: Instead of that language.
17                 MS. FRENO: Or potentially other options later
18            down the road.
19                 DR. JONES: As of now, there are four options.
20            After the computer task -- the computer science
21            taskforce meet, there may be more.
22                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.
23                 MS. FRENO: So we could include those options in
24            9.03.4.4, leave the language that says "other options
25            as approved by the Department," and probably that
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 1            would not be a substantive change.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yes.
 3                 MS. MAHONY: Could we make that change?
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Well, if there is a motion


 5            and a second and a majority vote, I think we could
 6            make that change, is what I'm hearing Ms. Freno say,
 7            and that it would not be substantive to the extent
 8            that it would require it to go back out for public
 9            comment.
10                 MS. FRENO: I think that is correct.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: This has been through --


12            the Bureau of Legislative Research has commented on
13            this -- right? -- has commented on this rule, BLR
14            has?
15                 MS. FRENO: They have not.  BLR does not comment


16            generally on rules.  No, they have not commented --
17            let me -- the package has certainly been filed with
18            BLR.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Right.  And they see --


20                 MS. FRENO: And they've attended the public
21            comment hearing.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  And they haven't


23            corrected anything that's inconsistent with the
24            legislation?
25                 MS. FRENO: No, they have not corrected
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 1            anything.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  Let's not get into


 3            that.  Representative Gossage, I mean, you were the
 4            author of this.  Are you hearing anything that causes
 5            you any heartburn about the proposed rule not being
 6            consistent with the legislation that you got passed?
 7                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE: No, I don't think so.


 8            Of course, I missed the first part of your
 9            conversation.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.
11                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE: Whatever would replace


12            the fourth math or the third science, which we want
13            that to be rigorous.  I think the courses they've
14            listed certainly are going to meet that criteria.
15            They're not going to be easy courses.  And I think
16            anything that's -- we have in the future will fall in
17            that same vein.  And just to address very briefly
18            some of your concerns, I was a school counselor for
19            13 years.  You know, there's a myriad of choices on
20            going to school and every college and university has
21            different ideas about what students ought to have had
22            in high school.  As a school counselor, you
23            constantly have to be on your toes when your students
24            are looking to attend college in keeping them abreast
25            of their needs for where they're thinking about
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 1            going.  And I understand the concerns that you have.
 2            But Arkansas is on the forefront with the
 3            requirements that we have.  This is not going to
 4            change that, in my opinion.  The state of California
 5            only requires two math credits; Arkansas requires
 6            four.  In California public schools, you can require
 7            a third math or a third course, and it could be
 8            computer science in mathematics.  I feel very
 9            comfortable with the legislation.  I try to be a
10            minimalist.  I tried to put only those things in the
11            legislation that were necessary to cause things to
12            happen.  And I wanted the professionals and you folks
13            to have your say and your input about the rules to
14            make this happen.  When you realize that we require
15            four English, four math, three science, and three
16            social studies, that's fantastic.  But one of the
17            great needs we have in this country right now, we're
18            going to be a million computer scientists short in
19            year 2020.  We're producing 400,000; we need 1.4
20            million.  We have a tremendous opportunity to help
21            our children.  I'm not overselling this.  It has been
22            -- I completely misjudged this legislation myself.  I
23            thought it was really good legislation but after it
24            passed, the response that I have gotten from across
25            this country has been unbelievable, people contacting
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 1            this state.  I've had people from foreign countries
 2            contact me, wanting to know what they can do to be
 3            involved.  I've never -- I never would have expected
 4            this.  I really hope that you'll give us a chance.  I
 5            know that not only you're going to, but I think this
 6            is going to be one of the best things that we've done
 7            in sometime.  I really do.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Well, thank
 9            you, and thank you for your work on this.  It's
10            really important stuff and it's nice to hear the
11            recognition that we're getting.
12                 Okay.  So what do we want to do?  Ms. Mahony, do
13            you want to try to --
14                 MS. MAHONY: Well, just one further comment.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.
16                 MS. MAHONY: When Smart Core says you have to
17            have three units of natural science -- okay -- and
18            you're going to replace one of those units with
19            computer science, it's not a natural science.  See,
20            that is a conflict right there, even if we go through
21            and list the options.  And I'm talking to science
22            chairs and individuals in a lot of the schools that
23            call me, so I think that needs to be clarified.  Do
24            you see what I'm saying?  When you're saying three
25            natural sciences but you can replace it with a
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 1            computer science, it's not a natural science.
 2            Somehow that definition needs to be corrected.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Right.  But I don't know


 4            that that's necessarily a problem because I think we
 5            can write the rule to make the standards reflect that
 6            -- you have to have that, but it can be -- so I don't
 7            know that that's necessarily a problem.  It's -- you
 8            know -- kind of our intent is to expand this
 9            opportunity in this area.  Yeah.  And so we're giving
10            this option.  That's the legislative prerogative, I
11            think, isn't it, Senator Key?
12                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Yes.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I mean, they pretty much


14            set the -- you know -- we've been through this before
15            and we follow their lead on this and give it meaning
16            through our rules.  And that's what I think Dr. Jones
17            and her team have worked to do and this has gone out,
18            and Representative Gossage is here.  And so that's
19            why I don't want us to tinker with it too much, and
20            that's why I asked him about are we doing something
21            that would be inconsistent with that.  So, again, you
22            know, I guess we can beat this thing to death; we
23            just need to kind of come to some conclusion to make
24            sure that we're consistent.  Dr. Jones, do you want
25            to say something?
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 1                 DR. JONES: I think that I understand your
 2            concern.  I think we can do some wording on the
 3            actual draft handout that I handed you last time to
 4            separate that computer science from the natural
 5            science so it doesn't appear that's what we're
 6            calling it.
 7                 MS. MAHONY: Uh-huh.
 8                 DR. JONES: And this is really the documents
 9            that the schools use the most.  They really don't go
10            back to the rules very often.  But we can make those
11            minor changes there, without having to put it back
12            out, and make it very clear on the documents they
13            actually use.
14                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  And that also lists the
15            options as well?
16                 DR. JONES: Yes.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.
18                 DR. JONES: Yes, ma'am.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So --
20                 MS. NEWTON: I would move approval with those
21            changes.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Are we actually


23            changing the language in the rule?
24                 DR. JONES: Moderately.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Moderately.  Okay.
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 1                 MS. FRENO: It's my understanding --
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Get close to the microphone


 3            because I can't hear very well.
 4                 MS. FRENO: It's my understanding, Mr. Chair,
 5            we're changing the language in 9.03.4.4 to further
 6            define the term computer science.  And right now,
 7            while it just reads one unit Essentials of Computer
 8            Science, we're going to add the other courses that
 9            Dr. Jones referred to and then we're going to leave
10            the language which would say "or other options as
11            approved by the Department."  And because we have
12            that language in there already that said "or other
13            options as approved by the Department," I don't think
14            this is a substantive change --
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
16                 MS. FRENO: -- because it was recognized in this
17            rule.  There could be other options.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  All right.  So I
19            have two people, Ms. Zook -- all right.  Ms. Saviers.
20            No, Ms. Newton has already got a motion.
21                 MS. ZOOK: It would seem to me that down at 14,
22            where it says standard 9 graduation requirements,
23            that it just needs an asterisk by math and science
24            that says "or" -- you know -- three natural science
25            "or" two natural science and the computer science,
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 1            and the four maths "or."  So that would seem the
 2            simplest, being the wordsmith that I am, to satisfy
 3            both Ms. Mahony's concern -- I'm sure she got all the
 4            same emails I did.  So they did public comment, and
 5            they saw that that wasn't working so they've gone
 6            directly to the Board.  And I appreciate their
 7            concern and bringing that to our attention so that we
 8            would look at it more closely.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  So is that a
10            different way of doing this that is more -- are we
11            doing it -- are we making changes in both locations?
12            Is that what you're saying, Ms. Zook, or just
13            changing it there?
14                 MS. ZOOK: (inaudible)
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: You need to do your
16            microphone.
17                 MS. ZOOK: Just an asterisk that helps them
18            understand better that natural science, dash, three
19            units with lab experience chosen from blah-blah-blah-
20            blah-blah, with an asterisk that refers them to
21            wherever, or a parenthesis that says two natural
22            science and one of the four -- that way, we're making
23            sure people realize that we know computer science is
24            not a natural science, but nonetheless that we value
25            it in the 21st century and so we want -- and then the
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 1            counselors -- my sister was one -- the counselors
 2            would have the responsibility of saying, "Let's look
 3            at what your" -- "Are you going to college," or, "I'd
 4            like you to go to college.  Here's the ones; you may
 5            want to do both."
 6                 DR. JONES: Yes, we can do that.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So you
 8            understand the language.  Ms. Newton's motion is to
 9            approve -- to give final approval to the rules
10            governing Standards of Accreditation with the changes
11            that have been proposed by Ms. Zook and Ms. Mahony.
12            Right?
13                 DR. JONES: Right.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: And Ms. Zook seconded Ms.


15            Newton's motion, and we all agree that these changes
16            are not substantive to the point that this needs to
17            go back out for public comment.  Correct?
18                 MS. FRENO: That is correct.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So Ms. Zook


20            seconded; Ms. Newton made a motion and Ms. Zook gave
21            a second.  All right.  So that being said, is there
22            any discussion?  Yes, ma'am.
23                 MS. MAHONY: Could we have a copy of that when
24            we --
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Oh, yeah.  You'll get that
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 1            to them?
 2                 DR. JONES: We will.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  All right.  No
 4            further discussion, all in favor say "aye."
 5                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Motion


 7            carries.  Thank you, Ladies.  Representative Gossage,
 8            thank you.
 9                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE: Can I give y'all a


10            hand?  Thank you very much.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Same to you.
12                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE: Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Yeah.  All right.  We're


14            going to take a five-minute break.  We've only got
15            two more matters on the agenda, and we'll come back
16            and finish up.
17                      (BREAK: 4:05-4:08 P.M.)
18  A-13: CONSIDERATION FOR FINAL APPROVAL: ADE RULES GOVERNING


19  KINDERGARTEN THROUGH 12TH GRADE IMMUNIZATION REQUIREMENTS IN


20  ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Let's get back and try to


22            finish up.  We've got, I think, three more agenda
23            items to cover.  So the next item is A-13, which is
24            the Final Approval on the Rules for Immunization in
25            Public Schools.  Ms. Clay.
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 1                 MS. CLAY: Hi, Kendra Clay, Staff Attorney for
 2            the Department.  I'll answer any questions that you
 3            have on this agenda item.  Otherwise, I ask that you
 4            give final approval to these immunization rules.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Are there questions?  No


 6            questions.  All right.  Ms. Reith.
 7                 MS. REITH: Just out of curiosity, in the
 8            comments, I know they seem to align with the ADH
 9            rules.  What was different about this rule versus the
10            ADH rules, if I might ask?
11                 MS. CLAY: Well, if you'll remember, several
12            months ago we brought these to you to try to get them
13            aligned.  The specifics I would have to go back and
14            look.  But ADH, the Department of Health, changed
15            some -- I'm trying to think of the best way to word
16            this, because I don't have a medical background; they
17            changed the vaccinations that are required at certain
18            intervals.  And so we wanted to align ours with
19            theirs, because they're obviously the experts on
20            them.  When we did that process, at first we didn't
21            get all of the changes that needed to be made in our
22            rules and that's why you're seeing them again.  But
23            the specifics on what they made in their initial
24            change, I don't have all of those before me today.
25                 MS. REITH: That's fine.  Thank you.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Any other questions?  All


 2            right.  Ms. Mahony, do you have a motion?
 3                 MS. MAHONY: So moved.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
 5                 MR. DAVIS: Second.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Mr. Davis seconds the
 7            motion.  He had his microphone on.  All right.  Is
 8            there any discussion?  All right.  Hearing none,
 9            those in favor say "aye."
10                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Those are


12            approved.  Thank you.
13  A-14: CONSIDERATION FOR EMERGENCY ADOPTION: ARKANSAS


14  DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION EMERGENCY RULES GOVERNING THE PUBLIC


15  SCHOOL CHOICE ACT OF 2015
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: A-14 are the Public School


17            Choice Act Emergency Rules.  Mr. Lasiter, you're
18            recognized.
19                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.  14 and 15
20            are essentially the same; 14 is an emergency rule, 15
21            is the regular promulgation version of the rule.
22            These are rules --
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Speak up just a little bit.


24            We're having a hard time.
25                 MR. LASITER: All right.  I've been up here so
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 1            many times you'd think I would've gotten that by now.
 2            Essentially, we rewrote the rules to match Act 560 of
 3            2015.  That act changed the School Choice law in
 4            Arkansas, so we amended the rule just as the law was
 5            amended.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So this just
 7            aligns our rule with the statute that was just
 8            passed.  Right?
 9                 MR. LASITER: That's correct.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: And we're doing it in
11            emergency because we've got some deadlines coming up,
12            I believe.
13                 MR. LASITER: We do.  The first one is May 1.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Right.
15                 MR. LASITER: That's the deadline.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: So we need an emergency


17            rule in place so we can implement the School Choice
18            program?
19                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Questions?  Ms.


21            Mahony.
22                 MS. MAHONY: Just one, Mr. Lasiter.  What are
23            the consequences if you don't file a deseg statement?
24                 MR. LASITER: Well, that's -- you know -- the
25            deseg statement is what we will go by -- what you'll
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 1            go by to know whether someone is, you know, exempt or
 2            not.  So, you know, we just have to -- you'll --
 3            without prejudging any cases that might come before
 4            you later this summer, you know, all I can say at
 5            this point is the law requires that if they intend to
 6            not participate in School Choice.
 7                 MS. MAHONY: Well, I know one time last year we
 8            were looking at 36 to 50-something.  There were so
 9            many deseg cases out there that no one actually
10            really had it on record.  So will this be a better
11            way to keep track of who's actually under deseg?
12                 MR. LASITER: Well, I'm glad you mentioned that
13            because there's another part of the act that didn't
14            necessarily apply just to School Choice.  And that
15            part of the act requires school districts under a
16            desegregation order to notify the Department and
17            provide certain information about that order by
18            January 1st.  And so -- and that's independent of
19            School Choice; it's a standalone requirement that
20            they do that.  Because, as you know, for instance,
21            earlier today, we had a consolidation; one of the
22            things you have to consider is whether someone is
23            under a desegregation order.  So that part of the act
24            was geared toward making sure that you have the
25            information that you need to know which school
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 1            districts are under a desegregation order.  And there
 2            is a consequence to that section of the code, of the
 3            act, and that is that it's a violation of the
 4            Standards for Accreditation if they don't do it.
 5                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.
 6                 MR. LASITER: So, again, that's not within these
 7            rules because it's not specific just to School
 8            Choice, but it is part of the Act 560 of 2015.
 9                 MS. ZOOK: Question.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Ms. Zook.
11                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  Help me make this simple.
12            Before, they could opt out of Choice and say that
13            because they were under a deseg order.  So is this
14            changing it to simply they have to show it, or is it
15            saying if they're under the deseg and we read the
16            deseg and decide that this wouldn't affect it -- or
17            is this just simply saying "you say you are, so let
18            us see it?"
19                 MR. LASITER: I think that it is saying that "if
20            you say you are, then let us see it."  Because you
21            still have the same requirement that we dealt with
22            last year of the Attorney General's opinion saying
23            that the Board doesn't have any authority to
24            interpret federal orders, and there's a good reason
25            for that.  So -- and, you know, and then last year
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 1            all that was required was -- the last two years --
 2            was to send a notice of exemption and, you know, some
 3            of them would cite the case.  Well, now, you send in
 4            the actual order that you're referring to.  And we'll
 5            put that -- we've already established a web page;
 6            some of those orders are already out there.  So as we
 7            get those from the districts we're going to put the
 8            orders on the website so that the members of the
 9            public can see what the basis is for the district
10            that's claiming that they're not going to participate
11            in School Choice.
12                 MS. ZOOK: And didn't the deadline use to be
13            April 1 for the district to declare, and it's now --
14                 MR. LASITER: Now, the law says immediately.
15                 MS. ZOOK: Immediately.
16                 MR. LASITER: They have to immediately provide
17            to us proof.
18                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  So in future years will it be
19            April 1 again?
20                 MR. LASITER: No.  The April 1 language was
21            entirely eliminated, so there's not any sort of April
22            1 deadline for claiming an exemption.  It just says
23            it you, you know, contend that you have a
24            desegregation order that conflicts, you should
25            immediately provide information to the Department of
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 1            Education to that effect.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Any other questions?  All


 3            right.  Members?
 4                 MS. ZOOK: I move that we -- let's see -- give
 5            --
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: No.  A-14 is emergency


 7            adoption.
 8                 MS. ZOOK: I move that we have emergency
 9            adoption of the Arkansas Department of Education
10            emergency rules concerning the Public School Choice
11            Act of 2015.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
13                 MR. BLACK: Second.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Mr. Black
15            seconded Ms. Zook's motion that we give approval to
16            emergency adoption of these rules governing Public
17            School Choice.  Any discussion?  Hearing none, all in
18            favor say "aye?"
19                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Those are


21            adopted on emergency basis.
22  A-15: CONSIDERATION FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF


23  EDUCATION RULES GOVERNING THE PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE ACT OF 2015


24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: And now we need to put them


25            out for public comment, same rule.  Is there a
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 1            motion?
 2                 MR. DAVIS: I move that we put for public
 3            comment the Arkansas Department of Education Rules
 4            Governing the Public School Choice Act of 2015.
 5                 MS. REITH: Second.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Mr. Davis moved


 7            putting these out for public comment; Ms. Reith
 8            seconded that motion.  Any discussion?  All in favor
 9            say "aye."
10                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Opposed "no?"  Those are


12            out for public comment.
13                 So we've done A-16.  Any other business?
14                 MS. MAHONY: Mr. Chair, we tabled item ABCTE,
15            the certification through the Passport for Teachers.
16            And can we bring that forward at our next meeting?
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: We tabled that at the last


18            meeting, in March?  Is that when we tabled that?
19                 MS. MAHONY: We did.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  So we're going to


21            put that on the agenda for the May meeting then.  Is
22            that what you're asking?
23                 MS. MAHONY: Right.  Uh-huh.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.  Do we have to have a


25            vote to remove from the table or we just put it back
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 1            on the agenda?  Who's got Roberts Rules memorized?
 2                 MR. LASITER: I don't have them memorized but,
 3            yes, you do remove it from the table to have it
 4            considered.  But you can do that at your next
 5            meeting.  If you put it on your agenda, you can
 6            remove it from the table then, and then vote.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: What's that, now?
 8                 MR. LASITER: You would need to remove it from
 9            the table.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So we need a


11            vote to remove it from the table?
12                 MR. LASITER: Yes.  But you don't have to do
13            that right now.  You can have it on your agenda --
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Okay.
15                 MR. LASITER: -- and then you could --
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So we'll do
17            that in May.  Okay.  All right.
18                 MR. LASITER: Yes, sir.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: I've got that.  Okay.
20            Good.  Yes, ma'am.
21                 MS. MAHONY: One other thing.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.
23                 MS. MAHONY: Could we have the Commissioner
24            comment on the TESS, the Teacher Excellence and
25            Evaluation System, going forward and how it's going
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 1            to affect our teachers, since we're going to do PARCC
 2            assessments?
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  Why don't we


 4            have him do that in his report in the morning, so he
 5            can give that some thought?  Does that work for you?
 6                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Yeah.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: Have you got that, what --


 8                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Yeah.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: -- she's looking for?
10                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Well, and if I may, Mr.
11            Chairman -- Ms. Mahony, do you want to hear from me
12            or do you want to hear from someone who knows what
13            they're talking about?  Because I've got a lot of
14            folks like that.  We will have some comments for you.
15                 MS. MAHONY: Okay.  Thank you very much.
16                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER: All right.  So is that all?


18            So 5:30 tonight at Copper Grill, right, our supper?
19            And we will be back in the morning at 9:00 a.m. for
20            reports.
21                 All right.  We are adjourned till in the
22            morning.
23 
24              (The meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.)
25 
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 1                        P R O C E E D I N G S
  


 2   A-16:  CONSIDERATION OF STATE BOARD RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING
  


 3   APRIL AS THE MONTH OF THE MILITARY CHILD
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  We have a resolution for
  


 5             recognizing April as the Month of the Military Child.
  


 6             We have a lot of guests with us this morning for
  


 7             that, so we're going to move that to the first item
  


 8             on the action agenda.  Mr. Lasiter, you're recognized
  


 9             to present item A-16.
  


10                  MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
  


11             Commissioner Key, and Members of the State Board.
  


12             I'm Jeremy Lasiter, General Counsel here with the
  


13             Department of Education.  I also serve as Arkansas'
  


14             Compact Commissioner for the Arkansas State Council
  


15             on the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity
  


16             for Military Children.  And I am joined today by Ms.
  


17             Brittany Kincaid, who is our ADE Policy Development
  


18             Coordinator; she has been instrument in carrying out
  


19             the duties of the Arkansas State Council.
  


20                  We come to you today on behalf of the State
  


21             Council to request that you approve a resolution
  


22             recognizing April as the Month of the Military Child.
  


23             As stated in the draft resolution that's in your
  


24             materials, over 9,000 Arkansans serve in our Armed
  


25             Forces and more than 3,700 children in military
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 1             families attend our public schools across the state.
  


 2                  I would like to introduce a few of those
  


 3             military members and their families who have joined
  


 4             us today from the Little Rock Air Force Base.  First,
  


 5             from the 19th Airlift Wing we have Lieutenant Amanda
  


 6             Farr; also from the 19th Airlift Wing we have
  


 7             Technical Sergeant Celina Schilling and her daughter
  


 8             Auria; from the 314th Airlift Wing we have Staff
  


 9             Sergeant Michael Guerra, and his spouse Alissa and
  


10             their daughters Cassie and Cora.  We also want to
  


11             recognize several of our Arkansas families who serve
  


12             in all branches of the Armed Forces, including the
  


13             Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard,
  


14             including members of the National Guard and Reserves.
  


15             And I also want to thank Stephanie Koonst from the
  


16             19th Mission Support Group for coming to join us.  I
  


17             didn't see any of our members of our State Council in
  


18             attendance -- Dr. Guess was here earlier -- but we
  


19             want to thank them for their help.  And then I also
  


20             want to recognize Mr. Ken Griffin, who is Governor
  


21             Hutchinson's Military Veteran's Affairs liaison.
  


22             He's been on the job, as you all know, since January,
  


23             but he's already been an extremely valuable source of
  


24             assistance and support for our efforts.
  


25                  With that, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Commissioner, we
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 1             respectfully request that the State Board grant its
  


 2             approval for this resolution and for you to sign it,
  


 3             if you grant that approval, signifying this board's
  


 4             recognition of the sacrifices made by military
  


 5             families and its support for recognition of the month
  


 6             of April as the Month of the Military Child.
  


 7                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Colonel Lasiter.
  


 9             And I want to thank our guests for being here and
  


10             thank you for your service.  We're honored to have
  


11             you.
  


12                  Members, are there any questions?  All right.
  


13                  MR. LASITER:  If you'll vote first, we can do
  


14             the signing after that.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


16                  MS. SAVIERS:  I move to approve.
  


17                  MR. DAVIS:  Second.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Saviers has moved to
  


19             approve the item and to declare April the Month of
  


20             the Military Child, and Mr. Davis has seconded that
  


21             motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none, all
  


22             in favor say "aye."
  


23                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you.
  


25                  MR. LASITER:  And, Mr. Chairman and Mr.
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 1             Commissioner, if you could come down we'll take a
  


 2             photo as you sign the resolution.
  


 3                  (COURT REPORTER'S NOTE:  Commissioner Key and
  


 4             Chairman Ledbetter go to the podium and sign the
  


 5             resolution.)
  


 6                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank y'all very much.
  


 8                  MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Chair, I think Ms. Saviers and
  


 9             I volunteered to write a school excuse for Ms.
  


10             Shilling's daughter, so we'll help you out.  It's so
  


11             nice to see some of the faces of our military
  


12             children too.  Thank you all for coming.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So we've got some
  


14             seats now down at the front.  What I need to ask
  


15             everyone to do is to try to find a seat in the
  


16             auditorium; the Fire Marshall does not like for us to
  


17             have people standing around.  So if you can't find a
  


18             seat, what we're going to do is ask you to go out
  


19             into the lobby area and we -- the meeting is
  


20             broadcast; it's on the television out there; the
  


21             audio and video is out there.  And then when your
  


22             item that you're here on comes up on the agenda,
  


23             you'll have an opportunity to come in for the item
  


24             that you're here for.  So I would respectfully ask
  


25             folks if you can't find a seat to move outside.
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 1                  Members, what I would like to do this morning is
  


 2             to take the next two items on the agenda, which is A-
  


 3             1 and A-2 -- that's the funding for the ABC programs
  


 4             -- and get those done.  And then I would like to move
  


 5             up the Little Rock School District report because we
  


 6             have some folks here for that that I would like to
  


 7             not keep too long.  And then we'll go down the normal
  


 8             list that we have on our agenda.  Does anybody have
  


 9             an objection to that procedure?
  


10   A-1:  CONSIDERATION FOR AR BETTER CHANCE ONE-TIME FUNDING
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Then if everyone is
  


12             okay with it, then we will move next to item A-1,
  


13             which is Consideration for one-time funding for the
  


14             Better Chance program.  Ms. McKinney, thank you;
  


15             you're recognized.
  


16                  MS. McKINNEY:  Thank you.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Move that microphone -- it
  


18             got moved.  There you go.  All right.
  


19                  MS. McKINNEY:  Can you hear me?
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, ma'am.
  


21                  MS. McKINNEY:  Okay.  Thank you, Commissioner
  


22             Key and Members of the Board, Mr. Chairman.  I wanted
  


23             to go back -- I did have the numbers on what we had
  


24             projected for the high-quality preschool programs.
  


25             We had projected that we would serve approximately
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 1             1,666 to improve those children that are four years
  


 2             of age that are part of ABC.  And then the other
  


 3             expansion, we're looking at expanding classrooms for
  


 4             about 2,230 children.  That's what we projected in
  


 5             the grant.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


 7                  MS. McKINNEY:  Moving on to item A-1, we have
  


 8             the list of the Arkansas State University Childhood
  


 9             Services and the other items listed are -- you have
  


10             already approved these grants previously at the
  


11             beginning of the fiscal year, and this is an
  


12             amendment to those particular grants.  They help us
  


13             with providing staff development, assessments of the
  


14             classroom, maintaining the data for our children as
  


15             they are assessed, and tracking them through the
  


16             system.  And then also they provide information on
  


17             working with families and primarily mental health
  


18             services.  And so these are just an addendum to the
  


19             existing contracts.  For the Southeast Arkansas
  


20             Education Service Cooperative, in the past, at the
  


21             very end of our fiscal year, when we see we're going
  


22             to have any funding remaining, we have been funding
  


23             the AmeriCorp.  Last year, it was $285,000.  This
  


24             year will depend on how much we have remaining in the
  


25             budget.  For the infant/toddler care, it's the same
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 1             thing; we have about 500 children that we're serving
  


 2             with infant/toddler care and they receive the same
  


 3             amount of money for the three- to five-year olds in
  


 4             the amount of $4,860 per child.  And if you -- for
  


 5             infant/toddler care, that requires much more funding
  


 6             and so we are requesting the calculations based again
  


 7             on the amount that we have remaining to pass through
  


 8             to the infant/toddler care services because it takes
  


 9             more funding for that group.  And then anything else
  


10             that we have remaining then we would pass through to
  


11             the current ABC programs for any type of quality
  


12             enhancements to improve their programmatic situation.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Members, you've
  


14             heard the explanation from Ms. McKinney.  Are there
  


15             questions?  Ms. Zook.
  


16                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes.  Who supervises and monitors the
  


17             day-to-day of the ABC programs?
  


18                  MS. McKINNEY:  We have -- well, it is -- we have
  


19             individuals that go out and provide monitoring.  They
  


20             look at the environmental -- we use the Environmental
  


21             Rating Scale to look at all the programs across the
  


22             state.  We have scores on all of those programs and
  


23             can give you any kind of information that you might
  


24             want.  The other thing is that we also track the
  


25             children and we go and provide services on assessment
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 1             using the Work Sampling System, and we also track the
  


 2             children with that system.  In turn, we have
  


 3             individuals at the Department of Human Services under
  


 4             the division that have program specialists.  Each one
  


 5             of those program specialists goes out and visits
  


 6             every single program and all the different classrooms
  


 7             every year.  In turn, we also have the program
  


 8             coordinators at the district level or at the
  


 9             different program levels that also have the
  


10             responsibility and oversight of monitoring and making
  


11             sure that the services are being provided.  We also
  


12             have the licensure folks that go in to make sure that
  


13             the health and safety and wellbeing of the children
  


14             are being maintained.  And then we also have the
  


15             Better Quality, Arkansas Better Chance Quality
  


16             Services that go in and look at and assess the
  


17             programs to determine if they can in fact be a
  


18             recipient of the quality funding.
  


19                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I have several people who
  


20             speak to me and particularly on the children who have
  


21             learning disabilities or other handicaps.  So do I
  


22             need to refer them to you and then you get them where
  


23             they need to be?  There seems to be some concern
  


24             about those programs who use -- and the children who
  


25             qualify for Medicaid, that these children are being
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 1             pulled out of the instructional time a great deal of
  


 2             the time and, therefore, they are not coming into
  


 3             kindergarten with the skills that they might
  


 4             otherwise, were they not being pulled out for their
  


 5             OT/PT and whatever, they qualify as under Medicaid
  


 6             that's separate and apart from ADE.  So do I need to
  


 7             refer those people to you and then you get them to
  


 8             the people that need to be, or --
  


 9                  MS. McKINNEY:  You certainly can.
  


10                  MS. ZOOK:  -- how would you like -- okay.
  


11                  MS. McKINNEY:  That would be fine.
  


12                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any other questions?  Mr.
  


14             Davis.
  


15                  MR. DAVIS:  Yes, quickly.  Is there a -- do you
  


16             have a total amount of anticipated remaining funds at
  


17             the end of the year?  Do you know what that looks
  


18             like?
  


19                  MS. McKINNEY:  Ballpark, about two million.
  


20                  MR. DAVIS:  Okay.
  


21                  MS. McKINNEY:  Right now, we're serving about
  


22             25,000 children and I have a breakdown of how many
  


23             children are in center-based and then also how many
  


24             children are in home-based.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, anyone
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 1             else?
  


 2                  MS. MAHONY:  Ms. McKinney, one-time funding, is
  


 3             this -- this is the grant that you all received in
  


 4             this program?
  


 5                  MS. McKINNEY:  Yes.  Yes, ma'am.
  


 6                  MS. MAHONY:  Is it renewable?  Will you be able
  


 7             to reapply for it this next year or is it -- it is
  


 8             one-time and that's it?
  


 9                  MS. McKINNEY:  Well, so far, at the end of each
  


10             year we've been able to sustain this over several
  


11             years because throughout the year we have programs
  


12             that, for whatever reason, decide to surrender the
  


13             slots.  So we have funding that is remaining at the
  


14             end of the fiscal year.
  


15                  MS. MAHONY:  Thank you.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Zook, did you have
  


17             another question?
  


18                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes.  The number that is being used
  


19             at -- with the legislature is $4,000 and something
  


20             per child.  Is that just state money or does that
  


21             include the federal money?
  


22                  MS. McKINNEY:  No.  That is just state.
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  So there actually is a larger
  


24             number per child than the $4,000 that is state money?
  


25                  MS. McKINNEY:  Not for ABC.
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 1                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  What is the other money for?
  


 2                  MS. McKINNEY:  The other money is -- was --
  


 3             you're talking about the high-quality preschool
  


 4             program, the $15 million?
  


 5                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes.
  


 6                  MS. McKINNEY:  That was a federal grant we
  


 7             received in December.  I think we received notice of
  


 8             it in December, and then we were ready to move out
  


 9             with it in -- we got it in January.  And so the plan
  


10             is for looking at expanding those services beyond
  


11             ABC.  It is a different kind of program with
  


12             different types of requirements and criterion.  And
  


13             so any program that we select to do the high-quality
  


14             preschool program has a higher level of a standard
  


15             that has to -- they have to abide by.  They will
  


16             receive more money per child.  So it is separate from
  


17             the ABC program.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
  


19             questions?
  


20                  MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Chair, I move approval.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


22                  MR. BLACK:  Second.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Mahony
  


24             moved approval, Mr. Black seconded that motion.  Is
  


25             there any discussion?  Hearing none, those in favor
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 1             say "aye."
  


 2                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Motion
  


 4             carries.
  


 5   A-2:  CONSIDERATION OF ONE-TIME FUNDING FOR ABC PROGRAMS
  


 6   AFFECTED BY NATURAL DISASTERS
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. McKinney, you're
  


 8             recognized for item A-2.
  


 9                  MS. McKINNEY:  Okay.  Thank you.  This is --
  


10             this has to do with, again, one-time emergency
  


11             funding.  It is -- there were three districts that
  


12             contacted me after the storm last year in April
  


13             because it created a tremendous amount of flooding
  


14             and then, of course, there were some that were
  


15             destroyed through a tornadic situation.
  


16                  Vilonia, I have been waiting for them to follow-
  


17             up and get me the information based on what their
  


18             insurance was going to pay and any difference that we
  


19             needed to assist them with.
  


20                  At this point, you can remove Blytheville from
  


21             the list because they contacted me yesterday and said
  


22             that funding was not needed, that insurance had
  


23             totally one-hundred percent taken care of their
  


24             needs.
  


25                  As far as Batesville, the amount was right at
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 1             $1200.  I know it has zero, but it should have been
  


 2             $1200.
  


 3                  And then Vilonia was $10,634, and that is to
  


 4             refurbish their playground, to buy the handicap ramps
  


 5             for accessibility into the playground and also the
  


 6             groundcover.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.  You've
  


 8             heard an explanation on this item.  Are there any
  


 9             questions?  Hearing none --
  


10                  MS. REITH:  I move for approval.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


12                  MR. BLACK:  Second.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith has
  


14             moved approval on item A-2, and Mr. Black has
  


15             seconded her motion.  Is there any discussion?  All
  


16             right.  Hearing none, those in favor say "aye."
  


17                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Okay.  Thank
  


19             you, Ms. McKinney.
  


20                  MS. McKINNEY:  Thank you.
  


21   A-5:  CONSIDERATION OF THE LITTLE ROCK SCHOOL DISTRICT PROGRESS
  


22   UPDATE
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay, Members.  So now what
  


24             we'll do is we'll skip forward to item A-5, which is
  


25             the progress update on the Little Rock School
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 1             District.  Mr. Key, are you going to start this?
  


 2                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  (Nodding head up and down.)
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  You're recognized.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
  


 5             And, yes, I'll start the Little Rock report and just
  


 6             say upfront that Dr. Suggs could not be with us but
  


 7             he is available online there or on the phone should
  


 8             questions come up.  He has a written report that
  


 9             should be in front of you that he will be glad to
  


10             answer questions on as we proceed.
  


11                  Mr. Chairman, my remarks as far as the update, I
  


12             wanted to give this board kind of a background of
  


13             what drives my position and my efforts in this and
  


14             the efforts of the Department.  As you'll recall in
  


15             the Alma versus Dupree case, in that case the court
  


16             found that "ultimately" -- and this is quoting from
  


17             the ruling -- "ultimately, the responsibility for
  


18             maintaining a general, suitable and efficient school
  


19             system falls upon the state."  They further
  


20             concluded, "whether the State acts directly or
  


21             imposes the role upon the local government, the end
  


22             product" -- and I quote or stress -- "the end product
  


23             must be what the constitution commands, and when a
  


24             district falls short of the constitutional
  


25             requirements" the obligation is the state's to
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 1             rectify.  If local government fails, the state
  


 2             government must compel it to act; and if the local
  


 3             government cannot carry the burden, the state must
  


 4             itself meet its continuing obligation.  Dupree
  


 5             focused on equity in school finances.
  


 6                  The Lakeview case expanded that and it applied
  


 7             that same standard to the adequacy of funding,
  


 8             facilities, as well as delivery of education.  And I
  


 9             quote from that ruling, "We conclude that the clear
  


10             language of Article 14 poses upon the state an
  


11             absolute duty to educate our children.  In response
  


12             to the series of Lakeview rulings, the General
  


13             Assembly has vested certain authority to the State
  


14             Board of Education to insure this constitutional duty
  


15             is being met."  And as we all know, that authority
  


16             includes the takeover of districts.
  


17                  I offer that very brief legal history to provide
  


18             the background for this statement, that as your new
  


19             Commissioner I want to have in the record of these
  


20             proceedings the action taken by this body in regards
  


21             to the Little Rock School District was in direct
  


22             fulfillment of its constitutional duty to the
  


23             students of the district.  In no way should this be
  


24             interpreted as being a lack of effort by the previous
  


25             boards and leaders of the Little Rock School
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 1             District, because there has indeed been a great deal
  


 2             of effort through the years.  However, this board
  


 3             determined that these well-intentioned efforts have
  


 4             fallen short of meeting the constitutional standard
  


 5             of education.
  


 6                  Now there has been much discussion about the
  


 7             plan for Little Rock School District.  It is my
  


 8             belief that in order to meet that standard of
  


 9             education that we desire and expect Little Rock
  


10             School District needs more than just a plan; it needs
  


11             to embark on a comprehensive improvement process that
  


12             looks not only at the six school districts in
  


13             academic distress, but takes a more holistic view of
  


14             the district, its finances, its operations, and its
  


15             academics, with the overarching concept of how to
  


16             best educate students.  The Department has been
  


17             working and will continue to work with Dr. Suggs and
  


18             his team of education professionals across the
  


19             district to develop and implement strategies that
  


20             will put Little Rock School District on the path of
  


21             meeting two primary goals: a better educational
  


22             opportunity for all students and the ultimate return
  


23             of Little Rock School District to local governance.
  


24                  Now this was begun before I -- this effort began
  


25             before I arrived and my predecessor, Mr. Wood, as
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 1             Commissioner, asked Mr. Baker Kurrus to assist in
  


 2             looking at the finances.  Mr. Kurrus is here today
  


 3             and he will also have some statements regarding the
  


 4             work of his committee.  In the Department I have
  


 5             asked Deborah Coffman, Chief of Staff, to be the
  


 6             liaison between Dr. Suggs and the Department.  Her
  


 7             role is not to develop the strategies, but to help
  


 8             Dr. Suggs and his team in refining the strategies and
  


 9             then bringing them back to us to help the Department
  


10             understand and determine how we can best support
  


11             those strategies.  One thing we have specifically
  


12             asked, that I asked Dr. Suggs to take a look at, is
  


13             the expansion of pre-k in Little Rock School
  


14             District.  And we've begun to identify the ability of
  


15             the district to do that and the numbers that we would
  


16             need to bring about to help drive some improvement so
  


17             that the students in the pipeline of the Little Rock
  


18             School District have a better foundation when they
  


19             start kindergarten.
  


20                  And with that, Mr. Chairman, I'll conclude my
  


21             remarks and offer Dr. Suggs, on the phone, and Mr.
  


22             Kurrus to make any remarks that they would have and
  


23             answer any questions.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Commissioner
  


25             Key.  Before I go to Dr. Suggs and Mr. Kurrus, are
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 1             there any questions for Commissioner Key?  All right.
  


 2             Ms. Coffman, thank you for your efforts in this
  


 3             regard.  Dr. Suggs, are you there?
  


 4                  DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.  I am.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Did you want to
  


 6             add anything to what Commissioner Key has stated this
  


 7             morning?  We do have your memo in front of us and we
  


 8             appreciate you preparing that.
  


 9                  DR. SUGGS:  No, sir.  I think the memo is pretty
  


10             detailed and provides a detailed update regarding
  


11             (inaudible).  I would like to echo something that the
  


12             Commissioner said, that it's going to be important to
  


13             understand that this must be a holistic approach to
  


14             the district instead of an isolated case approach.
  


15             And it is a process and it will be an ongoing process
  


16             in which we will implement phases of improvement
  


17             throughout this journey in which we're going to be
  


18             traveling.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you for that.
  


20             Are there any questions for Dr. Suggs from the Board?
  


21             Ms. Saviers.
  


22                  MS. SAVIERS:  Dr. Suggs, this is Vicki Saviers,
  


23             and thank you for the report.  A couple of questions
  


24             concerning communication.  I don't see anything
  


25             specific in the report about a communications plan.
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 1             I keep -- I feel like that there -- patrons in the
  


 2             district, teachers, staff are lacking in their
  


 3             understanding of your vision and the goals going
  


 4             forward and probably need a little more -- a better
  


 5             -- the district needs to do a better job of
  


 6             communicating with those folks.  Do you have a plan
  


 7             for that?
  


 8                  DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  We actually have a two-
  


 9             phase communication plan, one which is designed to
  


10             address the internal communication within our
  


11             district and also one to address the stakeholders'
  


12             component of it.  And that is something I can provide
  


13             to the Commissioner and we can share with you.  And
  


14             if you look at the last bullet point on the update
  


15             sheet, you will see mention of the State of the
  


16             District Address.  At that particular time we will
  


17             provide all stakeholders a platform to listen to the
  


18             status of the district in preparation for the
  


19             upcoming school year.
  


20                  MS. SAVIERS:  I might suggest to you that June
  


21             might be too late.  That's, you know, basically the
  


22             end of school and I'm thinking this needs to -- this
  


23             is just my opinion, and I'd love to hear what the
  


24             rest of the Board has to say, and Mr. Kurrus as well
  


25             -- but my sense is that there needs to be a much
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 1             stronger effort towards communicating with the
  


 2             community.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you, Ms.
  


 4             Saviers.  Anyone else?  Ms. Mahony.
  


 5                  MS. MAHONY:  Dr. Suggs, Alice Mahony.  On your
  


 6             transition to APSCN, you have over a two-year
  


 7             timeline on that.  Can you tell us why such an
  


 8             extensive period of time?
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Dr. Suggs, are you still
  


10             with us?
  


11                  DR. SUGGS:  I'm sorry, you broke up.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, you want
  


13             to ask again?
  


14                  MS. MAHONY:  The transition to APSCN that is
  


15             noted in your report at over two years to complete,
  


16             can you tell us why that length of time?
  


17                  DR. SUGGS:  I still can't hear you, ma'am.  I'm
  


18             sorry.
  


19                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Doug, ask the question for
  


20             me.
  


21                  MR. BRADBERRY:  Ms. Mahony wants to know why
  


22             it's taking two years to transfer over to APSCN.
  


23                  DR. SUGGS:  Okay.  The transformation of data
  


24             isn't a timely process now, especially when you're
  


25             dealing with a school district as large as Little
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 1             Rock School District.  Just the -- and I'm speaking
  


 2             from the position of a CIO -- just the transformation
  


 3             process -- because you also have to make sure that
  


 4             all the information will transfer accurately; that in
  


 5             itself takes a year.  So the migration of data along
  


 6             is normally a year process.  When we go to that
  


 7             particular part of it, which is actually eSchool,
  


 8             it's a timely process.  And then also you have to get
  


 9             folks trained on that particular platform also, so
  


10             that's another time-consuming process.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you, Dr.
  


12             Suggs.  Also, Dr. Saunders, did you have anything to
  


13             add on the timeframe for this transition?
  


14                  DR. SAUNDER:  Yes, sir.  I agree with what Dr.
  


15             Suggs said; there's lots of variables within that.
  


16             And one of the variables in particular going into the
  


17             APSCN process is it's -- there's two different parts
  


18             to it: the student side and the financial side.  And
  


19             both of those parts would need to come online at once
  


20             because of cycle pulls, data pulls, and merging that
  


21             data so everything runs seamlessly.  And that was the
  


22             earliest date that we looked at that we could do that
  


23             and be successful.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Does that give
  


25             you the information?
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 1                  MS. MAHONY:  Thank you, Dr. Saunders.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Dr. Barth, did
  


 3             you have a question?
  


 4                  DR. BARTH:  Yes.  I did want to reiterate Ms.
  


 5             Saviers' remarks regarding communication, that I
  


 6             think you simply cannot communicate enough.  I mean,
  


 7             I think that if there were any lessons learned from
  


 8             the Common Core debate is that if there's not good
  


 9             communication, you know, misinformation,
  


10             misinterpretation, you know, it goes into that
  


11             bullet.  And so I think that's crucially important.
  


12             I also agree with her that the State of the District
  


13             address, which is a good idea, does feel a little
  


14             late considering that that would put it, you know --
  


15             I mean, it's five months after the State Board's
  


16             decision.  So I think that's (inaudible).
  


17                  I do have a question.  I really do, you know,
  


18             love the emphasis on early childhood education in
  


19             this plan and look forward to hearing more about
  


20             that.  Related to that, or connected to that, I'm
  


21             wondering if there has been any thought given to
  


22             afterschool and summer program enhancement, possibly
  


23             in coordination with some of the afterschool and
  


24             summer programming that the City of Little Rock
  


25             carries out.  Has there been any thought on that?
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 1             I'm a proponent of wraparound services.
  


 2                  DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.  We've had discussion,
  


 3             focusing more so on reading in the early ages and
  


 4             also a math component.  That's something that we will
  


 5             hopefully next month be bringing to you all for an
  


 6             update, as far as those additional services.  We're
  


 7             looking at small group services -- small group
  


 8             instruction as far as the reading component is.
  


 9                  DR. BARTH:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Before we go to
  


11             other questions, Commissioner Key has some additional
  


12             information on the communications component.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah.  Thank you, Mr.
  


14             Chairman.  If you look on Dr. Suggs' update, on page
  


15             3, he addresses the Civic Advisory Committee and
  


16             Little Rock School District as part of the
  


17             communication plan.  And that -- the first meeting of
  


18             that Civic Advisory Committee is scheduled for April
  


19             21st, from 5:00 to 6:00, at the administration
  


20             building.  And so I know that that is an important
  


21             part of Dr. Suggs' communication plan, as well as
  


22             community involvement.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith.  And
  


24             then, Ms. Zook, you next.
  


25                  MS. REITH:  Thank you, Commissioner Key, for
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 1             that information, as well -- Dr. Suggs, as well --
  


 2             although I would like to expound further on this
  


 3             piece of communication.  And I apologize if this was
  


 4             reported on last month; I know I missed some of that
  


 5             meeting as well.  Do we have a report back from the
  


 6             town halls that did happen immediately after
  


 7             takeover, what kind of participation there was from
  


 8             families and teachers?  I'm just wondering if that
  


 9             kind of lends itself a little bit to the success of
  


10             the strategy or whether we may need to think more
  


11             broadly about communication.  Did Dr. Suggs speak on
  


12             that in the last meeting by chance, the town halls
  


13             that were scheduled to happen?
  


14                  MS. NEWTON:  (Shaking head from side to side.)
  


15                  MS. REITH:  Dr. Suggs, would you be so gracious
  


16             as to speak a little bit about the town halls that
  


17             you did have planned, that you announced immediately
  


18             after takeover and that were to have taken place in
  


19             various of the schools across the district
  


20             immediately after the takeover?
  


21                  DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  We held the town halls.
  


22             And traditionally, just to give you all a historical
  


23             perspective, our town halls have been held for the
  


24             past 18 months.  We intended that the town hall would
  


25             be held, based on our conversation, at the University
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 1             Center.  We probably had a turnout maybe max 25
  


 2             folks.  It was televised; I mean, well, the news and
  


 3             media was there.  But I think we're really going to
  


 4             have to rethink the way in which we go about that
  


 5             because the turnout -- I think the max we've ever had
  


 6             was maybe 40 folks, and we've had as small a number
  


 7             as one or two folks that turned out.  So although
  


 8             that was a meaningful platform, I think we're really
  


 9             going to have to look at other ways to actively
  


10             engage the community as far as the communication
  


11             process is concerned.
  


12                  MS. REITH:  Thank you.  And I'm grateful to hear
  


13             that because I think we've all seen that definitely
  


14             more than 40 families are interested in these
  


15             activities and events.  And so maybe it's partly how
  


16             these are being communicated out and the platforms by
  


17             which they're done.
  


18                  I know I brought this up in the first meeting in
  


19             regards to those town halls.  Were any of these
  


20             offered in Spanish or was there a translator or
  


21             interpreter made available to do this, and whether
  


22             that might be something that could be considered for
  


23             the State of the District?
  


24                  DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  We do provide an
  


25             interpreter there in all of the meetings that we've
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 1             had.  We've also had -- we've held the meeting at the
  


 2             -- prior to the takeover, at the Mexican consulate.
  


 3             But in all of our meetings we have an interpreter.
  


 4             We also have devices there for any of our parents
  


 5             that will basically translate the message from
  


 6             English to Spanish.
  


 7                  MS. REITH:  Thank you.  And I know I'm focusing
  


 8             on this subpopulation.  But, again, the schools
  


 9             specifically that were in distress obviously have a
  


10             very high English Language Learner population; hence,
  


11             my reason for probing in regards to specific
  


12             accommodations for this community.  On that note, it
  


13             was brought to my attention by one of my colleagues
  


14             on the board that no Latinos or individuals of
  


15             Hispanic descent are involved in the Civic Advisory
  


16             Committee.  Can you confirm that, Dr. Suggs?  Are
  


17             there no Hispanics on that Civic Advisory Committee?
  


18                  DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am, you are absolutely
  


19             correct, and that is one of the issues that myself
  


20             and some others on my staff brought up.  However, we
  


21             cannot -- we were not in a position where we could
  


22             actually go out and recruit members of our
  


23             Latino/Hispanic community.  So we did not have a
  


24             single person representing that ethnicity even apply
  


25             for it.
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 1                  MS. REITH:  I thank you for that, sir.  And
  


 2             later, when my colleague made me aware of that --
  


 3             that was Ms. Zook, and I appreciate her bringing that
  


 4             to my attention -- I guess some legislators as well
  


 5             had revealed that and so, hence, passed along that
  


 6             information.  When I did my inquiries, Dr. Suggs --
  


 7             and this may lend itself to communication -- the
  


 8             reason I found out that members of the Hispanic
  


 9             community did not apply, a lot of the parents, was
  


10             because the information about this committee wasn't
  


11             advertised in any of the ethnic media that they tend
  


12             to use and draw on and where they get their
  


13             information about resources.  And information wasn't
  


14             disseminated through the ESL teachers that many times
  


15             are sort of that connector between community
  


16             opportunities and the parents.  And so, again, kind
  


17             of just really -- I know we're all in the learning
  


18             process and, please, I hope this isn't seen as a
  


19             criticism but more maybe a growing opportunity in
  


20             that we see ourselves in this with you and, again,
  


21             wanting to see the district and the students be
  


22             successful.  But there are different ways that need
  


23             to be communicated and I think that just lends
  


24             itself, you know, to, again, the importance of really
  


25             a broad-based communication plan that a lot of
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 1             different stakeholders are put into.
  


 2                  And with that as well, you know, beyond the
  


 3             Hispanic community, also wanting to emphasize the
  


 4             teachers.  I know there was a lot of conversation in
  


 5             the lead-up to the cuts that were announced last week
  


 6             and a lot of teachers, you know, making, I think,
  


 7             some logical leaps and assumptions about what that
  


 8             might mean about their positions or jobs.  And I
  


 9             think our teachers are our strongest allies in making
  


10             this successful.  And so, again, I can't emphasize
  


11             enough, as my other colleagues have, about how
  


12             important a really robust, well-founded, and as much
  


13             attention going into the communication in this early
  


14             age to be able to lift up stakeholders.  And I hope
  


15             where maybe there's no Hispanics on the Civic
  


16             Advisory Committee that there's opportunities for
  


17             family members to attend and to at least, maybe if
  


18             not in a formal capacity as Civic Advisory Committee
  


19             members, to at least offer testimony or have voice in
  


20             terms of the process so that they too can contribute
  


21             to turning around these schools and the district.
  


22                  DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  Internally, our
  


23             communication is pretty good.  We've communicated
  


24             regarding the process that we're going through as far
  


25             as revamping, realigning work.  We are insuring that
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 1             all of our staff members are aware of what's going on
  


 2             and how -- what impact it may or will not -- the
  


 3             affect it will have on our schools.  And going
  


 4             forward, you're absolutely right, I think we're going
  


 5             to have to be intentional in showing that we have a
  


 6             very diverse population on all of our committees.  If
  


 7             you look on the update document that I provided to
  


 8             you all, you all see something regarding our Baseline
  


 9             Elementary School.  And I think the question came up
  


10             regarding that particular academic distress school
  


11             because of the high population of Latino/Hispanic
  


12             students that we have.  We are in the process of
  


13             discussions about doing something very meaningful and
  


14             innovative that will serve not only our
  


15             Latino/Hispanic population but our African American
  


16             population and our population of poverty on that
  


17             particular side of town that will ultimately enhance
  


18             the educational opportunities for them.  And we are
  


19             being intentional as far as insuring that we have a
  


20             very diverse representation as far as our
  


21             stakeholders are concerned on that committee.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Ms. Reith.  Ms.
  


23             Zook, did you have anything?
  


24                  MS. ZOOK:  No.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Anyone else for
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 1             Dr. Suggs?  Mr. Davis.
  


 2                  MR. DAVIS:  And I'm not sure if this question is
  


 3             for Dr. Suggs or Commissioner Key.  Commissioner Key,
  


 4             you talked about the idea of strategies.  Is there a
  


 5             timeline or is there -- have we developed what those
  


 6             strategies might look like?  And if we have not, when
  


 7             can we expect to get those?
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Well, and Dr. Suggs can speak
  


 9             to this as well, Mr. Davis.  Many of those are
  


10             outlined here in this document as far as school
  


11             level, and there's still a lot of work to do.
  


12             There's still discussion on what can we do at the
  


13             middle schools, and those are ongoing.  We, Dr. Suggs
  


14             and I, have discussed introducing some of these
  


15             concepts here today and in the May meeting coming
  


16             back with a more concrete timeline.  Some of these
  


17             timelines are obviously going to be implemented in
  


18             the 15-16 school year.  There may be others that we
  


19             can do between now and then.  But as far as direct
  


20             in-school changes, I think Dr. Suggs envisions many
  


21             of these things happening beginning with the 15-16
  


22             school year, in August.
  


23                  And, Dr. Suggs, please add anything to that that
  


24             you might offer.
  


25                  DR. SUGGS:  No, sir, I didn't.
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 1                  MR. DAVIS:  Dr. Suggs, you also mentioned the
  


 2             idea of things happening in phases.  Is there a
  


 3             timeline around phases?  How many phases do you
  


 4             expect to take place?  Is this a two-phase approach,
  


 5             a three-phase approach?  And, once again, what is --
  


 6             do you have an idea on the timeline regarding -- you
  


 7             know -- are you considering yourself involved in
  


 8             phase one at this point?  If so, when does it
  


 9             transfer over to phase two, if there's an additional
  


10             phase?  Can I get some clarification on that, please?
  


11                  DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.  We're in the beginning of
  


12             our phase one process.  Well, let me clarify that and
  


13             go back.  I'm sorry.  To answer your question, we're
  


14             looking at a three-phase process.  We are at the
  


15             beginning of phase one, which is basically --
  


16             basically consists of the reallocation of staff, the
  


17             reorganizing and reapplication of staff; the
  


18             reconfiguration -- or possible reconfiguration, I
  


19             should say, of Baseline, and implementation of the
  


20             early childhood center; also, providing leadership
  


21             training at our academic distress schools; the
  


22             reorganization as far as the structure in which the
  


23             -- the academic distress schools will report directly
  


24             to the superintendent; the communication piece where
  


25             we need to insure that we have a very robust
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 1             communication process so that all stakeholders are
  


 2             informed of what's going on, internally and
  


 3             externally.  That particular phase will be ongoing
  


 4             throughout probably mid-year of the next school year.
  


 5             And then we will transition into phase two; however,
  


 6             although we're working actively in phase one, we will
  


 7             also be doing some small segments within phase two in
  


 8             order to better -- so that we have a smooth
  


 9             transition with that particular time period comes.
  


10                  MR. DAVIS:  Thank you for that.  Would it be
  


11             possible to get a report broken down by phases and
  


12             specifically those things that you expect to happen
  


13             in phase one and in phase two, along with some
  


14             timelines?  I think that's something we might want to
  


15             be able to communicate to the community.  Because I'm
  


16             assuming that when you speak of phases, these are the
  


17             items that you hope to put in place in order to move
  


18             the district forward.  Is that a fair assessment?
  


19                  DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.
  


20                  MR. DAVIS:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Mr.
  


22             Davis.  Anything else for Dr. Suggs?  Mr. Crossley.
  


23                  MR. CROSSLEY:  Dr. Suggs, this is Jonathan
  


24             Crossley, Teacher of the Year.  I have two quick
  


25             questions for you.  The first one, I see the Hall
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 1             High School redesign and the reconstitution of
  


 2             Baseline Elementary, and both of those have
  


 3             professional development listed.  I was curious your
  


 4             perspective of how you view adult learning and how
  


 5             adult learning will be imbedded in the culture of the
  


 6             school.  In conversations we've had in the past,
  


 7             you've talked about how essential culture shifts are
  


 8             to really improving a school.  So how are you
  


 9             insuring that adult learning is a part of that
  


10             culture shift?
  


11                  DR. SUGGS:  Well, we're going to insure that --
  


12             and that's an excellent question.  And we have to --
  


13             not only for Hall, but we have to do that for all of
  


14             our schools.  We implemented some -- we touched on it
  


15             a little bit this year; we had an opportunity with
  


16             Dunbar and Pulaski Heights.  We're looking at
  


17             everything from -- when we talk about adult learning,
  


18             everything from team building to leadership within
  


19             the classroom, because we try to create those
  


20             internal leadership folks within our school building;
  


21             also, moving more so from a central office driven
  


22             top-down approach to leadership to more of a bottom-
  


23             up, so that all folks within a school understand that
  


24             they have -- that they are valued in our school
  


25             district.  Professional development, we're looking at
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 1             ongoing professional -- meaningful ongoing
  


 2             professional development, not one-time isolated
  


 3             professional development geared more to the teachers
  


 4             and addressing their needs, as far as professional
  


 5             development is concerned.  That's something that
  


 6             we're going to be doing throughout our school
  


 7             district.  And, again, like I said, not only for Hall
  


 8             but for all of our schools.  I think that's just the
  


 9             direction in which we need to move, because we're
  


10             looking for true sustainability change.
  


11                  MR. CROSSLEY:  And then the second one -- thank
  


12             you for that.  The second one, really quickly, I see
  


13             on the seven-period day schedule students will have
  


14             more continuous opportunity for teacher feedback and
  


15             support.  That sounds wonderful, but I want to know
  


16             how exactly -- how exactly will moving to a seven-
  


17             period day allow students to have more continuous
  


18             support with teacher feedback?
  


19                  DR. SUGGS:  Well, if you look at the
  


20             documentation that was provided, currently our
  


21             teachers are teaching like, at the middle school, 65%
  


22             of the time.  This will help in essence for moving to
  


23             (inaudible) which will increase the interaction time
  


24             to 1800 minutes, which is a significant amount of
  


25             time.  If you look at any research, it will clearly
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 1             state that teacher/student interaction is critical as
  


 2             far as the learning process is concerned.  Now, you
  


 3             will not find any data, qualitative or quantitative,
  


 4             that basically supports one particular schedule
  


 5             platform better than the other platform.  But we can
  


 6             say that if a child is taking a math class, an
  


 7             Algebra 1 class, and they meet on Tuesday and
  


 8             Thursday, and if that child misses class on Thursday,
  


 9             he or she will not have the opportunity to go back
  


10             into a math class until the following Tuesday.  So
  


11             the possibility -- or I should say, the consequences
  


12             are very -- are many, if you think about the fact of
  


13             retention, if the child did not quite understand the
  


14             assignments, follow-up, getting behind.  It's just --
  


15             it's a number of things as far as academic
  


16             improvement is concerned for being on a block
  


17             schedule.  Now, again, on the flipside, for some
  


18             classes it's beneficial, like your labs, your science
  


19             classes; having that 90-minute block in a science
  


20             lab, that's critical, or having a 90-minute block in
  


21             a theater class, that's beneficial.  But when we look
  


22             at core area classes and maybe some science classes,
  


23             students need the opportunity to have that ongoing
  


24             interaction with students -- I'm sorry -- with the
  


25             teacher in order to have a clear understanding of the
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 1             assignments and what's going on.  And we have --
  


 2             again, we have 18 schools that are in -- that have
  


 3             already been listed as focus schools, priority
  


 4             schools, or they're academic distress schools.
  


 5                  MR. CROSSLEY:  Thank you for that articulation;
  


 6             I thank you for your leadership.  I appreciate it.
  


 7                  DR. SUGGS:  You're welcome, sir.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  I don't see any
  


 9             other questions for Dr. Suggs.  Dr. Suggs, thank you
  


10             for taking time to join us this morning.  So I think
  


11             now we're going to hear from Baker Kurrus, who is
  


12             working on the efficiency -- budget efficiency
  


13             committee.  Mr. Kurrus, thank you for your
  


14             volunteering to lead this group and for all the time
  


15             that you've put into this effort, and you're
  


16             recognized.
  


17                  MR. KURRUS:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  It's
  


18             actually a privilege to volunteer and I have
  


19             assembled a good, strong committee; it's a seven-
  


20             person committee, all of whom have managerial
  


21             experience and organizational experience, which I
  


22             think is critical.  Because our task, although on one
  


23             hand is difficult, is not complex.  We know in 26
  


24             months Little Rock is no longer going to receive
  


25             approximately $37,000,400 in operational revenue from
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 1             the State of Arkansas.  There is no question about
  


 2             that.  And although that's a difficult challenge, on
  


 3             the other hand it affords an opportunity.  In no
  


 4             other organization that I can think of would you ever
  


 5             have a clear vision that far out and be able to
  


 6             predict what your revenues are going to be,
  


 7             especially in a declining environment.  So we have a
  


 8             runway to land this airplane, but we have got to get
  


 9             to work.  It is urgent business and the committee is
  


10             meeting frequently and energetically and working
  


11             offline too to come up with strategies that will
  


12             allow this district to have financial sustainability,
  


13             but also to be a better district when we come out of
  


14             this picture.  Because it's possible to do just that.
  


15             It's possible to be nimble, lean, agile, efficient,
  


16             and energized in a small organization with dedicated
  


17             people, and that's the object of the game.  We can't
  


18             simply say we're going to cut a bunch of people and
  


19             expect this organization not to be different.  It's
  


20             going to be much, much different.  And I can tell you
  


21             what we're doing, I can tell you what we're not
  


22             doing, and then I'm going to be very brief because I
  


23             know if you have questions I'd like to have time for
  


24             that.
  


25                  What we are not doing is making educational
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 1             decisions.  I'm not an educator.  Contrary to what a
  


 2             lot of people think, at least they did when I was on
  


 3             the school board, they thought that they'd gone to
  


 4             school so they could run the school.  Well, I went to
  


 5             school but I know I'm not an educator; that's
  


 6             somebody else's job.  But yet, in a financial sense
  


 7             everything that goes on in the school has a financial
  


 8             impact.  So what we are doing is we are testing any
  


 9             budget cuts against an elemental threshold of
  


10             reasonableness that a layperson could understand.  So
  


11             if Dr. Suggs brings forward a recommendation for a
  


12             cut, we don't challenge the educational efficacy of
  


13             what he's trying to do.  But we do try to test from a
  


14             business standpoint the impact on the organization
  


15             and we spend a lot of time talking about
  


16             organizational impact because that's critical in this
  


17             analysis and in this work.  So realizing that what
  


18             we're not doing, what we are doing is taking a very
  


19             hard look at the organization as a whole.  And what
  


20             you see, without going too much into history, is that
  


21             a lot of money is being spent in areas where it's
  


22             inefficient; too many people doing too many things,
  


23             too many people having too much interlocking
  


24             responsibility, and a lack of accountability.  That
  


25             is essential in any operating organization, that you
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 1             have clear lines of authority, you have clear goals
  


 2             and objectives, you have buy-in from your key people,
  


 3             you give them the resources and the things that they
  


 4             need and the support that they need and the authority
  


 5             that they need, and then you hold those people
  


 6             accountable.  So that's part of our reorganization
  


 7             thinking is that we're going to have a more
  


 8             accountable organization, not just a leaner
  


 9             organization; it's going to be a different
  


10             organization, and that's a process.  It's not a plan;
  


11             it's a process.  You have to train people every day
  


12             to take responsibility and to be accountable for what
  


13             they do, and that's essential in everything that
  


14             we're doing, and we're not going to lose sight of
  


15             that.  We're clearly going to have some substantial
  


16             administrative cuts, about $3.5 to $3.6 million,
  


17             immediately, before this next fiscal year starts.  We
  


18             have a contract with our certified and classified
  


19             personnel that doesn't expire until October of 2015,
  


20             well into the next fiscal year, so -- and we'll abide
  


21             by that contract, of course, and we value -- I
  


22             certainly value -- and I know I speak for the
  


23             committee -- we value instructional personnel.
  


24             That's where the learning takes place.  As I've said
  


25             in several meetings before, those teachers are the
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 1             jet pilots in our Air Force.  No matter what else we
  


 2             do, no matter how clean the building, no matter how
  


 3             well we do things at 800 West Broadway, if the
  


 4             experience in the classroom is not first rate then we
  


 5             will fail.  So we keep that in the front of our mind.
  


 6             But we do know this: we have to become much more
  


 7             efficient from an instructional standpoint in order
  


 8             to balance this budget.  We simply have to become
  


 9             more efficient.  We have to have better utilization
  


10             of the people we have; we have to have energized
  


11             teachers, teaching more.  And then we are going
  


12             through another process where we're going to look
  


13             into transportation costs.  We've already developed
  


14             and have the numbers on bond refinancing, things like
  


15             that.  We're doing a facilities study.  We have 12
  


16             buildings in Little Rock where we have administrative
  


17             functions -- believe that or not, 12 different sites
  


18             where we have administrative functions.  It's very
  


19             difficult to supervise people in 10 different
  


20             building sites.  We're going to look at all those
  


21             sites; we're going to do building studies and try to
  


22             figure out how can we consolidate our administrators.
  


23             We'll have fewer of them to start with, so let's try
  


24             to get people in the same place where they can team
  


25             up and become more efficient and eliminate cost as
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 1             well.  I mean, every time you have a building you've
  


 2             got a phone system and a computer system and a
  


 3             receptionist and a roof, and everything that goes
  


 4             along with maintaining a building costs money.  So
  


 5             that's another area where we're working.  We're well
  


 6             on our way.  And although I say it's not a complex
  


 7             task, it's not easy.  And the other thing I told the
  


 8             committee is that we have to build confidence in our
  


 9             community; that's essential.  If our enrollment goes
  


10             down, if we lose the confidence of the public through
  


11             this process, if we can't do this in a way that
  


12             builds confidence from both the business community,
  


13             our patrons, we will fail, no matter whether the
  


14             budget is balanced or not.  And I'd be happy to try
  


15             to answer any questions that you have.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.  Are
  


17             there questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Mr. Davis.
  


18                  MR. DAVIS:  First of all, I want to thank you
  


19             for doing -- you and your committee for all the work
  


20             that you've put into this and I'm sure the continued
  


21             work that will continue to happen.  I really can't
  


22             thank you enough.  Just a couple of quick questions.
  


23             You mentioned the administrative costs -- cuts that
  


24             have taken place.  Were the cuts driven by the budget
  


25             or were the cuts looked at and that was taken into
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 1             account for the loss that is expected in years to
  


 2             come?  How was that decision made?
  


 3                  MR. KURRUS:  Well, it's a complex decision.  I
  


 4             mean, it involves both factors.  I mean, what we
  


 5             tested with respect to budget cuts was an
  


 6             administration that's leaner, more direct, fewer
  


 7             middle managers, a flatter organization.  In my
  


 8             experience -- and I'm a lawyer by training and a
  


 9             business consultant and a pretty good wood-splitter.
  


10             I mean, I've got a broad background in a lot of
  


11             different areas.  But the one thing I always see is
  


12             that a flatter administration in almost any business
  


13             is more effective.  If you remove -- and not that you
  


14             don't need middle management; of course, you do.  But
  


15             in key educational institutions you have very little
  


16             middle management, whether that's Notre' Dam or
  


17             Harvard.  Derek Bok used to have a meeting with the
  


18             faculty.  He didn't send in a bunch of people; he
  


19             would go in and tell them what they wanted to do, and
  


20             everybody else in the whole school was supporting the
  


21             faculty.  It's a complete different mindset.  It's to
  


22             say, "You are the valued person; you are the one
  


23             that's delivering the product."  So when we looked at
  


24             administration, we had to worry about the money, but
  


25             we also want to focus on delivering the product, and
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 1             that occurs in the classroom.  It doesn't occur in a
  


 2             committee meeting; it doesn't occur when we all get
  


 3             in a circle and look at one another and talk about
  


 4             what we might think is best.  It's just simpler than
  


 5             that.  And Little Rock got away from that, as you
  


 6             well know; it became a programmatic school district,
  


 7             not a systematic school district.  So these budget
  


 8             cuts are based on an improved system of
  


 9             administration, rather than a programmatic approach
  


10             where people fail, they're pulled from classrooms and
  


11             exposed to programs, which are probably good -- most
  


12             of them have some positive impact, but there's not
  


13             enough money to do that anymore.  When you receive
  


14             your money under a Picus and Odden study that funds
  


15             certain categories, they don't include extensive
  


16             special programs.  There's money there, but not
  


17             enough to do what Little Rock has always done.  So
  


18             that's the way we looked at it.
  


19                  MR. DAVIS:  Thank you.  My final question is
  


20             along the same lines that I asked Commissioner Key
  


21             and Dr. Suggs, as well.  You mentioned the facilities
  


22             study and the transportation study or looking at
  


23             transportation costs -- and, obviously, those things
  


24             are always ongoing.  But is there an expectation on
  


25             which the first report around that will be conducted
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 1             or completed or shared with the Board?
  


 2                  MR. KURRUS:  I don't have a time table for you
  


 3             yet.  I can tell you what our first recommendation
  


 4             was -- it was so interesting to listen to your
  


 5             meeting -- was a better communications plan.  That
  


 6             was our single first recommendation.  And so we'll be
  


 7             in communication with you about how that goes.  We're
  


 8             just starting that study.  I'm going to do something
  


 9             that sounds elementary but it works; I want to know
  


10             how many cubicles are in a building with nobody in
  


11             them, how many empty chairs are there, and then you
  


12             begin to develop that.  That's how big trucking
  


13             companies decide whether to expand or not.  They
  


14             don't sit around a conference table and convene lots
  


15             of meetings; they send a person around -- because I
  


16             was involved in a big trucking company that just did
  


17             this.  The simple thing they did was how many empty
  


18             chairs do we have here.  We need to hire some more
  


19             people; do we have a place for them to sit.  And
  


20             that's sort of a different mindset, and that's what
  


21             we're trying to develop is a systematic approach but
  


22             that's a nimble administration.  So we'll get this
  


23             done quickly.  Steve Strickland -- my committee
  


24             should be named because they're working so hard:
  


25             Roger Ball, Steve Strickland, Bobby Roberts, Bruce
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 1             Moore, Verna Simmons, and Peggy Neighbors.  I picked
  


 2             those people.  We had 28 applicants; I eliminated all
  


 3             the school district employees, and we did not have a
  


 4             Hispanic applicant that wasn't a school district
  


 5             employee, but we do have a Hispanic resource.  So
  


 6             that's where we are.  We'll get back to you; we will
  


 7             communicate.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
  


 9             questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Dr. Barth, are you with
  


10             us?  We may have --
  


11                  DR. BARTH:  Oh, here I am.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


13                  MR. KURRUS:  I put him to sleep, I guess.
  


14                  DR. BARTH:  Mr. Ledbetter, you know, I was
  


15             having some trouble hearing Mr. Kurrus, so I hope I
  


16             didn't miss it, but I actually had a question about
  


17             the millage plan that has kind of begun under the
  


18             school board, kind of where that plan was in terms of
  


19             thinking of additional avenues for the future.  Is
  


20             that just kind of on hold until there's some clarity
  


21             about where things are now or -- you know -- could
  


22             you walk us through that just a little bit?
  


23                  MR. KURRUS:  Let me speak to that and very
  


24             clearly articulate that I'm speaking strictly for
  


25             myself, but I've talked to my committee about this
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 1             and I think there's strong support for what I've told
  


 2             them.  I want to choose my words carefully because
  


 3             facilities are critically important.  But I think
  


 4             before we go to the community with a plan to ask for
  


 5             more money the first thing we have to prove is that
  


 6             we're spending every single dime that we get in a
  


 7             responsible way, and we hope to be able to
  


 8             demonstrate that.  And I think that's going to --
  


 9             Little Rock has got -- is a very good school
  


10             district, as you well know.  We have 46.4 mills
  


11             applied to a $3.2 billion tax base.  There's a lot of
  


12             money in Little Rock.  Little Rock's failing schools
  


13             are its highest cost schools.  They have per pupil
  


14             costs that are out the roof.  Oddly enough, the
  


15             schools that are efficient have the best results on a
  


16             per pupil basis, if you measure efficiency that way.
  


17             So we haven't tackled yet the question of a millage.
  


18             It's clear that we have to apply more money to our
  


19             facilities, and actually we're developing a baseline
  


20             budget for next fiscal year and the first item on the
  


21             budget is maintenance and repair of facilities.  That
  


22             was always an afterthought in Little Rock and one of
  


23             the reasons why things are in the shape they're in
  


24             right now, is that whatever was left over to spend to
  


25             maintain buildings.  We're taking the opposite view.
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 1             The first number we're plugging in in the fiscal year
  


 2             budget that begins next July 1st is the maintenance
  


 3             of the buildings, and it will be a number twice as
  


 4             big as the number that was in there last year,
  


 5             roughly $3 million; it will be $6 million or so this
  


 6             year.  But then we're going to tackle that.  I've
  


 7             said -- I worked on the last millage campaign.  If I
  


 8             think it's necessary, we're going to do it -- or I'm
  


 9             going to help personally.  But the committee hasn't
  


10             really tackled that one yet, and I think it's
  


11             premature.  We've got other -- if I had any hair, I'd
  


12             say my hair was on fire, but I don't; but if I did,
  


13             it would be.  And we've got to get our house in
  


14             order; we have no choice.
  


15                  DR. BARTH:  Great.  That makes great sense.  And
  


16             I thank -- along with everybody else, I'm thanking
  


17             you and thanking that good list of people that you
  


18             just listed for your work.
  


19                  MR. KURRUS:  It's my pleasure, truly.  Thank you
  


20             very much for the opportunity.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
  


22             questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Thank you for being here
  


23             this morning and taking time out of your schedule,
  


24             and thank you again for everything you're doing.  We
  


25             support you, we support your committee, and we
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 1             support this school district.  And, you know, we
  


 2             really do want this to be the best school district in
  


 3             the state of Arkansas, and I think we can do that.
  


 4                  MR. KURRUS:  Well, it's a pleasure working with
  


 5             Mr. Key and Commissioner Tony; he's still helping.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
  


 7                  MR. KURRUS:  So it's been a real pleasure.
  


 8             Thank you.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, we're not going to
  


10             let Tony off the hook.  Tony, did you want to add
  


11             anything to what's been said?
  


12                  MR. WOOD:  (Shaking head from side to side.)
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  Anything
  


14             else on the report for the Little Rock School
  


15             District, Mr. Key?
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  That's all.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is there a
  


18             motion to approve the report?
  


19                  MS. SAVIERS:  I move to approve the report.
  


20                  MS. ZOOK:  Second.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Saviers has
  


22             moved to approve the report and Ms. Zook has seconded
  


23             that motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none,
  


24             all in favor say "aye."
  


25                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any opposed?  All right.
  


 2             The report is approved.
  


 3                  And so do we want to take a break before we
  


 4             start back on our regular agenda of A-3?  Is
  


 5             everybody good to go?  Speak now.  All right.  We're
  


 6             going to take a break and we're going to come back at
  


 7             11:35 -- 11:35 sharp.  Thank you.
  


 8                      (BREAK:  11:25-11:37 A.M.)
  


 9   A-3:  CONSIDERATION OF THE INVOLUNTARY ADMINISTRATIVE
  


10   CONSOLIDATION OF THE HUGHES SCHOOL DISTRICT INTO ONE (1) OR
  


11   MORE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
  


12                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Come to order.  Okay.
  


13             Thanks, everyone.  We're going to start back.  By the
  


14             way, I didn't tell everyone this; they need to
  


15             silence their portable communication devices -- what
  


16             do you call those things -- PDA's.  All right.  It
  


17             used to be cell phones.  So we're going to go back to
  


18             item A-3 on the agenda.  Right?  That is the
  


19             Consideration of the Involuntary Administrative
  


20             Consolidation of the Hughes School District into One
  


21             (1) or More School Districts.  Mr. Lasiter, you're
  


22             going to get this started and tell us our procedures
  


23             and everything, right?
  


24                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You're
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 1             recognized.
  


 2                  MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I'll
  


 3             begin with talking about the procedures that apply to
  


 4             this hearing and then I will give a brief background
  


 5             as to the facts that got us to this point today.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Speak up a little.
  


 7             I don't know if it's me or if that mic is turned down
  


 8             a little bit.  Yeah.
  


 9                  MR. LASITER:  The procedures for this hearing
  


10             are set forth in Section 28 of your Annexation and
  


11             Consolidation Rules, and I'll briefly cover them.
  


12             Mr. Chairman, they set out at 20-20-10-10 the format
  


13             and I'll explain that more in just a moment.  To
  


14             begin, all attorneys -- all persons -- excuse me --
  


15             other than attorneys wishing to testify before the
  


16             State Board shall first be placed under oath by the
  


17             Chair of the State Board.  Spokespersons for the
  


18             Department of Education shall have a total of 20
  


19             minutes to present the Department's remarks, and I'll
  


20             handle that for you this morning.  And you may allow
  


21             additional time if that's necessary, but I don't
  


22             think that my time will be 20 minutes this morning.
  


23             Then, the spokespersons for any individual or group
  


24             of citizens that opposes the annexation or
  


25             consolidation shall have 20 minutes to present their
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 1             remarks.  Again, you can allow more time than 20
  


 2             minutes, if you choose.  It returns back to the
  


 3             Department for 10 minutes on that same procedure, and
  


 4             after the Department's 10 minutes it goes back to any
  


 5             party or group of citizens that opposes the
  


 6             annexation.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  What's that now?  After the
  


 8             10 minutes, then what?
  


 9                  MR. LASTIER:  The Department can have 10 minutes
  


10             and then it returns back to the parties that oppose
  


11             the consolidation or annexation for 10 minutes.  I
  


12             also want to mention at this point that we invited
  


13             all of the superintendents from the surrounding
  


14             school districts to be here to be able to answer any
  


15             questions, as well.
  


16                  After the presentation of the information, you
  


17             can then discuss, deliberate and vote on the matter.
  


18             You can take the matter under advisement and announce
  


19             your decision at a later date, provided that all of
  


20             your discussions, deliberations and votes take place
  


21             at a public hearing.  At the culmination of this
  


22             hearing will be a written order, one way or the
  


23             other, concerning the consolidation, proposed
  


24             consolidation.
  


25                  Are there any questions about the procedures?
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Does anyone
  


 2             have any questions for Mr. Lasiter about the
  


 3             procedures?  All right.  Dr. Barth, are you with us
  


 4             still?
  


 5                  DR. BARTH:  I am.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Good.  All right.
  


 7             So should I swear in the witnesses at this point?
  


 8                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Anybody who is going
  


10             to give testimony as opposed to lawyers who are here
  


11             to represent parties needs to stand up and raise your
  


12             right hand so I can administer the oath.
  


13                  All right.  Do you solemnly swear or affirm that
  


14             the testimony you'll give will be the truth, the
  


15             whole truth and nothing but the truth?
  


16                (ALL SPEAKERS ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  You
  


18             may be seated.
  


19                  And, Mr. Lasiter, you will present -- you will
  


20             make the presentation on behalf of the ADE, of the
  


21             Department?
  


22                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  And you're
  


24             recognized for 20 -- up to 20 minutes.
  


25                  MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  This
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 1             agenda item has to do with what you all have come to
  


 2             know as an Act 60 consolidation.  By way of
  


 3             background, Act 60 applies to any school district
  


 4             that falls below 350 students, an average daily
  


 5             membership, for two consecutive years.  And I'll walk
  


 6             you through the statutory process and explain to you
  


 7             how we got to this point.  Arkansas Code Annotated 6-
  


 8             13-1602(1) requires the Department of Education to
  


 9             publish a list of all school districts with fewer
  


10             than 350 students, according to the school district
  


11             average daily membership in the school year
  


12             immediately preceding the current school year.  So
  


13             for our purposes, that was the 2012-2013 school year.
  


14             And as noted in your board materials, the Hughes
  


15             School District had an average daily membership of
  


16             348 students during the 2012-2013 school year.  And
  


17             so on August 7, 2013, the ADE notified the Hughes
  


18             School District of its placement on that year-one
  


19             list, in accordance with the law.  And on August 9,
  


20             2013, the ADE included the Hughes School District on
  


21             a list published by way of Commissioner's Memo 14-
  


22             005.
  


23                  Moving on to the next requirement under the
  


24             statute, moving to year-two, Arkansas Code Annotated
  


25             6-13-1602(2) requires the ADE to publish this time a
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 1             consolidation list of all school districts with fewer
  


 2             than 350 students, according to the school district
  


 3             average daily membership of the two school years
  


 4             preceding the current school year.  And so as noted
  


 5             in your materials for the 2013-2014 school year, the
  


 6             Hughes School District had an average daily
  


 7             membership of 344 students.  On July 18, 2014, the
  


 8             Department of Education notified the Hughes School
  


 9             District of its placement on the consolidation list,
  


10             in accordance with the law.  And on July 22, 2014,
  


11             the ADE included the Hughes School District on a list
  


12             published by way of Commissioner's Memo 15-010.
  


13                  And so under the law, the first year below 350
  


14             students was 2012-2013; the second year was 2013-
  


15             2014; and then this school year was to be the
  


16             transition school year.  And so at that point the
  


17             Hughes School District had the opportunity to find a
  


18             partner school district to bring a petition before
  


19             the Board for consolidation or annexation.  You may
  


20             recall last month there initially was a petition that
  


21             was filed by both the Forrest City and the Hughes
  


22             School District that was going to be for your
  


23             consideration during last month's meeting, but the
  


24             Forrest City School District, before that meeting,
  


25             withdrew from its participation in that agreement.
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 1             And so the law, under that circumstance where there's
  


 2             not an agreement, requires you as the State Board to
  


 3             order consolidation prior to May 1, to be effective
  


 4             by July 1 of this school year.
  


 5                  According to the information maintained by the
  


 6             Department of Education, the Hughes School District
  


 7             is not subject to a desegregation order.  We sought,
  


 8             in accordance with the law, an advisory opinion from
  


 9             the office of the Attorney General.  That opinion is
  


10             in your materials.  Some of the surrounding school
  


11             districts are subject to a desegregation order and
  


12             some are not, and we can answer questions going
  


13             forward on that front.
  


14                  Your agenda materials include fiscal and
  


15             academic information about the Hughes School District
  


16             and surrounding school districts, and you've also
  


17             been given I think additional materials by the Hughes
  


18             School District that was at your desk this morning.
  


19             And we ask that you make all of those things a part
  


20             of your record for the proceedings today.
  


21                  (WHEREUPON, ADE Exhibits One (1) through Seven
  


22             (7) were marked for identification and entered into
  


23             evidence.)
  


24                  (WHEREUPON, Hughes School District Exhibits One
  


25             (1) and Two (2) were marked for identification and
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 1             entered into evidence.)
  


 2                  MR. LASITER:  I noted that representatives from
  


 3             the Hughes School District and surrounding districts
  


 4             are here to answer any questions that you may have.
  


 5             Before I turn it over to them, are there any
  


 6             questions for me?
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Members, are
  


 8             there any questions for Mr. Lasiter with regard to
  


 9             the presentation of the Department?  Okay.  Thank
  


10             you.
  


11                  So now we have 20 minutes for any individual or
  


12             group opposed to the involuntary administrative
  


13             consolidation of the Hughes School District.  I know
  


14             -- that thing may fall out of there; just push it
  


15             down and then just pull down on the lower -- yeah --
  


16             on the base.  There you go.  Okay.  A little tricky.
  


17             All right.  Ma'am, what's your name?
  


18                  SUPT. OWENS:  My name is Sheryl Owens.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And you're the
  


20             superintendent?
  


21                  SUPT. OWENS:  Yes, I am, sir.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


23                  SUPT. OWENS:  The interim superintendent.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Before you
  


25             begin, Ms. Owens, do you have -- I know Mr. Valley is
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 1             here; I guess he's representing the district?
  


 2                  SUPT. OWENS:  Yes, sir.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Have you guys
  


 4             kind of decided on your time?  Do you have a -- do I
  


 5             need to do anything in particular or do you have it
  


 6             kind of --
  


 7                  SUPT. OWENS:  Well, we have nine speakers; five
  


 8             speakers will speak within the 20-minute timeframe
  


 9             that we have.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, ma'am.
  


11                  SUPT. OWENS:  And then we have four other
  


12             speakers who are friends and supporters who would
  


13             like to speak.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


15                  SUPT. OWENS:  I don't know if they will come in
  


16             in the 20 minutes or they'll come after this.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Well, let's see what
  


18             we can do.  If we need a little extra time, we'll
  


19             give it.  We might break during this and have a lunch
  


20             break and then come back and finish up after lunch,
  


21             because this could go awhile and we're approaching
  


22             the noon-hour.  But we'll go ahead and recognize you
  


23             and your other witnesses or counsel for the initial
  


24             20 minutes in opposition to any involuntary
  


25             administrative consolidation of Hughes School
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 1             District.  Okay?  Does that sound all right?
  


 2                  SUPT. OWENS:  That sounds good.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  You're recognized.
  


 4                  SUPT. OWENS:  Okay.  Thank you to Chair
  


 5             Ledbudder -- Ledbetter, I'm sorry -- to our
  


 6             Commissioner Key and to the Board Members.  It's a --
  


 7             I can't say it's a pleasure to be here today, but I'm
  


 8             happy to be here today.  I would like to acknowledge
  


 9             some board members who are here with me today.  I
  


10             have parents, I have students, and I have several
  


11             friends and supporters.  I have five team members who
  


12             will speak within the 20-minute timeframe that you've
  


13             given us, and four additional speakers who will speak
  


14             in opposition of the consolidation.  I would like to
  


15             thank you for allowing me this opportunity to speak
  


16             to you.  I hope that you will listen with your heart
  


17             to all the words that are said and make the best
  


18             decision that you can make in the best interest of
  


19             the children who live in an isolated district in St.
  


20             Francis County.
  


21                  I'm here today requesting a waiver, a one-year
  


22             waiver that will keep our school district in
  


23             operation for the next year.  During this time we
  


24             believe that we will be able to prove to ourselves
  


25             and to the State of Arkansas that small districts can
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 1             be effective.  And we believe that we could be
  


 2             further effective if we were given one more year to
  


 3             prove ourselves.  I believe that we're worthy of this
  


 4             waiver in that we have made significant progress, and
  


 5             this progress has been consistent.  We have
  


 6             consistently made progress in our finances; we've
  


 7             consistently made progress in our academics; we've
  


 8             consistently made progress environmentally.  Our
  


 9             principal is here with us today, along with two
  


10             students, and they will speak to you about the
  


11             academic progress that we've made.  Mr. Norman Hill
  


12             is here with us today; he's our financial consultant,
  


13             and he will speak to you about the financial progress
  


14             that we have made.
  


15                  I would like to add to that that when we were
  


16             placed on fiscal distress a year-and-a-half, two
  


17             years back, we have been in compliance with our
  


18             fiscal improvement plan, as evidenced by the six-
  


19             month reviews that have come to you each -- every six
  


20             months from ADE.  And the feedback that we have
  


21             received from ADE has been positive.  So we believe
  


22             that we've made the necessary progress in that
  


23             regard.
  


24                  The next area of progress is we started with a
  


25             $400,000 ending balance two years ago.  Our projected
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 1             ending balance for this year is $1.5 million.  We
  


 2             have been effective in redistributing our resources,
  


 3             our human resources and our financial resources.  We
  


 4             have reduced our audit findings, which was the reason
  


 5             we were placed in fiscal distress to begin with.  We
  


 6             have reduced those findings from many to very few.
  


 7             These findings were passed on to us from years ago
  


 8             and since then we've taken measures to turn this
  


 9             around.  We've hired a financial consultant, as I
  


10             mentioned before, Mr. Hill, and he will talk to you
  


11             about all of the progress that we have made.  But
  


12             more importantly, I want to say that we have changed
  


13             the culture and the climate of our school.  Our
  


14             children look forward to coming to school now.  Our
  


15             teachers look forward to teaching our students now.
  


16             All of this is evident and in the records.  Mr.
  


17             Valley, our attorney, will speak to you last; he's
  


18             going to kind of cap this off for us.
  


19                  So now I'm going to yield the floor and ask our
  


20             principal, followed by two students, to come and talk
  


21             to you about the academic plan.  And then Mr. Hill,
  


22             our financial consultant, will speak to you about our
  


23             finances.  And, finally, Mr. Valley will plug in the
  


24             legal elements.  Thank you.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Ms. Owens.
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 1                  MR. SPALETTA:  Good morning, Chairman Ledbetter,
  


 2             State Board Members, and Commissioner Key.  My name
  


 3             is Jeff Spaletta.  I was hired two years ago as the
  


 4             principal, K through 12 principal at the Hughes
  


 5             School District.  I just want to take a few minutes
  


 6             and talk about some of the challenges when I came and
  


 7             where we're at today.  There was a lot of challenges
  


 8             that I inherited when I came to the job: low
  


 9             expectations for both adults and students; high
  


10             student absences; high staff absences; a lot of
  


11             accountability issues; as low as 5% parent
  


12             participation when I started; limited technology use;
  


13             unsafe, disorderly school environment -- and this was
  


14             indicated in our scholastic audit that was done prior
  


15             to me coming to the school; little or no evidence of
  


16             effective instruction; and fluctuating academic
  


17             performance over the last five to eight years.  On
  


18             our way to turning around the school district we did
  


19             the following things: we set some clear and
  


20             compelling direction for the school district, with a
  


21             clear vision that everyone knew; we developed a plan
  


22             and set our goals; we collaborated with all the
  


23             stakeholders; we improved our accountability system;
  


24             we reshaped the whole school culture, like Ms. Owens
  


25             said; we transformed teaching and learning in all the
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 1             classrooms, K through 12.  As a result -- and we
  


 2             still -- one more year would make a big difference.
  


 3             As a result, we've met the majority of our IMO's that
  


 4             we had as a priority school.  We met the majority of
  


 5             those IMO's.  Ninety-seven percent of our seniors
  


 6             graduated last year; 100% of our seniors will
  


 7             graduate this year.  Our parent involvement has
  


 8             increased from 5% to nearly 50%; we have increased
  


 9             the effectiveness of our parent involvement.  Eighty
  


10             percent or more of our classrooms are now using
  


11             technology daily.  Our high school math scores
  


12             improved -- number of proficient advanced students
  


13             improved last year by 16%, 10% in geometry.  Our high
  


14             school Algebra 1 scores were 88% proficient advanced
  


15             last year.  We met our AMO in high school literacy
  


16             last year.  Our high school 11th grade literacy
  


17             improved their proficient advanced students by 19%
  


18             last year, and we have the best scoring proficient
  


19             advanced students in eight years in 11th grade
  


20             literacy.  The University of Arkansas Office of
  


21             Education Policy gave Hughes four awards for most
  


22             improved test scores last year.  We're expecting in
  


23             our module tests to show that our scores are going to
  


24             be improved for this year tremendously.  We feel that
  


25             we've made tremendous progress in our academics.
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 1             Thanks for your time today.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, sir, and thank
  


 3             you for your efforts.
  


 4                  MR. HILL:  Chairman Ledbetter -- I'm sorry.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's okay.
  


 6                  MR. HILL:  I apologize.  I'm out of order.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I was starting to wonder
  


 8             too.
  


 9                  MR. SMITH:  Hello.  My name is Adrick Smith.
  


10             I'm a junior at Hughes High School.  My mother and
  


11             father and all my brothers and sisters have already
  


12             graduated from Hughes, and I want to graduate from
  


13             Hughes just like the rest of my family.  The school
  


14             is the heart of our city and our families.  Our
  


15             school has rising test scores (inaudible) and the
  


16             teachers motivate us daily to strive to succeed.
  


17             Many of us want to further our education and come
  


18             back to our town, but if the school closes we might
  


19             not have a town to come back to.  Our parents are so
  


20             afraid of having to bus us to another school for an
  


21             hour or more.  Many of our families do not have
  


22             reliable transportation and being in a small
  


23             community they are able to take care of their
  


24             children's needs.  Once again, I'm a junior at Hughes
  


25             High School.  My dream has always been to finish high
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 1             school as a Blue Devil.  Moving us on another campus
  


 2             makes me feel that my dreams are crushed; I feel that
  


 3             in the next senior class none of my ideas will
  


 4             matter.  So I ask you please to keep our school open
  


 5             and make me -- help me make my dreams come true.
  


 6             Thank you all very much.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, sir.  Well done.
  


 8                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


 9                  MS. GLASPER:  Okay.  I'm Kendra Glasper; I'm
  


10             also a part of the junior class.  At a smaller school
  


11             like Hughes we get more individual time with our
  


12             teachers.  Our classes, they max at about 15 students
  


13             in a class, which is a big difference from 25 at a
  


14             big school.  That means we get more one-on-one time
  


15             with our teachers, which means we understand the
  


16             lesson better.  I'm number one in my class with my
  


17             grades and education at Hughes High School.  I
  


18             received a 23 on my first ACT and 78 on my first
  


19             ASVAB, which means I'm a top prospect in numerous
  


20             colleges.  I'm a cheerleader and a basketball player
  


21             and in track.  Our coaches at our school help our
  


22             education also.  By us being a smaller school, we
  


23             have smaller teams, which means everyone has to be on
  


24             track with their grades and behavior.  Losing the
  


25             Hughes School District would affect our town very
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 1             negatively because people in the town will lose their
  


 2             jobs and we will have to go to a new school, which
  


 3             means we'll have to move to a new town, and then the
  


 4             town will have less citizens.  I've been in Hughes
  


 5             School District all my life, so please keep our
  


 6             school open so I can continue to be number one and
  


 7             further my education and go to college and come back
  


 8             to help our school.  Thank you.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you.
  


10                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Congratulations on your
  


12             achievement.  So, thank you.  All right, Mr. Hill.
  


13                  MR. HILL:  We'll try this again.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


15                  MR. HILL:  Chairman Ledbetter, Commissioner Key,
  


16             and Board Members, I'm Norman Hill, the financial
  


17             consultant, and I own a financial consulting firm
  


18             that works with schools, on-call or private, when
  


19             they get into financial distress.  My primary job
  


20             working with them is going in and developing a
  


21             financial plan for whatever the needs of the
  


22             district.  I was contacted in August of 2013 by
  


23             Hughes School District because they were placed in
  


24             fiscal distress on April 8, 2013 by this board, and I
  


25             went in and started working with them.  At the time
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 1             when I started working with them they had a fiscal
  


 2             distress balance of $441,105.45.  And during that
  


 3             they had an audit -- and I will try to not get a
  


 4             little bit long; they had audit findings of lack of
  


 5             segregation, which is standard for that type of
  


 6             school district.  Then they had miscodings or
  


 7             internal control misstatements to the tune of about
  


 8             $1.2 million that had to be corrected in different
  


 9             areas of the budget, and I won't go into those
  


10             because it gets drawn out and detailed in that.  They
  


11             also had miscodings in their federal programs and
  


12             their Title 1 programs, their other federal programs
  


13             in doing that.  Then they had a finding in the
  


14             lunchroom program in their reports.  In other words,
  


15             they had a lot of audit issues and those were
  


16             primarily the reason they were placed into fiscal
  


17             distress.  In working with them through the next year
  


18             and doing that, we raised that balance from $441,000
  


19             up to $1,115,223.35, plus a set-aside that's not in
  


20             that balance of $622,623.40 for court findings that
  


21             they had some litigation; they had appealed it and
  


22             the courts asked them to set that aside, and we've
  


23             moved it aside, took it out of the balances that we
  


24             have.  And also during the ending of the '13 school
  


25             year, which was an audit which ended before I started
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 1             working with them, we still come back and we had
  


 2             about $800,000 of miscodings and issues.  In the
  


 3             lunchroom report we had almost $200,000 of that, and
  


 4             still miscodings in all your federal programs to end
  


 5             that.  This year, we're projected to end right now
  


 6             with actual $1,482,680.37, and that's taking into
  


 7             consideration some extra costs.  We've done some
  


 8             things with transportation, done some things in the
  


 9             buildings that they needed to do.  Then our '14 audit
  


10             showed we still had the segregation of duties which
  


11             you saw.  Those are standard for small schools.  We
  


12             get that almost in every school in the state that's
  


13             as small as Hughes because they cannot afford a lot
  


14             of staff members to do that, so it's not a major
  


15             issue.  Then we came back and we had in the lunchroom
  


16             -- instead of that $200,000, we got that down to
  


17             $1,135 error over that year.  Then in the federal
  


18             programs we had one error left in them and I will
  


19             take the fall for that.  I had a budget that did not
  


20             match the state budget.  I thought I had the state
  


21             budget but somewhere my budget wasn't the same as the
  


22             state.  We had one line item where I exceeded the
  


23             budget by 10% because that's where I had the money
  


24             budgeted; we spent it there.  It did not exceed the
  


25             budget at all in any areas or anything of that
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 1             nature.  Then the district also had a miscoding of
  


 2             one expenditure for software for the elementary
  


 3             school that should've been coded in fund 6501; it was
  


 4             coded in 6504.  But it was an audit finding because
  


 5             it was in the wrong fund.
  


 6                  So if you really look at the audit issues,
  


 7             you'll see the tremendous improvement made in the
  


 8             audits from 2012 which put them in there.  If you
  


 9             look at the actual dollar amounts that they have,
  


10             even after their litigation and everything, you'll
  


11             find that they have improved over three times that.
  


12             And I'll be happy to try to answer any questions
  


13             concerning the Hughes School District financials or
  


14             whatever.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  We'll -- thank you,
  


16             Mr. Hill.  We'll save the questions for the end so we
  


17             can get through the time.  Mr. Valley, we've got four
  


18             minutes remaining but, you know, we'll be generous
  


19             with the time.  Yes, ma'am, you're going to go before
  


20             Mr. Valley?
  


21                  MS. SINGLETON:  Yes.  I'm sorry.  I was supposed
  


22             to come before Mr. Hill but --
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, all right.
  


24                  MS. SINGLETON:  My name is Dorothy Singleton and
  


25             I am a community organizer with Rural Community
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 1             Alliance, and we've been working with small rural
  


 2             schools for the past -- since 2003.  And one of the
  


 3             things that I have noticed about the Hughes School
  


 4             District is that they set the example of a school
  


 5             district that can overcome.  One of the things that
  


 6             -- when you go into a community, we look at the area
  


 7             of community involvement, home and parent
  


 8             involvement, and all of those things that make a
  


 9             school district strong.  And Hughes has been one of
  


10             those school districts that have really set a
  


11             precedent on what community involvement and parent
  


12             involvement can be.  I believe that they are just on
  


13             the brink of moving forward.  They have some very
  


14             unusual things as far as rural schools are concerned
  


15             -- a young white male and an older African American
  


16             female working together and really pulling together
  


17             some things out of the community.  Their children,
  


18             their students are involved, their parents are
  


19             involved, their city leaderships are involved, and
  


20             the school means a lot to everybody in that
  


21             community.  So Hughes can really set a precedent in
  


22             the state of Arkansas on what rural schools can do
  


23             and how they can move forward in every area.  They
  


24             have good leadership.  They're doing a very good job
  


25             of academic improvement.  For them to be a 100% free-
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 1             and-reduced lunch school district, they are not
  


 2             letting that get in the way of their accomplishments.
  


 3             They are still moving forward.  And so I'm asking as
  


 4             a representative of other small rural communities to
  


 5             allow Hughes to continue to exist because that would
  


 6             give other small communities hope and it would give
  


 7             them also an example on what progress looks like.
  


 8             Thank you very much.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  So
  


10             we've got a minute and 45 seconds, Mr. Valley.
  


11                  MR. VALLEY:  I actually don't want to stand
  


12             between you and lunch.  But I certainly appreciate
  


13             the opportunity to stand before you to reinforce a
  


14             few of the points that the speakers have already
  


15             made.  I'm grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, and to
  


16             Commissioner Key and to each of the Board Members for
  


17             this opportunity.  I stand here kind of uniquely.  I
  


18             ask for something specific, and that is that the
  


19             Board take no action on consolidating the Hughes
  


20             School District.  And I ask that because the school
  


21             district is undergoing a waiver application under Act
  


22             377 of 2015, and we've presented that waiver; I
  


23             believe it's on your desk, and you may have gotten it
  


24             in your email.  But the essence of that is that there
  


25             was an emergency clause on the law that said that
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 1             we're no longer, in Arkansas, going to consolidate
  


 2             small schools simply because they fall below the 350
  


 3             average daily membership.  That law includes an
  


 4             emergency clause and there's only one school district
  


 5             that's subject to being consolidated at this time.
  


 6             And so my understanding as a lawyer is that if there
  


 7             was only one school district intending to be
  


 8             consolidated at this time the law was intended to
  


 9             capture that district.  That's just my reading of
  


10             what the Supreme Court has done over the years as we
  


11             look at statutory construction, as well as what
  


12             emergency clauses mean.  And so because I only have a
  


13             minute, I want to emphasize that particular point,
  


14             that this law captures the Hughes School District and
  


15             you should at this time delay any consideration on
  


16             consolidation to first consider the petition for
  


17             waiver, which you have 45 days to do.  And all of
  


18             this would have to be accomplished in another meeting
  


19             before May 1st, such that you can meet the other
  


20             requirements that the law requires.  With that, I'd
  


21             like to talk more about it but that's basically what
  


22             I wanted to present in the time that I have left.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Well, I have the
  


24             discretion of allowing additional time.  So would you
  


25             like two more minutes to -- or some additional time?
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 1             I mean --
  


 2                  MR. VALLEY:  Well, what I would do --
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Let me interrupt you.  I'm
  


 4             sorry.  There's going to be another 10 minutes for
  


 5             the school district when ADE responds or replies,
  


 6             whatever it is.  And then I guess you get a sur-reply
  


 7             for 10 more minutes, and then there will be
  


 8             questions.  So, you know -- but I want to be fair and
  


 9             I don't want you to feel like we did not afford you
  


10             time to make all of the points that you're here to
  


11             make.  So you just tell me what you request and if
  


12             it's reasonable, then, you know, I'll be --
  


13                  MR. VALLEY:  Well, at this point --
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, sir.
  


15                  MR. VALLEY:  -- because we have it in writing --
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, sir.
  


17                  MR. VALLEY:  -- I'm asking you to consider the
  


18             writing.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


20                  MR. VALLEY:  I'm mindful that lunch is next, so
  


21             we'll defer.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, don't worry too much
  


23             about lunch.  We're going to eat lunch one way or the
  


24             other.
  


25                  MR. VALLEY:  Yes, sir.  But I'll defer to the
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 1             surreply after to bring out a few other points.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Thank
  


 3             you.  Thank you then, sir.
  


 4                  MR. VALLEY:  The superintendent is asking me if
  


 5             another speaker could have the two minutes.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah, yeah, yeah.  We'll do
  


 7             that and then we'll go to the ADE, and then we'll
  


 8             come back to Hughes for 10 more minutes, unless my
  


 9             Board revolts and then we'll deal with that.
  


10                  MR. VALLEY:  All right.
  


11                  MR. ALEXANDER:  Good morning.  My name is Randy
  


12             Alexander and I chaired a study committee, interim
  


13             study committee for Act 60.  We presented our
  


14             findings to the Joint Education Committee last fall.
  


15             I've given you a one-page, on both sides, handout
  


16             that covers some of the highlights but I want to
  


17             emphasize just a few of those, some of which I think
  


18             apply directly to a district like the Hughes School
  


19             District.
  


20                  I want to remind us, why did we do Act 60 in the
  


21             first place?  What was the benefit that we
  


22             anticipated we would get out of this?  And it's very
  


23             clear in House Bill 1109, that became Act 60, the
  


24             State Board found that consolidation would result in
  


25             two benefits.  One, quote, "Result in the overall
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 1             improvement in the educational benefit to students in
  


 2             all of the school districts involved;" two, "provide
  


 3             a significant advantage in transportation costs or
  


 4             service to all of the school districts involved."  So
  


 5             that's what we hope to get out of it.  Our study
  


 6             committee looked at a report by the National
  


 7             Education Policy Center that was published in 2011.
  


 8             It was an extremely comprehensive report.  It looked
  


 9             at 75 different studies on school consolidation
  


10             around the nation over a 95-year period, from 1915 to
  


11             2010.  And I've listed the findings there, but I want
  


12             to highlight three of them, one of which I think
  


13             applies particularly to Hughes.  Quote, "Financial
  


14             claims about widespread benefits of consolidation are
  


15             unsubstantiated by contemporary research about cost
  


16             savings; the assumptions behind such claims are most
  


17             often dangerous oversimplifications," end-quote.  And
  


18             I should say that the NAEP also found that the
  


19             underlying arguments for consolidation were exactly
  


20             the same as what we had in Arkansas: we're going to
  


21             save money, we're going to improve educational
  


22             quality.  The second one, quote, "Claims for
  


23             educational benefits from systematic statewide school
  


24             and district consolidations are vastly overestimated
  


25             and have already been maximized," end-quote.  And by
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 1             "maximized," if you look at those two short
  


 2             paragraphs at the bottom of that page, that will
  


 3             indicate what that's about.  But the one that I think
  


 4             specifically applies to Hughes, quote, "Impoverished
  


 5             places, in particular, often benefit from smaller
  


 6             schools and districts; and can suffer irreversible
  


 7             damage if consolidation occurs," end-quote.  I think
  


 8             we're all familiar with a lot of research that
  


 9             demonstrates that small schools work better for some
  


10             kids and that a couple of populations where that is
  


11             true to an even higher degree are low-income kids and
  


12             minority kids.  That describes Hughes perfectly.  The
  


13             cost of living index is 78% in Hughes -- that's low;
  


14             100% of the students are on free-and-reduced lunch;
  


15             over 70% of the citizens are black.  This is exactly
  


16             the kind of school district that is likely to have
  


17             irreversible damage if consolidation occurs.  On the
  


18             other side, there were some recommendations from the
  


19             NEPC report.  I want to emphasize one of them.  In
  


20             the report, they talked about different approaches
  


21             places had taken to school consolidation and they
  


22             determined that one of them was the absolute worst
  


23             approach; quote, "Avoid statewide mandates for
  


24             consolidation and steer clear of minimum sizes for
  


25             schools and districts; these always prove arbitrary
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 1             and often prove unworkable."  That's what we're
  


 2             doing.
  


 3                  Since Act 60 has happened, we have closed --
  


 4             eliminated 75 school districts, closed 44 elementary
  


 5             schools and 53 high schools.  But the impact of this
  


 6             has fallen disproportionately on low-income students.
  


 7             Two-thirds of the students in consolidated districts
  


 8             qualified for free-and-reduced lunch, compared to
  


 9             half overall.  Transportation time -- you remember
  


10             one of the things that we were going to do was save
  


11             transportation money.  In 2005, when the
  


12             consolidations began with 46 schools consolidated,
  


13             74% of those had increased transportation costs the
  


14             year following consolidation.  And every year since
  


15             that, every consolidation that's occurred, all of
  


16             them, have had increased transportation costs.
  


17             Obviously, bus travel time has increased.  There was
  


18             a report presented to the Joint Education Committee
  


19             last fall and for rural students their travel time is
  


20             as high as two hours and 47 minutes one-way.  This,
  


21             again, is going to apply to Hughes directly because
  


22             they're about -- almost 30 miles from the nearest
  


23             district and a very large percentage of the roads in
  


24             their county are gravel roads.
  


25                  Other costs: schools who were receiving
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 1             consolidated schools received a financial incentive,
  


 2             from 2005 to 2012, a combined total of $77.2 million.
  


 3             That, of course, was a new cost.
  


 4                  And then, in closing, on that part, the interim
  


 5             study committee found no record -- no record of any
  


 6             documented savings from Act 60, none.
  


 7                  As far as academic performance, I won't go
  


 8             through all this but you can see at the bottom of the
  


 9             page most of the schools that have been consolidated
  


10             were not in academic distress.  A study by the
  


11             University of Arkansas Education Policy looked at 21
  


12             at-risk schools, some of which have been consolidated
  


13             since then.  And they found that about 25% of them
  


14             scored higher than the state average in the three
  


15             benchmark exams and the four end-of-course exams.
  


16                  So, in closing, I would just say we made a
  


17             decision several years ago as we looked at population
  


18             decline in rural areas; we essentially decided to
  


19             manage that decline.  That has resulted in an
  


20             acceleration of decline.  I would suggest we need to
  


21             come up with creative ways -- with the inherent
  


22             strengths that exist in a rural community, with the
  


23             new technology and ideas that are available, we need
  


24             to try to reverse that decline and not simply manage
  


25             it.  Thank you very much.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Mr. Alexander.
  


 2                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we'll go
  


 4             back to ADE for 10 minutes.
  


 5                  MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  And
  


 6             during this 10 minutes I may call on other department
  


 7             staff to make some points to you.  But as you all
  


 8             know, particularly many of you who've been on the
  


 9             Board for several years, the discussion around Act 60
  


10             -- well, Act 60 itself always yields to a great deal
  


11             of debate and individuals on all sides of that issue
  


12             make good articulate points to support their
  


13             positions, and you've heard some of that today.  But
  


14             I want to bring the focus back around to what the law
  


15             requires of you; I think that's my role as your
  


16             general counsel.  The General Assembly requires you
  


17             to do certain things under these circumstances,
  


18             namely to order a consolidation by May 1st, to be
  


19             effective by July 1st.  Now since your last hearing
  


20             on an Act 60 type consolidation, the General Assembly
  


21             enacted Act 377 of 2015.  And what that act -- and
  


22             it's in effect now as an emergency clause, as Mr.
  


23             Valley mentioned to you -- what that act states is
  


24             that if you are a school district and you are not in
  


25             academic distress, fiscal distress, or in violation
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 1             of the Standards for Accreditation you are allowed to
  


 2             petition the State Board of Education for a waiver.
  


 3             And I think that they have so petitioned you for that
  


 4             waiver.  The problem is -- the primary problem is, as
  


 5             you've heard today, the Hughes School District
  


 6             doesn't -- the act doesn't apply to Hughes School
  


 7             District because they've been in fiscal distress now
  


 8             for two years, and so they're not able to get that
  


 9             waiver.
  


10                  So I want to talk to you briefly about -- since
  


11             this is maybe the last time we get to address you, I
  


12             was to talk to you briefly about some of the points
  


13             that Mr. Valley mentioned in his petition to you.
  


14             I'll cover them very briefly.
  


15                  I want to talk first about the argument that the
  


16             Hughes School District alleges that they weren't --
  


17             were not, in fact, under 350 students for those two
  


18             years.  The difference there is that under Act 60 you
  


19             have to look at the average daily membership of the
  


20             enrollment of the district, and that looks at the
  


21             third-quarter average.  So your enrollment over a
  


22             three-quarter average is what you look at.  The
  


23             numbers that are referred to by the Hughes School
  


24             District in its petition are from the October 1
  


25             count.  So there's an October 1 count at the
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 1             beginning of the school year that's provided to the
  


 2             Department of Education on what your enrollment is,
  


 3             and then there's an average daily membership that's
  


 4             calculated after three quarters of that school year.
  


 5             It's the three-quarter number that you take into
  


 6             account for the purposes of consolidation.  And so,
  


 7             as you know in your materials, for the 2013-2014
  


 8             school year the average daily membership was 344
  


 9             students, and for the 2012-2013 school year the
  


10             average daily membership was 348 students.  So those
  


11             are your two consecutive years for which the Hughes
  


12             School District fell below 350 students for average
  


13             daily membership.
  


14                  As I mentioned earlier, the focus of the
  


15             petition is Act 377 of 2015.  I mentioned to you that
  


16             it doesn't apply to the Hughes School District
  


17             because they are under fiscal distress.  And we'll
  


18             talk more about the fiscal distress in just a moment.
  


19             But Mr. Valley mentioned the emergency clause in Act
  


20             377 of 2015, and I'll mention at this point that you
  


21             have a copy of that act in your materials so that you
  


22             can read the emergency clause for yourself.  But in
  


23             my reading of that emergency clause, it does not
  


24             address this situation for a couple of reasons.
  


25             Number one, in reviewing the substantive provisions
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 1             of Act 377, the actual law itself, they're not
  


 2             eligible for a waiver because they fall under fiscal
  


 3             distress.  Secondly, if you look at the emergency
  


 4             clause itself, the clause has a caveat that the
  


 5             intent of legislature was to protect schools no in
  


 6             academic or fiscal distress; so even the emergency
  


 7             clause recognizes that.  It specifically says that
  


 8             small school districts that are successful in
  


 9             educating their students, and no in academic or
  


10             fiscal distress, should not be consolidated or
  


11             reorganized.  And so, again, because the Hughes
  


12             School District has now been in fiscal distress for
  


13             two years, the act does not apply to them.
  


14                  Finally, I'll address the arguments about fiscal
  


15             distress.  I think the district would like,
  


16             certainly, for obvious reasons, under Act 377, for
  


17             you to find that they're not in fiscal distress.  But
  


18             also in your materials you have proof that since
  


19             April of 2013 the district has been in fiscal
  


20             distress.  And so by way of background, on February
  


21             19, 2013, the Department of Education identified the
  


22             Hughes School District as a school district in fiscal
  


23             distress, and Arkansas Code Annotated 6-20-1904
  


24             includes many possible indicators of fiscal distress.
  


25             It goes beyond just the balances that you have, the
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 1             fund balances.  One of those criteria for fiscal
  


 2             distress in the materials is state or federal audit
  


 3             exceptions and violations, and that's why the Hughes
  


 4             School District was placed in fiscal distress.  And
  


 5             so you'll recall that after the Department of
  


 6             Education identifies a school district as being in
  


 7             fiscal distress there's a time period for the
  


 8             district to appeal that finding to you, and the
  


 9             Hughes School District did not appeal the finding of
  


10             fiscal distress to you.  And so, on April 8, 2013,
  


11             the State Board of Education classified the district
  


12             as being in fiscal distress.  The brief that Hughes
  


13             School District provided to you attempts to make the
  


14             argument that there is a difference between fiscal
  


15             distress and fiscal distress status, but in my
  


16             reading of the law that's simply not the case.  Those
  


17             terms are used interchangeably throughout the code,
  


18             and so fiscal distress status is the status of being
  


19             in fiscal distress after you have been identified and
  


20             then classified by the State Board.
  


21                  Now there was legislation before the General
  


22             Assembly during the 2015 session that would have
  


23             changed the definition of "fiscal distress" to
  


24             essentially mean state takeover.  But that
  


25             legislation did not pass and so it's not relevant for
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 1             the purposes of our discussion today.  The Hughes
  


 2             School District argues that it should be removed from
  


 3             fiscal distress.  But as you are aware, there is a
  


 4             statutory process that has to be followed for that
  


 5             and it's outlined in Arkansas Code Annotated 6-20-
  


 6             1908.  And it states that "a school district in
  


 7             fiscal distress may only petition the State Board for
  


 8             removal from fiscal distress status after the
  


 9             Department has certified in writing that the school
  


10             district has corrected all criteria for being
  


11             classified as in fiscal distress, and has complied
  


12             with all Department recommendations and requirements
  


13             for removal from fiscal distress status."
  


14                  You've already heard testimony that audit
  


15             findings continue to exist in the Hughes School
  


16             District.  And it's for that purpose the Department
  


17             cannot certify at this point in writing to the Hughes
  


18             School District that they are no longer in fiscal
  


19             distress.
  


20                  In your packet you have some materials from Ms.
  


21             Hazel Burnett, who was formerly with the Fiscal
  


22             Distress Unit, and those materials state that, based
  


23             on Ms. Burnett's review of the district's 2014 audit,
  


24             the district has not corrected its fiscal distress
  


25             status to be able to meet the criteria for removal
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 1             from fiscal distress.
  


 2                  Finally, before I turn it over to our Fiscal
  


 3             Distress Unit, the Hughes School District asserts
  


 4             that there is no definition of fiscal distress or
  


 5             what fiscal distress entails, how you get on fiscal
  


 6             distress, how you get off; but those provisions are
  


 7             clearly set forth in the law.  6-20-1903 defines
  


 8             fiscal distress status and what that means; 6-20-1904
  


 9             lists the statutory indicators of fiscal distress; 6-
  


10             20-1905 and 1906 provide the statutory process for
  


11             how a school district is placed in fiscal distress;
  


12             and then 6-20-1908 sets forth the process for how a
  


13             school district gets out of fiscal distress.
  


14                  And so, in conclusion, what we have is a
  


15             situation where a district has been under 350 for two
  


16             consecutive school years in terms of their average
  


17             daily membership.  And that district cannot apply for
  


18             a waiver under Act 377 because they continue to be in
  


19             fiscal distress.  And I'll turn it over to Dr.
  


20             Saunders, if he has anything to add with regard to
  


21             that.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr.
  


23             Lasiter.  Dr. Saunders, there's just over a minute
  


24             left in the State's time, so -- or the Department's
  


25             time.  Of course, I'm not going to cut you off, but
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 1             just be mindful.
  


 2                  DR. SAUNDERS:  Yes, sir.  In response to what
  


 3             Mr. Lasiter was discussing, we did meet upon request
  


 4             with the Hughes School District and their attorney on
  


 5             March 11th of this year concerning their fiscal
  


 6             distress status and their request to be removed from
  


 7             that status.  And upon review of their plan, the
  


 8             objectives 9, 10, 11 and 12 were not met.  One of
  


 9             those, for example, was a half-time person assigned
  


10             to the financial, working within the district.  That
  


11             was identified as a plan that they submitted to the
  


12             Department that they were aware of, and they did not
  


13             have that person, that fulltime -- or, I'm sorry --
  


14             half person in place, as well as repeated audit
  


15             findings which did not allow completion of the plan.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  All
  


17             right.  So that gets the time, the 10 minutes.  And
  


18             so now to conclude our presentation we have -- Hughes
  


19             has 10 more minutes -- right -- to complete?  Is that
  


20             right, Mr. Lasiter?
  


21                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So, Mr. Valley, how
  


23             do you wish to proceed?
  


24                  MR. VALLEY:  Well, I'll take just a few minutes
  


25             to respond --
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


 2                  MR. VALLEY:  -- from the legal perspective.  And
  


 3             I believe the superintendent has another person or
  


 4             two that she wanted to speak.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


 6                  MR. VALLEY:  And, certainly, I don't want to get
  


 7             the Board bogged down in legalese, but in our brief
  


 8             we set out specifically that the Arkansas Supreme
  


 9             Court has said that you have to take each word of the
  


10             legislature's statutes that they pass in the law to
  


11             give meaning so that you don't reach an absurd
  


12             conclusion.  And if there's only one school district
  


13             that is subject to closure on March 11th, which is
  


14             the day that Act 377 became law, then that one school
  


15             district will be the school district to which this
  


16             law applied on March 11, 2015.  The other school
  


17             districts would be able to apply for the waiver
  


18             beginning in January of 2016.  There would be no need
  


19             whatsoever for an emergency clause; there would be no
  


20             emergency.  So what the Hughes School District wants
  


21             you to understand is this emergency clause basically
  


22             puts you in the position of a firefighter called to a
  


23             fire to save a child who's on the third floor; and
  


24             you raise your fire wagon ladder to the third floor
  


25             and you get to look in; and today you decide do you
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 1             reach in and save that child that you went to save or
  


 2             do you say, "No, we don't want to save you?"  That's
  


 3             the position that you're in, based on the law that
  


 4             was passed; the legislature passed this law.  And I
  


 5             don't think that this law gives you a choice in that
  


 6             particular realm.  It's what they did.  And they had
  


 7             lawyers; the state -- the Department of Education had
  


 8             lawyers; the Attorney General had lawyers; I believe
  


 9             the Speaker of the House, president pro-tem, had a
  


10             set of lawyers.  They knew what they were doing.  All
  


11             this information was available to the legislature at
  


12             the time they passed this act.  And particularly
  


13             important, aside from anything else we might say, is
  


14             that they passed an emergency clause which is a
  


15             special step, special standard, in order to do it
  


16             when they didn't have to.  It took more votes than
  


17             all those things that are taped together in the
  


18             emergency clause.  There was no emergency to save a
  


19             school district, other than the one that was in
  


20             jeopardy.  So you've been called to a fire and your
  


21             ladder is lifted.  The question is:  what do you do
  


22             when you look in on the child that's in the fire?
  


23             Now fiscal distress is not defined in Arkansas law;
  


24             fiscal distress status is defined in Arkansas law.
  


25             But what the Supreme Court says is that you take
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 1             words and give them their normal, ordinary meaning,
  


 2             and "fiscal" and "distress" taken alone, without
  


 3             grouping it into what we've done in the State of
  


 4             Arkansas Department of Education means money trouble.
  


 5             That's the fiscal and distress.  Now if the state
  


 6             General Assembly wanted fiscal distress to mean
  


 7             something else then it would need a definition in the
  


 8             code that says fiscal distress means something else.
  


 9             What they've done is they've defined fiscal distress
  


10             status to mean that something else, and they have not
  


11             defined fiscal distress -- and I've looked, I've
  


12             looked hard; I've tried to find an instance where the
  


13             Supreme Court has said it's okay to use these words
  


14             interchangeably.  I've not been successful in that.
  


15             That doesn't tell you that I'm the greatest searcher,
  


16             but I think I do -- I've done a pretty good job of
  


17             looking for where you can use these phrases that
  


18             don't mean what they mean to the average Joe on the
  


19             street, where you can just take this phrase and use
  


20             it interchangeably with a phrase that means something
  


21             different than that.  And so that's what the issue
  


22             is.  That's why the district asked the General
  


23             Assembly to change the definition of fiscal distress
  


24             to state takeover, because that's what the district
  


25             believes and means, and certainly that district --
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 1             that definition would in fact be self-serving to the
  


 2             district because they're not in state takeover.  And
  


 3             what's important about not being in state takeover --
  


 4             Helena is in state takeover; whatever the reason is,
  


 5             for fiscal distress, with Helena -- you went down and
  


 6             took over.  There's another district in state
  


 7             takeover; I believe it's Pulaski County.  Whatever
  


 8             the reason, you went and took them over.  But with
  


 9             Hughes in fiscal distress you let them keep
  


10             operating.  There's a difference there that these
  


11             definitions don't tell us.  And as the brief lays
  


12             out, how do you get out of fiscal distress?  Well,
  


13             we've asked and been told no.  We don't have a right
  


14             to appeal being told no.  We don't have a right to
  


15             come down here and say, "Well, they told us no, we
  


16             can't get out."  They said, "You've got to meet all
  


17             these standards."  And the standard that I understand
  


18             -- that's just the lawyer in me -- is that you've got
  


19             to have a clean audit.  I would accept that, except
  


20             that the research says that there were several other
  


21             districts -- I believe it was five of them -- who
  


22             were in fiscal distress since April 8, 2013, the same
  


23             window as Hughes, who got out and their audits are
  


24             not clean as far as I can read.  Now maybe I'm
  


25             reading them wrong, I'm understanding them wrong or
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 1             something.  There's some material weaknesses
  


 2             identified with Brinkley, Alpena, Hermitage, I
  


 3             believe it's Western Yell County.  Now Drew Central,
  


 4             I commend them; they had a clean audit, no material
  


 5             weaknesses whatsoever.  But those others, they had
  


 6             material weaknesses and they are in this application.
  


 7             So we're asking you to consider all of those things
  


 8             together and that gets you to the point to where the
  


 9             Hughes School District should not be closed based on
  


10             the current status of the law.  Arkansas has changed
  


11             its public policy.  We no longer shutter the doors on
  


12             small schools just because we can.
  


13                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Let's see.
  


15             We've got about three minutes, almost four minutes
  


16             left.  Does anybody else want to try to follow that?
  


17             All right.  State your name and you're recognized.
  


18                  MR. JACKSON:  Hello.  My name is Hester Jackson.
  


19             I'm a graduate of Hughes High School.  All of my nine
  


20             brothers and my sister graduated there.  My mother
  


21             worked in the Hughes School District and then
  


22             graduated and went back to college and went to teach
  


23             at Hughes.  I give honor today to you, Mr. Chairman,
  


24             Mr. Commissioner, to all the Board Members.  I give
  


25             honor to the superintendent of the Hughes School
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 1             District, the principal, the school board, the
  


 2             parents, and the students, and the team of educators
  


 3             there in Hughes.  I came today to ask that you would
  


 4             give Hughes the opportunity to continue the progress
  


 5             that they've started.  I'm asking the Board to listen
  


 6             to them with an open mind.  I know sometimes how we
  


 7             can make decisions without really hearing, and if
  


 8             you've already made your decision -- the old
  


 9             expression is trite, but it's certainly true that "a
  


10             person convinced against their will is of the same
  


11             opinion still."  So we're asking you to not formulate
  


12             until you investigate.  Hughes school has made
  


13             considerable progress in fixing the fiscal problems,
  


14             and I'm not going to get in the midst of the argument
  


15             between the lawyers because -- you know -- but I
  


16             would see lawyers historically who would strain at a
  


17             gnat and swallow the camel, but it was all made to be
  


18             for the benefit of all the citizens.  And, of course,
  


19             there are citizens in the Hughes School District who
  


20             -- and the reason I say "strain at a gnat," on the
  


21             one year they had 344 average daily and it was six
  


22             students short; on another year it was two students
  


23             short, they had 348.  It seems like to me with that
  


24             -- and, of course, the financial things are in order;
  


25             the other elements of fiscal distress have been
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 1             fixed.  Why not take them out and give the caretakers
  


 2             of education in Hughes an opportunity to dig around
  


 3             the fig tree of education so that it can flourish and
  


 4             blossom, is what I ask now.
  


 5                  I want to mention real quickly five reasons that
  


 6             I think they should be granted a waiver.
  


 7                  Number one, the impact of ignorance is my first
  


 8             reason.  If there's no education going on in Hughes,
  


 9             it becomes an idle (inaudible) and ignorance is the
  


10             most expensive thing in the world.  If you don't
  


11             know, it costs you a whole lot more.  So give them a
  


12             chance to continue for the children, for the
  


13             community, for the city, for the county to continue
  


14             the process of education that they have started.  One
  


15             of the things that I want to point out is that if the
  


16             school district is consolidated some of the negative
  


17             probabilities that exist -- one of those negative
  


18             probabilities is the increase of dropouts because of
  


19             the proximity of -- the parents are not close-by.  My
  


20             mother and dad were close-by when I was in school; I
  


21             couldn't sneak away and do something that wasn't
  


22             right because they were right there in the city.
  


23                  The second probability of negative actions is
  


24             the increase in skipping school and engaging in
  


25             illegitimate activities.
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 1                  The third one is the increase in teenage
  


 2             pregnancy.
  


 3                  The fourth is the increase of drug use and drug
  


 4             sales, which then leads to a culture of greater
  


 5             violence.
  


 6                  Then, fifth is the psychological impact upon a
  


 7             displaced child who would be persecuted by other
  


 8             children because they're the new student, and that
  


 9             leads to depression, which is -- in students -- the
  


10             number one source of suicide for 100,000 people in
  


11             America who do that every year because of depression.
  


12             Then that depression leads to, number seven, an
  


13             atmosphere of rejection and retaliation that leads to
  


14             incidents that Columbine and Jonesboro, because
  


15             students feel isolated.
  


16                  I'm saying that it's in the best interest and
  


17             benefit of the city, the state, the country, the
  


18             citizens, and the community to leave Hughes School
  


19             District in Hughes, and allow the gardeners of
  


20             education to continue to do what they're doing for
  


21             the benefit of the students.  And I'm saying let's
  


22             not strain at a gnat and swallow a camel.
  


23                  Real quickly I'm going to mention these --
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Sir, if I -- your -- the 10
  


25             minutes has expired a couple of minutes ago.
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 1                  MR. JACKSON:  Thank you.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  If I could ask you just to
  


 3             --
  


 4                  MR. JACKSON:  I'll wind this up; I'll helicopter
  


 5             it.  I won't make an airplane out of it; I'll
  


 6             helicopter it.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I'm not sure I follow that
  


 8             but --
  


 9                  MR. JACKSON:  A helicopter comes down but an
  


10             airplane takes a little more time.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  I'm with you.  I'm
  


12             sorry.
  


13                  MR. JACKSON:  Well, the influence of violence,
  


14             the injury of isolation, the inspiration of
  


15             inclusion, including, and then the instruction of the
  


16             individual -- as the students said, they have more
  


17             time now with the teacher because of the school
  


18             district.  I want to land it by saying this: if the
  


19             district is taken away it will be a loss, and that
  


20             loss will be an immeasurable loss.  That loss will be
  


21             an irreplaceable loss.  That loss would be an
  


22             irreversible loss.  But from my perspective that loss
  


23             would be an inexcusable loss.  And so I'm asking on
  


24             the basis of the citizens and students of the Hughes
  


25             schools that let's not create a debt now that we'll
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 1             be years later paying for.  Remember the words of
  


 2             Paul Laurence Dunbar, in his poem "The Debt."  He
  


 3             said, "This is the debt I pay for one riotous day,
  


 4             years of regret and grief, and sorrow without relief.
  


 5             Pay it I will till the end, until the grave, my
  


 6             friend, gives me true release in the clasp of peace.
  


 7             Slight was the thing I bought, small was the thing I
  


 8             thought, poor was the loan at best, but -- oh God --
  


 9             the interest."
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.
  


11                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


12                  MR. JACKSON:  You wanted a follow-up.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  All right.  Well, so
  


14             that concludes the formal presentations, I believe.
  


15             Mr. Valley, do you agree?
  


16                  MR. VALLEY:  Yes, sir.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So the next
  


18             thing would be questions.  Do we want to break and
  


19             have lunch?  I see some yes -- is there any objection
  


20             if we take a -- what, how long do we want to go?  We
  


21             can eat pretty quickly because they bring our lunch
  


22             upstairs, but I want to give everyone else time so if
  


23             they want to go over to the Capitol or somewhere and
  


24             get a bite to eat.  So we want to say -- I don't
  


25             know, that's up to you guys -- do you want to keep
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 1             going?  You want to keep going?  All right.  Okay.
  


 2             We're going to keep going.  Everybody wants to keep
  


 3             going?  All right.  We're going to keep going.
  


 4             That's what we're going to do.  All right.  For
  


 5             continuities sake and for the sake of all of us who
  


 6             are on a diet, we're going to continue.
  


 7                  So we're going to have questions, and so what I
  


 8             will do -- is Dr. Barth still with us?  Dr. Barth,
  


 9             are you still there?
  


10                  DR. BARTH:  I am.
  


11                  MR. BRADBERRY:  He's here.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  We're going to
  


13             start with you and we'll come around the table.  By
  


14             the way, you're on the side closest -- on my left;
  


15             you're at the far end of the table, of course, where
  


16             the phone is, so we're going to start with you and
  


17             come around to Ms. Reith, Mr. Black, in that
  


18             direction.  So you're recognized.
  


19                  DR. BARTH:  Okay.  I think I'm actually all
  


20             right for now.  I may have questions in a bit.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith, do
  


22             you have a question?
  


23                  MS. REITH:  I guess my principal question -- I'm
  


24             not sure who at the ADE can respond to this for me.
  


25             But with which district are we proposing that it be
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 1             consolidated since Forrest City did pull out of the
  


 2             agreement?  I guess I'm -- I'm sorry if I'm confused
  


 3             there about what this might look like.
  


 4                  MR. LASITER:  Well, at this point we notified
  


 5             all of the surrounding geographically contiguous
  


 6             school districts to come, and the reason why we do
  


 7             that is because it's summarily in your purview now as
  


 8             far as which district to consolidate them with.  And
  


 9             Mr. Key might have something to add to that.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes.  Thank you.  Mr.
  


11             Chairman, Ms. Reith, we at the Department have
  


12             reviewed the available options, looking at all the
  


13             districts and which would be the most appropriate
  


14             partner.  Unfortunately, with the withdrawal of
  


15             Forrest City as, you know, a voluntary merger, it
  


16             left us with a relatively short timeframe.  But with
  


17             all the information that we had available, looking at
  


18             the maps, looking at the academics, looking at all
  


19             the other logistics, finance information, it's our
  


20             recommendation that you focus the review on either
  


21             the Forrest City School District or the West Memphis
  


22             School District.
  


23                  MS. REITH:  Thank you.  And, again, I apologize
  


24             if this was referenced and this was an agenda item
  


25             last month.  Why did Forrest City pull out of that
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 1             original agreement?  Has that been shared?
  


 2                  MR. LASITER:  I'm going to need to defer to
  


 3             representatives of Forrest City.  I know they're
  


 4             here.  We'll give them a second and have them talk
  


 5             about that.  They're in the best position.
  


 6                  MS. REITH:  Thank you.  I appreciate that.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  Is
  


 8             someone from Forrest City here?
  


 9                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Yes.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Come on up.  I
  


11             probably need -- did you get sworn in earlier?
  


12                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  I did not.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Come on up here
  


14             and raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm
  


15             that the testimony you're about to give will be the
  


16             truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
  


17                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Yes.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You're
  


19             recognized.  State your name.
  


20                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Tiffany Hardrick,
  


21             superintendent of the Forrest City School District.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You're
  


23             recognized.  Did you hear the question?
  


24                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  No, I did not.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  The question was --
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 1             there was an agreement, you know, for I guess a
  


 2             voluntary annexation or consolidation between Forrest
  


 3             City and Hughes, and then before our last meeting
  


 4             Forrest City withdrew from that agreement.  And I
  


 5             think the question, Ms. Reith, was the reasons for
  


 6             that and if anything has happened since then to
  


 7             resolve those concerns.
  


 8                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Sure.  We were given an
  


 9             opportunity to do some additional research, some
  


10             additional due diligence and fact-finding, and we,
  


11             you know, discovered some additional information
  


12             regarding some legal issues, some lawsuits, et
  


13             cetera.  And we did not have the ample time or the
  


14             answer that we felt that we needed at that time for
  


15             me to be able to make a solid recommendation to the
  


16             board, with them having all the information that they
  


17             needed.  There was also some additional concerns in
  


18             terms of whether or not we had reached a hundred-
  


19             percent agreement, and I think that it's in
  


20             everyone's best interest that when you enter an
  


21             agreement you are a hundred-percent in agreement,
  


22             without doubt.  And so since that time, we have had
  


23             an opportunity to do some additional exploration.  We
  


24             have had an opportunity to get some answers -- some
  


25             questions answered in regards to those legal issues
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 1             and I think that we are more comfortable with the
  


 2             answers that we've had an opportunity to receive.
  


 3                  MS. REITH:  And if I could just ask you to
  


 4             expound, so by "more comfortable" you would be more
  


 5             comfortable with the consolidation of your districts?
  


 6                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Yes, that's correct.  The
  


 7             Forrest City School District is absolutely open and
  


 8             willing to serve students of Hughes.  We will do
  


 9             whatever is in the best interest of kids, and so we
  


10             would accept any recommendation of the Board and work
  


11             to insure their kids receive the same quality
  


12             education that we can offer any kids.
  


13                  MS. REITH:  Thank you.
  


14                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Sure.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Ms. Hardrick.
  


16             Does that answer your question?
  


17                  MS. REITH:  Yes, that does.  And I'll defer
  


18             additional questions till later.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Mr. Black?
  


20                  MR. BLACK:  Three hundred and forty, whatever,
  


21             students, what is the solution for next year, the
  


22             year after, to not --
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I don't know that that's
  


24             for you, Ms. Hardrick.  It may be for someone from
  


25             the Hughes School District.  Mr. Black, is that --
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 1                  MR. BLACK:  Yes.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Mr. Valley or --
  


 3                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Oh.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah, thank you, ma'am.  We
  


 5             may call on you again, yeah, so don't leave us if you
  


 6             -- okay.  Mr. Black wanted to ask a question for
  


 7             someone from Hughes, I think.
  


 8                  SUPT. OWENS:  Yes.
  


 9                  MR. BLACK:  Basically, you're at the 340-
  


10             something mark.  Next year, how would you get to 350,
  


11             or the year after?  What are your solutions, long-
  


12             term solutions?
  


13                  SUPT. OWENS:  Well, one thing is having your
  


14             name placed on a consolidation list presents problems
  


15             in that people all around feel that this is not a
  


16             stable place to be.  That's even when you're talking
  


17             about teacher retention, that's when you're talking
  


18             about families moving in, families moving out; you
  


19             know, there's a constant transition and things are
  


20             happening.  Now our name was placed on the list two,
  


21             three years ago, but it was rumored even five, six
  


22             years ago the Hughes School District was going to
  


23             close.  And that rumor came from a projection that
  


24             came from, I guess, ADE or maybe -- I don't know
  


25             where the projection came from, but it was projected
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 1             that Hughes School District would close in 2012-2013
  


 2             school term.  So with that being said, then people
  


 3             started moving out.  I believe if there is some
  


 4             stability, if people understand that we're going to
  


 5             be around for awhile, then I believe that the
  


 6             enrollment will increase.  Also, being in fiscal --
  


 7             fiscal distress -- I'm sorry -- presents another set
  


 8             of problems.  That's because when you're in fiscal
  


 9             distress you're unable to have new programs.  We were
  


10             unable to offer football last year.  We believe that
  


11             if we'd been able to offer football we would've been
  


12             able to pull about 15 to 20 students, who have gone
  


13             to neighboring districts, back to our district, which
  


14             would then -- which would have improved our
  


15             enrollment.  So with those things being said,
  


16             stability is the one thing -- if we could ever get to
  


17             that point, and if we could ever get off fiscal
  


18             distress so that we could offer programs, that would
  


19             invite students, I believe, that the future looks
  


20             promising for Hughes.
  


21                  MR. BLACK:  Thank you.
  


22                  SUPT. OWENS:  And, also -- and school choice has
  


23             also been something that hurt us a lot.  We have
  


24             worked diligently to turn that around, to remove that
  


25             option from our surrounding areas.  So we believe
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 1             that once our scores improve -- and we're moving in
  


 2             that direction -- then we will eliminate school
  


 3             choice and our students will come back to our
  


 4             district.  It's not that we don't have the children
  


 5             in our district; it's just they are -- they have
  


 6             chosen to go to other districts under School Choice
  


 7             because of our academic situation.
  


 8                  MR. BLACK:  So you have students who live in the
  


 9             district --
  


10                  SUPT. OWENS:  Yes, sir.  We have the students in
  


11             our district.  We can account for 30, 40 students who
  


12             live in the Hughes School District, proper and in the
  


13             rural areas, who are using School Choice at this
  


14             time.  And we still have children coming up who
  


15             belong to those families who would go to a
  


16             neighboring district under School Choice.
  


17                  MR. BLACK:  Just curious, what was the
  


18             population of Hughes last year and the year before?
  


19                  SUPT. OWENS:  Our population last year I believe
  


20             was 1400, and the year before I would say maybe 1500,
  


21             1600.  I'm not sure.  I'm not sure about that.  I
  


22             just know that the recent census shows.
  


23                  MR. BLACK:  Thank you very much.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Ms.
  


25             Owens.  Before you leave, do you know the current
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 1             year ADM for Hughes School District?
  


 2                  SUPT. OWENS:  No, sir, I do not.  I just know
  


 3             that at this point we have 320 or 25 students
  


 4             enrolled.  I don't know what the current ADM is at
  


 5             this time.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Do we have
  


 7             that?  Does the Department have that?
  


 8                  MS. MAHONY:  344.52.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, I think that was last
  


10             year.
  


11                  MR. BRADBERRY:  It's 299.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Last year -- this
  


13             year, has that been established?
  


14                  DR. SAUNDERS:  Yes.  Well, at this point we have
  


15             298.4.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  All
  


17             right.  Thank you, Dr. Saunders.  Ms. Mahony, do you
  


18             have -- and I know that Dr. Barth has a question.  Do
  


19             you want me to go back to him?  Okay.  Dr. Barth, do
  


20             you want to ask your question?
  


21                  DR. BARTH:  Sure.  And this may -- one's a
  


22             procedural question.  So we're first deciding on
  


23             whether there is any consolidation at all, and then
  


24             the follow-up issue will be what that consolidation
  


25             looks like?
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So are you asking if we
  


 2             need to act on the waiver petition first?
  


 3                  DR. BARTH:  Yeah.  Is it a two-stage -- are we
  


 4             going to have two separate votes here I guess?  If
  


 5             the first vote was that the law does not apply in
  


 6             this case that the second stage vote on what that
  


 7             consolidation looks like -- is that where we're
  


 8             headed procedurally?
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  I think that's a
  


10             good question.  Mr. Lasiter, you know, I've kind of
  


11             got the same question.  I don't even know that the
  


12             waiver petition is properly before us because the
  


13             statute says it has to be filed within 30 days of the
  


14             consolidation list coming out.  So, you know, I've
  


15             studied Mr. Valley's argument carefully and I've
  


16             tried to listen carefully, Mr. Valley, because I
  


17             certainly respect, you know, you as an attorney and
  


18             your clients' request.  But I'm having a little bit
  


19             of difficulty with that, as well, because if you read
  


20             all of that statute it makes me question whether it
  


21             is truly applicable to this, and not just because of
  


22             the fiscal distress status -- and I know there's an
  


23             argument that fiscal distress is different than
  


24             fiscal distress status.  There were some bills filed
  


25             but they weren't passed, and so -- what is -- do we
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 1             need to take two votes?  Do we need to vote on the
  


 2             waiver request or do we just move forward with the
  


 3             issue that's on the agenda?
  


 4                  MR. LASITER:  First of all, I think you probably
  


 5             should do two votes since there is a petition that's
  


 6             been filed before you.  Now the law -- the new law
  


 7             gives you 45 days to hear that petition, but there's
  


 8             nothing in the law that says you can't hear it two
  


 9             days after.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And the old law, the Act 60
  


11             that's still in existence, if we deny the request it
  


12             says that we have to take action because they're on
  


13             the year-two on the consolidation list; we have to
  


14             take action by May 1st.
  


15                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's a must.  Right?
  


17                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


19                  MR. LASITER:  And I think, you know, what you
  


20             mentioned was correct.  I didn't mention it because I
  


21             was running out of time, but Section 2 of that Act
  


22             does require the school district on a consolidation
  


23             list to file a petition for a waiver within 30 days
  


24             of what is being placed on the list.  And as we
  


25             explained before, the list came out in July of 2014.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  Which would
  


 2             somewhat, I think, under -- and, Mr. Valley, I tried
  


 3             to follow your argument about statutory
  


 4             interpretation and everything, and I just haven't
  


 5             quite gotten there with you.  But when I get my
  


 6             chance to ask a question, we can talk about that.
  


 7             Dr. Barth, did that answer the first part of your
  


 8             question?
  


 9                  DR. BARTH:  Yeah, I think it does.  The second
  


10             part of my question -- it may be premature but it
  


11             follows up with my last question about, you know,
  


12             what the recommendation from the Department might be,
  


13             and so I don't know if we want to save that issue
  


14             until we get there.  But I wanted to ask -- and
  


15             whether now is the appropriate time or later is fine.
  


16             My question is whether the Department did look at the
  


17             possibility of -- because in looking at the
  


18             scatterplot of where students live in the Hughes
  


19             district, whether there was an examination of the
  


20             Hughes district being split in different directions
  


21             to limit the travel time for some of those students
  


22             to whatever school they end up in.  So that was the
  


23             question.  Whether now is the appropriate time or
  


24             later, that would be -- I'll leave it to the Chair's
  


25             judgment on that.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Well, maybe we'll --
  


 2             I hate it when you leave it to the Chair's judgment.
  


 3             You know, I mean, I think when we get -- if we get to
  


 4             the point that there's going to be some discussion
  


 5             about where to consolidate the district, we can
  


 6             entertain that at that point.
  


 7                  DR. BARTH:  Yeah.  I'll just put it out there.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


 9                  DR. BARTH:  If the Department can speak to that
  


10             one if we get to that point, that would be great.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  All
  


12             right.  So we're back to you, Ms. Mahony.
  


13                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  So back to the waiver, since
  


14             they would've had no knowledge of Act 377 -- is that
  


15             the correct number? -- being filed, would it still be
  


16             applicable to them when the consolidation list came
  


17             out?
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, we'll let legal
  


19             counsel respond to that.
  


20                  MR. LASITER:  I think part of what you have to
  


21             look at is that generally when statutes are passed
  


22             they're not given retroactive affect and so they're
  


23             only prospective.  So from that standpoint, I think
  


24             you look at the point in time in which the bill was
  


25             enacted and see what your facts are at that point.
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 1             And I think, you know, that Mr. Ledbetter was hitting
  


 2             on it; there wouldn't have been a way for Hughes to
  


 3             -- for this act to be applicable to them because they
  


 4             were already on the consolidation list.  Keep in mind
  


 5             that this last year, the year that we're in now, is
  


 6             basically what's used as a transition year.  You've
  


 7             already reached the point where you have to be
  


 8             consolidated because you've fallen under 350 for two
  


 9             consecutive years, but the law gives you one final
  


10             year as a transition so that you can either find a
  


11             partner district or partner districts to consolidate
  


12             with, or at the end of the process, like we have now,
  


13             where it's going to have to be up to the State Board
  


14             because there's not a petition for a voluntary
  


15             consolidation.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I mean, it may even be if
  


17             the thing with Forrest City hadn't fallen apart that
  


18             we would've done that before Act 377 even passed.  In
  


19             other words, Hughes was on the consolidation list and
  


20             it was kind of a given that this was going to happen
  


21             under Act 60.  And then Act 377 got passed, which I
  


22             think kind of gave hope.  And, of course, there was a
  


23             lot of discussion about the 350 number in Act 60, in
  


24             the legislature, and a lot of bills filed.  I'll be
  


25             the first to tell you that filing a bill doesn't mean
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 1             anything, because I filed a whole bunch of bills that
  


 2             never got anywhere, never even got heard in committee
  


 3             -- unlike Senator Key, all of his stuff always got
  


 4             passed.  But so, you know, it's a little bit of an
  


 5             awkward situation.  I understand I think pretty well
  


 6             Mr. Valley's argument about it and the desire to kind
  


 7             of make it retrospective.  But I'm just -- as I said,
  


 8             I'm having a little bit of trouble getting there.
  


 9             And Mr. Lasiter, I think, you know, has stated -- I'm
  


10             going to get to you, Mr. Valley, don't give up on us.
  


11             So does that help at all with your question?
  


12                  MS. MAHONY:  It does.  And my other concern is
  


13             in the past we've looked at particularly student
  


14             transfers, that the student didn't actually get to
  


15             transfer to a lower performing school and we were
  


16             putting them into a high performing school.  So when
  


17             we have a district such as Hughes, and we're looking
  


18             at a transfer into surrounding districts that aren't
  


19             performing as well as Hughes, doesn't that make a big
  


20             impact on where we can look at the Hughes district
  


21             going?
  


22                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Mahony, that's an
  


24             excellent point.  In the short timeline that we --
  


25             because the Department, up until I guess early March,
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 1             thought we were headed down the road of a voluntary
  


 2             merger.  And so when that came off the table, that's
  


 3             when we started looking more closely at the options
  


 4             for any voluntary, and that's why we present West
  


 5             Memphis as the -- as one of the options.  Forrest
  


 6             City, as Ms. Hardrick testified, is now open again.
  


 7             But because of the timeframe had gone by and expired
  


 8             for the possibility of a voluntary merger, you know,
  


 9             they present now that, "Well, we're open and
  


10             willing," but that changes to a different portion of
  


11             the law.  So we've got the Forrest City question; you
  


12             can include them in your recommendation because of
  


13             the prior discussion of a voluntary, and now they
  


14             have stated they're willing to accept these students.
  


15             The West Memphis component, the recommendation goes
  


16             -- to address your concern that you voiced that in
  


17             looking at the academics of those districts, whereas
  


18             Forrest City is working hard -- and we think and have
  


19             a lot of confidence that that leadership is going to
  


20             improve the academic performance and get that
  


21             district on the right track -- West Memphis has a
  


22             track record currently that is demonstrated in the
  


23             materials that is in your packet.
  


24                  MS. MAHONY:  Yes.  And I looked at their scores
  


25             as well.  But when you're also looking at
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 1             transportation time between those districts, West
  


 2             Memphis is at 28.4 miles, and so that makes a lot of
  


 3             bus time.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  The distance is about the
  


 5             same, if you looked at both Forrest City --
  


 6                  MS. MAHONY:  Forrest City is 23.5.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah, relatively the same.
  


 8             Yes.
  


 9                  MS. MAHONY:  I have some questions on finances,
  


10             but since we're on the waiver --
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Saviers.
  


12                  MS. SAVIERS:  So have we decided that the waiver
  


13             is not applicable?
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No.  We have to vote that
  


15             issue, whether or not the waiver -- whether to grant
  


16             the waiver or not.  We could deny it because we don't
  


17             think that the law applies to this, or we could just
  


18             deny it because we decide that they're not in -- or
  


19             they are in fiscal distress and, therefore, they're
  


20             not eligible under the law.  Or I guess we could
  


21             decide that they're not in fiscal distress, which
  


22             would be -- I'm not sure how we'd get there.  Because
  


23             the whole time I've been on the Board we've removed
  


24             districts -- we've got -- I don't know if we have one
  


25             today to remove from fiscal distress, but the Board
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 1             has always removed districts from fiscal distress.
  


 2                  MS. SAVIERS:  Right.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's how they got out of
  


 4             fiscal -- they met their fiscal distress plan, they
  


 5             came before the Board, and we took formal action to
  


 6             remove them from the fiscal distress list.  And so
  


 7             it's almost like that we have to sort of do two
  


 8             things to grant the waiver: remove them from fiscal
  


 9             distress or decide they're not in fiscal distress,
  


10             and then decide that they're eligible for the waiver
  


11             under the law because they're not in fiscal distress.
  


12                  MS. SAVIERS:  Well, I suggest that we focus on
  


13             those questions first.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


15                  MS. SAVIERS:  And I also would ask my fellow
  


16             state board members to be careful about setting a
  


17             precedent here in removing someone from fiscal
  


18             distress.  So those are my comments.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Okay.  All right.  I
  


20             hear you.  All right.  Ms. Newton.
  


21                  MS. NEWTON:  I think I echo what Ms. Saviers
  


22             said.  But one question I think I have for Ms.
  


23             Burnett or somebody from her staff is, I've heard the
  


24             superintendent speak and Mr. Hill, who we all respect
  


25             for his history, his firm's history in moving
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 1             districts forward.  What is the trajectory with them
  


 2             coming out of -- based on their progress so far, is
  


 3             there a timeline that we might expect -- like it's
  


 4             imminent or it's going to be another year or two, or
  


 5             something along those lines?
  


 6                  DR. SAUNDERS:  If I can just try to clarify your
  


 7             question on the timeline and what you'd expect for
  


 8             removal from fiscal distress --
  


 9                  MS. NEWTON:  Realizing that you can't set an
  


10             absolute date, but you could say, you know, based on
  


11             history and based on progress, or lack of progress,
  


12             this is where we find -- you know -- if I had to make
  


13             an intelligent guess, then we would -- you know --
  


14             yeah, so that's it.
  


15                  DR. SAUNDERS:  Yeah.  And, you know, without
  


16             avoiding your question, it would be very difficult to
  


17             say specifically any timeframe.  And let me just
  


18             explain a little bit on that.  If you were to look at
  


19             the most recent audit, the audit from 2014, repeated
  


20             findings have come into their -- in particular with
  


21             child nutrition funds and from previous years.  They
  


22             continue to have the same problems over and over
  


23             again.  Whatever those dollar amounts are in a sense
  


24             is almost irrelevant because it's the same findings
  


25             over and over again, over-spending budgets, things of
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 1             that nature.  And so until those are eliminated, you
  


 2             know, you could have single events that really push
  


 3             -- audits are once a year.
  


 4                  MS. NEWTON:  So they had -- that's in direct
  


 5             correlation to what Mr. Hill mentioned about non-
  


 6             segregation of duties, which lends itself to the lack
  


 7             of ability to hire more staff.  And that's something
  


 8             that's ever present, or is present right now.  So if
  


 9             we assume that they can't segregate duties and that
  


10             leads to audit exceptions, and then we then assume
  


11             too that that's based on the financial situation,
  


12             then it's like a treadmill situation in the sense
  


13             that you can't correct it because you didn't have the
  


14             folks to do it.  So is that where the district is?
  


15                  DR. SAUNDERS:  Yes, I understand your concern
  


16             with that.  I don't think the district is necessarily
  


17             at that point.  As Mr. Hill pointed out, the amount
  


18             of cash in the bank is not really a particular issue
  


19             with the district.  That is not why they were on
  


20             fiscal distress, or the concerns with that, which is
  


21             why in their plan one of their items that I discussed
  


22             earlier, such as hiring a halftime person to work
  


23             with the financials -- and, yes, the segregation of
  


24             duties is an important thing, but it's not the main
  


25             concern within the plan.  The main concerns within
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 1             the plan are the exceptions that they continue to
  


 2             have.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Dr.
  


 4             Saunders.  Ms. Zook.
  


 5                  MS. ZOOK:  I had a three-part question and that
  


 6             answered one of them.  First of all, did -- and this
  


 7             is for Jeremy -- did we get the AG's opinion that we
  


 8             requested?
  


 9                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, ma'am.  It's in the folder at
  


10             your desk.
  


11                  MS. ZOOK:  The one that we got this morning?
  


12                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, ma'am.
  


13                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I'm sorry, I did not see that.
  


14             Can you tell me what it says so I don't have to take
  


15             the Board's time to read it?
  


16                  MR. LASITER:  Sure.  Let me find it.
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  In the meantime, I'll ask my
  


18             third part question while he's looking for that,
  


19             which is for Senator Key and former Representative
  


20             Ledbetter.  The point that they made about the one
  


21             district intent for the legislation, is that in fact
  


22             -- I don't want to say true, because I know this man
  


23             would not tell me something that's not true -- but is
  


24             that in fact a fact?
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So --
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 1                  MS. ZOOK:  Isn't that the same thing?  Sorry.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So I've tried to maintain
  


 3             for seven years that I'm not legal counsel for the
  


 4             Board, but Mr. Lasiter is and I think he's got a few
  


 5             on that argument.  That's a legal argument that legal
  


 6             counsel can -- I have my own view about it, but I'm
  


 7             going to let Mr. Lasiter tell us what he thinks.
  


 8                  MR. LASITER:  Okay.  On that point, the reason
  


 9             -- there are a couple of reasons why it can't be
  


10             applicable for the Hughes School District.  One is
  


11             the requirement that the district not be in fiscal
  


12             distress, and they've been in fiscal distress since
  


13             2013.  And as I mentioned before, the second part of
  


14             this is if you look at the emergency clause, the
  


15             emergency clause says that the act was intended to
  


16             keep districts open that are not in academic or
  


17             fiscal distress.  So that's my reading on the
  


18             statute.
  


19                  And in terms of the Attorney General's opinion
  


20             -- it looks like this -- it's in your folder -- what
  


21             they did, and this is what they typically do, is they
  


22             look at the district involvement -- in this case, the
  


23             Hughes School District -- and all the surrounding
  


24             school districts to determine whether they have
  


25             desegregation orders.  The Hughes School District
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 1             does not; Forrest City does; I believe that the
  


 2             Attorney General's opinion states that the West
  


 3             Memphis School District operates under a
  


 4             desegregation order.  But on further review -- and I
  


 5             think that there are also representatives here from
  


 6             the West Memphis School District who can further
  


 7             expound on this -- that they are in fact not under a
  


 8             desegregation order any longer and that they were
  


 9             dismissed from that order in the mid-70's.  But I
  


10             don't want you to take my word for it; I'll let them
  


11             address you all on that.  So does that answer your
  


12             questions up to this point?
  


13                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes, it does.  So if we choose to
  


14             have them consolidate and we -- the only way these
  


15             children would have choice as an option is if we
  


16             consolidate them with West Memphis, who has no court
  


17             order, because Forrest City -- not only do they have
  


18             the academic distress problems, but they closed off
  


19             because of the desegregation order any choice for
  


20             these children to go anywhere else?
  


21                  MR. LASITER:  Well, I'll need to leave that to
  


22             Forrest City as well because under the new School
  


23             Choice law they are to provide proof to the
  


24             Department of Education that they have an order that
  


25             conflicts with desegregation.  And so I don't want to
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 1             speak for them on that.  I think they could probably
  


 2             address whether they would be able to allow School
  


 3             Choice under that circumstance since we have a new
  


 4             law there.
  


 5                  MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
  


 6                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  If you would like for
  


 7             me to speak to the legislative intent -- I was one of
  


 8             the authors of the Act 60 bill.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  I didn't see you.  I didn't know you
  


10             were still here.  Sorry.  I would have asked you
  


11             directly.
  


12                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  And the way -- if you'd
  


13             like --
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Representative Douglas, if
  


15             you would come up, because these are live-streamed
  


16             and, plus, I'm hard of hearing.  All right.  If
  


17             you'll raise your right hand -- do you solemnly swear
  


18             or affirm the testimony you're about to give will be
  


19             the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
  


20             truth?
  


21                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  I do.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you.  You're
  


23             recognized.
  


24                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Good question about the
  


25             legislative intent.  The timeline on the bill was the
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 1             -- we were in negotiations, getting things into this
  


 2             waiver bill, and the bill went forward.  And then we
  


 3             had the discussion with having one school district
  


 4             that this would not capture as it was.  So we went
  


 5             back and had an emergency clause put onto the bill in
  


 6             hopes that it would capture Hughes.  Now the other
  


 7             factor that went into that was the legislation that
  


 8             we were trying to pull forward to redefine what
  


 9             fiscal distress was because we saw an untruth in that
  


10             definition that we are using.  Being on legislative
  


11             audit I saw that, you know, just because you have
  


12             personnel that cannot or is not coding things
  


13             properly, you know, that to me is not fiscal
  


14             distress.  And so we had another bill that we were
  


15             trying to redefine fiscal distress and we felt like
  


16             if we'd had both of those come forward then we would
  


17             have been able to capture Hughes completely.  And
  


18             because we could not redefine fiscal distress, then
  


19             we're left with the emergency clause.  So that was
  


20             specifically intended for Hughes.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And let me just say this is
  


23             no disrespect --
  


24                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- to you, Representative
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 1             Douglas, because I served in the legislature and
  


 2             Senator Key was in the legislature, but there's
  


 3             really not legislative history for legislative intent
  


 4             in Arkansas; 135 folks can state 135 different
  


 5             reasons that they voted or didn't vote or, you know,
  


 6             on a particular bill.  And, of course, your state of
  


 7             mind --
  


 8                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Right.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- is certainly important
  


10             and it's respected and appreciated.  But it's a
  


11             little bit of a --
  


12                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Yes.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  So --
  


14                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  It was my emergency
  


15             clause; I put it on.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Sure.
  


17                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  So that's why I'm
  


18             speaking to --
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
  


20                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  -- my state of mind in
  


21             putting that on there.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Gotcha.
  


23                  REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Otherwise, it would not
  


24             have been necessary if we had not, you know, had that
  


25             one school.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Gotcha.  Yes, ma'am.  Okay.
  


 2             Thank you.  Thank you for being here.  All right.
  


 3             Ms. Owens, you want to say something too?
  


 4                  SUPT. OWENS:  Yes.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


 6                  SUPT. OWENS:  I would.  I would like to speak to
  


 7             the question about the fiscal improvement plan.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Pull that down.  There you
  


 9             go.
  


10                  SUPT. OWENS:  I would like to speak to the
  


11             question regarding the fiscal improvement plan where
  


12             it's been reported that we did not meet the plan.  I
  


13             am not of that same opinion.  We met our fiscal
  


14             improvement plan, as I said earlier, and evidenced by
  


15             the six-month reviews that you all received from ADE.
  


16             The one item that's mentioned that we did not reach
  


17             was the one where we did not -- I think we were -- it
  


18             was stated that we did not have that halftime
  


19             financial person in our office.  I want to say that
  


20             we went beyond that, because the hiring of Mr. Hill
  


21             was not a part of your initial plan.  I hired Mr.
  


22             Norman Hill to come in and help us to straighten out
  


23             our difficulties.  And then after that we hired a
  


24             halftime person this year to work with the bookkeeper
  


25             to help us with the desegregation of duties piece.
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 1             And the other -- the child nutrition was the only
  


 2             repeated finding that we had.  Of course, we did have
  


 3             the bit about the budget.  But we had the child
  


 4             nutrition piece and that personnel -- that employee
  


 5             has been removed.  I just wanted you to know.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.
  


 7             Okay.  Now we're to you, Mr. Davis, if you have any
  


 8             questions.
  


 9                  MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.  Just a quick question, and I
  


10             guess it's for counsel.  And so if I can -- sorry --
  


11             just a quick question with regards to the waiver.  If
  


12             the waiver is denied -- because it's my understanding
  


13             we will be taking a vote on the waiver -- what
  


14             options are we left with?  If the waiver is denied,
  


15             then does consolidation then have to happen?
  


16                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.  By May 1.
  


17                  MR. DAVIS:  Thank you.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Good question.
  


19             Mr. Crossley?
  


20                  MR. CROSSLEY:  (Shaking head from side to side.)
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  We're back
  


22             around to you, Dr. Barth.
  


23                  DR. BARTH:  No, I'm ready to go.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith?
  


25                  MS. REITH:  I do have a follow-up question,
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 1             actually one for Dr. Owens and then one for the
  


 2             superintendent of Forrest City.  I guess again here
  


 3             I'm torn, as many of us are, in terms of wanting to
  


 4             preserve, you know, a high performing school and then
  


 5             also following the law.  And I guess I'm just wanting
  


 6             to understand a little bit more because as we've
  


 7             noticed, West Memphis generally is a higher
  


 8             performing district than Forrest City.  So why was
  


 9             the original agreement -- and I guess this is my
  


10             question for Dr. Owens.  Why did you all originally
  


11             approach Forrest City about doing a voluntary
  


12             annexation or consolidation?
  


13                  SUPT. OWENS:  That was based on results from a
  


14             survey of our parents, and Forrest City is in St.
  


15             Francis County and we're in St. Francis County.
  


16                  MS. REITH:  So in terms of academics and such,
  


17             did you all feel confident enough about the
  


18             improvement opportunities -- and I guess was there
  


19             any arrangements made about keeping a campus open at
  


20             Hughes in that conversation?  I know sometimes in
  


21             those agreements --
  


22                  SUPT. OWENS:  Well --
  


23                  MS. REITH:  -- actions like that are brought up.
  


24                  SUPT. OWENS:  Well, that was some of the reason,
  


25             I guess, that the decision was tilted toward Forrest
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 1             City, as we had discussions with that board.  Forrest
  


 2             City was willing to allow our K through 8 to stay in
  


 3             Hughes and they would absorb 9 through 12.  Yes, that
  


 4             weighed heavily on the decision.
  


 5                  MS. REITH:  Thank you for that.  And now for I
  


 6             guess the superintendent of Forrest City as kind of a
  


 7             follow-on question, if I might ask.  You had
  


 8             referenced in your comments that you all weren't in
  


 9             100% agreement.  And I don't know if that was at all
  


10             alluding to some of what was just stated about
  


11             keeping a campus open or at least K through 8 open in
  


12             Hughes or was this related maybe to some other
  


13             matters?
  


14                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  I think it was probably more
  


15             related to some other matters.  And when I say 100%
  


16             agreement, I'm saying that we inked an agreement, so-
  


17             to-speak, but there was still some conversation and
  


18             dialogue and concerns within the agreement, some
  


19             things that we were still working out.  I do want to
  


20             say that we recognize in Forrest City that we have
  


21             work to do, that there's a continued amount of
  


22             progress that needs to be made.  But we're very
  


23             comfortable in the academic progress that we've made
  


24             thus far.  We have adopted new curriculum, et cetera,
  


25             and I'm really excited about the opportunity -- and
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 1             I'll share some of those things with the distress
  


 2             subcommittee next month.  But Forrest City does
  


 3             provide students with a quality education.  Every
  


 4             year we have a valedictorian with 32-plus ACT score
  


 5             and students attending Harvard and Yale and Princeton
  


 6             every year.  And so Forrest City does offer students
  


 7             a quality education and we're very comfortable that
  


 8             we can give that to the students of Hughes.  The
  


 9             conversation around the K-8 program was more geared
  


10             around -- you're talking about the -- as well as the
  


11             academic needs of kids, the social and emotional
  


12             needs of kids, and you're talking about 5- and 6-year
  


13             olds and those wanting to take a year to really
  


14             analyze what's in the best interest of those
  


15             students, do we want to put those students on the bus
  


16             for 45 minutes, as opposed to if they were getting a
  


17             quality education there could we maintain that for a
  


18             year.  And then we were going to assess the situation
  


19             and determine what was in the best interest of the
  


20             kids and then kind of go forward from there.  So that
  


21             was kind of the thinking around the K-8 program
  


22             remaining.
  


23                  MS. REITH:  Thank you so much.  And then just
  


24             one final question for Dr. Owens.  I'd like to
  


25             actually get your reaction.  Sorry for all the up-
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 1             down -- but just get your reactions to what -- and I
  


 2             apologize, the superintendent from Forrest City, your
  


 3             name again, ma'am?
  


 4                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Dr. Hardrick.
  


 5                  MS. REITH:  Doctor.  Okay.
  


 6                  SUPT. OWENS:  She's the doctor; I'm not the
  


 7             doctor.
  


 8                  MS. REITH:  Okay.  Well, superintendent, ma'am.
  


 9             So if you could react a little bit to what Forrest
  


10             City has said now.  I know that we've passed the
  


11             period of a voluntary consolidation.  But what are
  


12             your reactions or your thoughts around, one, their
  


13             willingness now to come back to the table on this,
  


14             and then, two, this year-long assessment of the K
  


15             through 8 campus or just general reaction to the
  


16             thought of merging with them at this stage?
  


17                  SUPT. OWENS:  I am interested in us doing what's
  


18             in the best interest of the children of Hughes.  And
  


19             since we've had our conversations and since we've had
  


20             to do further research, then that forced me to go and
  


21             look at -- take a closer look at our district.  In
  


22             taking a closer look, I discovered that we're really
  


23             an isolated district and we have a lot of problems,
  


24             and one being more than 100 miles of gravel road.
  


25             We're 247 square miles.  It would be difficult to
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 1             transport our children to any location.  Yes, I
  


 2             welcome going to Forrest City if they would allow --
  


 3             I embrace Forrest City, I have respect for its
  


 4             leadership, I think they're going places and doing
  


 5             wonderful things.  But at the same time, I believe
  


 6             that the children of Hughes would be better served if
  


 7             they were to remain in the Hughes School District
  


 8             because there are too many barriers to think about.
  


 9             Transportation would be major.  Even if you split us
  


10             in four -- if we went in four different directions,
  


11             when you're talking about gravel roads, when you're
  


12             talking about the distance from Point A to Point B,
  


13             you're talking about putting students on a school bus
  


14             for at least an hour-and-a-half one way, I don't care
  


15             where we go, because we're so far from everyone else.
  


16             We're definitely isolated.  So I embrace whoever will
  


17             accept our children.  I hope that they'll be treated
  


18             fairly.  But I don't believe that any of the
  


19             surrounding districts will offer to our children what
  


20             we can offer them.
  


21                         [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I want to ask everyone,
  


23             let's hold the applause.  This really isn't -- I
  


24             mean, we're trying to get -- I know you agree with
  


25             what's being said.  Ms. Hardrick -- Dr. Hardrick, can
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 1             I ask you a question?
  


 2                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Sure.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I know there was some talk
  


 4             earlier about children that have -- or parents and
  


 5             children who've gone to other districts.  Are there
  


 6             children from the Hughes School District that are
  


 7             attending Forrest City right now?
  


 8                  SUPT. HARDRICK:  Not that I'm aware of.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Ms.
  


10             Owens, can you -- I'm going to get you and your
  


11             principal to switch seats.  We're going to wear you
  


12             both out getting up and down.  The children that are
  


13             leaving -- come on up, if you don't mind -- the
  


14             children that are leaving -- I mean, we've heard 344
  


15             and then we heard that the ADM now is down another --
  


16             I don't know -- yeah.  But do you know where those
  


17             children are moving to or where they're attending
  


18             school?
  


19                  SUPT. OWENS:  West Memphis and Marion.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So they're going to
  


21             those two?
  


22                  SUPT. OWENS:  Yes.
  


23                  CHIARMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.
  


24                  SUPT. OWENS:  And it is the School Choice and
  


25             they're going to West Memphis and Marion.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  Thank
  


 2             you.  All right.  Where were we?  I kind of jumped
  


 3             in, and I apologize.  Okay.  Mr. Black, did you have
  


 4             any more questions?
  


 5                  MR. BLACK:  No.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Mahony?
  


 7                  MS. MAHONY:  I do have a motion.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  You do?  All right.
  


 9             And is this on the --
  


10                  MS. MAHONY:  This is on the waiver.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  On the waiver.  Okay.
  


12                  MR. VALLEY:  You didn't give me the opportunity
  


13             to speak on behalf of the district.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, there's not a
  


15             question pending.  Yeah.  So did someone have a
  


16             question for Mr. Valley?
  


17                  MR. VALLEY:  Each time the attorney spoke you
  


18             spoke about --
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Come up to the --
  


20                  MR. VALLEY:  Each time Mr. Lasiter spoke about
  


21             the legalities that are contained in our petition, I
  


22             kind of indicated I wanted to respond, and you said
  


23             it would be later at your session or question.  So --
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Okay.  All right.
  


25             Well, if you want to respond to one of my questions
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 1             briefly -- I don't want us to rehash anything that
  


 2             we've already been over --
  


 3                  MR. VALLEY:  No.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- or that's in your
  


 5             petition.
  


 6                  MR. VALLEY:  No.  The reason I asked this body
  


 7             to delay a decision today is because I believe that
  


 8             the body needs to go through the petition fairly
  


 9             thoroughly.  Page 4, for example, addresses the issue
  


10             of whether this law applies to Hughes in the sense of
  


11             it didn't exist at the time the consolidation list
  


12             came out.  So Hughes could not comply at that time,
  


13             so it created a new right, and then they had 30 days
  


14             in order to comply within that 30-day window.  That
  


15             was --
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Well, we're --
  


17             I think we're getting ready to take action one way or
  


18             the other -- I don't know what -- on your waiver
  


19             request.  So, yeah, okay.  Mr. Davis, do you have a
  


20             question?
  


21                  MR. DAVIS:  Another question in regards to the
  


22             waiver, and I don't know if Commissioner or counsel
  


23             can answer this.  In regards to the waiver request,
  


24             is it -- is the understanding that a school will be
  


25             granted a waiver as long as it's not in fiscal or
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 1             academic distress?  I'm assuming there's no time
  


 2             limit on that waiver?
  


 3                  MS. MAHONY:  One year.
  


 4                  MR. DAVIS:  There's a one-year.  Okay.  And is
  


 5             there -- well, I guess that answers that question.
  


 6             And I was going to ask if there's a numerical ADM in
  


 7             regards to that waiver, as well.
  


 8                  MS. MAHONY:  I'm sorry, Mr. Davis, but according
  


 9             to the act, it says they will still remain on the
  


10             consolidated list and they get the waiver for one
  


11             year.
  


12                  MR. DAVIS:  Thank you.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So any other
  


14             questions before we take action on the waiver
  


15             request?  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, you're recognized for a
  


16             motion.
  


17                  MS. MAHONY:  I move that we accept the waiver
  


18             request and the Hughes district will stay on the
  


19             consolidated list and we accept it under Section D,
  


20             which is the best interest of the students and
  


21             transportation/travel.  If we merge them with
  


22             Memphis, West Memphis, they will be 30 miles away
  


23             from that district.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You've heard
  


25             the motion.  Is there a second?
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 1                  MR. DAVIS:  Second.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Davis
  


 3             seconds the motion.  So is there any discussion?
  


 4                  DR. BARTH:  This is Jay.  I'm going to vote
  


 5             against the motion.  You know, I do think that the
  


 6             fact that the district is in fiscal distress -- and
  


 7             this goes back to something Ms. Saviers said earlier
  


 8             -- it's very real and, therefore, I think that really
  


 9             preempts any acceptance of the waiver in this case.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
  


11             discussion?  Ms. Saviers.
  


12                  MS. SAVIERS:  Yes.  And I'm so empathetic,
  


13             sympathetic to the desires of the Hughes community.
  


14             I am wondering though what one more year, if in fact
  


15             consolidation is a foregone conclusion, can do for
  


16             the community, other than one more year.  I mean, let
  


17             me know what you think.
  


18                  MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.  And I guess I would respond
  


19             to that by saying that it is clear that there were
  


20             some time constraints in regards to the consolidation
  


21             with certain districts and there were some unanswered
  


22             questions there.  It appears that those conversations
  


23             are still taking place to the point that we have a
  


24             state board member almost negotiating what's going to
  


25             happen in front of us.  So I think what the year does
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 1             provide, it provides the opportunity for the
  


 2             community to continue to work on their fiscal
  


 3             situation, hopefully moving them in the right
  


 4             direction on the removal -- but obviously there's no
  


 5             guarantee there.  If nothing else, it provides the
  


 6             opportunity for the community to have some additional
  


 7             conversation about what districts work best with
  


 8             their students.  And it was clear at one point they
  


 9             were interested in having -- they were volunteering
  


10             to consolidate.  I would prefer that -- I think it
  


11             makes sense that if we can allow them to come back to
  


12             us, with the understanding that after a year the
  


13             decision would quite possibly be different, that they
  


14             can then come back to us in a more receptive manner
  


15             based upon the plan that they put together with
  


16             neighboring districts so that the transition is far
  


17             less of a disruption than I think what might occur
  


18             now.
  


19                  MS. SAVIERS:  And I agree with you.  I still
  


20             just really struggle with the whole fiscal distress
  


21             issue.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
  


23             discussion?  Ms. Newton, do you have --
  


24                  MS. NEWTON:  And that was my question with your
  


25             second and maybe Ms. Mahony's motion.  So do we
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 1             disregard the designation of fiscal distress, whether
  


 2             or not we agree on it completely?  Maybe this is a
  


 3             rhetorical question.  So, you know, to me that's the
  


 4             elephant in the room as it relates to what we're
  


 5             charged to do as the State Board of Education.  So
  


 6             that's the elephant as far as I'm concerned.  Because
  


 7             clearly if there was not a stipulation or a
  


 8             regulation it would not be a question, you know, for
  


 9             me.  But that still is lingering large or looming
  


10             large in terms of what we should do just for --
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  What you're saying
  


12             is the law says they're not entitled to a waiver if
  


13             they're in fiscal distress.
  


14                  MS. NEWTON:  That's what the law says.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's what the law says.
  


16             You know, whether we agree with it or disagree, I
  


17             mean, that is the law as I read it.  And, you know,
  


18             with all due respect, that just -- sort of the law is
  


19             the law.  And that was the other thing too.  Ms.
  


20             Zook.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  And I think to your point, Mr. Davis,
  


22             I understand that we can go against what the law says
  


23             and do that and they can go into negotiation.  But I
  


24             am concerned that their primary negotiation has been
  


25             with Forrest City, which, although they're improving
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 1             -- and I have every confidence in the superintendent
  


 2             and her leadership -- that they do have schools in
  


 3             academic distress and they opt out of Choice.  So if
  


 4             we consolidate Hughes with Forrest City, those
  


 5             families that are now choosing to go to Marion and
  


 6             West Memphis and other places they would be
  


 7             eliminated from doing that, unless Forrest City
  


 8             decides not to opt out of choice.  But we have no
  


 9             guarantee of that because that's a decision that
  


10             their board may or may not make.  And I would hate to
  


11             take a district that has offered opportunities for
  


12             their children and their families to make decisions
  


13             and then eliminate them from that opportunity, even
  


14             though on the one hand were looking out, as she -- as
  


15             Ms. Mahony pointed out, for the best interest of
  


16             children.  But at the same time if these parents have
  


17             already decided what is in their opinion the best
  


18             interest for their children, a year from now, if they
  


19             consolidated with Forrest City, and Forrest City
  


20             still doesn't allow choice, then we are bringing them
  


21             back out of the schools they chose to go to.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is there any
  


23             other discussion before we vote on the pending
  


24             motion?  All right.  Hearing none, I will ask
  


25             Commissioner Key to roll-call the vote on the motion.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony.
  


 2                  MS. MAHONY:  Yes.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Newton.
  


 4                  MS. NEWTON:  No.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Saviers.
  


 6                  MS. SAVIERS:  No.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Black.
  


 8                  MR. BLACK:  No.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Reith.
  


10                  MS. REITH:  Yes.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Zook.
  


12                  MS. ZOOK:  No.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  And somehow Dr. Barth, you
  


14             got left off the list.  My apologies.  Dr. Barth.
  


15                  DR. BARTH:  No.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Davis.
  


17                  MR. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  A vote of 3 yeses and 5 no's.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  So the
  


20             motion fails.
  


21                  So then that gets us back to the item that's on
  


22             the agenda, which is the consideration of the
  


23             involuntary administrative consolidation of the
  


24             Hughes School District into one or more school
  


25             districts.  So are there any additional questions on
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 1             this matter?
  


 2                  DR. BARTH:  Could I get an answer on the -- if
  


 3             there was consideration of a break of distance in
  


 4             sending students to the closest school?
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  So I
  


 6             think, Jeremy or Mr. Wood, if you want to -- I don't
  


 7             know if you heard Dr. Barth's question.  I think it
  


 8             was he's looking for some information if we were to
  


 9             divide the district boundaries between adjoining
  


10             districts to try to align children with the nearest
  


11             campus.  Is that correct, Dr. Barth?
  


12                  DR. BARTH:  Yes.  When I look at the map of
  


13             students currently at Hughes, they do seem to be some
  


14             of them closer to Earle, some of them closer to
  


15             Forrest City.  And so there is geography (inaudible).
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Hill, I
  


17             know you're dying to say something but this is
  


18             question-and-answer period, so maybe there will be a
  


19             question.  Mr. Lasiter, you're recognized.
  


20                  MR. LASITER:  Dr. Barth, the answer to that
  


21             question is yes, we look at all possible outcomes
  


22             when we're examining these recommendations that we're
  


23             going to make to the Board.  Mr. Wood could probably
  


24             talk about this a little bit better than I can, but I
  


25             think if you look at where these students are --
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 1             where -- the overwhelming majority of students are
  


 2             found in Hughes; they're centered in I guess the town
  


 3             area around Hughes.  And so at that point, when you
  


 4             have that degree of concentration of students, it
  


 5             makes more sense to have a one-district partner
  


 6             rather than a multiple-district partner.
  


 7                  DR. BARTH:  Do we know -- I know -- I don't know
  


 8             if the Earle district is there.  But does Earle
  


 9             participate in School Choice?
  


10                  MR. LASITER:  I'll ask them to come up.  The
  


11             superintendent of Earle is here.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you solemnly swear the
  


13             testimony you're about to give will be the truth, the
  


14             whole truth and nothing but the truth?
  


15                  SUPT. NICKS:  I do.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  State your name
  


17             and you're recognized.
  


18                  SUPT. NICKS:  Rickey Nicks, the Superintendent
  


19             of Schools of Earle.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Did you hear the question?
  


21                  SUPT. NICKS:  Yes.  And we do participate in
  


22             Choice.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


24                  DR. BARTH:  Okay.  Thanks.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you.  All right.  Dr.
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 1             Barth, did that answer your question?
  


 2                  DR. BARTH:  Yes.  Yeah, that helps me.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So we'll come back
  


 4             around.  Ms. Reith, do you have a question?
  


 5                  MS. REITH:  No.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Mr. Black?
  


 7                  MR. BLACK:  No.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Anyone?  Okay.  Ms. Zook.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  Do any of the superintendents that we
  


10             will be considering your district have anything they
  


11             would like to present, pro or con, relative to --
  


12             that might influence our decision?
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So this would be a time, I
  


14             think, Mr. Hill or Ms. Owens, if you would like to
  


15             say something before we take up the action item.
  


16                  MR. HILL:  I'd like to say I'm probably not
  


17             either for or against anything.  But in answering the
  


18             question on dividing the school district on county
  


19             lines, on information for the State Board to
  


20             consider, Crittenden County has about 65% of the
  


21             wealth; St. Francis County has about 35%, give or
  


22             take a little bit.  St. Francis County has about 95%
  


23             of the students and Crittenden County has about 5%.
  


24             So if you divide it on county lines you're showing a
  


25             great discrepancy in financial support for the
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 1             students that's in Crittenden County versus the
  


 2             students in St. Francis County.  It's a big swing
  


 3             there and that's just information.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Very important, and I
  


 5             appreciate you bringing that to our attention.  I had
  


 6             -- I think someone else had pointed that out,
  


 7             probably Mr. Wood, that -- you know -- you school
  


 8             finance guys think in terms of that kind of thing.
  


 9             But that's an important consideration.
  


10                  All right.  Any other questions?  Any other
  


11             response from Hughes on the questions that have been
  


12             asked?  Ms. Owens, I don't want to cut you short here
  


13             because, you know, we're -- look, if you think this
  


14             is easy -- you know -- you know, that everyone on
  


15             this board is sympathetic to the citizens of and the
  


16             patrons of Hughes School District.  I hope you
  


17             understand that.  And we're just trying to do our
  


18             best and follow the law.  But if you want to say
  


19             anything at this point, it might be, you know, a good
  


20             time to speak to us.
  


21                  SUPT. OWENS:  Well, briefly.  In doing what's in
  


22             the best interest of the students, when we're
  


23             considering the transportation component of all of
  


24             the bills and all the laws, in --
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Speak up just a little.
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 1                  SUPT. OWENS:  -- all the discussions that we've
  


 2             had the majority of the students who live in Hughes
  


 3             live in town.  So if you split our district in four
  


 4             different directions -- if they went in four
  


 5             different directions, you're going to send four
  


 6             school buses into Hughes and they'll be picking up
  


 7             the kids from there.  Our area is spread out.  The
  


 8             majority -- a lot of our children live in the rural
  


 9             areas, but most of them are in town.  So I think that
  


10             we're going to have a real transportation problem
  


11             when we start talking about moving the children of
  


12             Hughes to anywhere else because we're an isolated
  


13             district.  The children who live in the rural areas
  


14             live down those long gravel roads.  This past winter,
  


15             when we had bad weather, we missed about eight days
  


16             out of school.  West Memphis missed four.  What's
  


17             going to happen on those days?  What's going to
  


18             happen when it snows and we can't get to our kids who
  


19             live in the rural?  Will West Memphis not have school
  


20             or will West Memphis and Marion and other districts
  


21             have school without us?  We have to think about
  


22             what's best for the children who live in Hughes.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
  


24             questions?  Okay.  Well, Members, the item under
  


25             consideration is the involuntary administrative
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 1             consolidation of the Hughes School District into one
  


 2             or more school districts.  Does anybody have a
  


 3             motion?
  


 4                      (A FEW MOMENTS OF SILENCE)
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Lasiter,
  


 6             what happens if we don't have a motion?
  


 7                  MR. LASITER:  If you don't have a motion, you'll
  


 8             have to make some kind of decision before May 1st.
  


 9             That's just what the law requires you to do.  And as
  


10             your attorney, I couldn't advise you to do anything
  


11             other than that.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So as you said earlier, we
  


13             can take this under advisement but we have to decide
  


14             something with regard to this under the law before
  


15             May 1st.  Correct?
  


16                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So we'd have to come back?
  


18                  MR. LASITER:  That's correct.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  All
  


20             right.  Ms. Zook has a motion.  Ms. Zook.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  I move that we consolidate Hughes
  


22             School District with West Memphis; West Memphis
  


23             offers Choice.  If Forrest City will open their doors
  


24             to Choice, Hughes kids can -- that choose to, could
  


25             go to Forrest City; the others can go to West Memphis
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 1             or Earle, or wherever they are, and perhaps West
  


 2             Memphis will work with them on the K-8 or whatever
  


 3             configuration seems to make sense.  And then, if
  


 4             there is something different or better for kids, they
  


 5             can come back in a year with that recommendation.
  


 6                  MS. NEWTON:  I second that motion.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  There has been
  


 8             a motion and a second.  Is there any discussion?  Mr.
  


 9             Lasiter has something.
  


10                  MR. LASITER:  This actually applies to whether
  


11             you adopt this motion or another motion.  But there
  


12             are certain things you would need to include in an
  


13             order, Mr. Chair, that I want to make you aware of
  


14             before you vote.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


16                  MR. LASITER:  So it's up to you.  I can mention
  


17             these now or I could mention them after you vote on
  


18             whatever --
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Get a little closer 'cause
  


20             we're having -- I don't know, the mic's not turned up
  


21             today for some reason, or else -- would the Board
  


22             like to hear these elements that are required by law
  


23             to be in the order?  It's required by law to be in
  


24             the order.  Correct?
  


25                  MR. LASITER:  There are things that need to be
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 1             in the order.  Some of them are at your discretion.
  


 2             But, again, it doesn't necessarily apply whether it's
  


 3             West Memphis or some other motion that you might want
  


 4             to make; it would apply to any of them.
  


 5                  First of all, it wouldn't apply to West Memphis
  


 6             because, as we've learned, they're not under a
  


 7             desegregation order.  But if you decide to put the
  


 8             district with someone who's under a desegregation
  


 9             order you would need to direct us, as your counsel,
  


10             to enter an appearance for you in that federal case
  


11             to try to get approval for that to happen.
  


12                  Secondly, the understanding would be that if you
  


13             put the Hughes district with another district the
  


14             territory would, of course, go into that district
  


15             territory.
  


16                  The proposed consolidation should be effective
  


17             on July 1, 2015, in accordance with the law.
  


18                  The resulting school district can have no more
  


19             than one superintendent under the law.
  


20                  The tax rate is determined by Arkansas Code
  


21             Annotated 6-13-1409, so you would still have two
  


22             different tax rates until an election could be held
  


23             to equalize them.
  


24                  In terms of the assets and liabilities, the
  


25             assets and liabilities of the Hughes School District
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 1             would be assigned as set forth under Arkansas Code 6-
  


 2             14-1407, and they would be assigned to whatever
  


 3             district you decide to put them with.  The other
  


 4             options that you have has to do with interim school
  


 5             district boards of directors and permanent school
  


 6             boards of directors.  You have different options
  


 7             under the law.  What you've done in the past, I'll
  


 8             mention to you, is to allow the existing board of
  


 9             directors of the receiving school or the resulting
  


10             school district to serve as the interim board of
  


11             directors until there could be a rezoning and an
  


12             election done in following years.  And so you have an
  


13             interim board that would be comprised of the
  


14             resulting board, and then the resulting board would
  


15             take care of the process of doing a zoning and an
  


16             election going forward.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So does any of
  


18             that need to be a part of Ms. Zook's motion?
  


19                  MR. LASITER:  Specifically with regard to the
  


20             interim board of directors and a permanent board of
  


21             directors, that would need to be a part of the
  


22             motion.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Zook, do
  


24             you want to make that a part of your motion?
  


25                  MS. ZOOK:  Sure.
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 1                  MR. LASITER:  And so just to clarify for the
  


 2             purposes of your motion, Ms. Zook, what that would
  


 3             mean is that the interim board would be the West
  


 4             Memphis School District board, serving on an interim
  


 5             basis, and then they would rezone based upon the new
  


 6             territory they would be getting and have a new
  


 7             election for the board to include the new territory.
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  Will that take place this September
  


 9             or November, whichever they choose?
  


10                  MR. LASITER:  It won't take place this -- I
  


11             mean, if they could possibly get the zoning done, it
  


12             could.  But usually what that means is it would be
  


13             the following September before the permanent board
  


14             with the entirely new zones can be elected.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  Is there any timeframe in which -- I
  


16             mean, being a school person, I'm telling you that
  


17             everything has already been planned for next year
  


18             right now.
  


19                  MR. LASITER:  Right.
  


20                  MS. ZOOK:  So do they have a certain amount of
  


21             time -- like can West Memphis and Hughes decide "we
  


22             want to take a year for this all to take place," or
  


23             does it have to take place for the children as of
  


24             August?
  


25                  MR. LASITER:  The consolidation itself has to be
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 1             effective as of July 1st.  That's why there was this
  


 2             transition period of a year to enable all of this to
  


 3             happen.  It just so happens that we've gotten to the
  


 4             point where we didn't have a voluntary agreement and
  


 5             that's why we're pushed up at the end of this school
  


 6             year.  But the law requires that the consolidation
  


 7             actually be effective July 1st of this year.
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  Is that including the closing of
  


 9             campuses, and what about teacher notification by May
  


10             1 and all of those things?
  


11                  MR. LASITER:  There's nothing in the law that
  


12             requires closure of campuses, so I usually recommend
  


13             to you all that your order and your decision does not
  


14             address that.  And, I'm sorry, I forgot the other
  


15             part of your question.
  


16                  MS. ZOOK:  Teacher notification.  Thank you,
  


17             Commissioner.
  


18                  MR. LASITER:  There are several ways that could
  


19             be handled.  That does not have to be addressed in
  


20             your order either.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  So moved.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So is that -- all
  


23             right.  So, Ms. Coffman, Ms. Zook made the motion
  


24             that included the configuration of the board until
  


25             the next school board election can be held and Ms.
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 1             Newton seconded the motion.  Is there any discussion?
  


 2                  MR. DAVIS:  Is the superintendent of West
  


 3             Memphis here?
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes.
  


 5                  MR. DAVIS:  And can we just get you to comment,
  


 6             please, on the discussion that's currently taking
  


 7             place?  Thank you.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you feel like the groom
  


 9             at a shotgun wedding?
  


10                  SUPT. COLLINS:  Do I need to be sworn in?
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you solemnly swear or
  


12             affirm the testimony you're about to give will be the
  


13             truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth?
  


14                  SUPT. COLLINS:  Yes, I do.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  State your name
  


16             and you're recognized.
  


17                  SUPT. COLLINS:  John Collins, Superintendent of
  


18             Schools, West Memphis School District.
  


19                  MR. DAVIS:  And I guess my question is just I'd
  


20             love to hear your feedback on the conversation that
  


21             is taking place and the motion that has been put
  


22             forth?
  


23                  SUPT. COLLINS:  West Memphis School District
  


24             will respectfully comply with this Board and this
  


25             Commissioner's direction for the school district and
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 1             the kids of the Hughes School District to serve them
  


 2             with the best of our ability, with the highest
  


 3             integrity that we can.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  How many children from
  


 5             Hughes do you currently have attending West Memphis,
  


 6             do you think?
  


 7                  SUPT. COLLINS:  I don't have an accurate
  


 8             accounting.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Well, just an
  


10             estimate is fine.
  


11                  SUPT. COLLINS:  Oh, gosh.  We've got a crazy
  


12             dynamic.  My administrative assistant is actually on
  


13             the Hughes school board.  She can probably speak to
  


14             this better than I can.  And I'm not trying to throw
  


15             everybody else under the bus, but Bill Kessinger is
  


16             here and so he's probably -- some of this dates back
  


17             to School Choice --
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, yeah.
  


19                  SUPT. COLLINS:  -- when School Choice was first
  


20             enacted, so we've got several.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


22                  SUPT. COLLINS:  150.  150 K-12 kids.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  150.  Okay.  All right.
  


24             Okay.  Thank you, and we appreciate what you guys do
  


25             in West Memphis.
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 1                  SUPT. COLLINS:  Thank you.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I know you do a lot of good
  


 3             work over there, and I know Mr. Kessinger had a lot
  


 4             to do with that.
  


 5                  All right.  Any other discussion before we vote
  


 6             on Ms. Zook's motion?  All right.  Commissioner Key,
  


 7             I will ask if you will roll-call this motion as well.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony.
  


 9                  MS. MAHONY:  No.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Newton.
  


11                  MS. NEWTON:  Yes.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Saviers.
  


13                  MS. SAVIERS:  Yes.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Black.
  


15                  MR. BLACK:  Yes.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Reith.
  


17                  MS. REITH:  Yes.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Dr. Barth.
  


19                  DR. BARTH:  Yes.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Zook.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Davis.
  


23                  MR. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Seven votes yes, and one vote
  


25             in the negative.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So the motion
  


 2             passes.  I want to again reiterate to the folks from
  


 3             Hughes who are here today, I know this is difficult;
  


 4             it's difficult on us.  We're constrained to call the
  


 5             law as we understand it, and so we've had to do it in
  


 6             a lot of difficult situations.  Believe me, yours
  


 7             isn't the only one.  This reminded me a lot of the
  


 8             hearing we had on Weiner School District when it was
  


 9             consolidated with Harrisburg.  It is difficult and we
  


10             know that you've done everything in your power to
  


11             make your school district excellent.  And so, again,
  


12             we're -- I just want to say that for what it's worth.
  


13             I know it's probably not very consoling at this point
  


14             but, again, thank you for being here.
  


15                  We are going to recess for our mid-afternoon
  


16             snack.  We will be back in 30 minutes.  That's
  


17             roughly 2:20.  Thank you.
  


18                    (LUNCH BREAK:  1:47-2:30 P.M.)
  


19   A-4:  CLASSIFICATION OF DISTRICT IN FISCAL DISTRESS
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So the next
  


21             item on our agenda is item A-4.  It's the
  


22             Classification of District in Fiscal Distress,
  


23             Yellville-Summit School District.  Dr. Saunders, you
  


24             are recognized to present item A-4.
  


25                  DR. SAUNDERS:  Good afternoon, Board.  I just
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 1             want to make you aware -- I'm not sure if you are
  


 2             aware, but Hazel Burnett is no longer with us.  Even
  


 3             though she sits right here, she has moved on and
  


 4             April 1st was her last day here at the State
  


 5             Department, and we really appreciate her time and
  


 6             service and just wanted to --
  


 7                  MS. ZOOK:  Can we give her a round of applause?
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes.
  


 9                              [APPLAUSE]
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Hazel, are you here?  Okay.
  


11             There you are.  Did you get permission to leave?
  


12                  MS. BURNETT:  My new boss said yes, I could
  


13             come.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


15                  MS. MAHONY:  Who's your new boss?
  


16                  MS. BURNETT:  I'm working at APSRC, Scott Smith
  


17             and Bobbie Davis.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well --
  


19                  MS. BURNETT:  Helping schools.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  Our loss is their
  


21             gain.  So, thank you for everything that you've done
  


22             over the years.  You've just been tremendous.
  


23                  MS. BURNETT:  Thank you.  I don't look at it as
  


24             a loss; we're going to continue --
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  You know, everybody
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 1             that's come before us on fiscal -- all the districts
  


 2             that have had issues and challenges have always been
  


 3             so complimentary of working with you.  It's really a
  


 4             reflection of not just your knowledge, but the way
  


 5             that you dealt with these schools.  So we do
  


 6             appreciate it.
  


 7                  MS. BURNETT:  I appreciate you guys.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Dr.
  


 9             Saunders.
  


10                  DR. SAUNDERS:  Yeah.  She's done a great job,
  


11             really going to miss her, and her unit has done a
  


12             great job.  Scott McRae is here today; he's filling
  


13             in for the time being until other arrangements are
  


14             made.
  


15                  Concerning the Yellville-Summit School District,
  


16             you have the information in your packet.  I would
  


17             just draw your attention specifically -- I do not
  


18             know the number, but the page that concerns the legal
  


19             balances.  It looks like this.  And so if you were to
  


20             look down the legal balances of the district, you can
  


21             see that they closed out, starting with fiscal year
  


22             '13, $900,000, just over that.  This will be year
  


23             '14, $550,000.  And then the projected balance, what
  


24             they are projecting for this year, and this was
  


25             submitted by the district in February, would be
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 1             $81,000.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  And the
  


 3             district was notified of the recommendation to place
  


 4             them in fiscal distress.  The appeal deadline has
  


 5             passed.  Is that correct?
  


 6                  DR. SAUNDERS:  That is correct.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That was March 20, 2015,
  


 8             and no appeal was filed.  And is there anyone here
  


 9             from the school district?
  


10                  SUPT. WYATT:  Yes.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Sir, if you
  


12             would like to address us, just state your name, and
  


13             appreciate you being here.
  


14                  SUPT. WYATT:  My name is David Wyatt.  I'm the
  


15             interim superintendent; I've been the interim
  


16             superintendent since January.  I am just here to
  


17             acknowledge we do understand where we're at.  We know
  


18             how we got there and we're going to do what needs to
  


19             be done to get out of that situation.  We have a
  


20             preliminary plan that will be sent to the State
  


21             moving forward, and we feel confident -- and Mr. Hill
  


22             has been contracted with our school and we feel very
  


23             good moving forward in doing what needs to be done,
  


24             and we intend to get that done.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Well, I'm sure
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 1             that Dr. Saunders and his staff and everyone at ADE
  


 2             -- Mr. Key, you know, he lived right down the road
  


 3             from you guys there for awhile.  But we'll do
  


 4             everything we can to help you get on top of this.
  


 5             And, you know, Yellville, in my opinion, ought to be
  


 6             a great district, and so we want to do everything we
  


 7             can to help.  So, thank you for being here.
  


 8                  SUPT. WYATT:  Thank you.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any questions?
  


10             All right.  Ms. Newton has a motion.
  


11                  MS. NEWTON:  I move that the Board places
  


12             Yellville-Summit School District in fiscal distress.
  


13                  MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton made
  


15             the motion to classify the Yellville-Summit School
  


16             District in fiscal distress, and Ms. Saviers seconded
  


17             that motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none,
  


18             those in favor say "aye."
  


19                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no."  Motion
  


21             carries.  Thank you.  Good luck to you.
  


22   A-6:  CONSIDERATION OF THIRD QUARTER REPORT FOR HELENA-WEST
  


23   HELENA SCHOOL DISTRICT
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we've
  


25             already done A-5.  So then that brings us to A-6, the
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 1             Third Quarter Report for Helena-West Helena.  Mr.
  


 2             Tolbert had a family emergency, so he had to leave.
  


 3             So you'll go ahead and present that.  Okay.
  


 4                  MS. STREETER:  Good afternoon.  Janice Streeter,
  


 5             director of Learning Services for the Office of
  


 6             Intensive Support.  Our third-quarter report contains
  


 7             information on our activities for leadership and
  


 8             academic follow-thru.  You have the reports.  Do you
  


 9             have any questions for me?
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Does everybody have
  


11             the report in their materials?  All right.  Do we
  


12             have any questions of Ms. Streeter?  Ms. Saviers.
  


13                  MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.  I'm looking at my notes and
  


14             not at the report.  But I had a question about the
  


15             principal not having hiring responsibilities in
  


16             Helena.
  


17                  MS. STREETER:  Right.  That was written
  


18             reflecting the past.  But Mr. Hoy is here and I'm
  


19             sure he can clear that up for you, but I think that
  


20             all those practices have been corrected.  I'm sure
  


21             that they have been.
  


22                  MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  And do you think an
  


23             external provider has been hired for the last year?
  


24                  MS. STREETER:  Fetterman and Associates have
  


25             been there since December, last of November or first
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 1             of December.
  


 2                  MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 3                  MS. STREETER:  Yes.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
  


 5             questions on this item?  Ms. Zook.
  


 6                  MS. ZOOK:  It says in the report the things that
  


 7             are not being implemented or not implementing all
  


 8             practices and procedures with fidelity; then you go
  


 9             into the different areas.  Some of these were to be
  


10             accomplished in July and August, and all it said was
  


11             you're in the process.  So, Mr. Hoy, can you answer
  


12             the question as to why?
  


13                  SUPT. HOY:  I can give you my best answer in
  


14             terms of why everything isn't working the way I would
  


15             love for it to work --
  


16                  MS. ZOOK:  Right.
  


17                  SUPT. HOY:  -- is because it takes time for
  


18             systems to be fixed.  In Helena, we have had some
  


19             systemic problems.  I don't think we've got people
  


20             problems per se, but we do have systems problems in
  


21             terms of the way things have been done and the way
  


22             things need to be done.  And we have given a lot of
  


23             focus to a lot of things.  Now I will tell you there
  


24             are a lot of things to focus on.  One of the things
  


25             that I've been most prevalent in focusing on is the
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 1             fiscal end of it, but I've got one team that's been
  


 2             working also on the academic end of it and I've kind
  


 3             of been working with them.  And we're now all doing
  


 4             academic audits, going in different schools, doing
  


 5             different classrooms, making findings known to --
  


 6             sitting down with the building principals.  So it's a
  


 7             process and we are working through the process.
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  I have a follow-up question.  Is your
  


 9             advisory board -- do they understand that they are to
  


10             be on personnel and student issues and not to be
  


11             constantly second-guessing and acting like a school
  


12             board or trying to get into other matters for which
  


13             they're not appointed?
  


14                  SUPT. HOY:  Ms. Zook, with all due respect, I
  


15             can't speak for what they understand or they don't
  


16             understand.  I will simply say this to you: they are
  


17             concerned citizens of the Helena-West Helena School
  


18             District, just like others in the community have
  


19             concerns, and from time to time they will voice their
  


20             concerns.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  Are y'all going to have summer
  


22             school?
  


23                  SUPT. HOY:  Yes, ma'am.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Does that get your
  


25             questions?
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 1                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Mahony.
  


 3                  MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Hoy, did you ever fill your
  


 4             last seat -- or you had two seats open on your
  


 5             committee?
  


 6                  SUPT. HOY:  I filled one.  I've talked to
  


 7             additional people, haven't finished that process, but
  


 8             that process takes a little bit longer.  The first
  


 9             person in terms of it being filled, we'd already gone
  


10             through the entire process so it was a matter of just
  


11             moving forward with it.  But it is a process and that
  


12             process has begun with two others.
  


13                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


14                  SUPT. HOY:  You're welcome.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton.
  


16                  MS. NEWTON:  Mr. Hoy, congratulations on
  


17             continued improvement work and congratulations to Ms.
  


18             Streeter and Mr. Tolbert also.  But could you
  


19             identify your greatest need at this point, not to say
  


20             necessarily it's something that -- what would you put
  


21             on your Christmas list as the number one need or
  


22             priority for the district?
  


23                  SUPT. HOY:  The honest answer is no, I couldn't
  


24             identify our greatest need.  I will tell you where I
  


25             saw the greatest concern when I entered the district
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 1             and that was the lack of direction in terms of a
  


 2             clear mission for the district and a clear direction
  


 3             for the district.  I find it difficult to work in an
  


 4             environment where you don't have the clarity.  I have
  


 5             worked through the advisory board and with members of
  


 6             the community to help them to develop one.  I did not
  


 7             want to create one for that particular community;
  


 8             they need to create one that they can get behind and
  


 9             push.  And the one that we have created is a whole
  


10             child approach.  It's bigger than just college; it's
  


11             about preparing our kids to be great citizens.  So I
  


12             think that now we're at the beginning of that
  


13             particular push we've got a couple of other things we
  


14             need to line out.  The reality is that I've always
  


15             been a mission-driven type person, I just have.  I
  


16             need to know where I'm going before I start trying to
  


17             get there.  I think we are there at that particular
  


18             point, and now I think we're beginning to push some
  


19             other things.  And also I'm smarter than I was.  I'm
  


20             not as smart as I'm going to be, but I'm smarter than
  


21             I was when I started this journey.  So I hope that I
  


22             also improve as a superintendent as we move through
  


23             it.
  


24                  MS. NEWTON:  Well, one of the things I think
  


25             might be beneficial to consider is I think the use of
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 1             an outside provider -- and also intensive support
  


 2             might be able to help -- in guiding a strategic plan
  


 3             and process that takes you out of the circle and, you
  


 4             know, even though it may be your desire and need,
  


 5             accept that there's a vision.  But, you know, how
  


 6             important it is for you maybe not to necessarily be
  


 7             driving the bus on that particular issue.  But I
  


 8             think it's important that somehow that happens in the
  


 9             process and then success or failure then falls on the
  


10             shoulders of everybody and not just the leader of the
  


11             district.
  


12                  SUPT. HOY:  Yes, ma'am.  And I understand the
  


13             concern.  However, I will tell you the work on the
  


14             strategic plan has already been done and I am
  


15             intimately involved with it and intend to continue to
  


16             be involved in it.  I think as superintendent of the
  


17             school it's up to me to try to set the tone and the
  


18             direction and to make certain we follow it.  So I
  


19             cannot afford, I don't think, to back out of that
  


20             process.
  


21                  MS. NEWTON:  And I agree.  But it can't be
  


22             defined as your friend.  It might have your handprint
  


23             all over it, but in order for folks to accept
  


24             ownership and responsibility for the kudos for
  


25             success or responsibility for any shortcomings it has
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 1             to be independent of you to a degree.
  


 2                  SUPT. HOY:  I absolutely agree.  And therefore I
  


 3             have driven it that way from the initial beginning,
  


 4             even down to the mission.  It is not a John Hoy
  


 5             mission, never was intended to be, and I made that
  


 6             clear from the beginning.  And so it will not be a
  


 7             John Hoy plan.
  


 8                  MS. NEWTON:  I trust you, but --
  


 9                  SUPT. HOY:  I trust me too.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other --
  


11             Mr. Crossley.
  


12                  MR. CROSSLEY:  What is your plan for increased
  


13             teacher retention?  I saw that as an evidence piece.
  


14                  SUPT. HOY:  Yes, sir.  And I will tell you this.
  


15             In my nine months there, or thereabouts, what I've
  


16             seen is frustration being a part of the issue with
  


17             teacher retention.  However, that was not something
  


18             that was a new revelation to me.  I have noticed that
  


19             that has been an issue even in state surveys.  But
  


20             I've done some surveys of that nature myself and
  


21             generally the frustration is leadership.  And I will
  


22             tell you, it's difficult to not be frustrated with
  


23             leadership when you change superintendents and
  


24             leadership as many times as it's happened in Helena-
  


25             West Helena School District.  We all have some things
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 1             that we have our own preferences about, ways things
  


 2             should be done.  I think if we can get the systems I
  


 3             place, then the systems will run a lot of the
  


 4             decisions rather than the particulars of leadership.
  


 5             And I think designing those systems so that the
  


 6             people have a voice in those systems -- we've been
  


 7             creating policies, but all of those have been going
  


 8             to the personnel policy committee.  And the thing is,
  


 9             I was working on some while I was waiting to get my
  


10             turn today.  It's just important for the people in
  


11             the building to have a voice to help to create the
  


12             culture and climate that you're trying to create in a
  


13             district, and it's up to a leader to try to drive
  


14             that climate in a positive direction.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Good question.  Ms. Zook.
  


16                  MS. ZOOK:  Your graduation coaches, are they
  


17             coordinating with the career education coaches to
  


18             work with those students and then analyzing where the
  


19             gaps are as far as the kids who are choosing to go
  


20             career or choosing to go to college, or a combination
  


21             of both, while they earn money to go to college?
  


22                  SUPT. HOY:  To be honest with you, I would say
  


23             yes to that and I would hesitate on my answer.  The
  


24             reason why is because I brought my building principal
  


25             with me today to go into more of the specifics of the
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 1             high school.  However, she did have another meeting
  


 2             to go to, and so she's over in a meeting, I believe,
  


 3             at Maumelle High School right now.
  


 4                  MS. ZOOK:  Sure.
  


 5                  SUPT. HOY:  But they're working on some things.
  


 6             But I will tell you we've been working in
  


 7             collaboration with career coaches, not just at our
  


 8             school but also from KIPP Delta Academy; they've been
  


 9             working at our school as well with their career and
  


10             graduation coaches.  So we've been pushing that.
  


11             However, it's more than just graduation-to-college;
  


12             we're looking at trying to -- based on what I've
  


13             perceived from our mission, we're trying to create
  


14             great citizens as well.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  Right.
  


16                  SUPT. HOY:  It's not just the academics, but
  


17             it's also the morals of our kids that we need to work
  


18             on, and we understand that.
  


19                  MS. ZOOK:  Unfortunately, in certain districts
  


20             more than others it falls on the school to do the job
  


21             that really the community and parents and churches
  


22             should do.  But if they don't, then we see the kids
  


23             -- we love the kids and we try to be all things to
  


24             the kids.  And it's unfortunate it solely relies on
  


25             the school for the kids.
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 1                  SUPT. HOY:  I understand what you're saying.
  


 2             But in my short time there I have tried to make
  


 3             certain that I position myself to be a part of the
  


 4             community, the school, and the church.
  


 5                  MS. ZOOK:  Right.
  


 6                  SUPT. HOY:  So I think that in moving in that
  


 7             direction it helps me with the push that we're trying
  


 8             to make.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  I have no doubt.
  


10                  SUPT. HOY:  Thank you.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Well,
  


12             Mr. Hoy, thank you for being here and, again, thank
  


13             you for the work that you do for the school district
  


14             of Helena-West Helena.  You took on quite a task and
  


15             we appreciate your willingness to serve.
  


16                  SUPT. HOY:  Appreciate the opportunity, sir.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, sir.
  


18                  MS. ZOOK:  I have a motion.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, ma'am.
  


20                  MS. ZOOK:  I move that we accept the third-
  


21             quarter report for Helena-West Helena.  Is that
  


22             better, Ms. Coffman?
  


23                  MS. NEWTON:  Second.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton made
  


25             the second; Ms. Zook made the motion to accept the
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 1             report.  Is there any discussion?  All right.
  


 2             Hearing none, those in favor say "aye."
  


 3                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Motion
  


 5             carries, the report is accepted.  Thank you, Ms.
  


 6             Streeter.  Give our best to Mr. Tolbert.
  


 7                  MS. STREETER:  Thank you.
  


 8   A-7:  REVIEW OF CHARTER AUTHORIZING PANEL ACTION ON OPEN-
  


 9   ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL RENEWAL: ARKANSAS VIRTUAL
  


10   ACADEMY
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So that brings us to
  


12             action item A-7, which is the Review of the Charter
  


13             Authorizing Panel Action on the Renewal of the
  


14             Arkansas Virtual Academy Charter.  Okay.  So, Ms.
  


15             Hogue, you're going to get us started and tell us how
  


16             we're going to conduct this hearing.  Right?
  


17                  MS. HOGUE:  I'll introduce it and then Ms. Clay
  


18             will tell you how you're going to conduct it, so --
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, okay.  All right.
  


20                  MS. HOGUE:  Good afternoon.  I'm Cindy Hogue,
  


21             director of the Office of Educational Options.  In
  


22             2003, the State Board of Education approved the
  


23             charter for the Arkansas Virtual Academy; at that
  


24             time they had a maximum enrollment of 500.  And then,
  


25             in 2013, with Act 1309, that maximum enrollment was
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 1             increased to 3,000 students for K-12.  Well, in
  


 2             February of this year, the academy appeared before
  


 3             the Authorizing -- the Charter Authorizing Panel to
  


 4             request a renewal for five years.  At that time they
  


 5             also requested to change their maximum enrollment cap
  


 6             to 2,000.  And in March of this year, y'all voted
  


 7             that y'all wanted to review the Authorizing Panel's
  


 8             decision, so that's why we're here today.  And Mr.
  


 9             Scott Sides from the -- or Dr. Scott Sides from the
  


10             academy will be the one to present.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Ms.
  


12             Hogue.  And now Ms. Clay is going to kind of give us
  


13             the procedural background of this and how this works.
  


14                  MS. CLAY:  Yes.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I always forget what we're
  


16             supposed to do.  I'm going to write it down.
  


17                  MS. CLAY:  Okay.  Your hearing procedures are
  


18             found at Section 6.23 of the charter school rules.
  


19             All persons, with the exception of attorneys, need to
  


20             be sworn in.  The charter school will then have 20
  


21             minutes to present its case for renewal of its
  


22             application, and then any parties opposed to their
  


23             renewal will have 20 minutes.  After that, the
  


24             charter school gets 5 minutes for rebuttal and
  


25             closing, and that will follow with your discussion
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 1             and questions.  You have the option to make a final
  


 2             decision today, take the matter under advisement, and
  


 3             if you take the matter under advisement you can allow
  


 4             the charter school to get technical assistance from
  


 5             the Department if you deem that necessary.  Do you
  


 6             have any questions about your procedures?
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Are there questions?  All
  


 8             right.  I think we know what we're going to do.
  


 9             Thank you, Ms. Clay.  All right.  Anybody that's
  


10             going to testify on this matter stand, raise your
  


11             right hand.  Do you swear or affirm the testimony
  


12             you're about to give will be the truth, the whole
  


13             truth, and nothing but the truth?
  


14                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is it Dr.
  


16             Sides?
  


17                  DR. SIDES:  Yes, sir.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Dr. Sides, you
  


19             are recognized.  You have up to 20 minutes, but let
  


20             me make it clear that you're not required to take the
  


21             entire 20 minutes.
  


22                  DR. SIDES:  Yes, sir.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Take as much of that as you
  


24             feel like you need.
  


25                  DR. SIDES:  Very good.  Thank you.  Good
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 1             afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Board,
  


 2             Commissioner Key.  My name is Scott Sides.  I was not
  


 3             here for your meeting in March when you reviewed the
  


 4             Department of Education's decision.  I was in the
  


 5             field supporting our PARCC effort, and I apologize to
  


 6             you for not being here to answer your questions.  You
  


 7             can be assured that in every instance moving forward
  


 8             that I will be here, or someone like me, to answer
  


 9             any questions that you have.
  


10                  All right.  If I could just start from the
  


11             questions in the March hearing -- and the first
  


12             question that came up was the waiver for instrumental
  


13             and choral music.  And I would like to share that
  


14             that waiver was requested due to the performance
  


15             criteria associated with those two courses.  The
  


16             academic content itself was not the issue, but rather
  


17             the performance criteria.  And when you think about a
  


18             school without a physical structure, and you think
  


19             about a band room, a choir room, and being spread out
  


20             statewide, it presents itself differently, that
  


21             requirement.  So the waiver was for the performance
  


22             requirement.  The legal department -- Department of
  


23             Education's legal staff had said that that could not
  


24             be granted.  So then we began a path to find how we
  


25             would then deliver this, and here are our proposed
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 1             solutions:
  


 2                  One is Doug Bradberry, on staff at the
  


 3             Department of Education, I know is creating regional
  


 4             opportunity for students to be in performance
  


 5             ensemble.  So there's on path, but it's localized,
  


 6             especially in central Arkansas, potentially in
  


 7             northwestern Arkansas, and building out to other
  


 8             places.  So we need additional methods.
  


 9                  The second would be that we could work with a
  


10             family to create an opportunity where they would be
  


11             participating in a performance ensemble locally,
  


12             while that won't meet the requirement for all
  


13             students based on their locality.  If they live in a
  


14             very rural area, they might not have that same
  


15             opportunity.
  


16                  So then the third potential resolution then is
  


17             that we would work to partner with the local school
  


18             district where a student who was interested in vocal
  


19             music or instrumental music would potentially
  


20             participate there at the local school district.
  


21                  I would like to bring to the Board's attention,
  


22             if I could, this is a part of the 38 required
  


23             courses.  We don't know how many students to whom
  


24             this may apply, based on what they choose.  It's the
  


25             38 course requirement that these two courses rest
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 1             within.
  


 2                  So there's the first piece that came up for
  


 3             discussion.  The next was our rate of withdrawal.
  


 4             And if I could start with the fact that so much of
  


 5             where a student attends school is based on where they
  


 6             live.  If they want to move to another place, then
  


 7             they have to sell their house, buy a new house, go to
  


 8             another place, et cetera.  There's opportunity for
  


 9             School Choice and there may be an open-enrollment
  


10             charter that would make this an opportunity for them.
  


11             However, we're completely unique in this regard, by
  


12             virtue of the simplicity within which a family or
  


13             student may select-in to be enrolled in the school --
  


14             it's what they believe is the right choice for their
  


15             family at the time -- and then may also select-out.
  


16             It's a far easier process to do than it is to
  


17             relocate where you live physically based on a school
  


18             district enrollment.  So that's, I think, point one.
  


19                  I think alongside that it's important to note
  


20             that there are important efficiencies offered through
  


21             this same piece.  Where you heard earlier about two
  


22             -- a potential of a two-hour bus ride and four hours
  


23             roundtrip, you multiply it by 185 days, yielding
  


24             about 92 eight-hour days per student riding a long
  


25             bus route.  So while we have to improve on our rate
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 1             of withdrawal -- and I absolutely concede that --
  


 2             there are efficiencies through this model that we
  


 3             should also look to that may be very helpful.
  


 4                  Next, this has not been the story of this school
  


 5             historically.  This is a recent story where we have
  


 6             been honored to have a chance to serve and to serve
  


 7             more students and to invite students in who have sat
  


 8             on an extensive wait list.  There was one point when
  


 9             we were capped at 500 where about 3% of students who
  


10             would have completed an application would have been
  


11             selected based on a departure of students and the
  


12             number of applications and the number of seats within
  


13             the context of 500.  So it was different then; it was
  


14             a small percentage of students that were allowed in.
  


15             But a function of this additional opportunity for
  


16             what was an expansive wait list has yielded a
  


17             difference in the total in-and-out.  And I want to
  


18             also say to you that part of this is a function of
  


19             our overall readiness.  I don't know what
  


20             organization can ever be ready to grow by 200%.  I
  


21             would say that in service to these students we are
  


22             honored to have that opportunity and we believed it
  


23             was right because there was a long waiting list and
  


24             how students were randomly chosen, while fair, seemed
  


25             a little also unfair.  So we celebrated that
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 1             opportunity but I say -- I pose to the Board that any
  


 2             organization growing by 200% would see some things
  


 3             that they were unaccustomed to having seen outside of
  


 4             that volume of growth.
  


 5                  And from there, what will we do?  So the all
  


 6             important next step from here, we definitely have to
  


 7             have stability within our student population.  We
  


 8             need stability for our students, for our families.
  


 9             We need stability within our teaching population.
  


10             When we grew by 200%, you'll find in the renewal
  


11             itself four of 29 of our teachers in 2013-14 had
  


12             experienced teaching virtually.  Now, they may have
  


13             been nationally board certified; they may have been
  


14             incredibly reputable in their local district; but
  


15             there's still a learning curve for everyone involved
  


16             when they come to learn virtually, teachers included.
  


17             So from 2013-14, where we had four out of a total of
  


18             29 teachers, we then retained 25 of 29.  So we began
  


19             to gather -- we began to gain the traction that we
  


20             needed to move forward to excellence, you know,
  


21             within our faculty to be excellent for our students.
  


22             For the coming year, we have sent out a notification
  


23             of intent, "Will you -- do you intend to return?"
  


24             And it was above 90% of our current teachers who have
  


25             indicated their intent to return.  So we have a
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 1             foothold as we move forward and we work to bring
  


 2             remedy to the withdrawal percentage, and what is a
  


 3             high percentage.  Our administrative structure is now
  


 4             in place.  We are -- direct reports function within
  


 5             the academic portion of the school, through
  


 6             operations, through all the parts of the school that
  


 7             are important.  Those have now been set in order.  We
  


 8             have a K-4 school level leader, looking now to 2015-
  


 9             16 -- excuse me -- a K-5 school level leader, a 6-8
  


10             school level leader, a 9-11 school level leader,
  


11             reporting up to what will be an assistant head for
  


12             academics, if you will.  So we have a very good plan
  


13             for how we will address academics within the school,
  


14             how we will have a clear reporting structure, and how
  


15             we've adapted organizationally for not only a shorter
  


16             term but also the longer term at what we would hope
  


17             would be the number of 2,000 which was presented to
  


18             the Department of Education as part of the renewal.
  


19                  I would like to tell you also that we're doing
  


20             more now than we've ever done to help families know
  


21             what it means to learn virtually before they enroll.
  


22             And this is an encounter that we offer Tuesdays,
  


23             Thursdays, and Saturdays, so that any person who is
  


24             interested in enrolling their child can hear the
  


25             roles and responsibilities associated with learning
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 1             virtually.  What does it mean for me as a learning
  


 2             coach?  What are my commitments?  What does it mean
  


 3             for my student?  What is the commitment that we share
  


 4             as a household to this mode of learning?  What do our
  


 5             teachers do?  How often do they do it?  Where do they
  


 6             do it?  What does it look like?  What curricular
  


 7             items will I receive?  How much, when?  All these
  


 8             sorts of questions that need -- really must be
  


 9             answered in advance of any enrollment, we make
  


10             provision to answer and to provide that information
  


11             in advance.  And I think that's key.  Further, we
  


12             have a team of basically a fast response where we ask
  


13             the question, through survey, and they will report,
  


14             "Things are great here;" "things are going pretty
  


15             well;" "things" -- I don't know the exact language --
  


16             "we're struggling" -- where we will immediately
  


17             deploy support for that family to work through
  


18             whatever the issue may -- what may be taking place,
  


19             assuming that the teacher may be in the class
  


20             teaching and that they may need -- they may be in
  


21             between class.  And then we deploy to support that
  


22             immediately.  Further, during summer we will be
  


23             helping our families prepare for the year.  Where I
  


24             mentioned the information sessions, it's a larger
  


25             information session, "Here's what virtual learning
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 1             looks like; now that we're breaking into K-5, 6, 8,
  


 2             9, 11, how are they different?  How does the
  


 3             structure requirement change by age, by requirement,
  


 4             on the course for graduation, whatever the case may
  


 5             be, 9-11 versus 6-8," and so-on.  So we have that in
  


 6             place.  And then we have a team that will be working
  


 7             with families during the summer, as much as they will
  


 8             have us and allow us to work with them, to prepare
  


 9             them to be successful fast when the school year
  


10             starts, to bring this learning curve down, where
  


11             there's not a delay with their learning.  But rather,
  


12             we're working with them during the summer months as
  


13             much as they will allow us to do.  So these are
  


14             important pieces, I believe, to our withdrawal
  


15             remedy.  But, ultimately, it's how -- immediacy
  


16             matters, our immediate response to what they may
  


17             need.  And during the summer we will have a person
  


18             ready in a room for newly enrolling families to come
  


19             in and ask whatever they need.  We will man that.
  


20             We'll find out whether or not there are takers, how
  


21             many, what's the frequency over time, and those sorts
  


22             of things; we'll learn from it.  But we will be
  


23             available and it will be immediate and everything
  


24             that is within our power to control, given the in-
  


25             and-out sequences I described, we may always have a
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 1             bit of a high rate of withdrawal, just by simplicity
  


 2             of in-and-out.  But we absolutely will not lie down.
  


 3             We will fight to train, to help them understand, and
  


 4             to serve in order that there would be less
  


 5             transition.  And it's interdependent really our
  


 6             transition to the academic conversation.  This is
  


 7             interdependent to our academic outcomes.  You
  


 8             wouldn't -- you won't have strong academic outcomes
  


 9             in this model until you will also have a more static
  


10             population.  We're interdependent.
  


11                  So the question of our Needs Improvement status
  


12             was raised and discussed.  We were -- I'd like to
  


13             start on a positive note, if I could.  We were
  


14             achieving in 2012 and 2013 in literacy, completely;
  


15             completely achieving in 2012-2013.  It was '14 where
  


16             we observed the decline in our literacy scores and
  


17             became Needs Improvement, and that was an achieving
  


18             district elementary and middle prior to having those
  


19             scores.  Math -- math has been a bigger struggle for
  


20             us.  In 2012, we were short of the AMO, having a bit
  


21             above 70% proficiency, proficient or advanced
  


22             students at about 70% or greater.  And so that's
  


23             2012.  In 2013, we observed a slight decrease in our
  


24             total efficiency from 12-13, but then 13-14 was the
  


25             difference where you see basically a 10% change
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 1             overall from what we've observed historically within
  


 2             the school to what we then observed in 2014.
  


 3                  So what then will we do about that?  Well,
  


 4             first, we began a subject specific model where by 5th
  


 5             grade we have teachers teaching math.  When we were
  


 6             smaller, at 500, and the ratios were 60-to-1, and you
  


 7             had one teacher basically for a class, you now have a
  


 8             teacher teaching math.  So where the teacher was
  


 9             supporting, guiding and assisting in the middle
  


10             grades, now we are picking up where we find that a
  


11             parent may or may not be as ready to teach certain
  


12             concepts, you know, far in advance of Algebra 1,
  


13             quadratic equations.  So our provision for teacher-
  


14             led intervention begins earlier now through a
  


15             subject-specific model in the middle school.  And
  


16             this is our first year to have implemented this and
  


17             scale helped us to do that.  So that is grades 5 to
  


18             11 where we're subject-specific.  There's point one.
  


19                  Our students take assessment at entry where we
  


20             understand on the skill-set their readiness and we
  


21             build an individualized plan for every student and we
  


22             track it to 100%.  It's a minimum expectation that
  


23             Arkansas Virtual Academy have an ILP -- I'm not
  


24             talking about accommodations; I'm talking about an
  


25             individualized plan for every student.  And before --
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 1             I've spoken with the Board before about this piece,
  


 2             but it's 100% of all students.  And it's informed by
  


 3             information as they come in or, if they've been our
  


 4             student the prior year, we'll take that information
  


 5             and apply it to this individualized learning plan.
  


 6             We have the capacity to do small group remediation,
  


 7             and we do, and we will continue to do, where we look
  


 8             at skill outcomes, skills demonstrated by students,
  


 9             at mastery or not, and then we bring them in to
  


10             remediate.  And so it's not the teacher moving
  


11             forward in the path and the curriculum itself but
  


12             rather, what does this student need in terms of how I
  


13             might remediate them.  Now we'll get better and
  


14             better at this because we'll now have, moving into
  


15             15-16, if you would allow, we'll now have teachers
  


16             who would've done this for two years in a virtual
  


17             setting, one year for, you know, any change from that
  


18             25 to 29, as I described, and then the additional
  


19             teachers hired.  And then high school, this was our
  


20             first year to have high school grades 9 and 10.  So
  


21             our high school teachers will be returning now with a
  


22             year of understanding how to be effective as a high
  


23             school teacher teaching virtually, and then our role
  


24             and responsibility of continuing to grow them to
  


25             excellence, and that we would also continue to grow.
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 1             So I will do that.  We require -- we, as part of our
  


 2             instructional program, will make sure that we have a
  


 3             rotating data meeting with every teacher on at least
  


 4             a three-week basis -- at least a three-week basis --
  


 5             where we are exploring the data that is pertinent to
  


 6             their student, pertinent to their students, and then
  


 7             helping them build their instruction related to that
  


 8             as instructional leaders and as we're responsible to
  


 9             do.  On a three-week basis, at a minimum, every
  


10             teacher will receive observation and follow-up
  


11             feedback.  For teachers who need more, we'll do more.
  


12             We will align that more completely into BloomBoard
  


13             and into the test platform, in accordance with TESS.
  


14                  I would want the Board -- just to offer as a --
  


15             I should add one more thing.  Math on Demand, just
  


16             the way I'd said that we'll have a person ready to
  


17             assist any family who comes in with questions in a
  


18             room waiting, we have that for math.  So beyond the
  


19             classroom itself, beyond the direct instruction of
  


20             the teacher, students from 8:00 to 4:00 have an
  


21             opportunity to go in to have individual tutoring.
  


22             There may be another student in there already, so
  


23             maybe it's not then individual; but there is a
  


24             tutoring opportunity that is different than I think
  


25             most could say.  And that's something that we'll
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 1             continue to staff, and it's 8:00 to 4:00, Monday
  


 2             through Thursday, 8:00 to noon on Friday, where that
  


 3             tutoring is constantly available.  So these really
  


 4             are the most fundamental things that we should be
  


 5             doing to improve for the students on their behalf and
  


 6             in our service to them.
  


 7                  I would like for the Board to note, if I could
  


 8             add, 38% of our new high school students came to us
  


 9             credit deficient -- 38%.  So I think we have to see,
  


10             if I could suggest, it's important to note that how
  


11             the school is serving is not -- in a lot of cases is
  


12             serving students who are looking for potentially even
  


13             a final possibility when you see 38% of students who
  


14             come in credit deficient.  I would note also we're
  


15             now at 15% special education, so that number
  


16             continues to rise.  And, finally, in one grade in our
  


17             high school we were as high as 20% of students
  


18             qualifying for services within special education this
  


19             year in our first year of high school, so it will be
  


20             a challenge.  But I can tell you that we have a team
  


21             that will not lie down and that with all their hearts
  


22             will fight for these students and will fight for how
  


23             we will be effective in our service.
  


24                  There is a larger presentation that I could move
  


25             into if the Board -- I would really defer to the
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 1             Board, if the Board would wish to see the larger
  


 2             presentation or take up these pieces that were issues
  


 3             of discussion in the March meeting.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, that pretty much used
  


 5             up 20 minutes already, so I don't know if we want to
  


 6             go beyond that.  Let me ask at this point, Dr. Sides,
  


 7             is there anyone here that is wanting to speak in
  


 8             opposition?
  


 9                  MS. HOGUE:  No.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No one signed up.  No one
  


11             has indicated any opposition.  All right.  So under
  


12             the procedural rules, you would have 5 additional
  


13             minutes.  Of course, no one has spoken in opposition,
  


14             but if you want to take a few more minutes to wrap
  


15             up, you may, or you may just want to answer questions
  


16             from the Board.
  


17                  DR. SIDES:  Certainly.  I defer to the Board --
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


19                  DR. SIDES:  -- and we'll take questions at this
  


20             time.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So are there
  


22             any questions from any of the board members about
  


23             this item?  Okay.  Ms. Zook, do you want to go ahead
  


24             and start?
  


25                  MS. ZOOK:  I guess my question is for Ms. Clay.
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 1             I have some questions about the special education
  


 2             piece, but I did not alert anybody to that ahead of
  


 3             time.  So it has dawned on me now that I probably
  


 4             cannot ask those questions, because it's outside of
  


 5             what we asked him to be prepared for.
  


 6                  MS. CLAY:  I think you can ask any question that
  


 7             you want.  The hearing today is meant to be -- it's a
  


 8             legal term, but a de novo hearing, so you're starting
  


 9             from scratch.  So anything is fair game that you need
  


10             to get -- to clarify and help you with your decision.
  


11                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Then I have a question.  Okay.
  


12             I see that it says that you're in substantial
  


13             compliance with special ed., which I'm assuming
  


14             that's the instructional piece.  But if a teacher
  


15             thinks that a child needs to be referred for service,
  


16             or if a parent of one of your students does, how do
  


17             you go about having that referral conference?  And
  


18             then, subsequent to that, if the referral conference
  


19             committee decides the child needs to have
  


20             evaluations, how do you make sure that happens?  And
  


21             then, if the evaluations determine the placement
  


22             conference, who all is involved?  How does that
  


23             process work in a virtual academy type situation?
  


24                  DR. SIDES:  Sure.  We follow the regulatory
  


25             authority, the legal authority of IDEA, and every
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 1             protocol set forth there.  If there were a
  


 2             recommendation, then we would follow the normal
  


 3             sequence and process there, following timelines.
  


 4             Related services is probably something that may
  


 5             interest you in terms of how we provide related
  


 6             service to these students.  And so we find locally
  


 7             providers for related services for therapies that may
  


 8             be needed in accordance with the IEP.  An IEP team
  


 9             meets just the same way that you would in any bricks-
  


10             and-mortar.  Our special programs manager is here.
  


11             She may want to add to anything and would need to be
  


12             sworn in for this.  But depending on, you know,
  


13             whether or not the school level leader would be
  


14             involved in the IEP meeting, special programs manager
  


15             is involved, the special education teacher, the
  


16             general education teacher, the parent, basically the
  


17             IEP team.  And the IEP's are just the way that they
  


18             would be in bricks-and-mortar, but also considering
  


19             the setting itself.
  


20                  MS. ZOOK:  Do you contract for your evaluations
  


21             to others?
  


22                  DR. SIDES:  Yes, ma'am.
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  And how do you work with the
  


24             manipulative part, the gross development, the fine
  


25             motor development?  How are those incorporated into
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 1             the classroom and the instruction for the child?  And
  


 2             I see she's standing, so -- we get these two special
  


 3             ed. people talking -- if you want to defer to her,
  


 4             it's fine.
  


 5                  DR. SIDES:  Okay.
  


 6                  MS. BRANCH:  And I actually was not sworn in, so
  


 7             I need to do that first.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Come on up here and
  


 9             I'll be happy to.  Get on up.  All right.  Raise your
  


10             right hand.  Do you swear or affirm the testimony
  


11             you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
  


12             and nothing but the truth?
  


13                  MS. BRANCH:  Yes, sir.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  State your
  


15             name.  Grab that mic by the base; don't grab it up --
  


16             there you go.
  


17                  MS. BRANCH:  Okay.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  State your name and you're
  


19             recognized.
  


20                  MS. BRANCH:  I'm Alison Branch.  I'm the special
  


21             programs manager here at the school.  And to walk you
  


22             through the steps, we do exactly what a brick-and-
  


23             mortar school does.  If a parent comes to us or if
  


24             data is showing a referral may be needed, then a
  


25             special ed. teacher is assigned to that student and
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 1             we start the process.  We complete all paperwork and
  


 2             all the timelines that are in place.  And then when
  


 3             we get to that point of having the meeting we have
  


 4             all the appropriate team members in place, a gen. ed.
  


 5             teacher, an LEA supervisor sits in on it, as well as
  


 6             the special ed. teacher and the parent.  And since we
  


 7             have moved into high school, if the child is
  


 8             available and is older, we encourage the parent and
  


 9             the child attend is well.  So then we distribute all
  


10             the data that's brought to us.  And if it looks like
  


11             an evaluation is truly needed, then, yes, ma'am, we
  


12             do contract out for an evaluation.  We have school
  


13             psychologists across the state that we work with and
  


14             they meet the child in a convenient location, a
  


15             library or somewhere in their area, and they complete
  


16             all the necessary evaluations.  If it was for speech
  


17             or OT or PT, we would have that type evaluation
  


18             completed as well.  And then once we come back and
  


19             review the data in that primary conference, if it
  


20             looks like services are needed and the child is
  


21             eligible, then we go through that process.  We go
  


22             ahead and place them with the appropriate minutes or
  


23             we place them with a provider.  As Dr. Sides is
  


24             saying, we do contract with all of our providers
  


25             across the state, so we just set up an initial
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 1             meeting for that provider to reach back out to the
  


 2             family, and they set up a convenient time for
  


 3             services to begin.  Once all of that is in place,
  


 4             then we just begin teaching the child.  And if it is
  


 5             a student that can attend all of their general ed.
  


 6             classes and get that additional support from our
  


 7             special ed., then we highly encourage that.  Or, if
  


 8             it's a student who is just severely deficient then
  


 9             they have a lot more time with our special ed.
  


10             teachers.
  


11                  I know you were asking about how do we insure
  


12             some of the skills are being met that they're
  


13             deficient in.  I can give one example, is I have a
  


14             teacher who has a child that is hearing impaired, and
  


15             so in their home they have all the necessary
  


16             equipment to be able to hear the teacher.  And she
  


17             uses her webcam every time so he's able to read her
  


18             lips.  And the parent sits right there with her and
  


19             so if there's any miscommunication the parent is able
  


20             to help us with that relationship as well.  But he's
  


21             on the peck system and so as you're in our lightboard
  


22             room, our virtual classroom, that's what she loads on
  


23             her PowerPoint and then she has the tools to point or
  


24             she can talk to him face-to-face through a webcam.
  


25             So all of our services are delivered that way, except
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 1             for those students who need extreme PT or OT or
  


 2             speech, and then we have face-to-face providers we
  


 3             work with as well.
  


 4                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I know the law requires free
  


 5             and appropriate and the least restrictive
  


 6             environment.  So have y'all been challenged on the
  


 7             lease restrictive environment part?
  


 8                  DR. SIDES:  No, ma'am.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  I pray that you don't.
  


10                  DR. SIDES:  Yes, ma'am.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony.
  


12                  MS. MAHONY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Just to
  


13             follow-up on Ms. Zook's question, I noted that you
  


14             are supposed to have a special ed. -- oh, excuse me
  


15             here -- the special ed., you're going to be monitored
  


16             on December -- between December 1 and January 9.  Has
  


17             that taken place?
  


18                  MS. BRANCH:  Yes, ma'am.  It has been in place.
  


19             We've been working very closely with Kristin Hughes
  


20             through it, and actually we have until April 20th to
  


21             upload all of our final documents or make any
  


22             corrections to their findings that have been found at
  


23             this point.  And I believe April 24th is when we'll
  


24             get our final notification wrapping up the
  


25             monitoring.
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 1                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 2                  MS. BRANCH:  Yes, ma'am.
  


 3                  MS. MAHONY:  And, Dr. Sides, I thought this was
  


 4             really interesting that you're hiring a truancy
  


 5             coordinator and it says your attendance rate is
  


 6             98.2%.  So a lot of schools out there would like to
  


 7             have that attendance level.  Can you kind of follow-
  


 8             through on that?  Why would you be bringing in a --
  


 9                  DR. SIDES:  Well, we just want to make sure that
  


10             there's no disconnect between -- when we have
  


11             discussed the withdrawals, as we did.
  


12                  MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
  


13                  DR. SIDES:  How students transition between our
  


14             school and then, you know, potentially back to the
  


15             local bricks-and-mortar, they would serve in that
  


16             regard to smooth that transition to serve as our
  


17             point of communication.  But further, if we were to
  


18             find that, you know, a student were enrolled in the
  


19             school but not attending, then they would immediately
  


20             be deployed.  And so it's different 9-11.  Now that
  


21             we have our first high school grades, 9, 10, now that
  


22             we have our first high school grades, and the role of
  


23             that truancy coordinator is very much focused on
  


24             making sure that the students are in class; if
  


25             they're not, that we're quickly right there to deal
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 1             with that.
  


 2                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And just a couple more
  


 3             questions.  Your withdrawal rate at some point in two
  


 4             or three of those areas was 62% to 67%, which is very
  


 5             worrisome.  And then when I'm looking at your
  


 6             enrollment, your African American was at 144 and
  


 7             white students were at 1,337.  So have you made any
  


 8             efforts to recruit more African American or are they
  


 9             not applying or can you enlarge --
  


10                  DR. SIDES:  I can say that the marketing effort
  


11             that has been done for the school has been robust.
  


12             It's been something that I think many of us may have
  


13             all seen on television and ads.  So, you know,
  


14             television reaches any population and all
  


15             populations; the marketing effort there, you know, is
  


16             present.  And so then it's just a question of
  


17             choosing this path, yes or no, in terms of enrollment
  


18             and such.  With regard to withdrawals -- let me just
  


19             stop there.  Did I answer your question in terms of
  


20             how we -- in terms of our outreach?  Because it --
  


21             have you seen the K-12 ad?
  


22                  MS. MAHONY:  I haven't seen your ads.
  


23                  DR. SIDES:  Okay.  I think that in many cases,
  


24             you know, many would have seen them, but that's our
  


25             greatest outreach.  And I think that many would argue
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 1             that television is -- you know -- it's great; it has
  


 2             as great of access as anything that might otherwise
  


 3             be done.  It's done equally by network.  I'm not a
  


 4             marketing person, but I can tell you that I have
  


 5             observed widespread marketing; so therefore, I would
  


 6             believe that the word is out via television ads.
  


 7                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And then can you tell me
  


 8             about the withdrawal?  Now, usually you see that at
  


 9             the high school level where kids start to withdraw to
  


10             participate in sports and activities in high school.
  


11             But that number was up as well.
  


12                  DR. SIDES:  I think that the withdrawals are all
  


13             related to the list of things that I discussed.  I
  


14             think that our readiness to execute our -- you know
  


15             -- just our overall provision in terms of how we
  


16             would provide support, the things that we now have
  


17             deployed in terms of training, in terms of the
  


18             immediacy of our response.  I think all these things
  


19             are inputs.  But further, it was a completely new
  


20             thing for many families that they just simply didn't
  


21             know what the school -- what it really meant in terms
  


22             of their time commitment, where -- how much
  


23             flexibility really is here and, you know, how static
  


24             really is the schedule; and the answer is it's
  


25             static.  We can be flexible, and we have the
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 1             opportunity to accommodate therapies and those sorts
  


 2             of things.  But at the end of the day, there is, you
  


 3             know, a somewhat rigid schedule, if I might say, that
  


 4             a student must follow, just as any student would, and
  


 5             that is our responsibility.  So I think
  


 6             misunderstanding, not knowing really what this is
  


 7             going to mean, in terms of my commitment also as the
  


 8             learning coach, because it's hard work.  And so all
  


 9             those things -- I'm not saying that they're not up to
  


10             the challenge; I know that they are.  But I think all
  


11             these things, the newness, made a tremendous
  


12             difference, our readiness, and our message, how we
  


13             share that message in advance with every applicant --
  


14             to every applicant, so that we tell our very best
  


15             truth of what it means to learn virtually, in
  


16             advance.
  


17                  MS. MAHONY:  Thank you.
  


18                  DR. SIDES:  Yes, ma'am.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Mr. Crossley.
  


20                  MR. CROSSLEY:  You mentioned that you conduct
  


21             observations using the TESS model.  Is that correct?
  


22                  DR. SIDES:  Yes, sir.
  


23                  MR. CROSSLEY:  So a quick question.  How does
  


24             Domain 2 and Domain 3, engaging in instruction, look
  


25             differently than maybe a brick-and-mortar school
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 1             would look?  I understand -- I think I understand
  


 2             Domain 1 and 4, how that could be very similar, but
  


 3             Domain 2 and 3 seem like they might have differences,
  


 4             very striking differences.  How do you view that and
  


 5             how does that play into the observation piece?
  


 6                  DR. SIDES:  Okay.  I myself am not doing those
  


 7             observations in the classroom.  So what I want to do
  


 8             is I want to get someone who can give you the very
  


 9             most complete answer to your question.
  


10                  MS. BINGAMAN:  I'm Mitzi Bingaman.  I'm
  


11             assistant academic administrator, grades 7 to 10.
  


12             And we look a lot at student engagement and
  


13             questioning, lots of different questioning
  


14             techniques; there are different things within the
  


15             technology that we can bring inside the online
  


16             platform; we can have students go out to a secondary
  


17             site where they can answer questions a different way.
  


18             Teachers, obviously, put together their presentation
  


19             and seeing how much that really engages the student,
  


20             seeing what the teachers do to reach out to those
  


21             kids to make a connection since they are virtual
  


22             plays into that model as well.  So, you know, they
  


23             know them by name; they know them by family; they
  


24             know their family circumstances in a way that we
  


25             often don't do in brick-and-mortar, and that plays
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 1             into those pieces as well.
  


 2                  MR. CROSSLEY:  A very real part of classroom
  


 3             expertise in the brick-and-mortar system is the
  


 4             monitoring and adjusting that you have to do
  


 5             constantly.  I'm not sure that's the same thing
  


 6             virtually.  Can you speak to that?
  


 7                  MS. BINGAMAN:  Sure.  Whenever they present
  


 8             their slides, they can choose what slide to go to
  


 9             next.  So if they see that a student has come in and
  


10             maybe they've mastered something ahead of time, they
  


11             can then go around that.  They can also do breakout
  


12             rooms where they take kids in and they can
  


13             differentiate based on where those students are.  And
  


14             so I may have three different groups inside of a
  


15             class, and so I can have things set-up inside those
  


16             breakout rooms and they can differentiate it based
  


17             upon what I know the needs of those students are.
  


18                  MR. CROSSLEY:  So in a traditional classroom
  


19             where I may do breakout sessions on the fly, you can
  


20             do the same thing virtually?
  


21                  MS. BINGAMAN:  Yes, absolutely.
  


22                  MR. CROSSLEY:  All right.  Okay.  Thank you.
  


23                  MS. BINGAMAN:  Uh-huh.
  


24                  MR. CROSSLEY:  Appreciate it.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other --
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 1             are you okay, Sharon?
  


 2                  COURT REPORTER:  Yes.  She wasn't sworn in.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, she was.
  


 4                  COURT REPORTER:  Mitzy Bingaman was?
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  She stood up.
  


 6                  COURT REPORTER:  Okay.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah, she was one of the
  


 8             originals.
  


 9                  COURT REPORTER:  My apologies.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's all right.  I need
  


11             you to keep an eye on me.
  


12                  COURT REPORTER:  I didn't see her.  I'm sorry.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  The other woman wasn't.  We
  


14             got her.
  


15                  COURT REPORTER:  Okay.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Anything -- any
  


17             other questions?  Okay.  Ms. Zook, you're recognized
  


18             for a motion.
  


19                  MS. ZOOK:  I move that we accept Virtual Academy
  


20             and -- for the five-year renewal with the waiver.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is that the
  


22             motion, Ms. Clay or Ms. Hogue?  Is that the proper
  


23             motion on this?  Does that do what we're trying to do
  


24             as far as --
  


25                  MS. CLAY:  Yes.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- essentially affirm what
  


 2             the Charter Authorizing Panel did?
  


 3                  MS. CLAY:  Yes.  I wasn't entirely clear on what
  


 4             "with the waiver meant," but essentially affirming
  


 5             the decision of the Charter Panel.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Five-year renewal; I guess
  


 7             the cap was 2,000; and whatever waivers were granted
  


 8             with the application, to the extent there were
  


 9             waivers?
  


10                  MS. CLAY:  Yes.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.
  


12                  MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  And Ms. Saviers
  


14             seconds Ms. Zook's motion.  Jeremy, you've got a
  


15             puzzled look.
  


16                  MR. LASITER:  I always have a puzzled look, Mr.
  


17             Chairman.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Nothing to do with this,
  


19             right?
  


20                  MR. LASITER:  No, sir.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  We have
  


22             a motion and a second.  Is there any discussion?  All
  


23             right.  Hearing none, all those in favor say "aye."
  


24                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any opposed?  All right.
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 1             Dr. Sides, congratulations.
  


 2                  DR. SIDES:  Thank you, sir.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Go forth and do good work.
  


 4                  DR. SIDES:  Thank you to the Board.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you for being here.
  


 6   A-8:  CONSIDERATION OF ARKANSAS GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL 2016-2018
  


 7   PROPOSALS
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  That brings us
  


 9             to item A-8, which is the Governor's School proposal.
  


10             Correct?
  


11                  DR. STEIN:  Yes, sir.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, Ms. Stein, finally.
  


13                  DR. STEIN:  Finally.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  You're before us.
  


15                  DR. STEIN:  It's been a long day.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
  


17                  DR. STEIN:  Good afternoon to the Board.  Every
  


18             three years it's necessary to do site selection for
  


19             Arkansas Governor's School, and we are going into our
  


20             36th year now.  In November, our request for
  


21             proposals was sent out to all presidents of our four-
  


22             year colleges within the state and there was a
  


23             deadline in February, and we received only one
  


24             proposal and that was from Hendrix College.  And so
  


25             that proposal has been reviewed and we are now asking
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 1             for you to confirm Hendrix as the host for Arkansas
  


 2             Governor's School for 2016 through 2018.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.
  


 4                  MS. NEWTON:  Mr. Chair, I have a motion.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Dr.
  


 6             Stein.  Apparently, there are no questions.  Let the
  


 7             record reflect that Dr. Barth is not participating in
  


 8             this vote.  I'm pretty sure he would recuse if he
  


 9             were here.  And so Ms. Newton has moved that we
  


10             approve the proposal for Hendrix College to host the
  


11             Arkansas Governor's School for 2016-2018.  Is there a
  


12             second?
  


13                  MS. MAHONY:  Second.
  


14                  MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
  


15                  MS. REITH:  Second.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. -- I think Ms. -- all
  


17             right.  Ms. Mahony made the second.  We had a tussle
  


18             for it, but we're giving it to Ms. Mahony.  Is there
  


19             any discussion?  Hearing none, all in favor say
  


20             "aye."
  


21                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you,
  


23             Dr. Stein.  And by the way, I do know your son.  He's
  


24             --
  


25                  DR. STEIN:  I know that.  We just try not to
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 1             talk about anything about education with him.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, I'm not sure how to
  


 3             take that.
  


 4                  DR. STEIN:  No conflicts of interest.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No, there's no conflicts.
  


 6             Her son is an attorney in our firm, and a very fine
  


 7             one.
  


 8   A-9:  CONSIDERATION OF RECOMMENDATION OF NEW PRAXIS TEST OF
  


 9   ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE (TOEFL) LICENSURE TEST
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So that brings
  


11             us to item A-9, which is the Recommendation for the
  


12             New Praxis Test of English as a Foreign Language
  


13             Licensure Test.  Mr. Rowland.
  


14                  MR. ROWLAND:  Yes, sir.  Good afternoon, all.
  


15             This is the TOEFL test.  In addition to current
  


16             licensure requirements, the Department and the PLSB
  


17             have recommended that teachers from other countries
  


18             -- excuse me -- teachers from other countries seeking
  


19             an Arkansas educator license be required to pass the
  


20             TOEFL.  It is a widely accepted English language
  


21             proficiency test from the Educational Testing
  


22             Service.  Department personnel recommends TOEFL cut
  


23             scores of 17, Arkansas institutions of higher
  


24             education.  We eliminated the high and low scores,
  


25             and the average passing score of 76.  So we recommend
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 1             that 76 is the cut score for the TOEFL.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are there any
  


 3             questions?  Mr. Davis.
  


 4                  MR. DAVIS:  Yes.  Just a quick question in
  


 5             regards to that cut score in surrounding states.  Do
  


 6             you have an understanding of what their cut scores
  


 7             look like?
  


 8                  MR. ROWLAND:  There was no multistate standard
  


 9             setting study for the TOEFL.  So what we did was went
  


10             to each university and saw what their cut score was,
  


11             consulted with Educational Testing and they agreed
  


12             that 76 was a good place to start.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Other questions?  Ms.
  


14             Reith.
  


15                  MS. REITH:  Just quickly, piggy-backing off
  


16             that.  So we didn't previously have a cut score or --
  


17                  MR. ROWLAND:  Correct.
  


18                  MS. REITH:  Okay.
  


19                  MR. ROWLAND:  Correct.
  


20                  MS. REITH:  So this --
  


21                  MR. ROWLAND:  This is a new test.
  


22                  MS. REITH:  -- is the first time.  Okay.
  


23                  MR. ROWLAND:  Yes, ma'am.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
  


25             question?  Okay.  So, Ms. Newton, did you make a
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 1             motion?
  


 2                  MS. NEWTON:  I did.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


 4                  MS. NEWTON:  I move to accept it.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  She moves to accept it.
  


 6                  MS. REITH:  Second.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And Ms. Saviers seconded
  


 8             Ms. Newton's motion.  Is there any discussion?
  


 9                  MS. NEWTON:  Actually, Ms. Reith seconded.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh.  Ms. Reith seconded it?
  


11             All right.  Let the record reflect that it wasn't Ms.
  


12             Saviers; it was Ms. Reith that made the second.  Is
  


13             there any discussion?  All those in favor say "aye."
  


14                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  All right.
  


16   A-10:  CONSIDER RECOMMENDATION OF THE NEW PRAXIS ASSESSMENT OF
  


17   SIGNED COMMUNICATION-AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE (0632)
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you have another one, A-
  


19             10?
  


20                  MR. ROWLAND:  I do.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  This is the
  


22             Communication-American Sign Language Praxis
  


23             Assessment.
  


24                  MR. ROWLAND:  Yes, sir.  Act 328 provides
  


25             authority for Arkansas public schools to offer
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 1             American Sign Language as a credit-bearing modern
  


 2             foreign language.  The new educator license requires
  


 3             a content assessment, so ETS has a test available,
  


 4             the Praxis Assessment of Signed Communication-
  


 5             American Sign Language (0632).  Department personnel
  


 6             reviewed the national test data (inaudible) possible
  


 7             cut score of 2.5 from a 5.0 scale.  So the Department
  


 8             is recommending adopting the Praxis Assessment of
  


 9             Signed Communication-American Sign Language with a
  


10             cut score of 2.5, effective immediately.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are there any
  


12             questions for Mr. Rowland?
  


13                  MS. NEWTON:  I move approval.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Newton moves approval.
  


15                  MR. DAVIS:  Second.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And Mr. Davis seconds that
  


17             motion.  Is there any discussion?  All in favor say
  


18             "aye."
  


19                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you,
  


21             Mr. Rowland.
  


22                  MR. ROWLAND:  Thank you.
  


23   A-11:  CONSIDERATION FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: PROPOSED REVISION OF
  


24   THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION STANDARDS FOR EDUCATIONAL
  


25   INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLITERATORS
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  That brings us
  


 2             to A-11, which is the Consideration for Public
  


 3             Comment, the Revision to the Standards for
  


 4             Educational Interpreters and Transliterators,
  


 5             whatever that is.
  


 6                  MS. SALAS-FORD:  Yes, sir.  Good afternoon,
  


 7             Chairman Ledbetter, Members of the Board,
  


 8             Commissioner Key.  The Department is asking approval
  


 9             to put out for public comment our proposed revisions.
  


10             In 2013, a law was passed issuing new licensure
  


11             requirements for the Department of Health.  And so we
  


12             wanted to amend our standards for school districts to
  


13             employ interpreters to align with those new
  


14             requirements of licensure.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any questions?  These are
  


16             rules for public comment, of course.  So anybody want
  


17             to move these out for public comment, Ms. Mahony?
  


18                  MS. MAHONY:  I will.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


20                  MS. MAHONY:  So moved.
  


21                  MS. NEWTON:  And I second.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton
  


23             seconded Ms. Mahony's motion.  Is there any
  


24             discussion?  Hearing none, all in favor say "aye."
  


25                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you,
  


 2             ma'am.
  


 3                  MS. SALAS-FORD:  Thank you.
  


 4   A-12:  CONSIDERATION FOR FINAL APPROVAL: ADE RULES GOVERNING
  


 5   STANDARDS FOR ACCREDITATION OF ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND
  


 6   SCHOOL DISTRICTS
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  A-12, Final Approval, the
  


 8             Rules for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools
  


 9             and School Districts.  Ms. Freno.  Good afternoon.
  


10                  MS. FRENO:  Thank you, Mr. Ledbetter.  Lori
  


11             Freno with the Department of Education.  These are
  


12             the -- we're seeking consideration for final approval
  


13             on the rules for standards of accreditation.  And if
  


14             anyone has any questions, I'd be more than happy to
  


15             answer those.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Mahony,
  


17             you're recognized.
  


18                  MS. MAHONY:  You know, I started reading all the
  


19             comments in the back before I started at the front of
  


20             this bill, and they kept talking about the 38 units,
  


21             38 units.  When you add these units up, there are 39-
  


22             1/2 units, which is the reason why I keep going back
  


23             to 38 units.
  


24                  MS. FRENO:  I'm going to have to ask one of my
  


25             colleagues to help me with this.  But it's my
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 1             understanding the 38 units hasn't changed.  The
  


 2             situation is one math or one science course can be --
  


 3             the computer science course can be substituted for
  


 4             either the math or the science.  But the 38, that's
  


 5             not a change.
  


 6                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  But when you add these up,
  


 7             there's 39-1/2 units there, not 38.  And I understand
  


 8             where we're going with the computer science --
  


 9             because I have a question on that as well.  But I
  


10             didn't -- you know -- Junction City, I do know my
  


11             math, but when you go back through all these numbers
  


12             there are 39-1/2, not 38.
  


13                  MS. FRENO:  And I will happily yield the floor
  


14             to Dr. Jones.
  


15                  DR. JONES:  I would have to review that.  We did
  


16             not increase credits, and I'm not sure -- are you
  


17             looking at a half-credit there, for example --
  


18                  MS. MAHONY:  I'm looking at the 6, that's
  


19             Language Arts.  Okay.  And we start on Section 903.4.
  


20             Then, oral communications -- when you add all these
  


21             up, five units, science -- you're at 11 then; 6 units
  


22             of math, we're at 17; a unit of computer science,
  


23             you're at 18; foreign language, 2 units, you're at
  


24             20; fine arts, you're at 23-1/2; and computer apps,
  


25             you're at 24-1/2; social studies are four more,
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 1             that's 28-1/2 -- and Ms. Barnes is going to correct
  


 2             me back there, but economics is a half, so you're at
  


 3             29; you add another half unit on your health and
  


 4             safety education, physical -- whatever, career and
  


 5             technical, it's 39-1/2.
  


 6                  MS. BARNES:  Okay.  Annette Barnes, of course.
  


 7             Good afternoon --
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Good afternoon.
  


 9                  MS. BARNES:  -- Chair and Commissioner and Board
  


10             Members.  I was listening to you as you were
  


11             counting.
  


12                  MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
  


13                  MS. BARNES:  But I was also trying to take into
  


14             consideration some of those that have to be offered
  


15             now.
  


16                  MS. MAHONY:  Right.
  


17                  MS. BARNES:  And so because of that, that does
  


18             not mean they have to be taught.  The 38 units are
  


19             what has to be taught.
  


20                  MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
  


21                  MS. BARNES:  Some of these can count for -- so
  


22             when you have six math's, within those six math's we
  


23             now have the option to count computer science as a
  


24             math, depending on whether or not the student -- I
  


25             mean, the teacher is a math certified teacher for the
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 1             students for required math credits.  So you will see
  


 2             some padding in there, but it's not adding to the
  


 3             actual required number that a district has to teach,
  


 4             the 38.
  


 5                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.
  


 6                  MS. BARNES:  So I will -- I mean, I'll go back
  


 7             and take a look at it to see how it -- how it stacks
  


 8             up to be 39-1/2.  But those halves can be situations
  


 9             where it could count for that half, if you teach it,
  


10             and if a social studies person was trying to teach
  


11             with respect to the economics.  So it could count
  


12             that way and that's what I'm trying to reconcile as
  


13             I'm thinking through what you just read off.
  


14                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And at 903.44, computer
  


15             science, one unit, it doesn't say that this is
  


16             mandatory.  But computer programming is what it
  


17             describes; it doesn't describe computer science.  So
  


18             the definition is wrong, and it's not a computer
  


19             programming -- it is not a natural science.  So then
  


20             you've knocked yourself down to two natural sciences
  


21             in the high school.
  


22                  DR. JONES:  That's correct.  Maybe -- you
  


23             haven't knocked all kids down to that because it is a
  


24             choice.
  


25                  MS. MAHONY:  It's a choice; it's not mandatory?
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 1                  DR. JONES:  And the computer science is not
  


 2             mandatory.  According to the new law, students may
  


 3             elect to take one of four computer science courses.
  


 4             And I can name them:  AP computer science; Essentials
  


 5             of Computer Science, which is the coding; the
  


 6             Computer Science in Mathematics; or IB Computer
  


 7             Science.  And students who elect to take that may
  


 8             elect to take that in place of one of the four
  


 9             required math's or in place of one of the three
  


10             required science's.
  


11                  MS. MAHONY:  But when you actually do that, Dr.
  


12             Jones, you really are knocking off -- and several of
  


13             the comments in the back were about the fact that for
  


14             students to be prepared at college level they needed
  


15             those three natural science classes.  And this --
  


16             computer programming is not a natural science.
  


17                  DR. JONES:  We -- I don't know that this was
  


18             shared with you, but we studied what other states are
  


19             doing with computer science across the nation.
  


20                  MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
  


21                  DR. JONES:  And many other states use it in
  


22             place of math, they're using it in place --
  


23                  MS. MAHONY:  Right.
  


24                  DR. JONES:  -- of science, or both.  So there is
  


25             other interpretation across the states.
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 1                  MS. MAHONY:  So maybe we might need to go back
  


 2             and re-do the definition of exactly what you're
  


 3             expecting under computer science, because it does say
  


 4             coding under there.
  


 5                  DR. JONES:  It is coding.
  


 6                  MS. MAHONY:  Well --
  


 7                  DR. JONES:  One of the classes is coding.
  


 8                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  So coding -- coding is not
  


 9             -- I mean, it's not a natural science class, so --
  


10             but the other thing that's in here too is under
  


11             weighted classes for AP.  And if you'll remember, we
  


12             started looking particularly at KIPP schools; they're
  


13             not trained; their teachers are not AP certified, and
  


14             all the other -- the rest of those teachers -- but
  


15             this says you can't offer weighted credit in AP if
  


16             you don't have AP certified teachers.  So does that
  


17             waiver need to be listed under here, as well?
  


18                  DR. JONES:  That's a charter issue.  I'm not
  


19             sure about that.  But in order for them to offer AP,
  


20             they do have to be certified teachers.  And so --
  


21                  MS. BARNES:  We want the students to get a
  


22             weight there.
  


23                  MS. MAHONY:  Well, but we let them say that they
  


24             had enough training not to have to take that AP
  


25             certification.  I don't know why you wouldn't do it
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 1             for the benefit of your students, but that's been --
  


 2             anybody remember that besides me -- Ms. Zook -- that
  


 3             they did not.  And it was particularly the KIPP
  


 4             school did not want to have their teachers AP
  


 5             certified, but they were going to let them teach AP.
  


 6                  MS. ZOOK:  I think they were going to be
  


 7             certified by a different --
  


 8                  MS. MAHONY:  They were using TFA's.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  They were certified by different
  


10             routes, so they wanted that to be considered AP
  


11             certification.
  


12                  DR. JONES:  I would have to go back and study
  


13             the specifics of that.  But it is required that -- in
  


14             public schools that they be certified with AP
  


15             training --
  


16                  MS. MAHONY:  Right.
  


17                  DR. JONES:  -- in order to get the weighted
  


18             credit.  And if there is a waiver to the contrary on
  


19             that with a charter, I'll have to go back and review
  


20             that.
  


21                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Could you also re-do the
  


22             definition of computer science?
  


23                  DR. JONES:  Let's speak a little bit further
  


24             about that --
  


25                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.
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 1                  DR. JONES:  -- so I can clearly understand what
  


 2             you're looking for there.
  


 3                  MS. MAHONY:  Thank you.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So does that mean we're
  


 5             going to pull this down?  Is that what we just
  


 6             decided, or did I miss something?
  


 7                  MS. MAHONY:  Can we table it?
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well --
  


 9                  DR. JONES:  Well, really, we do need to take
  


10             action on this.  It was the intention of the bill
  


11             writers that this -- and we had lots of discussion
  


12             about this, shall it just be counted as math, shall
  


13             it be counted as a science, and the bill writers were
  


14             pretty insistent that it be counted as either.  It is
  


15             not a natural science; it is not saying that it is a
  


16             natural science.  It's saying that it serves as a
  


17             replacement for one of the three sciences.  And the
  


18             same is the case with the mathematics.  It's not
  


19             saying it's a fourth math; it's saying it's a
  


20             replacement for one of the four math's, which is not
  


21             uncommon in some of the other states.
  


22                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  But with Smart Core you have
  


23             to have three units of natural science.
  


24                  DR. JONES:  Well, no.  We met as a group with
  


25             Higher Ed. and had that discussion, and we talked
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 1             about that as far as it met its requirements.  We
  


 2             looked at NCAA requirements.  And Higher Ed. said,
  


 3             "You set the definition of Smart Core."  And this
  


 4             does change the definition.  It says, "All students
  


 5             will either have four maths or they'll have three
  


 6             maths with this computer science.  All students will
  


 7             have three sciences or they'll have two sciences plus
  


 8             this computer science."  Is that clear?  It's not a
  


 9             replacement; it's not intended to be the same
  


10             content.  It is a recognition of the job market and
  


11             preparing students for the job market.
  


12                  MS. REITH:  Well --
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Hang on.
  


14                  MS. REITH:  Sorry.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Are you done, Ms. Mahony?
  


16                  MS. MAHONY:  Yeah.  I'm pondering now.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Reith, now you
  


18             can --
  


19                  MS. REITH:  As Ms. Mahony ponders, just as sort
  


20             of a follow-up on the college piece, just because I
  


21             do have the privilege of having a member of my family
  


22             that is part of the engineering school here at the U
  


23             of A and responsible for seeing a lot of these
  


24             applicants.  Does this affect their ability to apply
  


25             and get accepted into colleges?  Because so many
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 1             colleges do require three natural sciences.  What
  


 2             does your research, I guess, show there?
  


 3                  DR. JONES:  And it was at the table with the
  


 4             Higher Ed., U of A and many others, and that was my
  


 5             question specifically.  This affects the application
  


 6             for Smart Core.  I just did this with my son and they
  


 7             said, "No, you decide as a State Board what we
  


 8             require as our entry requirement."  And so when we
  


 9             make this change they will make that accommodation on
  


10             their application process.  And we talked about out-
  


11             of-state and students have -- some out-of-state
  


12             institutions require the same thing, the three
  


13             sciences.  However, many other states are using
  


14             computer science as a replacement too.  And so a
  


15             student just has to be educated; know about the
  


16             schools you're going to apply to, and make sure that
  


17             you're receiving those.  This does not eliminate the
  


18             possibility for a student to still take three
  


19             sciences.  They may choose to take three sciences
  


20             plus computer science.  What it does is offer
  


21             students a choice.  If that is their field of study,
  


22             computer science, and they don't -- they want to take
  


23             other things -- athletics, for example -- then it
  


24             offers them the opportunity to pursue computer
  


25             science and still be a Smart Core completer.
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 1                  MS. MAHONY:  Without the three units of science,
  


 2             natural science?
  


 3                  DR. JONES:  Maybe two.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Let me just
  


 5             remind everyone we have a court reporter and she can
  


 6             only take down one person speaking at a time.  I
  


 7             don't know if y'all remembered Judge Griffin's rule,
  


 8             the basis for that rule.  All right.  Sharon, do you
  


 9             agree?
  


10                  COURT REPORTER:  I appreciate that.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are there any
  


12             other questions?  Mr. Davis.
  


13                  MR. DAVIS:  And I guess just a point of
  


14             clarification about what you just said.  So in
  


15             regards to certain out-of-state colleges and
  


16             universities, it would be the students -- it would be
  


17             the expectation that the student is fully aware of
  


18             their admission criteria before they decide on which
  


19             course of action to take in regards to scheduling?
  


20                  DR. JONES:  That's correct.  And out-of-state
  


21             institutions vary by their requirements anyway.  And
  


22             so generally students are pursuing that; they're
  


23             knowledgeable about what the school in which they're
  


24             interested in is requiring for admissions.
  


25                  MR. DAVIS:  Under the three natural sciences,
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 1             was there ever a situation -- and you may not be able
  


 2             to answer this, but I'm just not aware of any college
  


 3             or university that would not -- that has a standard
  


 4             that would not accept the three natural sciences.  It
  


 5             appears that the way we had the system set up, the
  


 6             students were then prepared to gain admission to
  


 7             almost any college or university.  But now, we're
  


 8             putting them in a situation of having to gain
  


 9             additional information before the application takes
  


10             place.  I know I'm kind of speaking around the issue.
  


11             I can't clearly articulate it, but hopefully you
  


12             understand what I'm getting at.
  


13                  DR. JONES:  Yes.  And that would be for out-of-
  


14             state colleges.  For in-state public colleges, they
  


15             will make these changes as we make them with Smart
  


16             Core.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Reith.  Yeah.
  


18                  MS. REITH:  Just to piggyback -- sorry -- I
  


19             looked to you to make sure I was okay to speak.  No,
  


20             but I -- that assumption that the students know
  


21             already, I guess maybe it's because I am somebody
  


22             that went to the public schools here in Arkansas, and
  


23             did end up going out-of-state, and I didn't know
  


24             where I was going or heading or that I had those
  


25             options until it was my junior year.  And so I just
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 1             would hate for some of our students to be in a place
  


 2             of finding out they're not eligible for certain
  


 3             programs because they didn't have that information.
  


 4             And I guess, again, you know, it's nothing against
  


 5             computer science or these opportunities.  And I can
  


 6             appreciate the spirit of the law here, but I do get
  


 7             concerned.  Yes, I realize that that's going to fix
  


 8             itself here locally, but aren't we trying to help
  


 9             each of our students, you know, pursue the best
  


10             possible opportunities, whatever that looks like for
  


11             that individual, whether it's here or abroad?  And I
  


12             guess if there is a way -- and it's probably not
  


13             within these rules; maybe it's just maybe a point of
  


14             public record, but I'd like to say this here, whether
  


15             it's with professional development with these
  


16             computer science teachers, whether it's with the
  


17             counselors, but I do think there needs to be some
  


18             education here about that for our students so that
  


19             we're not all of a sudden hearing from parents that,
  


20             "Oh, wait," you know, "Here I thought I was providing
  


21             my child the best opportunity possible, now I find
  


22             out they can't even apply to certain schools."  It's
  


23             sort of the scenario I could envision happening if
  


24             this isn't accompanied with the right sort of PD and
  


25             informational support to counselors.
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 1                  DR. JONES:  I agree completely and we will make
  


 2             every effort through Commissioner's Memo, when this
  


 3             passes and changes.  Tomorrow, we'll put it in a
  


 4             Commissioner's Memo.  But through all the PD we have
  


 5             basically weekly with the co-ops, and through Suzanne
  


 6             Knowles, through our counseling unit we will make
  


 7             that very clear.  Because some may know but we can
  


 8             never communicate that enough, so we will do that.
  


 9             We'll make every effort to do that.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Hold on just a
  


11             second.  Commissioner Key, did you want to add
  


12             something?
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Well, this is one of those
  


14             areas where I had the unique opportunity of actually
  


15             being on the Higher Ed. side when these conversations
  


16             were taking place.  What we found was I believe three
  


17             institutions that actually required Smart Core, but
  


18             they referenced it specifically as Smart Core.  Now
  


19             what they did then was follow below that with
  


20             outlining what Smart Core was.  The University of
  


21             Arkansas/Fayetteville and UALR and ASU were the
  


22             three.  All the rest of those -- all the rest of our
  


23             state institutions did not have that requirement.
  


24             And Higher Education at that time confirmed what Dr.
  


25             Jones said; said if the State Board changes what
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 1             Smart Core is and how that's defined, we will --
  


 2             we're going to adopt Smart Core, whatever falls under
  


 3             that.  The discussion about out-of-state
  


 4             institutions, we realized that out-of-state
  


 5             institutions can change their admissions criteria and
  


 6             they're not going to consult with Arkansas anyway.
  


 7             So whether it's this or whether it's some other
  


 8             subject matter, there's always that potential of
  


 9             students who may go through their high school career
  


10             thinking along the lines that they're going to get
  


11             everything and then have something -- some hiccup in
  


12             that.  And we determined that -- through those
  


13             conversations that although it could happen, the
  


14             likelihood of those students being shut out of any
  


15             out-of-state institution was unlikely because you're
  


16             talking about higher achieving students anyway.  And
  


17             so that -- hopefully, that adds some context from the
  


18             university side of things to the conversation that
  


19             Dr. Jones -- and I recognize, Mr. Chairman,
  


20             Representative Bill Gossage who's here, who was the
  


21             lead author of that legislation, and the
  


22             conversations that we all add together during the
  


23             time this bill was being debated.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And I was going to
  


25             recognize you, Representative Gossage.  I saw you
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 1             here earlier and I appreciate you for coming back.
  


 2             We've been getting into legislative intent today, so
  


 3             we might call on you.
  


 4                  REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  I heard what you said
  


 5             about it too.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No disrespect.
  


 7                  REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  None taken.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Some of us didn't know what
  


 9             we intended when we voted.
  


10                  REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  That's exactly right.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I let Senator Key talk me
  


12             into voting on Act 60, and I wish I hadn't have done
  


13             that.  All right.
  


14                  REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  He'll lead you astray.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Any other -- Ms.
  


16             Mahony.
  


17                  MS. MAHONY:  You're back to me.  Dr. Jones, are
  


18             we going to change the curriculum for Smart Core
  


19             within this field?  What are we going to do with it?
  


20                  DR. JONES:  Change the curriculum?
  


21                  MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.  Well, what we have listed
  


22             under Smart Core and Core, and our debate on the
  


23             computer science, are you going to change that within
  


24             the Smart Core and bring it back for the Board to
  


25             look at?
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 1                  DR. JONES:  No.  If you remember, last month,
  


 2             when we introduced the rules and I gave you a very
  


 3             rough draft of the changes that would take place with
  


 4             Smart Core, we would make those changes if you
  


 5             approve the rules changes today.  And basically it
  


 6             says on that form replacement for either -- you take
  


 7             three of the sciences or you take two of the sciences
  


 8             plus this computer science.  Does that answer your
  


 9             question?
  


10                  MS. MAHONY:  So you're changing the form that
  


11             goes out to all the schools?
  


12                  DR. JONES:  And the rules.
  


13                  MS. MAHONY:  And the rules.  But they're not
  


14             exactly written in the rules.  You've got me confused
  


15             -- or I have you confused.  What I would like to see
  


16             is a better definition of what the computer science
  


17             is because the way it's listed in here it's just the
  


18             two items.  So that needs to be defined a little
  


19             better.  And then I think you need to go back with
  


20             the Smart Core and say "it's this, this, this, and
  


21             this; this is what your student is signing off on."
  


22                  DR. JONES:  We do that, not necessarily through
  


23             the rules but we have immediate follow-up.  The forms
  


24             are ready to go for distribution, which will be
  


25             attached to the Commissioner's Memo, all of the Smart
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 1             Core forms.  And it was that table-looking thing
  


 2             which is a little bit easier to understand.  If you
  


 3             change the wording in the rules, do they have to go
  


 4             back out?  Is that --
  


 5                  MS. FRENO:  They'd have to go back out; the
  


 6             rules would have to go back out if the changes are
  


 7             substantive.  But in this also what the Board can do
  


 8             today -- you want a different definition, is what I'm
  


 9             hearing, than what Dr. Jones has already written in
  


10             9.03.4.4, just to expand upon the current language of
  


11             one unit of Essentials of Computer Programming or
  


12             other options as approved by the Department.  We
  


13             could just include -- instead of the "options
  


14             approved by the Department," instead of that
  


15             language.
  


16                  MS. MAHONY:  Instead of that language.
  


17                  MS. FRENO:  Or potentially other options later
  


18             down the road.
  


19                  DR. JONES:  As of now, there are four options.
  


20             After the computer task -- the computer science
  


21             taskforce meet, there may be more.
  


22                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.
  


23                  MS. FRENO:  So we could include those options in
  


24             9.03.4.4, leave the language that says "other options
  


25             as approved by the Department," and probably that
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 1             would not be a substantive change.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes.
  


 3                  MS. MAHONY:  Could we make that change?
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, if there is a motion
  


 5             and a second and a majority vote, I think we could
  


 6             make that change, is what I'm hearing Ms. Freno say,
  


 7             and that it would not be substantive to the extent
  


 8             that it would require it to go back out for public
  


 9             comment.
  


10                  MS. FRENO:  I think that is correct.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  This has been through --
  


12             the Bureau of Legislative Research has commented on
  


13             this -- right? -- has commented on this rule, BLR
  


14             has?
  


15                  MS. FRENO:  They have not.  BLR does not comment
  


16             generally on rules.  No, they have not commented --
  


17             let me -- the package has certainly been filed with
  


18             BLR.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  And they see --
  


20                  MS. FRENO:  And they've attended the public
  


21             comment hearing.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  And they haven't
  


23             corrected anything that's inconsistent with the
  


24             legislation?
  


25                  MS. FRENO:  No, they have not corrected
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 1             anything.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Let's not get into
  


 3             that.  Representative Gossage, I mean, you were the
  


 4             author of this.  Are you hearing anything that causes
  


 5             you any heartburn about the proposed rule not being
  


 6             consistent with the legislation that you got passed?
  


 7                  REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  No, I don't think so.
  


 8             Of course, I missed the first part of your
  


 9             conversation.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
  


11                  REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  Whatever would replace
  


12             the fourth math or the third science, which we want
  


13             that to be rigorous.  I think the courses they've
  


14             listed certainly are going to meet that criteria.
  


15             They're not going to be easy courses.  And I think
  


16             anything that's -- we have in the future will fall in
  


17             that same vein.  And just to address very briefly
  


18             some of your concerns, I was a school counselor for
  


19             13 years.  You know, there's a myriad of choices on
  


20             going to school and every college and university has
  


21             different ideas about what students ought to have had
  


22             in high school.  As a school counselor, you
  


23             constantly have to be on your toes when your students
  


24             are looking to attend college in keeping them abreast
  


25             of their needs for where they're thinking about
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 1             going.  And I understand the concerns that you have.
  


 2             But Arkansas is on the forefront with the
  


 3             requirements that we have.  This is not going to
  


 4             change that, in my opinion.  The state of California
  


 5             only requires two math credits; Arkansas requires
  


 6             four.  In California public schools, you can require
  


 7             a third math or a third course, and it could be
  


 8             computer science in mathematics.  I feel very
  


 9             comfortable with the legislation.  I try to be a
  


10             minimalist.  I tried to put only those things in the
  


11             legislation that were necessary to cause things to
  


12             happen.  And I wanted the professionals and you folks
  


13             to have your say and your input about the rules to
  


14             make this happen.  When you realize that we require
  


15             four English, four math, three science, and three
  


16             social studies, that's fantastic.  But one of the
  


17             great needs we have in this country right now, we're
  


18             going to be a million computer scientists short in
  


19             year 2020.  We're producing 400,000; we need 1.4
  


20             million.  We have a tremendous opportunity to help
  


21             our children.  I'm not overselling this.  It has been
  


22             -- I completely misjudged this legislation myself.  I
  


23             thought it was really good legislation but after it
  


24             passed, the response that I have gotten from across
  


25             this country has been unbelievable, people contacting
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 1             this state.  I've had people from foreign countries
  


 2             contact me, wanting to know what they can do to be
  


 3             involved.  I've never -- I never would have expected
  


 4             this.  I really hope that you'll give us a chance.  I
  


 5             know that not only you're going to, but I think this
  


 6             is going to be one of the best things that we've done
  


 7             in sometime.  I really do.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Well, thank
  


 9             you, and thank you for your work on this.  It's
  


10             really important stuff and it's nice to hear the
  


11             recognition that we're getting.
  


12                  Okay.  So what do we want to do?  Ms. Mahony, do
  


13             you want to try to --
  


14                  MS. MAHONY:  Well, just one further comment.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
  


16                  MS. MAHONY:  When Smart Core says you have to
  


17             have three units of natural science -- okay -- and
  


18             you're going to replace one of those units with
  


19             computer science, it's not a natural science.  See,
  


20             that is a conflict right there, even if we go through
  


21             and list the options.  And I'm talking to science
  


22             chairs and individuals in a lot of the schools that
  


23             call me, so I think that needs to be clarified.  Do
  


24             you see what I'm saying?  When you're saying three
  


25             natural sciences but you can replace it with a
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 1             computer science, it's not a natural science.
  


 2             Somehow that definition needs to be corrected.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  But I don't know
  


 4             that that's necessarily a problem because I think we
  


 5             can write the rule to make the standards reflect that
  


 6             -- you have to have that, but it can be -- so I don't
  


 7             know that that's necessarily a problem.  It's -- you
  


 8             know -- kind of our intent is to expand this
  


 9             opportunity in this area.  Yeah.  And so we're giving
  


10             this option.  That's the legislative prerogative, I
  


11             think, isn't it, Senator Key?
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I mean, they pretty much
  


14             set the -- you know -- we've been through this before
  


15             and we follow their lead on this and give it meaning
  


16             through our rules.  And that's what I think Dr. Jones
  


17             and her team have worked to do and this has gone out,
  


18             and Representative Gossage is here.  And so that's
  


19             why I don't want us to tinker with it too much, and
  


20             that's why I asked him about are we doing something
  


21             that would be inconsistent with that.  So, again, you
  


22             know, I guess we can beat this thing to death; we
  


23             just need to kind of come to some conclusion to make
  


24             sure that we're consistent.  Dr. Jones, do you want
  


25             to say something?
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 1                  DR. JONES:  I think that I understand your
  


 2             concern.  I think we can do some wording on the
  


 3             actual draft handout that I handed you last time to
  


 4             separate that computer science from the natural
  


 5             science so it doesn't appear that's what we're
  


 6             calling it.
  


 7                  MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
  


 8                  DR. JONES:  And this is really the documents
  


 9             that the schools use the most.  They really don't go
  


10             back to the rules very often.  But we can make those
  


11             minor changes there, without having to put it back
  


12             out, and make it very clear on the documents they
  


13             actually use.
  


14                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And that also lists the
  


15             options as well?
  


16                  DR. JONES:  Yes.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
  


18                  DR. JONES:  Yes, ma'am.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So --
  


20                  MS. NEWTON:  I would move approval with those
  


21             changes.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are we actually
  


23             changing the language in the rule?
  


24                  DR. JONES:  Moderately.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Moderately.  Okay.
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 1                  MS. FRENO:  It's my understanding --
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Get close to the microphone
  


 3             because I can't hear very well.
  


 4                  MS. FRENO:  It's my understanding, Mr. Chair,
  


 5             we're changing the language in 9.03.4.4 to further
  


 6             define the term computer science.  And right now,
  


 7             while it just reads one unit Essentials of Computer
  


 8             Science, we're going to add the other courses that
  


 9             Dr. Jones referred to and then we're going to leave
  


10             the language which would say "or other options as
  


11             approved by the Department."  And because we have
  


12             that language in there already that said "or other
  


13             options as approved by the Department," I don't think
  


14             this is a substantive change --
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


16                  MS. FRENO:  -- because it was recognized in this
  


17             rule.  There could be other options.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  So I
  


19             have two people, Ms. Zook -- all right.  Ms. Saviers.
  


20             No, Ms. Newton has already got a motion.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  It would seem to me that down at 14,
  


22             where it says standard 9 graduation requirements,
  


23             that it just needs an asterisk by math and science
  


24             that says "or" -- you know -- three natural science
  


25             "or" two natural science and the computer science,
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 1             and the four maths "or."  So that would seem the
  


 2             simplest, being the wordsmith that I am, to satisfy
  


 3             both Ms. Mahony's concern -- I'm sure she got all the
  


 4             same emails I did.  So they did public comment, and
  


 5             they saw that that wasn't working so they've gone
  


 6             directly to the Board.  And I appreciate their
  


 7             concern and bringing that to our attention so that we
  


 8             would look at it more closely.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So is that a
  


10             different way of doing this that is more -- are we
  


11             doing it -- are we making changes in both locations?
  


12             Is that what you're saying, Ms. Zook, or just
  


13             changing it there?
  


14                  MS. ZOOK:  (inaudible)
  


15                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  You need to do your
  


16             microphone.
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  Just an asterisk that helps them
  


18             understand better that natural science, dash, three
  


19             units with lab experience chosen from blah-blah-blah-
  


20             blah-blah, with an asterisk that refers them to
  


21             wherever, or a parenthesis that says two natural
  


22             science and one of the four -- that way, we're making
  


23             sure people realize that we know computer science is
  


24             not a natural science, but nonetheless that we value
  


25             it in the 21st century and so we want -- and then the
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 1             counselors -- my sister was one -- the counselors
  


 2             would have the responsibility of saying, "Let's look
  


 3             at what your" -- "Are you going to college," or, "I'd
  


 4             like you to go to college.  Here's the ones; you may
  


 5             want to do both."
  


 6                  DR. JONES:  Yes, we can do that.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So you
  


 8             understand the language.  Ms. Newton's motion is to
  


 9             approve -- to give final approval to the rules
  


10             governing Standards of Accreditation with the changes
  


11             that have been proposed by Ms. Zook and Ms. Mahony.
  


12             Right?
  


13                  DR. JONES:  Right.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And Ms. Zook seconded Ms.
  


15             Newton's motion, and we all agree that these changes
  


16             are not substantive to the point that this needs to
  


17             go back out for public comment.  Correct?
  


18                  MS. FRENO:  That is correct.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So Ms. Zook
  


20             seconded; Ms. Newton made a motion and Ms. Zook gave
  


21             a second.  All right.  So that being said, is there
  


22             any discussion?  Yes, ma'am.
  


23                  MS. MAHONY:  Could we have a copy of that when
  


24             we --
  


25                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, yeah.  You'll get that
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 1             to them?
  


 2                  DR. JONES:  We will.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  All right.  No
  


 4             further discussion, all in favor say "aye."
  


 5                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Motion
  


 7             carries.  Thank you, Ladies.  Representative Gossage,
  


 8             thank you.
  


 9                  REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  Can I give y'all a
  


10             hand?  Thank you very much.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Same to you.
  


12                  REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  Thank you.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  All right.  We're
  


14             going to take a five-minute break.  We've only got
  


15             two more matters on the agenda, and we'll come back
  


16             and finish up.
  


17                       (BREAK:  4:05-4:08 P.M.)
  


18   A-13:  CONSIDERATION FOR FINAL APPROVAL: ADE RULES GOVERNING
  


19   KINDERGARTEN THROUGH 12TH GRADE IMMUNIZATION REQUIREMENTS IN
  


20   ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
  


21                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Let's get back and try to
  


22             finish up.  We've got, I think, three more agenda
  


23             items to cover.  So the next item is A-13, which is
  


24             the Final Approval on the Rules for Immunization in
  


25             Public Schools.  Ms. Clay.
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 1                  MS. CLAY:  Hi, Kendra Clay, Staff Attorney for
  


 2             the Department.  I'll answer any questions that you
  


 3             have on this agenda item.  Otherwise, I ask that you
  


 4             give final approval to these immunization rules.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Are there questions?  No
  


 6             questions.  All right.  Ms. Reith.
  


 7                  MS. REITH:  Just out of curiosity, in the
  


 8             comments, I know they seem to align with the ADH
  


 9             rules.  What was different about this rule versus the
  


10             ADH rules, if I might ask?
  


11                  MS. CLAY:  Well, if you'll remember, several
  


12             months ago we brought these to you to try to get them
  


13             aligned.  The specifics I would have to go back and
  


14             look.  But ADH, the Department of Health, changed
  


15             some -- I'm trying to think of the best way to word
  


16             this, because I don't have a medical background; they
  


17             changed the vaccinations that are required at certain
  


18             intervals.  And so we wanted to align ours with
  


19             theirs, because they're obviously the experts on
  


20             them.  When we did that process, at first we didn't
  


21             get all of the changes that needed to be made in our
  


22             rules and that's why you're seeing them again.  But
  


23             the specifics on what they made in their initial
  


24             change, I don't have all of those before me today.
  


25                  MS. REITH:  That's fine.  Thank you.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any other questions?  All
  


 2             right.  Ms. Mahony, do you have a motion?
  


 3                  MS. MAHONY:  So moved.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


 5                  MR. DAVIS:  Second.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Mr. Davis seconds the
  


 7             motion.  He had his microphone on.  All right.  Is
  


 8             there any discussion?  All right.  Hearing none,
  


 9             those in favor say "aye."
  


10                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Those are
  


12             approved.  Thank you.
  


13   A-14:  CONSIDERATION FOR EMERGENCY ADOPTION: ARKANSAS
  


14   DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION EMERGENCY RULES GOVERNING THE PUBLIC
  


15   SCHOOL CHOICE ACT OF 2015
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  A-14 are the Public School
  


17             Choice Act Emergency Rules.  Mr. Lasiter, you're
  


18             recognized.
  


19                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.  14 and 15
  


20             are essentially the same; 14 is an emergency rule, 15
  


21             is the regular promulgation version of the rule.
  


22             These are rules --
  


23                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Speak up just a little bit.
  


24             We're having a hard time.
  


25                  MR. LASITER:  All right.  I've been up here so
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 1             many times you'd think I would've gotten that by now.
  


 2             Essentially, we rewrote the rules to match Act 560 of
  


 3             2015.  That act changed the School Choice law in
  


 4             Arkansas, so we amended the rule just as the law was
  


 5             amended.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So this just
  


 7             aligns our rule with the statute that was just
  


 8             passed.  Right?
  


 9                  MR. LASITER:  That's correct.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And we're doing it in
  


11             emergency because we've got some deadlines coming up,
  


12             I believe.
  


13                  MR. LASITER:  We do.  The first one is May 1.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.
  


15                  MR. LASITER:  That's the deadline.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So we need an emergency
  


17             rule in place so we can implement the School Choice
  


18             program?
  


19                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Questions?  Ms.
  


21             Mahony.
  


22                  MS. MAHONY:  Just one, Mr. Lasiter.  What are
  


23             the consequences if you don't file a deseg statement?
  


24                  MR. LASITER:  Well, that's -- you know -- the
  


25             deseg statement is what we will go by -- what you'll
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 1             go by to know whether someone is, you know, exempt or
  


 2             not.  So, you know, we just have to -- you'll --
  


 3             without prejudging any cases that might come before
  


 4             you later this summer, you know, all I can say at
  


 5             this point is the law requires that if they intend to
  


 6             not participate in School Choice.
  


 7                  MS. MAHONY:  Well, I know one time last year we
  


 8             were looking at 36 to 50-something.  There were so
  


 9             many deseg cases out there that no one actually
  


10             really had it on record.  So will this be a better
  


11             way to keep track of who's actually under deseg?
  


12                  MR. LASITER:  Well, I'm glad you mentioned that
  


13             because there's another part of the act that didn't
  


14             necessarily apply just to School Choice.  And that
  


15             part of the act requires school districts under a
  


16             desegregation order to notify the Department and
  


17             provide certain information about that order by
  


18             January 1st.  And so -- and that's independent of
  


19             School Choice; it's a standalone requirement that
  


20             they do that.  Because, as you know, for instance,
  


21             earlier today, we had a consolidation; one of the
  


22             things you have to consider is whether someone is
  


23             under a desegregation order.  So that part of the act
  


24             was geared toward making sure that you have the
  


25             information that you need to know which school
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 1             districts are under a desegregation order.  And there
  


 2             is a consequence to that section of the code, of the
  


 3             act, and that is that it's a violation of the
  


 4             Standards for Accreditation if they don't do it.
  


 5                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.
  


 6                  MR. LASITER:  So, again, that's not within these
  


 7             rules because it's not specific just to School
  


 8             Choice, but it is part of the Act 560 of 2015.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  Question.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Zook.
  


11                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Help me make this simple.
  


12             Before, they could opt out of Choice and say that
  


13             because they were under a deseg order.  So is this
  


14             changing it to simply they have to show it, or is it
  


15             saying if they're under the deseg and we read the
  


16             deseg and decide that this wouldn't affect it -- or
  


17             is this just simply saying "you say you are, so let
  


18             us see it?"
  


19                  MR. LASITER:  I think that it is saying that "if
  


20             you say you are, then let us see it."  Because you
  


21             still have the same requirement that we dealt with
  


22             last year of the Attorney General's opinion saying
  


23             that the Board doesn't have any authority to
  


24             interpret federal orders, and there's a good reason
  


25             for that.  So -- and, you know, and then last year
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 1             all that was required was -- the last two years --
  


 2             was to send a notice of exemption and, you know, some
  


 3             of them would cite the case.  Well, now, you send in
  


 4             the actual order that you're referring to.  And we'll
  


 5             put that -- we've already established a web page;
  


 6             some of those orders are already out there.  So as we
  


 7             get those from the districts we're going to put the
  


 8             orders on the website so that the members of the
  


 9             public can see what the basis is for the district
  


10             that's claiming that they're not going to participate
  


11             in School Choice.
  


12                  MS. ZOOK:  And didn't the deadline use to be
  


13             April 1 for the district to declare, and it's now --
  


14                  MR. LASITER:  Now, the law says immediately.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  Immediately.
  


16                  MR. LASITER:  They have to immediately provide
  


17             to us proof.
  


18                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  So in future years will it be
  


19             April 1 again?
  


20                  MR. LASITER:  No.  The April 1 language was
  


21             entirely eliminated, so there's not any sort of April
  


22             1 deadline for claiming an exemption.  It just says
  


23             it you, you know, contend that you have a
  


24             desegregation order that conflicts, you should
  


25             immediately provide information to the Department of
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 1             Education to that effect.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any other questions?  All
  


 3             right.  Members?
  


 4                  MS. ZOOK:  I move that we -- let's see -- give
  


 5             --
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No.  A-14 is emergency
  


 7             adoption.
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  I move that we have emergency
  


 9             adoption of the Arkansas Department of Education
  


10             emergency rules concerning the Public School Choice
  


11             Act of 2015.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


13                  MR. BLACK:  Second.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Black
  


15             seconded Ms. Zook's motion that we give approval to
  


16             emergency adoption of these rules governing Public
  


17             School Choice.  Any discussion?  Hearing none, all in
  


18             favor say "aye?"
  


19                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Those are
  


21             adopted on emergency basis.
  


22   A-15:  CONSIDERATION FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF
  


23   EDUCATION RULES GOVERNING THE PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE ACT OF 2015
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And now we need to put them
  


25             out for public comment, same rule.  Is there a
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 1             motion?
  


 2                  MR. DAVIS:  I move that we put for public
  


 3             comment the Arkansas Department of Education Rules
  


 4             Governing the Public School Choice Act of 2015.
  


 5                  MS. REITH:  Second.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Davis moved
  


 7             putting these out for public comment; Ms. Reith
  


 8             seconded that motion.  Any discussion?  All in favor
  


 9             say "aye."
  


10                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


11                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Those are
  


12             out for public comment.
  


13                  So we've done A-16.  Any other business?
  


14                  MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Chair, we tabled item ABCTE,
  


15             the certification through the Passport for Teachers.
  


16             And can we bring that forward at our next meeting?
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  We tabled that at the last
  


18             meeting, in March?  Is that when we tabled that?
  


19                  MS. MAHONY:  We did.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So we're going to
  


21             put that on the agenda for the May meeting then.  Is
  


22             that what you're asking?
  


23                  MS. MAHONY:  Right.  Uh-huh.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Do we have to have a
  


25             vote to remove from the table or we just put it back
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 1             on the agenda?  Who's got Roberts Rules memorized?
  


 2                  MR. LASITER:  I don't have them memorized but,
  


 3             yes, you do remove it from the table to have it
  


 4             considered.  But you can do that at your next
  


 5             meeting.  If you put it on your agenda, you can
  


 6             remove it from the table then, and then vote.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  What's that, now?
  


 8                  MR. LASITER:  You would need to remove it from
  


 9             the table.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we need a
  


11             vote to remove it from the table?
  


12                  MR. LASITER:  Yes.  But you don't have to do
  


13             that right now.  You can have it on your agenda --
  


14                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
  


15                  MR. LASITER:  -- and then you could --
  


16                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we'll do
  


17             that in May.  Okay.  All right.
  


18                  MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I've got that.  Okay.
  


20             Good.  Yes, ma'am.
  


21                  MS. MAHONY:  One other thing.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
  


23                  MS. MAHONY:  Could we have the Commissioner
  


24             comment on the TESS, the Teacher Excellence and
  


25             Evaluation System, going forward and how it's going
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 1             to affect our teachers, since we're going to do PARCC
  


 2             assessments?
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Why don't we
  


 4             have him do that in his report in the morning, so he
  


 5             can give that some thought?  Does that work for you?
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Have you got that, what --
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- she's looking for?
  


10                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Well, and if I may, Mr.
  


11             Chairman -- Ms. Mahony, do you want to hear from me
  


12             or do you want to hear from someone who knows what
  


13             they're talking about?  Because I've got a lot of
  


14             folks like that.  We will have some comments for you.
  


15                  MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Thank you very much.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So is that all?
  


18             So 5:30 tonight at Copper Grill, right, our supper?
  


19             And we will be back in the morning at 9:00 a.m. for
  


20             reports.
  


21                  All right.  We are adjourned till in the
  


22             morning.
  


23
  


24               (The meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.)
  


25
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              1                       P R O C E E D I N G S 

              2  A-16:  CONSIDERATION OF STATE BOARD RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING 

              3  APRIL AS THE MONTH OF THE MILITARY CHILD 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  We have a resolution for 

              5            recognizing April as the Month of the Military Child.  

              6            We have a lot of guests with us this morning for 

              7            that, so we're going to move that to the first item 

              8            on the action agenda.  Mr. Lasiter, you're recognized 

              9            to present item A-16. 

             10                 MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, 

             11            Commissioner Key, and Members of the State Board.  

             12            I'm Jeremy Lasiter, General Counsel here with the 

             13            Department of Education.  I also serve as Arkansas' 

             14            Compact Commissioner for the Arkansas State Council 

             15            on the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity 

             16            for Military Children.  And I am joined today by Ms. 

             17            Brittany Kincaid, who is our ADE Policy Development 

             18            Coordinator; she has been instrument in carrying out 

             19            the duties of the Arkansas State Council.   

             20                 We come to you today on behalf of the State 

             21            Council to request that you approve a resolution 

             22            recognizing April as the Month of the Military Child.  

             23            As stated in the draft resolution that's in your 

             24            materials, over 9,000 Arkansans serve in our Armed 

             25            Forces and more than 3,700 children in military 
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              1            families attend our public schools across the state.  

              2                 I would like to introduce a few of those 

              3            military members and their families who have joined 

              4            us today from the Little Rock Air Force Base.  First, 

              5            from the 19th Airlift Wing we have Lieutenant Amanda 

              6            Farr; also from the 19th Airlift Wing we have 

              7            Technical Sergeant Celina Schilling and her daughter 

              8            Auria; from the 314th Airlift Wing we have Staff 

              9            Sergeant Michael Guerra, and his spouse Alissa and 

             10            their daughters Cassie and Cora.  We also want to 

             11            recognize several of our Arkansas families who serve 

             12            in all branches of the Armed Forces, including the 

             13            Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard, 

             14            including members of the National Guard and Reserves.  

             15            And I also want to thank Stephanie Koonst from the 

             16            19th Mission Support Group for coming to join us.  I 

             17            didn't see any of our members of our State Council in 

             18            attendance -- Dr. Guess was here earlier -- but we 

             19            want to thank them for their help.  And then I also 

             20            want to recognize Mr. Ken Griffin, who is Governor 

             21            Hutchinson's Military Veteran's Affairs liaison.  

             22            He's been on the job, as you all know, since January, 

             23            but he's already been an extremely valuable source of 

             24            assistance and support for our efforts.   

             25                 With that, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Commissioner, we 
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              1            respectfully request that the State Board grant its 

              2            approval for this resolution and for you to sign it, 

              3            if you grant that approval, signifying this board's 

              4            recognition of the sacrifices made by military 

              5            families and its support for recognition of the month 

              6            of April as the Month of the Military Child.   

              7                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Colonel Lasiter.  

              9            And I want to thank our guests for being here and 

             10            thank you for your service.  We're honored to have 

             11            you.  

             12                 Members, are there any questions?  All right.   

             13                 MR. LASITER:  If you'll vote first, we can do 

             14            the signing after that. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.   

             16                 MS. SAVIERS:  I move to approve. 

             17                 MR. DAVIS:  Second. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Saviers has moved to 

             19            approve the item and to declare April the Month of 

             20            the Military Child, and Mr. Davis has seconded that 

             21            motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none, all 

             22            in favor say "aye." 

             23                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you. 

             25                 MR. LASITER:  And, Mr. Chairman and Mr. 
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              1            Commissioner, if you could come down we'll take a 

              2            photo as you sign the resolution. 

              3                 (COURT REPORTER'S NOTE:  Commissioner Key and 

              4            Chairman Ledbetter go to the podium and sign the 

              5            resolution.) 

              6                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank y'all very much. 

              8                 MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Chair, I think Ms. Saviers and 

              9            I volunteered to write a school excuse for Ms. 

             10            Shilling's daughter, so we'll help you out.  It's so 

             11            nice to see some of the faces of our military 

             12            children too.  Thank you all for coming. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So we've got some 

             14            seats now down at the front.  What I need to ask 

             15            everyone to do is to try to find a seat in the 

             16            auditorium; the Fire Marshall does not like for us to 

             17            have people standing around.  So if you can't find a 

             18            seat, what we're going to do is ask you to go out 

             19            into the lobby area and we -- the meeting is 

             20            broadcast; it's on the television out there; the 

             21            audio and video is out there.  And then when your 

             22            item that you're here on comes up on the agenda, 

             23            you'll have an opportunity to come in for the item 

             24            that you're here for.  So I would respectfully ask 

             25            folks if you can't find a seat to move outside.   
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              1                 Members, what I would like to do this morning is 

              2            to take the next two items on the agenda, which is A-

              3            1 and A-2 -- that's the funding for the ABC programs 

              4            -- and get those done.  And then I would like to move 

              5            up the Little Rock School District report because we 

              6            have some folks here for that that I would like to 

              7            not keep too long.  And then we'll go down the normal 

              8            list that we have on our agenda.  Does anybody have 

              9            an objection to that procedure? 

             10  A-1:  CONSIDERATION FOR AR BETTER CHANCE ONE-TIME FUNDING 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Then if everyone is 

             12            okay with it, then we will move next to item A-1, 

             13            which is Consideration for one-time funding for the 

             14            Better Chance program.  Ms. McKinney, thank you; 

             15            you're recognized. 

             16                 MS. McKINNEY:  Thank you.  

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Move that microphone -- it 

             18            got moved.  There you go.  All right.   

             19                 MS. McKINNEY:  Can you hear me? 

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, ma'am. 

             21                 MS. McKINNEY:  Okay.  Thank you, Commissioner 

             22            Key and Members of the Board, Mr. Chairman.  I wanted 

             23            to go back -- I did have the numbers on what we had 

             24            projected for the high-quality preschool programs.  

             25            We had projected that we would serve approximately 
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              1            1,666 to improve those children that are four years 

              2            of age that are part of ABC.  And then the other 

              3            expansion, we're looking at expanding classrooms for 

              4            about 2,230 children.  That's what we projected in 

              5            the grant. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay. 

              7                 MS. McKINNEY:  Moving on to item A-1, we have 

              8            the list of the Arkansas State University Childhood 

              9            Services and the other items listed are -- you have 

             10            already approved these grants previously at the 

             11            beginning of the fiscal year, and this is an 

             12            amendment to those particular grants.  They help us 

             13            with providing staff development, assessments of the 

             14            classroom, maintaining the data for our children as 

             15            they are assessed, and tracking them through the 

             16            system.  And then also they provide information on 

             17            working with families and primarily mental health 

             18            services.  And so these are just an addendum to the 

             19            existing contracts.  For the Southeast Arkansas 

             20            Education Service Cooperative, in the past, at the 

             21            very end of our fiscal year, when we see we're going 

             22            to have any funding remaining, we have been funding 

             23            the AmeriCorp.  Last year, it was $285,000.  This 

             24            year will depend on how much we have remaining in the 

             25            budget.  For the infant/toddler care, it's the same 
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              1            thing; we have about 500 children that we're serving 

              2            with infant/toddler care and they receive the same 

              3            amount of money for the three- to five-year olds in 

              4            the amount of $4,860 per child.  And if you -- for 

              5            infant/toddler care, that requires much more funding 

              6            and so we are requesting the calculations based again 

              7            on the amount that we have remaining to pass through 

              8            to the infant/toddler care services because it takes 

              9            more funding for that group.  And then anything else 

             10            that we have remaining then we would pass through to 

             11            the current ABC programs for any type of quality 

             12            enhancements to improve their programmatic situation. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Members, you've 

             14            heard the explanation from Ms. McKinney.  Are there 

             15            questions?  Ms. Zook. 

             16                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.  Who supervises and monitors the 

             17            day-to-day of the ABC programs? 

             18                 MS. McKINNEY:  We have -- well, it is -- we have 

             19            individuals that go out and provide monitoring.  They 

             20            look at the environmental -- we use the Environmental 

             21            Rating Scale to look at all the programs across the 

             22            state.  We have scores on all of those programs and 

             23            can give you any kind of information that you might 

             24            want.  The other thing is that we also track the 

             25            children and we go and provide services on assessment 
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              1            using the Work Sampling System, and we also track the 

              2            children with that system.  In turn, we have 

              3            individuals at the Department of Human Services under 

              4            the division that have program specialists.  Each one 

              5            of those program specialists goes out and visits 

              6            every single program and all the different classrooms 

              7            every year.  In turn, we also have the program 

              8            coordinators at the district level or at the 

              9            different program levels that also have the 

             10            responsibility and oversight of monitoring and making 

             11            sure that the services are being provided.  We also 

             12            have the licensure folks that go in to make sure that 

             13            the health and safety and wellbeing of the children 

             14            are being maintained.  And then we also have the 

             15            Better Quality, Arkansas Better Chance Quality 

             16            Services that go in and look at and assess the 

             17            programs to determine if they can in fact be a 

             18            recipient of the quality funding. 

             19                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I have several people who 

             20            speak to me and particularly on the children who have 

             21            learning disabilities or other handicaps.  So do I 

             22            need to refer them to you and then you get them where 

             23            they need to be?  There seems to be some concern 

             24            about those programs who use -- and the children who 

             25            qualify for Medicaid, that these children are being 
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              1            pulled out of the instructional time a great deal of 

              2            the time and, therefore, they are not coming into 

              3            kindergarten with the skills that they might 

              4            otherwise, were they not being pulled out for their 

              5            OT/PT and whatever, they qualify as under Medicaid 

              6            that's separate and apart from ADE.  So do I need to 

              7            refer those people to you and then you get them to 

              8            the people that need to be, or -- 

              9                 MS. McKINNEY:  You certainly can. 

             10                 MS. ZOOK:  -- how would you like -- okay. 

             11                 MS. McKINNEY:  That would be fine. 

             12                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Thank you. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any other questions?  Mr. 

             14            Davis. 

             15                 MR. DAVIS:  Yes, quickly.  Is there a -- do you 

             16            have a total amount of anticipated remaining funds at 

             17            the end of the year?  Do you know what that looks 

             18            like? 

             19                 MS. McKINNEY:  Ballpark, about two million. 

             20                 MR. DAVIS:  Okay. 

             21                 MS. McKINNEY:  Right now, we're serving about 

             22            25,000 children and I have a breakdown of how many 

             23            children are in center-based and then also how many 

             24            children are in home-based. 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, anyone 
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              1            else? 

              2                 MS. MAHONY:  Ms. McKinney, one-time funding, is 

              3            this -- this is the grant that you all received in 

              4            this program? 

              5                 MS. McKINNEY:  Yes.  Yes, ma'am. 

              6                 MS. MAHONY:  Is it renewable?  Will you be able 

              7            to reapply for it this next year or is it -- it is 

              8            one-time and that's it? 

              9                 MS. McKINNEY:  Well, so far, at the end of each 

             10            year we've been able to sustain this over several 

             11            years because throughout the year we have programs 

             12            that, for whatever reason, decide to surrender the 

             13            slots.  So we have funding that is remaining at the 

             14            end of the fiscal year. 

             15                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Zook, did you have 

             17            another question? 

             18                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.  The number that is being used 

             19            at -- with the legislature is $4,000 and something 

             20            per child.  Is that just state money or does that 

             21            include the federal money? 

             22                 MS. McKINNEY:  No.  That is just state. 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  So there actually is a larger 

             24            number per child than the $4,000 that is state money? 

             25                 MS. McKINNEY:  Not for ABC. 
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              1                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  What is the other money for? 

              2                 MS. McKINNEY:  The other money is -- was -- 

              3            you're talking about the high-quality preschool 

              4            program, the $15 million? 

              5                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes. 

              6                 MS. McKINNEY:  That was a federal grant we 

              7            received in December.  I think we received notice of 

              8            it in December, and then we were ready to move out 

              9            with it in -- we got it in January.  And so the plan 

             10            is for looking at expanding those services beyond 

             11            ABC.  It is a different kind of program with 

             12            different types of requirements and criterion.  And 

             13            so any program that we select to do the high-quality 

             14            preschool program has a higher level of a standard 

             15            that has to -- they have to abide by.  They will 

             16            receive more money per child.  So it is separate from 

             17            the ABC program. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other 

             19            questions?   

             20                 MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Chair, I move approval. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             22                 MR. BLACK:  Second. 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Mahony 

             24            moved approval, Mr. Black seconded that motion.  Is 

             25            there any discussion?  Hearing none, those in favor 
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              1            say "aye." 

              2                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Motion 

              4            carries. 

              5  A-2:  CONSIDERATION OF ONE-TIME FUNDING FOR ABC PROGRAMS 

              6  AFFECTED BY NATURAL DISASTERS 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. McKinney, you're 

              8            recognized for item A-2. 

              9                 MS. McKINNEY:  Okay.  Thank you.  This is -- 

             10            this has to do with, again, one-time emergency 

             11            funding.  It is -- there were three districts that 

             12            contacted me after the storm last year in April 

             13            because it created a tremendous amount of flooding 

             14            and then, of course, there were some that were 

             15            destroyed through a tornadic situation. 

             16                 Vilonia, I have been waiting for them to follow-

             17            up and get me the information based on what their 

             18            insurance was going to pay and any difference that we 

             19            needed to assist them with. 

             20                 At this point, you can remove Blytheville from 

             21            the list because they contacted me yesterday and said 

             22            that funding was not needed, that insurance had 

             23            totally one-hundred percent taken care of their 

             24            needs. 

             25                 As far as Batesville, the amount was right at 
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              1            $1200.  I know it has zero, but it should have been 

              2            $1200.   

              3                 And then Vilonia was $10,634, and that is to 

              4            refurbish their playground, to buy the handicap ramps 

              5            for accessibility into the playground and also the 

              6            groundcover.   

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.  You've 

              8            heard an explanation on this item.  Are there any 

              9            questions?  Hearing none -- 

             10                 MS. REITH:  I move for approval. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             12                 MR. BLACK:  Second. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith has 

             14            moved approval on item A-2, and Mr. Black has 

             15            seconded her motion.  Is there any discussion?  All 

             16            right.  Hearing none, those in favor say "aye." 

             17                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Okay.  Thank 

             19            you, Ms. McKinney. 

             20                 MS. McKINNEY:  Thank you. 

             21  A-5:  CONSIDERATION OF THE LITTLE ROCK SCHOOL DISTRICT PROGRESS 

             22  UPDATE 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay, Members.  So now what 

             24            we'll do is we'll skip forward to item A-5, which is 

             25            the progress update on the Little Rock School 
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              1            District.  Mr. Key, are you going to start this?   

              2                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  (Nodding head up and down.) 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  You're recognized. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  

              5            And, yes, I'll start the Little Rock report and just 

              6            say upfront that Dr. Suggs could not be with us but 

              7            he is available online there or on the phone should 

              8            questions come up.  He has a written report that 

              9            should be in front of you that he will be glad to 

             10            answer questions on as we proceed. 

             11                 Mr. Chairman, my remarks as far as the update, I 

             12            wanted to give this board kind of a background of 

             13            what drives my position and my efforts in this and 

             14            the efforts of the Department.  As you'll recall in 

             15            the Alma versus Dupree case, in that case the court 

             16            found that "ultimately" -- and this is quoting from 

             17            the ruling -- "ultimately, the responsibility for 

             18            maintaining a general, suitable and efficient school 

             19            system falls upon the state."  They further 

             20            concluded, "whether the State acts directly or 

             21            imposes the role upon the local government, the end 

             22            product" -- and I quote or stress -- "the end product 

             23            must be what the constitution commands, and when a 

             24            district falls short of the constitutional 

             25            requirements" the obligation is the state's to 
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              1            rectify.  If local government fails, the state 

              2            government must compel it to act; and if the local 

              3            government cannot carry the burden, the state must 

              4            itself meet its continuing obligation.  Dupree 

              5            focused on equity in school finances.  

              6                 The Lakeview case expanded that and it applied 

              7            that same standard to the adequacy of funding, 

              8            facilities, as well as delivery of education.  And I 

              9            quote from that ruling, "We conclude that the clear 

             10            language of Article 14 poses upon the state an 

             11            absolute duty to educate our children.  In response 

             12            to the series of Lakeview rulings, the General 

             13            Assembly has vested certain authority to the State 

             14            Board of Education to insure this constitutional duty 

             15            is being met."  And as we all know, that authority 

             16            includes the takeover of districts. 

             17                 I offer that very brief legal history to provide 

             18            the background for this statement, that as your new 

             19            Commissioner I want to have in the record of these 

             20            proceedings the action taken by this body in regards 

             21            to the Little Rock School District was in direct 

             22            fulfillment of its constitutional duty to the 

             23            students of the district.  In no way should this be 

             24            interpreted as being a lack of effort by the previous 

             25            boards and leaders of the Little Rock School 
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              1            District, because there has indeed been a great deal 

              2            of effort through the years.  However, this board 

              3            determined that these well-intentioned efforts have 

              4            fallen short of meeting the constitutional standard 

              5            of education.   

              6                 Now there has been much discussion about the 

              7            plan for Little Rock School District.  It is my 

              8            belief that in order to meet that standard of 

              9            education that we desire and expect Little Rock 

             10            School District needs more than just a plan; it needs 

             11            to embark on a comprehensive improvement process that 

             12            looks not only at the six school districts in 

             13            academic distress, but takes a more holistic view of 

             14            the district, its finances, its operations, and its 

             15            academics, with the overarching concept of how to 

             16            best educate students.  The Department has been 

             17            working and will continue to work with Dr. Suggs and 

             18            his team of education professionals across the 

             19            district to develop and implement strategies that 

             20            will put Little Rock School District on the path of 

             21            meeting two primary goals: a better educational 

             22            opportunity for all students and the ultimate return 

             23            of Little Rock School District to local governance.   

             24                 Now this was begun before I -- this effort began 

             25            before I arrived and my predecessor, Mr. Wood, as 
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              1            Commissioner, asked Mr. Baker Kurrus to assist in 

              2            looking at the finances.  Mr. Kurrus is here today 

              3            and he will also have some statements regarding the 

              4            work of his committee.  In the Department I have 

              5            asked Deborah Coffman, Chief of Staff, to be the 

              6            liaison between Dr. Suggs and the Department.  Her 

              7            role is not to develop the strategies, but to help 

              8            Dr. Suggs and his team in refining the strategies and 

              9            then bringing them back to us to help the Department 

             10            understand and determine how we can best support 

             11            those strategies.  One thing we have specifically 

             12            asked, that I asked Dr. Suggs to take a look at, is 

             13            the expansion of pre-k in Little Rock School 

             14            District.  And we've begun to identify the ability of 

             15            the district to do that and the numbers that we would 

             16            need to bring about to help drive some improvement so 

             17            that the students in the pipeline of the Little Rock 

             18            School District have a better foundation when they 

             19            start kindergarten.   

             20                 And with that, Mr. Chairman, I'll conclude my 

             21            remarks and offer Dr. Suggs, on the phone, and Mr. 

             22            Kurrus to make any remarks that they would have and 

             23            answer any questions. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Commissioner 

             25            Key.  Before I go to Dr. Suggs and Mr. Kurrus, are 
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              1            there any questions for Commissioner Key?  All right.  

              2            Ms. Coffman, thank you for your efforts in this 

              3            regard.  Dr. Suggs, are you there? 

              4                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.  I am. 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Did you want to 

              6            add anything to what Commissioner Key has stated this 

              7            morning?  We do have your memo in front of us and we 

              8            appreciate you preparing that. 

              9                 DR. SUGGS:  No, sir.  I think the memo is pretty 

             10            detailed and provides a detailed update regarding 

             11            (inaudible).  I would like to echo something that the 

             12            Commissioner said, that it's going to be important to 

             13            understand that this must be a holistic approach to 

             14            the district instead of an isolated case approach.  

             15            And it is a process and it will be an ongoing process 

             16            in which we will implement phases of improvement 

             17            throughout this journey in which we're going to be 

             18            traveling.   

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you for that.  

             20            Are there any questions for Dr. Suggs from the Board?  

             21            Ms. Saviers. 

             22                 MS. SAVIERS:  Dr. Suggs, this is Vicki Saviers, 

             23            and thank you for the report.  A couple of questions 

             24            concerning communication.  I don't see anything 

             25            specific in the report about a communications plan.  
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              1            I keep -- I feel like that there -- patrons in the 

              2            district, teachers, staff are lacking in their 

              3            understanding of your vision and the goals going 

              4            forward and probably need a little more -- a better  

              5            -- the district needs to do a better job of 

              6            communicating with those folks.  Do you have a plan 

              7            for that? 

              8                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  We actually have a two-

              9            phase communication plan, one which is designed to 

             10            address the internal communication within our 

             11            district and also one to address the stakeholders' 

             12            component of it.  And that is something I can provide 

             13            to the Commissioner and we can share with you.  And 

             14            if you look at the last bullet point on the update 

             15            sheet, you will see mention of the State of the 

             16            District Address.  At that particular time we will 

             17            provide all stakeholders a platform to listen to the 

             18            status of the district in preparation for the 

             19            upcoming school year. 

             20                 MS. SAVIERS:  I might suggest to you that June 

             21            might be too late.  That's, you know, basically the 

             22            end of school and I'm thinking this needs to -- this 

             23            is just my opinion, and I'd love to hear what the 

             24            rest of the Board has to say, and Mr. Kurrus as well 

             25            -- but my sense is that there needs to be a much 
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              1            stronger effort towards communicating with the 

              2            community. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you, Ms. 

              4            Saviers.  Anyone else?  Ms. Mahony. 

              5                 MS. MAHONY:  Dr. Suggs, Alice Mahony.  On your 

              6            transition to APSCN, you have over a two-year 

              7            timeline on that.  Can you tell us why such an 

              8            extensive period of time? 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Dr. Suggs, are you still 

             10            with us? 

             11                 DR. SUGGS:  I'm sorry, you broke up. 

             12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, you want 

             13            to ask again? 

             14                 MS. MAHONY:  The transition to APSCN that is 

             15            noted in your report at over two years to complete, 

             16            can you tell us why that length of time? 

             17                 DR. SUGGS:  I still can't hear you, ma'am.  I'm 

             18            sorry. 

             19                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Doug, ask the question for 

             20            me. 

             21                 MR. BRADBERRY:  Ms. Mahony wants to know why 

             22            it's taking two years to transfer over to APSCN. 

             23                 DR. SUGGS:  Okay.  The transformation of data 

             24            isn't a timely process now, especially when you're 

             25            dealing with a school district as large as Little 
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              1            Rock School District.  Just the -- and I'm speaking 

              2            from the position of a CIO -- just the transformation 

              3            process -- because you also have to make sure that 

              4            all the information will transfer accurately; that in 

              5            itself takes a year.  So the migration of data along 

              6            is normally a year process.  When we go to that 

              7            particular part of it, which is actually eSchool, 

              8            it's a timely process.  And then also you have to get 

              9            folks trained on that particular platform also, so 

             10            that's another time-consuming process. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you, Dr. 

             12            Suggs.  Also, Dr. Saunders, did you have anything to 

             13            add on the timeframe for this transition? 

             14                 DR. SAUNDER:  Yes, sir.  I agree with what Dr. 

             15            Suggs said; there's lots of variables within that.  

             16            And one of the variables in particular going into the 

             17            APSCN process is it's -- there's two different parts 

             18            to it: the student side and the financial side.  And 

             19            both of those parts would need to come online at once 

             20            because of cycle pulls, data pulls, and merging that 

             21            data so everything runs seamlessly.  And that was the 

             22            earliest date that we looked at that we could do that 

             23            and be successful. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Does that give 

             25            you the information? 
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              1                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you, Dr. Saunders. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Dr. Barth, did 

              3            you have a question? 

              4                 DR. BARTH:  Yes.  I did want to reiterate Ms. 

              5            Saviers' remarks regarding communication, that I 

              6            think you simply cannot communicate enough.  I mean, 

              7            I think that if there were any lessons learned from 

              8            the Common Core debate is that if there's not good 

              9            communication, you know, misinformation, 

             10            misinterpretation, you know, it goes into that 

             11            bullet.  And so I think that's crucially important.  

             12            I also agree with her that the State of the District 

             13            address, which is a good idea, does feel a little 

             14            late considering that that would put it, you know -- 

             15            I mean, it's five months after the State Board's 

             16            decision.  So I think that's (inaudible). 

             17                 I do have a question.  I really do, you know, 

             18            love the emphasis on early childhood education in 

             19            this plan and look forward to hearing more about 

             20            that.  Related to that, or connected to that, I'm 

             21            wondering if there has been any thought given to 

             22            afterschool and summer program enhancement, possibly 

             23            in coordination with some of the afterschool and 

             24            summer programming that the City of Little Rock 

             25            carries out.  Has there been any thought on that?  
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              1            I'm a proponent of wraparound services. 

              2                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.  We've had discussion, 

              3            focusing more so on reading in the early ages and 

              4            also a math component.  That's something that we will 

              5            hopefully next month be bringing to you all for an 

              6            update, as far as those additional services.  We're 

              7            looking at small group services -- small group 

              8            instruction as far as the reading component is. 

              9                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  Thank you. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Before we go to 

             11            other questions, Commissioner Key has some additional 

             12            information on the communications component. 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah.  Thank you, Mr. 

             14            Chairman.  If you look on Dr. Suggs' update, on page 

             15            3, he addresses the Civic Advisory Committee and 

             16            Little Rock School District as part of the 

             17            communication plan.  And that -- the first meeting of 

             18            that Civic Advisory Committee is scheduled for April 

             19            21st, from 5:00 to 6:00, at the administration 

             20            building.  And so I know that that is an important 

             21            part of Dr. Suggs' communication plan, as well as 

             22            community involvement. 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith.  And 

             24            then, Ms. Zook, you next. 

             25                 MS. REITH:  Thank you, Commissioner Key, for 
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              1            that information, as well -- Dr. Suggs, as well -- 

              2            although I would like to expound further on this 

              3            piece of communication.  And I apologize if this was 

              4            reported on last month; I know I missed some of that 

              5            meeting as well.  Do we have a report back from the 

              6            town halls that did happen immediately after 

              7            takeover, what kind of participation there was from 

              8            families and teachers?  I'm just wondering if that 

              9            kind of lends itself a little bit to the success of 

             10            the strategy or whether we may need to think more 

             11            broadly about communication.  Did Dr. Suggs speak on 

             12            that in the last meeting by chance, the town halls 

             13            that were scheduled to happen? 

             14                 MS. NEWTON:  (Shaking head from side to side.) 

             15                 MS. REITH:  Dr. Suggs, would you be so gracious 

             16            as to speak a little bit about the town halls that 

             17            you did have planned, that you announced immediately 

             18            after takeover and that were to have taken place in 

             19            various of the schools across the district 

             20            immediately after the takeover? 

             21                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  We held the town halls.  

             22            And traditionally, just to give you all a historical 

             23            perspective, our town halls have been held for the 

             24            past 18 months.  We intended that the town hall would 

             25            be held, based on our conversation, at the University 
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              1            Center.  We probably had a turnout maybe max 25 

              2            folks.  It was televised; I mean, well, the news and 

              3            media was there.  But I think we're really going to 

              4            have to rethink the way in which we go about that 

              5            because the turnout -- I think the max we've ever had 

              6            was maybe 40 folks, and we've had as small a number 

              7            as one or two folks that turned out.  So although 

              8            that was a meaningful platform, I think we're really 

              9            going to have to look at other ways to actively 

             10            engage the community as far as the communication 

             11            process is concerned.   

             12                 MS. REITH:  Thank you.  And I'm grateful to hear 

             13            that because I think we've all seen that definitely 

             14            more than 40 families are interested in these 

             15            activities and events.  And so maybe it's partly how 

             16            these are being communicated out and the platforms by 

             17            which they're done. 

             18                 I know I brought this up in the first meeting in 

             19            regards to those town halls.  Were any of these 

             20            offered in Spanish or was there a translator or 

             21            interpreter made available to do this, and whether 

             22            that might be something that could be considered for 

             23            the State of the District? 

             24                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  We do provide an 

             25            interpreter there in all of the meetings that we've 
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              1            had.  We've also had -- we've held the meeting at the 

              2            -- prior to the takeover, at the Mexican consulate.  

              3            But in all of our meetings we have an interpreter.  

              4            We also have devices there for any of our parents 

              5            that will basically translate the message from 

              6            English to Spanish. 

              7                 MS. REITH:  Thank you.  And I know I'm focusing 

              8            on this subpopulation.  But, again, the schools 

              9            specifically that were in distress obviously have a 

             10            very high English Language Learner population; hence, 

             11            my reason for probing in regards to specific 

             12            accommodations for this community.  On that note, it 

             13            was brought to my attention by one of my colleagues 

             14            on the board that no Latinos or individuals of 

             15            Hispanic descent are involved in the Civic Advisory 

             16            Committee.  Can you confirm that, Dr. Suggs?  Are 

             17            there no Hispanics on that Civic Advisory Committee? 

             18                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am, you are absolutely 

             19            correct, and that is one of the issues that myself 

             20            and some others on my staff brought up.  However, we 

             21            cannot -- we were not in a position where we could 

             22            actually go out and recruit members of our 

             23            Latino/Hispanic community.  So we did not have a 

             24            single person representing that ethnicity even apply 

             25            for it. 
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              1                 MS. REITH:  I thank you for that, sir.  And 

              2            later, when my colleague made me aware of that -- 

              3            that was Ms. Zook, and I appreciate her bringing that 

              4            to my attention -- I guess some legislators as well 

              5            had revealed that and so, hence, passed along that 

              6            information.  When I did my inquiries, Dr. Suggs -- 

              7            and this may lend itself to communication -- the 

              8            reason I found out that members of the Hispanic 

              9            community did not apply, a lot of the parents, was 

             10            because the information about this committee wasn't 

             11            advertised in any of the ethnic media that they tend 

             12            to use and draw on and where they get their 

             13            information about resources.  And information wasn't 

             14            disseminated through the ESL teachers that many times 

             15            are sort of that connector between community 

             16            opportunities and the parents.  And so, again, kind 

             17            of just really -- I know we're all in the learning 

             18            process and, please, I hope this isn't seen as a 

             19            criticism but more maybe a growing opportunity in 

             20            that we see ourselves in this with you and, again, 

             21            wanting to see the district and the students be 

             22            successful.  But there are different ways that need 

             23            to be communicated and I think that just lends 

             24            itself, you know, to, again, the importance of really 

             25            a broad-based communication plan that a lot of 
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              1            different stakeholders are put into. 

              2                 And with that as well, you know, beyond the 

              3            Hispanic community, also wanting to emphasize the 

              4            teachers.  I know there was a lot of conversation in 

              5            the lead-up to the cuts that were announced last week 

              6            and a lot of teachers, you know, making, I think, 

              7            some logical leaps and assumptions about what that 

              8            might mean about their positions or jobs.  And I 

              9            think our teachers are our strongest allies in making 

             10            this successful.  And so, again, I can't emphasize 

             11            enough, as my other colleagues have, about how 

             12            important a really robust, well-founded, and as much 

             13            attention going into the communication in this early 

             14            age to be able to lift up stakeholders.  And I hope 

             15            where maybe there's no Hispanics on the Civic 

             16            Advisory Committee that there's opportunities for 

             17            family members to attend and to at least, maybe if 

             18            not in a formal capacity as Civic Advisory Committee 

             19            members, to at least offer testimony or have voice in 

             20            terms of the process so that they too can contribute 

             21            to turning around these schools and the district. 

             22                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  Internally, our 

             23            communication is pretty good.  We've communicated 

             24            regarding the process that we're going through as far 

             25            as revamping, realigning work.  We are insuring that 
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              1            all of our staff members are aware of what's going on 

              2            and how -- what impact it may or will not -- the 

              3            affect it will have on our schools.  And going 

              4            forward, you're absolutely right, I think we're going 

              5            to have to be intentional in showing that we have a 

              6            very diverse population on all of our committees.  If 

              7            you look on the update document that I provided to 

              8            you all, you all see something regarding our Baseline 

              9            Elementary School.  And I think the question came up 

             10            regarding that particular academic distress school 

             11            because of the high population of Latino/Hispanic 

             12            students that we have.  We are in the process of 

             13            discussions about doing something very meaningful and 

             14            innovative that will serve not only our 

             15            Latino/Hispanic population but our African American 

             16            population and our population of poverty on that 

             17            particular side of town that will ultimately enhance 

             18            the educational opportunities for them.  And we are 

             19            being intentional as far as insuring that we have a 

             20            very diverse representation as far as our 

             21            stakeholders are concerned on that committee. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Ms. Reith.  Ms. 

             23            Zook, did you have anything?  

             24                 MS. ZOOK:  No. 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Anyone else for 
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              1            Dr. Suggs?  Mr. Davis. 

              2                 MR. DAVIS:  And I'm not sure if this question is 

              3            for Dr. Suggs or Commissioner Key.  Commissioner Key, 

              4            you talked about the idea of strategies.  Is there a 

              5            timeline or is there -- have we developed what those 

              6            strategies might look like?  And if we have not, when 

              7            can we expect to get those? 

              8                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Well, and Dr. Suggs can speak 

              9            to this as well, Mr. Davis.  Many of those are 

             10            outlined here in this document as far as school 

             11            level, and there's still a lot of work to do.  

             12            There's still discussion on what can we do at the 

             13            middle schools, and those are ongoing.  We, Dr. Suggs 

             14            and I, have discussed introducing some of these 

             15            concepts here today and in the May meeting coming 

             16            back with a more concrete timeline.  Some of these 

             17            timelines are obviously going to be implemented in 

             18            the 15-16 school year.  There may be others that we 

             19            can do between now and then.  But as far as direct 

             20            in-school changes, I think Dr. Suggs envisions many 

             21            of these things happening beginning with the 15-16 

             22            school year, in August. 

             23                 And, Dr. Suggs, please add anything to that that 

             24            you might offer. 

             25                 DR. SUGGS:  No, sir, I didn't. 
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              1                 MR. DAVIS:  Dr. Suggs, you also mentioned the 

              2            idea of things happening in phases.  Is there a 

              3            timeline around phases?  How many phases do you 

              4            expect to take place?  Is this a two-phase approach, 

              5            a three-phase approach?  And, once again, what is -- 

              6            do you have an idea on the timeline regarding -- you 

              7            know -- are you considering yourself involved in 

              8            phase one at this point?  If so, when does it 

              9            transfer over to phase two, if there's an additional 

             10            phase?  Can I get some clarification on that, please? 

             11                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.  We're in the beginning of 

             12            our phase one process.  Well, let me clarify that and 

             13            go back.  I'm sorry.  To answer your question, we're 

             14            looking at a three-phase process.  We are at the 

             15            beginning of phase one, which is basically -- 

             16            basically consists of the reallocation of staff, the 

             17            reorganizing and reapplication of staff; the 

             18            reconfiguration -- or possible reconfiguration, I 

             19            should say, of Baseline, and implementation of the 

             20            early childhood center; also, providing leadership 

             21            training at our academic distress schools; the 

             22            reorganization as far as the structure in which the  

             23            -- the academic distress schools will report directly 

             24            to the superintendent; the communication piece where 

             25            we need to insure that we have a very robust 
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              1            communication process so that all stakeholders are 

              2            informed of what's going on, internally and 

              3            externally.  That particular phase will be ongoing 

              4            throughout probably mid-year of the next school year.  

              5            And then we will transition into phase two; however, 

              6            although we're working actively in phase one, we will 

              7            also be doing some small segments within phase two in 

              8            order to better -- so that we have a smooth 

              9            transition with that particular time period comes. 

             10                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you for that.  Would it be 

             11            possible to get a report broken down by phases and 

             12            specifically those things that you expect to happen 

             13            in phase one and in phase two, along with some 

             14            timelines?  I think that's something we might want to 

             15            be able to communicate to the community.  Because I'm 

             16            assuming that when you speak of phases, these are the 

             17            items that you hope to put in place in order to move 

             18            the district forward.  Is that a fair assessment? 

             19                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir. 

             20                 MR. DAVIS:  Okay.  Thank you. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Mr. 

             22            Davis.  Anything else for Dr. Suggs?  Mr. Crossley. 

             23                 MR. CROSSLEY:  Dr. Suggs, this is Jonathan 

             24            Crossley, Teacher of the Year.  I have two quick 

             25            questions for you.  The first one, I see the Hall 
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              1            High School redesign and the reconstitution of 

              2            Baseline Elementary, and both of those have 

              3            professional development listed.  I was curious your 

              4            perspective of how you view adult learning and how 

              5            adult learning will be imbedded in the culture of the 

              6            school.  In conversations we've had in the past, 

              7            you've talked about how essential culture shifts are 

              8            to really improving a school.  So how are you 

              9            insuring that adult learning is a part of that 

             10            culture shift? 

             11                 DR. SUGGS:  Well, we're going to insure that -- 

             12            and that's an excellent question.  And we have to -- 

             13            not only for Hall, but we have to do that for all of 

             14            our schools.  We implemented some -- we touched on it 

             15            a little bit this year; we had an opportunity with 

             16            Dunbar and Pulaski Heights.  We're looking at 

             17            everything from -- when we talk about adult learning, 

             18            everything from team building to leadership within 

             19            the classroom, because we try to create those 

             20            internal leadership folks within our school building; 

             21            also, moving more so from a central office driven 

             22            top-down approach to leadership to more of a bottom-

             23            up, so that all folks within a school understand that 

             24            they have -- that they are valued in our school 

             25            district.  Professional development, we're looking at 
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              1            ongoing professional -- meaningful ongoing 

              2            professional development, not one-time isolated 

              3            professional development geared more to the teachers 

              4            and addressing their needs, as far as professional 

              5            development is concerned.  That's something that 

              6            we're going to be doing throughout our school 

              7            district.  And, again, like I said, not only for Hall 

              8            but for all of our schools.  I think that's just the 

              9            direction in which we need to move, because we're 

             10            looking for true sustainability change. 

             11                 MR. CROSSLEY:  And then the second one -- thank 

             12            you for that.  The second one, really quickly, I see 

             13            on the seven-period day schedule students will have 

             14            more continuous opportunity for teacher feedback and 

             15            support.  That sounds wonderful, but I want to know 

             16            how exactly -- how exactly will moving to a seven-

             17            period day allow students to have more continuous 

             18            support with teacher feedback? 

             19                 DR. SUGGS:  Well, if you look at the 

             20            documentation that was provided, currently our 

             21            teachers are teaching like, at the middle school, 65% 

             22            of the time.  This will help in essence for moving to 

             23            (inaudible) which will increase the interaction time 

             24            to 1800 minutes, which is a significant amount of 

             25            time.  If you look at any research, it will clearly 
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              1            state that teacher/student interaction is critical as 

              2            far as the learning process is concerned.  Now, you 

              3            will not find any data, qualitative or quantitative, 

              4            that basically supports one particular schedule 

              5            platform better than the other platform.  But we can 

              6            say that if a child is taking a math class, an 

              7            Algebra 1 class, and they meet on Tuesday and 

              8            Thursday, and if that child misses class on Thursday, 

              9            he or she will not have the opportunity to go back 

             10            into a math class until the following Tuesday.  So 

             11            the possibility -- or I should say, the consequences 

             12            are very -- are many, if you think about the fact of 

             13            retention, if the child did not quite understand the 

             14            assignments, follow-up, getting behind.  It's just -- 

             15            it's a number of things as far as academic 

             16            improvement is concerned for being on a block 

             17            schedule.  Now, again, on the flipside, for some 

             18            classes it's beneficial, like your labs, your science 

             19            classes; having that 90-minute block in a science 

             20            lab, that's critical, or having a 90-minute block in 

             21            a theater class, that's beneficial.  But when we look 

             22            at core area classes and maybe some science classes, 

             23            students need the opportunity to have that ongoing 

             24            interaction with students -- I'm sorry -- with the 

             25            teacher in order to have a clear understanding of the 
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              1            assignments and what's going on.  And we have -- 

              2            again, we have 18 schools that are in -- that have 

              3            already been listed as focus schools, priority 

              4            schools, or they're academic distress schools.   

              5                 MR. CROSSLEY:  Thank you for that articulation; 

              6            I thank you for your leadership.  I appreciate it. 

              7                 DR. SUGGS:  You're welcome, sir. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  I don't see any 

              9            other questions for Dr. Suggs.  Dr. Suggs, thank you 

             10            for taking time to join us this morning.  So I think 

             11            now we're going to hear from Baker Kurrus, who is 

             12            working on the efficiency -- budget efficiency 

             13            committee.  Mr. Kurrus, thank you for your 

             14            volunteering to lead this group and for all the time 

             15            that you've put into this effort, and you're 

             16            recognized. 

             17                 MR. KURRUS:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  It's 

             18            actually a privilege to volunteer and I have 

             19            assembled a good, strong committee; it's a seven-

             20            person committee, all of whom have managerial 

             21            experience and organizational experience, which I 

             22            think is critical.  Because our task, although on one 

             23            hand is difficult, is not complex.  We know in 26 

             24            months Little Rock is no longer going to receive 

             25            approximately $37,000,400 in operational revenue from 
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              1            the State of Arkansas.  There is no question about 

              2            that.  And although that's a difficult challenge, on 

              3            the other hand it affords an opportunity.  In no 

              4            other organization that I can think of would you ever 

              5            have a clear vision that far out and be able to 

              6            predict what your revenues are going to be, 

              7            especially in a declining environment.  So we have a 

              8            runway to land this airplane, but we have got to get 

              9            to work.  It is urgent business and the committee is 

             10            meeting frequently and energetically and working 

             11            offline too to come up with strategies that will 

             12            allow this district to have financial sustainability, 

             13            but also to be a better district when we come out of 

             14            this picture.  Because it's possible to do just that.  

             15            It's possible to be nimble, lean, agile, efficient, 

             16            and energized in a small organization with dedicated 

             17            people, and that's the object of the game.  We can't 

             18            simply say we're going to cut a bunch of people and 

             19            expect this organization not to be different.  It's 

             20            going to be much, much different.  And I can tell you 

             21            what we're doing, I can tell you what we're not 

             22            doing, and then I'm going to be very brief because I 

             23            know if you have questions I'd like to have time for 

             24            that. 

             25                 What we are not doing is making educational 
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              1            decisions.  I'm not an educator.  Contrary to what a 

              2            lot of people think, at least they did when I was on 

              3            the school board, they thought that they'd gone to 

              4            school so they could run the school.  Well, I went to 

              5            school but I know I'm not an educator; that's 

              6            somebody else's job.  But yet, in a financial sense 

              7            everything that goes on in the school has a financial 

              8            impact.  So what we are doing is we are testing any 

              9            budget cuts against an elemental threshold of 

             10            reasonableness that a layperson could understand.  So 

             11            if Dr. Suggs brings forward a recommendation for a 

             12            cut, we don't challenge the educational efficacy of 

             13            what he's trying to do.  But we do try to test from a 

             14            business standpoint the impact on the organization 

             15            and we spend a lot of time talking about 

             16            organizational impact because that's critical in this 

             17            analysis and in this work.  So realizing that what 

             18            we're not doing, what we are doing is taking a very 

             19            hard look at the organization as a whole.  And what 

             20            you see, without going too much into history, is that 

             21            a lot of money is being spent in areas where it's 

             22            inefficient; too many people doing too many things, 

             23            too many people having too much interlocking 

             24            responsibility, and a lack of accountability.  That 

             25            is essential in any operating organization, that you 
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              1            have clear lines of authority, you have clear goals 

              2            and objectives, you have buy-in from your key people, 

              3            you give them the resources and the things that they 

              4            need and the support that they need and the authority 

              5            that they need, and then you hold those people 

              6            accountable.  So that's part of our reorganization 

              7            thinking is that we're going to have a more 

              8            accountable organization, not just a leaner 

              9            organization; it's going to be a different 

             10            organization, and that's a process.  It's not a plan; 

             11            it's a process.  You have to train people every day 

             12            to take responsibility and to be accountable for what 

             13            they do, and that's essential in everything that 

             14            we're doing, and we're not going to lose sight of 

             15            that.  We're clearly going to have some substantial 

             16            administrative cuts, about $3.5 to $3.6 million, 

             17            immediately, before this next fiscal year starts.  We 

             18            have a contract with our certified and classified 

             19            personnel that doesn't expire until October of 2015, 

             20            well into the next fiscal year, so -- and we'll abide 

             21            by that contract, of course, and we value -- I 

             22            certainly value -- and I know I speak for the 

             23            committee -- we value instructional personnel.  

             24            That's where the learning takes place.  As I've said 

             25            in several meetings before, those teachers are the 
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              1            jet pilots in our Air Force.  No matter what else we 

              2            do, no matter how clean the building, no matter how 

              3            well we do things at 800 West Broadway, if the 

              4            experience in the classroom is not first rate then we 

              5            will fail.  So we keep that in the front of our mind.  

              6            But we do know this: we have to become much more 

              7            efficient from an instructional standpoint in order 

              8            to balance this budget.  We simply have to become 

              9            more efficient.  We have to have better utilization 

             10            of the people we have; we have to have energized 

             11            teachers, teaching more.  And then we are going 

             12            through another process where we're going to look 

             13            into transportation costs.  We've already developed 

             14            and have the numbers on bond refinancing, things like 

             15            that.  We're doing a facilities study.  We have 12 

             16            buildings in Little Rock where we have administrative 

             17            functions -- believe that or not, 12 different sites 

             18            where we have administrative functions.  It's very 

             19            difficult to supervise people in 10 different 

             20            building sites.  We're going to look at all those 

             21            sites; we're going to do building studies and try to 

             22            figure out how can we consolidate our administrators.  

             23            We'll have fewer of them to start with, so let's try 

             24            to get people in the same place where they can team 

             25            up and become more efficient and eliminate cost as 
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              1            well.  I mean, every time you have a building you've 

              2            got a phone system and a computer system and a 

              3            receptionist and a roof, and everything that goes 

              4            along with maintaining a building costs money.  So 

              5            that's another area where we're working.  We're well 

              6            on our way.  And although I say it's not a complex 

              7            task, it's not easy.  And the other thing I told the 

              8            committee is that we have to build confidence in our 

              9            community; that's essential.  If our enrollment goes 

             10            down, if we lose the confidence of the public through 

             11            this process, if we can't do this in a way that 

             12            builds confidence from both the business community, 

             13            our patrons, we will fail, no matter whether the 

             14            budget is balanced or not.  And I'd be happy to try 

             15            to answer any questions that you have. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.  Are 

             17            there questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Mr. Davis. 

             18                 MR. DAVIS:  First of all, I want to thank you 

             19            for doing -- you and your committee for all the work 

             20            that you've put into this and I'm sure the continued 

             21            work that will continue to happen.  I really can't 

             22            thank you enough.  Just a couple of quick questions.  

             23            You mentioned the administrative costs -- cuts that 

             24            have taken place.  Were the cuts driven by the budget 

             25            or were the cuts looked at and that was taken into 
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              1            account for the loss that is expected in years to 

              2            come?  How was that decision made? 

              3                 MR. KURRUS:  Well, it's a complex decision.  I 

              4            mean, it involves both factors.  I mean, what we 

              5            tested with respect to budget cuts was an 

              6            administration that's leaner, more direct, fewer 

              7            middle managers, a flatter organization.  In my 

              8            experience -- and I'm a lawyer by training and a 

              9            business consultant and a pretty good wood-splitter.  

             10            I mean, I've got a broad background in a lot of 

             11            different areas.  But the one thing I always see is 

             12            that a flatter administration in almost any business 

             13            is more effective.  If you remove -- and not that you 

             14            don't need middle management; of course, you do.  But 

             15            in key educational institutions you have very little 

             16            middle management, whether that's Notre' Dam or 

             17            Harvard.  Derek Bok used to have a meeting with the 

             18            faculty.  He didn't send in a bunch of people; he 

             19            would go in and tell them what they wanted to do, and 

             20            everybody else in the whole school was supporting the 

             21            faculty.  It's a complete different mindset.  It's to 

             22            say, "You are the valued person; you are the one 

             23            that's delivering the product."  So when we looked at 

             24            administration, we had to worry about the money, but 

             25            we also want to focus on delivering the product, and 
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              1            that occurs in the classroom.  It doesn't occur in a 

              2            committee meeting; it doesn't occur when we all get 

              3            in a circle and look at one another and talk about 

              4            what we might think is best.  It's just simpler than 

              5            that.  And Little Rock got away from that, as you 

              6            well know; it became a programmatic school district, 

              7            not a systematic school district.  So these budget 

              8            cuts are based on an improved system of 

              9            administration, rather than a programmatic approach 

             10            where people fail, they're pulled from classrooms and 

             11            exposed to programs, which are probably good -- most 

             12            of them have some positive impact, but there's not 

             13            enough money to do that anymore.  When you receive 

             14            your money under a Picus and Odden study that funds 

             15            certain categories, they don't include extensive 

             16            special programs.  There's money there, but not 

             17            enough to do what Little Rock has always done.  So 

             18            that's the way we looked at it.   

             19                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you.  My final question is 

             20            along the same lines that I asked Commissioner Key 

             21            and Dr. Suggs, as well.  You mentioned the facilities 

             22            study and the transportation study or looking at 

             23            transportation costs -- and, obviously, those things 

             24            are always ongoing.  But is there an expectation on 

             25            which the first report around that will be conducted 
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              1            or completed or shared with the Board? 

              2                 MR. KURRUS:  I don't have a time table for you 

              3            yet.  I can tell you what our first recommendation 

              4            was -- it was so interesting to listen to your 

              5            meeting -- was a better communications plan.  That 

              6            was our single first recommendation.  And so we'll be 

              7            in communication with you about how that goes.  We're 

              8            just starting that study.  I'm going to do something 

              9            that sounds elementary but it works; I want to know 

             10            how many cubicles are in a building with nobody in 

             11            them, how many empty chairs are there, and then you 

             12            begin to develop that.  That's how big trucking 

             13            companies decide whether to expand or not.  They 

             14            don't sit around a conference table and convene lots 

             15            of meetings; they send a person around -- because I 

             16            was involved in a big trucking company that just did 

             17            this.  The simple thing they did was how many empty 

             18            chairs do we have here.  We need to hire some more 

             19            people; do we have a place for them to sit.  And 

             20            that's sort of a different mindset, and that's what 

             21            we're trying to develop is a systematic approach but 

             22            that's a nimble administration.  So we'll get this 

             23            done quickly.  Steve Strickland -- my committee 

             24            should be named because they're working so hard: 

             25            Roger Ball, Steve Strickland, Bobby Roberts, Bruce 
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              1            Moore, Verna Simmons, and Peggy Neighbors.  I picked 

              2            those people.  We had 28 applicants; I eliminated all 

              3            the school district employees, and we did not have a 

              4            Hispanic applicant that wasn't a school district 

              5            employee, but we do have a Hispanic resource.  So 

              6            that's where we are.  We'll get back to you; we will 

              7            communicate. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other 

              9            questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Dr. Barth, are you with 

             10            us?  We may have -- 

             11                 DR. BARTH:  Oh, here I am. 

             12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay. 

             13                 MR. KURRUS:  I put him to sleep, I guess. 

             14                 DR. BARTH:  Mr. Ledbetter, you know, I was 

             15            having some trouble hearing Mr. Kurrus, so I hope I 

             16            didn't miss it, but I actually had a question about 

             17            the millage plan that has kind of begun under the 

             18            school board, kind of where that plan was in terms of 

             19            thinking of additional avenues for the future.  Is 

             20            that just kind of on hold until there's some clarity 

             21            about where things are now or -- you know -- could 

             22            you walk us through that just a little bit? 

             23                 MR. KURRUS:  Let me speak to that and very 

             24            clearly articulate that I'm speaking strictly for 

             25            myself, but I've talked to my committee about this 
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              1            and I think there's strong support for what I've told 

              2            them.  I want to choose my words carefully because 

              3            facilities are critically important.  But I think 

              4            before we go to the community with a plan to ask for 

              5            more money the first thing we have to prove is that 

              6            we're spending every single dime that we get in a 

              7            responsible way, and we hope to be able to 

              8            demonstrate that.  And I think that's going to -- 

              9            Little Rock has got -- is a very good school 

             10            district, as you well know.  We have 46.4 mills 

             11            applied to a $3.2 billion tax base.  There's a lot of 

             12            money in Little Rock.  Little Rock's failing schools 

             13            are its highest cost schools.  They have per pupil 

             14            costs that are out the roof.  Oddly enough, the 

             15            schools that are efficient have the best results on a 

             16            per pupil basis, if you measure efficiency that way.  

             17            So we haven't tackled yet the question of a millage.  

             18            It's clear that we have to apply more money to our 

             19            facilities, and actually we're developing a baseline 

             20            budget for next fiscal year and the first item on the 

             21            budget is maintenance and repair of facilities.  That 

             22            was always an afterthought in Little Rock and one of 

             23            the reasons why things are in the shape they're in 

             24            right now, is that whatever was left over to spend to 

             25            maintain buildings.  We're taking the opposite view.  
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              1            The first number we're plugging in in the fiscal year 

              2            budget that begins next July 1st is the maintenance 

              3            of the buildings, and it will be a number twice as 

              4            big as the number that was in there last year, 

              5            roughly $3 million; it will be $6 million or so this 

              6            year.  But then we're going to tackle that.  I've 

              7            said -- I worked on the last millage campaign.  If I 

              8            think it's necessary, we're going to do it -- or I'm 

              9            going to help personally.  But the committee hasn't 

             10            really tackled that one yet, and I think it's 

             11            premature.  We've got other -- if I had any hair, I'd 

             12            say my hair was on fire, but I don't; but if I did, 

             13            it would be.  And we've got to get our house in 

             14            order; we have no choice. 

             15                 DR. BARTH:  Great.  That makes great sense.  And 

             16            I thank -- along with everybody else, I'm thanking 

             17            you and thanking that good list of people that you 

             18            just listed for your work. 

             19                 MR. KURRUS:  It's my pleasure, truly.  Thank you 

             20            very much for the opportunity. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other 

             22            questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Thank you for being here 

             23            this morning and taking time out of your schedule, 

             24            and thank you again for everything you're doing.  We 

             25            support you, we support your committee, and we 
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              1            support this school district.  And, you know, we 

              2            really do want this to be the best school district in 

              3            the state of Arkansas, and I think we can do that. 

              4                 MR. KURRUS:  Well, it's a pleasure working with 

              5            Mr. Key and Commissioner Tony; he's still helping. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah. 

              7                 MR. KURRUS:  So it's been a real pleasure.  

              8            Thank you. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, we're not going to 

             10            let Tony off the hook.  Tony, did you want to add 

             11            anything to what's been said? 

             12                 MR. WOOD:  (Shaking head from side to side.) 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  Anything 

             14            else on the report for the Little Rock School 

             15            District, Mr. Key? 

             16                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  That's all. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is there a 

             18            motion to approve the report? 

             19                 MS. SAVIERS:  I move to approve the report. 

             20                 MS. ZOOK:  Second. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Saviers has 

             22            moved to approve the report and Ms. Zook has seconded 

             23            that motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none, 

             24            all in favor say "aye." 

             25                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any opposed?  All right.  

              2            The report is approved. 

              3                 And so do we want to take a break before we 

              4            start back on our regular agenda of A-3?  Is 

              5            everybody good to go?  Speak now.  All right.  We're 

              6            going to take a break and we're going to come back at 

              7            11:35 -- 11:35 sharp.  Thank you. 

              8                     (BREAK:  11:25-11:37 A.M.) 

              9  A-3:  CONSIDERATION OF THE INVOLUNTARY ADMINISTRATIVE 

             10  CONSOLIDATION OF THE HUGHES SCHOOL DISTRICT INTO ONE (1) OR 

             11  MORE SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

             12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Come to order.  Okay.  

             13            Thanks, everyone.  We're going to start back.  By the 

             14            way, I didn't tell everyone this; they need to 

             15            silence their portable communication devices -- what 

             16            do you call those things -- PDA's.  All right.  It 

             17            used to be cell phones.  So we're going to go back to 

             18            item A-3 on the agenda.  Right?  That is the 

             19            Consideration of the Involuntary Administrative 

             20            Consolidation of the Hughes School District into One 

             21            (1) or More School Districts.  Mr. Lasiter, you're 

             22            going to get this started and tell us our procedures 

             23            and everything, right? 

             24                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir. 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You're 
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              1            recognized. 

              2                 MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I'll 

              3            begin with talking about the procedures that apply to 

              4            this hearing and then I will give a brief background 

              5            as to the facts that got us to this point today.   

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Speak up a little.  

              7            I don't know if it's me or if that mic is turned down 

              8            a little bit.  Yeah.   

              9                 MR. LASITER:  The procedures for this hearing 

             10            are set forth in Section 28 of your Annexation and 

             11            Consolidation Rules, and I'll briefly cover them.  

             12            Mr. Chairman, they set out at 20-20-10-10 the format 

             13            and I'll explain that more in just a moment.  To 

             14            begin, all attorneys -- all persons -- excuse me -- 

             15            other than attorneys wishing to testify before the 

             16            State Board shall first be placed under oath by the 

             17            Chair of the State Board.  Spokespersons for the 

             18            Department of Education shall have a total of 20 

             19            minutes to present the Department's remarks, and I'll 

             20            handle that for you this morning.  And you may allow 

             21            additional time if that's necessary, but I don't 

             22            think that my time will be 20 minutes this morning.  

             23            Then, the spokespersons for any individual or group 

             24            of citizens that opposes the annexation or 

             25            consolidation shall have 20 minutes to present their 
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              1            remarks.  Again, you can allow more time than 20 

              2            minutes, if you choose.  It returns back to the 

              3            Department for 10 minutes on that same procedure, and 

              4            after the Department's 10 minutes it goes back to any 

              5            party or group of citizens that opposes the 

              6            annexation. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  What's that now?  After the 

              8            10 minutes, then what? 

              9                 MR. LASTIER:  The Department can have 10 minutes 

             10            and then it returns back to the parties that oppose 

             11            the consolidation or annexation for 10 minutes.  I 

             12            also want to mention at this point that we invited 

             13            all of the superintendents from the surrounding 

             14            school districts to be here to be able to answer any 

             15            questions, as well.   

             16                 After the presentation of the information, you 

             17            can then discuss, deliberate and vote on the matter.  

             18            You can take the matter under advisement and announce 

             19            your decision at a later date, provided that all of 

             20            your discussions, deliberations and votes take place 

             21            at a public hearing.  At the culmination of this 

             22            hearing will be a written order, one way or the 

             23            other, concerning the consolidation, proposed 

             24            consolidation. 

             25                 Are there any questions about the procedures? 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Does anyone 

              2            have any questions for Mr. Lasiter about the 

              3            procedures?  All right.  Dr. Barth, are you with us 

              4            still? 

              5                 DR. BARTH:  I am. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Good.  All right.  

              7            So should I swear in the witnesses at this point? 

              8                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Anybody who is going 

             10            to give testimony as opposed to lawyers who are here 

             11            to represent parties needs to stand up and raise your 

             12            right hand so I can administer the oath.   

             13                 All right.  Do you solemnly swear or affirm that 

             14            the testimony you'll give will be the truth, the 

             15            whole truth and nothing but the truth? 

             16               (ALL SPEAKERS ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  You 

             18            may be seated. 

             19                 And, Mr. Lasiter, you will present -- you will 

             20            make the presentation on behalf of the ADE, of the 

             21            Department? 

             22                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir. 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  And you're 

             24            recognized for 20 -- up to 20 minutes. 

             25                 MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  This 
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              1            agenda item has to do with what you all have come to 

              2            know as an Act 60 consolidation.  By way of 

              3            background, Act 60 applies to any school district 

              4            that falls below 350 students, an average daily 

              5            membership, for two consecutive years.  And I'll walk 

              6            you through the statutory process and explain to you 

              7            how we got to this point.  Arkansas Code Annotated 6-

              8            13-1602(1) requires the Department of Education to 

              9            publish a list of all school districts with fewer 

             10            than 350 students, according to the school district 

             11            average daily membership in the school year 

             12            immediately preceding the current school year.  So 

             13            for our purposes, that was the 2012-2013 school year.  

             14            And as noted in your board materials, the Hughes 

             15            School District had an average daily membership of 

             16            348 students during the 2012-2013 school year.  And 

             17            so on August 7, 2013, the ADE notified the Hughes 

             18            School District of its placement on that year-one 

             19            list, in accordance with the law.  And on August 9, 

             20            2013, the ADE included the Hughes School District on 

             21            a list published by way of Commissioner's Memo 14-

             22            005. 

             23                 Moving on to the next requirement under the 

             24            statute, moving to year-two, Arkansas Code Annotated 

             25            6-13-1602(2) requires the ADE to publish this time a 
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              1            consolidation list of all school districts with fewer 

              2            than 350 students, according to the school district 

              3            average daily membership of the two school years 

              4            preceding the current school year.  And so as noted 

              5            in your materials for the 2013-2014 school year, the 

              6            Hughes School District had an average daily 

              7            membership of 344 students.  On July 18, 2014, the 

              8            Department of Education notified the Hughes School 

              9            District of its placement on the consolidation list, 

             10            in accordance with the law.  And on July 22, 2014, 

             11            the ADE included the Hughes School District on a list 

             12            published by way of Commissioner's Memo 15-010. 

             13                 And so under the law, the first year below 350 

             14            students was 2012-2013; the second year was 2013-

             15            2014; and then this school year was to be the 

             16            transition school year.  And so at that point the 

             17            Hughes School District had the opportunity to find a 

             18            partner school district to bring a petition before 

             19            the Board for consolidation or annexation.  You may 

             20            recall last month there initially was a petition that 

             21            was filed by both the Forrest City and the Hughes 

             22            School District that was going to be for your 

             23            consideration during last month's meeting, but the 

             24            Forrest City School District, before that meeting, 

             25            withdrew from its participation in that agreement.  
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              1            And so the law, under that circumstance where there's 

              2            not an agreement, requires you as the State Board to 

              3            order consolidation prior to May 1, to be effective 

              4            by July 1 of this school year.   

              5                 According to the information maintained by the 

              6            Department of Education, the Hughes School District 

              7            is not subject to a desegregation order.  We sought, 

              8            in accordance with the law, an advisory opinion from 

              9            the office of the Attorney General.  That opinion is 

             10            in your materials.  Some of the surrounding school 

             11            districts are subject to a desegregation order and 

             12            some are not, and we can answer questions going 

             13            forward on that front. 

             14                 Your agenda materials include fiscal and 

             15            academic information about the Hughes School District 

             16            and surrounding school districts, and you've also 

             17            been given I think additional materials by the Hughes 

             18            School District that was at your desk this morning.  

             19            And we ask that you make all of those things a part 

             20            of your record for the proceedings today. 

             21                 (WHEREUPON, ADE Exhibits One (1) through Seven 

             22            (7) were marked for identification and entered into 

             23            evidence.) 

             24                 (WHEREUPON, Hughes School District Exhibits One 

             25            (1) and Two (2) were marked for identification and 
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              1            entered into evidence.) 

              2                 MR. LASITER:  I noted that representatives from 

              3            the Hughes School District and surrounding districts 

              4            are here to answer any questions that you may have.  

              5            Before I turn it over to them, are there any 

              6            questions for me? 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Members, are 

              8            there any questions for Mr. Lasiter with regard to 

              9            the presentation of the Department?  Okay.  Thank 

             10            you. 

             11                 So now we have 20 minutes for any individual or 

             12            group opposed to the involuntary administrative 

             13            consolidation of the Hughes School District.  I know 

             14            -- that thing may fall out of there; just push it 

             15            down and then just pull down on the lower -- yeah -- 

             16            on the base.  There you go.  Okay.  A little tricky.  

             17            All right.  Ma'am, what's your name? 

             18                 SUPT. OWENS:  My name is Sheryl Owens. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And you're the 

             20            superintendent? 

             21                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes, I am, sir. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay. 

             23                 SUPT. OWENS:  The interim superintendent. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Before you 

             25            begin, Ms. Owens, do you have -- I know Mr. Valley is 
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              1            here; I guess he's representing the district? 

              2                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes, sir. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Have you guys 

              4            kind of decided on your time?  Do you have a -- do I 

              5            need to do anything in particular or do you have it 

              6            kind of -- 

              7                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well, we have nine speakers; five 

              8            speakers will speak within the 20-minute timeframe 

              9            that we have. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, ma'am. 

             11                 SUPT. OWENS:  And then we have four other 

             12            speakers who are friends and supporters who would 

             13            like to speak. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay. 

             15                 SUPT. OWENS:  I don't know if they will come in 

             16            in the 20 minutes or they'll come after this. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Well, let's see what 

             18            we can do.  If we need a little extra time, we'll 

             19            give it.  We might break during this and have a lunch 

             20            break and then come back and finish up after lunch, 

             21            because this could go awhile and we're approaching 

             22            the noon-hour.  But we'll go ahead and recognize you 

             23            and your other witnesses or counsel for the initial 

             24            20 minutes in opposition to any involuntary 

             25            administrative consolidation of Hughes School 
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              1            District.  Okay?  Does that sound all right? 

              2                 SUPT. OWENS:  That sounds good. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  You're recognized. 

              4                 SUPT. OWENS:  Okay.  Thank you to Chair 

              5            Ledbudder -- Ledbetter, I'm sorry -- to our 

              6            Commissioner Key and to the Board Members.  It's a -- 

              7            I can't say it's a pleasure to be here today, but I'm 

              8            happy to be here today.  I would like to acknowledge 

              9            some board members who are here with me today.  I 

             10            have parents, I have students, and I have several 

             11            friends and supporters.  I have five team members who 

             12            will speak within the 20-minute timeframe that you've 

             13            given us, and four additional speakers who will speak 

             14            in opposition of the consolidation.  I would like to 

             15            thank you for allowing me this opportunity to speak 

             16            to you.  I hope that you will listen with your heart 

             17            to all the words that are said and make the best 

             18            decision that you can make in the best interest of 

             19            the children who live in an isolated district in St. 

             20            Francis County. 

             21                 I'm here today requesting a waiver, a one-year 

             22            waiver that will keep our school district in 

             23            operation for the next year.  During this time we 

             24            believe that we will be able to prove to ourselves 

             25            and to the State of Arkansas that small districts can 
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              1            be effective.  And we believe that we could be 

              2            further effective if we were given one more year to 

              3            prove ourselves.  I believe that we're worthy of this 

              4            waiver in that we have made significant progress, and 

              5            this progress has been consistent.  We have 

              6            consistently made progress in our finances; we've 

              7            consistently made progress in our academics; we've 

              8            consistently made progress environmentally.  Our 

              9            principal is here with us today, along with two 

             10            students, and they will speak to you about the 

             11            academic progress that we've made.  Mr. Norman Hill 

             12            is here with us today; he's our financial consultant, 

             13            and he will speak to you about the financial progress 

             14            that we have made.   

             15                 I would like to add to that that when we were 

             16            placed on fiscal distress a year-and-a-half, two 

             17            years back, we have been in compliance with our 

             18            fiscal improvement plan, as evidenced by the six-

             19            month reviews that have come to you each -- every six 

             20            months from ADE.  And the feedback that we have 

             21            received from ADE has been positive.  So we believe 

             22            that we've made the necessary progress in that 

             23            regard.   

             24                 The next area of progress is we started with a 

             25            $400,000 ending balance two years ago.  Our projected 
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              1            ending balance for this year is $1.5 million.  We 

              2            have been effective in redistributing our resources, 

              3            our human resources and our financial resources.  We 

              4            have reduced our audit findings, which was the reason 

              5            we were placed in fiscal distress to begin with.  We 

              6            have reduced those findings from many to very few.  

              7            These findings were passed on to us from years ago 

              8            and since then we've taken measures to turn this 

              9            around.  We've hired a financial consultant, as I 

             10            mentioned before, Mr. Hill, and he will talk to you 

             11            about all of the progress that we have made.  But 

             12            more importantly, I want to say that we have changed 

             13            the culture and the climate of our school.  Our 

             14            children look forward to coming to school now.  Our 

             15            teachers look forward to teaching our students now.  

             16            All of this is evident and in the records.  Mr. 

             17            Valley, our attorney, will speak to you last; he's 

             18            going to kind of cap this off for us. 

             19                 So now I'm going to yield the floor and ask our 

             20            principal, followed by two students, to come and talk 

             21            to you about the academic plan.  And then Mr. Hill, 

             22            our financial consultant, will speak to you about our 

             23            finances.  And, finally, Mr. Valley will plug in the 

             24            legal elements.  Thank you. 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Ms. Owens.   
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              1                 MR. SPALETTA:  Good morning, Chairman Ledbetter, 

              2            State Board Members, and Commissioner Key.  My name 

              3            is Jeff Spaletta.  I was hired two years ago as the 

              4            principal, K through 12 principal at the Hughes 

              5            School District.  I just want to take a few minutes 

              6            and talk about some of the challenges when I came and 

              7            where we're at today.  There was a lot of challenges 

              8            that I inherited when I came to the job: low 

              9            expectations for both adults and students; high 

             10            student absences; high staff absences; a lot of 

             11            accountability issues; as low as 5% parent 

             12            participation when I started; limited technology use; 

             13            unsafe, disorderly school environment -- and this was 

             14            indicated in our scholastic audit that was done prior 

             15            to me coming to the school; little or no evidence of 

             16            effective instruction; and fluctuating academic 

             17            performance over the last five to eight years.  On 

             18            our way to turning around the school district we did 

             19            the following things: we set some clear and 

             20            compelling direction for the school district, with a 

             21            clear vision that everyone knew; we developed a plan 

             22            and set our goals; we collaborated with all the 

             23            stakeholders; we improved our accountability system; 

             24            we reshaped the whole school culture, like Ms. Owens 

             25            said; we transformed teaching and learning in all the 
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              1            classrooms, K through 12.  As a result -- and we 

              2            still -- one more year would make a big difference.  

              3            As a result, we've met the majority of our IMO's that 

              4            we had as a priority school.  We met the majority of 

              5            those IMO's.  Ninety-seven percent of our seniors 

              6            graduated last year; 100% of our seniors will 

              7            graduate this year.  Our parent involvement has 

              8            increased from 5% to nearly 50%; we have increased 

              9            the effectiveness of our parent involvement.  Eighty 

             10            percent or more of our classrooms are now using 

             11            technology daily.  Our high school math scores 

             12            improved -- number of proficient advanced students 

             13            improved last year by 16%, 10% in geometry.  Our high 

             14            school Algebra 1 scores were 88% proficient advanced 

             15            last year.  We met our AMO in high school literacy 

             16            last year.  Our high school 11th grade literacy 

             17            improved their proficient advanced students by 19% 

             18            last year, and we have the best scoring proficient 

             19            advanced students in eight years in 11th grade 

             20            literacy.  The University of Arkansas Office of 

             21            Education Policy gave Hughes four awards for most 

             22            improved test scores last year.  We're expecting in 

             23            our module tests to show that our scores are going to 

             24            be improved for this year tremendously.  We feel that 

             25            we've made tremendous progress in our academics.  
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              1            Thanks for your time today. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, sir, and thank 

              3            you for your efforts. 

              4                 MR. HILL:  Chairman Ledbetter -- I'm sorry.   

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's okay. 

              6                 MR. HILL:  I apologize.  I'm out of order. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I was starting to wonder 

              8            too. 

              9                 MR. SMITH:  Hello.  My name is Adrick Smith.  

             10            I'm a junior at Hughes High School.  My mother and 

             11            father and all my brothers and sisters have already 

             12            graduated from Hughes, and I want to graduate from 

             13            Hughes just like the rest of my family.  The school 

             14            is the heart of our city and our families.  Our 

             15            school has rising test scores (inaudible) and the 

             16            teachers motivate us daily to strive to succeed.  

             17            Many of us want to further our education and come 

             18            back to our town, but if the school closes we might 

             19            not have a town to come back to.  Our parents are so 

             20            afraid of having to bus us to another school for an 

             21            hour or more.  Many of our families do not have 

             22            reliable transportation and being in a small 

             23            community they are able to take care of their 

             24            children's needs.  Once again, I'm a junior at Hughes 

             25            High School.  My dream has always been to finish high 
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              1            school as a Blue Devil.  Moving us on another campus 

              2            makes me feel that my dreams are crushed; I feel that 

              3            in the next senior class none of my ideas will 

              4            matter.  So I ask you please to keep our school open 

              5            and make me -- help me make my dreams come true.  

              6            Thank you all very much. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, sir.  Well done. 

              8                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

              9                 MS. GLASPER:  Okay.  I'm Kendra Glasper; I'm 

             10            also a part of the junior class.  At a smaller school 

             11            like Hughes we get more individual time with our 

             12            teachers.  Our classes, they max at about 15 students 

             13            in a class, which is a big difference from 25 at a 

             14            big school.  That means we get more one-on-one time 

             15            with our teachers, which means we understand the 

             16            lesson better.  I'm number one in my class with my 

             17            grades and education at Hughes High School.  I 

             18            received a 23 on my first ACT and 78 on my first 

             19            ASVAB, which means I'm a top prospect in numerous 

             20            colleges.  I'm a cheerleader and a basketball player 

             21            and in track.  Our coaches at our school help our 

             22            education also.  By us being a smaller school, we 

             23            have smaller teams, which means everyone has to be on 

             24            track with their grades and behavior.  Losing the 

             25            Hughes School District would affect our town very 
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              1            negatively because people in the town will lose their 

              2            jobs and we will have to go to a new school, which 

              3            means we'll have to move to a new town, and then the 

              4            town will have less citizens.  I've been in Hughes 

              5            School District all my life, so please keep our 

              6            school open so I can continue to be number one and 

              7            further my education and go to college and come back 

              8            to help our school.  Thank you. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you. 

             10                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Congratulations on your 

             12            achievement.  So, thank you.  All right, Mr. Hill. 

             13                 MR. HILL:  We'll try this again. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             15                 MR. HILL:  Chairman Ledbetter, Commissioner Key, 

             16            and Board Members, I'm Norman Hill, the financial 

             17            consultant, and I own a financial consulting firm 

             18            that works with schools, on-call or private, when 

             19            they get into financial distress.  My primary job 

             20            working with them is going in and developing a 

             21            financial plan for whatever the needs of the 

             22            district.  I was contacted in August of 2013 by 

             23            Hughes School District because they were placed in 

             24            fiscal distress on April 8, 2013 by this board, and I 

             25            went in and started working with them.  At the time 
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              1            when I started working with them they had a fiscal 

              2            distress balance of $441,105.45.  And during that 

              3            they had an audit -- and I will try to not get a 

              4            little bit long; they had audit findings of lack of 

              5            segregation, which is standard for that type of 

              6            school district.  Then they had miscodings or 

              7            internal control misstatements to the tune of about 

              8            $1.2 million that had to be corrected in different 

              9            areas of the budget, and I won't go into those 

             10            because it gets drawn out and detailed in that.  They 

             11            also had miscodings in their federal programs and 

             12            their Title 1 programs, their other federal programs 

             13            in doing that.  Then they had a finding in the 

             14            lunchroom program in their reports.  In other words, 

             15            they had a lot of audit issues and those were 

             16            primarily the reason they were placed into fiscal 

             17            distress.  In working with them through the next year 

             18            and doing that, we raised that balance from $441,000 

             19            up to $1,115,223.35, plus a set-aside that's not in 

             20            that balance of $622,623.40 for court findings that 

             21            they had some litigation; they had appealed it and 

             22            the courts asked them to set that aside, and we've 

             23            moved it aside, took it out of the balances that we 

             24            have.  And also during the ending of the '13 school 

             25            year, which was an audit which ended before I started 
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              1            working with them, we still come back and we had 

              2            about $800,000 of miscodings and issues.  In the 

              3            lunchroom report we had almost $200,000 of that, and 

              4            still miscodings in all your federal programs to end 

              5            that.  This year, we're projected to end right now 

              6            with actual $1,482,680.37, and that's taking into 

              7            consideration some extra costs.  We've done some 

              8            things with transportation, done some things in the 

              9            buildings that they needed to do.  Then our '14 audit 

             10            showed we still had the segregation of duties which 

             11            you saw.  Those are standard for small schools.  We 

             12            get that almost in every school in the state that's 

             13            as small as Hughes because they cannot afford a lot 

             14            of staff members to do that, so it's not a major 

             15            issue.  Then we came back and we had in the lunchroom 

             16            -- instead of that $200,000, we got that down to 

             17            $1,135 error over that year.  Then in the federal 

             18            programs we had one error left in them and I will 

             19            take the fall for that.  I had a budget that did not 

             20            match the state budget.  I thought I had the state 

             21            budget but somewhere my budget wasn't the same as the 

             22            state.  We had one line item where I exceeded the 

             23            budget by 10% because that's where I had the money 

             24            budgeted; we spent it there.  It did not exceed the 

             25            budget at all in any areas or anything of that 
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              1            nature.  Then the district also had a miscoding of 

              2            one expenditure for software for the elementary 

              3            school that should've been coded in fund 6501; it was 

              4            coded in 6504.  But it was an audit finding because 

              5            it was in the wrong fund. 

              6                 So if you really look at the audit issues, 

              7            you'll see the tremendous improvement made in the 

              8            audits from 2012 which put them in there.  If you 

              9            look at the actual dollar amounts that they have, 

             10            even after their litigation and everything, you'll 

             11            find that they have improved over three times that.  

             12            And I'll be happy to try to answer any questions 

             13            concerning the Hughes School District financials or 

             14            whatever. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  We'll -- thank you, 

             16            Mr. Hill.  We'll save the questions for the end so we 

             17            can get through the time.  Mr. Valley, we've got four 

             18            minutes remaining but, you know, we'll be generous 

             19            with the time.  Yes, ma'am, you're going to go before 

             20            Mr. Valley? 

             21                 MS. SINGLETON:  Yes.  I'm sorry.  I was supposed 

             22            to come before Mr. Hill but -- 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, all right.   

             24                 MS. SINGLETON:  My name is Dorothy Singleton and 

             25            I am a community organizer with Rural Community 
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              1            Alliance, and we've been working with small rural 

              2            schools for the past -- since 2003.  And one of the 

              3            things that I have noticed about the Hughes School 

              4            District is that they set the example of a school 

              5            district that can overcome.  One of the things that  

              6            -- when you go into a community, we look at the area 

              7            of community involvement, home and parent 

              8            involvement, and all of those things that make a 

              9            school district strong.  And Hughes has been one of 

             10            those school districts that have really set a 

             11            precedent on what community involvement and parent 

             12            involvement can be.  I believe that they are just on 

             13            the brink of moving forward.  They have some very 

             14            unusual things as far as rural schools are concerned 

             15            -- a young white male and an older African American 

             16            female working together and really pulling together 

             17            some things out of the community.  Their children, 

             18            their students are involved, their parents are 

             19            involved, their city leaderships are involved, and 

             20            the school means a lot to everybody in that 

             21            community.  So Hughes can really set a precedent in 

             22            the state of Arkansas on what rural schools can do 

             23            and how they can move forward in every area.  They 

             24            have good leadership.  They're doing a very good job 

             25            of academic improvement.  For them to be a 100% free-
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              1            and-reduced lunch school district, they are not 

              2            letting that get in the way of their accomplishments.  

              3            They are still moving forward.  And so I'm asking as 

              4            a representative of other small rural communities to 

              5            allow Hughes to continue to exist because that would 

              6            give other small communities hope and it would give 

              7            them also an example on what progress looks like.  

              8            Thank you very much. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  So 

             10            we've got a minute and 45 seconds, Mr. Valley.   

             11                 MR. VALLEY:  I actually don't want to stand 

             12            between you and lunch.  But I certainly appreciate 

             13            the opportunity to stand before you to reinforce a 

             14            few of the points that the speakers have already 

             15            made.  I'm grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, and to 

             16            Commissioner Key and to each of the Board Members for 

             17            this opportunity.  I stand here kind of uniquely.  I 

             18            ask for something specific, and that is that the 

             19            Board take no action on consolidating the Hughes 

             20            School District.  And I ask that because the school 

             21            district is undergoing a waiver application under Act 

             22            377 of 2015, and we've presented that waiver; I 

             23            believe it's on your desk, and you may have gotten it 

             24            in your email.  But the essence of that is that there 

             25            was an emergency clause on the law that said that 
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              1            we're no longer, in Arkansas, going to consolidate 

              2            small schools simply because they fall below the 350 

              3            average daily membership.  That law includes an 

              4            emergency clause and there's only one school district 

              5            that's subject to being consolidated at this time.  

              6            And so my understanding as a lawyer is that if there 

              7            was only one school district intending to be 

              8            consolidated at this time the law was intended to 

              9            capture that district.  That's just my reading of 

             10            what the Supreme Court has done over the years as we 

             11            look at statutory construction, as well as what 

             12            emergency clauses mean.  And so because I only have a 

             13            minute, I want to emphasize that particular point, 

             14            that this law captures the Hughes School District and 

             15            you should at this time delay any consideration on 

             16            consolidation to first consider the petition for 

             17            waiver, which you have 45 days to do.  And all of 

             18            this would have to be accomplished in another meeting 

             19            before May 1st, such that you can meet the other 

             20            requirements that the law requires.  With that, I'd 

             21            like to talk more about it but that's basically what 

             22            I wanted to present in the time that I have left.   

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Well, I have the 

             24            discretion of allowing additional time.  So would you 

             25            like two more minutes to -- or some additional time?  
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              1            I mean -- 

              2                 MR. VALLEY:  Well, what I would do -- 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Let me interrupt you.  I'm 

              4            sorry.  There's going to be another 10 minutes for 

              5            the school district when ADE responds or replies, 

              6            whatever it is.  And then I guess you get a sur-reply 

              7            for 10 more minutes, and then there will be 

              8            questions.  So, you know -- but I want to be fair and 

              9            I don't want you to feel like we did not afford you 

             10            time to make all of the points that you're here to 

             11            make.  So you just tell me what you request and if 

             12            it's reasonable, then, you know, I'll be -- 

             13                 MR. VALLEY:  Well, at this point -- 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, sir. 

             15                 MR. VALLEY:  -- because we have it in writing -- 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, sir. 

             17                 MR. VALLEY:  -- I'm asking you to consider the 

             18            writing. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             20                 MR. VALLEY:  I'm mindful that lunch is next, so 

             21            we'll defer. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, don't worry too much 

             23            about lunch.  We're going to eat lunch one way or the 

             24            other. 

             25                 MR. VALLEY:  Yes, sir.  But I'll defer to the 
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              1            surreply after to bring out a few other points. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Thank 

              3            you.  Thank you then, sir.   

              4                 MR. VALLEY:  The superintendent is asking me if 

              5            another speaker could have the two minutes. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah, yeah, yeah.  We'll do 

              7            that and then we'll go to the ADE, and then we'll 

              8            come back to Hughes for 10 more minutes, unless my 

              9            Board revolts and then we'll deal with that. 

             10                 MR. VALLEY:  All right. 

             11                 MR. ALEXANDER:  Good morning.  My name is Randy 

             12            Alexander and I chaired a study committee, interim 

             13            study committee for Act 60.  We presented our 

             14            findings to the Joint Education Committee last fall.  

             15            I've given you a one-page, on both sides, handout 

             16            that covers some of the highlights but I want to 

             17            emphasize just a few of those, some of which I think 

             18            apply directly to a district like the Hughes School 

             19            District. 

             20                 I want to remind us, why did we do Act 60 in the 

             21            first place?  What was the benefit that we 

             22            anticipated we would get out of this?  And it's very 

             23            clear in House Bill 1109, that became Act 60, the 

             24            State Board found that consolidation would result in 

             25            two benefits.  One, quote, "Result in the overall 
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              1            improvement in the educational benefit to students in 

              2            all of the school districts involved;" two, "provide 

              3            a significant advantage in transportation costs or 

              4            service to all of the school districts involved."  So 

              5            that's what we hope to get out of it.  Our study 

              6            committee looked at a report by the National 

              7            Education Policy Center that was published in 2011.  

              8            It was an extremely comprehensive report.  It looked 

              9            at 75 different studies on school consolidation 

             10            around the nation over a 95-year period, from 1915 to 

             11            2010.  And I've listed the findings there, but I want 

             12            to highlight three of them, one of which I think 

             13            applies particularly to Hughes.  Quote, "Financial 

             14            claims about widespread benefits of consolidation are 

             15            unsubstantiated by contemporary research about cost 

             16            savings; the assumptions behind such claims are most 

             17            often dangerous oversimplifications," end-quote.  And 

             18            I should say that the NAEP also found that the 

             19            underlying arguments for consolidation were exactly 

             20            the same as what we had in Arkansas: we're going to 

             21            save money, we're going to improve educational 

             22            quality.  The second one, quote, "Claims for 

             23            educational benefits from systematic statewide school 

             24            and district consolidations are vastly overestimated 

             25            and have already been maximized," end-quote.  And by 
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              1            "maximized," if you look at those two short 

              2            paragraphs at the bottom of that page, that will 

              3            indicate what that's about.  But the one that I think 

              4            specifically applies to Hughes, quote, "Impoverished 

              5            places, in particular, often benefit from smaller 

              6            schools and districts; and can suffer irreversible 

              7            damage if consolidation occurs," end-quote.  I think 

              8            we're all familiar with a lot of research that 

              9            demonstrates that small schools work better for some 

             10            kids and that a couple of populations where that is 

             11            true to an even higher degree are low-income kids and 

             12            minority kids.  That describes Hughes perfectly.  The 

             13            cost of living index is 78% in Hughes -- that's low; 

             14            100% of the students are on free-and-reduced lunch; 

             15            over 70% of the citizens are black.  This is exactly 

             16            the kind of school district that is likely to have 

             17            irreversible damage if consolidation occurs.  On the 

             18            other side, there were some recommendations from the 

             19            NEPC report.  I want to emphasize one of them.  In 

             20            the report, they talked about different approaches 

             21            places had taken to school consolidation and they 

             22            determined that one of them was the absolute worst 

             23            approach; quote, "Avoid statewide mandates for 

             24            consolidation and steer clear of minimum sizes for 

             25            schools and districts; these always prove arbitrary 
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              1            and often prove unworkable."  That's what we're 

              2            doing.   

              3                 Since Act 60 has happened, we have closed -- 

              4            eliminated 75 school districts, closed 44 elementary 

              5            schools and 53 high schools.  But the impact of this 

              6            has fallen disproportionately on low-income students.  

              7            Two-thirds of the students in consolidated districts 

              8            qualified for free-and-reduced lunch, compared to 

              9            half overall.  Transportation time -- you remember 

             10            one of the things that we were going to do was save 

             11            transportation money.  In 2005, when the 

             12            consolidations began with 46 schools consolidated, 

             13            74% of those had increased transportation costs the 

             14            year following consolidation.  And every year since 

             15            that, every consolidation that's occurred, all of 

             16            them, have had increased transportation costs.  

             17            Obviously, bus travel time has increased.  There was 

             18            a report presented to the Joint Education Committee 

             19            last fall and for rural students their travel time is 

             20            as high as two hours and 47 minutes one-way.  This, 

             21            again, is going to apply to Hughes directly because 

             22            they're about -- almost 30 miles from the nearest 

             23            district and a very large percentage of the roads in 

             24            their county are gravel roads. 

             25                 Other costs: schools who were receiving 
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              1            consolidated schools received a financial incentive, 

              2            from 2005 to 2012, a combined total of $77.2 million.  

              3            That, of course, was a new cost.  

              4                 And then, in closing, on that part, the interim 

              5            study committee found no record -- no record of any 

              6            documented savings from Act 60, none. 

              7                 As far as academic performance, I won't go 

              8            through all this but you can see at the bottom of the 

              9            page most of the schools that have been consolidated 

             10            were not in academic distress.  A study by the 

             11            University of Arkansas Education Policy looked at 21 

             12            at-risk schools, some of which have been consolidated 

             13            since then.  And they found that about 25% of them 

             14            scored higher than the state average in the three 

             15            benchmark exams and the four end-of-course exams.  

             16                 So, in closing, I would just say we made a 

             17            decision several years ago as we looked at population 

             18            decline in rural areas; we essentially decided to 

             19            manage that decline.  That has resulted in an 

             20            acceleration of decline.  I would suggest we need to 

             21            come up with creative ways -- with the inherent 

             22            strengths that exist in a rural community, with the 

             23            new technology and ideas that are available, we need 

             24            to try to reverse that decline and not simply manage 

             25            it.  Thank you very much. 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Mr. Alexander. 

              2                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we'll go 

              4            back to ADE for 10 minutes. 

              5                 MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  And 

              6            during this 10 minutes I may call on other department 

              7            staff to make some points to you.  But as you all 

              8            know, particularly many of you who've been on the 

              9            Board for several years, the discussion around Act 60 

             10            -- well, Act 60 itself always yields to a great deal 

             11            of debate and individuals on all sides of that issue 

             12            make good articulate points to support their 

             13            positions, and you've heard some of that today.  But 

             14            I want to bring the focus back around to what the law 

             15            requires of you; I think that's my role as your 

             16            general counsel.  The General Assembly requires you 

             17            to do certain things under these circumstances, 

             18            namely to order a consolidation by May 1st, to be 

             19            effective by July 1st.  Now since your last hearing 

             20            on an Act 60 type consolidation, the General Assembly 

             21            enacted Act 377 of 2015.  And what that act -- and 

             22            it's in effect now as an emergency clause, as Mr. 

             23            Valley mentioned to you -- what that act states is 

             24            that if you are a school district and you are not in 

             25            academic distress, fiscal distress, or in violation 
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              1            of the Standards for Accreditation you are allowed to 

              2            petition the State Board of Education for a waiver.  

              3            And I think that they have so petitioned you for that 

              4            waiver.  The problem is -- the primary problem is, as 

              5            you've heard today, the Hughes School District 

              6            doesn't -- the act doesn't apply to Hughes School 

              7            District because they've been in fiscal distress now 

              8            for two years, and so they're not able to get that 

              9            waiver.  

             10                 So I want to talk to you briefly about -- since 

             11            this is maybe the last time we get to address you, I 

             12            was to talk to you briefly about some of the points 

             13            that Mr. Valley mentioned in his petition to you.  

             14            I'll cover them very briefly.   

             15                 I want to talk first about the argument that the 

             16            Hughes School District alleges that they weren't -- 

             17            were not, in fact, under 350 students for those two 

             18            years.  The difference there is that under Act 60 you 

             19            have to look at the average daily membership of the 

             20            enrollment of the district, and that looks at the 

             21            third-quarter average.  So your enrollment over a 

             22            three-quarter average is what you look at.  The 

             23            numbers that are referred to by the Hughes School 

             24            District in its petition are from the October 1 

             25            count.  So there's an October 1 count at the 
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              1            beginning of the school year that's provided to the 

              2            Department of Education on what your enrollment is, 

              3            and then there's an average daily membership that's 

              4            calculated after three quarters of that school year.  

              5            It's the three-quarter number that you take into 

              6            account for the purposes of consolidation.  And so, 

              7            as you know in your materials, for the 2013-2014 

              8            school year the average daily membership was 344 

              9            students, and for the 2012-2013 school year the 

             10            average daily membership was 348 students.  So those 

             11            are your two consecutive years for which the Hughes 

             12            School District fell below 350 students for average 

             13            daily membership. 

             14                 As I mentioned earlier, the focus of the 

             15            petition is Act 377 of 2015.  I mentioned to you that 

             16            it doesn't apply to the Hughes School District 

             17            because they are under fiscal distress.  And we'll 

             18            talk more about the fiscal distress in just a moment.  

             19            But Mr. Valley mentioned the emergency clause in Act 

             20            377 of 2015, and I'll mention at this point that you 

             21            have a copy of that act in your materials so that you 

             22            can read the emergency clause for yourself.  But in 

             23            my reading of that emergency clause, it does not 

             24            address this situation for a couple of reasons.  

             25            Number one, in reviewing the substantive provisions 
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              1            of Act 377, the actual law itself, they're not 

              2            eligible for a waiver because they fall under fiscal 

              3            distress.  Secondly, if you look at the emergency 

              4            clause itself, the clause has a caveat that the 

              5            intent of legislature was to protect schools no in 

              6            academic or fiscal distress; so even the emergency 

              7            clause recognizes that.  It specifically says that 

              8            small school districts that are successful in 

              9            educating their students, and no in academic or 

             10            fiscal distress, should not be consolidated or 

             11            reorganized.  And so, again, because the Hughes 

             12            School District has now been in fiscal distress for 

             13            two years, the act does not apply to them. 

             14                 Finally, I'll address the arguments about fiscal 

             15            distress.  I think the district would like, 

             16            certainly, for obvious reasons, under Act 377, for 

             17            you to find that they're not in fiscal distress.  But 

             18            also in your materials you have proof that since 

             19            April of 2013 the district has been in fiscal 

             20            distress.  And so by way of background, on February 

             21            19, 2013, the Department of Education identified the 

             22            Hughes School District as a school district in fiscal 

             23            distress, and Arkansas Code Annotated 6-20-1904 

             24            includes many possible indicators of fiscal distress.  

             25            It goes beyond just the balances that you have, the 
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              1            fund balances.  One of those criteria for fiscal 

              2            distress in the materials is state or federal audit 

              3            exceptions and violations, and that's why the Hughes 

              4            School District was placed in fiscal distress.  And 

              5            so you'll recall that after the Department of 

              6            Education identifies a school district as being in 

              7            fiscal distress there's a time period for the 

              8            district to appeal that finding to you, and the 

              9            Hughes School District did not appeal the finding of 

             10            fiscal distress to you.  And so, on April 8, 2013, 

             11            the State Board of Education classified the district 

             12            as being in fiscal distress.  The brief that Hughes 

             13            School District provided to you attempts to make the 

             14            argument that there is a difference between fiscal 

             15            distress and fiscal distress status, but in my 

             16            reading of the law that's simply not the case.  Those 

             17            terms are used interchangeably throughout the code, 

             18            and so fiscal distress status is the status of being 

             19            in fiscal distress after you have been identified and 

             20            then classified by the State Board. 

             21                 Now there was legislation before the General 

             22            Assembly during the 2015 session that would have 

             23            changed the definition of "fiscal distress" to 

             24            essentially mean state takeover.  But that 

             25            legislation did not pass and so it's not relevant for 
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              1            the purposes of our discussion today.  The Hughes 

              2            School District argues that it should be removed from 

              3            fiscal distress.  But as you are aware, there is a 

              4            statutory process that has to be followed for that 

              5            and it's outlined in Arkansas Code Annotated 6-20-

              6            1908.  And it states that "a school district in 

              7            fiscal distress may only petition the State Board for 

              8            removal from fiscal distress status after the 

              9            Department has certified in writing that the school 

             10            district has corrected all criteria for being 

             11            classified as in fiscal distress, and has complied 

             12            with all Department recommendations and requirements 

             13            for removal from fiscal distress status." 

             14                 You've already heard testimony that audit 

             15            findings continue to exist in the Hughes School 

             16            District.  And it's for that purpose the Department 

             17            cannot certify at this point in writing to the Hughes 

             18            School District that they are no longer in fiscal 

             19            distress.  

             20                 In your packet you have some materials from Ms. 

             21            Hazel Burnett, who was formerly with the Fiscal 

             22            Distress Unit, and those materials state that, based 

             23            on Ms. Burnett's review of the district's 2014 audit, 

             24            the district has not corrected its fiscal distress 

             25            status to be able to meet the criteria for removal 
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              1            from fiscal distress. 

              2                 Finally, before I turn it over to our Fiscal 

              3            Distress Unit, the Hughes School District asserts 

              4            that there is no definition of fiscal distress or 

              5            what fiscal distress entails, how you get on fiscal 

              6            distress, how you get off; but those provisions are 

              7            clearly set forth in the law.  6-20-1903 defines 

              8            fiscal distress status and what that means; 6-20-1904 

              9            lists the statutory indicators of fiscal distress; 6-

             10            20-1905 and 1906 provide the statutory process for 

             11            how a school district is placed in fiscal distress; 

             12            and then 6-20-1908 sets forth the process for how a 

             13            school district gets out of fiscal distress. 

             14                 And so, in conclusion, what we have is a 

             15            situation where a district has been under 350 for two 

             16            consecutive school years in terms of their average 

             17            daily membership.  And that district cannot apply for 

             18            a waiver under Act 377 because they continue to be in 

             19            fiscal distress.  And I'll turn it over to Dr. 

             20            Saunders, if he has anything to add with regard to 

             21            that. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. 

             23            Lasiter.  Dr. Saunders, there's just over a minute 

             24            left in the State's time, so -- or the Department's 

             25            time.  Of course, I'm not going to cut you off, but 
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              1            just be mindful. 

              2                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yes, sir.  In response to what 

              3            Mr. Lasiter was discussing, we did meet upon request 

              4            with the Hughes School District and their attorney on 

              5            March 11th of this year concerning their fiscal 

              6            distress status and their request to be removed from 

              7            that status.  And upon review of their plan, the 

              8            objectives 9, 10, 11 and 12 were not met.  One of 

              9            those, for example, was a half-time person assigned 

             10            to the financial, working within the district.  That 

             11            was identified as a plan that they submitted to the 

             12            Department that they were aware of, and they did not 

             13            have that person, that fulltime -- or, I'm sorry -- 

             14            half person in place, as well as repeated audit 

             15            findings which did not allow completion of the plan. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  All 

             17            right.  So that gets the time, the 10 minutes.  And 

             18            so now to conclude our presentation we have -- Hughes 

             19            has 10 more minutes -- right -- to complete?  Is that 

             20            right, Mr. Lasiter? 

             21                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So, Mr. Valley, how 

             23            do you wish to proceed? 

             24                 MR. VALLEY:  Well, I'll take just a few minutes 

             25            to respond -- 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

              2                 MR. VALLEY:  -- from the legal perspective.  And 

              3            I believe the superintendent has another person or 

              4            two that she wanted to speak. 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay. 

              6                 MR. VALLEY:  And, certainly, I don't want to get 

              7            the Board bogged down in legalese, but in our brief 

              8            we set out specifically that the Arkansas Supreme 

              9            Court has said that you have to take each word of the 

             10            legislature's statutes that they pass in the law to 

             11            give meaning so that you don't reach an absurd 

             12            conclusion.  And if there's only one school district 

             13            that is subject to closure on March 11th, which is 

             14            the day that Act 377 became law, then that one school 

             15            district will be the school district to which this 

             16            law applied on March 11, 2015.  The other school 

             17            districts would be able to apply for the waiver 

             18            beginning in January of 2016.  There would be no need 

             19            whatsoever for an emergency clause; there would be no 

             20            emergency.  So what the Hughes School District wants 

             21            you to understand is this emergency clause basically 

             22            puts you in the position of a firefighter called to a 

             23            fire to save a child who's on the third floor; and 

             24            you raise your fire wagon ladder to the third floor 

             25            and you get to look in; and today you decide do you 
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              1            reach in and save that child that you went to save or 

              2            do you say, "No, we don't want to save you?"  That's 

              3            the position that you're in, based on the law that 

              4            was passed; the legislature passed this law.  And I 

              5            don't think that this law gives you a choice in that 

              6            particular realm.  It's what they did.  And they had 

              7            lawyers; the state -- the Department of Education had 

              8            lawyers; the Attorney General had lawyers; I believe 

              9            the Speaker of the House, president pro-tem, had a 

             10            set of lawyers.  They knew what they were doing.  All 

             11            this information was available to the legislature at 

             12            the time they passed this act.  And particularly 

             13            important, aside from anything else we might say, is 

             14            that they passed an emergency clause which is a 

             15            special step, special standard, in order to do it 

             16            when they didn't have to.  It took more votes than 

             17            all those things that are taped together in the 

             18            emergency clause.  There was no emergency to save a 

             19            school district, other than the one that was in 

             20            jeopardy.  So you've been called to a fire and your 

             21            ladder is lifted.  The question is:  what do you do 

             22            when you look in on the child that's in the fire?  

             23            Now fiscal distress is not defined in Arkansas law; 

             24            fiscal distress status is defined in Arkansas law.  

             25            But what the Supreme Court says is that you take 
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              1            words and give them their normal, ordinary meaning, 

              2            and "fiscal" and "distress" taken alone, without 

              3            grouping it into what we've done in the State of 

              4            Arkansas Department of Education means money trouble.  

              5            That's the fiscal and distress.  Now if the state 

              6            General Assembly wanted fiscal distress to mean 

              7            something else then it would need a definition in the 

              8            code that says fiscal distress means something else.  

              9            What they've done is they've defined fiscal distress 

             10            status to mean that something else, and they have not 

             11            defined fiscal distress -- and I've looked, I've 

             12            looked hard; I've tried to find an instance where the 

             13            Supreme Court has said it's okay to use these words 

             14            interchangeably.  I've not been successful in that.  

             15            That doesn't tell you that I'm the greatest searcher, 

             16            but I think I do -- I've done a pretty good job of 

             17            looking for where you can use these phrases that 

             18            don't mean what they mean to the average Joe on the 

             19            street, where you can just take this phrase and use 

             20            it interchangeably with a phrase that means something 

             21            different than that.  And so that's what the issue 

             22            is.  That's why the district asked the General 

             23            Assembly to change the definition of fiscal distress 

             24            to state takeover, because that's what the district 

             25            believes and means, and certainly that district -- 
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              1            that definition would in fact be self-serving to the 

              2            district because they're not in state takeover.  And 

              3            what's important about not being in state takeover -- 

              4            Helena is in state takeover; whatever the reason is, 

              5            for fiscal distress, with Helena -- you went down and 

              6            took over.  There's another district in state 

              7            takeover; I believe it's Pulaski County.  Whatever 

              8            the reason, you went and took them over.  But with 

              9            Hughes in fiscal distress you let them keep 

             10            operating.  There's a difference there that these 

             11            definitions don't tell us.  And as the brief lays 

             12            out, how do you get out of fiscal distress?  Well, 

             13            we've asked and been told no.  We don't have a right 

             14            to appeal being told no.  We don't have a right to 

             15            come down here and say, "Well, they told us no, we 

             16            can't get out."  They said, "You've got to meet all 

             17            these standards."  And the standard that I understand 

             18            -- that's just the lawyer in me -- is that you've got 

             19            to have a clean audit.  I would accept that, except 

             20            that the research says that there were several other 

             21            districts -- I believe it was five of them -- who 

             22            were in fiscal distress since April 8, 2013, the same 

             23            window as Hughes, who got out and their audits are 

             24            not clean as far as I can read.  Now maybe I'm 

             25            reading them wrong, I'm understanding them wrong or 
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              1            something.  There's some material weaknesses 

              2            identified with Brinkley, Alpena, Hermitage, I 

              3            believe it's Western Yell County.  Now Drew Central, 

              4            I commend them; they had a clean audit, no material 

              5            weaknesses whatsoever.  But those others, they had 

              6            material weaknesses and they are in this application.  

              7            So we're asking you to consider all of those things 

              8            together and that gets you to the point to where the 

              9            Hughes School District should not be closed based on 

             10            the current status of the law.  Arkansas has changed 

             11            its public policy.  We no longer shutter the doors on 

             12            small schools just because we can. 

             13                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Let's see.  

             15            We've got about three minutes, almost four minutes 

             16            left.  Does anybody else want to try to follow that?  

             17            All right.  State your name and you're recognized. 

             18                 MR. JACKSON:  Hello.  My name is Hester Jackson.  

             19            I'm a graduate of Hughes High School.  All of my nine 

             20            brothers and my sister graduated there.  My mother 

             21            worked in the Hughes School District and then 

             22            graduated and went back to college and went to teach 

             23            at Hughes.  I give honor today to you, Mr. Chairman, 

             24            Mr. Commissioner, to all the Board Members.  I give 

             25            honor to the superintendent of the Hughes School 
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              1            District, the principal, the school board, the 

              2            parents, and the students, and the team of educators 

              3            there in Hughes.  I came today to ask that you would 

              4            give Hughes the opportunity to continue the progress 

              5            that they've started.  I'm asking the Board to listen 

              6            to them with an open mind.  I know sometimes how we 

              7            can make decisions without really hearing, and if 

              8            you've already made your decision -- the old 

              9            expression is trite, but it's certainly true that "a 

             10            person convinced against their will is of the same 

             11            opinion still."  So we're asking you to not formulate 

             12            until you investigate.  Hughes school has made 

             13            considerable progress in fixing the fiscal problems, 

             14            and I'm not going to get in the midst of the argument 

             15            between the lawyers because -- you know -- but I 

             16            would see lawyers historically who would strain at a 

             17            gnat and swallow the camel, but it was all made to be 

             18            for the benefit of all the citizens.  And, of course, 

             19            there are citizens in the Hughes School District who 

             20            -- and the reason I say "strain at a gnat," on the 

             21            one year they had 344 average daily and it was six 

             22            students short; on another year it was two students 

             23            short, they had 348.  It seems like to me with that  

             24            -- and, of course, the financial things are in order; 

             25            the other elements of fiscal distress have been 
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              1            fixed.  Why not take them out and give the caretakers 

              2            of education in Hughes an opportunity to dig around 

              3            the fig tree of education so that it can flourish and 

              4            blossom, is what I ask now. 

              5                 I want to mention real quickly five reasons that 

              6            I think they should be granted a waiver. 

              7                 Number one, the impact of ignorance is my first 

              8            reason.  If there's no education going on in Hughes, 

              9            it becomes an idle (inaudible) and ignorance is the 

             10            most expensive thing in the world.  If you don't 

             11            know, it costs you a whole lot more.  So give them a 

             12            chance to continue for the children, for the 

             13            community, for the city, for the county to continue 

             14            the process of education that they have started.  One 

             15            of the things that I want to point out is that if the 

             16            school district is consolidated some of the negative 

             17            probabilities that exist -- one of those negative 

             18            probabilities is the increase of dropouts because of 

             19            the proximity of -- the parents are not close-by.  My 

             20            mother and dad were close-by when I was in school; I 

             21            couldn't sneak away and do something that wasn't 

             22            right because they were right there in the city.   

             23                 The second probability of negative actions is 

             24            the increase in skipping school and engaging in 

             25            illegitimate activities.  
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              1                 The third one is the increase in teenage 

              2            pregnancy. 

              3                 The fourth is the increase of drug use and drug 

              4            sales, which then leads to a culture of greater 

              5            violence. 

              6                 Then, fifth is the psychological impact upon a 

              7            displaced child who would be persecuted by other 

              8            children because they're the new student, and that 

              9            leads to depression, which is -- in students -- the 

             10            number one source of suicide for 100,000 people in 

             11            America who do that every year because of depression.  

             12            Then that depression leads to, number seven, an 

             13            atmosphere of rejection and retaliation that leads to 

             14            incidents that Columbine and Jonesboro, because 

             15            students feel isolated. 

             16                 I'm saying that it's in the best interest and 

             17            benefit of the city, the state, the country, the 

             18            citizens, and the community to leave Hughes School 

             19            District in Hughes, and allow the gardeners of 

             20            education to continue to do what they're doing for 

             21            the benefit of the students.  And I'm saying let's 

             22            not strain at a gnat and swallow a camel. 

             23                 Real quickly I'm going to mention these -- 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Sir, if I -- your -- the 10 

             25            minutes has expired a couple of minutes ago. 
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              1                 MR. JACKSON:  Thank you. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  If I could ask you just to 

              3            -- 

              4                 MR. JACKSON:  I'll wind this up; I'll helicopter 

              5            it.  I won't make an airplane out of it; I'll 

              6            helicopter it. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I'm not sure I follow that 

              8            but -- 

              9                 MR. JACKSON:  A helicopter comes down but an 

             10            airplane takes a little more time. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  I'm with you.  I'm 

             12            sorry. 

             13                 MR. JACKSON:  Well, the influence of violence, 

             14            the injury of isolation, the inspiration of 

             15            inclusion, including, and then the instruction of the 

             16            individual -- as the students said, they have more 

             17            time now with the teacher because of the school 

             18            district.  I want to land it by saying this: if the 

             19            district is taken away it will be a loss, and that 

             20            loss will be an immeasurable loss.  That loss will be 

             21            an irreplaceable loss.  That loss would be an 

             22            irreversible loss.  But from my perspective that loss 

             23            would be an inexcusable loss.  And so I'm asking on 

             24            the basis of the citizens and students of the Hughes 

             25            schools that let's not create a debt now that we'll 
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              1            be years later paying for.  Remember the words of 

              2            Paul Laurence Dunbar, in his poem "The Debt."  He 

              3            said, "This is the debt I pay for one riotous day, 

              4            years of regret and grief, and sorrow without relief.  

              5            Pay it I will till the end, until the grave, my 

              6            friend, gives me true release in the clasp of peace.  

              7            Slight was the thing I bought, small was the thing I 

              8            thought, poor was the loan at best, but -- oh God -- 

              9            the interest." 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you. 

             11                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

             12                 MR. JACKSON:  You wanted a follow-up. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  All right.  Well, so 

             14            that concludes the formal presentations, I believe.  

             15            Mr. Valley, do you agree? 

             16                 MR. VALLEY:  Yes, sir. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So the next 

             18            thing would be questions.  Do we want to break and 

             19            have lunch?  I see some yes -- is there any objection 

             20            if we take a -- what, how long do we want to go?  We 

             21            can eat pretty quickly because they bring our lunch 

             22            upstairs, but I want to give everyone else time so if 

             23            they want to go over to the Capitol or somewhere and 

             24            get a bite to eat.  So we want to say -- I don't 

             25            know, that's up to you guys -- do you want to keep 
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              1            going?  You want to keep going?  All right.  Okay.  

              2            We're going to keep going.  Everybody wants to keep 

              3            going?  All right.  We're going to keep going.  

              4            That's what we're going to do.  All right.  For 

              5            continuities sake and for the sake of all of us who 

              6            are on a diet, we're going to continue. 

              7                 So we're going to have questions, and so what I 

              8            will do -- is Dr. Barth still with us?  Dr. Barth, 

              9            are you still there? 

             10                 DR. BARTH:  I am. 

             11                 MR. BRADBERRY:  He's here. 

             12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  We're going to 

             13            start with you and we'll come around the table.  By 

             14            the way, you're on the side closest -- on my left; 

             15            you're at the far end of the table, of course, where 

             16            the phone is, so we're going to start with you and 

             17            come around to Ms. Reith, Mr. Black, in that 

             18            direction.  So you're recognized. 

             19                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  I think I'm actually all 

             20            right for now.  I may have questions in a bit. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith, do 

             22            you have a question? 

             23                 MS. REITH:  I guess my principal question -- I'm 

             24            not sure who at the ADE can respond to this for me.  

             25            But with which district are we proposing that it be 
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              1            consolidated since Forrest City did pull out of the 

              2            agreement?  I guess I'm -- I'm sorry if I'm confused 

              3            there about what this might look like. 

              4                 MR. LASITER:  Well, at this point we notified 

              5            all of the surrounding geographically contiguous 

              6            school districts to come, and the reason why we do 

              7            that is because it's summarily in your purview now as 

              8            far as which district to consolidate them with.  And 

              9            Mr. Key might have something to add to that. 

             10                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes.  Thank you.  Mr. 

             11            Chairman, Ms. Reith, we at the Department have 

             12            reviewed the available options, looking at all the 

             13            districts and which would be the most appropriate 

             14            partner.  Unfortunately, with the withdrawal of 

             15            Forrest City as, you know, a voluntary merger, it 

             16            left us with a relatively short timeframe.  But with 

             17            all the information that we had available, looking at 

             18            the maps, looking at the academics, looking at all 

             19            the other logistics, finance information, it's our 

             20            recommendation that you focus the review on either 

             21            the Forrest City School District or the West Memphis 

             22            School District. 

             23                 MS. REITH:  Thank you.  And, again, I apologize 

             24            if this was referenced and this was an agenda item 

             25            last month.  Why did Forrest City pull out of that 
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              1            original agreement?  Has that been shared? 

              2                 MR. LASITER:  I'm going to need to defer to 

              3            representatives of Forrest City.  I know they're 

              4            here.  We'll give them a second and have them talk 

              5            about that.  They're in the best position. 

              6                 MS. REITH:  Thank you.  I appreciate that. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  Is 

              8            someone from Forrest City here? 

              9                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Yes. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Come on up.  I 

             11            probably need -- did you get sworn in earlier? 

             12                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  I did not.    

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Come on up here 

             14            and raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm 

             15            that the testimony you're about to give will be the 

             16            truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

             17                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Yes. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You're 

             19            recognized.  State your name. 

             20                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Tiffany Hardrick, 

             21            superintendent of the Forrest City School District. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You're 

             23            recognized.  Did you hear the question? 

             24                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  No, I did not. 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  The question was -- 
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              1            there was an agreement, you know, for I guess a 

              2            voluntary annexation or consolidation between Forrest 

              3            City and Hughes, and then before our last meeting 

              4            Forrest City withdrew from that agreement.  And I 

              5            think the question, Ms. Reith, was the reasons for 

              6            that and if anything has happened since then to 

              7            resolve those concerns. 

              8                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Sure.  We were given an 

              9            opportunity to do some additional research, some 

             10            additional due diligence and fact-finding, and we, 

             11            you know, discovered some additional information 

             12            regarding some legal issues, some lawsuits, et 

             13            cetera.  And we did not have the ample time or the 

             14            answer that we felt that we needed at that time for 

             15            me to be able to make a solid recommendation to the 

             16            board, with them having all the information that they 

             17            needed.  There was also some additional concerns in 

             18            terms of whether or not we had reached a hundred-

             19            percent agreement, and I think that it's in 

             20            everyone's best interest that when you enter an 

             21            agreement you are a hundred-percent in agreement, 

             22            without doubt.  And so since that time, we have had 

             23            an opportunity to do some additional exploration.  We 

             24            have had an opportunity to get some answers -- some 

             25            questions answered in regards to those legal issues 
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              1            and I think that we are more comfortable with the 

              2            answers that we've had an opportunity to receive. 

              3                 MS. REITH:  And if I could just ask you to 

              4            expound, so by "more comfortable" you would be more 

              5            comfortable with the consolidation of your districts? 

              6                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Yes, that's correct.  The 

              7            Forrest City School District is absolutely open and 

              8            willing to serve students of Hughes.  We will do 

              9            whatever is in the best interest of kids, and so we 

             10            would accept any recommendation of the Board and work 

             11            to insure their kids receive the same quality 

             12            education that we can offer any kids. 

             13                 MS. REITH:  Thank you. 

             14                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Sure. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Ms. Hardrick.  

             16            Does that answer your question? 

             17                 MS. REITH:  Yes, that does.  And I'll defer 

             18            additional questions till later. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Mr. Black? 

             20                 MR. BLACK:  Three hundred and forty, whatever, 

             21            students, what is the solution for next year, the 

             22            year after, to not -- 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I don't know that that's 

             24            for you, Ms. Hardrick.  It may be for someone from 

             25            the Hughes School District.  Mr. Black, is that -- 
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              1                 MR. BLACK:  Yes. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Mr. Valley or -- 

              3                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Oh. 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah, thank you, ma'am.  We 

              5            may call on you again, yeah, so don't leave us if you 

              6            -- okay.  Mr. Black wanted to ask a question for 

              7            someone from Hughes, I think. 

              8                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes. 

              9                 MR. BLACK:  Basically, you're at the 340-

             10            something mark.  Next year, how would you get to 350, 

             11            or the year after?  What are your solutions, long-

             12            term solutions? 

             13                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well, one thing is having your 

             14            name placed on a consolidation list presents problems 

             15            in that people all around feel that this is not a 

             16            stable place to be.  That's even when you're talking 

             17            about teacher retention, that's when you're talking 

             18            about families moving in, families moving out; you 

             19            know, there's a constant transition and things are 

             20            happening.  Now our name was placed on the list two, 

             21            three years ago, but it was rumored even five, six 

             22            years ago the Hughes School District was going to 

             23            close.  And that rumor came from a projection that 

             24            came from, I guess, ADE or maybe -- I don't know 

             25            where the projection came from, but it was projected 
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              1            that Hughes School District would close in 2012-2013 

              2            school term.  So with that being said, then people 

              3            started moving out.  I believe if there is some 

              4            stability, if people understand that we're going to 

              5            be around for awhile, then I believe that the 

              6            enrollment will increase.  Also, being in fiscal -- 

              7            fiscal distress -- I'm sorry -- presents another set 

              8            of problems.  That's because when you're in fiscal 

              9            distress you're unable to have new programs.  We were 

             10            unable to offer football last year.  We believe that 

             11            if we'd been able to offer football we would've been 

             12            able to pull about 15 to 20 students, who have gone 

             13            to neighboring districts, back to our district, which 

             14            would then -- which would have improved our 

             15            enrollment.  So with those things being said, 

             16            stability is the one thing -- if we could ever get to 

             17            that point, and if we could ever get off fiscal 

             18            distress so that we could offer programs, that would 

             19            invite students, I believe, that the future looks 

             20            promising for Hughes. 

             21                 MR. BLACK:  Thank you. 

             22                 SUPT. OWENS:  And, also -- and school choice has 

             23            also been something that hurt us a lot.  We have 

             24            worked diligently to turn that around, to remove that 

             25            option from our surrounding areas.  So we believe 
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              1            that once our scores improve -- and we're moving in 

              2            that direction -- then we will eliminate school 

              3            choice and our students will come back to our 

              4            district.  It's not that we don't have the children 

              5            in our district; it's just they are -- they have 

              6            chosen to go to other districts under School Choice 

              7            because of our academic situation. 

              8                 MR. BLACK:  So you have students who live in the 

              9            district -- 

             10                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes, sir.  We have the students in 

             11            our district.  We can account for 30, 40 students who 

             12            live in the Hughes School District, proper and in the 

             13            rural areas, who are using School Choice at this 

             14            time.  And we still have children coming up who 

             15            belong to those families who would go to a 

             16            neighboring district under School Choice. 

             17                 MR. BLACK:  Just curious, what was the 

             18            population of Hughes last year and the year before? 

             19                 SUPT. OWENS:  Our population last year I believe 

             20            was 1400, and the year before I would say maybe 1500, 

             21            1600.  I'm not sure.  I'm not sure about that.  I 

             22            just know that the recent census shows. 

             23                 MR. BLACK:  Thank you very much. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Ms. 

             25            Owens.  Before you leave, do you know the current 
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              1            year ADM for Hughes School District? 

              2                 SUPT. OWENS:  No, sir, I do not.  I just know 

              3            that at this point we have 320 or 25 students 

              4            enrolled.  I don't know what the current ADM is at 

              5            this time. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Do we have 

              7            that?  Does the Department have that? 

              8                 MS. MAHONY:  344.52. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, I think that was last 

             10            year. 

             11                 MR. BRADBERRY:  It's 299. 

             12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Last year -- this 

             13            year, has that been established? 

             14                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yes.  Well, at this point we have 

             15            298.4. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  All 

             17            right.  Thank you, Dr. Saunders.  Ms. Mahony, do you 

             18            have -- and I know that Dr. Barth has a question.  Do 

             19            you want me to go back to him?  Okay.  Dr. Barth, do 

             20            you want to ask your question? 

             21                 DR. BARTH:  Sure.  And this may -- one's a 

             22            procedural question.  So we're first deciding on 

             23            whether there is any consolidation at all, and then 

             24            the follow-up issue will be what that consolidation 

             25            looks like? 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So are you asking if we 

              2            need to act on the waiver petition first? 

              3                 DR. BARTH:  Yeah.  Is it a two-stage -- are we 

              4            going to have two separate votes here I guess?  If 

              5            the first vote was that the law does not apply in 

              6            this case that the second stage vote on what that 

              7            consolidation looks like -- is that where we're 

              8            headed procedurally? 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  I think that's a 

             10            good question.  Mr. Lasiter, you know, I've kind of 

             11            got the same question.  I don't even know that the 

             12            waiver petition is properly before us because the 

             13            statute says it has to be filed within 30 days of the 

             14            consolidation list coming out.  So, you know, I've 

             15            studied Mr. Valley's argument carefully and I've 

             16            tried to listen carefully, Mr. Valley, because I 

             17            certainly respect, you know, you as an attorney and 

             18            your clients' request.  But I'm having a little bit 

             19            of difficulty with that, as well, because if you read 

             20            all of that statute it makes me question whether it 

             21            is truly applicable to this, and not just because of 

             22            the fiscal distress status -- and I know there's an 

             23            argument that fiscal distress is different than 

             24            fiscal distress status.  There were some bills filed 

             25            but they weren't passed, and so -- what is -- do we 
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              1            need to take two votes?  Do we need to vote on the 

              2            waiver request or do we just move forward with the 

              3            issue that's on the agenda? 

              4                 MR. LASITER:  First of all, I think you probably 

              5            should do two votes since there is a petition that's 

              6            been filed before you.  Now the law -- the new law 

              7            gives you 45 days to hear that petition, but there's 

              8            nothing in the law that says you can't hear it two 

              9            days after. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And the old law, the Act 60 

             11            that's still in existence, if we deny the request it 

             12            says that we have to take action because they're on 

             13            the year-two on the consolidation list; we have to 

             14            take action by May 1st. 

             15                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's a must.  Right? 

             17                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.   

             19                 MR. LASITER:  And I think, you know, what you 

             20            mentioned was correct.  I didn't mention it because I 

             21            was running out of time, but Section 2 of that Act 

             22            does require the school district on a consolidation 

             23            list to file a petition for a waiver within 30 days 

             24            of what is being placed on the list.  And as we 

             25            explained before, the list came out in July of 2014. 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  Which would 

              2            somewhat, I think, under -- and, Mr. Valley, I tried 

              3            to follow your argument about statutory 

              4            interpretation and everything, and I just haven't 

              5            quite gotten there with you.  But when I get my 

              6            chance to ask a question, we can talk about that.  

              7            Dr. Barth, did that answer the first part of your 

              8            question? 

              9                 DR. BARTH:  Yeah, I think it does.  The second 

             10            part of my question -- it may be premature but it 

             11            follows up with my last question about, you know, 

             12            what the recommendation from the Department might be, 

             13            and so I don't know if we want to save that issue 

             14            until we get there.  But I wanted to ask -- and 

             15            whether now is the appropriate time or later is fine.  

             16            My question is whether the Department did look at the 

             17            possibility of -- because in looking at the 

             18            scatterplot of where students live in the Hughes 

             19            district, whether there was an examination of the 

             20            Hughes district being split in different directions 

             21            to limit the travel time for some of those students 

             22            to whatever school they end up in.  So that was the 

             23            question.  Whether now is the appropriate time or 

             24            later, that would be -- I'll leave it to the Chair's 

             25            judgment on that. 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Well, maybe we'll -- 

              2            I hate it when you leave it to the Chair's judgment.  

              3            You know, I mean, I think when we get -- if we get to 

              4            the point that there's going to be some discussion 

              5            about where to consolidate the district, we can 

              6            entertain that at that point. 

              7                 DR. BARTH:  Yeah.  I'll just put it out there. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay. 

              9                 DR. BARTH:  If the Department can speak to that 

             10            one if we get to that point, that would be great. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  All 

             12            right.  So we're back to you, Ms. Mahony. 

             13                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  So back to the waiver, since 

             14            they would've had no knowledge of Act 377 -- is that 

             15            the correct number? -- being filed, would it still be 

             16            applicable to them when the consolidation list came 

             17            out? 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, we'll let legal 

             19            counsel respond to that. 

             20                 MR. LASITER:  I think part of what you have to 

             21            look at is that generally when statutes are passed 

             22            they're not given retroactive affect and so they're 

             23            only prospective.  So from that standpoint, I think 

             24            you look at the point in time in which the bill was 

             25            enacted and see what your facts are at that point.  
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              1            And I think, you know, that Mr. Ledbetter was hitting 

              2            on it; there wouldn't have been a way for Hughes to  

              3            -- for this act to be applicable to them because they 

              4            were already on the consolidation list.  Keep in mind 

              5            that this last year, the year that we're in now, is 

              6            basically what's used as a transition year.  You've 

              7            already reached the point where you have to be 

              8            consolidated because you've fallen under 350 for two 

              9            consecutive years, but the law gives you one final 

             10            year as a transition so that you can either find a 

             11            partner district or partner districts to consolidate 

             12            with, or at the end of the process, like we have now, 

             13            where it's going to have to be up to the State Board 

             14            because there's not a petition for a voluntary 

             15            consolidation. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I mean, it may even be if 

             17            the thing with Forrest City hadn't fallen apart that 

             18            we would've done that before Act 377 even passed.  In 

             19            other words, Hughes was on the consolidation list and 

             20            it was kind of a given that this was going to happen 

             21            under Act 60.  And then Act 377 got passed, which I 

             22            think kind of gave hope.  And, of course, there was a 

             23            lot of discussion about the 350 number in Act 60, in 

             24            the legislature, and a lot of bills filed.  I'll be 

             25            the first to tell you that filing a bill doesn't mean 
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              1            anything, because I filed a whole bunch of bills that 

              2            never got anywhere, never even got heard in committee 

              3            -- unlike Senator Key, all of his stuff always got 

              4            passed.  But so, you know, it's a little bit of an 

              5            awkward situation.  I understand I think pretty well 

              6            Mr. Valley's argument about it and the desire to kind 

              7            of make it retrospective.  But I'm just -- as I said, 

              8            I'm having a little bit of trouble getting there.  

              9            And Mr. Lasiter, I think, you know, has stated -- I'm 

             10            going to get to you, Mr. Valley, don't give up on us.  

             11            So does that help at all with your question? 

             12                 MS. MAHONY:  It does.  And my other concern is 

             13            in the past we've looked at particularly student 

             14            transfers, that the student didn't actually get to 

             15            transfer to a lower performing school and we were 

             16            putting them into a high performing school.  So when 

             17            we have a district such as Hughes, and we're looking 

             18            at a transfer into surrounding districts that aren't 

             19            performing as well as Hughes, doesn't that make a big 

             20            impact on where we can look at the Hughes district 

             21            going? 

             22                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Mahony, that's an 

             24            excellent point.  In the short timeline that we -- 

             25            because the Department, up until I guess early March, 
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              1            thought we were headed down the road of a voluntary 

              2            merger.  And so when that came off the table, that's 

              3            when we started looking more closely at the options 

              4            for any voluntary, and that's why we present West 

              5            Memphis as the -- as one of the options.  Forrest 

              6            City, as Ms. Hardrick testified, is now open again.  

              7            But because of the timeframe had gone by and expired 

              8            for the possibility of a voluntary merger, you know, 

              9            they present now that, "Well, we're open and 

             10            willing," but that changes to a different portion of 

             11            the law.  So we've got the Forrest City question; you 

             12            can include them in your recommendation because of 

             13            the prior discussion of a voluntary, and now they 

             14            have stated they're willing to accept these students.  

             15            The West Memphis component, the recommendation goes  

             16            -- to address your concern that you voiced that in 

             17            looking at the academics of those districts, whereas 

             18            Forrest City is working hard -- and we think and have 

             19            a lot of confidence that that leadership is going to 

             20            improve the academic performance and get that 

             21            district on the right track -- West Memphis has a 

             22            track record currently that is demonstrated in the 

             23            materials that is in your packet.   

             24                 MS. MAHONY:  Yes.  And I looked at their scores 

             25            as well.  But when you're also looking at 
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              1            transportation time between those districts, West 

              2            Memphis is at 28.4 miles, and so that makes a lot of 

              3            bus time. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  The distance is about the 

              5            same, if you looked at both Forrest City -- 

              6                 MS. MAHONY:  Forrest City is 23.5. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah, relatively the same.  

              8            Yes. 

              9                 MS. MAHONY:  I have some questions on finances, 

             10            but since we're on the waiver -- 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Saviers. 

             12                 MS. SAVIERS:  So have we decided that the waiver 

             13            is not applicable? 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No.  We have to vote that 

             15            issue, whether or not the waiver -- whether to grant 

             16            the waiver or not.  We could deny it because we don't 

             17            think that the law applies to this, or we could just 

             18            deny it because we decide that they're not in -- or 

             19            they are in fiscal distress and, therefore, they're 

             20            not eligible under the law.  Or I guess we could 

             21            decide that they're not in fiscal distress, which 

             22            would be -- I'm not sure how we'd get there.  Because 

             23            the whole time I've been on the Board we've removed 

             24            districts -- we've got -- I don't know if we have one 

             25            today to remove from fiscal distress, but the Board 
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              1            has always removed districts from fiscal distress. 

              2                 MS. SAVIERS:  Right. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's how they got out of 

              4            fiscal -- they met their fiscal distress plan, they 

              5            came before the Board, and we took formal action to 

              6            remove them from the fiscal distress list.  And so 

              7            it's almost like that we have to sort of do two 

              8            things to grant the waiver: remove them from fiscal 

              9            distress or decide they're not in fiscal distress, 

             10            and then decide that they're eligible for the waiver 

             11            under the law because they're not in fiscal distress. 

             12                 MS. SAVIERS:  Well, I suggest that we focus on 

             13            those questions first. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             15                 MS. SAVIERS:  And I also would ask my fellow 

             16            state board members to be careful about setting a 

             17            precedent here in removing someone from fiscal 

             18            distress.  So those are my comments. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Okay.  All right.  I 

             20            hear you.  All right.  Ms. Newton. 

             21                 MS. NEWTON:  I think I echo what Ms. Saviers 

             22            said.  But one question I think I have for Ms. 

             23            Burnett or somebody from her staff is, I've heard the 

             24            superintendent speak and Mr. Hill, who we all respect 

             25            for his history, his firm's history in moving 
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              1            districts forward.  What is the trajectory with them 

              2            coming out of -- based on their progress so far, is 

              3            there a timeline that we might expect -- like it's 

              4            imminent or it's going to be another year or two, or 

              5            something along those lines? 

              6                 DR. SAUNDERS:  If I can just try to clarify your 

              7            question on the timeline and what you'd expect for 

              8            removal from fiscal distress -- 

              9                 MS. NEWTON:  Realizing that you can't set an 

             10            absolute date, but you could say, you know, based on 

             11            history and based on progress, or lack of progress, 

             12            this is where we find -- you know -- if I had to make 

             13            an intelligent guess, then we would -- you know -- 

             14            yeah, so that's it. 

             15                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yeah.  And, you know, without 

             16            avoiding your question, it would be very difficult to 

             17            say specifically any timeframe.  And let me just 

             18            explain a little bit on that.  If you were to look at 

             19            the most recent audit, the audit from 2014, repeated 

             20            findings have come into their -- in particular with 

             21            child nutrition funds and from previous years.  They 

             22            continue to have the same problems over and over 

             23            again.  Whatever those dollar amounts are in a sense 

             24            is almost irrelevant because it's the same findings 

             25            over and over again, over-spending budgets, things of 
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              1            that nature.  And so until those are eliminated, you 

              2            know, you could have single events that really push  

              3            -- audits are once a year. 

              4                 MS. NEWTON:  So they had -- that's in direct 

              5            correlation to what Mr. Hill mentioned about non-

              6            segregation of duties, which lends itself to the lack 

              7            of ability to hire more staff.  And that's something 

              8            that's ever present, or is present right now.  So if 

              9            we assume that they can't segregate duties and that 

             10            leads to audit exceptions, and then we then assume 

             11            too that that's based on the financial situation, 

             12            then it's like a treadmill situation in the sense 

             13            that you can't correct it because you didn't have the 

             14            folks to do it.  So is that where the district is? 

             15                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yes, I understand your concern 

             16            with that.  I don't think the district is necessarily 

             17            at that point.  As Mr. Hill pointed out, the amount 

             18            of cash in the bank is not really a particular issue 

             19            with the district.  That is not why they were on 

             20            fiscal distress, or the concerns with that, which is 

             21            why in their plan one of their items that I discussed 

             22            earlier, such as hiring a halftime person to work 

             23            with the financials -- and, yes, the segregation of 

             24            duties is an important thing, but it's not the main 

             25            concern within the plan.  The main concerns within 
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              1            the plan are the exceptions that they continue to 

              2            have. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Dr. 

              4            Saunders.  Ms. Zook. 

              5                 MS. ZOOK:  I had a three-part question and that 

              6            answered one of them.  First of all, did -- and this 

              7            is for Jeremy -- did we get the AG's opinion that we 

              8            requested? 

              9                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, ma'am.  It's in the folder at 

             10            your desk. 

             11                 MS. ZOOK:  The one that we got this morning? 

             12                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, ma'am. 

             13                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I'm sorry, I did not see that.  

             14            Can you tell me what it says so I don't have to take 

             15            the Board's time to read it? 

             16                 MR. LASITER:  Sure.  Let me find it.   

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  In the meantime, I'll ask my 

             18            third part question while he's looking for that, 

             19            which is for Senator Key and former Representative 

             20            Ledbetter.  The point that they made about the one 

             21            district intent for the legislation, is that in fact 

             22            -- I don't want to say true, because I know this man 

             23            would not tell me something that's not true -- but is 

             24            that in fact a fact? 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So -- 
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              1                 MS. ZOOK:  Isn't that the same thing?  Sorry. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So I've tried to maintain 

              3            for seven years that I'm not legal counsel for the 

              4            Board, but Mr. Lasiter is and I think he's got a few 

              5            on that argument.  That's a legal argument that legal 

              6            counsel can -- I have my own view about it, but I'm 

              7            going to let Mr. Lasiter tell us what he thinks. 

              8                 MR. LASITER:  Okay.  On that point, the reason  

              9            -- there are a couple of reasons why it can't be 

             10            applicable for the Hughes School District.  One is 

             11            the requirement that the district not be in fiscal 

             12            distress, and they've been in fiscal distress since 

             13            2013.  And as I mentioned before, the second part of 

             14            this is if you look at the emergency clause, the 

             15            emergency clause says that the act was intended to 

             16            keep districts open that are not in academic or 

             17            fiscal distress.  So that's my reading on the 

             18            statute. 

             19                 And in terms of the Attorney General's opinion  

             20            -- it looks like this -- it's in your folder -- what 

             21            they did, and this is what they typically do, is they 

             22            look at the district involvement -- in this case, the 

             23            Hughes School District -- and all the surrounding 

             24            school districts to determine whether they have 

             25            desegregation orders.  The Hughes School District 
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              1            does not; Forrest City does; I believe that the 

              2            Attorney General's opinion states that the West 

              3            Memphis School District operates under a 

              4            desegregation order.  But on further review -- and I 

              5            think that there are also representatives here from 

              6            the West Memphis School District who can further 

              7            expound on this -- that they are in fact not under a 

              8            desegregation order any longer and that they were 

              9            dismissed from that order in the mid-70's.  But I 

             10            don't want you to take my word for it; I'll let them 

             11            address you all on that.  So does that answer your 

             12            questions up to this point? 

             13                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes, it does.  So if we choose to 

             14            have them consolidate and we -- the only way these 

             15            children would have choice as an option is if we 

             16            consolidate them with West Memphis, who has no court 

             17            order, because Forrest City -- not only do they have 

             18            the academic distress problems, but they closed off 

             19            because of the desegregation order any choice for 

             20            these children to go anywhere else? 

             21                 MR. LASITER:  Well, I'll need to leave that to 

             22            Forrest City as well because under the new School 

             23            Choice law they are to provide proof to the 

             24            Department of Education that they have an order that 

             25            conflicts with desegregation.  And so I don't want to 
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              1            speak for them on that.  I think they could probably 

              2            address whether they would be able to allow School 

              3            Choice under that circumstance since we have a new 

              4            law there. 

              5                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you. 

              6                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  If you would like for 

              7            me to speak to the legislative intent -- I was one of 

              8            the authors of the Act 60 bill. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  I didn't see you.  I didn't know you 

             10            were still here.  Sorry.  I would have asked you 

             11            directly. 

             12                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  And the way -- if you'd 

             13            like -- 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Representative Douglas, if 

             15            you would come up, because these are live-streamed 

             16            and, plus, I'm hard of hearing.  All right.  If 

             17            you'll raise your right hand -- do you solemnly swear 

             18            or affirm the testimony you're about to give will be 

             19            the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 

             20            truth? 

             21                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  I do. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you.  You're 

             23            recognized. 

             24                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Good question about the 

             25            legislative intent.  The timeline on the bill was the 
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              1            -- we were in negotiations, getting things into this 

              2            waiver bill, and the bill went forward.  And then we 

              3            had the discussion with having one school district 

              4            that this would not capture as it was.  So we went 

              5            back and had an emergency clause put onto the bill in 

              6            hopes that it would capture Hughes.  Now the other 

              7            factor that went into that was the legislation that 

              8            we were trying to pull forward to redefine what 

              9            fiscal distress was because we saw an untruth in that 

             10            definition that we are using.  Being on legislative 

             11            audit I saw that, you know, just because you have 

             12            personnel that cannot or is not coding things 

             13            properly, you know, that to me is not fiscal 

             14            distress.  And so we had another bill that we were 

             15            trying to redefine fiscal distress and we felt like 

             16            if we'd had both of those come forward then we would 

             17            have been able to capture Hughes completely.  And 

             18            because we could not redefine fiscal distress, then 

             19            we're left with the emergency clause.  So that was 

             20            specifically intended for Hughes. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And let me just say this is 

             23            no disrespect -- 

             24                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- to you, Representative 
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              1            Douglas, because I served in the legislature and 

              2            Senator Key was in the legislature, but there's 

              3            really not legislative history for legislative intent 

              4            in Arkansas; 135 folks can state 135 different 

              5            reasons that they voted or didn't vote or, you know, 

              6            on a particular bill.  And, of course, your state of 

              7            mind -- 

              8                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Right. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- is certainly important 

             10            and it's respected and appreciated.  But it's a 

             11            little bit of a -- 

             12                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Yes. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  So -- 

             14                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  It was my emergency 

             15            clause; I put it on. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Sure. 

             17                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  So that's why I'm 

             18            speaking to -- 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah. 

             20                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  -- my state of mind in 

             21            putting that on there. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Gotcha. 

             23                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Otherwise, it would not 

             24            have been necessary if we had not, you know, had that 

             25            one school. 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Gotcha.  Yes, ma'am.  Okay.  

              2            Thank you.  Thank you for being here.  All right.  

              3            Ms. Owens, you want to say something too? 

              4                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes. 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

              6                 SUPT. OWENS:  I would.  I would like to speak to 

              7            the question about the fiscal improvement plan. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Pull that down.  There you 

              9            go. 

             10                 SUPT. OWENS:  I would like to speak to the 

             11            question regarding the fiscal improvement plan where 

             12            it's been reported that we did not meet the plan.  I 

             13            am not of that same opinion.  We met our fiscal 

             14            improvement plan, as I said earlier, and evidenced by 

             15            the six-month reviews that you all received from ADE.  

             16            The one item that's mentioned that we did not reach 

             17            was the one where we did not -- I think we were -- it 

             18            was stated that we did not have that halftime 

             19            financial person in our office.  I want to say that 

             20            we went beyond that, because the hiring of Mr. Hill 

             21            was not a part of your initial plan.  I hired Mr. 

             22            Norman Hill to come in and help us to straighten out 

             23            our difficulties.  And then after that we hired a 

             24            halftime person this year to work with the bookkeeper 

             25            to help us with the desegregation of duties piece.  
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              1            And the other -- the child nutrition was the only 

              2            repeated finding that we had.  Of course, we did have 

              3            the bit about the budget.  But we had the child 

              4            nutrition piece and that personnel -- that employee 

              5            has been removed.  I just wanted you to know. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  

              7            Okay.  Now we're to you, Mr. Davis, if you have any 

              8            questions. 

              9                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.  Just a quick question, and I 

             10            guess it's for counsel.  And so if I can -- sorry -- 

             11            just a quick question with regards to the waiver.  If 

             12            the waiver is denied -- because it's my understanding 

             13            we will be taking a vote on the waiver -- what 

             14            options are we left with?  If the waiver is denied, 

             15            then does consolidation then have to happen? 

             16                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.  By May 1. 

             17                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Good question.  

             19            Mr. Crossley? 

             20                 MR. CROSSLEY:  (Shaking head from side to side.) 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  We're back 

             22            around to you, Dr. Barth. 

             23                 DR. BARTH:  No, I'm ready to go. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith? 

             25                 MS. REITH:  I do have a follow-up question, 
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              1            actually one for Dr. Owens and then one for the 

              2            superintendent of Forrest City.  I guess again here 

              3            I'm torn, as many of us are, in terms of wanting to 

              4            preserve, you know, a high performing school and then 

              5            also following the law.  And I guess I'm just wanting 

              6            to understand a little bit more because as we've 

              7            noticed, West Memphis generally is a higher 

              8            performing district than Forrest City.  So why was 

              9            the original agreement -- and I guess this is my 

             10            question for Dr. Owens.  Why did you all originally 

             11            approach Forrest City about doing a voluntary 

             12            annexation or consolidation? 

             13                 SUPT. OWENS:  That was based on results from a 

             14            survey of our parents, and Forrest City is in St. 

             15            Francis County and we're in St. Francis County. 

             16                 MS. REITH:  So in terms of academics and such, 

             17            did you all feel confident enough about the 

             18            improvement opportunities -- and I guess was there 

             19            any arrangements made about keeping a campus open at 

             20            Hughes in that conversation?  I know sometimes in 

             21            those agreements -- 

             22                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well -- 

             23                 MS. REITH:  -- actions like that are brought up. 

             24                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well, that was some of the reason, 

             25            I guess, that the decision was tilted toward Forrest 
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              1            City, as we had discussions with that board.  Forrest 

              2            City was willing to allow our K through 8 to stay in 

              3            Hughes and they would absorb 9 through 12.  Yes, that 

              4            weighed heavily on the decision. 

              5                 MS. REITH:  Thank you for that.  And now for I 

              6            guess the superintendent of Forrest City as kind of a 

              7            follow-on question, if I might ask.  You had 

              8            referenced in your comments that you all weren't in 

              9            100% agreement.  And I don't know if that was at all 

             10            alluding to some of what was just stated about 

             11            keeping a campus open or at least K through 8 open in 

             12            Hughes or was this related maybe to some other 

             13            matters? 

             14                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  I think it was probably more 

             15            related to some other matters.  And when I say 100% 

             16            agreement, I'm saying that we inked an agreement, so-

             17            to-speak, but there was still some conversation and 

             18            dialogue and concerns within the agreement, some 

             19            things that we were still working out.  I do want to 

             20            say that we recognize in Forrest City that we have 

             21            work to do, that there's a continued amount of 

             22            progress that needs to be made.  But we're very 

             23            comfortable in the academic progress that we've made 

             24            thus far.  We have adopted new curriculum, et cetera, 

             25            and I'm really excited about the opportunity -- and 
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              1            I'll share some of those things with the distress 

              2            subcommittee next month.  But Forrest City does 

              3            provide students with a quality education.  Every 

              4            year we have a valedictorian with 32-plus ACT score 

              5            and students attending Harvard and Yale and Princeton 

              6            every year.  And so Forrest City does offer students 

              7            a quality education and we're very comfortable that 

              8            we can give that to the students of Hughes.  The 

              9            conversation around the K-8 program was more geared 

             10            around -- you're talking about the -- as well as the 

             11            academic needs of kids, the social and emotional 

             12            needs of kids, and you're talking about 5- and 6-year 

             13            olds and those wanting to take a year to really 

             14            analyze what's in the best interest of those 

             15            students, do we want to put those students on the bus 

             16            for 45 minutes, as opposed to if they were getting a 

             17            quality education there could we maintain that for a 

             18            year.  And then we were going to assess the situation 

             19            and determine what was in the best interest of the 

             20            kids and then kind of go forward from there.  So that 

             21            was kind of the thinking around the K-8 program 

             22            remaining. 

             23                 MS. REITH:  Thank you so much.  And then just 

             24            one final question for Dr. Owens.  I'd like to 

             25            actually get your reaction.  Sorry for all the up-
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              1            down -- but just get your reactions to what -- and I 

              2            apologize, the superintendent from Forrest City, your 

              3            name again, ma'am? 

              4                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Dr. Hardrick. 

              5                 MS. REITH:  Doctor.  Okay. 

              6                 SUPT. OWENS:  She's the doctor; I'm not the 

              7            doctor. 

              8                 MS. REITH:  Okay.  Well, superintendent, ma'am.  

              9            So if you could react a little bit to what Forrest 

             10            City has said now.  I know that we've passed the 

             11            period of a voluntary consolidation.  But what are 

             12            your reactions or your thoughts around, one, their 

             13            willingness now to come back to the table on this, 

             14            and then, two, this year-long assessment of the K 

             15            through 8 campus or just general reaction to the 

             16            thought of merging with them at this stage? 

             17                 SUPT. OWENS:  I am interested in us doing what's 

             18            in the best interest of the children of Hughes.  And 

             19            since we've had our conversations and since we've had 

             20            to do further research, then that forced me to go and 

             21            look at -- take a closer look at our district.  In 

             22            taking a closer look, I discovered that we're really 

             23            an isolated district and we have a lot of problems, 

             24            and one being more than 100 miles of gravel road.  

             25            We're 247 square miles.  It would be difficult to 
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              1            transport our children to any location.  Yes, I 

              2            welcome going to Forrest City if they would allow -- 

              3            I embrace Forrest City, I have respect for its 

              4            leadership, I think they're going places and doing 

              5            wonderful things.  But at the same time, I believe 

              6            that the children of Hughes would be better served if 

              7            they were to remain in the Hughes School District 

              8            because there are too many barriers to think about.  

              9            Transportation would be major.  Even if you split us 

             10            in four -- if we went in four different directions, 

             11            when you're talking about gravel roads, when you're 

             12            talking about the distance from Point A to Point B, 

             13            you're talking about putting students on a school bus 

             14            for at least an hour-and-a-half one way, I don't care 

             15            where we go, because we're so far from everyone else.  

             16            We're definitely isolated.  So I embrace whoever will 

             17            accept our children.  I hope that they'll be treated 

             18            fairly.  But I don't believe that any of the 

             19            surrounding districts will offer to our children what 

             20            we can offer them. 

             21                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE] 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I want to ask everyone, 

             23            let's hold the applause.  This really isn't -- I 

             24            mean, we're trying to get -- I know you agree with 

             25            what's being said.  Ms. Hardrick -- Dr. Hardrick, can 
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              1            I ask you a question? 

              2                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Sure.   

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I know there was some talk 

              4            earlier about children that have -- or parents and 

              5            children who've gone to other districts.  Are there 

              6            children from the Hughes School District that are 

              7            attending Forrest City right now? 

              8                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Not that I'm aware of. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Ms. 

             10            Owens, can you -- I'm going to get you and your 

             11            principal to switch seats.  We're going to wear you 

             12            both out getting up and down.  The children that are 

             13            leaving -- come on up, if you don't mind -- the 

             14            children that are leaving -- I mean, we've heard 344 

             15            and then we heard that the ADM now is down another -- 

             16            I don't know -- yeah.  But do you know where those 

             17            children are moving to or where they're attending 

             18            school? 

             19                 SUPT. OWENS:  West Memphis and Marion. 

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So they're going to 

             21            those two? 

             22                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes. 

             23                 CHIARMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay. 

             24                 SUPT. OWENS:  And it is the School Choice and 

             25            they're going to West Memphis and Marion. 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  Thank 

              2            you.  All right.  Where were we?  I kind of jumped 

              3            in, and I apologize.  Okay.  Mr. Black, did you have 

              4            any more questions? 

              5                 MR. BLACK:  No. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Mahony? 

              7                 MS. MAHONY:  I do have a motion. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  You do?  All right.  

              9            And is this on the -- 

             10                 MS. MAHONY:  This is on the waiver. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  On the waiver.  Okay. 

             12                 MR. VALLEY:  You didn't give me the opportunity 

             13            to speak on behalf of the district. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, there's not a 

             15            question pending.  Yeah.  So did someone have a 

             16            question for Mr. Valley? 

             17                 MR. VALLEY:  Each time the attorney spoke you 

             18            spoke about -- 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Come up to the -- 

             20                 MR. VALLEY:  Each time Mr. Lasiter spoke about 

             21            the legalities that are contained in our petition, I 

             22            kind of indicated I wanted to respond, and you said 

             23            it would be later at your session or question.  So -- 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Okay.  All right.  

             25            Well, if you want to respond to one of my questions 
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              1            briefly -- I don't want us to rehash anything that 

              2            we've already been over -- 

              3                 MR. VALLEY:  No. 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- or that's in your 

              5            petition. 

              6                 MR. VALLEY:  No.  The reason I asked this body 

              7            to delay a decision today is because I believe that 

              8            the body needs to go through the petition fairly 

              9            thoroughly.  Page 4, for example, addresses the issue 

             10            of whether this law applies to Hughes in the sense of 

             11            it didn't exist at the time the consolidation list 

             12            came out.  So Hughes could not comply at that time, 

             13            so it created a new right, and then they had 30 days 

             14            in order to comply within that 30-day window.  That 

             15            was -- 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Well, we're -- 

             17            I think we're getting ready to take action one way or 

             18            the other -- I don't know what -- on your waiver 

             19            request.  So, yeah, okay.  Mr. Davis, do you have a 

             20            question? 

             21                 MR. DAVIS:  Another question in regards to the 

             22            waiver, and I don't know if Commissioner or counsel 

             23            can answer this.  In regards to the waiver request, 

             24            is it -- is the understanding that a school will be 

             25            granted a waiver as long as it's not in fiscal or 
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              1            academic distress?  I'm assuming there's no time 

              2            limit on that waiver? 

              3                 MS. MAHONY:  One year. 

              4                 MR. DAVIS:  There's a one-year.  Okay.  And is 

              5            there -- well, I guess that answers that question.  

              6            And I was going to ask if there's a numerical ADM in 

              7            regards to that waiver, as well. 

              8                 MS. MAHONY:  I'm sorry, Mr. Davis, but according 

              9            to the act, it says they will still remain on the 

             10            consolidated list and they get the waiver for one 

             11            year. 

             12                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So any other 

             14            questions before we take action on the waiver 

             15            request?  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, you're recognized for a 

             16            motion. 

             17                 MS. MAHONY:  I move that we accept the waiver 

             18            request and the Hughes district will stay on the 

             19            consolidated list and we accept it under Section D, 

             20            which is the best interest of the students and 

             21            transportation/travel.  If we merge them with 

             22            Memphis, West Memphis, they will be 30 miles away 

             23            from that district. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You've heard 

             25            the motion.  Is there a second? 
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              1                 MR. DAVIS:  Second. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Davis 

              3            seconds the motion.  So is there any discussion? 

              4                 DR. BARTH:  This is Jay.  I'm going to vote 

              5            against the motion.  You know, I do think that the 

              6            fact that the district is in fiscal distress -- and 

              7            this goes back to something Ms. Saviers said earlier 

              8            -- it's very real and, therefore, I think that really 

              9            preempts any acceptance of the waiver in this case. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other 

             11            discussion?  Ms. Saviers. 

             12                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yes.  And I'm so empathetic, 

             13            sympathetic to the desires of the Hughes community.  

             14            I am wondering though what one more year, if in fact 

             15            consolidation is a foregone conclusion, can do for 

             16            the community, other than one more year.  I mean, let 

             17            me know what you think. 

             18                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.  And I guess I would respond 

             19            to that by saying that it is clear that there were 

             20            some time constraints in regards to the consolidation 

             21            with certain districts and there were some unanswered 

             22            questions there.  It appears that those conversations 

             23            are still taking place to the point that we have a 

             24            state board member almost negotiating what's going to 

             25            happen in front of us.  So I think what the year does 
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              1            provide, it provides the opportunity for the 

              2            community to continue to work on their fiscal 

              3            situation, hopefully moving them in the right 

              4            direction on the removal -- but obviously there's no 

              5            guarantee there.  If nothing else, it provides the 

              6            opportunity for the community to have some additional 

              7            conversation about what districts work best with 

              8            their students.  And it was clear at one point they 

              9            were interested in having -- they were volunteering 

             10            to consolidate.  I would prefer that -- I think it 

             11            makes sense that if we can allow them to come back to 

             12            us, with the understanding that after a year the 

             13            decision would quite possibly be different, that they 

             14            can then come back to us in a more receptive manner 

             15            based upon the plan that they put together with 

             16            neighboring districts so that the transition is far 

             17            less of a disruption than I think what might occur 

             18            now. 

             19                 MS. SAVIERS:  And I agree with you.  I still 

             20            just really struggle with the whole fiscal distress 

             21            issue. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other 

             23            discussion?  Ms. Newton, do you have -- 

             24                 MS. NEWTON:  And that was my question with your 

             25            second and maybe Ms. Mahony's motion.  So do we 
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              1            disregard the designation of fiscal distress, whether 

              2            or not we agree on it completely?  Maybe this is a 

              3            rhetorical question.  So, you know, to me that's the 

              4            elephant in the room as it relates to what we're 

              5            charged to do as the State Board of Education.  So 

              6            that's the elephant as far as I'm concerned.  Because 

              7            clearly if there was not a stipulation or a 

              8            regulation it would not be a question, you know, for 

              9            me.  But that still is lingering large or looming 

             10            large in terms of what we should do just for -- 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  What you're saying 

             12            is the law says they're not entitled to a waiver if 

             13            they're in fiscal distress. 

             14                 MS. NEWTON:  That's what the law says. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's what the law says.  

             16            You know, whether we agree with it or disagree, I 

             17            mean, that is the law as I read it.  And, you know, 

             18            with all due respect, that just -- sort of the law is 

             19            the law.  And that was the other thing too.  Ms. 

             20            Zook. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  And I think to your point, Mr. Davis, 

             22            I understand that we can go against what the law says 

             23            and do that and they can go into negotiation.  But I 

             24            am concerned that their primary negotiation has been 

             25            with Forrest City, which, although they're improving 
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              1            -- and I have every confidence in the superintendent 

              2            and her leadership -- that they do have schools in 

              3            academic distress and they opt out of Choice.  So if 

              4            we consolidate Hughes with Forrest City, those 

              5            families that are now choosing to go to Marion and 

              6            West Memphis and other places they would be 

              7            eliminated from doing that, unless Forrest City 

              8            decides not to opt out of choice.  But we have no 

              9            guarantee of that because that's a decision that 

             10            their board may or may not make.  And I would hate to 

             11            take a district that has offered opportunities for 

             12            their children and their families to make decisions 

             13            and then eliminate them from that opportunity, even 

             14            though on the one hand were looking out, as she -- as 

             15            Ms. Mahony pointed out, for the best interest of 

             16            children.  But at the same time if these parents have 

             17            already decided what is in their opinion the best 

             18            interest for their children, a year from now, if they 

             19            consolidated with Forrest City, and Forrest City 

             20            still doesn't allow choice, then we are bringing them 

             21            back out of the schools they chose to go to. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is there any 

             23            other discussion before we vote on the pending 

             24            motion?  All right.  Hearing none, I will ask 

             25            Commissioner Key to roll-call the vote on the motion. 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony. 

              2                 MS. MAHONY:  Yes. 

              3                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Newton. 

              4                 MS. NEWTON:  No. 

              5                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Saviers. 

              6                 MS. SAVIERS:  No. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Black. 

              8                 MR. BLACK:  No. 

              9                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Reith. 

             10                 MS. REITH:  Yes. 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Zook. 

             12                 MS. ZOOK:  No. 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  And somehow Dr. Barth, you 

             14            got left off the list.  My apologies.  Dr. Barth. 

             15                 DR. BARTH:  No. 

             16                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Davis. 

             17                 MR. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  A vote of 3 yeses and 5 no's. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  So the 

             20            motion fails. 

             21                 So then that gets us back to the item that's on 

             22            the agenda, which is the consideration of the 

             23            involuntary administrative consolidation of the 

             24            Hughes School District into one or more school 

             25            districts.  So are there any additional questions on 
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              1            this matter?   

              2                 DR. BARTH:  Could I get an answer on the -- if 

              3            there was consideration of a break of distance in 

              4            sending students to the closest school? 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  So I 

              6            think, Jeremy or Mr. Wood, if you want to -- I don't 

              7            know if you heard Dr. Barth's question.  I think it 

              8            was he's looking for some information if we were to 

              9            divide the district boundaries between adjoining 

             10            districts to try to align children with the nearest 

             11            campus.  Is that correct, Dr. Barth? 

             12                 DR. BARTH:  Yes.  When I look at the map of 

             13            students currently at Hughes, they do seem to be some 

             14            of them closer to Earle, some of them closer to 

             15            Forrest City.  And so there is geography (inaudible). 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Hill, I 

             17            know you're dying to say something but this is 

             18            question-and-answer period, so maybe there will be a 

             19            question.  Mr. Lasiter, you're recognized. 

             20                 MR. LASITER:  Dr. Barth, the answer to that 

             21            question is yes, we look at all possible outcomes 

             22            when we're examining these recommendations that we're 

             23            going to make to the Board.  Mr. Wood could probably 

             24            talk about this a little bit better than I can, but I 

             25            think if you look at where these students are -- 
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              1            where -- the overwhelming majority of students are 

              2            found in Hughes; they're centered in I guess the town 

              3            area around Hughes.  And so at that point, when you 

              4            have that degree of concentration of students, it 

              5            makes more sense to have a one-district partner 

              6            rather than a multiple-district partner. 

              7                 DR. BARTH:  Do we know -- I know -- I don't know 

              8            if the Earle district is there.  But does Earle 

              9            participate in School Choice? 

             10                 MR. LASITER:  I'll ask them to come up.  The 

             11            superintendent of Earle is here. 

             12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you solemnly swear the 

             13            testimony you're about to give will be the truth, the 

             14            whole truth and nothing but the truth? 

             15                 SUPT. NICKS:  I do. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  State your name 

             17            and you're recognized. 

             18                 SUPT. NICKS:  Rickey Nicks, the Superintendent 

             19            of Schools of Earle.   

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Did you hear the question? 

             21                 SUPT. NICKS:  Yes.  And we do participate in 

             22            Choice. 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             24                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  Thanks. 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you.  All right.  Dr. 
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              1            Barth, did that answer your question? 

              2                 DR. BARTH:  Yes.  Yeah, that helps me. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So we'll come back 

              4            around.  Ms. Reith, do you have a question? 

              5                 MS. REITH:  No. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Mr. Black? 

              7                 MR. BLACK:  No. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Anyone?  Okay.  Ms. Zook. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  Do any of the superintendents that we 

             10            will be considering your district have anything they 

             11            would like to present, pro or con, relative to -- 

             12            that might influence our decision? 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So this would be a time, I 

             14            think, Mr. Hill or Ms. Owens, if you would like to 

             15            say something before we take up the action item. 

             16                 MR. HILL:  I'd like to say I'm probably not 

             17            either for or against anything.  But in answering the 

             18            question on dividing the school district on county 

             19            lines, on information for the State Board to 

             20            consider, Crittenden County has about 65% of the 

             21            wealth; St. Francis County has about 35%, give or 

             22            take a little bit.  St. Francis County has about 95% 

             23            of the students and Crittenden County has about 5%.  

             24            So if you divide it on county lines you're showing a 

             25            great discrepancy in financial support for the 
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              1            students that's in Crittenden County versus the 

              2            students in St. Francis County.  It's a big swing 

              3            there and that's just information. 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Very important, and I 

              5            appreciate you bringing that to our attention.  I had 

              6            -- I think someone else had pointed that out, 

              7            probably Mr. Wood, that -- you know -- you school 

              8            finance guys think in terms of that kind of thing.  

              9            But that's an important consideration. 

             10                 All right.  Any other questions?  Any other 

             11            response from Hughes on the questions that have been 

             12            asked?  Ms. Owens, I don't want to cut you short here 

             13            because, you know, we're -- look, if you think this 

             14            is easy -- you know -- you know, that everyone on 

             15            this board is sympathetic to the citizens of and the 

             16            patrons of Hughes School District.  I hope you 

             17            understand that.  And we're just trying to do our 

             18            best and follow the law.  But if you want to say 

             19            anything at this point, it might be, you know, a good 

             20            time to speak to us. 

             21                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well, briefly.  In doing what's in 

             22            the best interest of the students, when we're 

             23            considering the transportation component of all of 

             24            the bills and all the laws, in -- 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Speak up just a little. 
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              1                 SUPT. OWENS:  -- all the discussions that we've 

              2            had the majority of the students who live in Hughes 

              3            live in town.  So if you split our district in four 

              4            different directions -- if they went in four 

              5            different directions, you're going to send four 

              6            school buses into Hughes and they'll be picking up 

              7            the kids from there.  Our area is spread out.  The 

              8            majority -- a lot of our children live in the rural 

              9            areas, but most of them are in town.  So I think that 

             10            we're going to have a real transportation problem 

             11            when we start talking about moving the children of 

             12            Hughes to anywhere else because we're an isolated 

             13            district.  The children who live in the rural areas 

             14            live down those long gravel roads.  This past winter, 

             15            when we had bad weather, we missed about eight days 

             16            out of school.  West Memphis missed four.  What's 

             17            going to happen on those days?  What's going to 

             18            happen when it snows and we can't get to our kids who 

             19            live in the rural?  Will West Memphis not have school 

             20            or will West Memphis and Marion and other districts 

             21            have school without us?  We have to think about 

             22            what's best for the children who live in Hughes. 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other 

             24            questions?  Okay.  Well, Members, the item under 

             25            consideration is the involuntary administrative 
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              1            consolidation of the Hughes School District into one 

              2            or more school districts.  Does anybody have a 

              3            motion?  

              4                     (A FEW MOMENTS OF SILENCE) 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Lasiter, 

              6            what happens if we don't have a motion? 

              7                 MR. LASITER:  If you don't have a motion, you'll 

              8            have to make some kind of decision before May 1st.  

              9            That's just what the law requires you to do.  And as 

             10            your attorney, I couldn't advise you to do anything 

             11            other than that.   

             12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So as you said earlier, we 

             13            can take this under advisement but we have to decide 

             14            something with regard to this under the law before 

             15            May 1st.  Correct? 

             16                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So we'd have to come back? 

             18                 MR. LASITER:  That's correct. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  All 

             20            right.  Ms. Zook has a motion.  Ms. Zook. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we consolidate Hughes 

             22            School District with West Memphis; West Memphis 

             23            offers Choice.  If Forrest City will open their doors 

             24            to Choice, Hughes kids can -- that choose to, could 

             25            go to Forrest City; the others can go to West Memphis 
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              1            or Earle, or wherever they are, and perhaps West 

              2            Memphis will work with them on the K-8 or whatever 

              3            configuration seems to make sense.  And then, if 

              4            there is something different or better for kids, they 

              5            can come back in a year with that recommendation. 

              6                 MS. NEWTON:  I second that motion. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  There has been 

              8            a motion and a second.  Is there any discussion?  Mr. 

              9            Lasiter has something. 

             10                 MR. LASITER:  This actually applies to whether 

             11            you adopt this motion or another motion.  But there 

             12            are certain things you would need to include in an 

             13            order, Mr. Chair, that I want to make you aware of 

             14            before you vote. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             16                 MR. LASITER:  So it's up to you.  I can mention 

             17            these now or I could mention them after you vote on 

             18            whatever -- 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Get a little closer 'cause 

             20            we're having -- I don't know, the mic's not turned up 

             21            today for some reason, or else -- would the Board 

             22            like to hear these elements that are required by law 

             23            to be in the order?  It's required by law to be in 

             24            the order.  Correct? 

             25                 MR. LASITER:  There are things that need to be 
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              1            in the order.  Some of them are at your discretion.  

              2            But, again, it doesn't necessarily apply whether it's 

              3            West Memphis or some other motion that you might want 

              4            to make; it would apply to any of them. 

              5                 First of all, it wouldn't apply to West Memphis 

              6            because, as we've learned, they're not under a 

              7            desegregation order.  But if you decide to put the 

              8            district with someone who's under a desegregation 

              9            order you would need to direct us, as your counsel, 

             10            to enter an appearance for you in that federal case 

             11            to try to get approval for that to happen. 

             12                 Secondly, the understanding would be that if you 

             13            put the Hughes district with another district the 

             14            territory would, of course, go into that district 

             15            territory. 

             16                 The proposed consolidation should be effective 

             17            on July 1, 2015, in accordance with the law. 

             18                 The resulting school district can have no more 

             19            than one superintendent under the law. 

             20                 The tax rate is determined by Arkansas Code 

             21            Annotated 6-13-1409, so you would still have two 

             22            different tax rates until an election could be held 

             23            to equalize them. 

             24                 In terms of the assets and liabilities, the 

             25            assets and liabilities of the Hughes School District 
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              1            would be assigned as set forth under Arkansas Code 6-

              2            14-1407, and they would be assigned to whatever 

              3            district you decide to put them with.  The other 

              4            options that you have has to do with interim school 

              5            district boards of directors and permanent school 

              6            boards of directors.  You have different options 

              7            under the law.  What you've done in the past, I'll 

              8            mention to you, is to allow the existing board of 

              9            directors of the receiving school or the resulting 

             10            school district to serve as the interim board of 

             11            directors until there could be a rezoning and an 

             12            election done in following years.  And so you have an 

             13            interim board that would be comprised of the 

             14            resulting board, and then the resulting board would 

             15            take care of the process of doing a zoning and an 

             16            election going forward. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So does any of 

             18            that need to be a part of Ms. Zook's motion? 

             19                 MR. LASITER:  Specifically with regard to the 

             20            interim board of directors and a permanent board of 

             21            directors, that would need to be a part of the 

             22            motion. 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Zook, do 

             24            you want to make that a part of your motion? 

             25                 MS. ZOOK:  Sure. 
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              1                 MR. LASITER:  And so just to clarify for the 

              2            purposes of your motion, Ms. Zook, what that would 

              3            mean is that the interim board would be the West 

              4            Memphis School District board, serving on an interim 

              5            basis, and then they would rezone based upon the new 

              6            territory they would be getting and have a new 

              7            election for the board to include the new territory. 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  Will that take place this September 

              9            or November, whichever they choose? 

             10                 MR. LASITER:  It won't take place this -- I 

             11            mean, if they could possibly get the zoning done, it 

             12            could.  But usually what that means is it would be 

             13            the following September before the permanent board 

             14            with the entirely new zones can be elected. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  Is there any timeframe in which -- I 

             16            mean, being a school person, I'm telling you that 

             17            everything has already been planned for next year 

             18            right now. 

             19                 MR. LASITER:  Right. 

             20                 MS. ZOOK:  So do they have a certain amount of 

             21            time -- like can West Memphis and Hughes decide "we 

             22            want to take a year for this all to take place," or 

             23            does it have to take place for the children as of 

             24            August? 

             25                 MR. LASITER:  The consolidation itself has to be 
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              1            effective as of July 1st.  That's why there was this 

              2            transition period of a year to enable all of this to 

              3            happen.  It just so happens that we've gotten to the 

              4            point where we didn't have a voluntary agreement and 

              5            that's why we're pushed up at the end of this school 

              6            year.  But the law requires that the consolidation 

              7            actually be effective July 1st of this year. 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  Is that including the closing of 

              9            campuses, and what about teacher notification by May 

             10            1 and all of those things? 

             11                 MR. LASITER:  There's nothing in the law that 

             12            requires closure of campuses, so I usually recommend 

             13            to you all that your order and your decision does not 

             14            address that.  And, I'm sorry, I forgot the other 

             15            part of your question. 

             16                 MS. ZOOK:  Teacher notification.  Thank you, 

             17            Commissioner. 

             18                 MR. LASITER:  There are several ways that could 

             19            be handled.  That does not have to be addressed in 

             20            your order either. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  So moved. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So is that -- all 

             23            right.  So, Ms. Coffman, Ms. Zook made the motion 

             24            that included the configuration of the board until 

             25            the next school board election can be held and Ms. 
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              1            Newton seconded the motion.  Is there any discussion? 

              2                 MR. DAVIS:  Is the superintendent of West 

              3            Memphis here? 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes. 

              5                 MR. DAVIS:  And can we just get you to comment, 

              6            please, on the discussion that's currently taking 

              7            place?  Thank you. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you feel like the groom 

              9            at a shotgun wedding? 

             10                 SUPT. COLLINS:  Do I need to be sworn in? 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you solemnly swear or 

             12            affirm the testimony you're about to give will be the 

             13            truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth? 

             14                 SUPT. COLLINS:  Yes, I do. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  State your name 

             16            and you're recognized. 

             17                 SUPT. COLLINS:  John Collins, Superintendent of 

             18            Schools, West Memphis School District.   

             19                 MR. DAVIS:  And I guess my question is just I'd 

             20            love to hear your feedback on the conversation that 

             21            is taking place and the motion that has been put 

             22            forth? 

             23                 SUPT. COLLINS:  West Memphis School District 

             24            will respectfully comply with this Board and this 

             25            Commissioner's direction for the school district and 
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              1            the kids of the Hughes School District to serve them 

              2            with the best of our ability, with the highest 

              3            integrity that we can. 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  How many children from 

              5            Hughes do you currently have attending West Memphis, 

              6            do you think? 

              7                 SUPT. COLLINS:  I don't have an accurate 

              8            accounting. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Well, just an 

             10            estimate is fine. 

             11                 SUPT. COLLINS:  Oh, gosh.  We've got a crazy 

             12            dynamic.  My administrative assistant is actually on 

             13            the Hughes school board.  She can probably speak to 

             14            this better than I can.  And I'm not trying to throw 

             15            everybody else under the bus, but Bill Kessinger is 

             16            here and so he's probably -- some of this dates back 

             17            to School Choice -- 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, yeah. 

             19                 SUPT. COLLINS:  -- when School Choice was first 

             20            enacted, so we've got several. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             22                 SUPT. COLLINS:  150.  150 K-12 kids. 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  150.  Okay.  All right.  

             24            Okay.  Thank you, and we appreciate what you guys do 

             25            in West Memphis. 
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              1                 SUPT. COLLINS:  Thank you. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I know you do a lot of good 

              3            work over there, and I know Mr. Kessinger had a lot 

              4            to do with that.  

              5                 All right.  Any other discussion before we vote 

              6            on Ms. Zook's motion?  All right.  Commissioner Key, 

              7            I will ask if you will roll-call this motion as well. 

              8                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony. 

              9                 MS. MAHONY:  No. 

             10                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Newton. 

             11                 MS. NEWTON:  Yes. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Saviers. 

             13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yes. 

             14                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Black. 

             15                 MR. BLACK:  Yes. 

             16                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Reith. 

             17                 MS. REITH:  Yes. 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Dr. Barth. 

             19                 DR. BARTH:  Yes. 

             20                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Zook. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes. 

             22                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Davis. 

             23                 MR. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             24                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Seven votes yes, and one vote 

             25            in the negative. 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So the motion 

              2            passes.  I want to again reiterate to the folks from 

              3            Hughes who are here today, I know this is difficult; 

              4            it's difficult on us.  We're constrained to call the 

              5            law as we understand it, and so we've had to do it in 

              6            a lot of difficult situations.  Believe me, yours 

              7            isn't the only one.  This reminded me a lot of the 

              8            hearing we had on Weiner School District when it was 

              9            consolidated with Harrisburg.  It is difficult and we 

             10            know that you've done everything in your power to 

             11            make your school district excellent.  And so, again, 

             12            we're -- I just want to say that for what it's worth.  

             13            I know it's probably not very consoling at this point 

             14            but, again, thank you for being here. 

             15                 We are going to recess for our mid-afternoon 

             16            snack.  We will be back in 30 minutes.  That's 

             17            roughly 2:20.  Thank you. 

             18                   (LUNCH BREAK:  1:47-2:30 P.M.) 

             19  A-4:  CLASSIFICATION OF DISTRICT IN FISCAL DISTRESS 

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So the next 

             21            item on our agenda is item A-4.  It's the 

             22            Classification of District in Fiscal Distress, 

             23            Yellville-Summit School District.  Dr. Saunders, you 

             24            are recognized to present item A-4. 

             25                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Good afternoon, Board.  I just 
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              1            want to make you aware -- I'm not sure if you are 

              2            aware, but Hazel Burnett is no longer with us.  Even 

              3            though she sits right here, she has moved on and 

              4            April 1st was her last day here at the State 

              5            Department, and we really appreciate her time and 

              6            service and just wanted to -- 

              7                 MS. ZOOK:  Can we give her a round of applause? 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes. 

              9                             [APPLAUSE] 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Hazel, are you here?  Okay.  

             11            There you are.  Did you get permission to leave? 

             12                 MS. BURNETT:  My new boss said yes, I could 

             13            come. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.   

             15                 MS. MAHONY:  Who's your new boss? 

             16                 MS. BURNETT:  I'm working at APSRC, Scott Smith 

             17            and Bobbie Davis. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well -- 

             19                 MS. BURNETT:  Helping schools. 

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  Our loss is their 

             21            gain.  So, thank you for everything that you've done 

             22            over the years.  You've just been tremendous. 

             23                 MS. BURNETT:  Thank you.  I don't look at it as 

             24            a loss; we're going to continue -- 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  You know, everybody 
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              1            that's come before us on fiscal -- all the districts 

              2            that have had issues and challenges have always been 

              3            so complimentary of working with you.  It's really a 

              4            reflection of not just your knowledge, but the way 

              5            that you dealt with these schools.  So we do 

              6            appreciate it. 

              7                 MS. BURNETT:  I appreciate you guys. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Dr. 

              9            Saunders. 

             10                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yeah.  She's done a great job, 

             11            really going to miss her, and her unit has done a 

             12            great job.  Scott McRae is here today; he's filling 

             13            in for the time being until other arrangements are 

             14            made. 

             15                 Concerning the Yellville-Summit School District, 

             16            you have the information in your packet.  I would 

             17            just draw your attention specifically -- I do not 

             18            know the number, but the page that concerns the legal 

             19            balances.  It looks like this.  And so if you were to 

             20            look down the legal balances of the district, you can 

             21            see that they closed out, starting with fiscal year 

             22            '13, $900,000, just over that.  This will be year 

             23            '14, $550,000.  And then the projected balance, what 

             24            they are projecting for this year, and this was 

             25            submitted by the district in February, would be 
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              1            $81,000. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  And the 

              3            district was notified of the recommendation to place 

              4            them in fiscal distress.  The appeal deadline has 

              5            passed.  Is that correct? 

              6                 DR. SAUNDERS:  That is correct. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That was March 20, 2015, 

              8            and no appeal was filed.  And is there anyone here 

              9            from the school district? 

             10                 SUPT. WYATT:  Yes. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Sir, if you 

             12            would like to address us, just state your name, and 

             13            appreciate you being here. 

             14                 SUPT. WYATT:  My name is David Wyatt.  I'm the 

             15            interim superintendent; I've been the interim 

             16            superintendent since January.  I am just here to 

             17            acknowledge we do understand where we're at.  We know 

             18            how we got there and we're going to do what needs to 

             19            be done to get out of that situation.  We have a 

             20            preliminary plan that will be sent to the State 

             21            moving forward, and we feel confident -- and Mr. Hill 

             22            has been contracted with our school and we feel very 

             23            good moving forward in doing what needs to be done, 

             24            and we intend to get that done. 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Well, I'm sure 
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              1            that Dr. Saunders and his staff and everyone at ADE  

              2            -- Mr. Key, you know, he lived right down the road 

              3            from you guys there for awhile.  But we'll do 

              4            everything we can to help you get on top of this.  

              5            And, you know, Yellville, in my opinion, ought to be 

              6            a great district, and so we want to do everything we 

              7            can to help.  So, thank you for being here. 

              8                 SUPT. WYATT:  Thank you. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any questions?  

             10            All right.  Ms. Newton has a motion. 

             11                 MS. NEWTON:  I move that the Board places 

             12            Yellville-Summit School District in fiscal distress. 

             13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton made 

             15            the motion to classify the Yellville-Summit School 

             16            District in fiscal distress, and Ms. Saviers seconded 

             17            that motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none, 

             18            those in favor say "aye." 

             19                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no."  Motion 

             21            carries.  Thank you.  Good luck to you. 

             22  A-6:  CONSIDERATION OF THIRD QUARTER REPORT FOR HELENA-WEST 

             23  HELENA SCHOOL DISTRICT 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we've 

             25            already done A-5.  So then that brings us to A-6, the 
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              1            Third Quarter Report for Helena-West Helena.  Mr. 

              2            Tolbert had a family emergency, so he had to leave.  

              3            So you'll go ahead and present that.  Okay. 

              4                 MS. STREETER:  Good afternoon.  Janice Streeter, 

              5            director of Learning Services for the Office of 

              6            Intensive Support.  Our third-quarter report contains 

              7            information on our activities for leadership and 

              8            academic follow-thru.  You have the reports.  Do you 

              9            have any questions for me? 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Does everybody have 

             11            the report in their materials?  All right.  Do we 

             12            have any questions of Ms. Streeter?  Ms. Saviers. 

             13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.  I'm looking at my notes and 

             14            not at the report.  But I had a question about the 

             15            principal not having hiring responsibilities in 

             16            Helena. 

             17                 MS. STREETER:  Right.  That was written 

             18            reflecting the past.  But Mr. Hoy is here and I'm 

             19            sure he can clear that up for you, but I think that 

             20            all those practices have been corrected.  I'm sure 

             21            that they have been. 

             22                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  And do you think an 

             23            external provider has been hired for the last year? 

             24                 MS. STREETER:  Fetterman and Associates have 

             25            been there since December, last of November or first 
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              1            of December. 

              2                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  Thank you.   

              3                 MS. STREETER:  Yes. 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other 

              5            questions on this item?  Ms. Zook. 

              6                 MS. ZOOK:  It says in the report the things that 

              7            are not being implemented or not implementing all 

              8            practices and procedures with fidelity; then you go 

              9            into the different areas.  Some of these were to be 

             10            accomplished in July and August, and all it said was 

             11            you're in the process.  So, Mr. Hoy, can you answer 

             12            the question as to why? 

             13                 SUPT. HOY:  I can give you my best answer in 

             14            terms of why everything isn't working the way I would 

             15            love for it to work -- 

             16                 MS. ZOOK:  Right. 

             17                 SUPT. HOY:  -- is because it takes time for 

             18            systems to be fixed.  In Helena, we have had some 

             19            systemic problems.  I don't think we've got people 

             20            problems per se, but we do have systems problems in 

             21            terms of the way things have been done and the way 

             22            things need to be done.  And we have given a lot of 

             23            focus to a lot of things.  Now I will tell you there 

             24            are a lot of things to focus on.  One of the things 

             25            that I've been most prevalent in focusing on is the 
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              1            fiscal end of it, but I've got one team that's been 

              2            working also on the academic end of it and I've kind 

              3            of been working with them.  And we're now all doing 

              4            academic audits, going in different schools, doing 

              5            different classrooms, making findings known to -- 

              6            sitting down with the building principals.  So it's a 

              7            process and we are working through the process. 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  I have a follow-up question.  Is your 

              9            advisory board -- do they understand that they are to 

             10            be on personnel and student issues and not to be 

             11            constantly second-guessing and acting like a school 

             12            board or trying to get into other matters for which 

             13            they're not appointed? 

             14                 SUPT. HOY:  Ms. Zook, with all due respect, I 

             15            can't speak for what they understand or they don't 

             16            understand.  I will simply say this to you: they are 

             17            concerned citizens of the Helena-West Helena School 

             18            District, just like others in the community have 

             19            concerns, and from time to time they will voice their 

             20            concerns. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  Are y'all going to have summer 

             22            school? 

             23                 SUPT. HOY:  Yes, ma'am. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Does that get your 

             25            questions? 
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              1                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Mahony. 

              3                 MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Hoy, did you ever fill your 

              4            last seat -- or you had two seats open on your 

              5            committee? 

              6                 SUPT. HOY:  I filled one.  I've talked to 

              7            additional people, haven't finished that process, but 

              8            that process takes a little bit longer.  The first 

              9            person in terms of it being filled, we'd already gone 

             10            through the entire process so it was a matter of just 

             11            moving forward with it.  But it is a process and that 

             12            process has begun with two others. 

             13                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Thank you. 

             14                 SUPT. HOY:  You're welcome. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton. 

             16                 MS. NEWTON:  Mr. Hoy, congratulations on 

             17            continued improvement work and congratulations to Ms. 

             18            Streeter and Mr. Tolbert also.  But could you 

             19            identify your greatest need at this point, not to say 

             20            necessarily it's something that -- what would you put 

             21            on your Christmas list as the number one need or 

             22            priority for the district? 

             23                 SUPT. HOY:  The honest answer is no, I couldn't 

             24            identify our greatest need.  I will tell you where I 

             25            saw the greatest concern when I entered the district 
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              1            and that was the lack of direction in terms of a 

              2            clear mission for the district and a clear direction 

              3            for the district.  I find it difficult to work in an 

              4            environment where you don't have the clarity.  I have 

              5            worked through the advisory board and with members of 

              6            the community to help them to develop one.  I did not 

              7            want to create one for that particular community; 

              8            they need to create one that they can get behind and 

              9            push.  And the one that we have created is a whole 

             10            child approach.  It's bigger than just college; it's 

             11            about preparing our kids to be great citizens.  So I 

             12            think that now we're at the beginning of that 

             13            particular push we've got a couple of other things we 

             14            need to line out.  The reality is that I've always 

             15            been a mission-driven type person, I just have.  I 

             16            need to know where I'm going before I start trying to 

             17            get there.  I think we are there at that particular 

             18            point, and now I think we're beginning to push some 

             19            other things.  And also I'm smarter than I was.  I'm 

             20            not as smart as I'm going to be, but I'm smarter than 

             21            I was when I started this journey.  So I hope that I 

             22            also improve as a superintendent as we move through 

             23            it. 

             24                 MS. NEWTON:  Well, one of the things I think 

             25            might be beneficial to consider is I think the use of 
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              1            an outside provider -- and also intensive support 

              2            might be able to help -- in guiding a strategic plan 

              3            and process that takes you out of the circle and, you 

              4            know, even though it may be your desire and need, 

              5            accept that there's a vision.  But, you know, how 

              6            important it is for you maybe not to necessarily be 

              7            driving the bus on that particular issue.  But I 

              8            think it's important that somehow that happens in the 

              9            process and then success or failure then falls on the 

             10            shoulders of everybody and not just the leader of the 

             11            district. 

             12                 SUPT. HOY:  Yes, ma'am.  And I understand the 

             13            concern.  However, I will tell you the work on the 

             14            strategic plan has already been done and I am 

             15            intimately involved with it and intend to continue to 

             16            be involved in it.  I think as superintendent of the 

             17            school it's up to me to try to set the tone and the 

             18            direction and to make certain we follow it.  So I 

             19            cannot afford, I don't think, to back out of that 

             20            process. 

             21                 MS. NEWTON:  And I agree.  But it can't be 

             22            defined as your friend.  It might have your handprint 

             23            all over it, but in order for folks to accept 

             24            ownership and responsibility for the kudos for 

             25            success or responsibility for any shortcomings it has 
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              1            to be independent of you to a degree. 

              2                 SUPT. HOY:  I absolutely agree.  And therefore I 

              3            have driven it that way from the initial beginning, 

              4            even down to the mission.  It is not a John Hoy 

              5            mission, never was intended to be, and I made that 

              6            clear from the beginning.  And so it will not be a 

              7            John Hoy plan. 

              8                 MS. NEWTON:  I trust you, but -- 

              9                 SUPT. HOY:  I trust me too. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other -- 

             11            Mr. Crossley. 

             12                 MR. CROSSLEY:  What is your plan for increased 

             13            teacher retention?  I saw that as an evidence piece. 

             14                 SUPT. HOY:  Yes, sir.  And I will tell you this.  

             15            In my nine months there, or thereabouts, what I've 

             16            seen is frustration being a part of the issue with 

             17            teacher retention.  However, that was not something 

             18            that was a new revelation to me.  I have noticed that 

             19            that has been an issue even in state surveys.  But 

             20            I've done some surveys of that nature myself and 

             21            generally the frustration is leadership.  And I will 

             22            tell you, it's difficult to not be frustrated with 

             23            leadership when you change superintendents and 

             24            leadership as many times as it's happened in Helena-

             25            West Helena School District.  We all have some things 
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              1            that we have our own preferences about, ways things 

              2            should be done.  I think if we can get the systems I 

              3            place, then the systems will run a lot of the 

              4            decisions rather than the particulars of leadership.  

              5            And I think designing those systems so that the 

              6            people have a voice in those systems -- we've been 

              7            creating policies, but all of those have been going 

              8            to the personnel policy committee.  And the thing is, 

              9            I was working on some while I was waiting to get my 

             10            turn today.  It's just important for the people in 

             11            the building to have a voice to help to create the 

             12            culture and climate that you're trying to create in a 

             13            district, and it's up to a leader to try to drive 

             14            that climate in a positive direction. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Good question.  Ms. Zook. 

             16                 MS. ZOOK:  Your graduation coaches, are they 

             17            coordinating with the career education coaches to 

             18            work with those students and then analyzing where the 

             19            gaps are as far as the kids who are choosing to go 

             20            career or choosing to go to college, or a combination 

             21            of both, while they earn money to go to college? 

             22                 SUPT. HOY:  To be honest with you, I would say 

             23            yes to that and I would hesitate on my answer.  The 

             24            reason why is because I brought my building principal 

             25            with me today to go into more of the specifics of the 
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              1            high school.  However, she did have another meeting 

              2            to go to, and so she's over in a meeting, I believe, 

              3            at Maumelle High School right now.   

              4                 MS. ZOOK:  Sure. 

              5                 SUPT. HOY:  But they're working on some things.  

              6            But I will tell you we've been working in 

              7            collaboration with career coaches, not just at our 

              8            school but also from KIPP Delta Academy; they've been 

              9            working at our school as well with their career and 

             10            graduation coaches.  So we've been pushing that.  

             11            However, it's more than just graduation-to-college; 

             12            we're looking at trying to -- based on what I've 

             13            perceived from our mission, we're trying to create 

             14            great citizens as well. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  Right. 

             16                 SUPT. HOY:  It's not just the academics, but 

             17            it's also the morals of our kids that we need to work 

             18            on, and we understand that. 

             19                 MS. ZOOK:  Unfortunately, in certain districts 

             20            more than others it falls on the school to do the job 

             21            that really the community and parents and churches 

             22            should do.  But if they don't, then we see the kids  

             23            -- we love the kids and we try to be all things to 

             24            the kids.  And it's unfortunate it solely relies on 

             25            the school for the kids. 
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              1                 SUPT. HOY:  I understand what you're saying.  

              2            But in my short time there I have tried to make 

              3            certain that I position myself to be a part of the 

              4            community, the school, and the church. 

              5                 MS. ZOOK:  Right. 

              6                 SUPT. HOY:  So I think that in moving in that 

              7            direction it helps me with the push that we're trying 

              8            to make. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  I have no doubt.   

             10                 SUPT. HOY:  Thank you. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Well, 

             12            Mr. Hoy, thank you for being here and, again, thank 

             13            you for the work that you do for the school district 

             14            of Helena-West Helena.  You took on quite a task and 

             15            we appreciate your willingness to serve. 

             16                 SUPT. HOY:  Appreciate the opportunity, sir. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, sir. 

             18                 MS. ZOOK:  I have a motion. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, ma'am. 

             20                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we accept the third-

             21            quarter report for Helena-West Helena.  Is that 

             22            better, Ms. Coffman? 

             23                 MS. NEWTON:  Second. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton made 

             25            the second; Ms. Zook made the motion to accept the 
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              1            report.  Is there any discussion?  All right.  

              2            Hearing none, those in favor say "aye." 

              3                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Motion 

              5            carries, the report is accepted.  Thank you, Ms. 

              6            Streeter.  Give our best to Mr. Tolbert. 

              7                 MS. STREETER:  Thank you. 

              8  A-7:  REVIEW OF CHARTER AUTHORIZING PANEL ACTION ON OPEN-

              9  ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL RENEWAL: ARKANSAS VIRTUAL 

             10  ACADEMY 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So that brings us to 

             12            action item A-7, which is the Review of the Charter 

             13            Authorizing Panel Action on the Renewal of the 

             14            Arkansas Virtual Academy Charter.  Okay.  So, Ms. 

             15            Hogue, you're going to get us started and tell us how 

             16            we're going to conduct this hearing.  Right? 

             17                 MS. HOGUE:  I'll introduce it and then Ms. Clay 

             18            will tell you how you're going to conduct it, so -- 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, okay.  All right. 

             20                 MS. HOGUE:  Good afternoon.  I'm Cindy Hogue, 

             21            director of the Office of Educational Options.  In 

             22            2003, the State Board of Education approved the 

             23            charter for the Arkansas Virtual Academy; at that 

             24            time they had a maximum enrollment of 500.  And then, 

             25            in 2013, with Act 1309, that maximum enrollment was 
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              1            increased to 3,000 students for K-12.  Well, in 

              2            February of this year, the academy appeared before 

              3            the Authorizing -- the Charter Authorizing Panel to 

              4            request a renewal for five years.  At that time they 

              5            also requested to change their maximum enrollment cap 

              6            to 2,000.  And in March of this year, y'all voted 

              7            that y'all wanted to review the Authorizing Panel's 

              8            decision, so that's why we're here today.  And Mr. 

              9            Scott Sides from the -- or Dr. Scott Sides from the 

             10            academy will be the one to present. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Ms. 

             12            Hogue.  And now Ms. Clay is going to kind of give us 

             13            the procedural background of this and how this works. 

             14                 MS. CLAY:  Yes. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I always forget what we're 

             16            supposed to do.  I'm going to write it down. 

             17                 MS. CLAY:  Okay.  Your hearing procedures are 

             18            found at Section 6.23 of the charter school rules.  

             19            All persons, with the exception of attorneys, need to 

             20            be sworn in.  The charter school will then have 20 

             21            minutes to present its case for renewal of its 

             22            application, and then any parties opposed to their 

             23            renewal will have 20 minutes.  After that, the 

             24            charter school gets 5 minutes for rebuttal and 

             25            closing, and that will follow with your discussion 
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              1            and questions.  You have the option to make a final 

              2            decision today, take the matter under advisement, and 

              3            if you take the matter under advisement you can allow 

              4            the charter school to get technical assistance from 

              5            the Department if you deem that necessary.  Do you 

              6            have any questions about your procedures? 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Are there questions?  All 

              8            right.  I think we know what we're going to do.  

              9            Thank you, Ms. Clay.  All right.  Anybody that's 

             10            going to testify on this matter stand, raise your 

             11            right hand.  Do you swear or affirm the testimony 

             12            you're about to give will be the truth, the whole 

             13            truth, and nothing but the truth? 

             14               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is it Dr. 

             16            Sides? 

             17                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, sir. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Dr. Sides, you 

             19            are recognized.  You have up to 20 minutes, but let 

             20            me make it clear that you're not required to take the 

             21            entire 20 minutes. 

             22                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, sir. 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Take as much of that as you 

             24            feel like you need. 

             25                 DR. SIDES:  Very good.  Thank you.  Good 
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              1            afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Board, 

              2            Commissioner Key.  My name is Scott Sides.  I was not 

              3            here for your meeting in March when you reviewed the 

              4            Department of Education's decision.  I was in the 

              5            field supporting our PARCC effort, and I apologize to 

              6            you for not being here to answer your questions.  You 

              7            can be assured that in every instance moving forward 

              8            that I will be here, or someone like me, to answer 

              9            any questions that you have. 

             10                 All right.  If I could just start from the 

             11            questions in the March hearing -- and the first 

             12            question that came up was the waiver for instrumental 

             13            and choral music.  And I would like to share that 

             14            that waiver was requested due to the performance 

             15            criteria associated with those two courses.  The 

             16            academic content itself was not the issue, but rather 

             17            the performance criteria.  And when you think about a 

             18            school without a physical structure, and you think 

             19            about a band room, a choir room, and being spread out 

             20            statewide, it presents itself differently, that 

             21            requirement.  So the waiver was for the performance 

             22            requirement.  The legal department -- Department of 

             23            Education's legal staff had said that that could not 

             24            be granted.  So then we began a path to find how we 

             25            would then deliver this, and here are our proposed 
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              1            solutions: 

              2                 One is Doug Bradberry, on staff at the 

              3            Department of Education, I know is creating regional 

              4            opportunity for students to be in performance 

              5            ensemble.  So there's on path, but it's localized, 

              6            especially in central Arkansas, potentially in 

              7            northwestern Arkansas, and building out to other 

              8            places.  So we need additional methods. 

              9                 The second would be that we could work with a 

             10            family to create an opportunity where they would be 

             11            participating in a performance ensemble locally, 

             12            while that won't meet the requirement for all 

             13            students based on their locality.  If they live in a 

             14            very rural area, they might not have that same 

             15            opportunity. 

             16                 So then the third potential resolution then is 

             17            that we would work to partner with the local school 

             18            district where a student who was interested in vocal 

             19            music or instrumental music would potentially 

             20            participate there at the local school district.  

             21                 I would like to bring to the Board's attention, 

             22            if I could, this is a part of the 38 required 

             23            courses.  We don't know how many students to whom 

             24            this may apply, based on what they choose.  It's the 

             25            38 course requirement that these two courses rest 
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              1            within.   

              2                 So there's the first piece that came up for 

              3            discussion.  The next was our rate of withdrawal.  

              4            And if I could start with the fact that so much of 

              5            where a student attends school is based on where they 

              6            live.  If they want to move to another place, then 

              7            they have to sell their house, buy a new house, go to 

              8            another place, et cetera.  There's opportunity for 

              9            School Choice and there may be an open-enrollment 

             10            charter that would make this an opportunity for them.  

             11            However, we're completely unique in this regard, by 

             12            virtue of the simplicity within which a family or 

             13            student may select-in to be enrolled in the school -- 

             14            it's what they believe is the right choice for their 

             15            family at the time -- and then may also select-out.  

             16            It's a far easier process to do than it is to 

             17            relocate where you live physically based on a school 

             18            district enrollment.  So that's, I think, point one. 

             19                 I think alongside that it's important to note 

             20            that there are important efficiencies offered through 

             21            this same piece.  Where you heard earlier about two  

             22            -- a potential of a two-hour bus ride and four hours 

             23            roundtrip, you multiply it by 185 days, yielding 

             24            about 92 eight-hour days per student riding a long 

             25            bus route.  So while we have to improve on our rate 
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              1            of withdrawal -- and I absolutely concede that -- 

              2            there are efficiencies through this model that we 

              3            should also look to that may be very helpful. 

              4                 Next, this has not been the story of this school 

              5            historically.  This is a recent story where we have 

              6            been honored to have a chance to serve and to serve 

              7            more students and to invite students in who have sat 

              8            on an extensive wait list.  There was one point when 

              9            we were capped at 500 where about 3% of students who 

             10            would have completed an application would have been 

             11            selected based on a departure of students and the 

             12            number of applications and the number of seats within 

             13            the context of 500.  So it was different then; it was 

             14            a small percentage of students that were allowed in.  

             15            But a function of this additional opportunity for 

             16            what was an expansive wait list has yielded a 

             17            difference in the total in-and-out.  And I want to 

             18            also say to you that part of this is a function of 

             19            our overall readiness.  I don't know what 

             20            organization can ever be ready to grow by 200%.  I 

             21            would say that in service to these students we are 

             22            honored to have that opportunity and we believed it 

             23            was right because there was a long waiting list and 

             24            how students were randomly chosen, while fair, seemed 

             25            a little also unfair.  So we celebrated that 
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              1            opportunity but I say -- I pose to the Board that any 

              2            organization growing by 200% would see some things 

              3            that they were unaccustomed to having seen outside of 

              4            that volume of growth. 

              5                 And from there, what will we do?  So the all 

              6            important next step from here, we definitely have to 

              7            have stability within our student population.  We 

              8            need stability for our students, for our families.  

              9            We need stability within our teaching population.  

             10            When we grew by 200%, you'll find in the renewal 

             11            itself four of 29 of our teachers in 2013-14 had 

             12            experienced teaching virtually.  Now, they may have 

             13            been nationally board certified; they may have been 

             14            incredibly reputable in their local district; but 

             15            there's still a learning curve for everyone involved 

             16            when they come to learn virtually, teachers included.  

             17            So from 2013-14, where we had four out of a total of 

             18            29 teachers, we then retained 25 of 29.  So we began 

             19            to gather -- we began to gain the traction that we 

             20            needed to move forward to excellence, you know, 

             21            within our faculty to be excellent for our students.  

             22            For the coming year, we have sent out a notification 

             23            of intent, "Will you -- do you intend to return?"  

             24            And it was above 90% of our current teachers who have 

             25            indicated their intent to return.  So we have a 
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              1            foothold as we move forward and we work to bring 

              2            remedy to the withdrawal percentage, and what is a 

              3            high percentage.  Our administrative structure is now 

              4            in place.  We are -- direct reports function within 

              5            the academic portion of the school, through 

              6            operations, through all the parts of the school that 

              7            are important.  Those have now been set in order.  We 

              8            have a K-4 school level leader, looking now to 2015-

              9            16 -- excuse me -- a K-5 school level leader, a 6-8 

             10            school level leader, a 9-11 school level leader, 

             11            reporting up to what will be an assistant head for 

             12            academics, if you will.  So we have a very good plan 

             13            for how we will address academics within the school, 

             14            how we will have a clear reporting structure, and how 

             15            we've adapted organizationally for not only a shorter 

             16            term but also the longer term at what we would hope 

             17            would be the number of 2,000 which was presented to 

             18            the Department of Education as part of the renewal. 

             19                 I would like to tell you also that we're doing 

             20            more now than we've ever done to help families know 

             21            what it means to learn virtually before they enroll.  

             22            And this is an encounter that we offer Tuesdays, 

             23            Thursdays, and Saturdays, so that any person who is 

             24            interested in enrolling their child can hear the 

             25            roles and responsibilities associated with learning 
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              1            virtually.  What does it mean for me as a learning 

              2            coach?  What are my commitments?  What does it mean 

              3            for my student?  What is the commitment that we share 

              4            as a household to this mode of learning?  What do our 

              5            teachers do?  How often do they do it?  Where do they 

              6            do it?  What does it look like?  What curricular 

              7            items will I receive?  How much, when?  All these 

              8            sorts of questions that need -- really must be 

              9            answered in advance of any enrollment, we make 

             10            provision to answer and to provide that information 

             11            in advance.  And I think that's key.  Further, we 

             12            have a team of basically a fast response where we ask 

             13            the question, through survey, and they will report, 

             14            "Things are great here;" "things are going pretty 

             15            well;" "things" -- I don't know the exact language -- 

             16            "we're struggling" -- where we will immediately 

             17            deploy support for that family to work through 

             18            whatever the issue may -- what may be taking place, 

             19            assuming that the teacher may be in the class 

             20            teaching and that they may need -- they may be in 

             21            between class.  And then we deploy to support that 

             22            immediately.  Further, during summer we will be 

             23            helping our families prepare for the year.  Where I 

             24            mentioned the information sessions, it's a larger 

             25            information session, "Here's what virtual learning 
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              1            looks like; now that we're breaking into K-5, 6, 8, 

              2            9, 11, how are they different?  How does the 

              3            structure requirement change by age, by requirement, 

              4            on the course for graduation, whatever the case may 

              5            be, 9-11 versus 6-8," and so-on.  So we have that in 

              6            place.  And then we have a team that will be working 

              7            with families during the summer, as much as they will 

              8            have us and allow us to work with them, to prepare 

              9            them to be successful fast when the school year 

             10            starts, to bring this learning curve down, where 

             11            there's not a delay with their learning.  But rather, 

             12            we're working with them during the summer months as 

             13            much as they will allow us to do.  So these are 

             14            important pieces, I believe, to our withdrawal 

             15            remedy.  But, ultimately, it's how -- immediacy 

             16            matters, our immediate response to what they may 

             17            need.  And during the summer we will have a person 

             18            ready in a room for newly enrolling families to come 

             19            in and ask whatever they need.  We will man that.  

             20            We'll find out whether or not there are takers, how 

             21            many, what's the frequency over time, and those sorts 

             22            of things; we'll learn from it.  But we will be 

             23            available and it will be immediate and everything 

             24            that is within our power to control, given the in-

             25            and-out sequences I described, we may always have a 
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              1            bit of a high rate of withdrawal, just by simplicity 

              2            of in-and-out.  But we absolutely will not lie down.  

              3            We will fight to train, to help them understand, and 

              4            to serve in order that there would be less 

              5            transition.  And it's interdependent really our 

              6            transition to the academic conversation.  This is 

              7            interdependent to our academic outcomes.  You 

              8            wouldn't -- you won't have strong academic outcomes 

              9            in this model until you will also have a more static 

             10            population.  We're interdependent.   

             11                 So the question of our Needs Improvement status 

             12            was raised and discussed.  We were -- I'd like to 

             13            start on a positive note, if I could.  We were 

             14            achieving in 2012 and 2013 in literacy, completely; 

             15            completely achieving in 2012-2013.  It was '14 where 

             16            we observed the decline in our literacy scores and 

             17            became Needs Improvement, and that was an achieving 

             18            district elementary and middle prior to having those 

             19            scores.  Math -- math has been a bigger struggle for 

             20            us.  In 2012, we were short of the AMO, having a bit 

             21            above 70% proficiency, proficient or advanced 

             22            students at about 70% or greater.  And so that's 

             23            2012.  In 2013, we observed a slight decrease in our 

             24            total efficiency from 12-13, but then 13-14 was the 

             25            difference where you see basically a 10% change 
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              1            overall from what we've observed historically within 

              2            the school to what we then observed in 2014.  

              3                 So what then will we do about that?  Well, 

              4            first, we began a subject specific model where by 5th 

              5            grade we have teachers teaching math.  When we were 

              6            smaller, at 500, and the ratios were 60-to-1, and you 

              7            had one teacher basically for a class, you now have a 

              8            teacher teaching math.  So where the teacher was 

              9            supporting, guiding and assisting in the middle 

             10            grades, now we are picking up where we find that a 

             11            parent may or may not be as ready to teach certain 

             12            concepts, you know, far in advance of Algebra 1, 

             13            quadratic equations.  So our provision for teacher-

             14            led intervention begins earlier now through a 

             15            subject-specific model in the middle school.  And 

             16            this is our first year to have implemented this and 

             17            scale helped us to do that.  So that is grades 5 to 

             18            11 where we're subject-specific.  There's point one. 

             19                 Our students take assessment at entry where we 

             20            understand on the skill-set their readiness and we 

             21            build an individualized plan for every student and we 

             22            track it to 100%.  It's a minimum expectation that 

             23            Arkansas Virtual Academy have an ILP -- I'm not 

             24            talking about accommodations; I'm talking about an 

             25            individualized plan for every student.  And before --
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              1            I've spoken with the Board before about this piece, 

              2            but it's 100% of all students.  And it's informed by 

              3            information as they come in or, if they've been our 

              4            student the prior year, we'll take that information 

              5            and apply it to this individualized learning plan.  

              6            We have the capacity to do small group remediation, 

              7            and we do, and we will continue to do, where we look 

              8            at skill outcomes, skills demonstrated by students, 

              9            at mastery or not, and then we bring them in to 

             10            remediate.  And so it's not the teacher moving 

             11            forward in the path and the curriculum itself but 

             12            rather, what does this student need in terms of how I 

             13            might remediate them.  Now we'll get better and 

             14            better at this because we'll now have, moving into 

             15            15-16, if you would allow, we'll now have teachers 

             16            who would've done this for two years in a virtual 

             17            setting, one year for, you know, any change from that 

             18            25 to 29, as I described, and then the additional 

             19            teachers hired.  And then high school, this was our 

             20            first year to have high school grades 9 and 10.  So 

             21            our high school teachers will be returning now with a 

             22            year of understanding how to be effective as a high 

             23            school teacher teaching virtually, and then our role 

             24            and responsibility of continuing to grow them to 

             25            excellence, and that we would also continue to grow.  
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              1            So I will do that.  We require -- we, as part of our 

              2            instructional program, will make sure that we have a 

              3            rotating data meeting with every teacher on at least 

              4            a three-week basis -- at least a three-week basis -- 

              5            where we are exploring the data that is pertinent to 

              6            their student, pertinent to their students, and then 

              7            helping them build their instruction related to that 

              8            as instructional leaders and as we're responsible to 

              9            do.  On a three-week basis, at a minimum, every 

             10            teacher will receive observation and follow-up 

             11            feedback.  For teachers who need more, we'll do more.  

             12            We will align that more completely into BloomBoard 

             13            and into the test platform, in accordance with TESS. 

             14                 I would want the Board -- just to offer as a -- 

             15            I should add one more thing.  Math on Demand, just 

             16            the way I'd said that we'll have a person ready to 

             17            assist any family who comes in with questions in a 

             18            room waiting, we have that for math.  So beyond the 

             19            classroom itself, beyond the direct instruction of 

             20            the teacher, students from 8:00 to 4:00 have an 

             21            opportunity to go in to have individual tutoring.  

             22            There may be another student in there already, so 

             23            maybe it's not then individual; but there is a 

             24            tutoring opportunity that is different than I think 

             25            most could say.  And that's something that we'll 
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              1            continue to staff, and it's 8:00 to 4:00, Monday 

              2            through Thursday, 8:00 to noon on Friday, where that 

              3            tutoring is constantly available.  So these really 

              4            are the most fundamental things that we should be 

              5            doing to improve for the students on their behalf and 

              6            in our service to them. 

              7                 I would like for the Board to note, if I could 

              8            add, 38% of our new high school students came to us 

              9            credit deficient -- 38%.  So I think we have to see, 

             10            if I could suggest, it's important to note that how 

             11            the school is serving is not -- in a lot of cases is 

             12            serving students who are looking for potentially even 

             13            a final possibility when you see 38% of students who 

             14            come in credit deficient.  I would note also we're 

             15            now at 15% special education, so that number 

             16            continues to rise.  And, finally, in one grade in our 

             17            high school we were as high as 20% of students 

             18            qualifying for services within special education this 

             19            year in our first year of high school, so it will be 

             20            a challenge.  But I can tell you that we have a team 

             21            that will not lie down and that with all their hearts 

             22            will fight for these students and will fight for how 

             23            we will be effective in our service.   

             24                 There is a larger presentation that I could move 

             25            into if the Board -- I would really defer to the 
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              1            Board, if the Board would wish to see the larger 

              2            presentation or take up these pieces that were issues 

              3            of discussion in the March meeting. 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, that pretty much used 

              5            up 20 minutes already, so I don't know if we want to 

              6            go beyond that.  Let me ask at this point, Dr. Sides, 

              7            is there anyone here that is wanting to speak in 

              8            opposition? 

              9                 MS. HOGUE:  No. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No one signed up.  No one 

             11            has indicated any opposition.  All right.  So under 

             12            the procedural rules, you would have 5 additional 

             13            minutes.  Of course, no one has spoken in opposition, 

             14            but if you want to take a few more minutes to wrap 

             15            up, you may, or you may just want to answer questions 

             16            from the Board. 

             17                 DR. SIDES:  Certainly.  I defer to the Board -- 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay. 

             19                 DR. SIDES:  -- and we'll take questions at this 

             20            time. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So are there 

             22            any questions from any of the board members about 

             23            this item?  Okay.  Ms. Zook, do you want to go ahead 

             24            and start? 

             25                 MS. ZOOK:  I guess my question is for Ms. Clay.  
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              1            I have some questions about the special education 

              2            piece, but I did not alert anybody to that ahead of 

              3            time.  So it has dawned on me now that I probably 

              4            cannot ask those questions, because it's outside of 

              5            what we asked him to be prepared for. 

              6                 MS. CLAY:  I think you can ask any question that 

              7            you want.  The hearing today is meant to be -- it's a 

              8            legal term, but a de novo hearing, so you're starting 

              9            from scratch.  So anything is fair game that you need 

             10            to get -- to clarify and help you with your decision. 

             11                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Then I have a question.  Okay.  

             12            I see that it says that you're in substantial 

             13            compliance with special ed., which I'm assuming 

             14            that's the instructional piece.  But if a teacher 

             15            thinks that a child needs to be referred for service, 

             16            or if a parent of one of your students does, how do 

             17            you go about having that referral conference?  And 

             18            then, subsequent to that, if the referral conference 

             19            committee decides the child needs to have 

             20            evaluations, how do you make sure that happens?  And 

             21            then, if the evaluations determine the placement 

             22            conference, who all is involved?  How does that 

             23            process work in a virtual academy type situation? 

             24                 DR. SIDES:  Sure.  We follow the regulatory 

             25            authority, the legal authority of IDEA, and every 
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              1            protocol set forth there.  If there were a 

              2            recommendation, then we would follow the normal 

              3            sequence and process there, following timelines.  

              4            Related services is probably something that may 

              5            interest you in terms of how we provide related 

              6            service to these students.  And so we find locally 

              7            providers for related services for therapies that may 

              8            be needed in accordance with the IEP.  An IEP team 

              9            meets just the same way that you would in any bricks-

             10            and-mortar.  Our special programs manager is here.  

             11            She may want to add to anything and would need to be 

             12            sworn in for this.  But depending on, you know, 

             13            whether or not the school level leader would be 

             14            involved in the IEP meeting, special programs manager 

             15            is involved, the special education teacher, the 

             16            general education teacher, the parent, basically the 

             17            IEP team.  And the IEP's are just the way that they 

             18            would be in bricks-and-mortar, but also considering 

             19            the setting itself. 

             20                 MS. ZOOK:  Do you contract for your evaluations 

             21            to others? 

             22                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, ma'am. 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  And how do you work with the 

             24            manipulative part, the gross development, the fine 

             25            motor development?  How are those incorporated into 
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              1            the classroom and the instruction for the child?  And 

              2            I see she's standing, so -- we get these two special 

              3            ed. people talking -- if you want to defer to her, 

              4            it's fine. 

              5                 DR. SIDES:  Okay. 

              6                 MS. BRANCH:  And I actually was not sworn in, so 

              7            I need to do that first. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Come on up here and 

              9            I'll be happy to.  Get on up.  All right.  Raise your 

             10            right hand.  Do you swear or affirm the testimony 

             11            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth, 

             12            and nothing but the truth? 

             13                 MS. BRANCH:  Yes, sir. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  State your 

             15            name.  Grab that mic by the base; don't grab it up -- 

             16            there you go. 

             17                 MS. BRANCH:  Okay. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  State your name and you're 

             19            recognized. 

             20                 MS. BRANCH:  I'm Alison Branch.  I'm the special 

             21            programs manager here at the school.  And to walk you 

             22            through the steps, we do exactly what a brick-and-

             23            mortar school does.  If a parent comes to us or if 

             24            data is showing a referral may be needed, then a 

             25            special ed. teacher is assigned to that student and 
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              1            we start the process.  We complete all paperwork and 

              2            all the timelines that are in place.  And then when 

              3            we get to that point of having the meeting we have 

              4            all the appropriate team members in place, a gen. ed. 

              5            teacher, an LEA supervisor sits in on it, as well as 

              6            the special ed. teacher and the parent.  And since we 

              7            have moved into high school, if the child is 

              8            available and is older, we encourage the parent and 

              9            the child attend is well.  So then we distribute all 

             10            the data that's brought to us.  And if it looks like 

             11            an evaluation is truly needed, then, yes, ma'am, we 

             12            do contract out for an evaluation.  We have school 

             13            psychologists across the state that we work with and 

             14            they meet the child in a convenient location, a 

             15            library or somewhere in their area, and they complete 

             16            all the necessary evaluations.  If it was for speech 

             17            or OT or PT, we would have that type evaluation 

             18            completed as well.  And then once we come back and 

             19            review the data in that primary conference, if it 

             20            looks like services are needed and the child is 

             21            eligible, then we go through that process.  We go 

             22            ahead and place them with the appropriate minutes or 

             23            we place them with a provider.  As Dr. Sides is 

             24            saying, we do contract with all of our providers 

             25            across the state, so we just set up an initial 
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              1            meeting for that provider to reach back out to the 

              2            family, and they set up a convenient time for 

              3            services to begin.  Once all of that is in place, 

              4            then we just begin teaching the child.  And if it is 

              5            a student that can attend all of their general ed. 

              6            classes and get that additional support from our 

              7            special ed., then we highly encourage that.  Or, if 

              8            it's a student who is just severely deficient then 

              9            they have a lot more time with our special ed. 

             10            teachers.   

             11                 I know you were asking about how do we insure 

             12            some of the skills are being met that they're 

             13            deficient in.  I can give one example, is I have a 

             14            teacher who has a child that is hearing impaired, and 

             15            so in their home they have all the necessary 

             16            equipment to be able to hear the teacher.  And she 

             17            uses her webcam every time so he's able to read her 

             18            lips.  And the parent sits right there with her and 

             19            so if there's any miscommunication the parent is able 

             20            to help us with that relationship as well.  But he's 

             21            on the peck system and so as you're in our lightboard 

             22            room, our virtual classroom, that's what she loads on 

             23            her PowerPoint and then she has the tools to point or 

             24            she can talk to him face-to-face through a webcam.  

             25            So all of our services are delivered that way, except 
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              1            for those students who need extreme PT or OT or 

              2            speech, and then we have face-to-face providers we 

              3            work with as well. 

              4                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I know the law requires free 

              5            and appropriate and the least restrictive 

              6            environment.  So have y'all been challenged on the 

              7            lease restrictive environment part? 

              8                 DR. SIDES:  No, ma'am. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  I pray that you don't. 

             10                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, ma'am. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony. 

             12                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Just to 

             13            follow-up on Ms. Zook's question, I noted that you 

             14            are supposed to have a special ed. -- oh, excuse me  

             15            here -- the special ed., you're going to be monitored 

             16            on December -- between December 1 and January 9.  Has 

             17            that taken place? 

             18                 MS. BRANCH:  Yes, ma'am.  It has been in place.  

             19            We've been working very closely with Kristin Hughes 

             20            through it, and actually we have until April 20th to 

             21            upload all of our final documents or make any 

             22            corrections to their findings that have been found at 

             23            this point.  And I believe April 24th is when we'll 

             24            get our final notification wrapping up the 

             25            monitoring. 
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              1                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Thank you. 

              2                 MS. BRANCH:  Yes, ma'am. 

              3                 MS. MAHONY:  And, Dr. Sides, I thought this was 

              4            really interesting that you're hiring a truancy 

              5            coordinator and it says your attendance rate is 

              6            98.2%.  So a lot of schools out there would like to 

              7            have that attendance level.  Can you kind of follow-

              8            through on that?  Why would you be bringing in a -- 

              9                 DR. SIDES:  Well, we just want to make sure that 

             10            there's no disconnect between -- when we have 

             11            discussed the withdrawals, as we did. 

             12                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh. 

             13                 DR. SIDES:  How students transition between our 

             14            school and then, you know, potentially back to the 

             15            local bricks-and-mortar, they would serve in that 

             16            regard to smooth that transition to serve as our 

             17            point of communication.  But further, if we were to 

             18            find that, you know, a student were enrolled in the 

             19            school but not attending, then they would immediately 

             20            be deployed.  And so it's different 9-11.  Now that 

             21            we have our first high school grades, 9, 10, now that 

             22            we have our first high school grades, and the role of 

             23            that truancy coordinator is very much focused on 

             24            making sure that the students are in class; if 

             25            they're not, that we're quickly right there to deal 
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              1            with that. 

              2                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And just a couple more 

              3            questions.  Your withdrawal rate at some point in two 

              4            or three of those areas was 62% to 67%, which is very 

              5            worrisome.  And then when I'm looking at your 

              6            enrollment, your African American was at 144 and 

              7            white students were at 1,337.  So have you made any 

              8            efforts to recruit more African American or are they 

              9            not applying or can you enlarge -- 

             10                 DR. SIDES:  I can say that the marketing effort 

             11            that has been done for the school has been robust.  

             12            It's been something that I think many of us may have 

             13            all seen on television and ads.  So, you know, 

             14            television reaches any population and all 

             15            populations; the marketing effort there, you know, is 

             16            present.  And so then it's just a question of 

             17            choosing this path, yes or no, in terms of enrollment 

             18            and such.  With regard to withdrawals -- let me just 

             19            stop there.  Did I answer your question in terms of 

             20            how we -- in terms of our outreach?  Because it -- 

             21            have you seen the K-12 ad? 

             22                 MS. MAHONY:  I haven't seen your ads. 

             23                 DR. SIDES:  Okay.  I think that in many cases, 

             24            you know, many would have seen them, but that's our 

             25            greatest outreach.  And I think that many would argue 
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              1            that television is -- you know -- it's great; it has 

              2            as great of access as anything that might otherwise 

              3            be done.  It's done equally by network.  I'm not a 

              4            marketing person, but I can tell you that I have 

              5            observed widespread marketing; so therefore, I would 

              6            believe that the word is out via television ads. 

              7                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And then can you tell me 

              8            about the withdrawal?  Now, usually you see that at 

              9            the high school level where kids start to withdraw to 

             10            participate in sports and activities in high school.  

             11            But that number was up as well. 

             12                 DR. SIDES:  I think that the withdrawals are all 

             13            related to the list of things that I discussed.  I 

             14            think that our readiness to execute our -- you know  

             15            -- just our overall provision in terms of how we 

             16            would provide support, the things that we now have 

             17            deployed in terms of training, in terms of the 

             18            immediacy of our response.  I think all these things 

             19            are inputs.  But further, it was a completely new 

             20            thing for many families that they just simply didn't 

             21            know what the school -- what it really meant in terms 

             22            of their time commitment, where -- how much 

             23            flexibility really is here and, you know, how static 

             24            really is the schedule; and the answer is it's 

             25            static.  We can be flexible, and we have the 
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              1            opportunity to accommodate therapies and those sorts 

              2            of things.  But at the end of the day, there is, you 

              3            know, a somewhat rigid schedule, if I might say, that 

              4            a student must follow, just as any student would, and 

              5            that is our responsibility.  So I think 

              6            misunderstanding, not knowing really what this is 

              7            going to mean, in terms of my commitment also as the 

              8            learning coach, because it's hard work.  And so all 

              9            those things -- I'm not saying that they're not up to 

             10            the challenge; I know that they are.  But I think all 

             11            these things, the newness, made a tremendous 

             12            difference, our readiness, and our message, how we 

             13            share that message in advance with every applicant -- 

             14            to every applicant, so that we tell our very best 

             15            truth of what it means to learn virtually, in 

             16            advance.   

             17                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you. 

             18                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, ma'am. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Mr. Crossley. 

             20                 MR. CROSSLEY:  You mentioned that you conduct 

             21            observations using the TESS model.  Is that correct? 

             22                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, sir. 

             23                 MR. CROSSLEY:  So a quick question.  How does 

             24            Domain 2 and Domain 3, engaging in instruction, look 

             25            differently than maybe a brick-and-mortar school 
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              1            would look?  I understand -- I think I understand 

              2            Domain 1 and 4, how that could be very similar, but 

              3            Domain 2 and 3 seem like they might have differences, 

              4            very striking differences.  How do you view that and 

              5            how does that play into the observation piece? 

              6                 DR. SIDES:  Okay.  I myself am not doing those 

              7            observations in the classroom.  So what I want to do 

              8            is I want to get someone who can give you the very 

              9            most complete answer to your question. 

             10                 MS. BINGAMAN:  I'm Mitzi Bingaman.  I'm 

             11            assistant academic administrator, grades 7 to 10.  

             12            And we look a lot at student engagement and 

             13            questioning, lots of different questioning 

             14            techniques; there are different things within the 

             15            technology that we can bring inside the online 

             16            platform; we can have students go out to a secondary 

             17            site where they can answer questions a different way.  

             18            Teachers, obviously, put together their presentation 

             19            and seeing how much that really engages the student, 

             20            seeing what the teachers do to reach out to those 

             21            kids to make a connection since they are virtual 

             22            plays into that model as well.  So, you know, they 

             23            know them by name; they know them by family; they 

             24            know their family circumstances in a way that we 

             25            often don't do in brick-and-mortar, and that plays 
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              1            into those pieces as well. 

              2                 MR. CROSSLEY:  A very real part of classroom 

              3            expertise in the brick-and-mortar system is the 

              4            monitoring and adjusting that you have to do 

              5            constantly.  I'm not sure that's the same thing 

              6            virtually.  Can you speak to that? 

              7                 MS. BINGAMAN:  Sure.  Whenever they present 

              8            their slides, they can choose what slide to go to 

              9            next.  So if they see that a student has come in and 

             10            maybe they've mastered something ahead of time, they 

             11            can then go around that.  They can also do breakout 

             12            rooms where they take kids in and they can 

             13            differentiate based on where those students are.  And 

             14            so I may have three different groups inside of a 

             15            class, and so I can have things set-up inside those 

             16            breakout rooms and they can differentiate it based 

             17            upon what I know the needs of those students are. 

             18                 MR. CROSSLEY:  So in a traditional classroom 

             19            where I may do breakout sessions on the fly, you can 

             20            do the same thing virtually? 

             21                 MS. BINGAMAN:  Yes, absolutely. 

             22                 MR. CROSSLEY:  All right.  Okay.  Thank you. 

             23                 MS. BINGAMAN:  Uh-huh. 

             24                 MR. CROSSLEY:  Appreciate it. 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other -- 
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              1            are you okay, Sharon? 

              2                 COURT REPORTER:  Yes.  She wasn't sworn in. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, she was. 

              4                 COURT REPORTER:  Mitzy Bingaman was? 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  She stood up.     

              6                 COURT REPORTER:  Okay. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah, she was one of the 

              8            originals. 

              9                 COURT REPORTER:  My apologies.   

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's all right.  I need 

             11            you to keep an eye on me. 

             12                 COURT REPORTER:  I didn't see her.  I'm sorry. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  The other woman wasn't.  We 

             14            got her.   

             15                 COURT REPORTER:  Okay. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Anything -- any 

             17            other questions?  Okay.  Ms. Zook, you're recognized 

             18            for a motion. 

             19                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we accept Virtual Academy 

             20            and -- for the five-year renewal with the waiver. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is that the 

             22            motion, Ms. Clay or Ms. Hogue?  Is that the proper 

             23            motion on this?  Does that do what we're trying to do 

             24            as far as -- 

             25                 MS. CLAY:  Yes. 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- essentially affirm what 

              2            the Charter Authorizing Panel did? 

              3                 MS. CLAY:  Yes.  I wasn't entirely clear on what 

              4            "with the waiver meant," but essentially affirming 

              5            the decision of the Charter Panel. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Five-year renewal; I guess 

              7            the cap was 2,000; and whatever waivers were granted 

              8            with the application, to the extent there were 

              9            waivers? 

             10                 MS. CLAY:  Yes. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right. 

             12                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  And Ms. Saviers 

             14            seconds Ms. Zook's motion.  Jeremy, you've got a 

             15            puzzled look. 

             16                 MR. LASITER:  I always have a puzzled look, Mr. 

             17            Chairman. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Nothing to do with this, 

             19            right?   

             20                 MR. LASITER:  No, sir. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  We have 

             22            a motion and a second.  Is there any discussion?  All 

             23            right.  Hearing none, all those in favor say "aye." 

             24                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any opposed?  All right.  
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              1            Dr. Sides, congratulations. 

              2                 DR. SIDES:  Thank you, sir. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Go forth and do good work. 

              4                 DR. SIDES:  Thank you to the Board. 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you for being here. 

              6  A-8:  CONSIDERATION OF ARKANSAS GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL 2016-2018 

              7  PROPOSALS 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  That brings us 

              9            to item A-8, which is the Governor's School proposal.  

             10            Correct? 

             11                 DR. STEIN:  Yes, sir. 

             12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, Ms. Stein, finally. 

             13                 DR. STEIN:  Finally. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  You're before us. 

             15                 DR. STEIN:  It's been a long day. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah. 

             17                 DR. STEIN:  Good afternoon to the Board.  Every 

             18            three years it's necessary to do site selection for 

             19            Arkansas Governor's School, and we are going into our 

             20            36th year now.  In November, our request for 

             21            proposals was sent out to all presidents of our four-

             22            year colleges within the state and there was a 

             23            deadline in February, and we received only one 

             24            proposal and that was from Hendrix College.  And so 

             25            that proposal has been reviewed and we are now asking 
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              1            for you to confirm Hendrix as the host for Arkansas 

              2            Governor's School for 2016 through 2018. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you. 

              4                 MS. NEWTON:  Mr. Chair, I have a motion. 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Dr. 

              6            Stein.  Apparently, there are no questions.  Let the 

              7            record reflect that Dr. Barth is not participating in 

              8            this vote.  I'm pretty sure he would recuse if he 

              9            were here.  And so Ms. Newton has moved that we 

             10            approve the proposal for Hendrix College to host the 

             11            Arkansas Governor's School for 2016-2018.  Is there a 

             12            second? 

             13                 MS. MAHONY:  Second. 

             14                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second. 

             15                 MS. REITH:  Second. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. -- I think Ms. -- all 

             17            right.  Ms. Mahony made the second.  We had a tussle 

             18            for it, but we're giving it to Ms. Mahony.  Is there 

             19            any discussion?  Hearing none, all in favor say 

             20            "aye." 

             21                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you, 

             23            Dr. Stein.  And by the way, I do know your son.  He's 

             24            -- 

             25                 DR. STEIN:  I know that.  We just try not to 
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              1            talk about anything about education with him. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, I'm not sure how to 

              3            take that.   

              4                 DR. STEIN:  No conflicts of interest. 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No, there's no conflicts.  

              6            Her son is an attorney in our firm, and a very fine 

              7            one.  

              8  A-9:  CONSIDERATION OF RECOMMENDATION OF NEW PRAXIS TEST OF 

              9  ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE (TOEFL) LICENSURE TEST 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So that brings 

             11            us to item A-9, which is the Recommendation for the 

             12            New Praxis Test of English as a Foreign Language 

             13            Licensure Test.  Mr. Rowland. 

             14                 MR. ROWLAND:  Yes, sir.  Good afternoon, all.  

             15            This is the TOEFL test.  In addition to current 

             16            licensure requirements, the Department and the PLSB 

             17            have recommended that teachers from other countries  

             18            -- excuse me -- teachers from other countries seeking 

             19            an Arkansas educator license be required to pass the 

             20            TOEFL.  It is a widely accepted English language 

             21            proficiency test from the Educational Testing 

             22            Service.  Department personnel recommends TOEFL cut 

             23            scores of 17, Arkansas institutions of higher 

             24            education.  We eliminated the high and low scores, 

             25            and the average passing score of 76.  So we recommend 
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              1            that 76 is the cut score for the TOEFL. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are there any 

              3            questions?  Mr. Davis. 

              4                 MR. DAVIS:  Yes.  Just a quick question in 

              5            regards to that cut score in surrounding states.  Do 

              6            you have an understanding of what their cut scores 

              7            look like? 

              8                 MR. ROWLAND:  There was no multistate standard 

              9            setting study for the TOEFL.  So what we did was went 

             10            to each university and saw what their cut score was, 

             11            consulted with Educational Testing and they agreed 

             12            that 76 was a good place to start. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Other questions?  Ms. 

             14            Reith. 

             15                 MS. REITH:  Just quickly, piggy-backing off 

             16            that.  So we didn't previously have a cut score or -- 

             17                 MR. ROWLAND:  Correct. 

             18                 MS. REITH:  Okay. 

             19                 MR. ROWLAND:  Correct. 

             20                 MS. REITH:  So this -- 

             21                 MR. ROWLAND:  This is a new test. 

             22                 MS. REITH:  -- is the first time.  Okay. 

             23                 MR. ROWLAND:  Yes, ma'am. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other 

             25            question?  Okay.  So, Ms. Newton, did you make a 
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              1            motion? 

              2                 MS. NEWTON:  I did.   

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

              4                 MS. NEWTON:  I move to accept it. 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  She moves to accept it. 

              6                 MS. REITH:  Second. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And Ms. Saviers seconded 

              8            Ms. Newton's motion.  Is there any discussion? 

              9                 MS. NEWTON:  Actually, Ms. Reith seconded. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh.  Ms. Reith seconded it?  

             11            All right.  Let the record reflect that it wasn't Ms. 

             12            Saviers; it was Ms. Reith that made the second.  Is 

             13            there any discussion?  All those in favor say "aye." 

             14                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  All right.  

             16  A-10:  CONSIDER RECOMMENDATION OF THE NEW PRAXIS ASSESSMENT OF 

             17  SIGNED COMMUNICATION-AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE (0632) 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you have another one, A-

             19            10? 

             20                 MR. ROWLAND:  I do. 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  This is the 

             22            Communication-American Sign Language Praxis 

             23            Assessment. 

             24                 MR. ROWLAND:  Yes, sir.  Act 328 provides 

             25            authority for Arkansas public schools to offer 
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              1            American Sign Language as a credit-bearing modern 

              2            foreign language.  The new educator license requires 

              3            a content assessment, so ETS has a test available, 

              4            the Praxis Assessment of Signed Communication-

              5            American Sign Language (0632).  Department personnel 

              6            reviewed the national test data (inaudible) possible 

              7            cut score of 2.5 from a 5.0 scale.  So the Department 

              8            is recommending adopting the Praxis Assessment of 

              9            Signed Communication-American Sign Language with a 

             10            cut score of 2.5, effective immediately. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are there any 

             12            questions for Mr. Rowland?   

             13                 MS. NEWTON:  I move approval. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Newton moves approval. 

             15                 MR. DAVIS:  Second. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And Mr. Davis seconds that 

             17            motion.  Is there any discussion?  All in favor say 

             18            "aye." 

             19                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you, 

             21            Mr. Rowland. 

             22                 MR. ROWLAND:  Thank you. 

             23  A-11:  CONSIDERATION FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: PROPOSED REVISION OF 

             24  THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION STANDARDS FOR EDUCATIONAL 

             25  INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLITERATORS 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  That brings us 

              2            to A-11, which is the Consideration for Public 

              3            Comment, the Revision to the Standards for 

              4            Educational Interpreters and Transliterators, 

              5            whatever that is.   

              6                 MS. SALAS-FORD:  Yes, sir.  Good afternoon, 

              7            Chairman Ledbetter, Members of the Board, 

              8            Commissioner Key.  The Department is asking approval 

              9            to put out for public comment our proposed revisions.  

             10            In 2013, a law was passed issuing new licensure 

             11            requirements for the Department of Health.  And so we 

             12            wanted to amend our standards for school districts to 

             13            employ interpreters to align with those new 

             14            requirements of licensure. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any questions?  These are 

             16            rules for public comment, of course.  So anybody want 

             17            to move these out for public comment, Ms. Mahony? 

             18                 MS. MAHONY:  I will.      

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             20                 MS. MAHONY:  So moved. 

             21                 MS. NEWTON:  And I second. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton 

             23            seconded Ms. Mahony's motion.  Is there any 

             24            discussion?  Hearing none, all in favor say "aye." 

             25                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you, 

              2            ma'am. 

              3                 MS. SALAS-FORD:  Thank you. 

              4  A-12:  CONSIDERATION FOR FINAL APPROVAL: ADE RULES GOVERNING 

              5  STANDARDS FOR ACCREDITATION OF ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND 

              6  SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  A-12, Final Approval, the 

              8            Rules for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools 

              9            and School Districts.  Ms. Freno.  Good afternoon. 

             10                 MS. FRENO:  Thank you, Mr. Ledbetter.  Lori 

             11            Freno with the Department of Education.  These are 

             12            the -- we're seeking consideration for final approval 

             13            on the rules for standards of accreditation.  And if 

             14            anyone has any questions, I'd be more than happy to 

             15            answer those. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Mahony, 

             17            you're recognized. 

             18                 MS. MAHONY:  You know, I started reading all the 

             19            comments in the back before I started at the front of 

             20            this bill, and they kept talking about the 38 units, 

             21            38 units.  When you add these units up, there are 39-

             22            1/2 units, which is the reason why I keep going back 

             23            to 38 units. 

             24                 MS. FRENO:  I'm going to have to ask one of my 

             25            colleagues to help me with this.  But it's my 
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              1            understanding the 38 units hasn't changed.  The 

              2            situation is one math or one science course can be -- 

              3            the computer science course can be substituted for 

              4            either the math or the science.  But the 38, that's 

              5            not a change. 

              6                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  But when you add these up, 

              7            there's 39-1/2 units there, not 38.  And I understand 

              8            where we're going with the computer science -- 

              9            because I have a question on that as well.  But I 

             10            didn't -- you know -- Junction City, I do know my 

             11            math, but when you go back through all these numbers 

             12            there are 39-1/2, not 38. 

             13                 MS. FRENO:  And I will happily yield the floor 

             14            to Dr. Jones. 

             15                 DR. JONES:  I would have to review that.  We did 

             16            not increase credits, and I'm not sure -- are you 

             17            looking at a half-credit there, for example -- 

             18                 MS. MAHONY:  I'm looking at the 6, that's 

             19            Language Arts.  Okay.  And we start on Section 903.4.  

             20            Then, oral communications -- when you add all these 

             21            up, five units, science -- you're at 11 then; 6 units 

             22            of math, we're at 17; a unit of computer science, 

             23            you're at 18; foreign language, 2 units, you're at 

             24            20; fine arts, you're at 23-1/2; and computer apps, 

             25            you're at 24-1/2; social studies are four more, 
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              1            that's 28-1/2 -- and Ms. Barnes is going to correct 

              2            me back there, but economics is a half, so you're at 

              3            29; you add another half unit on your health and 

              4            safety education, physical -- whatever, career and 

              5            technical, it's 39-1/2. 

              6                 MS. BARNES:  Okay.  Annette Barnes, of course.  

              7            Good afternoon -- 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Good afternoon. 

              9                 MS. BARNES:  -- Chair and Commissioner and Board 

             10            Members.  I was listening to you as you were 

             11            counting. 

             12                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh. 

             13                 MS. BARNES:  But I was also trying to take into 

             14            consideration some of those that have to be offered 

             15            now. 

             16                 MS. MAHONY:  Right. 

             17                 MS. BARNES:  And so because of that, that does 

             18            not mean they have to be taught.  The 38 units are 

             19            what has to be taught.  

             20                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh. 

             21                 MS. BARNES:  Some of these can count for -- so 

             22            when you have six math's, within those six math's we 

             23            now have the option to count computer science as a 

             24            math, depending on whether or not the student -- I 

             25            mean, the teacher is a math certified teacher for the 
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              1            students for required math credits.  So you will see 

              2            some padding in there, but it's not adding to the 

              3            actual required number that a district has to teach, 

              4            the 38. 

              5                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay. 

              6                 MS. BARNES:  So I will -- I mean, I'll go back 

              7            and take a look at it to see how it -- how it stacks 

              8            up to be 39-1/2.  But those halves can be situations 

              9            where it could count for that half, if you teach it, 

             10            and if a social studies person was trying to teach 

             11            with respect to the economics.  So it could count 

             12            that way and that's what I'm trying to reconcile as 

             13            I'm thinking through what you just read off. 

             14                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And at 903.44, computer 

             15            science, one unit, it doesn't say that this is 

             16            mandatory.  But computer programming is what it 

             17            describes; it doesn't describe computer science.  So 

             18            the definition is wrong, and it's not a computer 

             19            programming -- it is not a natural science.  So then 

             20            you've knocked yourself down to two natural sciences 

             21            in the high school. 

             22                 DR. JONES:  That's correct.  Maybe -- you 

             23            haven't knocked all kids down to that because it is a 

             24            choice. 

             25                 MS. MAHONY:  It's a choice; it's not mandatory? 
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              1                 DR. JONES:  And the computer science is not 

              2            mandatory.  According to the new law, students may 

              3            elect to take one of four computer science courses.  

              4            And I can name them:  AP computer science; Essentials 

              5            of Computer Science, which is the coding; the 

              6            Computer Science in Mathematics; or IB Computer 

              7            Science.  And students who elect to take that may 

              8            elect to take that in place of one of the four 

              9            required math's or in place of one of the three 

             10            required science's. 

             11                 MS. MAHONY:  But when you actually do that, Dr. 

             12            Jones, you really are knocking off -- and several of 

             13            the comments in the back were about the fact that for 

             14            students to be prepared at college level they needed 

             15            those three natural science classes.  And this -- 

             16            computer programming is not a natural science. 

             17                 DR. JONES:  We -- I don't know that this was 

             18            shared with you, but we studied what other states are 

             19            doing with computer science across the nation. 

             20                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh. 

             21                 DR. JONES:  And many other states use it in 

             22            place of math, they're using it in place -- 

             23                 MS. MAHONY:  Right. 

             24                 DR. JONES:  -- of science, or both.  So there is 

             25            other interpretation across the states. 
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              1                 MS. MAHONY:  So maybe we might need to go back 

              2            and re-do the definition of exactly what you're 

              3            expecting under computer science, because it does say 

              4            coding under there. 

              5                 DR. JONES:  It is coding. 

              6                 MS. MAHONY:  Well -- 

              7                 DR. JONES:  One of the classes is coding. 

              8                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  So coding -- coding is not  

              9            -- I mean, it's not a natural science class, so -- 

             10            but the other thing that's in here too is under 

             11            weighted classes for AP.  And if you'll remember, we 

             12            started looking particularly at KIPP schools; they're 

             13            not trained; their teachers are not AP certified, and 

             14            all the other -- the rest of those teachers -- but 

             15            this says you can't offer weighted credit in AP if 

             16            you don't have AP certified teachers.  So does that 

             17            waiver need to be listed under here, as well? 

             18                 DR. JONES:  That's a charter issue.  I'm not 

             19            sure about that.  But in order for them to offer AP, 

             20            they do have to be certified teachers.  And so -- 

             21                 MS. BARNES:  We want the students to get a 

             22            weight there. 

             23                 MS. MAHONY:  Well, but we let them say that they 

             24            had enough training not to have to take that AP 

             25            certification.  I don't know why you wouldn't do it 
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              1            for the benefit of your students, but that's been -- 

              2            anybody remember that besides me -- Ms. Zook -- that 

              3            they did not.  And it was particularly the KIPP 

              4            school did not want to have their teachers AP 

              5            certified, but they were going to let them teach AP. 

              6                 MS. ZOOK:  I think they were going to be 

              7            certified by a different -- 

              8                 MS. MAHONY:  They were using TFA's. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  They were certified by different 

             10            routes, so they wanted that to be considered AP 

             11            certification. 

             12                 DR. JONES:  I would have to go back and study 

             13            the specifics of that.  But it is required that -- in 

             14            public schools that they be certified with AP 

             15            training -- 

             16                 MS. MAHONY:  Right. 

             17                 DR. JONES:  -- in order to get the weighted 

             18            credit.  And if there is a waiver to the contrary on 

             19            that with a charter, I'll have to go back and review 

             20            that. 

             21                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Could you also re-do the 

             22            definition of computer science? 

             23                 DR. JONES:  Let's speak a little bit further 

             24            about that -- 

             25                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay. 
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              1                 DR. JONES:  -- so I can clearly understand what 

              2            you're looking for there. 

              3                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you. 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So does that mean we're 

              5            going to pull this down?  Is that what we just 

              6            decided, or did I miss something? 

              7                 MS. MAHONY:  Can we table it? 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well -- 

              9                 DR. JONES:  Well, really, we do need to take 

             10            action on this.  It was the intention of the bill 

             11            writers that this -- and we had lots of discussion 

             12            about this, shall it just be counted as math, shall 

             13            it be counted as a science, and the bill writers were 

             14            pretty insistent that it be counted as either.  It is 

             15            not a natural science; it is not saying that it is a 

             16            natural science.  It's saying that it serves as a 

             17            replacement for one of the three sciences.  And the 

             18            same is the case with the mathematics.  It's not 

             19            saying it's a fourth math; it's saying it's a 

             20            replacement for one of the four math's, which is not 

             21            uncommon in some of the other states. 

             22                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  But with Smart Core you have 

             23            to have three units of natural science.  

             24                 DR. JONES:  Well, no.  We met as a group with 

             25            Higher Ed. and had that discussion, and we talked 
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              1            about that as far as it met its requirements.  We 

              2            looked at NCAA requirements.  And Higher Ed. said, 

              3            "You set the definition of Smart Core."  And this 

              4            does change the definition.  It says, "All students 

              5            will either have four maths or they'll have three 

              6            maths with this computer science.  All students will 

              7            have three sciences or they'll have two sciences plus 

              8            this computer science."  Is that clear?  It's not a 

              9            replacement; it's not intended to be the same 

             10            content.  It is a recognition of the job market and 

             11            preparing students for the job market. 

             12                 MS. REITH:  Well -- 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Hang on. 

             14                 MS. REITH:  Sorry. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Are you done, Ms. Mahony? 

             16                 MS. MAHONY:  Yeah.  I'm pondering now. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Reith, now you 

             18            can -- 

             19                 MS. REITH:  As Ms. Mahony ponders, just as sort 

             20            of a follow-up on the college piece, just because I 

             21            do have the privilege of having a member of my family 

             22            that is part of the engineering school here at the U 

             23            of A and responsible for seeing a lot of these 

             24            applicants.  Does this affect their ability to apply 

             25            and get accepted into colleges?  Because so many 
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              1            colleges do require three natural sciences.  What 

              2            does your research, I guess, show there? 

              3                 DR. JONES:  And it was at the table with the 

              4            Higher Ed., U of A and many others, and that was my 

              5            question specifically.  This affects the application 

              6            for Smart Core.  I just did this with my son and they 

              7            said, "No, you decide as a State Board what we 

              8            require as our entry requirement."  And so when we 

              9            make this change they will make that accommodation on 

             10            their application process.  And we talked about out-

             11            of-state and students have -- some out-of-state 

             12            institutions require the same thing, the three 

             13            sciences.  However, many other states are using 

             14            computer science as a replacement too.  And so a 

             15            student just has to be educated; know about the 

             16            schools you're going to apply to, and make sure that 

             17            you're receiving those.  This does not eliminate the 

             18            possibility for a student to still take three 

             19            sciences.  They may choose to take three sciences 

             20            plus computer science.  What it does is offer 

             21            students a choice.  If that is their field of study, 

             22            computer science, and they don't -- they want to take 

             23            other things -- athletics, for example -- then it 

             24            offers them the opportunity to pursue computer 

             25            science and still be a Smart Core completer. 
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              1                 MS. MAHONY:  Without the three units of science, 

              2            natural science? 

              3                 DR. JONES:  Maybe two. 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Let me just 

              5            remind everyone we have a court reporter and she can 

              6            only take down one person speaking at a time.  I 

              7            don't know if y'all remembered Judge Griffin's rule, 

              8            the basis for that rule.  All right.  Sharon, do you 

              9            agree? 

             10                 COURT REPORTER:  I appreciate that. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are there any 

             12            other questions?  Mr. Davis. 

             13                 MR. DAVIS:  And I guess just a point of 

             14            clarification about what you just said.  So in 

             15            regards to certain out-of-state colleges and 

             16            universities, it would be the students -- it would be 

             17            the expectation that the student is fully aware of 

             18            their admission criteria before they decide on which 

             19            course of action to take in regards to scheduling? 

             20                 DR. JONES:  That's correct.  And out-of-state 

             21            institutions vary by their requirements anyway.  And 

             22            so generally students are pursuing that; they're 

             23            knowledgeable about what the school in which they're 

             24            interested in is requiring for admissions. 

             25                 MR. DAVIS:  Under the three natural sciences, 
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              1            was there ever a situation -- and you may not be able 

              2            to answer this, but I'm just not aware of any college 

              3            or university that would not -- that has a standard 

              4            that would not accept the three natural sciences.  It 

              5            appears that the way we had the system set up, the 

              6            students were then prepared to gain admission to 

              7            almost any college or university.  But now, we're 

              8            putting them in a situation of having to gain 

              9            additional information before the application takes 

             10            place.  I know I'm kind of speaking around the issue.  

             11            I can't clearly articulate it, but hopefully you 

             12            understand what I'm getting at. 

             13                 DR. JONES:  Yes.  And that would be for out-of-

             14            state colleges.  For in-state public colleges, they 

             15            will make these changes as we make them with Smart 

             16            Core. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Reith.  Yeah. 

             18                 MS. REITH:  Just to piggyback -- sorry -- I 

             19            looked to you to make sure I was okay to speak.  No, 

             20            but I -- that assumption that the students know 

             21            already, I guess maybe it's because I am somebody 

             22            that went to the public schools here in Arkansas, and 

             23            did end up going out-of-state, and I didn't know 

             24            where I was going or heading or that I had those 

             25            options until it was my junior year.  And so I just 
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              1            would hate for some of our students to be in a place 

              2            of finding out they're not eligible for certain 

              3            programs because they didn't have that information.  

              4            And I guess, again, you know, it's nothing against 

              5            computer science or these opportunities.  And I can 

              6            appreciate the spirit of the law here, but I do get 

              7            concerned.  Yes, I realize that that's going to fix 

              8            itself here locally, but aren't we trying to help 

              9            each of our students, you know, pursue the best 

             10            possible opportunities, whatever that looks like for 

             11            that individual, whether it's here or abroad?  And I 

             12            guess if there is a way -- and it's probably not 

             13            within these rules; maybe it's just maybe a point of 

             14            public record, but I'd like to say this here, whether 

             15            it's with professional development with these 

             16            computer science teachers, whether it's with the 

             17            counselors, but I do think there needs to be some 

             18            education here about that for our students so that 

             19            we're not all of a sudden hearing from parents that, 

             20            "Oh, wait," you know, "Here I thought I was providing 

             21            my child the best opportunity possible, now I find 

             22            out they can't even apply to certain schools."  It's 

             23            sort of the scenario I could envision happening if 

             24            this isn't accompanied with the right sort of PD and 

             25            informational support to counselors. 
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              1                 DR. JONES:  I agree completely and we will make 

              2            every effort through Commissioner's Memo, when this 

              3            passes and changes.  Tomorrow, we'll put it in a 

              4            Commissioner's Memo.  But through all the PD we have 

              5            basically weekly with the co-ops, and through Suzanne 

              6            Knowles, through our counseling unit we will make 

              7            that very clear.  Because some may know but we can 

              8            never communicate that enough, so we will do that.  

              9            We'll make every effort to do that. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Hold on just a 

             11            second.  Commissioner Key, did you want to add 

             12            something? 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Well, this is one of those 

             14            areas where I had the unique opportunity of actually 

             15            being on the Higher Ed. side when these conversations 

             16            were taking place.  What we found was I believe three 

             17            institutions that actually required Smart Core, but 

             18            they referenced it specifically as Smart Core.  Now 

             19            what they did then was follow below that with 

             20            outlining what Smart Core was.  The University of 

             21            Arkansas/Fayetteville and UALR and ASU were the 

             22            three.  All the rest of those -- all the rest of our 

             23            state institutions did not have that requirement.  

             24            And Higher Education at that time confirmed what Dr. 

             25            Jones said; said if the State Board changes what 
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              1            Smart Core is and how that's defined, we will -- 

              2            we're going to adopt Smart Core, whatever falls under 

              3            that.  The discussion about out-of-state 

              4            institutions, we realized that out-of-state 

              5            institutions can change their admissions criteria and 

              6            they're not going to consult with Arkansas anyway.  

              7            So whether it's this or whether it's some other 

              8            subject matter, there's always that potential of 

              9            students who may go through their high school career 

             10            thinking along the lines that they're going to get 

             11            everything and then have something -- some hiccup in 

             12            that.  And we determined that -- through those 

             13            conversations that although it could happen, the 

             14            likelihood of those students being shut out of any 

             15            out-of-state institution was unlikely because you're 

             16            talking about higher achieving students anyway.  And 

             17            so that -- hopefully, that adds some context from the 

             18            university side of things to the conversation that 

             19            Dr. Jones -- and I recognize, Mr. Chairman, 

             20            Representative Bill Gossage who's here, who was the 

             21            lead author of that legislation, and the 

             22            conversations that we all add together during the 

             23            time this bill was being debated. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And I was going to 

             25            recognize you, Representative Gossage.  I saw you 
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              1            here earlier and I appreciate you for coming back.  

              2            We've been getting into legislative intent today, so 

              3            we might call on you. 

              4                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  I heard what you said 

              5            about it too. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No disrespect. 

              7                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  None taken. 

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Some of us didn't know what 

              9            we intended when we voted. 

             10                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  That's exactly right. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I let Senator Key talk me 

             12            into voting on Act 60, and I wish I hadn't have done 

             13            that.  All right. 

             14                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  He'll lead you astray. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Any other -- Ms. 

             16            Mahony. 

             17                 MS. MAHONY:  You're back to me.  Dr. Jones, are 

             18            we going to change the curriculum for Smart Core 

             19            within this field?  What are we going to do with it? 

             20                 DR. JONES:  Change the curriculum? 

             21                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.  Well, what we have listed 

             22            under Smart Core and Core, and our debate on the 

             23            computer science, are you going to change that within 

             24            the Smart Core and bring it back for the Board to 

             25            look at? 
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              1                 DR. JONES:  No.  If you remember, last month, 

              2            when we introduced the rules and I gave you a very 

              3            rough draft of the changes that would take place with 

              4            Smart Core, we would make those changes if you 

              5            approve the rules changes today.  And basically it 

              6            says on that form replacement for either -- you take 

              7            three of the sciences or you take two of the sciences 

              8            plus this computer science.  Does that answer your 

              9            question? 

             10                 MS. MAHONY:  So you're changing the form that 

             11            goes out to all the schools? 

             12                 DR. JONES:  And the rules. 

             13                 MS. MAHONY:  And the rules.  But they're not 

             14            exactly written in the rules.  You've got me confused 

             15            -- or I have you confused.  What I would like to see 

             16            is a better definition of what the computer science 

             17            is because the way it's listed in here it's just the 

             18            two items.  So that needs to be defined a little 

             19            better.  And then I think you need to go back with 

             20            the Smart Core and say "it's this, this, this, and 

             21            this; this is what your student is signing off on." 

             22                 DR. JONES:  We do that, not necessarily through 

             23            the rules but we have immediate follow-up.  The forms 

             24            are ready to go for distribution, which will be 

             25            attached to the Commissioner's Memo, all of the Smart 
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              1            Core forms.  And it was that table-looking thing 

              2            which is a little bit easier to understand.  If you 

              3            change the wording in the rules, do they have to go 

              4            back out?  Is that -- 

              5                 MS. FRENO:  They'd have to go back out; the 

              6            rules would have to go back out if the changes are 

              7            substantive.  But in this also what the Board can do 

              8            today -- you want a different definition, is what I'm 

              9            hearing, than what Dr. Jones has already written in 

             10            9.03.4.4, just to expand upon the current language of 

             11            one unit of Essentials of Computer Programming or 

             12            other options as approved by the Department.  We 

             13            could just include -- instead of the "options 

             14            approved by the Department," instead of that 

             15            language. 

             16                 MS. MAHONY:  Instead of that language. 

             17                 MS. FRENO:  Or potentially other options later 

             18            down the road. 

             19                 DR. JONES:  As of now, there are four options.  

             20            After the computer task -- the computer science 

             21            taskforce meet, there may be more. 

             22                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay. 

             23                 MS. FRENO:  So we could include those options in 

             24            9.03.4.4, leave the language that says "other options 

             25            as approved by the Department," and probably that 
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              1            would not be a substantive change. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes. 

              3                 MS. MAHONY:  Could we make that change? 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, if there is a motion 

              5            and a second and a majority vote, I think we could 

              6            make that change, is what I'm hearing Ms. Freno say, 

              7            and that it would not be substantive to the extent 

              8            that it would require it to go back out for public 

              9            comment. 

             10                 MS. FRENO:  I think that is correct. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  This has been through -- 

             12            the Bureau of Legislative Research has commented on 

             13            this -- right? -- has commented on this rule, BLR 

             14            has? 

             15                 MS. FRENO:  They have not.  BLR does not comment 

             16            generally on rules.  No, they have not commented -- 

             17            let me -- the package has certainly been filed with 

             18            BLR. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  And they see -- 

             20                 MS. FRENO:  And they've attended the public 

             21            comment hearing. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  And they haven't 

             23            corrected anything that's inconsistent with the 

             24            legislation? 

             25                 MS. FRENO:  No, they have not corrected 
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              1            anything. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Let's not get into 

              3            that.  Representative Gossage, I mean, you were the 

              4            author of this.  Are you hearing anything that causes 

              5            you any heartburn about the proposed rule not being 

              6            consistent with the legislation that you got passed? 

              7                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  No, I don't think so.  

              8            Of course, I missed the first part of your 

              9            conversation. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah. 

             11                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  Whatever would replace 

             12            the fourth math or the third science, which we want 

             13            that to be rigorous.  I think the courses they've 

             14            listed certainly are going to meet that criteria.  

             15            They're not going to be easy courses.  And I think 

             16            anything that's -- we have in the future will fall in 

             17            that same vein.  And just to address very briefly 

             18            some of your concerns, I was a school counselor for 

             19            13 years.  You know, there's a myriad of choices on 

             20            going to school and every college and university has 

             21            different ideas about what students ought to have had 

             22            in high school.  As a school counselor, you 

             23            constantly have to be on your toes when your students 

             24            are looking to attend college in keeping them abreast 

             25            of their needs for where they're thinking about 
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              1            going.  And I understand the concerns that you have.  

              2            But Arkansas is on the forefront with the 

              3            requirements that we have.  This is not going to 

              4            change that, in my opinion.  The state of California 

              5            only requires two math credits; Arkansas requires 

              6            four.  In California public schools, you can require 

              7            a third math or a third course, and it could be 

              8            computer science in mathematics.  I feel very 

              9            comfortable with the legislation.  I try to be a 

             10            minimalist.  I tried to put only those things in the 

             11            legislation that were necessary to cause things to 

             12            happen.  And I wanted the professionals and you folks 

             13            to have your say and your input about the rules to 

             14            make this happen.  When you realize that we require 

             15            four English, four math, three science, and three 

             16            social studies, that's fantastic.  But one of the 

             17            great needs we have in this country right now, we're 

             18            going to be a million computer scientists short in 

             19            year 2020.  We're producing 400,000; we need 1.4 

             20            million.  We have a tremendous opportunity to help 

             21            our children.  I'm not overselling this.  It has been 

             22            -- I completely misjudged this legislation myself.  I 

             23            thought it was really good legislation but after it 

             24            passed, the response that I have gotten from across 

             25            this country has been unbelievable, people contacting 
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              1            this state.  I've had people from foreign countries 

              2            contact me, wanting to know what they can do to be 

              3            involved.  I've never -- I never would have expected 

              4            this.  I really hope that you'll give us a chance.  I 

              5            know that not only you're going to, but I think this 

              6            is going to be one of the best things that we've done 

              7            in sometime.  I really do.   

              8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Well, thank 

              9            you, and thank you for your work on this.  It's 

             10            really important stuff and it's nice to hear the 

             11            recognition that we're getting. 

             12                 Okay.  So what do we want to do?  Ms. Mahony, do 

             13            you want to try to -- 

             14                 MS. MAHONY:  Well, just one further comment. 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah. 

             16                 MS. MAHONY:  When Smart Core says you have to 

             17            have three units of natural science -- okay -- and 

             18            you're going to replace one of those units with 

             19            computer science, it's not a natural science.  See, 

             20            that is a conflict right there, even if we go through 

             21            and list the options.  And I'm talking to science 

             22            chairs and individuals in a lot of the schools that 

             23            call me, so I think that needs to be clarified.  Do 

             24            you see what I'm saying?  When you're saying three 

             25            natural sciences but you can replace it with a 
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              1            computer science, it's not a natural science.  

              2            Somehow that definition needs to be corrected. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  But I don't know 

              4            that that's necessarily a problem because I think we 

              5            can write the rule to make the standards reflect that 

              6            -- you have to have that, but it can be -- so I don't 

              7            know that that's necessarily a problem.  It's -- you 

              8            know -- kind of our intent is to expand this 

              9            opportunity in this area.  Yeah.  And so we're giving 

             10            this option.  That's the legislative prerogative, I 

             11            think, isn't it, Senator Key? 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I mean, they pretty much 

             14            set the -- you know -- we've been through this before 

             15            and we follow their lead on this and give it meaning 

             16            through our rules.  And that's what I think Dr. Jones 

             17            and her team have worked to do and this has gone out, 

             18            and Representative Gossage is here.  And so that's 

             19            why I don't want us to tinker with it too much, and 

             20            that's why I asked him about are we doing something 

             21            that would be inconsistent with that.  So, again, you 

             22            know, I guess we can beat this thing to death; we 

             23            just need to kind of come to some conclusion to make 

             24            sure that we're consistent.  Dr. Jones, do you want 

             25            to say something? 
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              1                 DR. JONES:  I think that I understand your 

              2            concern.  I think we can do some wording on the 

              3            actual draft handout that I handed you last time to 

              4            separate that computer science from the natural 

              5            science so it doesn't appear that's what we're 

              6            calling it. 

              7                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh. 

              8                 DR. JONES:  And this is really the documents 

              9            that the schools use the most.  They really don't go 

             10            back to the rules very often.  But we can make those 

             11            minor changes there, without having to put it back 

             12            out, and make it very clear on the documents they 

             13            actually use. 

             14                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And that also lists the 

             15            options as well? 

             16                 DR. JONES:  Yes. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah. 

             18                 DR. JONES:  Yes, ma'am. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So -- 

             20                 MS. NEWTON:  I would move approval with those 

             21            changes. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are we actually 

             23            changing the language in the rule? 

             24                 DR. JONES:  Moderately. 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Moderately.  Okay. 
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              1                 MS. FRENO:  It's my understanding -- 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Get close to the microphone 

              3            because I can't hear very well. 

              4                 MS. FRENO:  It's my understanding, Mr. Chair, 

              5            we're changing the language in 9.03.4.4 to further 

              6            define the term computer science.  And right now, 

              7            while it just reads one unit Essentials of Computer 

              8            Science, we're going to add the other courses that 

              9            Dr. Jones referred to and then we're going to leave 

             10            the language which would say "or other options as 

             11            approved by the Department."  And because we have 

             12            that language in there already that said "or other 

             13            options as approved by the Department," I don't think 

             14            this is a substantive change -- 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             16                 MS. FRENO:  -- because it was recognized in this 

             17            rule.  There could be other options. 

             18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  So I 

             19            have two people, Ms. Zook -- all right.  Ms. Saviers.  

             20            No, Ms. Newton has already got a motion. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  It would seem to me that down at 14, 

             22            where it says standard 9 graduation requirements, 

             23            that it just needs an asterisk by math and science 

             24            that says "or" -- you know -- three natural science 

             25            "or" two natural science and the computer science, 
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              1            and the four maths "or."  So that would seem the 

              2            simplest, being the wordsmith that I am, to satisfy 

              3            both Ms. Mahony's concern -- I'm sure she got all the 

              4            same emails I did.  So they did public comment, and 

              5            they saw that that wasn't working so they've gone 

              6            directly to the Board.  And I appreciate their 

              7            concern and bringing that to our attention so that we 

              8            would look at it more closely. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So is that a 

             10            different way of doing this that is more -- are we 

             11            doing it -- are we making changes in both locations?  

             12            Is that what you're saying, Ms. Zook, or just 

             13            changing it there? 

             14                 MS. ZOOK:  (inaudible) 

             15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  You need to do your 

             16            microphone. 

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  Just an asterisk that helps them 

             18            understand better that natural science, dash, three 

             19            units with lab experience chosen from blah-blah-blah-

             20            blah-blah, with an asterisk that refers them to 

             21            wherever, or a parenthesis that says two natural 

             22            science and one of the four -- that way, we're making 

             23            sure people realize that we know computer science is 

             24            not a natural science, but nonetheless that we value 

             25            it in the 21st century and so we want -- and then the 
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              1            counselors -- my sister was one -- the counselors 

              2            would have the responsibility of saying, "Let's look 

              3            at what your" -- "Are you going to college," or, "I'd 

              4            like you to go to college.  Here's the ones; you may 

              5            want to do both." 

              6                 DR. JONES:  Yes, we can do that. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So you 

              8            understand the language.  Ms. Newton's motion is to 

              9            approve -- to give final approval to the rules 

             10            governing Standards of Accreditation with the changes 

             11            that have been proposed by Ms. Zook and Ms. Mahony.  

             12            Right? 

             13                 DR. JONES:  Right. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And Ms. Zook seconded Ms. 

             15            Newton's motion, and we all agree that these changes 

             16            are not substantive to the point that this needs to 

             17            go back out for public comment.  Correct? 

             18                 MS. FRENO:  That is correct. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So Ms. Zook 

             20            seconded; Ms. Newton made a motion and Ms. Zook gave 

             21            a second.  All right.  So that being said, is there 

             22            any discussion?  Yes, ma'am. 

             23                 MS. MAHONY:  Could we have a copy of that when 

             24            we -- 

             25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, yeah.  You'll get that 
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              1            to them? 

              2                 DR. JONES:  We will. 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  All right.  No 

              4            further discussion, all in favor say "aye." 

              5                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Motion 

              7            carries.  Thank you, Ladies.  Representative Gossage, 

              8            thank you. 

              9                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  Can I give y'all a 

             10            hand?  Thank you very much. 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Same to you. 

             12                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  Thank you. 

             13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  All right.  We're 

             14            going to take a five-minute break.  We've only got 

             15            two more matters on the agenda, and we'll come back 

             16            and finish up. 

             17                      (BREAK:  4:05-4:08 P.M.) 

             18  A-13:  CONSIDERATION FOR FINAL APPROVAL: ADE RULES GOVERNING 

             19  KINDERGARTEN THROUGH 12TH GRADE IMMUNIZATION REQUIREMENTS IN 

             20  ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

             21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Let's get back and try to 

             22            finish up.  We've got, I think, three more agenda 

             23            items to cover.  So the next item is A-13, which is 

             24            the Final Approval on the Rules for Immunization in 

             25            Public Schools.  Ms. Clay. 
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              1                 MS. CLAY:  Hi, Kendra Clay, Staff Attorney for 

              2            the Department.  I'll answer any questions that you 

              3            have on this agenda item.  Otherwise, I ask that you 

              4            give final approval to these immunization rules. 

              5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Are there questions?  No 

              6            questions.  All right.  Ms. Reith. 

              7                 MS. REITH:  Just out of curiosity, in the 

              8            comments, I know they seem to align with the ADH 

              9            rules.  What was different about this rule versus the 

             10            ADH rules, if I might ask? 

             11                 MS. CLAY:  Well, if you'll remember, several 

             12            months ago we brought these to you to try to get them 

             13            aligned.  The specifics I would have to go back and 

             14            look.  But ADH, the Department of Health, changed 

             15            some -- I'm trying to think of the best way to word 

             16            this, because I don't have a medical background; they 

             17            changed the vaccinations that are required at certain 

             18            intervals.  And so we wanted to align ours with 

             19            theirs, because they're obviously the experts on 

             20            them.  When we did that process, at first we didn't 

             21            get all of the changes that needed to be made in our 

             22            rules and that's why you're seeing them again.  But 

             23            the specifics on what they made in their initial 

             24            change, I don't have all of those before me today. 

             25                 MS. REITH:  That's fine.  Thank you. 
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              1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any other questions?  All 

              2            right.  Ms. Mahony, do you have a motion? 

              3                 MS. MAHONY:  So moved. 

              4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

              5                 MR. DAVIS:  Second. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Mr. Davis seconds the 

              7            motion.  He had his microphone on.  All right.  Is 

              8            there any discussion?  All right.  Hearing none, 

              9            those in favor say "aye." 

             10                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Those are 

             12            approved.  Thank you. 

             13  A-14:  CONSIDERATION FOR EMERGENCY ADOPTION: ARKANSAS 

             14  DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION EMERGENCY RULES GOVERNING THE PUBLIC 

             15  SCHOOL CHOICE ACT OF 2015 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  A-14 are the Public School 

             17            Choice Act Emergency Rules.  Mr. Lasiter, you're 

             18            recognized. 

             19                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.  14 and 15 

             20            are essentially the same; 14 is an emergency rule, 15 

             21            is the regular promulgation version of the rule.  

             22            These are rules -- 

             23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Speak up just a little bit.  

             24            We're having a hard time. 

             25                 MR. LASITER:  All right.  I've been up here so 
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              1            many times you'd think I would've gotten that by now.  

              2            Essentially, we rewrote the rules to match Act 560 of 

              3            2015.  That act changed the School Choice law in 

              4            Arkansas, so we amended the rule just as the law was 

              5            amended. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So this just 

              7            aligns our rule with the statute that was just 

              8            passed.  Right? 

              9                 MR. LASITER:  That's correct. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And we're doing it in 

             11            emergency because we've got some deadlines coming up, 

             12            I believe. 

             13                 MR. LASITER:  We do.  The first one is May 1. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right. 

             15                 MR. LASITER:  That's the deadline. 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So we need an emergency 

             17            rule in place so we can implement the School Choice 

             18            program? 

             19                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir. 

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Questions?  Ms. 

             21            Mahony. 

             22                 MS. MAHONY:  Just one, Mr. Lasiter.  What are 

             23            the consequences if you don't file a deseg statement? 

             24                 MR. LASITER:  Well, that's -- you know -- the 

             25            deseg statement is what we will go by -- what you'll 
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              1            go by to know whether someone is, you know, exempt or 

              2            not.  So, you know, we just have to -- you'll -- 

              3            without prejudging any cases that might come before 

              4            you later this summer, you know, all I can say at 

              5            this point is the law requires that if they intend to 

              6            not participate in School Choice. 

              7                 MS. MAHONY:  Well, I know one time last year we 

              8            were looking at 36 to 50-something.  There were so 

              9            many deseg cases out there that no one actually 

             10            really had it on record.  So will this be a better 

             11            way to keep track of who's actually under deseg? 

             12                 MR. LASITER:  Well, I'm glad you mentioned that 

             13            because there's another part of the act that didn't 

             14            necessarily apply just to School Choice.  And that 

             15            part of the act requires school districts under a 

             16            desegregation order to notify the Department and 

             17            provide certain information about that order by 

             18            January 1st.  And so -- and that's independent of 

             19            School Choice; it's a standalone requirement that 

             20            they do that.  Because, as you know, for instance, 

             21            earlier today, we had a consolidation; one of the 

             22            things you have to consider is whether someone is 

             23            under a desegregation order.  So that part of the act 

             24            was geared toward making sure that you have the 

             25            information that you need to know which school 
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              1            districts are under a desegregation order.  And there 

              2            is a consequence to that section of the code, of the 

              3            act, and that is that it's a violation of the 

              4            Standards for Accreditation if they don't do it. 

              5                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay. 

              6                 MR. LASITER:  So, again, that's not within these 

              7            rules because it's not specific just to School 

              8            Choice, but it is part of the Act 560 of 2015. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  Question. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Zook. 

             11                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Help me make this simple.  

             12            Before, they could opt out of Choice and say that 

             13            because they were under a deseg order.  So is this 

             14            changing it to simply they have to show it, or is it 

             15            saying if they're under the deseg and we read the 

             16            deseg and decide that this wouldn't affect it -- or 

             17            is this just simply saying "you say you are, so let 

             18            us see it?" 

             19                 MR. LASITER:  I think that it is saying that "if 

             20            you say you are, then let us see it."  Because you 

             21            still have the same requirement that we dealt with 

             22            last year of the Attorney General's opinion saying 

             23            that the Board doesn't have any authority to 

             24            interpret federal orders, and there's a good reason 

             25            for that.  So -- and, you know, and then last year 
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              1            all that was required was -- the last two years -- 

              2            was to send a notice of exemption and, you know, some 

              3            of them would cite the case.  Well, now, you send in 

              4            the actual order that you're referring to.  And we'll 

              5            put that -- we've already established a web page; 

              6            some of those orders are already out there.  So as we 

              7            get those from the districts we're going to put the 

              8            orders on the website so that the members of the 

              9            public can see what the basis is for the district 

             10            that's claiming that they're not going to participate 

             11            in School Choice. 

             12                 MS. ZOOK:  And didn't the deadline use to be 

             13            April 1 for the district to declare, and it's now -- 

             14                 MR. LASITER:  Now, the law says immediately. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  Immediately. 

             16                 MR. LASITER:  They have to immediately provide 

             17            to us proof. 

             18                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  So in future years will it be 

             19            April 1 again? 

             20                 MR. LASITER:  No.  The April 1 language was 

             21            entirely eliminated, so there's not any sort of April 

             22            1 deadline for claiming an exemption.  It just says 

             23            it you, you know, contend that you have a 

             24            desegregation order that conflicts, you should 

             25            immediately provide information to the Department of 
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              1            Education to that effect. 

              2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any other questions?  All 

              3            right.  Members? 

              4                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we -- let's see -- give  

              5            -- 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No.  A-14 is emergency 

              7            adoption. 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we have emergency 

              9            adoption of the Arkansas Department of Education 

             10            emergency rules concerning the Public School Choice 

             11            Act of 2015. 

             12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             13                 MR. BLACK:  Second. 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Black 

             15            seconded Ms. Zook's motion that we give approval to 

             16            emergency adoption of these rules governing Public 

             17            School Choice.  Any discussion?  Hearing none, all in 

             18            favor say "aye?" 

             19                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Those are 

             21            adopted on emergency basis. 

             22  A-15:  CONSIDERATION FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF 

             23  EDUCATION RULES GOVERNING THE PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE ACT OF 2015 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And now we need to put them 

             25            out for public comment, same rule.  Is there a 
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              1            motion? 

              2                 MR. DAVIS:  I move that we put for public 

              3            comment the Arkansas Department of Education Rules 

              4            Governing the Public School Choice Act of 2015. 

              5                 MS. REITH:  Second. 

              6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Davis moved 

              7            putting these out for public comment; Ms. Reith 

              8            seconded that motion.  Any discussion?  All in favor 

              9            say "aye." 

             10                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Those are 

             12            out for public comment. 

             13                 So we've done A-16.  Any other business? 

             14                 MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Chair, we tabled item ABCTE, 

             15            the certification through the Passport for Teachers.  

             16            And can we bring that forward at our next meeting? 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  We tabled that at the last 

             18            meeting, in March?  Is that when we tabled that? 

             19                 MS. MAHONY:  We did. 

             20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So we're going to 

             21            put that on the agenda for the May meeting then.  Is 

             22            that what you're asking? 

             23                 MS. MAHONY:  Right.  Uh-huh. 

             24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Do we have to have a 

             25            vote to remove from the table or we just put it back 
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              1            on the agenda?  Who's got Roberts Rules memorized? 

              2                 MR. LASITER:  I don't have them memorized but, 

              3            yes, you do remove it from the table to have it 

              4            considered.  But you can do that at your next 

              5            meeting.  If you put it on your agenda, you can 

              6            remove it from the table then, and then vote. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  What's that, now? 

              8                 MR. LASITER:  You would need to remove it from 

              9            the table. 

             10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we need a 

             11            vote to remove it from the table? 

             12                 MR. LASITER:  Yes.  But you don't have to do 

             13            that right now.  You can have it on your agenda -- 

             14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay. 

             15                 MR. LASITER:  -- and then you could -- 

             16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we'll do 

             17            that in May.  Okay.  All right. 

             18                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir. 

             19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I've got that.  Okay.  

             20            Good.  Yes, ma'am. 

             21                 MS. MAHONY:  One other thing. 

             22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right. 

             23                 MS. MAHONY:  Could we have the Commissioner 

             24            comment on the TESS, the Teacher Excellence and 

             25            Evaluation System, going forward and how it's going 
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              1            to affect our teachers, since we're going to do PARCC 

              2            assessments? 

              3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Why don't we 

              4            have him do that in his report in the morning, so he 

              5            can give that some thought?  Does that work for you? 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah. 

              7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Have you got that, what -- 

              8                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah. 

              9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- she's looking for?   

             10                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Well, and if I may, Mr. 

             11            Chairman -- Ms. Mahony, do you want to hear from me 

             12            or do you want to hear from someone who knows what 

             13            they're talking about?  Because I've got a lot of 

             14            folks like that.  We will have some comments for you. 

             15                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Thank you very much. 

             16                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay. 

             17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So is that all?  

             18            So 5:30 tonight at Copper Grill, right, our supper?  

             19            And we will be back in the morning at 9:00 a.m. for 

             20            reports. 

             21                 All right.  We are adjourned till in the 

             22            morning. 

             23             

             24              (The meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.) 

             25   
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 1                       P R O C E E D I N G S
 2  A-16:  CONSIDERATION OF STATE BOARD RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING
 3  APRIL AS THE MONTH OF THE MILITARY CHILD
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  We have a resolution for
 5            recognizing April as the Month of the Military Child.
 6            We have a lot of guests with us this morning for
 7            that, so we're going to move that to the first item
 8            on the action agenda.  Mr. Lasiter, you're recognized
 9            to present item A-16.
10                 MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
11            Commissioner Key, and Members of the State Board.
12            I'm Jeremy Lasiter, General Counsel here with the
13            Department of Education.  I also serve as Arkansas'
14            Compact Commissioner for the Arkansas State Council
15            on the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity
16            for Military Children.  And I am joined today by Ms.
17            Brittany Kincaid, who is our ADE Policy Development
18            Coordinator; she has been instrument in carrying out
19            the duties of the Arkansas State Council.
20                 We come to you today on behalf of the State
21            Council to request that you approve a resolution
22            recognizing April as the Month of the Military Child.
23            As stated in the draft resolution that's in your
24            materials, over 9,000 Arkansans serve in our Armed
25            Forces and more than 3,700 children in military
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 1            families attend our public schools across the state.
 2                 I would like to introduce a few of those
 3            military members and their families who have joined
 4            us today from the Little Rock Air Force Base.  First,
 5            from the 19th Airlift Wing we have Lieutenant Amanda
 6            Farr; also from the 19th Airlift Wing we have
 7            Technical Sergeant Celina Schilling and her daughter
 8            Auria; from the 314th Airlift Wing we have Staff
 9            Sergeant Michael Guerra, and his spouse Alissa and
10            their daughters Cassie and Cora.  We also want to
11            recognize several of our Arkansas families who serve
12            in all branches of the Armed Forces, including the
13            Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard,
14            including members of the National Guard and Reserves.
15            And I also want to thank Stephanie Koonst from the
16            19th Mission Support Group for coming to join us.  I
17            didn't see any of our members of our State Council in
18            attendance -- Dr. Guess was here earlier -- but we
19            want to thank them for their help.  And then I also
20            want to recognize Mr. Ken Griffin, who is Governor
21            Hutchinson's Military Veteran's Affairs liaison.
22            He's been on the job, as you all know, since January,
23            but he's already been an extremely valuable source of
24            assistance and support for our efforts.
25                 With that, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Commissioner, we
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 1            respectfully request that the State Board grant its
 2            approval for this resolution and for you to sign it,
 3            if you grant that approval, signifying this board's
 4            recognition of the sacrifices made by military
 5            families and its support for recognition of the month
 6            of April as the Month of the Military Child.
 7                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Colonel Lasiter.
 9            And I want to thank our guests for being here and
10            thank you for your service.  We're honored to have
11            you.
12                 Members, are there any questions?  All right.
13                 MR. LASITER:  If you'll vote first, we can do
14            the signing after that.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
16                 MS. SAVIERS:  I move to approve.
17                 MR. DAVIS:  Second.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Saviers has moved to
19            approve the item and to declare April the Month of
20            the Military Child, and Mr. Davis has seconded that
21            motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none, all
22            in favor say "aye."
23                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you.
25                 MR. LASITER:  And, Mr. Chairman and Mr.
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 1            Commissioner, if you could come down we'll take a
 2            photo as you sign the resolution.
 3                 (COURT REPORTER'S NOTE:  Commissioner Key and
 4            Chairman Ledbetter go to the podium and sign the
 5            resolution.)
 6                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank y'all very much.
 8                 MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Chair, I think Ms. Saviers and
 9            I volunteered to write a school excuse for Ms.
10            Shilling's daughter, so we'll help you out.  It's so
11            nice to see some of the faces of our military
12            children too.  Thank you all for coming.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So we've got some
14            seats now down at the front.  What I need to ask
15            everyone to do is to try to find a seat in the
16            auditorium; the Fire Marshall does not like for us to
17            have people standing around.  So if you can't find a
18            seat, what we're going to do is ask you to go out
19            into the lobby area and we -- the meeting is
20            broadcast; it's on the television out there; the
21            audio and video is out there.  And then when your
22            item that you're here on comes up on the agenda,
23            you'll have an opportunity to come in for the item
24            that you're here for.  So I would respectfully ask
25            folks if you can't find a seat to move outside.
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 1                 Members, what I would like to do this morning is
 2            to take the next two items on the agenda, which is A-
 3            1 and A-2 -- that's the funding for the ABC programs
 4            -- and get those done.  And then I would like to move
 5            up the Little Rock School District report because we
 6            have some folks here for that that I would like to
 7            not keep too long.  And then we'll go down the normal
 8            list that we have on our agenda.  Does anybody have
 9            an objection to that procedure?
10  A-1:  CONSIDERATION FOR AR BETTER CHANCE ONE-TIME FUNDING
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Then if everyone is
12            okay with it, then we will move next to item A-1,
13            which is Consideration for one-time funding for the
14            Better Chance program.  Ms. McKinney, thank you;
15            you're recognized.
16                 MS. McKINNEY:  Thank you.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Move that microphone -- it
18            got moved.  There you go.  All right.
19                 MS. McKINNEY:  Can you hear me?
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, ma'am.
21                 MS. McKINNEY:  Okay.  Thank you, Commissioner
22            Key and Members of the Board, Mr. Chairman.  I wanted
23            to go back -- I did have the numbers on what we had
24            projected for the high-quality preschool programs.
25            We had projected that we would serve approximately
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 1            1,666 to improve those children that are four years
 2            of age that are part of ABC.  And then the other
 3            expansion, we're looking at expanding classrooms for
 4            about 2,230 children.  That's what we projected in
 5            the grant.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
 7                 MS. McKINNEY:  Moving on to item A-1, we have
 8            the list of the Arkansas State University Childhood
 9            Services and the other items listed are -- you have
10            already approved these grants previously at the
11            beginning of the fiscal year, and this is an
12            amendment to those particular grants.  They help us
13            with providing staff development, assessments of the
14            classroom, maintaining the data for our children as
15            they are assessed, and tracking them through the
16            system.  And then also they provide information on
17            working with families and primarily mental health
18            services.  And so these are just an addendum to the
19            existing contracts.  For the Southeast Arkansas
20            Education Service Cooperative, in the past, at the
21            very end of our fiscal year, when we see we're going
22            to have any funding remaining, we have been funding
23            the AmeriCorp.  Last year, it was $285,000.  This
24            year will depend on how much we have remaining in the
25            budget.  For the infant/toddler care, it's the same
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 1            thing; we have about 500 children that we're serving
 2            with infant/toddler care and they receive the same
 3            amount of money for the three- to five-year olds in
 4            the amount of $4,860 per child.  And if you -- for
 5            infant/toddler care, that requires much more funding
 6            and so we are requesting the calculations based again
 7            on the amount that we have remaining to pass through
 8            to the infant/toddler care services because it takes
 9            more funding for that group.  And then anything else
10            that we have remaining then we would pass through to
11            the current ABC programs for any type of quality
12            enhancements to improve their programmatic situation.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Members, you've
14            heard the explanation from Ms. McKinney.  Are there
15            questions?  Ms. Zook.
16                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.  Who supervises and monitors the
17            day-to-day of the ABC programs?
18                 MS. McKINNEY:  We have -- well, it is -- we have
19            individuals that go out and provide monitoring.  They
20            look at the environmental -- we use the Environmental
21            Rating Scale to look at all the programs across the
22            state.  We have scores on all of those programs and
23            can give you any kind of information that you might
24            want.  The other thing is that we also track the
25            children and we go and provide services on assessment
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 1            using the Work Sampling System, and we also track the
 2            children with that system.  In turn, we have
 3            individuals at the Department of Human Services under
 4            the division that have program specialists.  Each one
 5            of those program specialists goes out and visits
 6            every single program and all the different classrooms
 7            every year.  In turn, we also have the program
 8            coordinators at the district level or at the
 9            different program levels that also have the
10            responsibility and oversight of monitoring and making
11            sure that the services are being provided.  We also
12            have the licensure folks that go in to make sure that
13            the health and safety and wellbeing of the children
14            are being maintained.  And then we also have the
15            Better Quality, Arkansas Better Chance Quality
16            Services that go in and look at and assess the
17            programs to determine if they can in fact be a
18            recipient of the quality funding.
19                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I have several people who
20            speak to me and particularly on the children who have
21            learning disabilities or other handicaps.  So do I
22            need to refer them to you and then you get them where
23            they need to be?  There seems to be some concern
24            about those programs who use -- and the children who
25            qualify for Medicaid, that these children are being
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 1            pulled out of the instructional time a great deal of
 2            the time and, therefore, they are not coming into
 3            kindergarten with the skills that they might
 4            otherwise, were they not being pulled out for their
 5            OT/PT and whatever, they qualify as under Medicaid
 6            that's separate and apart from ADE.  So do I need to
 7            refer those people to you and then you get them to
 8            the people that need to be, or --
 9                 MS. McKINNEY:  You certainly can.
10                 MS. ZOOK:  -- how would you like -- okay.
11                 MS. McKINNEY:  That would be fine.
12                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any other questions?  Mr.
14            Davis.
15                 MR. DAVIS:  Yes, quickly.  Is there a -- do you
16            have a total amount of anticipated remaining funds at
17            the end of the year?  Do you know what that looks
18            like?
19                 MS. McKINNEY:  Ballpark, about two million.
20                 MR. DAVIS:  Okay.
21                 MS. McKINNEY:  Right now, we're serving about
22            25,000 children and I have a breakdown of how many
23            children are in center-based and then also how many
24            children are in home-based.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, anyone
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 1            else?
 2                 MS. MAHONY:  Ms. McKinney, one-time funding, is
 3            this -- this is the grant that you all received in
 4            this program?
 5                 MS. McKINNEY:  Yes.  Yes, ma'am.
 6                 MS. MAHONY:  Is it renewable?  Will you be able
 7            to reapply for it this next year or is it -- it is
 8            one-time and that's it?
 9                 MS. McKINNEY:  Well, so far, at the end of each
10            year we've been able to sustain this over several
11            years because throughout the year we have programs
12            that, for whatever reason, decide to surrender the
13            slots.  So we have funding that is remaining at the
14            end of the fiscal year.
15                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Zook, did you have
17            another question?
18                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.  The number that is being used
19            at -- with the legislature is $4,000 and something
20            per child.  Is that just state money or does that
21            include the federal money?
22                 MS. McKINNEY:  No.  That is just state.
23                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  So there actually is a larger
24            number per child than the $4,000 that is state money?
25                 MS. McKINNEY:  Not for ABC.
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 1                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  What is the other money for?
 2                 MS. McKINNEY:  The other money is -- was --
 3            you're talking about the high-quality preschool
 4            program, the $15 million?
 5                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.
 6                 MS. McKINNEY:  That was a federal grant we
 7            received in December.  I think we received notice of
 8            it in December, and then we were ready to move out
 9            with it in -- we got it in January.  And so the plan
10            is for looking at expanding those services beyond
11            ABC.  It is a different kind of program with
12            different types of requirements and criterion.  And
13            so any program that we select to do the high-quality
14            preschool program has a higher level of a standard
15            that has to -- they have to abide by.  They will
16            receive more money per child.  So it is separate from
17            the ABC program.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
19            questions?
20                 MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Chair, I move approval.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
22                 MR. BLACK:  Second.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Mahony
24            moved approval, Mr. Black seconded that motion.  Is
25            there any discussion?  Hearing none, those in favor
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 1            say "aye."
 2                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Motion
 4            carries.
 5  A-2:  CONSIDERATION OF ONE-TIME FUNDING FOR ABC PROGRAMS
 6  AFFECTED BY NATURAL DISASTERS
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. McKinney, you're
 8            recognized for item A-2.
 9                 MS. McKINNEY:  Okay.  Thank you.  This is --
10            this has to do with, again, one-time emergency
11            funding.  It is -- there were three districts that
12            contacted me after the storm last year in April
13            because it created a tremendous amount of flooding
14            and then, of course, there were some that were
15            destroyed through a tornadic situation.
16                 Vilonia, I have been waiting for them to follow-
17            up and get me the information based on what their
18            insurance was going to pay and any difference that we
19            needed to assist them with.
20                 At this point, you can remove Blytheville from
21            the list because they contacted me yesterday and said
22            that funding was not needed, that insurance had
23            totally one-hundred percent taken care of their
24            needs.
25                 As far as Batesville, the amount was right at
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 1            $1200.  I know it has zero, but it should have been
 2            $1200.
 3                 And then Vilonia was $10,634, and that is to
 4            refurbish their playground, to buy the handicap ramps
 5            for accessibility into the playground and also the
 6            groundcover.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.  You've
 8            heard an explanation on this item.  Are there any
 9            questions?  Hearing none --
10                 MS. REITH:  I move for approval.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
12                 MR. BLACK:  Second.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith has
14            moved approval on item A-2, and Mr. Black has
15            seconded her motion.  Is there any discussion?  All
16            right.  Hearing none, those in favor say "aye."
17                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Okay.  Thank
19            you, Ms. McKinney.
20                 MS. McKINNEY:  Thank you.
21  A-5:  CONSIDERATION OF THE LITTLE ROCK SCHOOL DISTRICT PROGRESS
22  UPDATE
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay, Members.  So now what
24            we'll do is we'll skip forward to item A-5, which is
25            the progress update on the Little Rock School
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 1            District.  Mr. Key, are you going to start this?
 2                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  (Nodding head up and down.)
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  You're recognized.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
 5            And, yes, I'll start the Little Rock report and just
 6            say upfront that Dr. Suggs could not be with us but
 7            he is available online there or on the phone should
 8            questions come up.  He has a written report that
 9            should be in front of you that he will be glad to
10            answer questions on as we proceed.
11                 Mr. Chairman, my remarks as far as the update, I
12            wanted to give this board kind of a background of
13            what drives my position and my efforts in this and
14            the efforts of the Department.  As you'll recall in
15            the Alma versus Dupree case, in that case the court
16            found that "ultimately" -- and this is quoting from
17            the ruling -- "ultimately, the responsibility for
18            maintaining a general, suitable and efficient school
19            system falls upon the state."  They further
20            concluded, "whether the State acts directly or
21            imposes the role upon the local government, the end
22            product" -- and I quote or stress -- "the end product
23            must be what the constitution commands, and when a
24            district falls short of the constitutional
25            requirements" the obligation is the state's to
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 1            rectify.  If local government fails, the state
 2            government must compel it to act; and if the local
 3            government cannot carry the burden, the state must
 4            itself meet its continuing obligation.  Dupree
 5            focused on equity in school finances.
 6                 The Lakeview case expanded that and it applied
 7            that same standard to the adequacy of funding,
 8            facilities, as well as delivery of education.  And I
 9            quote from that ruling, "We conclude that the clear
10            language of Article 14 poses upon the state an
11            absolute duty to educate our children.  In response
12            to the series of Lakeview rulings, the General
13            Assembly has vested certain authority to the State
14            Board of Education to insure this constitutional duty
15            is being met."  And as we all know, that authority
16            includes the takeover of districts.
17                 I offer that very brief legal history to provide
18            the background for this statement, that as your new
19            Commissioner I want to have in the record of these
20            proceedings the action taken by this body in regards
21            to the Little Rock School District was in direct
22            fulfillment of its constitutional duty to the
23            students of the district.  In no way should this be
24            interpreted as being a lack of effort by the previous
25            boards and leaders of the Little Rock School
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 1            District, because there has indeed been a great deal
 2            of effort through the years.  However, this board
 3            determined that these well-intentioned efforts have
 4            fallen short of meeting the constitutional standard
 5            of education.
 6                 Now there has been much discussion about the
 7            plan for Little Rock School District.  It is my
 8            belief that in order to meet that standard of
 9            education that we desire and expect Little Rock
10            School District needs more than just a plan; it needs
11            to embark on a comprehensive improvement process that
12            looks not only at the six school districts in
13            academic distress, but takes a more holistic view of
14            the district, its finances, its operations, and its
15            academics, with the overarching concept of how to
16            best educate students.  The Department has been
17            working and will continue to work with Dr. Suggs and
18            his team of education professionals across the
19            district to develop and implement strategies that
20            will put Little Rock School District on the path of
21            meeting two primary goals: a better educational
22            opportunity for all students and the ultimate return
23            of Little Rock School District to local governance.
24                 Now this was begun before I -- this effort began
25            before I arrived and my predecessor, Mr. Wood, as
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 1            Commissioner, asked Mr. Baker Kurrus to assist in
 2            looking at the finances.  Mr. Kurrus is here today
 3            and he will also have some statements regarding the
 4            work of his committee.  In the Department I have
 5            asked Deborah Coffman, Chief of Staff, to be the
 6            liaison between Dr. Suggs and the Department.  Her
 7            role is not to develop the strategies, but to help
 8            Dr. Suggs and his team in refining the strategies and
 9            then bringing them back to us to help the Department
10            understand and determine how we can best support
11            those strategies.  One thing we have specifically
12            asked, that I asked Dr. Suggs to take a look at, is
13            the expansion of pre-k in Little Rock School
14            District.  And we've begun to identify the ability of
15            the district to do that and the numbers that we would
16            need to bring about to help drive some improvement so
17            that the students in the pipeline of the Little Rock
18            School District have a better foundation when they
19            start kindergarten.
20                 And with that, Mr. Chairman, I'll conclude my
21            remarks and offer Dr. Suggs, on the phone, and Mr.
22            Kurrus to make any remarks that they would have and
23            answer any questions.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Commissioner
25            Key.  Before I go to Dr. Suggs and Mr. Kurrus, are
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 1            there any questions for Commissioner Key?  All right.
 2            Ms. Coffman, thank you for your efforts in this
 3            regard.  Dr. Suggs, are you there?
 4                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.  I am.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Did you want to
 6            add anything to what Commissioner Key has stated this
 7            morning?  We do have your memo in front of us and we
 8            appreciate you preparing that.
 9                 DR. SUGGS:  No, sir.  I think the memo is pretty
10            detailed and provides a detailed update regarding
11            (inaudible).  I would like to echo something that the
12            Commissioner said, that it's going to be important to
13            understand that this must be a holistic approach to
14            the district instead of an isolated case approach.
15            And it is a process and it will be an ongoing process
16            in which we will implement phases of improvement
17            throughout this journey in which we're going to be
18            traveling.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you for that.
20            Are there any questions for Dr. Suggs from the Board?
21            Ms. Saviers.
22                 MS. SAVIERS:  Dr. Suggs, this is Vicki Saviers,
23            and thank you for the report.  A couple of questions
24            concerning communication.  I don't see anything
25            specific in the report about a communications plan.
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 1            I keep -- I feel like that there -- patrons in the
 2            district, teachers, staff are lacking in their
 3            understanding of your vision and the goals going
 4            forward and probably need a little more -- a better
 5            -- the district needs to do a better job of
 6            communicating with those folks.  Do you have a plan
 7            for that?
 8                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  We actually have a two-
 9            phase communication plan, one which is designed to
10            address the internal communication within our
11            district and also one to address the stakeholders'
12            component of it.  And that is something I can provide
13            to the Commissioner and we can share with you.  And
14            if you look at the last bullet point on the update
15            sheet, you will see mention of the State of the
16            District Address.  At that particular time we will
17            provide all stakeholders a platform to listen to the
18            status of the district in preparation for the
19            upcoming school year.
20                 MS. SAVIERS:  I might suggest to you that June
21            might be too late.  That's, you know, basically the
22            end of school and I'm thinking this needs to -- this
23            is just my opinion, and I'd love to hear what the
24            rest of the Board has to say, and Mr. Kurrus as well
25            -- but my sense is that there needs to be a much
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 1            stronger effort towards communicating with the
 2            community.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you, Ms.
 4            Saviers.  Anyone else?  Ms. Mahony.
 5                 MS. MAHONY:  Dr. Suggs, Alice Mahony.  On your
 6            transition to APSCN, you have over a two-year
 7            timeline on that.  Can you tell us why such an
 8            extensive period of time?
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Dr. Suggs, are you still
10            with us?
11                 DR. SUGGS:  I'm sorry, you broke up.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, you want
13            to ask again?
14                 MS. MAHONY:  The transition to APSCN that is
15            noted in your report at over two years to complete,
16            can you tell us why that length of time?
17                 DR. SUGGS:  I still can't hear you, ma'am.  I'm
18            sorry.
19                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Doug, ask the question for
20            me.
21                 MR. BRADBERRY:  Ms. Mahony wants to know why
22            it's taking two years to transfer over to APSCN.
23                 DR. SUGGS:  Okay.  The transformation of data
24            isn't a timely process now, especially when you're
25            dealing with a school district as large as Little
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 1            Rock School District.  Just the -- and I'm speaking
 2            from the position of a CIO -- just the transformation
 3            process -- because you also have to make sure that
 4            all the information will transfer accurately; that in
 5            itself takes a year.  So the migration of data along
 6            is normally a year process.  When we go to that
 7            particular part of it, which is actually eSchool,
 8            it's a timely process.  And then also you have to get
 9            folks trained on that particular platform also, so
10            that's another time-consuming process.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you, Dr.
12            Suggs.  Also, Dr. Saunders, did you have anything to
13            add on the timeframe for this transition?
14                 DR. SAUNDER:  Yes, sir.  I agree with what Dr.
15            Suggs said; there's lots of variables within that.
16            And one of the variables in particular going into the
17            APSCN process is it's -- there's two different parts
18            to it: the student side and the financial side.  And
19            both of those parts would need to come online at once
20            because of cycle pulls, data pulls, and merging that
21            data so everything runs seamlessly.  And that was the
22            earliest date that we looked at that we could do that
23            and be successful.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Does that give
25            you the information?
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 1                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you, Dr. Saunders.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Dr. Barth, did
 3            you have a question?
 4                 DR. BARTH:  Yes.  I did want to reiterate Ms.
 5            Saviers' remarks regarding communication, that I
 6            think you simply cannot communicate enough.  I mean,
 7            I think that if there were any lessons learned from
 8            the Common Core debate is that if there's not good
 9            communication, you know, misinformation,
10            misinterpretation, you know, it goes into that
11            bullet.  And so I think that's crucially important.
12            I also agree with her that the State of the District
13            address, which is a good idea, does feel a little
14            late considering that that would put it, you know --
15            I mean, it's five months after the State Board's
16            decision.  So I think that's (inaudible).
17                 I do have a question.  I really do, you know,
18            love the emphasis on early childhood education in
19            this plan and look forward to hearing more about
20            that.  Related to that, or connected to that, I'm
21            wondering if there has been any thought given to
22            afterschool and summer program enhancement, possibly
23            in coordination with some of the afterschool and
24            summer programming that the City of Little Rock
25            carries out.  Has there been any thought on that?
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 1            I'm a proponent of wraparound services.
 2                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.  We've had discussion,
 3            focusing more so on reading in the early ages and
 4            also a math component.  That's something that we will
 5            hopefully next month be bringing to you all for an
 6            update, as far as those additional services.  We're
 7            looking at small group services -- small group
 8            instruction as far as the reading component is.
 9                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  Thank you.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Before we go to
11            other questions, Commissioner Key has some additional
12            information on the communications component.
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah.  Thank you, Mr.
14            Chairman.  If you look on Dr. Suggs' update, on page
15            3, he addresses the Civic Advisory Committee and
16            Little Rock School District as part of the
17            communication plan.  And that -- the first meeting of
18            that Civic Advisory Committee is scheduled for April
19            21st, from 5:00 to 6:00, at the administration
20            building.  And so I know that that is an important
21            part of Dr. Suggs' communication plan, as well as
22            community involvement.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith.  And
24            then, Ms. Zook, you next.
25                 MS. REITH:  Thank you, Commissioner Key, for
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 1            that information, as well -- Dr. Suggs, as well --
 2            although I would like to expound further on this
 3            piece of communication.  And I apologize if this was
 4            reported on last month; I know I missed some of that
 5            meeting as well.  Do we have a report back from the
 6            town halls that did happen immediately after
 7            takeover, what kind of participation there was from
 8            families and teachers?  I'm just wondering if that
 9            kind of lends itself a little bit to the success of
10            the strategy or whether we may need to think more
11            broadly about communication.  Did Dr. Suggs speak on
12            that in the last meeting by chance, the town halls
13            that were scheduled to happen?
14                 MS. NEWTON:  (Shaking head from side to side.)
15                 MS. REITH:  Dr. Suggs, would you be so gracious
16            as to speak a little bit about the town halls that
17            you did have planned, that you announced immediately
18            after takeover and that were to have taken place in
19            various of the schools across the district
20            immediately after the takeover?
21                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  We held the town halls.
22            And traditionally, just to give you all a historical
23            perspective, our town halls have been held for the
24            past 18 months.  We intended that the town hall would
25            be held, based on our conversation, at the University
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 1            Center.  We probably had a turnout maybe max 25
 2            folks.  It was televised; I mean, well, the news and
 3            media was there.  But I think we're really going to
 4            have to rethink the way in which we go about that
 5            because the turnout -- I think the max we've ever had
 6            was maybe 40 folks, and we've had as small a number
 7            as one or two folks that turned out.  So although
 8            that was a meaningful platform, I think we're really
 9            going to have to look at other ways to actively
10            engage the community as far as the communication
11            process is concerned.
12                 MS. REITH:  Thank you.  And I'm grateful to hear
13            that because I think we've all seen that definitely
14            more than 40 families are interested in these
15            activities and events.  And so maybe it's partly how
16            these are being communicated out and the platforms by
17            which they're done.
18                 I know I brought this up in the first meeting in
19            regards to those town halls.  Were any of these
20            offered in Spanish or was there a translator or
21            interpreter made available to do this, and whether
22            that might be something that could be considered for
23            the State of the District?
24                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  We do provide an
25            interpreter there in all of the meetings that we've
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 1            had.  We've also had -- we've held the meeting at the
 2            -- prior to the takeover, at the Mexican consulate.
 3            But in all of our meetings we have an interpreter.
 4            We also have devices there for any of our parents
 5            that will basically translate the message from
 6            English to Spanish.
 7                 MS. REITH:  Thank you.  And I know I'm focusing
 8            on this subpopulation.  But, again, the schools
 9            specifically that were in distress obviously have a
10            very high English Language Learner population; hence,
11            my reason for probing in regards to specific
12            accommodations for this community.  On that note, it
13            was brought to my attention by one of my colleagues
14            on the board that no Latinos or individuals of
15            Hispanic descent are involved in the Civic Advisory
16            Committee.  Can you confirm that, Dr. Suggs?  Are
17            there no Hispanics on that Civic Advisory Committee?
18                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am, you are absolutely
19            correct, and that is one of the issues that myself
20            and some others on my staff brought up.  However, we
21            cannot -- we were not in a position where we could
22            actually go out and recruit members of our
23            Latino/Hispanic community.  So we did not have a
24            single person representing that ethnicity even apply
25            for it.
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 1                 MS. REITH:  I thank you for that, sir.  And
 2            later, when my colleague made me aware of that --
 3            that was Ms. Zook, and I appreciate her bringing that
 4            to my attention -- I guess some legislators as well
 5            had revealed that and so, hence, passed along that
 6            information.  When I did my inquiries, Dr. Suggs --
 7            and this may lend itself to communication -- the
 8            reason I found out that members of the Hispanic
 9            community did not apply, a lot of the parents, was
10            because the information about this committee wasn't
11            advertised in any of the ethnic media that they tend
12            to use and draw on and where they get their
13            information about resources.  And information wasn't
14            disseminated through the ESL teachers that many times
15            are sort of that connector between community
16            opportunities and the parents.  And so, again, kind
17            of just really -- I know we're all in the learning
18            process and, please, I hope this isn't seen as a
19            criticism but more maybe a growing opportunity in
20            that we see ourselves in this with you and, again,
21            wanting to see the district and the students be
22            successful.  But there are different ways that need
23            to be communicated and I think that just lends
24            itself, you know, to, again, the importance of really
25            a broad-based communication plan that a lot of
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 1            different stakeholders are put into.
 2                 And with that as well, you know, beyond the
 3            Hispanic community, also wanting to emphasize the
 4            teachers.  I know there was a lot of conversation in
 5            the lead-up to the cuts that were announced last week
 6            and a lot of teachers, you know, making, I think,
 7            some logical leaps and assumptions about what that
 8            might mean about their positions or jobs.  And I
 9            think our teachers are our strongest allies in making
10            this successful.  And so, again, I can't emphasize
11            enough, as my other colleagues have, about how
12            important a really robust, well-founded, and as much
13            attention going into the communication in this early
14            age to be able to lift up stakeholders.  And I hope
15            where maybe there's no Hispanics on the Civic
16            Advisory Committee that there's opportunities for
17            family members to attend and to at least, maybe if
18            not in a formal capacity as Civic Advisory Committee
19            members, to at least offer testimony or have voice in
20            terms of the process so that they too can contribute
21            to turning around these schools and the district.
22                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, ma'am.  Internally, our
23            communication is pretty good.  We've communicated
24            regarding the process that we're going through as far
25            as revamping, realigning work.  We are insuring that
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 1            all of our staff members are aware of what's going on
 2            and how -- what impact it may or will not -- the
 3            affect it will have on our schools.  And going
 4            forward, you're absolutely right, I think we're going
 5            to have to be intentional in showing that we have a
 6            very diverse population on all of our committees.  If
 7            you look on the update document that I provided to
 8            you all, you all see something regarding our Baseline
 9            Elementary School.  And I think the question came up
10            regarding that particular academic distress school
11            because of the high population of Latino/Hispanic
12            students that we have.  We are in the process of
13            discussions about doing something very meaningful and
14            innovative that will serve not only our
15            Latino/Hispanic population but our African American
16            population and our population of poverty on that
17            particular side of town that will ultimately enhance
18            the educational opportunities for them.  And we are
19            being intentional as far as insuring that we have a
20            very diverse representation as far as our
21            stakeholders are concerned on that committee.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Ms. Reith.  Ms.
23            Zook, did you have anything?
24                 MS. ZOOK:  No.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Anyone else for
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 1            Dr. Suggs?  Mr. Davis.
 2                 MR. DAVIS:  And I'm not sure if this question is
 3            for Dr. Suggs or Commissioner Key.  Commissioner Key,
 4            you talked about the idea of strategies.  Is there a
 5            timeline or is there -- have we developed what those
 6            strategies might look like?  And if we have not, when
 7            can we expect to get those?
 8                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Well, and Dr. Suggs can speak
 9            to this as well, Mr. Davis.  Many of those are
10            outlined here in this document as far as school
11            level, and there's still a lot of work to do.
12            There's still discussion on what can we do at the
13            middle schools, and those are ongoing.  We, Dr. Suggs
14            and I, have discussed introducing some of these
15            concepts here today and in the May meeting coming
16            back with a more concrete timeline.  Some of these
17            timelines are obviously going to be implemented in
18            the 15-16 school year.  There may be others that we
19            can do between now and then.  But as far as direct
20            in-school changes, I think Dr. Suggs envisions many
21            of these things happening beginning with the 15-16
22            school year, in August.
23                 And, Dr. Suggs, please add anything to that that
24            you might offer.
25                 DR. SUGGS:  No, sir, I didn't.
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 1                 MR. DAVIS:  Dr. Suggs, you also mentioned the
 2            idea of things happening in phases.  Is there a
 3            timeline around phases?  How many phases do you
 4            expect to take place?  Is this a two-phase approach,
 5            a three-phase approach?  And, once again, what is --
 6            do you have an idea on the timeline regarding -- you
 7            know -- are you considering yourself involved in
 8            phase one at this point?  If so, when does it
 9            transfer over to phase two, if there's an additional
10            phase?  Can I get some clarification on that, please?
11                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.  We're in the beginning of
12            our phase one process.  Well, let me clarify that and
13            go back.  I'm sorry.  To answer your question, we're
14            looking at a three-phase process.  We are at the
15            beginning of phase one, which is basically --
16            basically consists of the reallocation of staff, the
17            reorganizing and reapplication of staff; the
18            reconfiguration -- or possible reconfiguration, I
19            should say, of Baseline, and implementation of the
20            early childhood center; also, providing leadership
21            training at our academic distress schools; the
22            reorganization as far as the structure in which the
23            -- the academic distress schools will report directly
24            to the superintendent; the communication piece where
25            we need to insure that we have a very robust
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 1            communication process so that all stakeholders are
 2            informed of what's going on, internally and
 3            externally.  That particular phase will be ongoing
 4            throughout probably mid-year of the next school year.
 5            And then we will transition into phase two; however,
 6            although we're working actively in phase one, we will
 7            also be doing some small segments within phase two in
 8            order to better -- so that we have a smooth
 9            transition with that particular time period comes.
10                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you for that.  Would it be
11            possible to get a report broken down by phases and
12            specifically those things that you expect to happen
13            in phase one and in phase two, along with some
14            timelines?  I think that's something we might want to
15            be able to communicate to the community.  Because I'm
16            assuming that when you speak of phases, these are the
17            items that you hope to put in place in order to move
18            the district forward.  Is that a fair assessment?
19                 DR. SUGGS:  Yes, sir.
20                 MR. DAVIS:  Okay.  Thank you.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Mr.
22            Davis.  Anything else for Dr. Suggs?  Mr. Crossley.
23                 MR. CROSSLEY:  Dr. Suggs, this is Jonathan
24            Crossley, Teacher of the Year.  I have two quick
25            questions for you.  The first one, I see the Hall
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 1            High School redesign and the reconstitution of
 2            Baseline Elementary, and both of those have
 3            professional development listed.  I was curious your
 4            perspective of how you view adult learning and how
 5            adult learning will be imbedded in the culture of the
 6            school.  In conversations we've had in the past,
 7            you've talked about how essential culture shifts are
 8            to really improving a school.  So how are you
 9            insuring that adult learning is a part of that
10            culture shift?
11                 DR. SUGGS:  Well, we're going to insure that --
12            and that's an excellent question.  And we have to --
13            not only for Hall, but we have to do that for all of
14            our schools.  We implemented some -- we touched on it
15            a little bit this year; we had an opportunity with
16            Dunbar and Pulaski Heights.  We're looking at
17            everything from -- when we talk about adult learning,
18            everything from team building to leadership within
19            the classroom, because we try to create those
20            internal leadership folks within our school building;
21            also, moving more so from a central office driven
22            top-down approach to leadership to more of a bottom-
23            up, so that all folks within a school understand that
24            they have -- that they are valued in our school
25            district.  Professional development, we're looking at
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 1            ongoing professional -- meaningful ongoing
 2            professional development, not one-time isolated
 3            professional development geared more to the teachers
 4            and addressing their needs, as far as professional
 5            development is concerned.  That's something that
 6            we're going to be doing throughout our school
 7            district.  And, again, like I said, not only for Hall
 8            but for all of our schools.  I think that's just the
 9            direction in which we need to move, because we're
10            looking for true sustainability change.
11                 MR. CROSSLEY:  And then the second one -- thank
12            you for that.  The second one, really quickly, I see
13            on the seven-period day schedule students will have
14            more continuous opportunity for teacher feedback and
15            support.  That sounds wonderful, but I want to know
16            how exactly -- how exactly will moving to a seven-
17            period day allow students to have more continuous
18            support with teacher feedback?
19                 DR. SUGGS:  Well, if you look at the
20            documentation that was provided, currently our
21            teachers are teaching like, at the middle school, 65%
22            of the time.  This will help in essence for moving to
23            (inaudible) which will increase the interaction time
24            to 1800 minutes, which is a significant amount of
25            time.  If you look at any research, it will clearly
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 1            state that teacher/student interaction is critical as
 2            far as the learning process is concerned.  Now, you
 3            will not find any data, qualitative or quantitative,
 4            that basically supports one particular schedule
 5            platform better than the other platform.  But we can
 6            say that if a child is taking a math class, an
 7            Algebra 1 class, and they meet on Tuesday and
 8            Thursday, and if that child misses class on Thursday,
 9            he or she will not have the opportunity to go back
10            into a math class until the following Tuesday.  So
11            the possibility -- or I should say, the consequences
12            are very -- are many, if you think about the fact of
13            retention, if the child did not quite understand the
14            assignments, follow-up, getting behind.  It's just --
15            it's a number of things as far as academic
16            improvement is concerned for being on a block
17            schedule.  Now, again, on the flipside, for some
18            classes it's beneficial, like your labs, your science
19            classes; having that 90-minute block in a science
20            lab, that's critical, or having a 90-minute block in
21            a theater class, that's beneficial.  But when we look
22            at core area classes and maybe some science classes,
23            students need the opportunity to have that ongoing
24            interaction with students -- I'm sorry -- with the
25            teacher in order to have a clear understanding of the
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 1            assignments and what's going on.  And we have --
 2            again, we have 18 schools that are in -- that have
 3            already been listed as focus schools, priority
 4            schools, or they're academic distress schools.
 5                 MR. CROSSLEY:  Thank you for that articulation;
 6            I thank you for your leadership.  I appreciate it.
 7                 DR. SUGGS:  You're welcome, sir.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  I don't see any
 9            other questions for Dr. Suggs.  Dr. Suggs, thank you
10            for taking time to join us this morning.  So I think
11            now we're going to hear from Baker Kurrus, who is
12            working on the efficiency -- budget efficiency
13            committee.  Mr. Kurrus, thank you for your
14            volunteering to lead this group and for all the time
15            that you've put into this effort, and you're
16            recognized.
17                 MR. KURRUS:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  It's
18            actually a privilege to volunteer and I have
19            assembled a good, strong committee; it's a seven-
20            person committee, all of whom have managerial
21            experience and organizational experience, which I
22            think is critical.  Because our task, although on one
23            hand is difficult, is not complex.  We know in 26
24            months Little Rock is no longer going to receive
25            approximately $37,000,400 in operational revenue from
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 1            the State of Arkansas.  There is no question about
 2            that.  And although that's a difficult challenge, on
 3            the other hand it affords an opportunity.  In no
 4            other organization that I can think of would you ever
 5            have a clear vision that far out and be able to
 6            predict what your revenues are going to be,
 7            especially in a declining environment.  So we have a
 8            runway to land this airplane, but we have got to get
 9            to work.  It is urgent business and the committee is
10            meeting frequently and energetically and working
11            offline too to come up with strategies that will
12            allow this district to have financial sustainability,
13            but also to be a better district when we come out of
14            this picture.  Because it's possible to do just that.
15            It's possible to be nimble, lean, agile, efficient,
16            and energized in a small organization with dedicated
17            people, and that's the object of the game.  We can't
18            simply say we're going to cut a bunch of people and
19            expect this organization not to be different.  It's
20            going to be much, much different.  And I can tell you
21            what we're doing, I can tell you what we're not
22            doing, and then I'm going to be very brief because I
23            know if you have questions I'd like to have time for
24            that.
25                 What we are not doing is making educational
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 1            decisions.  I'm not an educator.  Contrary to what a
 2            lot of people think, at least they did when I was on
 3            the school board, they thought that they'd gone to
 4            school so they could run the school.  Well, I went to
 5            school but I know I'm not an educator; that's
 6            somebody else's job.  But yet, in a financial sense
 7            everything that goes on in the school has a financial
 8            impact.  So what we are doing is we are testing any
 9            budget cuts against an elemental threshold of
10            reasonableness that a layperson could understand.  So
11            if Dr. Suggs brings forward a recommendation for a
12            cut, we don't challenge the educational efficacy of
13            what he's trying to do.  But we do try to test from a
14            business standpoint the impact on the organization
15            and we spend a lot of time talking about
16            organizational impact because that's critical in this
17            analysis and in this work.  So realizing that what
18            we're not doing, what we are doing is taking a very
19            hard look at the organization as a whole.  And what
20            you see, without going too much into history, is that
21            a lot of money is being spent in areas where it's
22            inefficient; too many people doing too many things,
23            too many people having too much interlocking
24            responsibility, and a lack of accountability.  That
25            is essential in any operating organization, that you
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 1            have clear lines of authority, you have clear goals
 2            and objectives, you have buy-in from your key people,
 3            you give them the resources and the things that they
 4            need and the support that they need and the authority
 5            that they need, and then you hold those people
 6            accountable.  So that's part of our reorganization
 7            thinking is that we're going to have a more
 8            accountable organization, not just a leaner
 9            organization; it's going to be a different
10            organization, and that's a process.  It's not a plan;
11            it's a process.  You have to train people every day
12            to take responsibility and to be accountable for what
13            they do, and that's essential in everything that
14            we're doing, and we're not going to lose sight of
15            that.  We're clearly going to have some substantial
16            administrative cuts, about $3.5 to $3.6 million,
17            immediately, before this next fiscal year starts.  We
18            have a contract with our certified and classified
19            personnel that doesn't expire until October of 2015,
20            well into the next fiscal year, so -- and we'll abide
21            by that contract, of course, and we value -- I
22            certainly value -- and I know I speak for the
23            committee -- we value instructional personnel.
24            That's where the learning takes place.  As I've said
25            in several meetings before, those teachers are the
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 1            jet pilots in our Air Force.  No matter what else we
 2            do, no matter how clean the building, no matter how
 3            well we do things at 800 West Broadway, if the
 4            experience in the classroom is not first rate then we
 5            will fail.  So we keep that in the front of our mind.
 6            But we do know this: we have to become much more
 7            efficient from an instructional standpoint in order
 8            to balance this budget.  We simply have to become
 9            more efficient.  We have to have better utilization
10            of the people we have; we have to have energized
11            teachers, teaching more.  And then we are going
12            through another process where we're going to look
13            into transportation costs.  We've already developed
14            and have the numbers on bond refinancing, things like
15            that.  We're doing a facilities study.  We have 12
16            buildings in Little Rock where we have administrative
17            functions -- believe that or not, 12 different sites
18            where we have administrative functions.  It's very
19            difficult to supervise people in 10 different
20            building sites.  We're going to look at all those
21            sites; we're going to do building studies and try to
22            figure out how can we consolidate our administrators.
23            We'll have fewer of them to start with, so let's try
24            to get people in the same place where they can team
25            up and become more efficient and eliminate cost as
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 1            well.  I mean, every time you have a building you've
 2            got a phone system and a computer system and a
 3            receptionist and a roof, and everything that goes
 4            along with maintaining a building costs money.  So
 5            that's another area where we're working.  We're well
 6            on our way.  And although I say it's not a complex
 7            task, it's not easy.  And the other thing I told the
 8            committee is that we have to build confidence in our
 9            community; that's essential.  If our enrollment goes
10            down, if we lose the confidence of the public through
11            this process, if we can't do this in a way that
12            builds confidence from both the business community,
13            our patrons, we will fail, no matter whether the
14            budget is balanced or not.  And I'd be happy to try
15            to answer any questions that you have.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.  Are
17            there questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Mr. Davis.
18                 MR. DAVIS:  First of all, I want to thank you
19            for doing -- you and your committee for all the work
20            that you've put into this and I'm sure the continued
21            work that will continue to happen.  I really can't
22            thank you enough.  Just a couple of quick questions.
23            You mentioned the administrative costs -- cuts that
24            have taken place.  Were the cuts driven by the budget
25            or were the cuts looked at and that was taken into
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 1            account for the loss that is expected in years to
 2            come?  How was that decision made?
 3                 MR. KURRUS:  Well, it's a complex decision.  I
 4            mean, it involves both factors.  I mean, what we
 5            tested with respect to budget cuts was an
 6            administration that's leaner, more direct, fewer
 7            middle managers, a flatter organization.  In my
 8            experience -- and I'm a lawyer by training and a
 9            business consultant and a pretty good wood-splitter.
10            I mean, I've got a broad background in a lot of
11            different areas.  But the one thing I always see is
12            that a flatter administration in almost any business
13            is more effective.  If you remove -- and not that you
14            don't need middle management; of course, you do.  But
15            in key educational institutions you have very little
16            middle management, whether that's Notre' Dam or
17            Harvard.  Derek Bok used to have a meeting with the
18            faculty.  He didn't send in a bunch of people; he
19            would go in and tell them what they wanted to do, and
20            everybody else in the whole school was supporting the
21            faculty.  It's a complete different mindset.  It's to
22            say, "You are the valued person; you are the one
23            that's delivering the product."  So when we looked at
24            administration, we had to worry about the money, but
25            we also want to focus on delivering the product, and
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 1            that occurs in the classroom.  It doesn't occur in a
 2            committee meeting; it doesn't occur when we all get
 3            in a circle and look at one another and talk about
 4            what we might think is best.  It's just simpler than
 5            that.  And Little Rock got away from that, as you
 6            well know; it became a programmatic school district,
 7            not a systematic school district.  So these budget
 8            cuts are based on an improved system of
 9            administration, rather than a programmatic approach
10            where people fail, they're pulled from classrooms and
11            exposed to programs, which are probably good -- most
12            of them have some positive impact, but there's not
13            enough money to do that anymore.  When you receive
14            your money under a Picus and Odden study that funds
15            certain categories, they don't include extensive
16            special programs.  There's money there, but not
17            enough to do what Little Rock has always done.  So
18            that's the way we looked at it.
19                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you.  My final question is
20            along the same lines that I asked Commissioner Key
21            and Dr. Suggs, as well.  You mentioned the facilities
22            study and the transportation study or looking at
23            transportation costs -- and, obviously, those things
24            are always ongoing.  But is there an expectation on
25            which the first report around that will be conducted
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 1            or completed or shared with the Board?
 2                 MR. KURRUS:  I don't have a time table for you
 3            yet.  I can tell you what our first recommendation
 4            was -- it was so interesting to listen to your
 5            meeting -- was a better communications plan.  That
 6            was our single first recommendation.  And so we'll be
 7            in communication with you about how that goes.  We're
 8            just starting that study.  I'm going to do something
 9            that sounds elementary but it works; I want to know
10            how many cubicles are in a building with nobody in
11            them, how many empty chairs are there, and then you
12            begin to develop that.  That's how big trucking
13            companies decide whether to expand or not.  They
14            don't sit around a conference table and convene lots
15            of meetings; they send a person around -- because I
16            was involved in a big trucking company that just did
17            this.  The simple thing they did was how many empty
18            chairs do we have here.  We need to hire some more
19            people; do we have a place for them to sit.  And
20            that's sort of a different mindset, and that's what
21            we're trying to develop is a systematic approach but
22            that's a nimble administration.  So we'll get this
23            done quickly.  Steve Strickland -- my committee
24            should be named because they're working so hard:
25            Roger Ball, Steve Strickland, Bobby Roberts, Bruce
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 1            Moore, Verna Simmons, and Peggy Neighbors.  I picked
 2            those people.  We had 28 applicants; I eliminated all
 3            the school district employees, and we did not have a
 4            Hispanic applicant that wasn't a school district
 5            employee, but we do have a Hispanic resource.  So
 6            that's where we are.  We'll get back to you; we will
 7            communicate.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
 9            questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Dr. Barth, are you with
10            us?  We may have --
11                 DR. BARTH:  Oh, here I am.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
13                 MR. KURRUS:  I put him to sleep, I guess.
14                 DR. BARTH:  Mr. Ledbetter, you know, I was
15            having some trouble hearing Mr. Kurrus, so I hope I
16            didn't miss it, but I actually had a question about
17            the millage plan that has kind of begun under the
18            school board, kind of where that plan was in terms of
19            thinking of additional avenues for the future.  Is
20            that just kind of on hold until there's some clarity
21            about where things are now or -- you know -- could
22            you walk us through that just a little bit?
23                 MR. KURRUS:  Let me speak to that and very
24            clearly articulate that I'm speaking strictly for
25            myself, but I've talked to my committee about this
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 1            and I think there's strong support for what I've told
 2            them.  I want to choose my words carefully because
 3            facilities are critically important.  But I think
 4            before we go to the community with a plan to ask for
 5            more money the first thing we have to prove is that
 6            we're spending every single dime that we get in a
 7            responsible way, and we hope to be able to
 8            demonstrate that.  And I think that's going to --
 9            Little Rock has got -- is a very good school
10            district, as you well know.  We have 46.4 mills
11            applied to a $3.2 billion tax base.  There's a lot of
12            money in Little Rock.  Little Rock's failing schools
13            are its highest cost schools.  They have per pupil
14            costs that are out the roof.  Oddly enough, the
15            schools that are efficient have the best results on a
16            per pupil basis, if you measure efficiency that way.
17            So we haven't tackled yet the question of a millage.
18            It's clear that we have to apply more money to our
19            facilities, and actually we're developing a baseline
20            budget for next fiscal year and the first item on the
21            budget is maintenance and repair of facilities.  That
22            was always an afterthought in Little Rock and one of
23            the reasons why things are in the shape they're in
24            right now, is that whatever was left over to spend to
25            maintain buildings.  We're taking the opposite view.
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 1            The first number we're plugging in in the fiscal year
 2            budget that begins next July 1st is the maintenance
 3            of the buildings, and it will be a number twice as
 4            big as the number that was in there last year,
 5            roughly $3 million; it will be $6 million or so this
 6            year.  But then we're going to tackle that.  I've
 7            said -- I worked on the last millage campaign.  If I
 8            think it's necessary, we're going to do it -- or I'm
 9            going to help personally.  But the committee hasn't
10            really tackled that one yet, and I think it's
11            premature.  We've got other -- if I had any hair, I'd
12            say my hair was on fire, but I don't; but if I did,
13            it would be.  And we've got to get our house in
14            order; we have no choice.
15                 DR. BARTH:  Great.  That makes great sense.  And
16            I thank -- along with everybody else, I'm thanking
17            you and thanking that good list of people that you
18            just listed for your work.
19                 MR. KURRUS:  It's my pleasure, truly.  Thank you
20            very much for the opportunity.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
22            questions for Mr. Kurrus?  Thank you for being here
23            this morning and taking time out of your schedule,
24            and thank you again for everything you're doing.  We
25            support you, we support your committee, and we
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 1            support this school district.  And, you know, we
 2            really do want this to be the best school district in
 3            the state of Arkansas, and I think we can do that.
 4                 MR. KURRUS:  Well, it's a pleasure working with
 5            Mr. Key and Commissioner Tony; he's still helping.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
 7                 MR. KURRUS:  So it's been a real pleasure.
 8            Thank you.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, we're not going to
10            let Tony off the hook.  Tony, did you want to add
11            anything to what's been said?
12                 MR. WOOD:  (Shaking head from side to side.)
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  Anything
14            else on the report for the Little Rock School
15            District, Mr. Key?
16                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  That's all.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is there a
18            motion to approve the report?
19                 MS. SAVIERS:  I move to approve the report.
20                 MS. ZOOK:  Second.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Saviers has
22            moved to approve the report and Ms. Zook has seconded
23            that motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none,
24            all in favor say "aye."
25                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any opposed?  All right.
 2            The report is approved.
 3                 And so do we want to take a break before we
 4            start back on our regular agenda of A-3?  Is
 5            everybody good to go?  Speak now.  All right.  We're
 6            going to take a break and we're going to come back at
 7            11:35 -- 11:35 sharp.  Thank you.
 8                     (BREAK:  11:25-11:37 A.M.)
 9  A-3:  CONSIDERATION OF THE INVOLUNTARY ADMINISTRATIVE
10  CONSOLIDATION OF THE HUGHES SCHOOL DISTRICT INTO ONE (1) OR
11  MORE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Come to order.  Okay.
13            Thanks, everyone.  We're going to start back.  By the
14            way, I didn't tell everyone this; they need to
15            silence their portable communication devices -- what
16            do you call those things -- PDA's.  All right.  It
17            used to be cell phones.  So we're going to go back to
18            item A-3 on the agenda.  Right?  That is the
19            Consideration of the Involuntary Administrative
20            Consolidation of the Hughes School District into One
21            (1) or More School Districts.  Mr. Lasiter, you're
22            going to get this started and tell us our procedures
23            and everything, right?
24                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You're
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 1            recognized.
 2                 MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I'll
 3            begin with talking about the procedures that apply to
 4            this hearing and then I will give a brief background
 5            as to the facts that got us to this point today.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Speak up a little.
 7            I don't know if it's me or if that mic is turned down
 8            a little bit.  Yeah.
 9                 MR. LASITER:  The procedures for this hearing
10            are set forth in Section 28 of your Annexation and
11            Consolidation Rules, and I'll briefly cover them.
12            Mr. Chairman, they set out at 20-20-10-10 the format
13            and I'll explain that more in just a moment.  To
14            begin, all attorneys -- all persons -- excuse me --
15            other than attorneys wishing to testify before the
16            State Board shall first be placed under oath by the
17            Chair of the State Board.  Spokespersons for the
18            Department of Education shall have a total of 20
19            minutes to present the Department's remarks, and I'll
20            handle that for you this morning.  And you may allow
21            additional time if that's necessary, but I don't
22            think that my time will be 20 minutes this morning.
23            Then, the spokespersons for any individual or group
24            of citizens that opposes the annexation or
25            consolidation shall have 20 minutes to present their
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 1            remarks.  Again, you can allow more time than 20
 2            minutes, if you choose.  It returns back to the
 3            Department for 10 minutes on that same procedure, and
 4            after the Department's 10 minutes it goes back to any
 5            party or group of citizens that opposes the
 6            annexation.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  What's that now?  After the
 8            10 minutes, then what?
 9                 MR. LASTIER:  The Department can have 10 minutes
10            and then it returns back to the parties that oppose
11            the consolidation or annexation for 10 minutes.  I
12            also want to mention at this point that we invited
13            all of the superintendents from the surrounding
14            school districts to be here to be able to answer any
15            questions, as well.
16                 After the presentation of the information, you
17            can then discuss, deliberate and vote on the matter.
18            You can take the matter under advisement and announce
19            your decision at a later date, provided that all of
20            your discussions, deliberations and votes take place
21            at a public hearing.  At the culmination of this
22            hearing will be a written order, one way or the
23            other, concerning the consolidation, proposed
24            consolidation.
25                 Are there any questions about the procedures?
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Does anyone
 2            have any questions for Mr. Lasiter about the
 3            procedures?  All right.  Dr. Barth, are you with us
 4            still?
 5                 DR. BARTH:  I am.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Good.  All right.
 7            So should I swear in the witnesses at this point?
 8                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Anybody who is going
10            to give testimony as opposed to lawyers who are here
11            to represent parties needs to stand up and raise your
12            right hand so I can administer the oath.
13                 All right.  Do you solemnly swear or affirm that
14            the testimony you'll give will be the truth, the
15            whole truth and nothing but the truth?
16               (ALL SPEAKERS ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  You
18            may be seated.
19                 And, Mr. Lasiter, you will present -- you will
20            make the presentation on behalf of the ADE, of the
21            Department?
22                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  And you're
24            recognized for 20 -- up to 20 minutes.
25                 MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  This
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 1            agenda item has to do with what you all have come to
 2            know as an Act 60 consolidation.  By way of
 3            background, Act 60 applies to any school district
 4            that falls below 350 students, an average daily
 5            membership, for two consecutive years.  And I'll walk
 6            you through the statutory process and explain to you
 7            how we got to this point.  Arkansas Code Annotated 6-
 8            13-1602(1) requires the Department of Education to
 9            publish a list of all school districts with fewer
10            than 350 students, according to the school district
11            average daily membership in the school year
12            immediately preceding the current school year.  So
13            for our purposes, that was the 2012-2013 school year.
14            And as noted in your board materials, the Hughes
15            School District had an average daily membership of
16            348 students during the 2012-2013 school year.  And
17            so on August 7, 2013, the ADE notified the Hughes
18            School District of its placement on that year-one
19            list, in accordance with the law.  And on August 9,
20            2013, the ADE included the Hughes School District on
21            a list published by way of Commissioner's Memo 14-
22            005.
23                 Moving on to the next requirement under the
24            statute, moving to year-two, Arkansas Code Annotated
25            6-13-1602(2) requires the ADE to publish this time a
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 1            consolidation list of all school districts with fewer
 2            than 350 students, according to the school district
 3            average daily membership of the two school years
 4            preceding the current school year.  And so as noted
 5            in your materials for the 2013-2014 school year, the
 6            Hughes School District had an average daily
 7            membership of 344 students.  On July 18, 2014, the
 8            Department of Education notified the Hughes School
 9            District of its placement on the consolidation list,
10            in accordance with the law.  And on July 22, 2014,
11            the ADE included the Hughes School District on a list
12            published by way of Commissioner's Memo 15-010.
13                 And so under the law, the first year below 350
14            students was 2012-2013; the second year was 2013-
15            2014; and then this school year was to be the
16            transition school year.  And so at that point the
17            Hughes School District had the opportunity to find a
18            partner school district to bring a petition before
19            the Board for consolidation or annexation.  You may
20            recall last month there initially was a petition that
21            was filed by both the Forrest City and the Hughes
22            School District that was going to be for your
23            consideration during last month's meeting, but the
24            Forrest City School District, before that meeting,
25            withdrew from its participation in that agreement.
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 1            And so the law, under that circumstance where there's
 2            not an agreement, requires you as the State Board to
 3            order consolidation prior to May 1, to be effective
 4            by July 1 of this school year.
 5                 According to the information maintained by the
 6            Department of Education, the Hughes School District
 7            is not subject to a desegregation order.  We sought,
 8            in accordance with the law, an advisory opinion from
 9            the office of the Attorney General.  That opinion is
10            in your materials.  Some of the surrounding school
11            districts are subject to a desegregation order and
12            some are not, and we can answer questions going
13            forward on that front.
14                 Your agenda materials include fiscal and
15            academic information about the Hughes School District
16            and surrounding school districts, and you've also
17            been given I think additional materials by the Hughes
18            School District that was at your desk this morning.
19            And we ask that you make all of those things a part
20            of your record for the proceedings today.
21                 (WHEREUPON, ADE Exhibits One (1) through Seven
22            (7) were marked for identification and entered into
23            evidence.)
24                 (WHEREUPON, Hughes School District Exhibits One
25            (1) and Two (2) were marked for identification and
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 1            entered into evidence.)
 2                 MR. LASITER:  I noted that representatives from
 3            the Hughes School District and surrounding districts
 4            are here to answer any questions that you may have.
 5            Before I turn it over to them, are there any
 6            questions for me?
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Members, are
 8            there any questions for Mr. Lasiter with regard to
 9            the presentation of the Department?  Okay.  Thank
10            you.
11                 So now we have 20 minutes for any individual or
12            group opposed to the involuntary administrative
13            consolidation of the Hughes School District.  I know
14            -- that thing may fall out of there; just push it
15            down and then just pull down on the lower -- yeah --
16            on the base.  There you go.  Okay.  A little tricky.
17            All right.  Ma'am, what's your name?
18                 SUPT. OWENS:  My name is Sheryl Owens.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And you're the
20            superintendent?
21                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes, I am, sir.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
23                 SUPT. OWENS:  The interim superintendent.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Before you
25            begin, Ms. Owens, do you have -- I know Mr. Valley is
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 1            here; I guess he's representing the district?
 2                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes, sir.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Have you guys
 4            kind of decided on your time?  Do you have a -- do I
 5            need to do anything in particular or do you have it
 6            kind of --
 7                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well, we have nine speakers; five
 8            speakers will speak within the 20-minute timeframe
 9            that we have.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, ma'am.
11                 SUPT. OWENS:  And then we have four other
12            speakers who are friends and supporters who would
13            like to speak.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
15                 SUPT. OWENS:  I don't know if they will come in
16            in the 20 minutes or they'll come after this.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Well, let's see what
18            we can do.  If we need a little extra time, we'll
19            give it.  We might break during this and have a lunch
20            break and then come back and finish up after lunch,
21            because this could go awhile and we're approaching
22            the noon-hour.  But we'll go ahead and recognize you
23            and your other witnesses or counsel for the initial
24            20 minutes in opposition to any involuntary
25            administrative consolidation of Hughes School
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 1            District.  Okay?  Does that sound all right?
 2                 SUPT. OWENS:  That sounds good.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  You're recognized.
 4                 SUPT. OWENS:  Okay.  Thank you to Chair
 5            Ledbudder -- Ledbetter, I'm sorry -- to our
 6            Commissioner Key and to the Board Members.  It's a --
 7            I can't say it's a pleasure to be here today, but I'm
 8            happy to be here today.  I would like to acknowledge
 9            some board members who are here with me today.  I
10            have parents, I have students, and I have several
11            friends and supporters.  I have five team members who
12            will speak within the 20-minute timeframe that you've
13            given us, and four additional speakers who will speak
14            in opposition of the consolidation.  I would like to
15            thank you for allowing me this opportunity to speak
16            to you.  I hope that you will listen with your heart
17            to all the words that are said and make the best
18            decision that you can make in the best interest of
19            the children who live in an isolated district in St.
20            Francis County.
21                 I'm here today requesting a waiver, a one-year
22            waiver that will keep our school district in
23            operation for the next year.  During this time we
24            believe that we will be able to prove to ourselves
25            and to the State of Arkansas that small districts can
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 1            be effective.  And we believe that we could be
 2            further effective if we were given one more year to
 3            prove ourselves.  I believe that we're worthy of this
 4            waiver in that we have made significant progress, and
 5            this progress has been consistent.  We have
 6            consistently made progress in our finances; we've
 7            consistently made progress in our academics; we've
 8            consistently made progress environmentally.  Our
 9            principal is here with us today, along with two
10            students, and they will speak to you about the
11            academic progress that we've made.  Mr. Norman Hill
12            is here with us today; he's our financial consultant,
13            and he will speak to you about the financial progress
14            that we have made.
15                 I would like to add to that that when we were
16            placed on fiscal distress a year-and-a-half, two
17            years back, we have been in compliance with our
18            fiscal improvement plan, as evidenced by the six-
19            month reviews that have come to you each -- every six
20            months from ADE.  And the feedback that we have
21            received from ADE has been positive.  So we believe
22            that we've made the necessary progress in that
23            regard.
24                 The next area of progress is we started with a
25            $400,000 ending balance two years ago.  Our projected
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 1            ending balance for this year is $1.5 million.  We
 2            have been effective in redistributing our resources,
 3            our human resources and our financial resources.  We
 4            have reduced our audit findings, which was the reason
 5            we were placed in fiscal distress to begin with.  We
 6            have reduced those findings from many to very few.
 7            These findings were passed on to us from years ago
 8            and since then we've taken measures to turn this
 9            around.  We've hired a financial consultant, as I
10            mentioned before, Mr. Hill, and he will talk to you
11            about all of the progress that we have made.  But
12            more importantly, I want to say that we have changed
13            the culture and the climate of our school.  Our
14            children look forward to coming to school now.  Our
15            teachers look forward to teaching our students now.
16            All of this is evident and in the records.  Mr.
17            Valley, our attorney, will speak to you last; he's
18            going to kind of cap this off for us.
19                 So now I'm going to yield the floor and ask our
20            principal, followed by two students, to come and talk
21            to you about the academic plan.  And then Mr. Hill,
22            our financial consultant, will speak to you about our
23            finances.  And, finally, Mr. Valley will plug in the
24            legal elements.  Thank you.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Ms. Owens.
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 1                 MR. SPALETTA:  Good morning, Chairman Ledbetter,
 2            State Board Members, and Commissioner Key.  My name
 3            is Jeff Spaletta.  I was hired two years ago as the
 4            principal, K through 12 principal at the Hughes
 5            School District.  I just want to take a few minutes
 6            and talk about some of the challenges when I came and
 7            where we're at today.  There was a lot of challenges
 8            that I inherited when I came to the job: low
 9            expectations for both adults and students; high
10            student absences; high staff absences; a lot of
11            accountability issues; as low as 5% parent
12            participation when I started; limited technology use;
13            unsafe, disorderly school environment -- and this was
14            indicated in our scholastic audit that was done prior
15            to me coming to the school; little or no evidence of
16            effective instruction; and fluctuating academic
17            performance over the last five to eight years.  On
18            our way to turning around the school district we did
19            the following things: we set some clear and
20            compelling direction for the school district, with a
21            clear vision that everyone knew; we developed a plan
22            and set our goals; we collaborated with all the
23            stakeholders; we improved our accountability system;
24            we reshaped the whole school culture, like Ms. Owens
25            said; we transformed teaching and learning in all the
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 1            classrooms, K through 12.  As a result -- and we
 2            still -- one more year would make a big difference.
 3            As a result, we've met the majority of our IMO's that
 4            we had as a priority school.  We met the majority of
 5            those IMO's.  Ninety-seven percent of our seniors
 6            graduated last year; 100% of our seniors will
 7            graduate this year.  Our parent involvement has
 8            increased from 5% to nearly 50%; we have increased
 9            the effectiveness of our parent involvement.  Eighty
10            percent or more of our classrooms are now using
11            technology daily.  Our high school math scores
12            improved -- number of proficient advanced students
13            improved last year by 16%, 10% in geometry.  Our high
14            school Algebra 1 scores were 88% proficient advanced
15            last year.  We met our AMO in high school literacy
16            last year.  Our high school 11th grade literacy
17            improved their proficient advanced students by 19%
18            last year, and we have the best scoring proficient
19            advanced students in eight years in 11th grade
20            literacy.  The University of Arkansas Office of
21            Education Policy gave Hughes four awards for most
22            improved test scores last year.  We're expecting in
23            our module tests to show that our scores are going to
24            be improved for this year tremendously.  We feel that
25            we've made tremendous progress in our academics.
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 1            Thanks for your time today.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, sir, and thank
 3            you for your efforts.
 4                 MR. HILL:  Chairman Ledbetter -- I'm sorry.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's okay.
 6                 MR. HILL:  I apologize.  I'm out of order.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I was starting to wonder
 8            too.
 9                 MR. SMITH:  Hello.  My name is Adrick Smith.
10            I'm a junior at Hughes High School.  My mother and
11            father and all my brothers and sisters have already
12            graduated from Hughes, and I want to graduate from
13            Hughes just like the rest of my family.  The school
14            is the heart of our city and our families.  Our
15            school has rising test scores (inaudible) and the
16            teachers motivate us daily to strive to succeed.
17            Many of us want to further our education and come
18            back to our town, but if the school closes we might
19            not have a town to come back to.  Our parents are so
20            afraid of having to bus us to another school for an
21            hour or more.  Many of our families do not have
22            reliable transportation and being in a small
23            community they are able to take care of their
24            children's needs.  Once again, I'm a junior at Hughes
25            High School.  My dream has always been to finish high
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 1            school as a Blue Devil.  Moving us on another campus
 2            makes me feel that my dreams are crushed; I feel that
 3            in the next senior class none of my ideas will
 4            matter.  So I ask you please to keep our school open
 5            and make me -- help me make my dreams come true.
 6            Thank you all very much.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, sir.  Well done.
 8                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
 9                 MS. GLASPER:  Okay.  I'm Kendra Glasper; I'm
10            also a part of the junior class.  At a smaller school
11            like Hughes we get more individual time with our
12            teachers.  Our classes, they max at about 15 students
13            in a class, which is a big difference from 25 at a
14            big school.  That means we get more one-on-one time
15            with our teachers, which means we understand the
16            lesson better.  I'm number one in my class with my
17            grades and education at Hughes High School.  I
18            received a 23 on my first ACT and 78 on my first
19            ASVAB, which means I'm a top prospect in numerous
20            colleges.  I'm a cheerleader and a basketball player
21            and in track.  Our coaches at our school help our
22            education also.  By us being a smaller school, we
23            have smaller teams, which means everyone has to be on
24            track with their grades and behavior.  Losing the
25            Hughes School District would affect our town very
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 1            negatively because people in the town will lose their
 2            jobs and we will have to go to a new school, which
 3            means we'll have to move to a new town, and then the
 4            town will have less citizens.  I've been in Hughes
 5            School District all my life, so please keep our
 6            school open so I can continue to be number one and
 7            further my education and go to college and come back
 8            to help our school.  Thank you.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you.
10                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Congratulations on your
12            achievement.  So, thank you.  All right, Mr. Hill.
13                 MR. HILL:  We'll try this again.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
15                 MR. HILL:  Chairman Ledbetter, Commissioner Key,
16            and Board Members, I'm Norman Hill, the financial
17            consultant, and I own a financial consulting firm
18            that works with schools, on-call or private, when
19            they get into financial distress.  My primary job
20            working with them is going in and developing a
21            financial plan for whatever the needs of the
22            district.  I was contacted in August of 2013 by
23            Hughes School District because they were placed in
24            fiscal distress on April 8, 2013 by this board, and I
25            went in and started working with them.  At the time
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 1            when I started working with them they had a fiscal
 2            distress balance of $441,105.45.  And during that
 3            they had an audit -- and I will try to not get a
 4            little bit long; they had audit findings of lack of
 5            segregation, which is standard for that type of
 6            school district.  Then they had miscodings or
 7            internal control misstatements to the tune of about
 8            $1.2 million that had to be corrected in different
 9            areas of the budget, and I won't go into those
10            because it gets drawn out and detailed in that.  They
11            also had miscodings in their federal programs and
12            their Title 1 programs, their other federal programs
13            in doing that.  Then they had a finding in the
14            lunchroom program in their reports.  In other words,
15            they had a lot of audit issues and those were
16            primarily the reason they were placed into fiscal
17            distress.  In working with them through the next year
18            and doing that, we raised that balance from $441,000
19            up to $1,115,223.35, plus a set-aside that's not in
20            that balance of $622,623.40 for court findings that
21            they had some litigation; they had appealed it and
22            the courts asked them to set that aside, and we've
23            moved it aside, took it out of the balances that we
24            have.  And also during the ending of the '13 school
25            year, which was an audit which ended before I started
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 1            working with them, we still come back and we had
 2            about $800,000 of miscodings and issues.  In the
 3            lunchroom report we had almost $200,000 of that, and
 4            still miscodings in all your federal programs to end
 5            that.  This year, we're projected to end right now
 6            with actual $1,482,680.37, and that's taking into
 7            consideration some extra costs.  We've done some
 8            things with transportation, done some things in the
 9            buildings that they needed to do.  Then our '14 audit
10            showed we still had the segregation of duties which
11            you saw.  Those are standard for small schools.  We
12            get that almost in every school in the state that's
13            as small as Hughes because they cannot afford a lot
14            of staff members to do that, so it's not a major
15            issue.  Then we came back and we had in the lunchroom
16            -- instead of that $200,000, we got that down to
17            $1,135 error over that year.  Then in the federal
18            programs we had one error left in them and I will
19            take the fall for that.  I had a budget that did not
20            match the state budget.  I thought I had the state
21            budget but somewhere my budget wasn't the same as the
22            state.  We had one line item where I exceeded the
23            budget by 10% because that's where I had the money
24            budgeted; we spent it there.  It did not exceed the
25            budget at all in any areas or anything of that
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 1            nature.  Then the district also had a miscoding of
 2            one expenditure for software for the elementary
 3            school that should've been coded in fund 6501; it was
 4            coded in 6504.  But it was an audit finding because
 5            it was in the wrong fund.
 6                 So if you really look at the audit issues,
 7            you'll see the tremendous improvement made in the
 8            audits from 2012 which put them in there.  If you
 9            look at the actual dollar amounts that they have,
10            even after their litigation and everything, you'll
11            find that they have improved over three times that.
12            And I'll be happy to try to answer any questions
13            concerning the Hughes School District financials or
14            whatever.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  We'll -- thank you,
16            Mr. Hill.  We'll save the questions for the end so we
17            can get through the time.  Mr. Valley, we've got four
18            minutes remaining but, you know, we'll be generous
19            with the time.  Yes, ma'am, you're going to go before
20            Mr. Valley?
21                 MS. SINGLETON:  Yes.  I'm sorry.  I was supposed
22            to come before Mr. Hill but --
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, all right.
24                 MS. SINGLETON:  My name is Dorothy Singleton and
25            I am a community organizer with Rural Community
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 1            Alliance, and we've been working with small rural
 2            schools for the past -- since 2003.  And one of the
 3            things that I have noticed about the Hughes School
 4            District is that they set the example of a school
 5            district that can overcome.  One of the things that
 6            -- when you go into a community, we look at the area
 7            of community involvement, home and parent
 8            involvement, and all of those things that make a
 9            school district strong.  And Hughes has been one of
10            those school districts that have really set a
11            precedent on what community involvement and parent
12            involvement can be.  I believe that they are just on
13            the brink of moving forward.  They have some very
14            unusual things as far as rural schools are concerned
15            -- a young white male and an older African American
16            female working together and really pulling together
17            some things out of the community.  Their children,
18            their students are involved, their parents are
19            involved, their city leaderships are involved, and
20            the school means a lot to everybody in that
21            community.  So Hughes can really set a precedent in
22            the state of Arkansas on what rural schools can do
23            and how they can move forward in every area.  They
24            have good leadership.  They're doing a very good job
25            of academic improvement.  For them to be a 100% free-
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 1            and-reduced lunch school district, they are not
 2            letting that get in the way of their accomplishments.
 3            They are still moving forward.  And so I'm asking as
 4            a representative of other small rural communities to
 5            allow Hughes to continue to exist because that would
 6            give other small communities hope and it would give
 7            them also an example on what progress looks like.
 8            Thank you very much.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  So
10            we've got a minute and 45 seconds, Mr. Valley.
11                 MR. VALLEY:  I actually don't want to stand
12            between you and lunch.  But I certainly appreciate
13            the opportunity to stand before you to reinforce a
14            few of the points that the speakers have already
15            made.  I'm grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, and to
16            Commissioner Key and to each of the Board Members for
17            this opportunity.  I stand here kind of uniquely.  I
18            ask for something specific, and that is that the
19            Board take no action on consolidating the Hughes
20            School District.  And I ask that because the school
21            district is undergoing a waiver application under Act
22            377 of 2015, and we've presented that waiver; I
23            believe it's on your desk, and you may have gotten it
24            in your email.  But the essence of that is that there
25            was an emergency clause on the law that said that
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 1            we're no longer, in Arkansas, going to consolidate
 2            small schools simply because they fall below the 350
 3            average daily membership.  That law includes an
 4            emergency clause and there's only one school district
 5            that's subject to being consolidated at this time.
 6            And so my understanding as a lawyer is that if there
 7            was only one school district intending to be
 8            consolidated at this time the law was intended to
 9            capture that district.  That's just my reading of
10            what the Supreme Court has done over the years as we
11            look at statutory construction, as well as what
12            emergency clauses mean.  And so because I only have a
13            minute, I want to emphasize that particular point,
14            that this law captures the Hughes School District and
15            you should at this time delay any consideration on
16            consolidation to first consider the petition for
17            waiver, which you have 45 days to do.  And all of
18            this would have to be accomplished in another meeting
19            before May 1st, such that you can meet the other
20            requirements that the law requires.  With that, I'd
21            like to talk more about it but that's basically what
22            I wanted to present in the time that I have left.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Well, I have the
24            discretion of allowing additional time.  So would you
25            like two more minutes to -- or some additional time?
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 1            I mean --
 2                 MR. VALLEY:  Well, what I would do --
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Let me interrupt you.  I'm
 4            sorry.  There's going to be another 10 minutes for
 5            the school district when ADE responds or replies,
 6            whatever it is.  And then I guess you get a sur-reply
 7            for 10 more minutes, and then there will be
 8            questions.  So, you know -- but I want to be fair and
 9            I don't want you to feel like we did not afford you
10            time to make all of the points that you're here to
11            make.  So you just tell me what you request and if
12            it's reasonable, then, you know, I'll be --
13                 MR. VALLEY:  Well, at this point --
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, sir.
15                 MR. VALLEY:  -- because we have it in writing --
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, sir.
17                 MR. VALLEY:  -- I'm asking you to consider the
18            writing.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
20                 MR. VALLEY:  I'm mindful that lunch is next, so
21            we'll defer.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, don't worry too much
23            about lunch.  We're going to eat lunch one way or the
24            other.
25                 MR. VALLEY:  Yes, sir.  But I'll defer to the
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 1            surreply after to bring out a few other points.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Thank
 3            you.  Thank you then, sir.
 4                 MR. VALLEY:  The superintendent is asking me if
 5            another speaker could have the two minutes.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah, yeah, yeah.  We'll do
 7            that and then we'll go to the ADE, and then we'll
 8            come back to Hughes for 10 more minutes, unless my
 9            Board revolts and then we'll deal with that.
10                 MR. VALLEY:  All right.
11                 MR. ALEXANDER:  Good morning.  My name is Randy
12            Alexander and I chaired a study committee, interim
13            study committee for Act 60.  We presented our
14            findings to the Joint Education Committee last fall.
15            I've given you a one-page, on both sides, handout
16            that covers some of the highlights but I want to
17            emphasize just a few of those, some of which I think
18            apply directly to a district like the Hughes School
19            District.
20                 I want to remind us, why did we do Act 60 in the
21            first place?  What was the benefit that we
22            anticipated we would get out of this?  And it's very
23            clear in House Bill 1109, that became Act 60, the
24            State Board found that consolidation would result in
25            two benefits.  One, quote, "Result in the overall
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 1            improvement in the educational benefit to students in
 2            all of the school districts involved;" two, "provide
 3            a significant advantage in transportation costs or
 4            service to all of the school districts involved."  So
 5            that's what we hope to get out of it.  Our study
 6            committee looked at a report by the National
 7            Education Policy Center that was published in 2011.
 8            It was an extremely comprehensive report.  It looked
 9            at 75 different studies on school consolidation
10            around the nation over a 95-year period, from 1915 to
11            2010.  And I've listed the findings there, but I want
12            to highlight three of them, one of which I think
13            applies particularly to Hughes.  Quote, "Financial
14            claims about widespread benefits of consolidation are
15            unsubstantiated by contemporary research about cost
16            savings; the assumptions behind such claims are most
17            often dangerous oversimplifications," end-quote.  And
18            I should say that the NAEP also found that the
19            underlying arguments for consolidation were exactly
20            the same as what we had in Arkansas: we're going to
21            save money, we're going to improve educational
22            quality.  The second one, quote, "Claims for
23            educational benefits from systematic statewide school
24            and district consolidations are vastly overestimated
25            and have already been maximized," end-quote.  And by
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 1            "maximized," if you look at those two short
 2            paragraphs at the bottom of that page, that will
 3            indicate what that's about.  But the one that I think
 4            specifically applies to Hughes, quote, "Impoverished
 5            places, in particular, often benefit from smaller
 6            schools and districts; and can suffer irreversible
 7            damage if consolidation occurs," end-quote.  I think
 8            we're all familiar with a lot of research that
 9            demonstrates that small schools work better for some
10            kids and that a couple of populations where that is
11            true to an even higher degree are low-income kids and
12            minority kids.  That describes Hughes perfectly.  The
13            cost of living index is 78% in Hughes -- that's low;
14            100% of the students are on free-and-reduced lunch;
15            over 70% of the citizens are black.  This is exactly
16            the kind of school district that is likely to have
17            irreversible damage if consolidation occurs.  On the
18            other side, there were some recommendations from the
19            NEPC report.  I want to emphasize one of them.  In
20            the report, they talked about different approaches
21            places had taken to school consolidation and they
22            determined that one of them was the absolute worst
23            approach; quote, "Avoid statewide mandates for
24            consolidation and steer clear of minimum sizes for
25            schools and districts; these always prove arbitrary
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 1            and often prove unworkable."  That's what we're
 2            doing.
 3                 Since Act 60 has happened, we have closed --
 4            eliminated 75 school districts, closed 44 elementary
 5            schools and 53 high schools.  But the impact of this
 6            has fallen disproportionately on low-income students.
 7            Two-thirds of the students in consolidated districts
 8            qualified for free-and-reduced lunch, compared to
 9            half overall.  Transportation time -- you remember
10            one of the things that we were going to do was save
11            transportation money.  In 2005, when the
12            consolidations began with 46 schools consolidated,
13            74% of those had increased transportation costs the
14            year following consolidation.  And every year since
15            that, every consolidation that's occurred, all of
16            them, have had increased transportation costs.
17            Obviously, bus travel time has increased.  There was
18            a report presented to the Joint Education Committee
19            last fall and for rural students their travel time is
20            as high as two hours and 47 minutes one-way.  This,
21            again, is going to apply to Hughes directly because
22            they're about -- almost 30 miles from the nearest
23            district and a very large percentage of the roads in
24            their county are gravel roads.
25                 Other costs: schools who were receiving
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 1            consolidated schools received a financial incentive,
 2            from 2005 to 2012, a combined total of $77.2 million.
 3            That, of course, was a new cost.
 4                 And then, in closing, on that part, the interim
 5            study committee found no record -- no record of any
 6            documented savings from Act 60, none.
 7                 As far as academic performance, I won't go
 8            through all this but you can see at the bottom of the
 9            page most of the schools that have been consolidated
10            were not in academic distress.  A study by the
11            University of Arkansas Education Policy looked at 21
12            at-risk schools, some of which have been consolidated
13            since then.  And they found that about 25% of them
14            scored higher than the state average in the three
15            benchmark exams and the four end-of-course exams.
16                 So, in closing, I would just say we made a
17            decision several years ago as we looked at population
18            decline in rural areas; we essentially decided to
19            manage that decline.  That has resulted in an
20            acceleration of decline.  I would suggest we need to
21            come up with creative ways -- with the inherent
22            strengths that exist in a rural community, with the
23            new technology and ideas that are available, we need
24            to try to reverse that decline and not simply manage
25            it.  Thank you very much.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Mr. Alexander.
 2                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we'll go
 4            back to ADE for 10 minutes.
 5                 MR. LASITER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  And
 6            during this 10 minutes I may call on other department
 7            staff to make some points to you.  But as you all
 8            know, particularly many of you who've been on the
 9            Board for several years, the discussion around Act 60
10            -- well, Act 60 itself always yields to a great deal
11            of debate and individuals on all sides of that issue
12            make good articulate points to support their
13            positions, and you've heard some of that today.  But
14            I want to bring the focus back around to what the law
15            requires of you; I think that's my role as your
16            general counsel.  The General Assembly requires you
17            to do certain things under these circumstances,
18            namely to order a consolidation by May 1st, to be
19            effective by July 1st.  Now since your last hearing
20            on an Act 60 type consolidation, the General Assembly
21            enacted Act 377 of 2015.  And what that act -- and
22            it's in effect now as an emergency clause, as Mr.
23            Valley mentioned to you -- what that act states is
24            that if you are a school district and you are not in
25            academic distress, fiscal distress, or in violation
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 1            of the Standards for Accreditation you are allowed to
 2            petition the State Board of Education for a waiver.
 3            And I think that they have so petitioned you for that
 4            waiver.  The problem is -- the primary problem is, as
 5            you've heard today, the Hughes School District
 6            doesn't -- the act doesn't apply to Hughes School
 7            District because they've been in fiscal distress now
 8            for two years, and so they're not able to get that
 9            waiver.
10                 So I want to talk to you briefly about -- since
11            this is maybe the last time we get to address you, I
12            was to talk to you briefly about some of the points
13            that Mr. Valley mentioned in his petition to you.
14            I'll cover them very briefly.
15                 I want to talk first about the argument that the
16            Hughes School District alleges that they weren't --
17            were not, in fact, under 350 students for those two
18            years.  The difference there is that under Act 60 you
19            have to look at the average daily membership of the
20            enrollment of the district, and that looks at the
21            third-quarter average.  So your enrollment over a
22            three-quarter average is what you look at.  The
23            numbers that are referred to by the Hughes School
24            District in its petition are from the October 1
25            count.  So there's an October 1 count at the
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 1            beginning of the school year that's provided to the
 2            Department of Education on what your enrollment is,
 3            and then there's an average daily membership that's
 4            calculated after three quarters of that school year.
 5            It's the three-quarter number that you take into
 6            account for the purposes of consolidation.  And so,
 7            as you know in your materials, for the 2013-2014
 8            school year the average daily membership was 344
 9            students, and for the 2012-2013 school year the
10            average daily membership was 348 students.  So those
11            are your two consecutive years for which the Hughes
12            School District fell below 350 students for average
13            daily membership.
14                 As I mentioned earlier, the focus of the
15            petition is Act 377 of 2015.  I mentioned to you that
16            it doesn't apply to the Hughes School District
17            because they are under fiscal distress.  And we'll
18            talk more about the fiscal distress in just a moment.
19            But Mr. Valley mentioned the emergency clause in Act
20            377 of 2015, and I'll mention at this point that you
21            have a copy of that act in your materials so that you
22            can read the emergency clause for yourself.  But in
23            my reading of that emergency clause, it does not
24            address this situation for a couple of reasons.
25            Number one, in reviewing the substantive provisions
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 1            of Act 377, the actual law itself, they're not
 2            eligible for a waiver because they fall under fiscal
 3            distress.  Secondly, if you look at the emergency
 4            clause itself, the clause has a caveat that the
 5            intent of legislature was to protect schools no in
 6            academic or fiscal distress; so even the emergency
 7            clause recognizes that.  It specifically says that
 8            small school districts that are successful in
 9            educating their students, and no in academic or
10            fiscal distress, should not be consolidated or
11            reorganized.  And so, again, because the Hughes
12            School District has now been in fiscal distress for
13            two years, the act does not apply to them.
14                 Finally, I'll address the arguments about fiscal
15            distress.  I think the district would like,
16            certainly, for obvious reasons, under Act 377, for
17            you to find that they're not in fiscal distress.  But
18            also in your materials you have proof that since
19            April of 2013 the district has been in fiscal
20            distress.  And so by way of background, on February
21            19, 2013, the Department of Education identified the
22            Hughes School District as a school district in fiscal
23            distress, and Arkansas Code Annotated 6-20-1904
24            includes many possible indicators of fiscal distress.
25            It goes beyond just the balances that you have, the
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 1            fund balances.  One of those criteria for fiscal
 2            distress in the materials is state or federal audit
 3            exceptions and violations, and that's why the Hughes
 4            School District was placed in fiscal distress.  And
 5            so you'll recall that after the Department of
 6            Education identifies a school district as being in
 7            fiscal distress there's a time period for the
 8            district to appeal that finding to you, and the
 9            Hughes School District did not appeal the finding of
10            fiscal distress to you.  And so, on April 8, 2013,
11            the State Board of Education classified the district
12            as being in fiscal distress.  The brief that Hughes
13            School District provided to you attempts to make the
14            argument that there is a difference between fiscal
15            distress and fiscal distress status, but in my
16            reading of the law that's simply not the case.  Those
17            terms are used interchangeably throughout the code,
18            and so fiscal distress status is the status of being
19            in fiscal distress after you have been identified and
20            then classified by the State Board.
21                 Now there was legislation before the General
22            Assembly during the 2015 session that would have
23            changed the definition of "fiscal distress" to
24            essentially mean state takeover.  But that
25            legislation did not pass and so it's not relevant for
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 1            the purposes of our discussion today.  The Hughes
 2            School District argues that it should be removed from
 3            fiscal distress.  But as you are aware, there is a
 4            statutory process that has to be followed for that
 5            and it's outlined in Arkansas Code Annotated 6-20-
 6            1908.  And it states that "a school district in
 7            fiscal distress may only petition the State Board for
 8            removal from fiscal distress status after the
 9            Department has certified in writing that the school
10            district has corrected all criteria for being
11            classified as in fiscal distress, and has complied
12            with all Department recommendations and requirements
13            for removal from fiscal distress status."
14                 You've already heard testimony that audit
15            findings continue to exist in the Hughes School
16            District.  And it's for that purpose the Department
17            cannot certify at this point in writing to the Hughes
18            School District that they are no longer in fiscal
19            distress.
20                 In your packet you have some materials from Ms.
21            Hazel Burnett, who was formerly with the Fiscal
22            Distress Unit, and those materials state that, based
23            on Ms. Burnett's review of the district's 2014 audit,
24            the district has not corrected its fiscal distress
25            status to be able to meet the criteria for removal
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 1            from fiscal distress.
 2                 Finally, before I turn it over to our Fiscal
 3            Distress Unit, the Hughes School District asserts
 4            that there is no definition of fiscal distress or
 5            what fiscal distress entails, how you get on fiscal
 6            distress, how you get off; but those provisions are
 7            clearly set forth in the law.  6-20-1903 defines
 8            fiscal distress status and what that means; 6-20-1904
 9            lists the statutory indicators of fiscal distress; 6-
10            20-1905 and 1906 provide the statutory process for
11            how a school district is placed in fiscal distress;
12            and then 6-20-1908 sets forth the process for how a
13            school district gets out of fiscal distress.
14                 And so, in conclusion, what we have is a
15            situation where a district has been under 350 for two
16            consecutive school years in terms of their average
17            daily membership.  And that district cannot apply for
18            a waiver under Act 377 because they continue to be in
19            fiscal distress.  And I'll turn it over to Dr.
20            Saunders, if he has anything to add with regard to
21            that.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr.
23            Lasiter.  Dr. Saunders, there's just over a minute
24            left in the State's time, so -- or the Department's
25            time.  Of course, I'm not going to cut you off, but
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 1            just be mindful.
 2                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yes, sir.  In response to what
 3            Mr. Lasiter was discussing, we did meet upon request
 4            with the Hughes School District and their attorney on
 5            March 11th of this year concerning their fiscal
 6            distress status and their request to be removed from
 7            that status.  And upon review of their plan, the
 8            objectives 9, 10, 11 and 12 were not met.  One of
 9            those, for example, was a half-time person assigned
10            to the financial, working within the district.  That
11            was identified as a plan that they submitted to the
12            Department that they were aware of, and they did not
13            have that person, that fulltime -- or, I'm sorry --
14            half person in place, as well as repeated audit
15            findings which did not allow completion of the plan.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.  All
17            right.  So that gets the time, the 10 minutes.  And
18            so now to conclude our presentation we have -- Hughes
19            has 10 more minutes -- right -- to complete?  Is that
20            right, Mr. Lasiter?
21                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So, Mr. Valley, how
23            do you wish to proceed?
24                 MR. VALLEY:  Well, I'll take just a few minutes
25            to respond --
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
 2                 MR. VALLEY:  -- from the legal perspective.  And
 3            I believe the superintendent has another person or
 4            two that she wanted to speak.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
 6                 MR. VALLEY:  And, certainly, I don't want to get
 7            the Board bogged down in legalese, but in our brief
 8            we set out specifically that the Arkansas Supreme
 9            Court has said that you have to take each word of the
10            legislature's statutes that they pass in the law to
11            give meaning so that you don't reach an absurd
12            conclusion.  And if there's only one school district
13            that is subject to closure on March 11th, which is
14            the day that Act 377 became law, then that one school
15            district will be the school district to which this
16            law applied on March 11, 2015.  The other school
17            districts would be able to apply for the waiver
18            beginning in January of 2016.  There would be no need
19            whatsoever for an emergency clause; there would be no
20            emergency.  So what the Hughes School District wants
21            you to understand is this emergency clause basically
22            puts you in the position of a firefighter called to a
23            fire to save a child who's on the third floor; and
24            you raise your fire wagon ladder to the third floor
25            and you get to look in; and today you decide do you
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 1            reach in and save that child that you went to save or
 2            do you say, "No, we don't want to save you?"  That's
 3            the position that you're in, based on the law that
 4            was passed; the legislature passed this law.  And I
 5            don't think that this law gives you a choice in that
 6            particular realm.  It's what they did.  And they had
 7            lawyers; the state -- the Department of Education had
 8            lawyers; the Attorney General had lawyers; I believe
 9            the Speaker of the House, president pro-tem, had a
10            set of lawyers.  They knew what they were doing.  All
11            this information was available to the legislature at
12            the time they passed this act.  And particularly
13            important, aside from anything else we might say, is
14            that they passed an emergency clause which is a
15            special step, special standard, in order to do it
16            when they didn't have to.  It took more votes than
17            all those things that are taped together in the
18            emergency clause.  There was no emergency to save a
19            school district, other than the one that was in
20            jeopardy.  So you've been called to a fire and your
21            ladder is lifted.  The question is:  what do you do
22            when you look in on the child that's in the fire?
23            Now fiscal distress is not defined in Arkansas law;
24            fiscal distress status is defined in Arkansas law.
25            But what the Supreme Court says is that you take
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 1            words and give them their normal, ordinary meaning,
 2            and "fiscal" and "distress" taken alone, without
 3            grouping it into what we've done in the State of
 4            Arkansas Department of Education means money trouble.
 5            That's the fiscal and distress.  Now if the state
 6            General Assembly wanted fiscal distress to mean
 7            something else then it would need a definition in the
 8            code that says fiscal distress means something else.
 9            What they've done is they've defined fiscal distress
10            status to mean that something else, and they have not
11            defined fiscal distress -- and I've looked, I've
12            looked hard; I've tried to find an instance where the
13            Supreme Court has said it's okay to use these words
14            interchangeably.  I've not been successful in that.
15            That doesn't tell you that I'm the greatest searcher,
16            but I think I do -- I've done a pretty good job of
17            looking for where you can use these phrases that
18            don't mean what they mean to the average Joe on the
19            street, where you can just take this phrase and use
20            it interchangeably with a phrase that means something
21            different than that.  And so that's what the issue
22            is.  That's why the district asked the General
23            Assembly to change the definition of fiscal distress
24            to state takeover, because that's what the district
25            believes and means, and certainly that district --
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 1            that definition would in fact be self-serving to the
 2            district because they're not in state takeover.  And
 3            what's important about not being in state takeover --
 4            Helena is in state takeover; whatever the reason is,
 5            for fiscal distress, with Helena -- you went down and
 6            took over.  There's another district in state
 7            takeover; I believe it's Pulaski County.  Whatever
 8            the reason, you went and took them over.  But with
 9            Hughes in fiscal distress you let them keep
10            operating.  There's a difference there that these
11            definitions don't tell us.  And as the brief lays
12            out, how do you get out of fiscal distress?  Well,
13            we've asked and been told no.  We don't have a right
14            to appeal being told no.  We don't have a right to
15            come down here and say, "Well, they told us no, we
16            can't get out."  They said, "You've got to meet all
17            these standards."  And the standard that I understand
18            -- that's just the lawyer in me -- is that you've got
19            to have a clean audit.  I would accept that, except
20            that the research says that there were several other
21            districts -- I believe it was five of them -- who
22            were in fiscal distress since April 8, 2013, the same
23            window as Hughes, who got out and their audits are
24            not clean as far as I can read.  Now maybe I'm
25            reading them wrong, I'm understanding them wrong or
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 1            something.  There's some material weaknesses
 2            identified with Brinkley, Alpena, Hermitage, I
 3            believe it's Western Yell County.  Now Drew Central,
 4            I commend them; they had a clean audit, no material
 5            weaknesses whatsoever.  But those others, they had
 6            material weaknesses and they are in this application.
 7            So we're asking you to consider all of those things
 8            together and that gets you to the point to where the
 9            Hughes School District should not be closed based on
10            the current status of the law.  Arkansas has changed
11            its public policy.  We no longer shutter the doors on
12            small schools just because we can.
13                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Let's see.
15            We've got about three minutes, almost four minutes
16            left.  Does anybody else want to try to follow that?
17            All right.  State your name and you're recognized.
18                 MR. JACKSON:  Hello.  My name is Hester Jackson.
19            I'm a graduate of Hughes High School.  All of my nine
20            brothers and my sister graduated there.  My mother
21            worked in the Hughes School District and then
22            graduated and went back to college and went to teach
23            at Hughes.  I give honor today to you, Mr. Chairman,
24            Mr. Commissioner, to all the Board Members.  I give
25            honor to the superintendent of the Hughes School
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 1            District, the principal, the school board, the
 2            parents, and the students, and the team of educators
 3            there in Hughes.  I came today to ask that you would
 4            give Hughes the opportunity to continue the progress
 5            that they've started.  I'm asking the Board to listen
 6            to them with an open mind.  I know sometimes how we
 7            can make decisions without really hearing, and if
 8            you've already made your decision -- the old
 9            expression is trite, but it's certainly true that "a
10            person convinced against their will is of the same
11            opinion still."  So we're asking you to not formulate
12            until you investigate.  Hughes school has made
13            considerable progress in fixing the fiscal problems,
14            and I'm not going to get in the midst of the argument
15            between the lawyers because -- you know -- but I
16            would see lawyers historically who would strain at a
17            gnat and swallow the camel, but it was all made to be
18            for the benefit of all the citizens.  And, of course,
19            there are citizens in the Hughes School District who
20            -- and the reason I say "strain at a gnat," on the
21            one year they had 344 average daily and it was six
22            students short; on another year it was two students
23            short, they had 348.  It seems like to me with that
24            -- and, of course, the financial things are in order;
25            the other elements of fiscal distress have been
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 1            fixed.  Why not take them out and give the caretakers
 2            of education in Hughes an opportunity to dig around
 3            the fig tree of education so that it can flourish and
 4            blossom, is what I ask now.
 5                 I want to mention real quickly five reasons that
 6            I think they should be granted a waiver.
 7                 Number one, the impact of ignorance is my first
 8            reason.  If there's no education going on in Hughes,
 9            it becomes an idle (inaudible) and ignorance is the
10            most expensive thing in the world.  If you don't
11            know, it costs you a whole lot more.  So give them a
12            chance to continue for the children, for the
13            community, for the city, for the county to continue
14            the process of education that they have started.  One
15            of the things that I want to point out is that if the
16            school district is consolidated some of the negative
17            probabilities that exist -- one of those negative
18            probabilities is the increase of dropouts because of
19            the proximity of -- the parents are not close-by.  My
20            mother and dad were close-by when I was in school; I
21            couldn't sneak away and do something that wasn't
22            right because they were right there in the city.
23                 The second probability of negative actions is
24            the increase in skipping school and engaging in
25            illegitimate activities.
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 1                 The third one is the increase in teenage
 2            pregnancy.
 3                 The fourth is the increase of drug use and drug
 4            sales, which then leads to a culture of greater
 5            violence.
 6                 Then, fifth is the psychological impact upon a
 7            displaced child who would be persecuted by other
 8            children because they're the new student, and that
 9            leads to depression, which is -- in students -- the
10            number one source of suicide for 100,000 people in
11            America who do that every year because of depression.
12            Then that depression leads to, number seven, an
13            atmosphere of rejection and retaliation that leads to
14            incidents that Columbine and Jonesboro, because
15            students feel isolated.
16                 I'm saying that it's in the best interest and
17            benefit of the city, the state, the country, the
18            citizens, and the community to leave Hughes School
19            District in Hughes, and allow the gardeners of
20            education to continue to do what they're doing for
21            the benefit of the students.  And I'm saying let's
22            not strain at a gnat and swallow a camel.
23                 Real quickly I'm going to mention these --
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Sir, if I -- your -- the 10
25            minutes has expired a couple of minutes ago.
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 1                 MR. JACKSON:  Thank you.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  If I could ask you just to
 3            --
 4                 MR. JACKSON:  I'll wind this up; I'll helicopter
 5            it.  I won't make an airplane out of it; I'll
 6            helicopter it.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I'm not sure I follow that
 8            but --
 9                 MR. JACKSON:  A helicopter comes down but an
10            airplane takes a little more time.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  I'm with you.  I'm
12            sorry.
13                 MR. JACKSON:  Well, the influence of violence,
14            the injury of isolation, the inspiration of
15            inclusion, including, and then the instruction of the
16            individual -- as the students said, they have more
17            time now with the teacher because of the school
18            district.  I want to land it by saying this: if the
19            district is taken away it will be a loss, and that
20            loss will be an immeasurable loss.  That loss will be
21            an irreplaceable loss.  That loss would be an
22            irreversible loss.  But from my perspective that loss
23            would be an inexcusable loss.  And so I'm asking on
24            the basis of the citizens and students of the Hughes
25            schools that let's not create a debt now that we'll
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 1            be years later paying for.  Remember the words of
 2            Paul Laurence Dunbar, in his poem "The Debt."  He
 3            said, "This is the debt I pay for one riotous day,
 4            years of regret and grief, and sorrow without relief.
 5            Pay it I will till the end, until the grave, my
 6            friend, gives me true release in the clasp of peace.
 7            Slight was the thing I bought, small was the thing I
 8            thought, poor was the loan at best, but -- oh God --
 9            the interest."
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.
11                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
12                 MR. JACKSON:  You wanted a follow-up.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  All right.  Well, so
14            that concludes the formal presentations, I believe.
15            Mr. Valley, do you agree?
16                 MR. VALLEY:  Yes, sir.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So the next
18            thing would be questions.  Do we want to break and
19            have lunch?  I see some yes -- is there any objection
20            if we take a -- what, how long do we want to go?  We
21            can eat pretty quickly because they bring our lunch
22            upstairs, but I want to give everyone else time so if
23            they want to go over to the Capitol or somewhere and
24            get a bite to eat.  So we want to say -- I don't
25            know, that's up to you guys -- do you want to keep
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 1            going?  You want to keep going?  All right.  Okay.
 2            We're going to keep going.  Everybody wants to keep
 3            going?  All right.  We're going to keep going.
 4            That's what we're going to do.  All right.  For
 5            continuities sake and for the sake of all of us who
 6            are on a diet, we're going to continue.
 7                 So we're going to have questions, and so what I
 8            will do -- is Dr. Barth still with us?  Dr. Barth,
 9            are you still there?
10                 DR. BARTH:  I am.
11                 MR. BRADBERRY:  He's here.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  We're going to
13            start with you and we'll come around the table.  By
14            the way, you're on the side closest -- on my left;
15            you're at the far end of the table, of course, where
16            the phone is, so we're going to start with you and
17            come around to Ms. Reith, Mr. Black, in that
18            direction.  So you're recognized.
19                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  I think I'm actually all
20            right for now.  I may have questions in a bit.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith, do
22            you have a question?
23                 MS. REITH:  I guess my principal question -- I'm
24            not sure who at the ADE can respond to this for me.
25            But with which district are we proposing that it be
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 1            consolidated since Forrest City did pull out of the
 2            agreement?  I guess I'm -- I'm sorry if I'm confused
 3            there about what this might look like.
 4                 MR. LASITER:  Well, at this point we notified
 5            all of the surrounding geographically contiguous
 6            school districts to come, and the reason why we do
 7            that is because it's summarily in your purview now as
 8            far as which district to consolidate them with.  And
 9            Mr. Key might have something to add to that.
10                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes.  Thank you.  Mr.
11            Chairman, Ms. Reith, we at the Department have
12            reviewed the available options, looking at all the
13            districts and which would be the most appropriate
14            partner.  Unfortunately, with the withdrawal of
15            Forrest City as, you know, a voluntary merger, it
16            left us with a relatively short timeframe.  But with
17            all the information that we had available, looking at
18            the maps, looking at the academics, looking at all
19            the other logistics, finance information, it's our
20            recommendation that you focus the review on either
21            the Forrest City School District or the West Memphis
22            School District.
23                 MS. REITH:  Thank you.  And, again, I apologize
24            if this was referenced and this was an agenda item
25            last month.  Why did Forrest City pull out of that
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 1            original agreement?  Has that been shared?
 2                 MR. LASITER:  I'm going to need to defer to
 3            representatives of Forrest City.  I know they're
 4            here.  We'll give them a second and have them talk
 5            about that.  They're in the best position.
 6                 MS. REITH:  Thank you.  I appreciate that.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  Is
 8            someone from Forrest City here?
 9                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Yes.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Come on up.  I
11            probably need -- did you get sworn in earlier?
12                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  I did not.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Come on up here
14            and raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm
15            that the testimony you're about to give will be the
16            truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
17                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Yes.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You're
19            recognized.  State your name.
20                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Tiffany Hardrick,
21            superintendent of the Forrest City School District.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You're
23            recognized.  Did you hear the question?
24                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  No, I did not.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  The question was --
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 1            there was an agreement, you know, for I guess a
 2            voluntary annexation or consolidation between Forrest
 3            City and Hughes, and then before our last meeting
 4            Forrest City withdrew from that agreement.  And I
 5            think the question, Ms. Reith, was the reasons for
 6            that and if anything has happened since then to
 7            resolve those concerns.
 8                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Sure.  We were given an
 9            opportunity to do some additional research, some
10            additional due diligence and fact-finding, and we,
11            you know, discovered some additional information
12            regarding some legal issues, some lawsuits, et
13            cetera.  And we did not have the ample time or the
14            answer that we felt that we needed at that time for
15            me to be able to make a solid recommendation to the
16            board, with them having all the information that they
17            needed.  There was also some additional concerns in
18            terms of whether or not we had reached a hundred-
19            percent agreement, and I think that it's in
20            everyone's best interest that when you enter an
21            agreement you are a hundred-percent in agreement,
22            without doubt.  And so since that time, we have had
23            an opportunity to do some additional exploration.  We
24            have had an opportunity to get some answers -- some
25            questions answered in regards to those legal issues
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 1            and I think that we are more comfortable with the
 2            answers that we've had an opportunity to receive.
 3                 MS. REITH:  And if I could just ask you to
 4            expound, so by "more comfortable" you would be more
 5            comfortable with the consolidation of your districts?
 6                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Yes, that's correct.  The
 7            Forrest City School District is absolutely open and
 8            willing to serve students of Hughes.  We will do
 9            whatever is in the best interest of kids, and so we
10            would accept any recommendation of the Board and work
11            to insure their kids receive the same quality
12            education that we can offer any kids.
13                 MS. REITH:  Thank you.
14                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Sure.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you, Ms. Hardrick.
16            Does that answer your question?
17                 MS. REITH:  Yes, that does.  And I'll defer
18            additional questions till later.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Mr. Black?
20                 MR. BLACK:  Three hundred and forty, whatever,
21            students, what is the solution for next year, the
22            year after, to not --
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I don't know that that's
24            for you, Ms. Hardrick.  It may be for someone from
25            the Hughes School District.  Mr. Black, is that --
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 1                 MR. BLACK:  Yes.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Mr. Valley or --
 3                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Oh.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah, thank you, ma'am.  We
 5            may call on you again, yeah, so don't leave us if you
 6            -- okay.  Mr. Black wanted to ask a question for
 7            someone from Hughes, I think.
 8                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes.
 9                 MR. BLACK:  Basically, you're at the 340-
10            something mark.  Next year, how would you get to 350,
11            or the year after?  What are your solutions, long-
12            term solutions?
13                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well, one thing is having your
14            name placed on a consolidation list presents problems
15            in that people all around feel that this is not a
16            stable place to be.  That's even when you're talking
17            about teacher retention, that's when you're talking
18            about families moving in, families moving out; you
19            know, there's a constant transition and things are
20            happening.  Now our name was placed on the list two,
21            three years ago, but it was rumored even five, six
22            years ago the Hughes School District was going to
23            close.  And that rumor came from a projection that
24            came from, I guess, ADE or maybe -- I don't know
25            where the projection came from, but it was projected
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 1            that Hughes School District would close in 2012-2013
 2            school term.  So with that being said, then people
 3            started moving out.  I believe if there is some
 4            stability, if people understand that we're going to
 5            be around for awhile, then I believe that the
 6            enrollment will increase.  Also, being in fiscal --
 7            fiscal distress -- I'm sorry -- presents another set
 8            of problems.  That's because when you're in fiscal
 9            distress you're unable to have new programs.  We were
10            unable to offer football last year.  We believe that
11            if we'd been able to offer football we would've been
12            able to pull about 15 to 20 students, who have gone
13            to neighboring districts, back to our district, which
14            would then -- which would have improved our
15            enrollment.  So with those things being said,
16            stability is the one thing -- if we could ever get to
17            that point, and if we could ever get off fiscal
18            distress so that we could offer programs, that would
19            invite students, I believe, that the future looks
20            promising for Hughes.
21                 MR. BLACK:  Thank you.
22                 SUPT. OWENS:  And, also -- and school choice has
23            also been something that hurt us a lot.  We have
24            worked diligently to turn that around, to remove that
25            option from our surrounding areas.  So we believe
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 1            that once our scores improve -- and we're moving in
 2            that direction -- then we will eliminate school
 3            choice and our students will come back to our
 4            district.  It's not that we don't have the children
 5            in our district; it's just they are -- they have
 6            chosen to go to other districts under School Choice
 7            because of our academic situation.
 8                 MR. BLACK:  So you have students who live in the
 9            district --
10                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes, sir.  We have the students in
11            our district.  We can account for 30, 40 students who
12            live in the Hughes School District, proper and in the
13            rural areas, who are using School Choice at this
14            time.  And we still have children coming up who
15            belong to those families who would go to a
16            neighboring district under School Choice.
17                 MR. BLACK:  Just curious, what was the
18            population of Hughes last year and the year before?
19                 SUPT. OWENS:  Our population last year I believe
20            was 1400, and the year before I would say maybe 1500,
21            1600.  I'm not sure.  I'm not sure about that.  I
22            just know that the recent census shows.
23                 MR. BLACK:  Thank you very much.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Ms.
25            Owens.  Before you leave, do you know the current
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 1            year ADM for Hughes School District?
 2                 SUPT. OWENS:  No, sir, I do not.  I just know
 3            that at this point we have 320 or 25 students
 4            enrolled.  I don't know what the current ADM is at
 5            this time.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Do we have
 7            that?  Does the Department have that?
 8                 MS. MAHONY:  344.52.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, I think that was last
10            year.
11                 MR. BRADBERRY:  It's 299.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Last year -- this
13            year, has that been established?
14                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yes.  Well, at this point we have
15            298.4.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  All
17            right.  Thank you, Dr. Saunders.  Ms. Mahony, do you
18            have -- and I know that Dr. Barth has a question.  Do
19            you want me to go back to him?  Okay.  Dr. Barth, do
20            you want to ask your question?
21                 DR. BARTH:  Sure.  And this may -- one's a
22            procedural question.  So we're first deciding on
23            whether there is any consolidation at all, and then
24            the follow-up issue will be what that consolidation
25            looks like?
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So are you asking if we
 2            need to act on the waiver petition first?
 3                 DR. BARTH:  Yeah.  Is it a two-stage -- are we
 4            going to have two separate votes here I guess?  If
 5            the first vote was that the law does not apply in
 6            this case that the second stage vote on what that
 7            consolidation looks like -- is that where we're
 8            headed procedurally?
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  I think that's a
10            good question.  Mr. Lasiter, you know, I've kind of
11            got the same question.  I don't even know that the
12            waiver petition is properly before us because the
13            statute says it has to be filed within 30 days of the
14            consolidation list coming out.  So, you know, I've
15            studied Mr. Valley's argument carefully and I've
16            tried to listen carefully, Mr. Valley, because I
17            certainly respect, you know, you as an attorney and
18            your clients' request.  But I'm having a little bit
19            of difficulty with that, as well, because if you read
20            all of that statute it makes me question whether it
21            is truly applicable to this, and not just because of
22            the fiscal distress status -- and I know there's an
23            argument that fiscal distress is different than
24            fiscal distress status.  There were some bills filed
25            but they weren't passed, and so -- what is -- do we
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 1            need to take two votes?  Do we need to vote on the
 2            waiver request or do we just move forward with the
 3            issue that's on the agenda?
 4                 MR. LASITER:  First of all, I think you probably
 5            should do two votes since there is a petition that's
 6            been filed before you.  Now the law -- the new law
 7            gives you 45 days to hear that petition, but there's
 8            nothing in the law that says you can't hear it two
 9            days after.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And the old law, the Act 60
11            that's still in existence, if we deny the request it
12            says that we have to take action because they're on
13            the year-two on the consolidation list; we have to
14            take action by May 1st.
15                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's a must.  Right?
17                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
19                 MR. LASITER:  And I think, you know, what you
20            mentioned was correct.  I didn't mention it because I
21            was running out of time, but Section 2 of that Act
22            does require the school district on a consolidation
23            list to file a petition for a waiver within 30 days
24            of what is being placed on the list.  And as we
25            explained before, the list came out in July of 2014.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  Which would
 2            somewhat, I think, under -- and, Mr. Valley, I tried
 3            to follow your argument about statutory
 4            interpretation and everything, and I just haven't
 5            quite gotten there with you.  But when I get my
 6            chance to ask a question, we can talk about that.
 7            Dr. Barth, did that answer the first part of your
 8            question?
 9                 DR. BARTH:  Yeah, I think it does.  The second
10            part of my question -- it may be premature but it
11            follows up with my last question about, you know,
12            what the recommendation from the Department might be,
13            and so I don't know if we want to save that issue
14            until we get there.  But I wanted to ask -- and
15            whether now is the appropriate time or later is fine.
16            My question is whether the Department did look at the
17            possibility of -- because in looking at the
18            scatterplot of where students live in the Hughes
19            district, whether there was an examination of the
20            Hughes district being split in different directions
21            to limit the travel time for some of those students
22            to whatever school they end up in.  So that was the
23            question.  Whether now is the appropriate time or
24            later, that would be -- I'll leave it to the Chair's
25            judgment on that.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Well, maybe we'll --
 2            I hate it when you leave it to the Chair's judgment.
 3            You know, I mean, I think when we get -- if we get to
 4            the point that there's going to be some discussion
 5            about where to consolidate the district, we can
 6            entertain that at that point.
 7                 DR. BARTH:  Yeah.  I'll just put it out there.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
 9                 DR. BARTH:  If the Department can speak to that
10            one if we get to that point, that would be great.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  All
12            right.  So we're back to you, Ms. Mahony.
13                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  So back to the waiver, since
14            they would've had no knowledge of Act 377 -- is that
15            the correct number? -- being filed, would it still be
16            applicable to them when the consolidation list came
17            out?
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, we'll let legal
19            counsel respond to that.
20                 MR. LASITER:  I think part of what you have to
21            look at is that generally when statutes are passed
22            they're not given retroactive affect and so they're
23            only prospective.  So from that standpoint, I think
24            you look at the point in time in which the bill was
25            enacted and see what your facts are at that point.
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 1            And I think, you know, that Mr. Ledbetter was hitting
 2            on it; there wouldn't have been a way for Hughes to
 3            -- for this act to be applicable to them because they
 4            were already on the consolidation list.  Keep in mind
 5            that this last year, the year that we're in now, is
 6            basically what's used as a transition year.  You've
 7            already reached the point where you have to be
 8            consolidated because you've fallen under 350 for two
 9            consecutive years, but the law gives you one final
10            year as a transition so that you can either find a
11            partner district or partner districts to consolidate
12            with, or at the end of the process, like we have now,
13            where it's going to have to be up to the State Board
14            because there's not a petition for a voluntary
15            consolidation.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I mean, it may even be if
17            the thing with Forrest City hadn't fallen apart that
18            we would've done that before Act 377 even passed.  In
19            other words, Hughes was on the consolidation list and
20            it was kind of a given that this was going to happen
21            under Act 60.  And then Act 377 got passed, which I
22            think kind of gave hope.  And, of course, there was a
23            lot of discussion about the 350 number in Act 60, in
24            the legislature, and a lot of bills filed.  I'll be
25            the first to tell you that filing a bill doesn't mean
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 1            anything, because I filed a whole bunch of bills that
 2            never got anywhere, never even got heard in committee
 3            -- unlike Senator Key, all of his stuff always got
 4            passed.  But so, you know, it's a little bit of an
 5            awkward situation.  I understand I think pretty well
 6            Mr. Valley's argument about it and the desire to kind
 7            of make it retrospective.  But I'm just -- as I said,
 8            I'm having a little bit of trouble getting there.
 9            And Mr. Lasiter, I think, you know, has stated -- I'm
10            going to get to you, Mr. Valley, don't give up on us.
11            So does that help at all with your question?
12                 MS. MAHONY:  It does.  And my other concern is
13            in the past we've looked at particularly student
14            transfers, that the student didn't actually get to
15            transfer to a lower performing school and we were
16            putting them into a high performing school.  So when
17            we have a district such as Hughes, and we're looking
18            at a transfer into surrounding districts that aren't
19            performing as well as Hughes, doesn't that make a big
20            impact on where we can look at the Hughes district
21            going?
22                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
23                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Mahony, that's an
24            excellent point.  In the short timeline that we --
25            because the Department, up until I guess early March,
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 1            thought we were headed down the road of a voluntary
 2            merger.  And so when that came off the table, that's
 3            when we started looking more closely at the options
 4            for any voluntary, and that's why we present West
 5            Memphis as the -- as one of the options.  Forrest
 6            City, as Ms. Hardrick testified, is now open again.
 7            But because of the timeframe had gone by and expired
 8            for the possibility of a voluntary merger, you know,
 9            they present now that, "Well, we're open and
10            willing," but that changes to a different portion of
11            the law.  So we've got the Forrest City question; you
12            can include them in your recommendation because of
13            the prior discussion of a voluntary, and now they
14            have stated they're willing to accept these students.
15            The West Memphis component, the recommendation goes
16            -- to address your concern that you voiced that in
17            looking at the academics of those districts, whereas
18            Forrest City is working hard -- and we think and have
19            a lot of confidence that that leadership is going to
20            improve the academic performance and get that
21            district on the right track -- West Memphis has a
22            track record currently that is demonstrated in the
23            materials that is in your packet.
24                 MS. MAHONY:  Yes.  And I looked at their scores
25            as well.  But when you're also looking at
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 1            transportation time between those districts, West
 2            Memphis is at 28.4 miles, and so that makes a lot of
 3            bus time.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  The distance is about the
 5            same, if you looked at both Forrest City --
 6                 MS. MAHONY:  Forrest City is 23.5.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah, relatively the same.
 8            Yes.
 9                 MS. MAHONY:  I have some questions on finances,
10            but since we're on the waiver --
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Saviers.
12                 MS. SAVIERS:  So have we decided that the waiver
13            is not applicable?
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No.  We have to vote that
15            issue, whether or not the waiver -- whether to grant
16            the waiver or not.  We could deny it because we don't
17            think that the law applies to this, or we could just
18            deny it because we decide that they're not in -- or
19            they are in fiscal distress and, therefore, they're
20            not eligible under the law.  Or I guess we could
21            decide that they're not in fiscal distress, which
22            would be -- I'm not sure how we'd get there.  Because
23            the whole time I've been on the Board we've removed
24            districts -- we've got -- I don't know if we have one
25            today to remove from fiscal distress, but the Board
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 1            has always removed districts from fiscal distress.
 2                 MS. SAVIERS:  Right.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's how they got out of
 4            fiscal -- they met their fiscal distress plan, they
 5            came before the Board, and we took formal action to
 6            remove them from the fiscal distress list.  And so
 7            it's almost like that we have to sort of do two
 8            things to grant the waiver: remove them from fiscal
 9            distress or decide they're not in fiscal distress,
10            and then decide that they're eligible for the waiver
11            under the law because they're not in fiscal distress.
12                 MS. SAVIERS:  Well, I suggest that we focus on
13            those questions first.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
15                 MS. SAVIERS:  And I also would ask my fellow
16            state board members to be careful about setting a
17            precedent here in removing someone from fiscal
18            distress.  So those are my comments.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Okay.  All right.  I
20            hear you.  All right.  Ms. Newton.
21                 MS. NEWTON:  I think I echo what Ms. Saviers
22            said.  But one question I think I have for Ms.
23            Burnett or somebody from her staff is, I've heard the
24            superintendent speak and Mr. Hill, who we all respect
25            for his history, his firm's history in moving
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 1            districts forward.  What is the trajectory with them
 2            coming out of -- based on their progress so far, is
 3            there a timeline that we might expect -- like it's
 4            imminent or it's going to be another year or two, or
 5            something along those lines?
 6                 DR. SAUNDERS:  If I can just try to clarify your
 7            question on the timeline and what you'd expect for
 8            removal from fiscal distress --
 9                 MS. NEWTON:  Realizing that you can't set an
10            absolute date, but you could say, you know, based on
11            history and based on progress, or lack of progress,
12            this is where we find -- you know -- if I had to make
13            an intelligent guess, then we would -- you know --
14            yeah, so that's it.
15                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yeah.  And, you know, without
16            avoiding your question, it would be very difficult to
17            say specifically any timeframe.  And let me just
18            explain a little bit on that.  If you were to look at
19            the most recent audit, the audit from 2014, repeated
20            findings have come into their -- in particular with
21            child nutrition funds and from previous years.  They
22            continue to have the same problems over and over
23            again.  Whatever those dollar amounts are in a sense
24            is almost irrelevant because it's the same findings
25            over and over again, over-spending budgets, things of
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 1            that nature.  And so until those are eliminated, you
 2            know, you could have single events that really push
 3            -- audits are once a year.
 4                 MS. NEWTON:  So they had -- that's in direct
 5            correlation to what Mr. Hill mentioned about non-
 6            segregation of duties, which lends itself to the lack
 7            of ability to hire more staff.  And that's something
 8            that's ever present, or is present right now.  So if
 9            we assume that they can't segregate duties and that
10            leads to audit exceptions, and then we then assume
11            too that that's based on the financial situation,
12            then it's like a treadmill situation in the sense
13            that you can't correct it because you didn't have the
14            folks to do it.  So is that where the district is?
15                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yes, I understand your concern
16            with that.  I don't think the district is necessarily
17            at that point.  As Mr. Hill pointed out, the amount
18            of cash in the bank is not really a particular issue
19            with the district.  That is not why they were on
20            fiscal distress, or the concerns with that, which is
21            why in their plan one of their items that I discussed
22            earlier, such as hiring a halftime person to work
23            with the financials -- and, yes, the segregation of
24            duties is an important thing, but it's not the main
25            concern within the plan.  The main concerns within
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 1            the plan are the exceptions that they continue to
 2            have.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Dr.
 4            Saunders.  Ms. Zook.
 5                 MS. ZOOK:  I had a three-part question and that
 6            answered one of them.  First of all, did -- and this
 7            is for Jeremy -- did we get the AG's opinion that we
 8            requested?
 9                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, ma'am.  It's in the folder at
10            your desk.
11                 MS. ZOOK:  The one that we got this morning?
12                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, ma'am.
13                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I'm sorry, I did not see that.
14            Can you tell me what it says so I don't have to take
15            the Board's time to read it?
16                 MR. LASITER:  Sure.  Let me find it.
17                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  In the meantime, I'll ask my
18            third part question while he's looking for that,
19            which is for Senator Key and former Representative
20            Ledbetter.  The point that they made about the one
21            district intent for the legislation, is that in fact
22            -- I don't want to say true, because I know this man
23            would not tell me something that's not true -- but is
24            that in fact a fact?
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So --
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 1                 MS. ZOOK:  Isn't that the same thing?  Sorry.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So I've tried to maintain
 3            for seven years that I'm not legal counsel for the
 4            Board, but Mr. Lasiter is and I think he's got a few
 5            on that argument.  That's a legal argument that legal
 6            counsel can -- I have my own view about it, but I'm
 7            going to let Mr. Lasiter tell us what he thinks.
 8                 MR. LASITER:  Okay.  On that point, the reason
 9            -- there are a couple of reasons why it can't be
10            applicable for the Hughes School District.  One is
11            the requirement that the district not be in fiscal
12            distress, and they've been in fiscal distress since
13            2013.  And as I mentioned before, the second part of
14            this is if you look at the emergency clause, the
15            emergency clause says that the act was intended to
16            keep districts open that are not in academic or
17            fiscal distress.  So that's my reading on the
18            statute.
19                 And in terms of the Attorney General's opinion
20            -- it looks like this -- it's in your folder -- what
21            they did, and this is what they typically do, is they
22            look at the district involvement -- in this case, the
23            Hughes School District -- and all the surrounding
24            school districts to determine whether they have
25            desegregation orders.  The Hughes School District
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 1            does not; Forrest City does; I believe that the
 2            Attorney General's opinion states that the West
 3            Memphis School District operates under a
 4            desegregation order.  But on further review -- and I
 5            think that there are also representatives here from
 6            the West Memphis School District who can further
 7            expound on this -- that they are in fact not under a
 8            desegregation order any longer and that they were
 9            dismissed from that order in the mid-70's.  But I
10            don't want you to take my word for it; I'll let them
11            address you all on that.  So does that answer your
12            questions up to this point?
13                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes, it does.  So if we choose to
14            have them consolidate and we -- the only way these
15            children would have choice as an option is if we
16            consolidate them with West Memphis, who has no court
17            order, because Forrest City -- not only do they have
18            the academic distress problems, but they closed off
19            because of the desegregation order any choice for
20            these children to go anywhere else?
21                 MR. LASITER:  Well, I'll need to leave that to
22            Forrest City as well because under the new School
23            Choice law they are to provide proof to the
24            Department of Education that they have an order that
25            conflicts with desegregation.  And so I don't want to
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 1            speak for them on that.  I think they could probably
 2            address whether they would be able to allow School
 3            Choice under that circumstance since we have a new
 4            law there.
 5                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
 6                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  If you would like for
 7            me to speak to the legislative intent -- I was one of
 8            the authors of the Act 60 bill.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  I didn't see you.  I didn't know you
10            were still here.  Sorry.  I would have asked you
11            directly.
12                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  And the way -- if you'd
13            like --
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Representative Douglas, if
15            you would come up, because these are live-streamed
16            and, plus, I'm hard of hearing.  All right.  If
17            you'll raise your right hand -- do you solemnly swear
18            or affirm the testimony you're about to give will be
19            the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
20            truth?
21                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  I do.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you.  You're
23            recognized.
24                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Good question about the
25            legislative intent.  The timeline on the bill was the
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 1            -- we were in negotiations, getting things into this
 2            waiver bill, and the bill went forward.  And then we
 3            had the discussion with having one school district
 4            that this would not capture as it was.  So we went
 5            back and had an emergency clause put onto the bill in
 6            hopes that it would capture Hughes.  Now the other
 7            factor that went into that was the legislation that
 8            we were trying to pull forward to redefine what
 9            fiscal distress was because we saw an untruth in that
10            definition that we are using.  Being on legislative
11            audit I saw that, you know, just because you have
12            personnel that cannot or is not coding things
13            properly, you know, that to me is not fiscal
14            distress.  And so we had another bill that we were
15            trying to redefine fiscal distress and we felt like
16            if we'd had both of those come forward then we would
17            have been able to capture Hughes completely.  And
18            because we could not redefine fiscal distress, then
19            we're left with the emergency clause.  So that was
20            specifically intended for Hughes.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And let me just say this is
23            no disrespect --
24                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- to you, Representative
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 1            Douglas, because I served in the legislature and
 2            Senator Key was in the legislature, but there's
 3            really not legislative history for legislative intent
 4            in Arkansas; 135 folks can state 135 different
 5            reasons that they voted or didn't vote or, you know,
 6            on a particular bill.  And, of course, your state of
 7            mind --
 8                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Right.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- is certainly important
10            and it's respected and appreciated.  But it's a
11            little bit of a --
12                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Yes.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  So --
14                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  It was my emergency
15            clause; I put it on.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Sure.
17                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  So that's why I'm
18            speaking to --
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
20                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  -- my state of mind in
21            putting that on there.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Gotcha.
23                 REPRESENTATIVE DOUGLAS:  Otherwise, it would not
24            have been necessary if we had not, you know, had that
25            one school.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Gotcha.  Yes, ma'am.  Okay.
 2            Thank you.  Thank you for being here.  All right.
 3            Ms. Owens, you want to say something too?
 4                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
 6                 SUPT. OWENS:  I would.  I would like to speak to
 7            the question about the fiscal improvement plan.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Pull that down.  There you
 9            go.
10                 SUPT. OWENS:  I would like to speak to the
11            question regarding the fiscal improvement plan where
12            it's been reported that we did not meet the plan.  I
13            am not of that same opinion.  We met our fiscal
14            improvement plan, as I said earlier, and evidenced by
15            the six-month reviews that you all received from ADE.
16            The one item that's mentioned that we did not reach
17            was the one where we did not -- I think we were -- it
18            was stated that we did not have that halftime
19            financial person in our office.  I want to say that
20            we went beyond that, because the hiring of Mr. Hill
21            was not a part of your initial plan.  I hired Mr.
22            Norman Hill to come in and help us to straighten out
23            our difficulties.  And then after that we hired a
24            halftime person this year to work with the bookkeeper
25            to help us with the desegregation of duties piece.
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 1            And the other -- the child nutrition was the only
 2            repeated finding that we had.  Of course, we did have
 3            the bit about the budget.  But we had the child
 4            nutrition piece and that personnel -- that employee
 5            has been removed.  I just wanted you to know.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.
 7            Okay.  Now we're to you, Mr. Davis, if you have any
 8            questions.
 9                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.  Just a quick question, and I
10            guess it's for counsel.  And so if I can -- sorry --
11            just a quick question with regards to the waiver.  If
12            the waiver is denied -- because it's my understanding
13            we will be taking a vote on the waiver -- what
14            options are we left with?  If the waiver is denied,
15            then does consolidation then have to happen?
16                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.  By May 1.
17                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Good question.
19            Mr. Crossley?
20                 MR. CROSSLEY:  (Shaking head from side to side.)
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  We're back
22            around to you, Dr. Barth.
23                 DR. BARTH:  No, I'm ready to go.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Reith?
25                 MS. REITH:  I do have a follow-up question,
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 1            actually one for Dr. Owens and then one for the
 2            superintendent of Forrest City.  I guess again here
 3            I'm torn, as many of us are, in terms of wanting to
 4            preserve, you know, a high performing school and then
 5            also following the law.  And I guess I'm just wanting
 6            to understand a little bit more because as we've
 7            noticed, West Memphis generally is a higher
 8            performing district than Forrest City.  So why was
 9            the original agreement -- and I guess this is my
10            question for Dr. Owens.  Why did you all originally
11            approach Forrest City about doing a voluntary
12            annexation or consolidation?
13                 SUPT. OWENS:  That was based on results from a
14            survey of our parents, and Forrest City is in St.
15            Francis County and we're in St. Francis County.
16                 MS. REITH:  So in terms of academics and such,
17            did you all feel confident enough about the
18            improvement opportunities -- and I guess was there
19            any arrangements made about keeping a campus open at
20            Hughes in that conversation?  I know sometimes in
21            those agreements --
22                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well --
23                 MS. REITH:  -- actions like that are brought up.
24                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well, that was some of the reason,
25            I guess, that the decision was tilted toward Forrest
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 1            City, as we had discussions with that board.  Forrest
 2            City was willing to allow our K through 8 to stay in
 3            Hughes and they would absorb 9 through 12.  Yes, that
 4            weighed heavily on the decision.
 5                 MS. REITH:  Thank you for that.  And now for I
 6            guess the superintendent of Forrest City as kind of a
 7            follow-on question, if I might ask.  You had
 8            referenced in your comments that you all weren't in
 9            100% agreement.  And I don't know if that was at all
10            alluding to some of what was just stated about
11            keeping a campus open or at least K through 8 open in
12            Hughes or was this related maybe to some other
13            matters?
14                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  I think it was probably more
15            related to some other matters.  And when I say 100%
16            agreement, I'm saying that we inked an agreement, so-
17            to-speak, but there was still some conversation and
18            dialogue and concerns within the agreement, some
19            things that we were still working out.  I do want to
20            say that we recognize in Forrest City that we have
21            work to do, that there's a continued amount of
22            progress that needs to be made.  But we're very
23            comfortable in the academic progress that we've made
24            thus far.  We have adopted new curriculum, et cetera,
25            and I'm really excited about the opportunity -- and
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 1            I'll share some of those things with the distress
 2            subcommittee next month.  But Forrest City does
 3            provide students with a quality education.  Every
 4            year we have a valedictorian with 32-plus ACT score
 5            and students attending Harvard and Yale and Princeton
 6            every year.  And so Forrest City does offer students
 7            a quality education and we're very comfortable that
 8            we can give that to the students of Hughes.  The
 9            conversation around the K-8 program was more geared
10            around -- you're talking about the -- as well as the
11            academic needs of kids, the social and emotional
12            needs of kids, and you're talking about 5- and 6-year
13            olds and those wanting to take a year to really
14            analyze what's in the best interest of those
15            students, do we want to put those students on the bus
16            for 45 minutes, as opposed to if they were getting a
17            quality education there could we maintain that for a
18            year.  And then we were going to assess the situation
19            and determine what was in the best interest of the
20            kids and then kind of go forward from there.  So that
21            was kind of the thinking around the K-8 program
22            remaining.
23                 MS. REITH:  Thank you so much.  And then just
24            one final question for Dr. Owens.  I'd like to
25            actually get your reaction.  Sorry for all the up-
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 1            down -- but just get your reactions to what -- and I
 2            apologize, the superintendent from Forrest City, your
 3            name again, ma'am?
 4                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Dr. Hardrick.
 5                 MS. REITH:  Doctor.  Okay.
 6                 SUPT. OWENS:  She's the doctor; I'm not the
 7            doctor.
 8                 MS. REITH:  Okay.  Well, superintendent, ma'am.
 9            So if you could react a little bit to what Forrest
10            City has said now.  I know that we've passed the
11            period of a voluntary consolidation.  But what are
12            your reactions or your thoughts around, one, their
13            willingness now to come back to the table on this,
14            and then, two, this year-long assessment of the K
15            through 8 campus or just general reaction to the
16            thought of merging with them at this stage?
17                 SUPT. OWENS:  I am interested in us doing what's
18            in the best interest of the children of Hughes.  And
19            since we've had our conversations and since we've had
20            to do further research, then that forced me to go and
21            look at -- take a closer look at our district.  In
22            taking a closer look, I discovered that we're really
23            an isolated district and we have a lot of problems,
24            and one being more than 100 miles of gravel road.
25            We're 247 square miles.  It would be difficult to
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 1            transport our children to any location.  Yes, I
 2            welcome going to Forrest City if they would allow --
 3            I embrace Forrest City, I have respect for its
 4            leadership, I think they're going places and doing
 5            wonderful things.  But at the same time, I believe
 6            that the children of Hughes would be better served if
 7            they were to remain in the Hughes School District
 8            because there are too many barriers to think about.
 9            Transportation would be major.  Even if you split us
10            in four -- if we went in four different directions,
11            when you're talking about gravel roads, when you're
12            talking about the distance from Point A to Point B,
13            you're talking about putting students on a school bus
14            for at least an hour-and-a-half one way, I don't care
15            where we go, because we're so far from everyone else.
16            We're definitely isolated.  So I embrace whoever will
17            accept our children.  I hope that they'll be treated
18            fairly.  But I don't believe that any of the
19            surrounding districts will offer to our children what
20            we can offer them.
21                        [AUDIENCE APPLAUSE]
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I want to ask everyone,
23            let's hold the applause.  This really isn't -- I
24            mean, we're trying to get -- I know you agree with
25            what's being said.  Ms. Hardrick -- Dr. Hardrick, can
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 1            I ask you a question?
 2                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Sure.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I know there was some talk
 4            earlier about children that have -- or parents and
 5            children who've gone to other districts.  Are there
 6            children from the Hughes School District that are
 7            attending Forrest City right now?
 8                 SUPT. HARDRICK:  Not that I'm aware of.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Ms.
10            Owens, can you -- I'm going to get you and your
11            principal to switch seats.  We're going to wear you
12            both out getting up and down.  The children that are
13            leaving -- come on up, if you don't mind -- the
14            children that are leaving -- I mean, we've heard 344
15            and then we heard that the ADM now is down another --
16            I don't know -- yeah.  But do you know where those
17            children are moving to or where they're attending
18            school?
19                 SUPT. OWENS:  West Memphis and Marion.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So they're going to
21            those two?
22                 SUPT. OWENS:  Yes.
23                 CHIARMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.
24                 SUPT. OWENS:  And it is the School Choice and
25            they're going to West Memphis and Marion.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  Thank
 2            you.  All right.  Where were we?  I kind of jumped
 3            in, and I apologize.  Okay.  Mr. Black, did you have
 4            any more questions?
 5                 MR. BLACK:  No.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Mahony?
 7                 MS. MAHONY:  I do have a motion.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  You do?  All right.
 9            And is this on the --
10                 MS. MAHONY:  This is on the waiver.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  On the waiver.  Okay.
12                 MR. VALLEY:  You didn't give me the opportunity
13            to speak on behalf of the district.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, there's not a
15            question pending.  Yeah.  So did someone have a
16            question for Mr. Valley?
17                 MR. VALLEY:  Each time the attorney spoke you
18            spoke about --
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Come up to the --
20                 MR. VALLEY:  Each time Mr. Lasiter spoke about
21            the legalities that are contained in our petition, I
22            kind of indicated I wanted to respond, and you said
23            it would be later at your session or question.  So --
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Okay.  All right.
25            Well, if you want to respond to one of my questions
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 1            briefly -- I don't want us to rehash anything that
 2            we've already been over --
 3                 MR. VALLEY:  No.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- or that's in your
 5            petition.
 6                 MR. VALLEY:  No.  The reason I asked this body
 7            to delay a decision today is because I believe that
 8            the body needs to go through the petition fairly
 9            thoroughly.  Page 4, for example, addresses the issue
10            of whether this law applies to Hughes in the sense of
11            it didn't exist at the time the consolidation list
12            came out.  So Hughes could not comply at that time,
13            so it created a new right, and then they had 30 days
14            in order to comply within that 30-day window.  That
15            was --
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Well, we're --
17            I think we're getting ready to take action one way or
18            the other -- I don't know what -- on your waiver
19            request.  So, yeah, okay.  Mr. Davis, do you have a
20            question?
21                 MR. DAVIS:  Another question in regards to the
22            waiver, and I don't know if Commissioner or counsel
23            can answer this.  In regards to the waiver request,
24            is it -- is the understanding that a school will be
25            granted a waiver as long as it's not in fiscal or
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 1            academic distress?  I'm assuming there's no time
 2            limit on that waiver?
 3                 MS. MAHONY:  One year.
 4                 MR. DAVIS:  There's a one-year.  Okay.  And is
 5            there -- well, I guess that answers that question.
 6            And I was going to ask if there's a numerical ADM in
 7            regards to that waiver, as well.
 8                 MS. MAHONY:  I'm sorry, Mr. Davis, but according
 9            to the act, it says they will still remain on the
10            consolidated list and they get the waiver for one
11            year.
12                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So any other
14            questions before we take action on the waiver
15            request?  Okay.  Ms. Mahony, you're recognized for a
16            motion.
17                 MS. MAHONY:  I move that we accept the waiver
18            request and the Hughes district will stay on the
19            consolidated list and we accept it under Section D,
20            which is the best interest of the students and
21            transportation/travel.  If we merge them with
22            Memphis, West Memphis, they will be 30 miles away
23            from that district.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  You've heard
25            the motion.  Is there a second?
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 1                 MR. DAVIS:  Second.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Davis
 3            seconds the motion.  So is there any discussion?
 4                 DR. BARTH:  This is Jay.  I'm going to vote
 5            against the motion.  You know, I do think that the
 6            fact that the district is in fiscal distress -- and
 7            this goes back to something Ms. Saviers said earlier
 8            -- it's very real and, therefore, I think that really
 9            preempts any acceptance of the waiver in this case.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
11            discussion?  Ms. Saviers.
12                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yes.  And I'm so empathetic,
13            sympathetic to the desires of the Hughes community.
14            I am wondering though what one more year, if in fact
15            consolidation is a foregone conclusion, can do for
16            the community, other than one more year.  I mean, let
17            me know what you think.
18                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.  And I guess I would respond
19            to that by saying that it is clear that there were
20            some time constraints in regards to the consolidation
21            with certain districts and there were some unanswered
22            questions there.  It appears that those conversations
23            are still taking place to the point that we have a
24            state board member almost negotiating what's going to
25            happen in front of us.  So I think what the year does
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 1            provide, it provides the opportunity for the
 2            community to continue to work on their fiscal
 3            situation, hopefully moving them in the right
 4            direction on the removal -- but obviously there's no
 5            guarantee there.  If nothing else, it provides the
 6            opportunity for the community to have some additional
 7            conversation about what districts work best with
 8            their students.  And it was clear at one point they
 9            were interested in having -- they were volunteering
10            to consolidate.  I would prefer that -- I think it
11            makes sense that if we can allow them to come back to
12            us, with the understanding that after a year the
13            decision would quite possibly be different, that they
14            can then come back to us in a more receptive manner
15            based upon the plan that they put together with
16            neighboring districts so that the transition is far
17            less of a disruption than I think what might occur
18            now.
19                 MS. SAVIERS:  And I agree with you.  I still
20            just really struggle with the whole fiscal distress
21            issue.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
23            discussion?  Ms. Newton, do you have --
24                 MS. NEWTON:  And that was my question with your
25            second and maybe Ms. Mahony's motion.  So do we
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 1            disregard the designation of fiscal distress, whether
 2            or not we agree on it completely?  Maybe this is a
 3            rhetorical question.  So, you know, to me that's the
 4            elephant in the room as it relates to what we're
 5            charged to do as the State Board of Education.  So
 6            that's the elephant as far as I'm concerned.  Because
 7            clearly if there was not a stipulation or a
 8            regulation it would not be a question, you know, for
 9            me.  But that still is lingering large or looming
10            large in terms of what we should do just for --
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  What you're saying
12            is the law says they're not entitled to a waiver if
13            they're in fiscal distress.
14                 MS. NEWTON:  That's what the law says.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's what the law says.
16            You know, whether we agree with it or disagree, I
17            mean, that is the law as I read it.  And, you know,
18            with all due respect, that just -- sort of the law is
19            the law.  And that was the other thing too.  Ms.
20            Zook.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  And I think to your point, Mr. Davis,
22            I understand that we can go against what the law says
23            and do that and they can go into negotiation.  But I
24            am concerned that their primary negotiation has been
25            with Forrest City, which, although they're improving
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 1            -- and I have every confidence in the superintendent
 2            and her leadership -- that they do have schools in
 3            academic distress and they opt out of Choice.  So if
 4            we consolidate Hughes with Forrest City, those
 5            families that are now choosing to go to Marion and
 6            West Memphis and other places they would be
 7            eliminated from doing that, unless Forrest City
 8            decides not to opt out of choice.  But we have no
 9            guarantee of that because that's a decision that
10            their board may or may not make.  And I would hate to
11            take a district that has offered opportunities for
12            their children and their families to make decisions
13            and then eliminate them from that opportunity, even
14            though on the one hand were looking out, as she -- as
15            Ms. Mahony pointed out, for the best interest of
16            children.  But at the same time if these parents have
17            already decided what is in their opinion the best
18            interest for their children, a year from now, if they
19            consolidated with Forrest City, and Forrest City
20            still doesn't allow choice, then we are bringing them
21            back out of the schools they chose to go to.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is there any
23            other discussion before we vote on the pending
24            motion?  All right.  Hearing none, I will ask
25            Commissioner Key to roll-call the vote on the motion.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony.
 2                 MS. MAHONY:  Yes.
 3                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Newton.
 4                 MS. NEWTON:  No.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Saviers.
 6                 MS. SAVIERS:  No.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Black.
 8                 MR. BLACK:  No.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Reith.
10                 MS. REITH:  Yes.
11                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Zook.
12                 MS. ZOOK:  No.
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  And somehow Dr. Barth, you
14            got left off the list.  My apologies.  Dr. Barth.
15                 DR. BARTH:  No.
16                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Davis.
17                 MR. DAVIS:  Yes.
18                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  A vote of 3 yeses and 5 no's.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  So the
20            motion fails.
21                 So then that gets us back to the item that's on
22            the agenda, which is the consideration of the
23            involuntary administrative consolidation of the
24            Hughes School District into one or more school
25            districts.  So are there any additional questions on
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 1            this matter?
 2                 DR. BARTH:  Could I get an answer on the -- if
 3            there was consideration of a break of distance in
 4            sending students to the closest school?
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  So I
 6            think, Jeremy or Mr. Wood, if you want to -- I don't
 7            know if you heard Dr. Barth's question.  I think it
 8            was he's looking for some information if we were to
 9            divide the district boundaries between adjoining
10            districts to try to align children with the nearest
11            campus.  Is that correct, Dr. Barth?
12                 DR. BARTH:  Yes.  When I look at the map of
13            students currently at Hughes, they do seem to be some
14            of them closer to Earle, some of them closer to
15            Forrest City.  And so there is geography (inaudible).
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Hill, I
17            know you're dying to say something but this is
18            question-and-answer period, so maybe there will be a
19            question.  Mr. Lasiter, you're recognized.
20                 MR. LASITER:  Dr. Barth, the answer to that
21            question is yes, we look at all possible outcomes
22            when we're examining these recommendations that we're
23            going to make to the Board.  Mr. Wood could probably
24            talk about this a little bit better than I can, but I
25            think if you look at where these students are --
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 1            where -- the overwhelming majority of students are
 2            found in Hughes; they're centered in I guess the town
 3            area around Hughes.  And so at that point, when you
 4            have that degree of concentration of students, it
 5            makes more sense to have a one-district partner
 6            rather than a multiple-district partner.
 7                 DR. BARTH:  Do we know -- I know -- I don't know
 8            if the Earle district is there.  But does Earle
 9            participate in School Choice?
10                 MR. LASITER:  I'll ask them to come up.  The
11            superintendent of Earle is here.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you solemnly swear the
13            testimony you're about to give will be the truth, the
14            whole truth and nothing but the truth?
15                 SUPT. NICKS:  I do.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  State your name
17            and you're recognized.
18                 SUPT. NICKS:  Rickey Nicks, the Superintendent
19            of Schools of Earle.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Did you hear the question?
21                 SUPT. NICKS:  Yes.  And we do participate in
22            Choice.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
24                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  Thanks.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you.  All right.  Dr.
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 1            Barth, did that answer your question?
 2                 DR. BARTH:  Yes.  Yeah, that helps me.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So we'll come back
 4            around.  Ms. Reith, do you have a question?
 5                 MS. REITH:  No.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Mr. Black?
 7                 MR. BLACK:  No.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Anyone?  Okay.  Ms. Zook.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  Do any of the superintendents that we
10            will be considering your district have anything they
11            would like to present, pro or con, relative to --
12            that might influence our decision?
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So this would be a time, I
14            think, Mr. Hill or Ms. Owens, if you would like to
15            say something before we take up the action item.
16                 MR. HILL:  I'd like to say I'm probably not
17            either for or against anything.  But in answering the
18            question on dividing the school district on county
19            lines, on information for the State Board to
20            consider, Crittenden County has about 65% of the
21            wealth; St. Francis County has about 35%, give or
22            take a little bit.  St. Francis County has about 95%
23            of the students and Crittenden County has about 5%.
24            So if you divide it on county lines you're showing a
25            great discrepancy in financial support for the
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 1            students that's in Crittenden County versus the
 2            students in St. Francis County.  It's a big swing
 3            there and that's just information.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Very important, and I
 5            appreciate you bringing that to our attention.  I had
 6            -- I think someone else had pointed that out,
 7            probably Mr. Wood, that -- you know -- you school
 8            finance guys think in terms of that kind of thing.
 9            But that's an important consideration.
10                 All right.  Any other questions?  Any other
11            response from Hughes on the questions that have been
12            asked?  Ms. Owens, I don't want to cut you short here
13            because, you know, we're -- look, if you think this
14            is easy -- you know -- you know, that everyone on
15            this board is sympathetic to the citizens of and the
16            patrons of Hughes School District.  I hope you
17            understand that.  And we're just trying to do our
18            best and follow the law.  But if you want to say
19            anything at this point, it might be, you know, a good
20            time to speak to us.
21                 SUPT. OWENS:  Well, briefly.  In doing what's in
22            the best interest of the students, when we're
23            considering the transportation component of all of
24            the bills and all the laws, in --
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Speak up just a little.
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 1                 SUPT. OWENS:  -- all the discussions that we've
 2            had the majority of the students who live in Hughes
 3            live in town.  So if you split our district in four
 4            different directions -- if they went in four
 5            different directions, you're going to send four
 6            school buses into Hughes and they'll be picking up
 7            the kids from there.  Our area is spread out.  The
 8            majority -- a lot of our children live in the rural
 9            areas, but most of them are in town.  So I think that
10            we're going to have a real transportation problem
11            when we start talking about moving the children of
12            Hughes to anywhere else because we're an isolated
13            district.  The children who live in the rural areas
14            live down those long gravel roads.  This past winter,
15            when we had bad weather, we missed about eight days
16            out of school.  West Memphis missed four.  What's
17            going to happen on those days?  What's going to
18            happen when it snows and we can't get to our kids who
19            live in the rural?  Will West Memphis not have school
20            or will West Memphis and Marion and other districts
21            have school without us?  We have to think about
22            what's best for the children who live in Hughes.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
24            questions?  Okay.  Well, Members, the item under
25            consideration is the involuntary administrative
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 1            consolidation of the Hughes School District into one
 2            or more school districts.  Does anybody have a
 3            motion?
 4                     (A FEW MOMENTS OF SILENCE)
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Lasiter,
 6            what happens if we don't have a motion?
 7                 MR. LASITER:  If you don't have a motion, you'll
 8            have to make some kind of decision before May 1st.
 9            That's just what the law requires you to do.  And as
10            your attorney, I couldn't advise you to do anything
11            other than that.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So as you said earlier, we
13            can take this under advisement but we have to decide
14            something with regard to this under the law before
15            May 1st.  Correct?
16                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So we'd have to come back?
18                 MR. LASITER:  That's correct.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Okay.  All
20            right.  Ms. Zook has a motion.  Ms. Zook.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we consolidate Hughes
22            School District with West Memphis; West Memphis
23            offers Choice.  If Forrest City will open their doors
24            to Choice, Hughes kids can -- that choose to, could
25            go to Forrest City; the others can go to West Memphis
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 1            or Earle, or wherever they are, and perhaps West
 2            Memphis will work with them on the K-8 or whatever
 3            configuration seems to make sense.  And then, if
 4            there is something different or better for kids, they
 5            can come back in a year with that recommendation.
 6                 MS. NEWTON:  I second that motion.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  There has been
 8            a motion and a second.  Is there any discussion?  Mr.
 9            Lasiter has something.
10                 MR. LASITER:  This actually applies to whether
11            you adopt this motion or another motion.  But there
12            are certain things you would need to include in an
13            order, Mr. Chair, that I want to make you aware of
14            before you vote.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
16                 MR. LASITER:  So it's up to you.  I can mention
17            these now or I could mention them after you vote on
18            whatever --
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Get a little closer 'cause
20            we're having -- I don't know, the mic's not turned up
21            today for some reason, or else -- would the Board
22            like to hear these elements that are required by law
23            to be in the order?  It's required by law to be in
24            the order.  Correct?
25                 MR. LASITER:  There are things that need to be
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 1            in the order.  Some of them are at your discretion.
 2            But, again, it doesn't necessarily apply whether it's
 3            West Memphis or some other motion that you might want
 4            to make; it would apply to any of them.
 5                 First of all, it wouldn't apply to West Memphis
 6            because, as we've learned, they're not under a
 7            desegregation order.  But if you decide to put the
 8            district with someone who's under a desegregation
 9            order you would need to direct us, as your counsel,
10            to enter an appearance for you in that federal case
11            to try to get approval for that to happen.
12                 Secondly, the understanding would be that if you
13            put the Hughes district with another district the
14            territory would, of course, go into that district
15            territory.
16                 The proposed consolidation should be effective
17            on July 1, 2015, in accordance with the law.
18                 The resulting school district can have no more
19            than one superintendent under the law.
20                 The tax rate is determined by Arkansas Code
21            Annotated 6-13-1409, so you would still have two
22            different tax rates until an election could be held
23            to equalize them.
24                 In terms of the assets and liabilities, the
25            assets and liabilities of the Hughes School District
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 1            would be assigned as set forth under Arkansas Code 6-
 2            14-1407, and they would be assigned to whatever
 3            district you decide to put them with.  The other
 4            options that you have has to do with interim school
 5            district boards of directors and permanent school
 6            boards of directors.  You have different options
 7            under the law.  What you've done in the past, I'll
 8            mention to you, is to allow the existing board of
 9            directors of the receiving school or the resulting
10            school district to serve as the interim board of
11            directors until there could be a rezoning and an
12            election done in following years.  And so you have an
13            interim board that would be comprised of the
14            resulting board, and then the resulting board would
15            take care of the process of doing a zoning and an
16            election going forward.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So does any of
18            that need to be a part of Ms. Zook's motion?
19                 MR. LASITER:  Specifically with regard to the
20            interim board of directors and a permanent board of
21            directors, that would need to be a part of the
22            motion.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Zook, do
24            you want to make that a part of your motion?
25                 MS. ZOOK:  Sure.
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 1                 MR. LASITER:  And so just to clarify for the
 2            purposes of your motion, Ms. Zook, what that would
 3            mean is that the interim board would be the West
 4            Memphis School District board, serving on an interim
 5            basis, and then they would rezone based upon the new
 6            territory they would be getting and have a new
 7            election for the board to include the new territory.
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  Will that take place this September
 9            or November, whichever they choose?
10                 MR. LASITER:  It won't take place this -- I
11            mean, if they could possibly get the zoning done, it
12            could.  But usually what that means is it would be
13            the following September before the permanent board
14            with the entirely new zones can be elected.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  Is there any timeframe in which -- I
16            mean, being a school person, I'm telling you that
17            everything has already been planned for next year
18            right now.
19                 MR. LASITER:  Right.
20                 MS. ZOOK:  So do they have a certain amount of
21            time -- like can West Memphis and Hughes decide "we
22            want to take a year for this all to take place," or
23            does it have to take place for the children as of
24            August?
25                 MR. LASITER:  The consolidation itself has to be
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 1            effective as of July 1st.  That's why there was this
 2            transition period of a year to enable all of this to
 3            happen.  It just so happens that we've gotten to the
 4            point where we didn't have a voluntary agreement and
 5            that's why we're pushed up at the end of this school
 6            year.  But the law requires that the consolidation
 7            actually be effective July 1st of this year.
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  Is that including the closing of
 9            campuses, and what about teacher notification by May
10            1 and all of those things?
11                 MR. LASITER:  There's nothing in the law that
12            requires closure of campuses, so I usually recommend
13            to you all that your order and your decision does not
14            address that.  And, I'm sorry, I forgot the other
15            part of your question.
16                 MS. ZOOK:  Teacher notification.  Thank you,
17            Commissioner.
18                 MR. LASITER:  There are several ways that could
19            be handled.  That does not have to be addressed in
20            your order either.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  So moved.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So is that -- all
23            right.  So, Ms. Coffman, Ms. Zook made the motion
24            that included the configuration of the board until
25            the next school board election can be held and Ms.
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 1            Newton seconded the motion.  Is there any discussion?
 2                 MR. DAVIS:  Is the superintendent of West
 3            Memphis here?
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes.
 5                 MR. DAVIS:  And can we just get you to comment,
 6            please, on the discussion that's currently taking
 7            place?  Thank you.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you feel like the groom
 9            at a shotgun wedding?
10                 SUPT. COLLINS:  Do I need to be sworn in?
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you solemnly swear or
12            affirm the testimony you're about to give will be the
13            truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth?
14                 SUPT. COLLINS:  Yes, I do.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  State your name
16            and you're recognized.
17                 SUPT. COLLINS:  John Collins, Superintendent of
18            Schools, West Memphis School District.
19                 MR. DAVIS:  And I guess my question is just I'd
20            love to hear your feedback on the conversation that
21            is taking place and the motion that has been put
22            forth?
23                 SUPT. COLLINS:  West Memphis School District
24            will respectfully comply with this Board and this
25            Commissioner's direction for the school district and
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 1            the kids of the Hughes School District to serve them
 2            with the best of our ability, with the highest
 3            integrity that we can.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  How many children from
 5            Hughes do you currently have attending West Memphis,
 6            do you think?
 7                 SUPT. COLLINS:  I don't have an accurate
 8            accounting.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Well, just an
10            estimate is fine.
11                 SUPT. COLLINS:  Oh, gosh.  We've got a crazy
12            dynamic.  My administrative assistant is actually on
13            the Hughes school board.  She can probably speak to
14            this better than I can.  And I'm not trying to throw
15            everybody else under the bus, but Bill Kessinger is
16            here and so he's probably -- some of this dates back
17            to School Choice --
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, yeah.
19                 SUPT. COLLINS:  -- when School Choice was first
20            enacted, so we've got several.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
22                 SUPT. COLLINS:  150.  150 K-12 kids.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  150.  Okay.  All right.
24            Okay.  Thank you, and we appreciate what you guys do
25            in West Memphis.
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 1                 SUPT. COLLINS:  Thank you.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I know you do a lot of good
 3            work over there, and I know Mr. Kessinger had a lot
 4            to do with that.
 5                 All right.  Any other discussion before we vote
 6            on Ms. Zook's motion?  All right.  Commissioner Key,
 7            I will ask if you will roll-call this motion as well.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony.
 9                 MS. MAHONY:  No.
10                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Newton.
11                 MS. NEWTON:  Yes.
12                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Saviers.
13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yes.
14                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Black.
15                 MR. BLACK:  Yes.
16                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Reith.
17                 MS. REITH:  Yes.
18                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Dr. Barth.
19                 DR. BARTH:  Yes.
20                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Zook.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.
22                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Davis.
23                 MR. DAVIS:  Yes.
24                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Seven votes yes, and one vote
25            in the negative.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So the motion
 2            passes.  I want to again reiterate to the folks from
 3            Hughes who are here today, I know this is difficult;
 4            it's difficult on us.  We're constrained to call the
 5            law as we understand it, and so we've had to do it in
 6            a lot of difficult situations.  Believe me, yours
 7            isn't the only one.  This reminded me a lot of the
 8            hearing we had on Weiner School District when it was
 9            consolidated with Harrisburg.  It is difficult and we
10            know that you've done everything in your power to
11            make your school district excellent.  And so, again,
12            we're -- I just want to say that for what it's worth.
13            I know it's probably not very consoling at this point
14            but, again, thank you for being here.
15                 We are going to recess for our mid-afternoon
16            snack.  We will be back in 30 minutes.  That's
17            roughly 2:20.  Thank you.
18                   (LUNCH BREAK:  1:47-2:30 P.M.)
19  A-4:  CLASSIFICATION OF DISTRICT IN FISCAL DISTRESS
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So the next
21            item on our agenda is item A-4.  It's the
22            Classification of District in Fiscal Distress,
23            Yellville-Summit School District.  Dr. Saunders, you
24            are recognized to present item A-4.
25                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Good afternoon, Board.  I just
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 1            want to make you aware -- I'm not sure if you are
 2            aware, but Hazel Burnett is no longer with us.  Even
 3            though she sits right here, she has moved on and
 4            April 1st was her last day here at the State
 5            Department, and we really appreciate her time and
 6            service and just wanted to --
 7                 MS. ZOOK:  Can we give her a round of applause?
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes.
 9                             [APPLAUSE]
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Hazel, are you here?  Okay.
11            There you are.  Did you get permission to leave?
12                 MS. BURNETT:  My new boss said yes, I could
13            come.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
15                 MS. MAHONY:  Who's your new boss?
16                 MS. BURNETT:  I'm working at APSRC, Scott Smith
17            and Bobbie Davis.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well --
19                 MS. BURNETT:  Helping schools.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  Our loss is their
21            gain.  So, thank you for everything that you've done
22            over the years.  You've just been tremendous.
23                 MS. BURNETT:  Thank you.  I don't look at it as
24            a loss; we're going to continue --
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  You know, everybody
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 1            that's come before us on fiscal -- all the districts
 2            that have had issues and challenges have always been
 3            so complimentary of working with you.  It's really a
 4            reflection of not just your knowledge, but the way
 5            that you dealt with these schools.  So we do
 6            appreciate it.
 7                 MS. BURNETT:  I appreciate you guys.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Dr.
 9            Saunders.
10                 DR. SAUNDERS:  Yeah.  She's done a great job,
11            really going to miss her, and her unit has done a
12            great job.  Scott McRae is here today; he's filling
13            in for the time being until other arrangements are
14            made.
15                 Concerning the Yellville-Summit School District,
16            you have the information in your packet.  I would
17            just draw your attention specifically -- I do not
18            know the number, but the page that concerns the legal
19            balances.  It looks like this.  And so if you were to
20            look down the legal balances of the district, you can
21            see that they closed out, starting with fiscal year
22            '13, $900,000, just over that.  This will be year
23            '14, $550,000.  And then the projected balance, what
24            they are projecting for this year, and this was
25            submitted by the district in February, would be
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 1            $81,000.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  And the
 3            district was notified of the recommendation to place
 4            them in fiscal distress.  The appeal deadline has
 5            passed.  Is that correct?
 6                 DR. SAUNDERS:  That is correct.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That was March 20, 2015,
 8            and no appeal was filed.  And is there anyone here
 9            from the school district?
10                 SUPT. WYATT:  Yes.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Sir, if you
12            would like to address us, just state your name, and
13            appreciate you being here.
14                 SUPT. WYATT:  My name is David Wyatt.  I'm the
15            interim superintendent; I've been the interim
16            superintendent since January.  I am just here to
17            acknowledge we do understand where we're at.  We know
18            how we got there and we're going to do what needs to
19            be done to get out of that situation.  We have a
20            preliminary plan that will be sent to the State
21            moving forward, and we feel confident -- and Mr. Hill
22            has been contracted with our school and we feel very
23            good moving forward in doing what needs to be done,
24            and we intend to get that done.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Well, I'm sure
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 1            that Dr. Saunders and his staff and everyone at ADE
 2            -- Mr. Key, you know, he lived right down the road
 3            from you guys there for awhile.  But we'll do
 4            everything we can to help you get on top of this.
 5            And, you know, Yellville, in my opinion, ought to be
 6            a great district, and so we want to do everything we
 7            can to help.  So, thank you for being here.
 8                 SUPT. WYATT:  Thank you.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any questions?
10            All right.  Ms. Newton has a motion.
11                 MS. NEWTON:  I move that the Board places
12            Yellville-Summit School District in fiscal distress.
13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton made
15            the motion to classify the Yellville-Summit School
16            District in fiscal distress, and Ms. Saviers seconded
17            that motion.  Is there any discussion?  Hearing none,
18            those in favor say "aye."
19                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no."  Motion
21            carries.  Thank you.  Good luck to you.
22  A-6:  CONSIDERATION OF THIRD QUARTER REPORT FOR HELENA-WEST
23  HELENA SCHOOL DISTRICT
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we've
25            already done A-5.  So then that brings us to A-6, the
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 1            Third Quarter Report for Helena-West Helena.  Mr.
 2            Tolbert had a family emergency, so he had to leave.
 3            So you'll go ahead and present that.  Okay.
 4                 MS. STREETER:  Good afternoon.  Janice Streeter,
 5            director of Learning Services for the Office of
 6            Intensive Support.  Our third-quarter report contains
 7            information on our activities for leadership and
 8            academic follow-thru.  You have the reports.  Do you
 9            have any questions for me?
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Does everybody have
11            the report in their materials?  All right.  Do we
12            have any questions of Ms. Streeter?  Ms. Saviers.
13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.  I'm looking at my notes and
14            not at the report.  But I had a question about the
15            principal not having hiring responsibilities in
16            Helena.
17                 MS. STREETER:  Right.  That was written
18            reflecting the past.  But Mr. Hoy is here and I'm
19            sure he can clear that up for you, but I think that
20            all those practices have been corrected.  I'm sure
21            that they have been.
22                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  And do you think an
23            external provider has been hired for the last year?
24                 MS. STREETER:  Fetterman and Associates have
25            been there since December, last of November or first
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 1            of December.
 2                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  Thank you.
 3                 MS. STREETER:  Yes.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
 5            questions on this item?  Ms. Zook.
 6                 MS. ZOOK:  It says in the report the things that
 7            are not being implemented or not implementing all
 8            practices and procedures with fidelity; then you go
 9            into the different areas.  Some of these were to be
10            accomplished in July and August, and all it said was
11            you're in the process.  So, Mr. Hoy, can you answer
12            the question as to why?
13                 SUPT. HOY:  I can give you my best answer in
14            terms of why everything isn't working the way I would
15            love for it to work --
16                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.
17                 SUPT. HOY:  -- is because it takes time for
18            systems to be fixed.  In Helena, we have had some
19            systemic problems.  I don't think we've got people
20            problems per se, but we do have systems problems in
21            terms of the way things have been done and the way
22            things need to be done.  And we have given a lot of
23            focus to a lot of things.  Now I will tell you there
24            are a lot of things to focus on.  One of the things
25            that I've been most prevalent in focusing on is the
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 1            fiscal end of it, but I've got one team that's been
 2            working also on the academic end of it and I've kind
 3            of been working with them.  And we're now all doing
 4            academic audits, going in different schools, doing
 5            different classrooms, making findings known to --
 6            sitting down with the building principals.  So it's a
 7            process and we are working through the process.
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  I have a follow-up question.  Is your
 9            advisory board -- do they understand that they are to
10            be on personnel and student issues and not to be
11            constantly second-guessing and acting like a school
12            board or trying to get into other matters for which
13            they're not appointed?
14                 SUPT. HOY:  Ms. Zook, with all due respect, I
15            can't speak for what they understand or they don't
16            understand.  I will simply say this to you: they are
17            concerned citizens of the Helena-West Helena School
18            District, just like others in the community have
19            concerns, and from time to time they will voice their
20            concerns.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  Are y'all going to have summer
22            school?
23                 SUPT. HOY:  Yes, ma'am.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Does that get your
25            questions?
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 1                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Mahony.
 3                 MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Hoy, did you ever fill your
 4            last seat -- or you had two seats open on your
 5            committee?
 6                 SUPT. HOY:  I filled one.  I've talked to
 7            additional people, haven't finished that process, but
 8            that process takes a little bit longer.  The first
 9            person in terms of it being filled, we'd already gone
10            through the entire process so it was a matter of just
11            moving forward with it.  But it is a process and that
12            process has begun with two others.
13                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Thank you.
14                 SUPT. HOY:  You're welcome.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton.
16                 MS. NEWTON:  Mr. Hoy, congratulations on
17            continued improvement work and congratulations to Ms.
18            Streeter and Mr. Tolbert also.  But could you
19            identify your greatest need at this point, not to say
20            necessarily it's something that -- what would you put
21            on your Christmas list as the number one need or
22            priority for the district?
23                 SUPT. HOY:  The honest answer is no, I couldn't
24            identify our greatest need.  I will tell you where I
25            saw the greatest concern when I entered the district
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 1            and that was the lack of direction in terms of a
 2            clear mission for the district and a clear direction
 3            for the district.  I find it difficult to work in an
 4            environment where you don't have the clarity.  I have
 5            worked through the advisory board and with members of
 6            the community to help them to develop one.  I did not
 7            want to create one for that particular community;
 8            they need to create one that they can get behind and
 9            push.  And the one that we have created is a whole
10            child approach.  It's bigger than just college; it's
11            about preparing our kids to be great citizens.  So I
12            think that now we're at the beginning of that
13            particular push we've got a couple of other things we
14            need to line out.  The reality is that I've always
15            been a mission-driven type person, I just have.  I
16            need to know where I'm going before I start trying to
17            get there.  I think we are there at that particular
18            point, and now I think we're beginning to push some
19            other things.  And also I'm smarter than I was.  I'm
20            not as smart as I'm going to be, but I'm smarter than
21            I was when I started this journey.  So I hope that I
22            also improve as a superintendent as we move through
23            it.
24                 MS. NEWTON:  Well, one of the things I think
25            might be beneficial to consider is I think the use of
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 1            an outside provider -- and also intensive support
 2            might be able to help -- in guiding a strategic plan
 3            and process that takes you out of the circle and, you
 4            know, even though it may be your desire and need,
 5            accept that there's a vision.  But, you know, how
 6            important it is for you maybe not to necessarily be
 7            driving the bus on that particular issue.  But I
 8            think it's important that somehow that happens in the
 9            process and then success or failure then falls on the
10            shoulders of everybody and not just the leader of the
11            district.
12                 SUPT. HOY:  Yes, ma'am.  And I understand the
13            concern.  However, I will tell you the work on the
14            strategic plan has already been done and I am
15            intimately involved with it and intend to continue to
16            be involved in it.  I think as superintendent of the
17            school it's up to me to try to set the tone and the
18            direction and to make certain we follow it.  So I
19            cannot afford, I don't think, to back out of that
20            process.
21                 MS. NEWTON:  And I agree.  But it can't be
22            defined as your friend.  It might have your handprint
23            all over it, but in order for folks to accept
24            ownership and responsibility for the kudos for
25            success or responsibility for any shortcomings it has
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 1            to be independent of you to a degree.
 2                 SUPT. HOY:  I absolutely agree.  And therefore I
 3            have driven it that way from the initial beginning,
 4            even down to the mission.  It is not a John Hoy
 5            mission, never was intended to be, and I made that
 6            clear from the beginning.  And so it will not be a
 7            John Hoy plan.
 8                 MS. NEWTON:  I trust you, but --
 9                 SUPT. HOY:  I trust me too.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other --
11            Mr. Crossley.
12                 MR. CROSSLEY:  What is your plan for increased
13            teacher retention?  I saw that as an evidence piece.
14                 SUPT. HOY:  Yes, sir.  And I will tell you this.
15            In my nine months there, or thereabouts, what I've
16            seen is frustration being a part of the issue with
17            teacher retention.  However, that was not something
18            that was a new revelation to me.  I have noticed that
19            that has been an issue even in state surveys.  But
20            I've done some surveys of that nature myself and
21            generally the frustration is leadership.  And I will
22            tell you, it's difficult to not be frustrated with
23            leadership when you change superintendents and
24            leadership as many times as it's happened in Helena-
25            West Helena School District.  We all have some things
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 1            that we have our own preferences about, ways things
 2            should be done.  I think if we can get the systems I
 3            place, then the systems will run a lot of the
 4            decisions rather than the particulars of leadership.
 5            And I think designing those systems so that the
 6            people have a voice in those systems -- we've been
 7            creating policies, but all of those have been going
 8            to the personnel policy committee.  And the thing is,
 9            I was working on some while I was waiting to get my
10            turn today.  It's just important for the people in
11            the building to have a voice to help to create the
12            culture and climate that you're trying to create in a
13            district, and it's up to a leader to try to drive
14            that climate in a positive direction.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Good question.  Ms. Zook.
16                 MS. ZOOK:  Your graduation coaches, are they
17            coordinating with the career education coaches to
18            work with those students and then analyzing where the
19            gaps are as far as the kids who are choosing to go
20            career or choosing to go to college, or a combination
21            of both, while they earn money to go to college?
22                 SUPT. HOY:  To be honest with you, I would say
23            yes to that and I would hesitate on my answer.  The
24            reason why is because I brought my building principal
25            with me today to go into more of the specifics of the
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 1            high school.  However, she did have another meeting
 2            to go to, and so she's over in a meeting, I believe,
 3            at Maumelle High School right now.
 4                 MS. ZOOK:  Sure.
 5                 SUPT. HOY:  But they're working on some things.
 6            But I will tell you we've been working in
 7            collaboration with career coaches, not just at our
 8            school but also from KIPP Delta Academy; they've been
 9            working at our school as well with their career and
10            graduation coaches.  So we've been pushing that.
11            However, it's more than just graduation-to-college;
12            we're looking at trying to -- based on what I've
13            perceived from our mission, we're trying to create
14            great citizens as well.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.
16                 SUPT. HOY:  It's not just the academics, but
17            it's also the morals of our kids that we need to work
18            on, and we understand that.
19                 MS. ZOOK:  Unfortunately, in certain districts
20            more than others it falls on the school to do the job
21            that really the community and parents and churches
22            should do.  But if they don't, then we see the kids
23            -- we love the kids and we try to be all things to
24            the kids.  And it's unfortunate it solely relies on
25            the school for the kids.
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 1                 SUPT. HOY:  I understand what you're saying.
 2            But in my short time there I have tried to make
 3            certain that I position myself to be a part of the
 4            community, the school, and the church.
 5                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.
 6                 SUPT. HOY:  So I think that in moving in that
 7            direction it helps me with the push that we're trying
 8            to make.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  I have no doubt.
10                 SUPT. HOY:  Thank you.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  Well,
12            Mr. Hoy, thank you for being here and, again, thank
13            you for the work that you do for the school district
14            of Helena-West Helena.  You took on quite a task and
15            we appreciate your willingness to serve.
16                 SUPT. HOY:  Appreciate the opportunity, sir.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, sir.
18                 MS. ZOOK:  I have a motion.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, ma'am.
20                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we accept the third-
21            quarter report for Helena-West Helena.  Is that
22            better, Ms. Coffman?
23                 MS. NEWTON:  Second.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton made
25            the second; Ms. Zook made the motion to accept the
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 1            report.  Is there any discussion?  All right.
 2            Hearing none, those in favor say "aye."
 3                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Motion
 5            carries, the report is accepted.  Thank you, Ms.
 6            Streeter.  Give our best to Mr. Tolbert.
 7                 MS. STREETER:  Thank you.
 8  A-7:  REVIEW OF CHARTER AUTHORIZING PANEL ACTION ON OPEN-
 9  ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL RENEWAL: ARKANSAS VIRTUAL
10  ACADEMY
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So that brings us to
12            action item A-7, which is the Review of the Charter
13            Authorizing Panel Action on the Renewal of the
14            Arkansas Virtual Academy Charter.  Okay.  So, Ms.
15            Hogue, you're going to get us started and tell us how
16            we're going to conduct this hearing.  Right?
17                 MS. HOGUE:  I'll introduce it and then Ms. Clay
18            will tell you how you're going to conduct it, so --
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, okay.  All right.
20                 MS. HOGUE:  Good afternoon.  I'm Cindy Hogue,
21            director of the Office of Educational Options.  In
22            2003, the State Board of Education approved the
23            charter for the Arkansas Virtual Academy; at that
24            time they had a maximum enrollment of 500.  And then,
25            in 2013, with Act 1309, that maximum enrollment was
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 1            increased to 3,000 students for K-12.  Well, in
 2            February of this year, the academy appeared before
 3            the Authorizing -- the Charter Authorizing Panel to
 4            request a renewal for five years.  At that time they
 5            also requested to change their maximum enrollment cap
 6            to 2,000.  And in March of this year, y'all voted
 7            that y'all wanted to review the Authorizing Panel's
 8            decision, so that's why we're here today.  And Mr.
 9            Scott Sides from the -- or Dr. Scott Sides from the
10            academy will be the one to present.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Ms.
12            Hogue.  And now Ms. Clay is going to kind of give us
13            the procedural background of this and how this works.
14                 MS. CLAY:  Yes.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I always forget what we're
16            supposed to do.  I'm going to write it down.
17                 MS. CLAY:  Okay.  Your hearing procedures are
18            found at Section 6.23 of the charter school rules.
19            All persons, with the exception of attorneys, need to
20            be sworn in.  The charter school will then have 20
21            minutes to present its case for renewal of its
22            application, and then any parties opposed to their
23            renewal will have 20 minutes.  After that, the
24            charter school gets 5 minutes for rebuttal and
25            closing, and that will follow with your discussion
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 1            and questions.  You have the option to make a final
 2            decision today, take the matter under advisement, and
 3            if you take the matter under advisement you can allow
 4            the charter school to get technical assistance from
 5            the Department if you deem that necessary.  Do you
 6            have any questions about your procedures?
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Are there questions?  All
 8            right.  I think we know what we're going to do.
 9            Thank you, Ms. Clay.  All right.  Anybody that's
10            going to testify on this matter stand, raise your
11            right hand.  Do you swear or affirm the testimony
12            you're about to give will be the truth, the whole
13            truth, and nothing but the truth?
14               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is it Dr.
16            Sides?
17                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, sir.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Dr. Sides, you
19            are recognized.  You have up to 20 minutes, but let
20            me make it clear that you're not required to take the
21            entire 20 minutes.
22                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, sir.
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Take as much of that as you
24            feel like you need.
25                 DR. SIDES:  Very good.  Thank you.  Good
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 1            afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Board,
 2            Commissioner Key.  My name is Scott Sides.  I was not
 3            here for your meeting in March when you reviewed the
 4            Department of Education's decision.  I was in the
 5            field supporting our PARCC effort, and I apologize to
 6            you for not being here to answer your questions.  You
 7            can be assured that in every instance moving forward
 8            that I will be here, or someone like me, to answer
 9            any questions that you have.
10                 All right.  If I could just start from the
11            questions in the March hearing -- and the first
12            question that came up was the waiver for instrumental
13            and choral music.  And I would like to share that
14            that waiver was requested due to the performance
15            criteria associated with those two courses.  The
16            academic content itself was not the issue, but rather
17            the performance criteria.  And when you think about a
18            school without a physical structure, and you think
19            about a band room, a choir room, and being spread out
20            statewide, it presents itself differently, that
21            requirement.  So the waiver was for the performance
22            requirement.  The legal department -- Department of
23            Education's legal staff had said that that could not
24            be granted.  So then we began a path to find how we
25            would then deliver this, and here are our proposed
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 1            solutions:
 2                 One is Doug Bradberry, on staff at the
 3            Department of Education, I know is creating regional
 4            opportunity for students to be in performance
 5            ensemble.  So there's on path, but it's localized,
 6            especially in central Arkansas, potentially in
 7            northwestern Arkansas, and building out to other
 8            places.  So we need additional methods.
 9                 The second would be that we could work with a
10            family to create an opportunity where they would be
11            participating in a performance ensemble locally,
12            while that won't meet the requirement for all
13            students based on their locality.  If they live in a
14            very rural area, they might not have that same
15            opportunity.
16                 So then the third potential resolution then is
17            that we would work to partner with the local school
18            district where a student who was interested in vocal
19            music or instrumental music would potentially
20            participate there at the local school district.
21                 I would like to bring to the Board's attention,
22            if I could, this is a part of the 38 required
23            courses.  We don't know how many students to whom
24            this may apply, based on what they choose.  It's the
25            38 course requirement that these two courses rest
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 1            within.
 2                 So there's the first piece that came up for
 3            discussion.  The next was our rate of withdrawal.
 4            And if I could start with the fact that so much of
 5            where a student attends school is based on where they
 6            live.  If they want to move to another place, then
 7            they have to sell their house, buy a new house, go to
 8            another place, et cetera.  There's opportunity for
 9            School Choice and there may be an open-enrollment
10            charter that would make this an opportunity for them.
11            However, we're completely unique in this regard, by
12            virtue of the simplicity within which a family or
13            student may select-in to be enrolled in the school --
14            it's what they believe is the right choice for their
15            family at the time -- and then may also select-out.
16            It's a far easier process to do than it is to
17            relocate where you live physically based on a school
18            district enrollment.  So that's, I think, point one.
19                 I think alongside that it's important to note
20            that there are important efficiencies offered through
21            this same piece.  Where you heard earlier about two
22            -- a potential of a two-hour bus ride and four hours
23            roundtrip, you multiply it by 185 days, yielding
24            about 92 eight-hour days per student riding a long
25            bus route.  So while we have to improve on our rate
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 1            of withdrawal -- and I absolutely concede that --
 2            there are efficiencies through this model that we
 3            should also look to that may be very helpful.
 4                 Next, this has not been the story of this school
 5            historically.  This is a recent story where we have
 6            been honored to have a chance to serve and to serve
 7            more students and to invite students in who have sat
 8            on an extensive wait list.  There was one point when
 9            we were capped at 500 where about 3% of students who
10            would have completed an application would have been
11            selected based on a departure of students and the
12            number of applications and the number of seats within
13            the context of 500.  So it was different then; it was
14            a small percentage of students that were allowed in.
15            But a function of this additional opportunity for
16            what was an expansive wait list has yielded a
17            difference in the total in-and-out.  And I want to
18            also say to you that part of this is a function of
19            our overall readiness.  I don't know what
20            organization can ever be ready to grow by 200%.  I
21            would say that in service to these students we are
22            honored to have that opportunity and we believed it
23            was right because there was a long waiting list and
24            how students were randomly chosen, while fair, seemed
25            a little also unfair.  So we celebrated that
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 1            opportunity but I say -- I pose to the Board that any
 2            organization growing by 200% would see some things
 3            that they were unaccustomed to having seen outside of
 4            that volume of growth.
 5                 And from there, what will we do?  So the all
 6            important next step from here, we definitely have to
 7            have stability within our student population.  We
 8            need stability for our students, for our families.
 9            We need stability within our teaching population.
10            When we grew by 200%, you'll find in the renewal
11            itself four of 29 of our teachers in 2013-14 had
12            experienced teaching virtually.  Now, they may have
13            been nationally board certified; they may have been
14            incredibly reputable in their local district; but
15            there's still a learning curve for everyone involved
16            when they come to learn virtually, teachers included.
17            So from 2013-14, where we had four out of a total of
18            29 teachers, we then retained 25 of 29.  So we began
19            to gather -- we began to gain the traction that we
20            needed to move forward to excellence, you know,
21            within our faculty to be excellent for our students.
22            For the coming year, we have sent out a notification
23            of intent, "Will you -- do you intend to return?"
24            And it was above 90% of our current teachers who have
25            indicated their intent to return.  So we have a
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 1            foothold as we move forward and we work to bring
 2            remedy to the withdrawal percentage, and what is a
 3            high percentage.  Our administrative structure is now
 4            in place.  We are -- direct reports function within
 5            the academic portion of the school, through
 6            operations, through all the parts of the school that
 7            are important.  Those have now been set in order.  We
 8            have a K-4 school level leader, looking now to 2015-
 9            16 -- excuse me -- a K-5 school level leader, a 6-8
10            school level leader, a 9-11 school level leader,
11            reporting up to what will be an assistant head for
12            academics, if you will.  So we have a very good plan
13            for how we will address academics within the school,
14            how we will have a clear reporting structure, and how
15            we've adapted organizationally for not only a shorter
16            term but also the longer term at what we would hope
17            would be the number of 2,000 which was presented to
18            the Department of Education as part of the renewal.
19                 I would like to tell you also that we're doing
20            more now than we've ever done to help families know
21            what it means to learn virtually before they enroll.
22            And this is an encounter that we offer Tuesdays,
23            Thursdays, and Saturdays, so that any person who is
24            interested in enrolling their child can hear the
25            roles and responsibilities associated with learning
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 1            virtually.  What does it mean for me as a learning
 2            coach?  What are my commitments?  What does it mean
 3            for my student?  What is the commitment that we share
 4            as a household to this mode of learning?  What do our
 5            teachers do?  How often do they do it?  Where do they
 6            do it?  What does it look like?  What curricular
 7            items will I receive?  How much, when?  All these
 8            sorts of questions that need -- really must be
 9            answered in advance of any enrollment, we make
10            provision to answer and to provide that information
11            in advance.  And I think that's key.  Further, we
12            have a team of basically a fast response where we ask
13            the question, through survey, and they will report,
14            "Things are great here;" "things are going pretty
15            well;" "things" -- I don't know the exact language --
16            "we're struggling" -- where we will immediately
17            deploy support for that family to work through
18            whatever the issue may -- what may be taking place,
19            assuming that the teacher may be in the class
20            teaching and that they may need -- they may be in
21            between class.  And then we deploy to support that
22            immediately.  Further, during summer we will be
23            helping our families prepare for the year.  Where I
24            mentioned the information sessions, it's a larger
25            information session, "Here's what virtual learning
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 1            looks like; now that we're breaking into K-5, 6, 8,
 2            9, 11, how are they different?  How does the
 3            structure requirement change by age, by requirement,
 4            on the course for graduation, whatever the case may
 5            be, 9-11 versus 6-8," and so-on.  So we have that in
 6            place.  And then we have a team that will be working
 7            with families during the summer, as much as they will
 8            have us and allow us to work with them, to prepare
 9            them to be successful fast when the school year
10            starts, to bring this learning curve down, where
11            there's not a delay with their learning.  But rather,
12            we're working with them during the summer months as
13            much as they will allow us to do.  So these are
14            important pieces, I believe, to our withdrawal
15            remedy.  But, ultimately, it's how -- immediacy
16            matters, our immediate response to what they may
17            need.  And during the summer we will have a person
18            ready in a room for newly enrolling families to come
19            in and ask whatever they need.  We will man that.
20            We'll find out whether or not there are takers, how
21            many, what's the frequency over time, and those sorts
22            of things; we'll learn from it.  But we will be
23            available and it will be immediate and everything
24            that is within our power to control, given the in-
25            and-out sequences I described, we may always have a
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 1            bit of a high rate of withdrawal, just by simplicity
 2            of in-and-out.  But we absolutely will not lie down.
 3            We will fight to train, to help them understand, and
 4            to serve in order that there would be less
 5            transition.  And it's interdependent really our
 6            transition to the academic conversation.  This is
 7            interdependent to our academic outcomes.  You
 8            wouldn't -- you won't have strong academic outcomes
 9            in this model until you will also have a more static
10            population.  We're interdependent.
11                 So the question of our Needs Improvement status
12            was raised and discussed.  We were -- I'd like to
13            start on a positive note, if I could.  We were
14            achieving in 2012 and 2013 in literacy, completely;
15            completely achieving in 2012-2013.  It was '14 where
16            we observed the decline in our literacy scores and
17            became Needs Improvement, and that was an achieving
18            district elementary and middle prior to having those
19            scores.  Math -- math has been a bigger struggle for
20            us.  In 2012, we were short of the AMO, having a bit
21            above 70% proficiency, proficient or advanced
22            students at about 70% or greater.  And so that's
23            2012.  In 2013, we observed a slight decrease in our
24            total efficiency from 12-13, but then 13-14 was the
25            difference where you see basically a 10% change
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 1            overall from what we've observed historically within
 2            the school to what we then observed in 2014.
 3                 So what then will we do about that?  Well,
 4            first, we began a subject specific model where by 5th
 5            grade we have teachers teaching math.  When we were
 6            smaller, at 500, and the ratios were 60-to-1, and you
 7            had one teacher basically for a class, you now have a
 8            teacher teaching math.  So where the teacher was
 9            supporting, guiding and assisting in the middle
10            grades, now we are picking up where we find that a
11            parent may or may not be as ready to teach certain
12            concepts, you know, far in advance of Algebra 1,
13            quadratic equations.  So our provision for teacher-
14            led intervention begins earlier now through a
15            subject-specific model in the middle school.  And
16            this is our first year to have implemented this and
17            scale helped us to do that.  So that is grades 5 to
18            11 where we're subject-specific.  There's point one.
19                 Our students take assessment at entry where we
20            understand on the skill-set their readiness and we
21            build an individualized plan for every student and we
22            track it to 100%.  It's a minimum expectation that
23            Arkansas Virtual Academy have an ILP -- I'm not
24            talking about accommodations; I'm talking about an
25            individualized plan for every student.  And before --
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 1            I've spoken with the Board before about this piece,
 2            but it's 100% of all students.  And it's informed by
 3            information as they come in or, if they've been our
 4            student the prior year, we'll take that information
 5            and apply it to this individualized learning plan.
 6            We have the capacity to do small group remediation,
 7            and we do, and we will continue to do, where we look
 8            at skill outcomes, skills demonstrated by students,
 9            at mastery or not, and then we bring them in to
10            remediate.  And so it's not the teacher moving
11            forward in the path and the curriculum itself but
12            rather, what does this student need in terms of how I
13            might remediate them.  Now we'll get better and
14            better at this because we'll now have, moving into
15            15-16, if you would allow, we'll now have teachers
16            who would've done this for two years in a virtual
17            setting, one year for, you know, any change from that
18            25 to 29, as I described, and then the additional
19            teachers hired.  And then high school, this was our
20            first year to have high school grades 9 and 10.  So
21            our high school teachers will be returning now with a
22            year of understanding how to be effective as a high
23            school teacher teaching virtually, and then our role
24            and responsibility of continuing to grow them to
25            excellence, and that we would also continue to grow.
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 1            So I will do that.  We require -- we, as part of our
 2            instructional program, will make sure that we have a
 3            rotating data meeting with every teacher on at least
 4            a three-week basis -- at least a three-week basis --
 5            where we are exploring the data that is pertinent to
 6            their student, pertinent to their students, and then
 7            helping them build their instruction related to that
 8            as instructional leaders and as we're responsible to
 9            do.  On a three-week basis, at a minimum, every
10            teacher will receive observation and follow-up
11            feedback.  For teachers who need more, we'll do more.
12            We will align that more completely into BloomBoard
13            and into the test platform, in accordance with TESS.
14                 I would want the Board -- just to offer as a --
15            I should add one more thing.  Math on Demand, just
16            the way I'd said that we'll have a person ready to
17            assist any family who comes in with questions in a
18            room waiting, we have that for math.  So beyond the
19            classroom itself, beyond the direct instruction of
20            the teacher, students from 8:00 to 4:00 have an
21            opportunity to go in to have individual tutoring.
22            There may be another student in there already, so
23            maybe it's not then individual; but there is a
24            tutoring opportunity that is different than I think
25            most could say.  And that's something that we'll
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 1            continue to staff, and it's 8:00 to 4:00, Monday
 2            through Thursday, 8:00 to noon on Friday, where that
 3            tutoring is constantly available.  So these really
 4            are the most fundamental things that we should be
 5            doing to improve for the students on their behalf and
 6            in our service to them.
 7                 I would like for the Board to note, if I could
 8            add, 38% of our new high school students came to us
 9            credit deficient -- 38%.  So I think we have to see,
10            if I could suggest, it's important to note that how
11            the school is serving is not -- in a lot of cases is
12            serving students who are looking for potentially even
13            a final possibility when you see 38% of students who
14            come in credit deficient.  I would note also we're
15            now at 15% special education, so that number
16            continues to rise.  And, finally, in one grade in our
17            high school we were as high as 20% of students
18            qualifying for services within special education this
19            year in our first year of high school, so it will be
20            a challenge.  But I can tell you that we have a team
21            that will not lie down and that with all their hearts
22            will fight for these students and will fight for how
23            we will be effective in our service.
24                 There is a larger presentation that I could move
25            into if the Board -- I would really defer to the
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 1            Board, if the Board would wish to see the larger
 2            presentation or take up these pieces that were issues
 3            of discussion in the March meeting.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, that pretty much used
 5            up 20 minutes already, so I don't know if we want to
 6            go beyond that.  Let me ask at this point, Dr. Sides,
 7            is there anyone here that is wanting to speak in
 8            opposition?
 9                 MS. HOGUE:  No.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No one signed up.  No one
11            has indicated any opposition.  All right.  So under
12            the procedural rules, you would have 5 additional
13            minutes.  Of course, no one has spoken in opposition,
14            but if you want to take a few more minutes to wrap
15            up, you may, or you may just want to answer questions
16            from the Board.
17                 DR. SIDES:  Certainly.  I defer to the Board --
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
19                 DR. SIDES:  -- and we'll take questions at this
20            time.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So are there
22            any questions from any of the board members about
23            this item?  Okay.  Ms. Zook, do you want to go ahead
24            and start?
25                 MS. ZOOK:  I guess my question is for Ms. Clay.
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 1            I have some questions about the special education
 2            piece, but I did not alert anybody to that ahead of
 3            time.  So it has dawned on me now that I probably
 4            cannot ask those questions, because it's outside of
 5            what we asked him to be prepared for.
 6                 MS. CLAY:  I think you can ask any question that
 7            you want.  The hearing today is meant to be -- it's a
 8            legal term, but a de novo hearing, so you're starting
 9            from scratch.  So anything is fair game that you need
10            to get -- to clarify and help you with your decision.
11                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Then I have a question.  Okay.
12            I see that it says that you're in substantial
13            compliance with special ed., which I'm assuming
14            that's the instructional piece.  But if a teacher
15            thinks that a child needs to be referred for service,
16            or if a parent of one of your students does, how do
17            you go about having that referral conference?  And
18            then, subsequent to that, if the referral conference
19            committee decides the child needs to have
20            evaluations, how do you make sure that happens?  And
21            then, if the evaluations determine the placement
22            conference, who all is involved?  How does that
23            process work in a virtual academy type situation?
24                 DR. SIDES:  Sure.  We follow the regulatory
25            authority, the legal authority of IDEA, and every
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 1            protocol set forth there.  If there were a
 2            recommendation, then we would follow the normal
 3            sequence and process there, following timelines.
 4            Related services is probably something that may
 5            interest you in terms of how we provide related
 6            service to these students.  And so we find locally
 7            providers for related services for therapies that may
 8            be needed in accordance with the IEP.  An IEP team
 9            meets just the same way that you would in any bricks-
10            and-mortar.  Our special programs manager is here.
11            She may want to add to anything and would need to be
12            sworn in for this.  But depending on, you know,
13            whether or not the school level leader would be
14            involved in the IEP meeting, special programs manager
15            is involved, the special education teacher, the
16            general education teacher, the parent, basically the
17            IEP team.  And the IEP's are just the way that they
18            would be in bricks-and-mortar, but also considering
19            the setting itself.
20                 MS. ZOOK:  Do you contract for your evaluations
21            to others?
22                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, ma'am.
23                 MS. ZOOK:  And how do you work with the
24            manipulative part, the gross development, the fine
25            motor development?  How are those incorporated into
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 1            the classroom and the instruction for the child?  And
 2            I see she's standing, so -- we get these two special
 3            ed. people talking -- if you want to defer to her,
 4            it's fine.
 5                 DR. SIDES:  Okay.
 6                 MS. BRANCH:  And I actually was not sworn in, so
 7            I need to do that first.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Come on up here and
 9            I'll be happy to.  Get on up.  All right.  Raise your
10            right hand.  Do you swear or affirm the testimony
11            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
12            and nothing but the truth?
13                 MS. BRANCH:  Yes, sir.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  State your
15            name.  Grab that mic by the base; don't grab it up --
16            there you go.
17                 MS. BRANCH:  Okay.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  State your name and you're
19            recognized.
20                 MS. BRANCH:  I'm Alison Branch.  I'm the special
21            programs manager here at the school.  And to walk you
22            through the steps, we do exactly what a brick-and-
23            mortar school does.  If a parent comes to us or if
24            data is showing a referral may be needed, then a
25            special ed. teacher is assigned to that student and
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 1            we start the process.  We complete all paperwork and
 2            all the timelines that are in place.  And then when
 3            we get to that point of having the meeting we have
 4            all the appropriate team members in place, a gen. ed.
 5            teacher, an LEA supervisor sits in on it, as well as
 6            the special ed. teacher and the parent.  And since we
 7            have moved into high school, if the child is
 8            available and is older, we encourage the parent and
 9            the child attend is well.  So then we distribute all
10            the data that's brought to us.  And if it looks like
11            an evaluation is truly needed, then, yes, ma'am, we
12            do contract out for an evaluation.  We have school
13            psychologists across the state that we work with and
14            they meet the child in a convenient location, a
15            library or somewhere in their area, and they complete
16            all the necessary evaluations.  If it was for speech
17            or OT or PT, we would have that type evaluation
18            completed as well.  And then once we come back and
19            review the data in that primary conference, if it
20            looks like services are needed and the child is
21            eligible, then we go through that process.  We go
22            ahead and place them with the appropriate minutes or
23            we place them with a provider.  As Dr. Sides is
24            saying, we do contract with all of our providers
25            across the state, so we just set up an initial
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 1            meeting for that provider to reach back out to the
 2            family, and they set up a convenient time for
 3            services to begin.  Once all of that is in place,
 4            then we just begin teaching the child.  And if it is
 5            a student that can attend all of their general ed.
 6            classes and get that additional support from our
 7            special ed., then we highly encourage that.  Or, if
 8            it's a student who is just severely deficient then
 9            they have a lot more time with our special ed.
10            teachers.
11                 I know you were asking about how do we insure
12            some of the skills are being met that they're
13            deficient in.  I can give one example, is I have a
14            teacher who has a child that is hearing impaired, and
15            so in their home they have all the necessary
16            equipment to be able to hear the teacher.  And she
17            uses her webcam every time so he's able to read her
18            lips.  And the parent sits right there with her and
19            so if there's any miscommunication the parent is able
20            to help us with that relationship as well.  But he's
21            on the peck system and so as you're in our lightboard
22            room, our virtual classroom, that's what she loads on
23            her PowerPoint and then she has the tools to point or
24            she can talk to him face-to-face through a webcam.
25            So all of our services are delivered that way, except
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 1            for those students who need extreme PT or OT or
 2            speech, and then we have face-to-face providers we
 3            work with as well.
 4                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I know the law requires free
 5            and appropriate and the least restrictive
 6            environment.  So have y'all been challenged on the
 7            lease restrictive environment part?
 8                 DR. SIDES:  No, ma'am.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  I pray that you don't.
10                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, ma'am.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Mahony.
12                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Just to
13            follow-up on Ms. Zook's question, I noted that you
14            are supposed to have a special ed. -- oh, excuse me
15            here -- the special ed., you're going to be monitored
16            on December -- between December 1 and January 9.  Has
17            that taken place?
18                 MS. BRANCH:  Yes, ma'am.  It has been in place.
19            We've been working very closely with Kristin Hughes
20            through it, and actually we have until April 20th to
21            upload all of our final documents or make any
22            corrections to their findings that have been found at
23            this point.  And I believe April 24th is when we'll
24            get our final notification wrapping up the
25            monitoring.
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 1                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Thank you.
 2                 MS. BRANCH:  Yes, ma'am.
 3                 MS. MAHONY:  And, Dr. Sides, I thought this was
 4            really interesting that you're hiring a truancy
 5            coordinator and it says your attendance rate is
 6            98.2%.  So a lot of schools out there would like to
 7            have that attendance level.  Can you kind of follow-
 8            through on that?  Why would you be bringing in a --
 9                 DR. SIDES:  Well, we just want to make sure that
10            there's no disconnect between -- when we have
11            discussed the withdrawals, as we did.
12                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
13                 DR. SIDES:  How students transition between our
14            school and then, you know, potentially back to the
15            local bricks-and-mortar, they would serve in that
16            regard to smooth that transition to serve as our
17            point of communication.  But further, if we were to
18            find that, you know, a student were enrolled in the
19            school but not attending, then they would immediately
20            be deployed.  And so it's different 9-11.  Now that
21            we have our first high school grades, 9, 10, now that
22            we have our first high school grades, and the role of
23            that truancy coordinator is very much focused on
24            making sure that the students are in class; if
25            they're not, that we're quickly right there to deal
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 1            with that.
 2                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And just a couple more
 3            questions.  Your withdrawal rate at some point in two
 4            or three of those areas was 62% to 67%, which is very
 5            worrisome.  And then when I'm looking at your
 6            enrollment, your African American was at 144 and
 7            white students were at 1,337.  So have you made any
 8            efforts to recruit more African American or are they
 9            not applying or can you enlarge --
10                 DR. SIDES:  I can say that the marketing effort
11            that has been done for the school has been robust.
12            It's been something that I think many of us may have
13            all seen on television and ads.  So, you know,
14            television reaches any population and all
15            populations; the marketing effort there, you know, is
16            present.  And so then it's just a question of
17            choosing this path, yes or no, in terms of enrollment
18            and such.  With regard to withdrawals -- let me just
19            stop there.  Did I answer your question in terms of
20            how we -- in terms of our outreach?  Because it --
21            have you seen the K-12 ad?
22                 MS. MAHONY:  I haven't seen your ads.
23                 DR. SIDES:  Okay.  I think that in many cases,
24            you know, many would have seen them, but that's our
25            greatest outreach.  And I think that many would argue
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 1            that television is -- you know -- it's great; it has
 2            as great of access as anything that might otherwise
 3            be done.  It's done equally by network.  I'm not a
 4            marketing person, but I can tell you that I have
 5            observed widespread marketing; so therefore, I would
 6            believe that the word is out via television ads.
 7                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And then can you tell me
 8            about the withdrawal?  Now, usually you see that at
 9            the high school level where kids start to withdraw to
10            participate in sports and activities in high school.
11            But that number was up as well.
12                 DR. SIDES:  I think that the withdrawals are all
13            related to the list of things that I discussed.  I
14            think that our readiness to execute our -- you know
15            -- just our overall provision in terms of how we
16            would provide support, the things that we now have
17            deployed in terms of training, in terms of the
18            immediacy of our response.  I think all these things
19            are inputs.  But further, it was a completely new
20            thing for many families that they just simply didn't
21            know what the school -- what it really meant in terms
22            of their time commitment, where -- how much
23            flexibility really is here and, you know, how static
24            really is the schedule; and the answer is it's
25            static.  We can be flexible, and we have the
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 1            opportunity to accommodate therapies and those sorts
 2            of things.  But at the end of the day, there is, you
 3            know, a somewhat rigid schedule, if I might say, that
 4            a student must follow, just as any student would, and
 5            that is our responsibility.  So I think
 6            misunderstanding, not knowing really what this is
 7            going to mean, in terms of my commitment also as the
 8            learning coach, because it's hard work.  And so all
 9            those things -- I'm not saying that they're not up to
10            the challenge; I know that they are.  But I think all
11            these things, the newness, made a tremendous
12            difference, our readiness, and our message, how we
13            share that message in advance with every applicant --
14            to every applicant, so that we tell our very best
15            truth of what it means to learn virtually, in
16            advance.
17                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you.
18                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, ma'am.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Mr. Crossley.
20                 MR. CROSSLEY:  You mentioned that you conduct
21            observations using the TESS model.  Is that correct?
22                 DR. SIDES:  Yes, sir.
23                 MR. CROSSLEY:  So a quick question.  How does
24            Domain 2 and Domain 3, engaging in instruction, look
25            differently than maybe a brick-and-mortar school
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 1            would look?  I understand -- I think I understand
 2            Domain 1 and 4, how that could be very similar, but
 3            Domain 2 and 3 seem like they might have differences,
 4            very striking differences.  How do you view that and
 5            how does that play into the observation piece?
 6                 DR. SIDES:  Okay.  I myself am not doing those
 7            observations in the classroom.  So what I want to do
 8            is I want to get someone who can give you the very
 9            most complete answer to your question.
10                 MS. BINGAMAN:  I'm Mitzi Bingaman.  I'm
11            assistant academic administrator, grades 7 to 10.
12            And we look a lot at student engagement and
13            questioning, lots of different questioning
14            techniques; there are different things within the
15            technology that we can bring inside the online
16            platform; we can have students go out to a secondary
17            site where they can answer questions a different way.
18            Teachers, obviously, put together their presentation
19            and seeing how much that really engages the student,
20            seeing what the teachers do to reach out to those
21            kids to make a connection since they are virtual
22            plays into that model as well.  So, you know, they
23            know them by name; they know them by family; they
24            know their family circumstances in a way that we
25            often don't do in brick-and-mortar, and that plays
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 1            into those pieces as well.
 2                 MR. CROSSLEY:  A very real part of classroom
 3            expertise in the brick-and-mortar system is the
 4            monitoring and adjusting that you have to do
 5            constantly.  I'm not sure that's the same thing
 6            virtually.  Can you speak to that?
 7                 MS. BINGAMAN:  Sure.  Whenever they present
 8            their slides, they can choose what slide to go to
 9            next.  So if they see that a student has come in and
10            maybe they've mastered something ahead of time, they
11            can then go around that.  They can also do breakout
12            rooms where they take kids in and they can
13            differentiate based on where those students are.  And
14            so I may have three different groups inside of a
15            class, and so I can have things set-up inside those
16            breakout rooms and they can differentiate it based
17            upon what I know the needs of those students are.
18                 MR. CROSSLEY:  So in a traditional classroom
19            where I may do breakout sessions on the fly, you can
20            do the same thing virtually?
21                 MS. BINGAMAN:  Yes, absolutely.
22                 MR. CROSSLEY:  All right.  Okay.  Thank you.
23                 MS. BINGAMAN:  Uh-huh.
24                 MR. CROSSLEY:  Appreciate it.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other --
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 1            are you okay, Sharon?
 2                 COURT REPORTER:  Yes.  She wasn't sworn in.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes, she was.
 4                 COURT REPORTER:  Mitzy Bingaman was?
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  She stood up.
 6                 COURT REPORTER:  Okay.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah, she was one of the
 8            originals.
 9                 COURT REPORTER:  My apologies.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  That's all right.  I need
11            you to keep an eye on me.
12                 COURT REPORTER:  I didn't see her.  I'm sorry.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  The other woman wasn't.  We
14            got her.
15                 COURT REPORTER:  Okay.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Anything -- any
17            other questions?  Okay.  Ms. Zook, you're recognized
18            for a motion.
19                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we accept Virtual Academy
20            and -- for the five-year renewal with the waiver.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Is that the
22            motion, Ms. Clay or Ms. Hogue?  Is that the proper
23            motion on this?  Does that do what we're trying to do
24            as far as --
25                 MS. CLAY:  Yes.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- essentially affirm what
 2            the Charter Authorizing Panel did?
 3                 MS. CLAY:  Yes.  I wasn't entirely clear on what
 4            "with the waiver meant," but essentially affirming
 5            the decision of the Charter Panel.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Five-year renewal; I guess
 7            the cap was 2,000; and whatever waivers were granted
 8            with the application, to the extent there were
 9            waivers?
10                 MS. CLAY:  Yes.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.
12                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  And Ms. Saviers
14            seconds Ms. Zook's motion.  Jeremy, you've got a
15            puzzled look.
16                 MR. LASITER:  I always have a puzzled look, Mr.
17            Chairman.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Nothing to do with this,
19            right?
20                 MR. LASITER:  No, sir.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  We have
22            a motion and a second.  Is there any discussion?  All
23            right.  Hearing none, all those in favor say "aye."
24                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any opposed?  All right.
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 1            Dr. Sides, congratulations.
 2                 DR. SIDES:  Thank you, sir.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Go forth and do good work.
 4                 DR. SIDES:  Thank you to the Board.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Thank you for being here.
 6  A-8:  CONSIDERATION OF ARKANSAS GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL 2016-2018
 7  PROPOSALS
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  That brings us
 9            to item A-8, which is the Governor's School proposal.
10            Correct?
11                 DR. STEIN:  Yes, sir.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, Ms. Stein, finally.
13                 DR. STEIN:  Finally.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  You're before us.
15                 DR. STEIN:  It's been a long day.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
17                 DR. STEIN:  Good afternoon to the Board.  Every
18            three years it's necessary to do site selection for
19            Arkansas Governor's School, and we are going into our
20            36th year now.  In November, our request for
21            proposals was sent out to all presidents of our four-
22            year colleges within the state and there was a
23            deadline in February, and we received only one
24            proposal and that was from Hendrix College.  And so
25            that proposal has been reviewed and we are now asking
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 1            for you to confirm Hendrix as the host for Arkansas
 2            Governor's School for 2016 through 2018.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you.
 4                 MS. NEWTON:  Mr. Chair, I have a motion.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Thank you, Dr.
 6            Stein.  Apparently, there are no questions.  Let the
 7            record reflect that Dr. Barth is not participating in
 8            this vote.  I'm pretty sure he would recuse if he
 9            were here.  And so Ms. Newton has moved that we
10            approve the proposal for Hendrix College to host the
11            Arkansas Governor's School for 2016-2018.  Is there a
12            second?
13                 MS. MAHONY:  Second.
14                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
15                 MS. REITH:  Second.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. -- I think Ms. -- all
17            right.  Ms. Mahony made the second.  We had a tussle
18            for it, but we're giving it to Ms. Mahony.  Is there
19            any discussion?  Hearing none, all in favor say
20            "aye."
21                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you,
23            Dr. Stein.  And by the way, I do know your son.  He's
24            --
25                 DR. STEIN:  I know that.  We just try not to
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 1            talk about anything about education with him.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, I'm not sure how to
 3            take that.
 4                 DR. STEIN:  No conflicts of interest.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No, there's no conflicts.
 6            Her son is an attorney in our firm, and a very fine
 7            one.
 8  A-9:  CONSIDERATION OF RECOMMENDATION OF NEW PRAXIS TEST OF
 9  ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE (TOEFL) LICENSURE TEST
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So that brings
11            us to item A-9, which is the Recommendation for the
12            New Praxis Test of English as a Foreign Language
13            Licensure Test.  Mr. Rowland.
14                 MR. ROWLAND:  Yes, sir.  Good afternoon, all.
15            This is the TOEFL test.  In addition to current
16            licensure requirements, the Department and the PLSB
17            have recommended that teachers from other countries
18            -- excuse me -- teachers from other countries seeking
19            an Arkansas educator license be required to pass the
20            TOEFL.  It is a widely accepted English language
21            proficiency test from the Educational Testing
22            Service.  Department personnel recommends TOEFL cut
23            scores of 17, Arkansas institutions of higher
24            education.  We eliminated the high and low scores,
25            and the average passing score of 76.  So we recommend
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 1            that 76 is the cut score for the TOEFL.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are there any
 3            questions?  Mr. Davis.
 4                 MR. DAVIS:  Yes.  Just a quick question in
 5            regards to that cut score in surrounding states.  Do
 6            you have an understanding of what their cut scores
 7            look like?
 8                 MR. ROWLAND:  There was no multistate standard
 9            setting study for the TOEFL.  So what we did was went
10            to each university and saw what their cut score was,
11            consulted with Educational Testing and they agreed
12            that 76 was a good place to start.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Other questions?  Ms.
14            Reith.
15                 MS. REITH:  Just quickly, piggy-backing off
16            that.  So we didn't previously have a cut score or --
17                 MR. ROWLAND:  Correct.
18                 MS. REITH:  Okay.
19                 MR. ROWLAND:  Correct.
20                 MS. REITH:  So this --
21                 MR. ROWLAND:  This is a new test.
22                 MS. REITH:  -- is the first time.  Okay.
23                 MR. ROWLAND:  Yes, ma'am.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Any other
25            question?  Okay.  So, Ms. Newton, did you make a
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 1            motion?
 2                 MS. NEWTON:  I did.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
 4                 MS. NEWTON:  I move to accept it.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  She moves to accept it.
 6                 MS. REITH:  Second.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And Ms. Saviers seconded
 8            Ms. Newton's motion.  Is there any discussion?
 9                 MS. NEWTON:  Actually, Ms. Reith seconded.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh.  Ms. Reith seconded it?
11            All right.  Let the record reflect that it wasn't Ms.
12            Saviers; it was Ms. Reith that made the second.  Is
13            there any discussion?  All those in favor say "aye."
14                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  All right.
16  A-10:  CONSIDER RECOMMENDATION OF THE NEW PRAXIS ASSESSMENT OF
17  SIGNED COMMUNICATION-AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE (0632)
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Do you have another one, A-
19            10?
20                 MR. ROWLAND:  I do.
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  This is the
22            Communication-American Sign Language Praxis
23            Assessment.
24                 MR. ROWLAND:  Yes, sir.  Act 328 provides
25            authority for Arkansas public schools to offer
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 1            American Sign Language as a credit-bearing modern
 2            foreign language.  The new educator license requires
 3            a content assessment, so ETS has a test available,
 4            the Praxis Assessment of Signed Communication-
 5            American Sign Language (0632).  Department personnel
 6            reviewed the national test data (inaudible) possible
 7            cut score of 2.5 from a 5.0 scale.  So the Department
 8            is recommending adopting the Praxis Assessment of
 9            Signed Communication-American Sign Language with a
10            cut score of 2.5, effective immediately.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are there any
12            questions for Mr. Rowland?
13                 MS. NEWTON:  I move approval.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Newton moves approval.
15                 MR. DAVIS:  Second.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And Mr. Davis seconds that
17            motion.  Is there any discussion?  All in favor say
18            "aye."
19                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you,
21            Mr. Rowland.
22                 MR. ROWLAND:  Thank you.
23  A-11:  CONSIDERATION FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: PROPOSED REVISION OF
24  THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION STANDARDS FOR EDUCATIONAL
25  INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLITERATORS
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  That brings us
 2            to A-11, which is the Consideration for Public
 3            Comment, the Revision to the Standards for
 4            Educational Interpreters and Transliterators,
 5            whatever that is.
 6                 MS. SALAS-FORD:  Yes, sir.  Good afternoon,
 7            Chairman Ledbetter, Members of the Board,
 8            Commissioner Key.  The Department is asking approval
 9            to put out for public comment our proposed revisions.
10            In 2013, a law was passed issuing new licensure
11            requirements for the Department of Health.  And so we
12            wanted to amend our standards for school districts to
13            employ interpreters to align with those new
14            requirements of licensure.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any questions?  These are
16            rules for public comment, of course.  So anybody want
17            to move these out for public comment, Ms. Mahony?
18                 MS. MAHONY:  I will.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
20                 MS. MAHONY:  So moved.
21                 MS. NEWTON:  And I second.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Newton
23            seconded Ms. Mahony's motion.  Is there any
24            discussion?  Hearing none, all in favor say "aye."
25                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Thank you,
 2            ma'am.
 3                 MS. SALAS-FORD:  Thank you.
 4  A-12:  CONSIDERATION FOR FINAL APPROVAL: ADE RULES GOVERNING
 5  STANDARDS FOR ACCREDITATION OF ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND
 6  SCHOOL DISTRICTS
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  A-12, Final Approval, the
 8            Rules for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools
 9            and School Districts.  Ms. Freno.  Good afternoon.
10                 MS. FRENO:  Thank you, Mr. Ledbetter.  Lori
11            Freno with the Department of Education.  These are
12            the -- we're seeking consideration for final approval
13            on the rules for standards of accreditation.  And if
14            anyone has any questions, I'd be more than happy to
15            answer those.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Mahony,
17            you're recognized.
18                 MS. MAHONY:  You know, I started reading all the
19            comments in the back before I started at the front of
20            this bill, and they kept talking about the 38 units,
21            38 units.  When you add these units up, there are 39-
22            1/2 units, which is the reason why I keep going back
23            to 38 units.
24                 MS. FRENO:  I'm going to have to ask one of my
25            colleagues to help me with this.  But it's my
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 1            understanding the 38 units hasn't changed.  The
 2            situation is one math or one science course can be --
 3            the computer science course can be substituted for
 4            either the math or the science.  But the 38, that's
 5            not a change.
 6                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  But when you add these up,
 7            there's 39-1/2 units there, not 38.  And I understand
 8            where we're going with the computer science --
 9            because I have a question on that as well.  But I
10            didn't -- you know -- Junction City, I do know my
11            math, but when you go back through all these numbers
12            there are 39-1/2, not 38.
13                 MS. FRENO:  And I will happily yield the floor
14            to Dr. Jones.
15                 DR. JONES:  I would have to review that.  We did
16            not increase credits, and I'm not sure -- are you
17            looking at a half-credit there, for example --
18                 MS. MAHONY:  I'm looking at the 6, that's
19            Language Arts.  Okay.  And we start on Section 903.4.
20            Then, oral communications -- when you add all these
21            up, five units, science -- you're at 11 then; 6 units
22            of math, we're at 17; a unit of computer science,
23            you're at 18; foreign language, 2 units, you're at
24            20; fine arts, you're at 23-1/2; and computer apps,
25            you're at 24-1/2; social studies are four more,
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 1            that's 28-1/2 -- and Ms. Barnes is going to correct
 2            me back there, but economics is a half, so you're at
 3            29; you add another half unit on your health and
 4            safety education, physical -- whatever, career and
 5            technical, it's 39-1/2.
 6                 MS. BARNES:  Okay.  Annette Barnes, of course.
 7            Good afternoon --
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Good afternoon.
 9                 MS. BARNES:  -- Chair and Commissioner and Board
10            Members.  I was listening to you as you were
11            counting.
12                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
13                 MS. BARNES:  But I was also trying to take into
14            consideration some of those that have to be offered
15            now.
16                 MS. MAHONY:  Right.
17                 MS. BARNES:  And so because of that, that does
18            not mean they have to be taught.  The 38 units are
19            what has to be taught.
20                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
21                 MS. BARNES:  Some of these can count for -- so
22            when you have six math's, within those six math's we
23            now have the option to count computer science as a
24            math, depending on whether or not the student -- I
25            mean, the teacher is a math certified teacher for the
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 1            students for required math credits.  So you will see
 2            some padding in there, but it's not adding to the
 3            actual required number that a district has to teach,
 4            the 38.
 5                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.
 6                 MS. BARNES:  So I will -- I mean, I'll go back
 7            and take a look at it to see how it -- how it stacks
 8            up to be 39-1/2.  But those halves can be situations
 9            where it could count for that half, if you teach it,
10            and if a social studies person was trying to teach
11            with respect to the economics.  So it could count
12            that way and that's what I'm trying to reconcile as
13            I'm thinking through what you just read off.
14                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And at 903.44, computer
15            science, one unit, it doesn't say that this is
16            mandatory.  But computer programming is what it
17            describes; it doesn't describe computer science.  So
18            the definition is wrong, and it's not a computer
19            programming -- it is not a natural science.  So then
20            you've knocked yourself down to two natural sciences
21            in the high school.
22                 DR. JONES:  That's correct.  Maybe -- you
23            haven't knocked all kids down to that because it is a
24            choice.
25                 MS. MAHONY:  It's a choice; it's not mandatory?
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 1                 DR. JONES:  And the computer science is not
 2            mandatory.  According to the new law, students may
 3            elect to take one of four computer science courses.
 4            And I can name them:  AP computer science; Essentials
 5            of Computer Science, which is the coding; the
 6            Computer Science in Mathematics; or IB Computer
 7            Science.  And students who elect to take that may
 8            elect to take that in place of one of the four
 9            required math's or in place of one of the three
10            required science's.
11                 MS. MAHONY:  But when you actually do that, Dr.
12            Jones, you really are knocking off -- and several of
13            the comments in the back were about the fact that for
14            students to be prepared at college level they needed
15            those three natural science classes.  And this --
16            computer programming is not a natural science.
17                 DR. JONES:  We -- I don't know that this was
18            shared with you, but we studied what other states are
19            doing with computer science across the nation.
20                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
21                 DR. JONES:  And many other states use it in
22            place of math, they're using it in place --
23                 MS. MAHONY:  Right.
24                 DR. JONES:  -- of science, or both.  So there is
25            other interpretation across the states.
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 1                 MS. MAHONY:  So maybe we might need to go back
 2            and re-do the definition of exactly what you're
 3            expecting under computer science, because it does say
 4            coding under there.
 5                 DR. JONES:  It is coding.
 6                 MS. MAHONY:  Well --
 7                 DR. JONES:  One of the classes is coding.
 8                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  So coding -- coding is not
 9            -- I mean, it's not a natural science class, so --
10            but the other thing that's in here too is under
11            weighted classes for AP.  And if you'll remember, we
12            started looking particularly at KIPP schools; they're
13            not trained; their teachers are not AP certified, and
14            all the other -- the rest of those teachers -- but
15            this says you can't offer weighted credit in AP if
16            you don't have AP certified teachers.  So does that
17            waiver need to be listed under here, as well?
18                 DR. JONES:  That's a charter issue.  I'm not
19            sure about that.  But in order for them to offer AP,
20            they do have to be certified teachers.  And so --
21                 MS. BARNES:  We want the students to get a
22            weight there.
23                 MS. MAHONY:  Well, but we let them say that they
24            had enough training not to have to take that AP
25            certification.  I don't know why you wouldn't do it
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 1            for the benefit of your students, but that's been --
 2            anybody remember that besides me -- Ms. Zook -- that
 3            they did not.  And it was particularly the KIPP
 4            school did not want to have their teachers AP
 5            certified, but they were going to let them teach AP.
 6                 MS. ZOOK:  I think they were going to be
 7            certified by a different --
 8                 MS. MAHONY:  They were using TFA's.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  They were certified by different
10            routes, so they wanted that to be considered AP
11            certification.
12                 DR. JONES:  I would have to go back and study
13            the specifics of that.  But it is required that -- in
14            public schools that they be certified with AP
15            training --
16                 MS. MAHONY:  Right.
17                 DR. JONES:  -- in order to get the weighted
18            credit.  And if there is a waiver to the contrary on
19            that with a charter, I'll have to go back and review
20            that.
21                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Could you also re-do the
22            definition of computer science?
23                 DR. JONES:  Let's speak a little bit further
24            about that --
25                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.
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 1                 DR. JONES:  -- so I can clearly understand what
 2            you're looking for there.
 3                 MS. MAHONY:  Thank you.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So does that mean we're
 5            going to pull this down?  Is that what we just
 6            decided, or did I miss something?
 7                 MS. MAHONY:  Can we table it?
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well --
 9                 DR. JONES:  Well, really, we do need to take
10            action on this.  It was the intention of the bill
11            writers that this -- and we had lots of discussion
12            about this, shall it just be counted as math, shall
13            it be counted as a science, and the bill writers were
14            pretty insistent that it be counted as either.  It is
15            not a natural science; it is not saying that it is a
16            natural science.  It's saying that it serves as a
17            replacement for one of the three sciences.  And the
18            same is the case with the mathematics.  It's not
19            saying it's a fourth math; it's saying it's a
20            replacement for one of the four math's, which is not
21            uncommon in some of the other states.
22                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  But with Smart Core you have
23            to have three units of natural science.
24                 DR. JONES:  Well, no.  We met as a group with
25            Higher Ed. and had that discussion, and we talked
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 1            about that as far as it met its requirements.  We
 2            looked at NCAA requirements.  And Higher Ed. said,
 3            "You set the definition of Smart Core."  And this
 4            does change the definition.  It says, "All students
 5            will either have four maths or they'll have three
 6            maths with this computer science.  All students will
 7            have three sciences or they'll have two sciences plus
 8            this computer science."  Is that clear?  It's not a
 9            replacement; it's not intended to be the same
10            content.  It is a recognition of the job market and
11            preparing students for the job market.
12                 MS. REITH:  Well --
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Hang on.
14                 MS. REITH:  Sorry.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Are you done, Ms. Mahony?
16                 MS. MAHONY:  Yeah.  I'm pondering now.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Ms. Reith, now you
18            can --
19                 MS. REITH:  As Ms. Mahony ponders, just as sort
20            of a follow-up on the college piece, just because I
21            do have the privilege of having a member of my family
22            that is part of the engineering school here at the U
23            of A and responsible for seeing a lot of these
24            applicants.  Does this affect their ability to apply
25            and get accepted into colleges?  Because so many
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 1            colleges do require three natural sciences.  What
 2            does your research, I guess, show there?
 3                 DR. JONES:  And it was at the table with the
 4            Higher Ed., U of A and many others, and that was my
 5            question specifically.  This affects the application
 6            for Smart Core.  I just did this with my son and they
 7            said, "No, you decide as a State Board what we
 8            require as our entry requirement."  And so when we
 9            make this change they will make that accommodation on
10            their application process.  And we talked about out-
11            of-state and students have -- some out-of-state
12            institutions require the same thing, the three
13            sciences.  However, many other states are using
14            computer science as a replacement too.  And so a
15            student just has to be educated; know about the
16            schools you're going to apply to, and make sure that
17            you're receiving those.  This does not eliminate the
18            possibility for a student to still take three
19            sciences.  They may choose to take three sciences
20            plus computer science.  What it does is offer
21            students a choice.  If that is their field of study,
22            computer science, and they don't -- they want to take
23            other things -- athletics, for example -- then it
24            offers them the opportunity to pursue computer
25            science and still be a Smart Core completer.
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 1                 MS. MAHONY:  Without the three units of science,
 2            natural science?
 3                 DR. JONES:  Maybe two.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Let me just
 5            remind everyone we have a court reporter and she can
 6            only take down one person speaking at a time.  I
 7            don't know if y'all remembered Judge Griffin's rule,
 8            the basis for that rule.  All right.  Sharon, do you
 9            agree?
10                 COURT REPORTER:  I appreciate that.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are there any
12            other questions?  Mr. Davis.
13                 MR. DAVIS:  And I guess just a point of
14            clarification about what you just said.  So in
15            regards to certain out-of-state colleges and
16            universities, it would be the students -- it would be
17            the expectation that the student is fully aware of
18            their admission criteria before they decide on which
19            course of action to take in regards to scheduling?
20                 DR. JONES:  That's correct.  And out-of-state
21            institutions vary by their requirements anyway.  And
22            so generally students are pursuing that; they're
23            knowledgeable about what the school in which they're
24            interested in is requiring for admissions.
25                 MR. DAVIS:  Under the three natural sciences,
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 1            was there ever a situation -- and you may not be able
 2            to answer this, but I'm just not aware of any college
 3            or university that would not -- that has a standard
 4            that would not accept the three natural sciences.  It
 5            appears that the way we had the system set up, the
 6            students were then prepared to gain admission to
 7            almost any college or university.  But now, we're
 8            putting them in a situation of having to gain
 9            additional information before the application takes
10            place.  I know I'm kind of speaking around the issue.
11            I can't clearly articulate it, but hopefully you
12            understand what I'm getting at.
13                 DR. JONES:  Yes.  And that would be for out-of-
14            state colleges.  For in-state public colleges, they
15            will make these changes as we make them with Smart
16            Core.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Ms. Reith.  Yeah.
18                 MS. REITH:  Just to piggyback -- sorry -- I
19            looked to you to make sure I was okay to speak.  No,
20            but I -- that assumption that the students know
21            already, I guess maybe it's because I am somebody
22            that went to the public schools here in Arkansas, and
23            did end up going out-of-state, and I didn't know
24            where I was going or heading or that I had those
25            options until it was my junior year.  And so I just
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 1            would hate for some of our students to be in a place
 2            of finding out they're not eligible for certain
 3            programs because they didn't have that information.
 4            And I guess, again, you know, it's nothing against
 5            computer science or these opportunities.  And I can
 6            appreciate the spirit of the law here, but I do get
 7            concerned.  Yes, I realize that that's going to fix
 8            itself here locally, but aren't we trying to help
 9            each of our students, you know, pursue the best
10            possible opportunities, whatever that looks like for
11            that individual, whether it's here or abroad?  And I
12            guess if there is a way -- and it's probably not
13            within these rules; maybe it's just maybe a point of
14            public record, but I'd like to say this here, whether
15            it's with professional development with these
16            computer science teachers, whether it's with the
17            counselors, but I do think there needs to be some
18            education here about that for our students so that
19            we're not all of a sudden hearing from parents that,
20            "Oh, wait," you know, "Here I thought I was providing
21            my child the best opportunity possible, now I find
22            out they can't even apply to certain schools."  It's
23            sort of the scenario I could envision happening if
24            this isn't accompanied with the right sort of PD and
25            informational support to counselors.
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 1                 DR. JONES:  I agree completely and we will make
 2            every effort through Commissioner's Memo, when this
 3            passes and changes.  Tomorrow, we'll put it in a
 4            Commissioner's Memo.  But through all the PD we have
 5            basically weekly with the co-ops, and through Suzanne
 6            Knowles, through our counseling unit we will make
 7            that very clear.  Because some may know but we can
 8            never communicate that enough, so we will do that.
 9            We'll make every effort to do that.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Hold on just a
11            second.  Commissioner Key, did you want to add
12            something?
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Well, this is one of those
14            areas where I had the unique opportunity of actually
15            being on the Higher Ed. side when these conversations
16            were taking place.  What we found was I believe three
17            institutions that actually required Smart Core, but
18            they referenced it specifically as Smart Core.  Now
19            what they did then was follow below that with
20            outlining what Smart Core was.  The University of
21            Arkansas/Fayetteville and UALR and ASU were the
22            three.  All the rest of those -- all the rest of our
23            state institutions did not have that requirement.
24            And Higher Education at that time confirmed what Dr.
25            Jones said; said if the State Board changes what
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 1            Smart Core is and how that's defined, we will --
 2            we're going to adopt Smart Core, whatever falls under
 3            that.  The discussion about out-of-state
 4            institutions, we realized that out-of-state
 5            institutions can change their admissions criteria and
 6            they're not going to consult with Arkansas anyway.
 7            So whether it's this or whether it's some other
 8            subject matter, there's always that potential of
 9            students who may go through their high school career
10            thinking along the lines that they're going to get
11            everything and then have something -- some hiccup in
12            that.  And we determined that -- through those
13            conversations that although it could happen, the
14            likelihood of those students being shut out of any
15            out-of-state institution was unlikely because you're
16            talking about higher achieving students anyway.  And
17            so that -- hopefully, that adds some context from the
18            university side of things to the conversation that
19            Dr. Jones -- and I recognize, Mr. Chairman,
20            Representative Bill Gossage who's here, who was the
21            lead author of that legislation, and the
22            conversations that we all add together during the
23            time this bill was being debated.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And I was going to
25            recognize you, Representative Gossage.  I saw you
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 1            here earlier and I appreciate you for coming back.
 2            We've been getting into legislative intent today, so
 3            we might call on you.
 4                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  I heard what you said
 5            about it too.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No disrespect.
 7                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  None taken.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Some of us didn't know what
 9            we intended when we voted.
10                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  That's exactly right.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I let Senator Key talk me
12            into voting on Act 60, and I wish I hadn't have done
13            that.  All right.
14                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  He'll lead you astray.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Any other -- Ms.
16            Mahony.
17                 MS. MAHONY:  You're back to me.  Dr. Jones, are
18            we going to change the curriculum for Smart Core
19            within this field?  What are we going to do with it?
20                 DR. JONES:  Change the curriculum?
21                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.  Well, what we have listed
22            under Smart Core and Core, and our debate on the
23            computer science, are you going to change that within
24            the Smart Core and bring it back for the Board to
25            look at?
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 1                 DR. JONES:  No.  If you remember, last month,
 2            when we introduced the rules and I gave you a very
 3            rough draft of the changes that would take place with
 4            Smart Core, we would make those changes if you
 5            approve the rules changes today.  And basically it
 6            says on that form replacement for either -- you take
 7            three of the sciences or you take two of the sciences
 8            plus this computer science.  Does that answer your
 9            question?
10                 MS. MAHONY:  So you're changing the form that
11            goes out to all the schools?
12                 DR. JONES:  And the rules.
13                 MS. MAHONY:  And the rules.  But they're not
14            exactly written in the rules.  You've got me confused
15            -- or I have you confused.  What I would like to see
16            is a better definition of what the computer science
17            is because the way it's listed in here it's just the
18            two items.  So that needs to be defined a little
19            better.  And then I think you need to go back with
20            the Smart Core and say "it's this, this, this, and
21            this; this is what your student is signing off on."
22                 DR. JONES:  We do that, not necessarily through
23            the rules but we have immediate follow-up.  The forms
24            are ready to go for distribution, which will be
25            attached to the Commissioner's Memo, all of the Smart
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 1            Core forms.  And it was that table-looking thing
 2            which is a little bit easier to understand.  If you
 3            change the wording in the rules, do they have to go
 4            back out?  Is that --
 5                 MS. FRENO:  They'd have to go back out; the
 6            rules would have to go back out if the changes are
 7            substantive.  But in this also what the Board can do
 8            today -- you want a different definition, is what I'm
 9            hearing, than what Dr. Jones has already written in
10            9.03.4.4, just to expand upon the current language of
11            one unit of Essentials of Computer Programming or
12            other options as approved by the Department.  We
13            could just include -- instead of the "options
14            approved by the Department," instead of that
15            language.
16                 MS. MAHONY:  Instead of that language.
17                 MS. FRENO:  Or potentially other options later
18            down the road.
19                 DR. JONES:  As of now, there are four options.
20            After the computer task -- the computer science
21            taskforce meet, there may be more.
22                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.
23                 MS. FRENO:  So we could include those options in
24            9.03.4.4, leave the language that says "other options
25            as approved by the Department," and probably that
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 1            would not be a substantive change.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yes.
 3                 MS. MAHONY:  Could we make that change?
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Well, if there is a motion
 5            and a second and a majority vote, I think we could
 6            make that change, is what I'm hearing Ms. Freno say,
 7            and that it would not be substantive to the extent
 8            that it would require it to go back out for public
 9            comment.
10                 MS. FRENO:  I think that is correct.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  This has been through --
12            the Bureau of Legislative Research has commented on
13            this -- right? -- has commented on this rule, BLR
14            has?
15                 MS. FRENO:  They have not.  BLR does not comment
16            generally on rules.  No, they have not commented --
17            let me -- the package has certainly been filed with
18            BLR.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  And they see --
20                 MS. FRENO:  And they've attended the public
21            comment hearing.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  And they haven't
23            corrected anything that's inconsistent with the
24            legislation?
25                 MS. FRENO:  No, they have not corrected
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 1            anything.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  Let's not get into
 3            that.  Representative Gossage, I mean, you were the
 4            author of this.  Are you hearing anything that causes
 5            you any heartburn about the proposed rule not being
 6            consistent with the legislation that you got passed?
 7                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  No, I don't think so.
 8            Of course, I missed the first part of your
 9            conversation.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
11                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  Whatever would replace
12            the fourth math or the third science, which we want
13            that to be rigorous.  I think the courses they've
14            listed certainly are going to meet that criteria.
15            They're not going to be easy courses.  And I think
16            anything that's -- we have in the future will fall in
17            that same vein.  And just to address very briefly
18            some of your concerns, I was a school counselor for
19            13 years.  You know, there's a myriad of choices on
20            going to school and every college and university has
21            different ideas about what students ought to have had
22            in high school.  As a school counselor, you
23            constantly have to be on your toes when your students
24            are looking to attend college in keeping them abreast
25            of their needs for where they're thinking about
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 1            going.  And I understand the concerns that you have.
 2            But Arkansas is on the forefront with the
 3            requirements that we have.  This is not going to
 4            change that, in my opinion.  The state of California
 5            only requires two math credits; Arkansas requires
 6            four.  In California public schools, you can require
 7            a third math or a third course, and it could be
 8            computer science in mathematics.  I feel very
 9            comfortable with the legislation.  I try to be a
10            minimalist.  I tried to put only those things in the
11            legislation that were necessary to cause things to
12            happen.  And I wanted the professionals and you folks
13            to have your say and your input about the rules to
14            make this happen.  When you realize that we require
15            four English, four math, three science, and three
16            social studies, that's fantastic.  But one of the
17            great needs we have in this country right now, we're
18            going to be a million computer scientists short in
19            year 2020.  We're producing 400,000; we need 1.4
20            million.  We have a tremendous opportunity to help
21            our children.  I'm not overselling this.  It has been
22            -- I completely misjudged this legislation myself.  I
23            thought it was really good legislation but after it
24            passed, the response that I have gotten from across
25            this country has been unbelievable, people contacting
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 1            this state.  I've had people from foreign countries
 2            contact me, wanting to know what they can do to be
 3            involved.  I've never -- I never would have expected
 4            this.  I really hope that you'll give us a chance.  I
 5            know that not only you're going to, but I think this
 6            is going to be one of the best things that we've done
 7            in sometime.  I really do.
 8                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Well, thank
 9            you, and thank you for your work on this.  It's
10            really important stuff and it's nice to hear the
11            recognition that we're getting.
12                 Okay.  So what do we want to do?  Ms. Mahony, do
13            you want to try to --
14                 MS. MAHONY:  Well, just one further comment.
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
16                 MS. MAHONY:  When Smart Core says you have to
17            have three units of natural science -- okay -- and
18            you're going to replace one of those units with
19            computer science, it's not a natural science.  See,
20            that is a conflict right there, even if we go through
21            and list the options.  And I'm talking to science
22            chairs and individuals in a lot of the schools that
23            call me, so I think that needs to be clarified.  Do
24            you see what I'm saying?  When you're saying three
25            natural sciences but you can replace it with a
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 1            computer science, it's not a natural science.
 2            Somehow that definition needs to be corrected.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.  But I don't know
 4            that that's necessarily a problem because I think we
 5            can write the rule to make the standards reflect that
 6            -- you have to have that, but it can be -- so I don't
 7            know that that's necessarily a problem.  It's -- you
 8            know -- kind of our intent is to expand this
 9            opportunity in this area.  Yeah.  And so we're giving
10            this option.  That's the legislative prerogative, I
11            think, isn't it, Senator Key?
12                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I mean, they pretty much
14            set the -- you know -- we've been through this before
15            and we follow their lead on this and give it meaning
16            through our rules.  And that's what I think Dr. Jones
17            and her team have worked to do and this has gone out,
18            and Representative Gossage is here.  And so that's
19            why I don't want us to tinker with it too much, and
20            that's why I asked him about are we doing something
21            that would be inconsistent with that.  So, again, you
22            know, I guess we can beat this thing to death; we
23            just need to kind of come to some conclusion to make
24            sure that we're consistent.  Dr. Jones, do you want
25            to say something?
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 1                 DR. JONES:  I think that I understand your
 2            concern.  I think we can do some wording on the
 3            actual draft handout that I handed you last time to
 4            separate that computer science from the natural
 5            science so it doesn't appear that's what we're
 6            calling it.
 7                 MS. MAHONY:  Uh-huh.
 8                 DR. JONES:  And this is really the documents
 9            that the schools use the most.  They really don't go
10            back to the rules very often.  But we can make those
11            minor changes there, without having to put it back
12            out, and make it very clear on the documents they
13            actually use.
14                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  And that also lists the
15            options as well?
16                 DR. JONES:  Yes.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.
18                 DR. JONES:  Yes, ma'am.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So --
20                 MS. NEWTON:  I would move approval with those
21            changes.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Are we actually
23            changing the language in the rule?
24                 DR. JONES:  Moderately.
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Moderately.  Okay.
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 1                 MS. FRENO:  It's my understanding --
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Get close to the microphone
 3            because I can't hear very well.
 4                 MS. FRENO:  It's my understanding, Mr. Chair,
 5            we're changing the language in 9.03.4.4 to further
 6            define the term computer science.  And right now,
 7            while it just reads one unit Essentials of Computer
 8            Science, we're going to add the other courses that
 9            Dr. Jones referred to and then we're going to leave
10            the language which would say "or other options as
11            approved by the Department."  And because we have
12            that language in there already that said "or other
13            options as approved by the Department," I don't think
14            this is a substantive change --
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
16                 MS. FRENO:  -- because it was recognized in this
17            rule.  There could be other options.
18                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  All right.  So I
19            have two people, Ms. Zook -- all right.  Ms. Saviers.
20            No, Ms. Newton has already got a motion.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  It would seem to me that down at 14,
22            where it says standard 9 graduation requirements,
23            that it just needs an asterisk by math and science
24            that says "or" -- you know -- three natural science
25            "or" two natural science and the computer science,
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 1            and the four maths "or."  So that would seem the
 2            simplest, being the wordsmith that I am, to satisfy
 3            both Ms. Mahony's concern -- I'm sure she got all the
 4            same emails I did.  So they did public comment, and
 5            they saw that that wasn't working so they've gone
 6            directly to the Board.  And I appreciate their
 7            concern and bringing that to our attention so that we
 8            would look at it more closely.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So is that a
10            different way of doing this that is more -- are we
11            doing it -- are we making changes in both locations?
12            Is that what you're saying, Ms. Zook, or just
13            changing it there?
14                 MS. ZOOK:  (inaudible)
15                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  You need to do your
16            microphone.
17                 MS. ZOOK:  Just an asterisk that helps them
18            understand better that natural science, dash, three
19            units with lab experience chosen from blah-blah-blah-
20            blah-blah, with an asterisk that refers them to
21            wherever, or a parenthesis that says two natural
22            science and one of the four -- that way, we're making
23            sure people realize that we know computer science is
24            not a natural science, but nonetheless that we value
25            it in the 21st century and so we want -- and then the
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 1            counselors -- my sister was one -- the counselors
 2            would have the responsibility of saying, "Let's look
 3            at what your" -- "Are you going to college," or, "I'd
 4            like you to go to college.  Here's the ones; you may
 5            want to do both."
 6                 DR. JONES:  Yes, we can do that.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So you
 8            understand the language.  Ms. Newton's motion is to
 9            approve -- to give final approval to the rules
10            governing Standards of Accreditation with the changes
11            that have been proposed by Ms. Zook and Ms. Mahony.
12            Right?
13                 DR. JONES:  Right.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And Ms. Zook seconded Ms.
15            Newton's motion, and we all agree that these changes
16            are not substantive to the point that this needs to
17            go back out for public comment.  Correct?
18                 MS. FRENO:  That is correct.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So Ms. Zook
20            seconded; Ms. Newton made a motion and Ms. Zook gave
21            a second.  All right.  So that being said, is there
22            any discussion?  Yes, ma'am.
23                 MS. MAHONY:  Could we have a copy of that when
24            we --
25                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Oh, yeah.  You'll get that
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 1            to them?
 2                 DR. JONES:  We will.
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  All right.  No
 4            further discussion, all in favor say "aye."
 5                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Motion
 7            carries.  Thank you, Ladies.  Representative Gossage,
 8            thank you.
 9                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  Can I give y'all a
10            hand?  Thank you very much.
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Same to you.
12                 REPRESENTATIVE GOSSAGE:  Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Yeah.  All right.  We're
14            going to take a five-minute break.  We've only got
15            two more matters on the agenda, and we'll come back
16            and finish up.
17                      (BREAK:  4:05-4:08 P.M.)
18  A-13:  CONSIDERATION FOR FINAL APPROVAL: ADE RULES GOVERNING
19  KINDERGARTEN THROUGH 12TH GRADE IMMUNIZATION REQUIREMENTS IN
20  ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
21                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Let's get back and try to
22            finish up.  We've got, I think, three more agenda
23            items to cover.  So the next item is A-13, which is
24            the Final Approval on the Rules for Immunization in
25            Public Schools.  Ms. Clay.
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 1                 MS. CLAY:  Hi, Kendra Clay, Staff Attorney for
 2            the Department.  I'll answer any questions that you
 3            have on this agenda item.  Otherwise, I ask that you
 4            give final approval to these immunization rules.
 5                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Are there questions?  No
 6            questions.  All right.  Ms. Reith.
 7                 MS. REITH:  Just out of curiosity, in the
 8            comments, I know they seem to align with the ADH
 9            rules.  What was different about this rule versus the
10            ADH rules, if I might ask?
11                 MS. CLAY:  Well, if you'll remember, several
12            months ago we brought these to you to try to get them
13            aligned.  The specifics I would have to go back and
14            look.  But ADH, the Department of Health, changed
15            some -- I'm trying to think of the best way to word
16            this, because I don't have a medical background; they
17            changed the vaccinations that are required at certain
18            intervals.  And so we wanted to align ours with
19            theirs, because they're obviously the experts on
20            them.  When we did that process, at first we didn't
21            get all of the changes that needed to be made in our
22            rules and that's why you're seeing them again.  But
23            the specifics on what they made in their initial
24            change, I don't have all of those before me today.
25                 MS. REITH:  That's fine.  Thank you.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any other questions?  All
 2            right.  Ms. Mahony, do you have a motion?
 3                 MS. MAHONY:  So moved.
 4                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
 5                 MR. DAVIS:  Second.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Mr. Davis seconds the
 7            motion.  He had his microphone on.  All right.  Is
 8            there any discussion?  All right.  Hearing none,
 9            those in favor say "aye."
10                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Those are
12            approved.  Thank you.
13  A-14:  CONSIDERATION FOR EMERGENCY ADOPTION: ARKANSAS
14  DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION EMERGENCY RULES GOVERNING THE PUBLIC
15  SCHOOL CHOICE ACT OF 2015
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  A-14 are the Public School
17            Choice Act Emergency Rules.  Mr. Lasiter, you're
18            recognized.
19                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.  14 and 15
20            are essentially the same; 14 is an emergency rule, 15
21            is the regular promulgation version of the rule.
22            These are rules --
23                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Speak up just a little bit.
24            We're having a hard time.
25                 MR. LASITER:  All right.  I've been up here so
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 1            many times you'd think I would've gotten that by now.
 2            Essentially, we rewrote the rules to match Act 560 of
 3            2015.  That act changed the School Choice law in
 4            Arkansas, so we amended the rule just as the law was
 5            amended.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So this just
 7            aligns our rule with the statute that was just
 8            passed.  Right?
 9                 MR. LASITER:  That's correct.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And we're doing it in
11            emergency because we've got some deadlines coming up,
12            I believe.
13                 MR. LASITER:  We do.  The first one is May 1.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Right.
15                 MR. LASITER:  That's the deadline.
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  So we need an emergency
17            rule in place so we can implement the School Choice
18            program?
19                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Questions?  Ms.
21            Mahony.
22                 MS. MAHONY:  Just one, Mr. Lasiter.  What are
23            the consequences if you don't file a deseg statement?
24                 MR. LASITER:  Well, that's -- you know -- the
25            deseg statement is what we will go by -- what you'll
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 1            go by to know whether someone is, you know, exempt or
 2            not.  So, you know, we just have to -- you'll --
 3            without prejudging any cases that might come before
 4            you later this summer, you know, all I can say at
 5            this point is the law requires that if they intend to
 6            not participate in School Choice.
 7                 MS. MAHONY:  Well, I know one time last year we
 8            were looking at 36 to 50-something.  There were so
 9            many deseg cases out there that no one actually
10            really had it on record.  So will this be a better
11            way to keep track of who's actually under deseg?
12                 MR. LASITER:  Well, I'm glad you mentioned that
13            because there's another part of the act that didn't
14            necessarily apply just to School Choice.  And that
15            part of the act requires school districts under a
16            desegregation order to notify the Department and
17            provide certain information about that order by
18            January 1st.  And so -- and that's independent of
19            School Choice; it's a standalone requirement that
20            they do that.  Because, as you know, for instance,
21            earlier today, we had a consolidation; one of the
22            things you have to consider is whether someone is
23            under a desegregation order.  So that part of the act
24            was geared toward making sure that you have the
25            information that you need to know which school
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 1            districts are under a desegregation order.  And there
 2            is a consequence to that section of the code, of the
 3            act, and that is that it's a violation of the
 4            Standards for Accreditation if they don't do it.
 5                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.
 6                 MR. LASITER:  So, again, that's not within these
 7            rules because it's not specific just to School
 8            Choice, but it is part of the Act 560 of 2015.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  Question.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Ms. Zook.
11                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Help me make this simple.
12            Before, they could opt out of Choice and say that
13            because they were under a deseg order.  So is this
14            changing it to simply they have to show it, or is it
15            saying if they're under the deseg and we read the
16            deseg and decide that this wouldn't affect it -- or
17            is this just simply saying "you say you are, so let
18            us see it?"
19                 MR. LASITER:  I think that it is saying that "if
20            you say you are, then let us see it."  Because you
21            still have the same requirement that we dealt with
22            last year of the Attorney General's opinion saying
23            that the Board doesn't have any authority to
24            interpret federal orders, and there's a good reason
25            for that.  So -- and, you know, and then last year
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 1            all that was required was -- the last two years --
 2            was to send a notice of exemption and, you know, some
 3            of them would cite the case.  Well, now, you send in
 4            the actual order that you're referring to.  And we'll
 5            put that -- we've already established a web page;
 6            some of those orders are already out there.  So as we
 7            get those from the districts we're going to put the
 8            orders on the website so that the members of the
 9            public can see what the basis is for the district
10            that's claiming that they're not going to participate
11            in School Choice.
12                 MS. ZOOK:  And didn't the deadline use to be
13            April 1 for the district to declare, and it's now --
14                 MR. LASITER:  Now, the law says immediately.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  Immediately.
16                 MR. LASITER:  They have to immediately provide
17            to us proof.
18                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  So in future years will it be
19            April 1 again?
20                 MR. LASITER:  No.  The April 1 language was
21            entirely eliminated, so there's not any sort of April
22            1 deadline for claiming an exemption.  It just says
23            it you, you know, contend that you have a
24            desegregation order that conflicts, you should
25            immediately provide information to the Department of
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 1            Education to that effect.
 2                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Any other questions?  All
 3            right.  Members?
 4                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we -- let's see -- give
 5            --
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  No.  A-14 is emergency
 7            adoption.
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  I move that we have emergency
 9            adoption of the Arkansas Department of Education
10            emergency rules concerning the Public School Choice
11            Act of 2015.
12                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
13                 MR. BLACK:  Second.
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Black
15            seconded Ms. Zook's motion that we give approval to
16            emergency adoption of these rules governing Public
17            School Choice.  Any discussion?  Hearing none, all in
18            favor say "aye?"
19                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Those are
21            adopted on emergency basis.
22  A-15:  CONSIDERATION FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF
23  EDUCATION RULES GOVERNING THE PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE ACT OF 2015
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  And now we need to put them
25            out for public comment, same rule.  Is there a
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 1            motion?
 2                 MR. DAVIS:  I move that we put for public
 3            comment the Arkansas Department of Education Rules
 4            Governing the Public School Choice Act of 2015.
 5                 MS. REITH:  Second.
 6                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Mr. Davis moved
 7            putting these out for public comment; Ms. Reith
 8            seconded that motion.  Any discussion?  All in favor
 9            say "aye."
10                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
11                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Opposed "no?"  Those are
12            out for public comment.
13                 So we've done A-16.  Any other business?
14                 MS. MAHONY:  Mr. Chair, we tabled item ABCTE,
15            the certification through the Passport for Teachers.
16            And can we bring that forward at our next meeting?
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  We tabled that at the last
18            meeting, in March?  Is that when we tabled that?
19                 MS. MAHONY:  We did.
20                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  So we're going to
21            put that on the agenda for the May meeting then.  Is
22            that what you're asking?
23                 MS. MAHONY:  Right.  Uh-huh.
24                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.  Do we have to have a
25            vote to remove from the table or we just put it back
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 1            on the agenda?  Who's got Roberts Rules memorized?
 2                 MR. LASITER:  I don't have them memorized but,
 3            yes, you do remove it from the table to have it
 4            considered.  But you can do that at your next
 5            meeting.  If you put it on your agenda, you can
 6            remove it from the table then, and then vote.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  What's that, now?
 8                 MR. LASITER:  You would need to remove it from
 9            the table.
10                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we need a
11            vote to remove it from the table?
12                 MR. LASITER:  Yes.  But you don't have to do
13            that right now.  You can have it on your agenda --
14                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Okay.
15                 MR. LASITER:  -- and then you could --
16                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So we'll do
17            that in May.  Okay.  All right.
18                 MR. LASITER:  Yes, sir.
19                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  I've got that.  Okay.
20            Good.  Yes, ma'am.
21                 MS. MAHONY:  One other thing.
22                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.
23                 MS. MAHONY:  Could we have the Commissioner
24            comment on the TESS, the Teacher Excellence and
25            Evaluation System, going forward and how it's going
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 1            to affect our teachers, since we're going to do PARCC
 2            assessments?
 3                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  Why don't we
 4            have him do that in his report in the morning, so he
 5            can give that some thought?  Does that work for you?
 6                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah.
 7                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  Have you got that, what --
 8                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yeah.
 9                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  -- she's looking for?
10                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Well, and if I may, Mr.
11            Chairman -- Ms. Mahony, do you want to hear from me
12            or do you want to hear from someone who knows what
13            they're talking about?  Because I've got a lot of
14            folks like that.  We will have some comments for you.
15                 MS. MAHONY:  Okay.  Thank you very much.
16                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
17                 CHAIRMAN LEDBETTER:  All right.  So is that all?
18            So 5:30 tonight at Copper Grill, right, our supper?
19            And we will be back in the morning at 9:00 a.m. for
20            reports.
21                 All right.  We are adjourned till in the
22            morning.
23
24              (The meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.)
25
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